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Abstract. Hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO), a glycerol-derived biofuel (blended with diesel fuel at 20%
v/v, Mo·bio®) and biodiesel produced through the esterification of residual free fatty acids from the palm
oil industry (pure and blended with diesel fuel at 20% v/v), all of them considered as advanced biofuels
as defined in the Directive EU/2018/2001, were tested in a Euro 6 diesel vehicle equipped with ammonia-SCR. Tests were carried out in a chassis dyno at warm (24ºC) and cold (-7ºC) ambient conditions
following the current certification procedure for light-duty vehicles (WLTC). Together with gaseous and
particle emissions, the efficiency of the SCR when changing the fuel was analysed. In general, fuel
properties were relevant only at warm conditions. Engine mechanical/thermal losses and a worsened
combustion process masked the effect of the fuel at -7 ºC. Because of the lower EGR rate, NOx emissions upstream of the SCR were higher at cold temperature, mainly during the low and the extra-high
speed phases of the WLTC. CO and THC emissions were only important at the beginning of the cycle
and at -7 ºC. HVO presented advantages regarding these compounds, while the worse cloud point of
biodiesel led to higher emissions. As expected, engine-out NOx emissions were very sensitive to the
EGR rate, HVO showing a slightly better behaviour because of its high cetane number. The SCR efficiency was mainly affected by the exhaust gas temperature (higher values under warm conditions),
although fuel-derived effects were also significant. In fact, a more appropriate NO2/ NOx ratio at the
catalyst inlet for HVO (which promotes the fast reduction reaction) and a higher hydrocarbon concentration at the low-speed phase for B20 (which are consumed later in NOx reduction reactions) contributed
to a lower tail-pipe NOx emissions at -7 ºC when these fuels were used. The oxygen content of biodieselbased fuels (B100 and B20) led to lower particle number with respect to diesel fuel, although the EGR
rate also played a significant role (as in case of Mo·bio®). Despite of its nil aromatic content, the higher
EGR rate and the extremely superior autoignition trend of HVO led to higher particle number under high
engine load and warm conditions (which promote local richer premixed conditions downstream of the
lift-off length of the fuel jet).

1. Introduction
The impact of pollutant emissions derived from road transport on human health and environment has
been a priority concern for governments and institutions during the last decades. In Europe, the last
Euro 6 emissions regulation has become much more stringent, mainly regarding nitrogen oxides (NOx).
The limit established for this compound in light-duty diesel vehicles decreased from 180 mg/km in Euro
5 to 80 mg/km in Euro 6 [1]. This change has forced vehicle manufacturers to use complex after-treatment systems for reducing tailpipe NOx beyond the values that can be achieved with internal measures
such as exhaust gas recirculation or advanced injection strategies. Two different options are currently
used, lean NOx trap (LNT) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR). Because of its easier implementation
in light-duty vehicles (since it does not require an additional dosing system), the former was most popular
during Euro 6b. With the entry into force of Euro 6c and Euro 6d-temp [2], the certification driving cycle
changed to the Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC), sometimes complemented with real driving emissions (RDE), which are tougher in terms of dynamics, load and duration
than the previous New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). In order to adapt to these new requirements,
manufacturers started to increase the use of ammonia-SCR due to its higher efficiency on NOx
1
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conversion (near 95% within a temperature range between around 200 and 350 ºC [3]) once the lightoff temperature of the catalyst is reached. The acceptable performance of LNT at low temperature together with the greater conversion efficiencies of SCR at high engine loads are pushing towards the
combined used of both systems in new vehicle developments [4].
Simultaneously, the use of renewable fuels as substitutes of conventional fossil fuels has been
strongly promoted in the last years. The recent EU Renewable Energy Directive (2018/2001) [5] establishes a contribution of renewable energy of 14% in rail and road transport by 2030, encouraging the
use of biofuels with non-crop and waste origin (with a contribution of at least 3.5% and multiple counting),
usually denoted as advanced biofuels. Conventional biodiesel, a mixture of fatty acid methyl esters
(FAME) with properties limited in standard EN 14214 [6], is obtained from transesterification of vegetable
oils or animal fats and it has been the most widely used biofuel in diesel vehicles. It must be blended
(with ratios depending on the feedstock and the production process) with diesel fuel to fulfil the standard
EN 590 [7]. A more sustainable way (with enhanced lifecycle GHG emissions) to produce FAME is
based on the esterification of residual free fatty acids from industrial processes [8]. This latter method
allows for avoiding the formation of glycerine, the most abundant residue derived from transesterification
processes. Glycerine represents around 10% by wt. of the obtained products [9] and somehow conditions the viability of the biodiesel industry (its low purity and the excess of this compound regarding
pharmaceutical applications limit its alternative uses). Some pioneering industrial initiatives evaluate the
revalorization of this waste to produce fatty acid glycerol esters (FAGE) through transesterificationtransketalization reactions with triglycerides [10]. FAGE must be blended with FAME or diesel fuel because of its weak cold flow behaviour and viscosity [11]. Although there is still a significant lack of information regarding the use of FAME from esterification of residual fatty acids and FAME/FAGE blends in
diesel engines, similar properties to conventional biodiesel, even higher oxygen-content, lead to a reduction in particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO) and total hydrocarbons (THC) [12][13][14].
Other promising alternative to conventional diesel fuel are paraffinic fuels like gas-to-liquid (GTL)
or hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO), the latter being more attractive since it can be produced in current
oil refineries with minor changes in the production facilities and it has renewable origin. HVO is manufactured through a hydrotreating process of different oils [15]. This biofuel has a cetane number and an
energy content significantly higher than diesel fuel [16], which has been proved to contribute to important
CO2 savings [17]. Regarding pollutant emissions, although they are very dependent on the type of engine and the engine mapping [18][19], reductions in particulate matter emissions are usually reported
[20][21] while NOx trends are not so clear[22].
The combination of modern De NOx aftertreatment devices and a higher expected contribution
of advanced biofuels in diesel-type fuels is a new challenge for engine/vehicle manufacturers and for
the biofuels industry. The engine mapping, which has been optimized for operation with conventional
diesel fuel, could be optimized to the use of these new promising biofuels. This optimization involves
the regulation and control of the after-treatment operating conditions, such as the LNT regeneration
frequency and/or the urea injection strategy in the SCR. Moreover, there is yet a significant lack of
information on the effect of advanced biofuels during real driving operation at cold temperature, which
will be required in future EU regulations to check the reliability of aftertreatment at adverse climatic
conditions [23]. Thus, the main target of this work is to evaluate, in comparison with conventional diesel
fuel, the effect of three different advanced biofuels (HVO, FAME from an esterification process and a
FAGE-FAME blend) on the performance and regulated emissions (gaseous compounds and particles)
of a Euro 6b light-duty diesel vehicle equipped with an ammonia-SCR device. Tests have been carried
out following the WLTC procedure at two ambient temperatures, 24 ºC (as established in the current
certification regulation) and –7 ºC (representative of cold conditions). As a novelty, by comparing NOx
emission upstream and downstream of the SCR, the catalyst efficiency was calculated for each phase
of the cycle. Therefore, this paper provides important information which can be used for optimizing the
after-treatment system over the whole cycle of a diesel vehicle equipped with SCR and fuelled with
advanced biofuels.

2. Experimental
2.1 Vehicle and experimental setup
Driving tests were carried out using a Peugeot 3008 1.6 BlueHDi, a light-duty vehicle equipped with a
direct injection diesel engine (model DV6 FC) which is representative of the current market in Europe (it
belongs to the SUV-crossover segment). The exhaust gas aftertreatment system allows to fulfil the
emission limits specified in the EU standard Euro 6b [1] and it consists of a diesel oxidation catalyst
(DOC) for oxidizing CO and unburnt hydrocarbons (THC), an ammonia selective catalytic reduction
2
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(SCR) device for the removal of NOx and a regenerative wall-flow diesel particulate filter (DPF) for eliminating soot. This vehicle uses cooled high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to reduce engineout NOx emissions. A scheme of the engine and the exhaust system configuration is shown in Fig. 1,
while the main vehicle characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Vehicle characteristics

Engine
Cylinders
Valves per cylinder
Displacement
Compression ratio
Transmission
Rated Power
Rated Torque
EGR system
Aftertreatment system
EU emissions standard

DV6 FC 1.6 BlueHDi
4
2
1560 cm3
17:1
Manual 6 gears
88 kW / 4000 rpm
300 Nm / 1750 rpm
High-Pressure EGR (Cooled)
DOC + SCR + DPF
Euro 6b

INTERCOOLER

HP-EGR
COOLER

INTAKE
AIR
FILTER

Sampling
Point 1

DOC
Sampling
Point 3
Sampling
Point 2

SCR

DPF

Fig. 1. Engine and exhaust system configuration scheme

Gaseous emissions were measured upstream and downstream of the SCR system (sampling
points 2 and 3 in Fig. 1) in order to study the behaviour of this catalyst when changing the fuel. The
upstream composition was analysed using a MEXA-ONE C1 equipment, which incorporates a chemiluminescence detector (CLD) for NO and NOx, a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) sensor for CO and CO2
and a flame ionization detector (FID) for THC. Tailpipe emissions (point 3 in Fig. 1) were measured with
a Horiba OBS 1300 analyser, which includes two different modules: a MEXA 70 NOx with a zirconia
sensor for NOx measuring and a MEXA 1170 HNDIR based on NDIR for CO and CO2 determination.
THC emission at this point was quantified with an Amluk FID 2010. Regarding particles, they were
measured upstream of the DPF (point 1 in Fig. 1) with an Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS) spectrometer manufactured by TSI. The accuracy of the different analysers is shown in Table 2.
Some engine operating parameters, which significantly affect emissions (such as the relative
position of the EGR valve and the SCR-inlet temperature), were obtained from the electronic control unit
(ECU) through OBD-II connection and using INCA PC software (with its corresponding ODX-Link). The
instantaneous fuel consumption was calculated from the carbon balance (CO2, CO and THC) by using
the method proposed in EU directive 1151/2017 [2]. A Kistler Kibox device allowed for evaluating the
combustion process (ignition delay time, combustion phasing and duration) through thermodynamic diagnosis. This analyser uses three different signals: the instantaneous in-cylinder pressure (obtained
3
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through a piezoelectric sensor model Z17090sp149 located in the glow plug gap of cylinder 1), the
engine crank angle and the energizing current of the fuel injector (measured with a current clamp).
Table 2. Accuracy of the emission analysers

Module

MEXA ONE-C1

Measuring Method

Accuracy

CLD

± 5 ppm NOx

NDIR

± 0.0025% CO (v/v)
± 0.1% CO2 (v/v)

FID

± 15 ppm HC

MEXA 720 NOx

Zirconia sensor

± 30 ppm NOx

MEXA 1170 HNDIR

NDIR

Amluk FID 2010

FID

± 0.02% CO (v/v)
± 0.32% CO2 (v/v)
± 20 ppm HC

All driving tests were carried out in a two-wheels drive (2WD) chassis dynamometer following
the World-harmonized Light-duty vehicle Test Cycle (WLTC) Class 3B. The roller has a diameter of
159.1 cm with the driving wheels placed over it. The installation allows to test vehicles up to 165 kW.
The inertias and rolling resistances were simulated through the coast-down parameters and a blower
synchronized with the vehicle speed is placed in the front of the car to provide frontal cooling air. This
facility is placed inside a climatic chamber which can set the ambient temperature between -20 and 40
ºC and the relative air humidity between 30 and 80% (the latter only when ambient temperature is higher
than 15 ºC).
2.2 Fuels and methodology
Together with a conventional diesel fuel used as reference (supplied by Repsol and free of biodiesel),
three different advanced biofuels were selected for this work. Biodiesel composed of fatty acid methyl
esters (FAME), not produced through a conventional transesterification method but through an esterification process of residual fatty acids coming from the palm oil industry, was supplied by Masol Iberia.
Hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO) was provided by NESTE. Both fuels fulfilled the corresponding EU
standards regarding fuels quality, EN 14214 [6] and EN 15940 [24] for FAME and HVO respectively.
Finally, a novel biofuel consisting of a blend of FAME (70% v/v), fatty acid glycerol esters (FAGE, 27%
v/v) and acetals (produced during FAGE production and used for improving cold flow properties, 3%
v/v) was also tested. This blend was provided by Inkemia-IUCT with the commercial name of o·bio®.
The FAGE content came from transesterification-transketalization reactions of the residual glycerine
resulting from the FAME production process by using waste cooking oil as feedstock. More detailed
information about this latter fuel can be found in reference [11]. According to the classifications provided
in Directive (EU) 2018/2001 [5], these biofuels can be considered as advanced biofuels.
Vehicle tests were performed at two different temperatures, 24 ºC and -7 ºC. Two replicates of
the WLTC were carried out to check repeatability (results shown in the next section include the average
of both replicates as well as error bars indicating the maximum and minimum values). A preconditioning
test with no emissions measurement (following also the WLTC) [25], followed by an 8 hour-duration
soaking process, was performed when changing the fuel or the ambient temperature in order to guarantee reliability (same initial conditions).
The main properties of the fuels tested are shown in Table 3. Diesel fuel and HVO were checked
neat at both temperatures. Neat biodiesel (B100) was tested at 24 ºC but it was blended with the reference fuel (20% v/v, denoted by B20) at -7 ºC because of its bad cold flow properties at this temperature.
Similarly, a blend of o·bio® (20% v/v) and diesel fuel (named as Mo·bio® from now on) was also tested
at both temperatures.
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Table 3. Fuel properties

Property

Diesel

HVO

Biodiesel 20 %
v/v

Biodiesel 100
% v/v

100 % v/v

(B20)

(B100)

(HVO100)

Mo·bio

Density at 15 °C
(kg/m³)

829

840

876

780

843

Kinematic viscosity
at 40 °C (cSt)

2.92

3.00

5.08

3.21

3.01

Lower Heating
Value (MJ/kg)

43.0

41.8

36.9

44.3

41.2

Lubricity (μm)

330

195

186

416

189

Cloud Point (ºC)

-22.1

-6.8

13.1

-32.5

-12.9

Cold filter plugging
point (ºC)

-24

-9

12

-44

-16

Derived cetane
number

58.29

62.47

66.94

80.06

56.98

T10 (ºC)

227.4

230.1

322.8

258.8

229.6

T50 (ºC)

259.3

273.8

325.3

276.7

269.2

T90 (ºC)

291.6

321.4

334.3

289.4

329.0

C (% w/w)

86.23

84.14

76.24

85.00

83.58

H (% w/w)

13.77

13.48

12.38

15.00

13.38

O (% w/w)

0.00

2.38

11.38

0.00

3.04

Average molecular
formula

C13.57H25.99 (1)

C14.58H28.04O0.31 (3)

C18.06H35.19O2 (2)

C14.17H30.02 (1)

C14.66H27.95O0.4 (3)

14.60

14.16

12.51

14.88

14.01

Stoichiometric
air to fuel ratio

(1) Calculated from the C and H content (provided by the fuel supplier) and the molecular weight, calculated with software ASPEN
(2) Calculated from the ester profile, supplied by the fuel producer
(3) Calculated from the formula of the blended components, weighting the number of C, H and O atoms by the molar fraction

3. Results
3.1 Vehicle efficiency and combustion analysis
The fuel consumption for the different phases of the WLTC procedure is shown in Fig. 2 (at both ambient
temperatures), while Fig. 3 shows the energy consumption calculated from the former and the heating
value of the fuels tested. The energy consumption is inversely related to the engine thermal efficiency.
As expected, fuel consumption increased at -7 ºC due to higher mechanical and heat losses as well as
to a less efficient combustion process, especially during the low-speed phase of the driving cycle. Regarding the type of fuel, biodiesel-based fuels (B100, B20 and Mo·bio®), mainly neat biodiesel, exhibited
higher fuel consumption consistently with their heating values. In the same way, the high energy content
of HVO led, in general, to the best fuel economy. Differences between fuels were less noticeable at cold
temperature since the above-mentioned constraints limiting the engine efficiency (mechanical/heat
losses and incomplete combustion) masked the effect of the fuel properties. It is valuable to remark that,
under warm climatic conditions, B100 and B20 caused higher thermal efficiencies because of an improved combustion process, this effect not being perceptible for Mo·bio® due to its lower cetane number. Moreover, the important decrease in the EGR rate (see Fig. 4, which shows the relative EGR valve
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opening (%)) when B100 is used also contributed to an enhanced engine efficiency for this fuel. HVO
provided some benefits under conditions for which autoignition is a key phenomenon, such as the warmup period of the engine (low speed phase) at cold ambient temperature. At these conditions, the cetane
number and volatility of the fuel played a significant role.
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Fig. 2. Specific fuel consumption at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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Fig. 3. Specific energy consumption at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

Since the effect of EGR on engine-out NOx emissions is very relevant [26], Figure 4 also allowed
for isolating the influence of the fuel from that of the EGR rate (at least from a qualitative point of view).
As observed, cold ambient temperature did not permit high EGR ratios, especially during the first part
of the cycle, in order to guarantee an appropriate combustion process. Once the engine is hot enough,
the EGR rate increased, reaching even similar values than those at 24 ºC during the extra-high speed
phase. Average EGR valve opening values were around 11 and 5 % at 24 and -7 ºC, respectively. No
significant differences in the EGR rates were observed between fuels excepting B100 at 24 ºC, for
which, as mentioned before, the higher fuel consumption (Fig. 2) led to a decrease in this ratio.
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Fig. 4. EGR valve opening at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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Information about the combustion phasing and duration (derived from the combustion diagnosis), which is highly conditioned not only by the type of fuel but also by the injection strategy, was required to justify the engine-out pollutant emissions level. The engine mapping involved two pilot and a
main injection events. The timing of the first pilot injection (in crank angle degrees (CAD) before top
dead centre (TDC)), which is shown in Fig. 5 for both temperatures, was used in this work as representative for the start of the injection. The injection was advanced at -7 ºC during the low-speed phase
to compensate the higher fuel consumption resulting from the lower engine efficiency. As the cycle
progresses, the start of injection became similar at both temperatures. Only when the heating value of
the fuel is low enough, as it is the case of B100, and the ambient temperature is high enough for the
fuel properties to play a differentiating role (24 ºC), the injection timing was somewhat affected by the
fuel. An opposite though much less visible trend was observed for HVO, with a slightly lower fuel consumption.
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Fig. 5. Start of injection at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

Ignition delay values shown in Fig. 6 were calculated as the crank angle interval between the
first pilot injection and the start of the combustion (defined as the angle for which 5% of the total apparent
heat has been released). The overall higher values at 24 ºC were probably consequence of the higher
EGR rates, since the autoignition time is very sensitive to the in-cylinder oxygen concentration [27]. The
cetane number of HVO was very relevant mainly during the warm-up period of the engine under both
climatic conditions, showing the shortest ignition delay. The poorer physical properties of biodiesel and
Mo·bio®, mainly the viscosity in case of B100 and the volatility for the latter, retarded autoignition (although the higher cetane number of Mo·bio® partially compensate this trend). This behaviour was evident at 24 ºC although, once again, the in-cylinder thermodynamic conditions dominated over the fuel
properties under cold ambient temperature, unless the fuel composition clearly favoured ignition (as it
is the case of HVO). Differences between fuels diminished during the final parts of the cycle, when the
engine temperature was high enough.
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Fig. 6. Ignition delay at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

Figures 7 and 8 show, respectively, the combustion duration (defined as the crank angle interval
between the start of combustion and the angle for which 90% of the total heat was released), and the
crank angle for which 50% of the total apparent heat release was reached (usually denoted as CA50).
No important differences were observed between climatic conditions, since the lower in-cylinder
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temperature at -7 ºC (which would hinder the combustion development) counteracts the also lower EGR
rate (this condition enhancing combustion). The higher combustion velocity of oxygen-containing fuels
(B100, B20 and Mo·bio®) [28] led to a faster combustion process. Oppositely, the paraffinic structure of
HVO slightly extended the combustion duration [29][30]. The combination of the mentioned parameters
(injection timing, ignition delay and combustion duration) led to the combustion phasing (CA50) indicated
in Fig. 8. No relevant differences between fuels were detected since longer ignition delays are usually
linked with quicker combustion processes and/or advanced injection timings. Regarding the ambient
temperature, the slightly advanced injection and the shorter ignition delay at -7 ºC moved combustion
closer to TDC.
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Fig. 7. Combustion duration at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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Fig. 8. CA50 at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

The exhaust gas temperature, which strongly affects the conversion efficiency of the SCR
(shown later), is a consequence of the energy consumption and the combustion phasing and duration.
The instantaneous evolution of this parameter is shown in Fig. 9 upstream of the SCR (point 2 in Fig.
1). The higher EGR rate, the also higher intake air temperature and the slightly delayed combustion
process at 24 ºC dominated over the lower energy consumption, thus leading to a higher thermal level
in the exhaust gas when compared to -7 ºC.
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Fig. 9. Exhaust gas temperature upstream of SCR at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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Neat biodiesel exhibited lower exhaust gas temperatures because mainly its lower EGR rate. Furthermore, an improved combustion efficiency (Figure 3) and a slightly earlier combustion process (Figure
8), the latter causing a more intense cooling of the burnt gas during expansion, also contributed to this
result.
3.2 Gaseous emissions
As explained before, gaseous emissions were measured upstream (after the DOC) and downstream
(after the DPF) of the SCR system. In case of CO emissions, only downstream values are shown in Fig.
10 because of the negligible effect of the SCR catalyst on this compound [31]. As observed, tailpipe CO
emissions were very small and only noticeable during the first instants of the low speed phase of the
cycle, because the light-off temperature of the DOC was not reached yet. Obviously, this effect is more
significant at -7 ºC. Variations between fuels were small excepting HVO at cold temperature because,
as previously commented, its higher combustion efficiency (Figure 3) together with its more appropriate
volatility (which favours evaporation) caused a lower engine-out CO level. Figure 11 shows THC emissions upstream and downstream of the SCR. These emissions were also very low and followed the
same trend as CO with ambient temperature. In this case, at cold temperature, not only HVO stood out
from the rest of fuels (with the smaller THC amount) but also B20, which displayed a sharp THC peak
at the beginning of the cycle. The worse cloud point of this latter fuel, close to the tested temperature,
prompted this behaviour. In addition, the higher oxygen content of Mo·bio® (Table 3) also provided
benefits with respect to B20. It should be noted that, under these conditions, the THC concentration
after the SCR was lower than that at the inlet of the catalyst. This trend has been reported in other works
as consequence of a chemical use of hydrocarbons by the SCR. At low exhaust gas temperature conditions (cold ambient and/or low speed phase of the cycle, as shown in Fig. 9) unconverted THCs are
adsorbed and stored in the porous structure of the SCR. Later, when the temperature increases enough,
they are released and consumed during the NOx reduction paths [32][33] as a reducing agent in combination with ammonia.
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Fig. 10. Specific CO emission at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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Figure 12 shows the specific NOx emission upstream of the SCR at both temperatures. The
lower EGR valve opening, together with a minor contribution of a more centred combustion process
(see CA50 in Fig. 8), caused an increase in NOx emissions at – 7 ºC. Moreover, higher fuel consumptions at the low speed (to compensate engine losses) and at the extra-high speed (to comply with the
higher engine power requirement) phases also contributed to higher NOx. Regarding fuel-related effects,
the smaller EGR rate and the shorter combustion duration with biodiesel increased NOx formation under
warm conditions. Additionally, the higher equivalence ratio (derived from a higher fuel consumption)
when biodiesel-type fuels are used could be the main reason for their also higher NOx emission at -7
ºC. While the superior autoignition trend of HVO reduced NOx at warm temperature by diminishing the
premixed combustion fraction, no clear explanation was found to explain the best performance of diesel
fuel at cold temperature. It is valuable to mention that the very high sensitivity of NOx emissions to the
EGR rate limits somehow the achievement of more precise conclusions.
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Fig. 12. Specific NOx emission upstream of the SCR at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

The SCR efficiency, shown in Fig. 13, was calculated from the NOx emission upstream and
downstream of the system. Three reasons contributed to better efficiencies at warm conditions: a more
appropriate catalyst temperature (the main parameter affecting the NOx conversion rate in this type of
catalysts), the lower inlet NOx concentration and an adequate NO2/ NOx ratio (shown in Fig. 14).
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Fig 13. SCR efficiency at 24 ºC (left) 410 and -7 ºC (right)
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Fig. 14. NO2 to NOx ratio upstream SCR at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)
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In fact, it has been widely reported that NO2/ NOx ratios below 0.5 hinder the fast reduction
reaction (NH3+1/2 NO +1/2 NO2=N2+3/2 H2O), which highly boosts the NOx removal rate [34]. This
could be the reason for the highest SCR efficiency at cold temperature when HVO was used. The acceptable conversion efficiencies of B20 at -7 ºC were maybe due to the previous mentioned THC accumulation in the catalyst substrate during the low speed phase. These hydrocarbons were released in
the subsequent phases of the cycle, thus supporting NOx reduction reactions. Since the exhaust gas
temperature at 24 ºC (Figure 9) was lower for B100 and Mo·bio®, in addition to the higher NOx amount
at the SCR inlet, it was not surprising the worse conversion level when using these fuels.
3.3 Particle emissions
Particle number emissions were measured upstream of the DPF using an EEPS, which allows for counting particles with diameters between 5.6 and 560 nm and provides the number concentration as function
of the diameter. Since EU regulation 1151/2017 [2] only considers particles larger than 23 nm, this value
was taken as the lower limit during the tests. In general, particle number was only relevant when the
fuel consumption was substantial, i.e. during the extra high-speed phase at both climatic conditions and
the low-speed phase at – 7ºC. As widely reported, the oxygen content of biodiesel-based fuels (B100
and B20) led to lower particle number with respect to diesel fuel. However, Mo·bio®, which has higher
oxygen content than B20, caused similar or even higher particle number emissions than diesel fuel at
the extra-high speed phases. Although this trend could be explained by a larger EGR rate (Figure 4) at
warm conditions, no clear explanation was found at -7 ºC. Because of its nil aromatic content, HVO
caused lower particle number emissions than diesel fuel excepting the extra-high speed phase at 24 ºC,
for which HVO produced much more soot. Together with the difference in the EGR rate between these
fuels at this condition (Figure 4), maybe not enough to justify the important increase in soot emissions
with HVO, the significant autoignition reactivity of this fuel (favoured at warm temperature and high
engine loads) could also contribute to the formation of soot precursors because of richer conditions
downstream of the lift-off length during the transient fuel jet evolution. The local equivalence ratios of
the premixed combustion taking place at this location have been widely reported to greatly affect engineout soot emissions, as initially documented by Dec [35] and widely checked in subsequent works
[36][37]. In fact, although unusual, some authors have observed an increase in soot emission when
using HVO under some engine conditions because of this phenomenon [38].
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Fig. 15. Specific particle number emissions at 24 ºC (left) and -7 ºC (right)

Conclusions
Tests in a chassis dyno with a Euro 6 diesel vehicle equipped with ammonia-SCR following the WLTC
at 24 and -7 ºC were performed. Three advanced biofuels (HVO, a glycerol-derived biofuel and biodiesel
from the esterification of residual free fatty acids) were used in order to evaluate fuel-derived effects
when compared to conventional diesel fuel. Although results showed that the engine operating conditions (mainly the EGR rate), the driving cycle phase and the ambient temperature played a more important role than that of fuel type on pollutant emissions and SCR efficiency, some fuel-related conclusions were obtained mostly under warm climatic conditions. This allows to conclude that even though
the biofuels tested can be used directly in modern diesel vehicles, some engine mapping modification
would let for lowering pollutant emissions. This latter aspect is especially important nowadays because
of the expected greater presence of these compounds in future diesel-type fuels as well as more restrictive upcoming certification limits. The main following conclusions can be drawn:
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• Biodiesel fuels, B100 and B20, caused higher thermal efficiencies (more noticeable at warm temperature) due to their oxygen content and, in the former case, to the lower EGR rate. HVO (with a
high cetane number and volatility) showed benefits in terms of thermal efficiency under conditions
for which autoignition became relevant, such as the warm-up period at cold ambient temperature.
• The combination between injection timing (more advanced for biodiesel-type fuels because of their
higher fuel consumption), ignition delay (lower for HVO because of its high cetane number) and
combustion duration (shorter for oxygen-containing fuels) led to similar combustion location (CA50)
for all the fuels. The more advanced combustion phasing at -7 ºC was caused by the lower EGR
rate at this condition.
• Once the light-off temperature of the DOC was reached (after the first period of the low speed
phase, especially at -7 ºC), CO and THC emissions were insignificant. While, in general, HVO
presented the lowest values, the high cloud point of B20 caused significant THC emissions at cold
ambient temperature. Regarding NOx emissions, the very strong impact of EGR on this compound
makes difficult to clearly isolate the effect of the fuel composition. Nevertheless, it seems that the
autoignition trend of HVO allowed for reducing NOx due to the decrease in the premixed combustion
ratio.
• The SCR efficiency was not only affected by the catalyst temperature and the NOx concentration
at the catalyst inlet (both higher at warm temperature), but also by the NO2/ NOx ratio (closer or
higher to the optimal value of 0.5 at 24 ºC). The latter reason (which favours the fast reduction
reaction) could cause the best performance observed for HVO at cold temperature. THC-supported
reduction reactions also contributed to the acceptable conversion efficiencies of B20 at this climatic
condition.
• Noticeable particle number emissions were associated to high fuel consumptions (extra high-speed
phase at both climatic conditions and low-speed phase at -7ºC). The EGR rate appeared again as
a significant parameter governing soot emission. However, HVO, which was expected to reduce
soot because of its nil aromatic content, led to significant emissions under high engine loads at
warm temperature. In addition to a higher EGR rate, a richer local premixed combustion after the
lift-off length of the fuel jet also promoted this latter result.
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Abstract. Net-Zero-Carbon (NZC) Fuels are synergistic with a growing capacity of renewable energy
generation. NZC Liquid Fuels represent an interesting option to accelerate the displacement of fossil
fuels in applications or regions where full electrification is challenging or impossible. Within the family of
liquid fuels, methanol represents a particularly efficient option for converting renewable energy to a liquid
NZC fuel. Furthermore, a compression ignition internal combustion engine provides an efficient path for
conversion of energy stored in methanol to power.
This paper will compare the use of neat methanol to Diesel fuel, using n-heptane as a surrogate, via a
combined 1-D and 3-D modelling effort in order to evaluate the likely direction of methanol combustion
technology for future NZC transportation. Preliminary results suggest that a methanol fueled compression ignition engine will provide excellent fuel conversion efficiency and significant system cost reduction
opportunities.
Notation
BMEP
BTE
CNL
CR
EGR
LHV
MEOH
PCP
PMEP
NZC

Brake Mean Effective Pressure
Brake Thermal Efficiency
Combustion Noise Level
Compression Ratio
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Lower Heating Value
Methanol
Peak Cylinder Pressure
Pumping Mean Effective Pressure
Net Zero Carbon

1. Introduction
In response to concerns regarding climate change, governments and private entities are putting in place
initiatives to reduce the CO2 footprint of the economy through both regulations and voluntary sustainability objectives. While sectors of the economy begin to address the mix of energy sources consumed
within their operations, the overall demand for energy in some sectors is anticipated to grow. Using the
United States commercial truck sector as an example, anticipated energy use for light commercial vehicles in 2020 will be 0.89 quads and grow to 1.07 quads by 2050. Anticipated energy use for freight
over the same period will grow from 5.87 quads to 6.09 quads [1]. While electrification of portions of the
transportation sector will be an important part of the global path to sustainability, many important participants are exploring a range of transportation energy options within their sustainability plans [2].
1.1 The Case for Methanol as an Energy Carrier
A range of investigators has considered the dynamics of the global energy market. As these investigations proceed, it becomes increasing apparent that a range of energy carriers will likely serve the global
economy [3]. While the volume of fossil energy products traded will need to decline substantially over
the next decades, renewable energy carriers are likely to replace them, leveraging the legacy methods
of distribution. One key driver is the relative location of renewable energy production versus the location
of energy consumption. Again, using the example of the United States, Figure 1 shows that the central
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continent serves as the primary source of renewable solar and wind capacity, while high density populations occur along the coasts and in the Great Lakes basin [4, 5]. Moving electrical energy long distances can be a challenge. One study indicates the cost of long-distance energy transmission via the
electrical grid is an order of magnitude more costly than transport via chemical energy [6].

Fig. 1. Renewable energy resources and population distribution, a) solar energy intensity, b) wind energy intensity, c) combined wind and solar intensity, d) population distribution

While it is widely accepted that light duty personal transportation accommodates electrified vehicles well and that local pick-up and delivery is amenable to electrification, other applications may benefit from chemical energy carriers that are more aligned with the operating profile of various fleets and
commercial operations. Major fleets exemplify the range of low CO2 options integrated into a comprehensive commercial operation. Very large fleets have had the financial scale to experiment with a range
of technologies. The results of those experiments suggest a range of energy carriers will be used well
into the next decades. It is noteworthy that e-fuels now are considered along with the more established
renewable Diesel, renewable jet fuel, renewable natural gas and electrification as a component of a
future transport energy mix [7].
Methanol is a prime candidate as a global energy carrier. It is already widely traded on a global
basis as a commodity for a range of industrial and consumer product uses [8]. It is safe, relative to
conventional energy carriers, as it has low toxicity, disperses quickly in the event of an accidental release, and biodegrades rapidly in soil or water. The methods and capacity of transport are already well
established in the global economy. Methanol can be synthesized from a range of carbon sources including: industrial carbon capture, direct CO2 capture, agricultural waste, and municipal waste, to name
a few. When the synthesis process combines these carbon streams with renewable electricity, a fully
carbon neutral energy carrier can be the result.
1.2 The Case for Methanol as a Diesel Fuel
Given that methanol is a primary precursor for many of the chemical fuels currently considered as alternatives to fossil fuels [9], it is useful to consider use of methanol directly, thereby eliminating the energy
consumption associated with further processing. Methanol is already used in China as fuel for spark
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ignition engines and is being considered for use as a blending agent by some investigators for European
spark ignition applications [8][10].
An effective way to introduce alternative fuel technology is through fleet applications as has
been done with CNG, LNG and LPG. Since fleet operation technology choices are primarily driven by
total cost of ownership, vehicle cost and efficiency are important factors driving their vehicle purchases.
One way to align financial motivation with societal needs, is to provide cost effective CO2 reduction
technologies to the market.
The case of the Southern California Rapid Transit Authority methanol bus program in the last
decades of the 20th century confirms that methanol can serve as a renewable and low emission fuel for
Diesel fleet applications [11]. Engine manufacturers participating in the transit bus program provided a
useful technical roadmap for re-establishing methanol as a renewable fuel [12, 13].
1.3 The Case for Our Study
In this regard, the authors explored the use of methanol in a contemporary light duty/light commercial
Diesel engine configuration. The 0.4L to 0.5L unitary displacement covers a broad range of engine
applications ranging from 1.2L to 4.0L offerings. Therefore, the findings from this investigation can be
applicable to a wide range of commercial vehicles, particularly in the last mile delivery category, service
sector, and vehicles for skilled trades.
In the context of compression ignition applications, the authors see potential for a range of characteristics that might provide opportunities for continued investigation. The low viscosity and fast vaporization of methanol may allow lower pressure fuel systems to be used. Methanol may provide an opportunity to significantly simplify the Diesel typical intake charge system. Research regarding the use of
alcohols as reductant fluids in HC-SCR systems has shown significant promise [14]. It is possible that a
HC-SCR system using methanol for a reductant would allow a single fluid to serve as both fuel and NOx
reductant. Taken in combination, it is reasonable to imagine that a compression ignition engine, optimized for methanol, could be significantly more cost effective for commercial vehicles than a contemporary Diesel fueled engine, thereby facilitating the growth of sustainable energy in the global economy.

2. Fuel, Engine, and Model Description
For the 3-D modeling work, n-heptane was used as a surrogate for Diesel fuel. The model fuel was nheptane but the comparisons are to a production Diesel engine, so the terms ‘n-heptane’ and ‘Diesel’
are both used to refer to the fuel. Several key properties of the fuels are shown in Table 1. Some of the
properties of methanol related to CI engine operation are widely known. Methanol has poor ignition
quality as shown by the very low cetane number and its energy density on a volume basis is significantly
lower than that of hydrocarbon fuels. However, one beneficial quality of methanol is that it requires about
5% less air to produce a given energy release in comparison to n-heptane or Diesel fuel. The lower air
requirement will aid in reducing the peak cylinder pressure as well as in reducing the air flow requirements and the pumping work.
In an actual Diesel engine application, methanol would require a lubricity additive similar to that
used in [15] in order to protect the fuel injection system. The effect of a lubricity additive on the combustion was not modeled in this study but is assumed to be insignificant.
Table 1. Fuel Properties

Property
Cetane Number
Density (g / liter)
Lower Heating Value (MJ / kg)
Energy Density (MJ / liter)
Stoichiometric A/F ratio
Energy Released per kg Air for Stoichiometric
Combustion (MJ / kg air)

N-Heptane
53.8
0.684
44.6
30.5
15.14

Methanol
~5
0.786
20.09
15.8
6.46

2.95

3.11

The engine chosen for this study was a typical light-duty 4-stroke turbocharged compression
ignition engine. This type of engine was chosen because it serves the light duty vehicle market as well
as commercial and delivery vehicles. Millions of engines of this type are in use around the world.
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The 1-D simulations were performed with GT-Power v7.4 [16]. The model chosen for this study
was based on one of the example models included with the software (the ‘Diesel_VGT_EGR’ example)
with some slight modifications to accommodate methanol as the fuel. This model was deemed to be a
good generic representation of engines in the market, and it contains no proprietary information. The
entire engine system was modeled including an inlet airbox and an exhaust aftertreatment system. The
model included a turbocharger with a variable geometry turbine and a cooled, high pressure loop EGR
system with an EGR control valve and a cooler bypass valve. The main modifications to the model
consisted of increasing the compression ratio, changing the fuel to methanol, and increasing the nozzle
flow area to maintain a similar injection duration as in the baseline Diesel. The DI-Jet combustion model
was implemented in the example engine model so it was used, but the goal of the 1-D modeling was to
provide boundary conditions for the 3-D modeling, so the use of the DI-Jet model had little consequence
on the overall results. Some key parameters of the model are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Engine and Operating Parameters for the 1-D Simulations

Total Displacement
Displacement per Cylinder
Compression Ratio – Diesel
Compression Ratio – methanol
Ambient Pressure
Ambient Temperature

2.0 liters
0.5 liter
15.5
19.0
100 kPa
300 K

The 3-D simulations were performed using CONVERGE v2.3 [17]. The model was developed
as part of a previous study on Diesel engines by Gao et al [18] and the referenced paper provides many
details on the development of the CFD model and its validation. For this study, the only changes to the
model were the fuel, the bowl geometry and the nozzle flow area. Only the closed portion of the cycle
was simulated with the initial conditions provided by the 1-D model. The 3-D model had a displacement
of 0.4L per cylinder compared to 0.5L per cylinder for the 1-D model. To accommodate this difference,
the mass of fuel and air provided by the 1-D model was scaled appropriately and the initial temperature
and pressure were kept the same. A sector mesh geometry was modeled using a 1/8 sector of the
cylinder. The injection rate was based on a current Diesel state of the art high pressure common rail
fuel system using 3 injection pulses – 2 pilot events and a single main event. The injection rate shape
and duration was kept the same for the methanol cases as for the n-heptane cases. The nozzle area
was doubled, as shown in Table 3, to accommodate the larger injected quantity of methanol. A skeletal
chemistry mechanism was used for the n-heptane combustion representing the Diesel cases with 144
species and 900 reactions [19, 20]. The methanol cases used a reduced mechanism with 32 species
and 167 reactions obtained from the Sandia chemistry website [21]. Additional parameters of the 3-D
model are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Engine and Operating Parameters for the 3-D Simulations

Displacement per Cylinder
Initial Crank Angle
Final Crank Angle
Compression Ratio – Diesel
Compression Ratio – methanol
Nozzle Geometry
Nozzle Diameter – Diesel
Nozzle Diameter – methanol

0.4 liter
138 CAD BTDC
141 CAD ATDC
15.5
19.0
8 hole, 155 degree
116 microns
164 microns

Five engine operating conditions were chosen for this investigation as shown in Table 4. The
conditions include a light load point (1), two mid load points (2 and 3), the peak torque point (4) and the
peak power point (5).
Table 4. Key Point Operating Conditions

Condition
1
2
3
4
5

Speed (RPM)
1250
2000
1500
2000
4000
18

BMEP (bar)
2
8
14
20
19
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One of the goals of the study was to develop an engine configuration for methanol that would
ensure robust operation at reasonable ambient temperature without a glow plug. For a CI engine operating on methanol, it is assumed a glow plug will be available for startup and for operation at cold ambient
conditions. The glow plug could also be used as a backup to ensure operation at any condition, but it is
desirable to be able to operate a fully warmed up engine over the majority of its operating domain without
the need for a glow plug. No attempt was made to model the effect of a glow plug in the CFD model
since that was considered outside the scope of this investigation.
The combustion chamber bowl used for the n-heptane cases was based on a current production
light duty Diesel design as exemplified in [22]. The Diesel bowl is a re-entrant type bowl as shown in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Comparison of Diesel and Methanol Bowl Profiles

A goal of the study was to use a combination of increased compression ratio and uncooled
external EGR to achieve reliable ignition of methanol without the use of a glow plug as described above.
A set of preliminary CFD modeling runs using methanol with the original CR = 15.5 Diesel bowl quickly
confirmed that the compression ratio had to be increased as expected. The effect of compression ratio
on the ignitability of methanol was then investigated by scaling the Diesel bowl to test compression ratios
in the range from 18 to 21. A compression ratio of 19 was chosen because it was the minimum value
that ensured ignition and combustion efficiency > 99% at the three highest load operating conditions
with no uncooled EGR. At the two lowest load conditions, uncooled external EGR was used to increase
the trapped gas temperature. The 1-D engine model predicted that slightly over 50% external EGR was
available at Condition 1 and up to 25% was available at Condition 2. Thus CR = 19 combined with using
uncooled EGR at low load conditions was chosen for methanol to provide the desired ignition quality
while minimizing the increase in peak cylinder pressure. Since the EGR was used primarily to aid ignition
at low loads, the EGR cooler was not needed and could be removed from the engine. This results in a
simplification and cost reduction opportunity for the methanol engine.
Another result of the compression ratio testing using the scaled Diesel bowl was the discovery
that the re-entrant bowl design did not work well for methanol. The reason for this was not investigated
extensively, but images from the CFD model showed a very rich region in the recirculation zone of the
bowl which prevented complete combustion of the fuel. Instead, an entirely different bowl design was
chosen for the methanol cases. The historical literature shows that direct injection methanol fueled compression ignition engines were typically designed using open bowls. Figure 3 shows a bowl design for a
heavy duty, methanol CI engine from Detroit Diesel [23]. Similar bowl designs are shown in Obert [24]
for low viscosity, low cetane number fuels such as methanol and gasoline. The bowl used for the methanol cases in the current study, shown in Figure 2, is very similar to the designs developed in these

Fig. 3. Historical Methanol CI Engine Bowl Design
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earlier methanol engine studies. It is an open bowl design with the surface of the bowl’s central cone
parallel to the fuel jet centerline and an outer bowl surface oriented to sweep the spray plume up into
the squish area as the piston moves down in the cylinder. The open bowl design performed much better
with methanol as will be described later. Additionally, the open bowl design is simpler and easier to
manufacture than the re-entrant bowl and it would be much better suited to the application of a thermal
barrier coating since the surface of the open bowl is more accessible for spraying or pressing on a
thermal barrier coating.

3. Modeling Results
One of the advantages of using methanol as a CI engine fuel is the ability to use lower relative air/fuel
ratio (lambda) than with Diesel because of the low sooting tendency of methanol. The lower lambda
values will be useful for reducing the peak cylinder pressure which is important because of the increased
compression ratio required for methanol. The low sooting tendency will also allow the use of EGR for
NOx control. One of the key questions addressed in this study was the effect of reducing the air/fuel
ratio all the way down to the stoichiometric condition to observe the tradeoff between the brake thermal
efficiency and emissions. If the engine could be operated at the stoichiometric condition, a simple 3-way
catalyst aftertreatment system could be used resulting in a simpler, lower cost system.
Sweeps of lambda and EGR were modeled at the key points in order to explore the effects of
varying these parameters. Figure 4 shows the conditions that were modeled. At the 3 highest load conditions, the EGR rate was varied from 0 up to approximately 10% and lambda was varied from approximately 1.0 to 1.2 or the highest lambda value that could be achieved with the air handling system. For
condition 2 (2000 RPM / 8 bar BMEP), the EGR rate was varied between 15 and 25% and lambda was
varied from approximately 1.0 to 1.2 or the highest lambda value that could be achieved. At this condition, a minimum of 15% uncooled EGR was required to ensure robust ignition of the methanol. For
condition 1 (1250 RPM / 2 bar BMEP), the EGR rate was varied between 45 and 50% and the lambda
values, which were between 1.9 and 2.3, resulted from leaving the intake system un-throttled and the
turbine wastegate fully closed. At this condition, a minimum of 40% uncooled EGR was required to
ensure robust ignition of the methanol.

Fig. 4. Lambda and External EGR

Figure 5 shows the combustion efficiency vs. lambda for all operating conditions and all lambda
and EGR combinations. For lambda values of about 1.15 and higher, the combustion efficiency for the
methanol fueled engine is excellent. For lambda values below 1.15, the combustion efficiency falls,
reaching a value of about 94% for stoichiometric operation. The level of EGR does not seem to have a
significant effect on this trend; the dominant effect comes from the change in lambda. This trend is true
for all of the methanol fueled operating conditions that were investigated.
One question that arises is whether a change in the combustion chamber configuration (the
bowl shape, number of spray holes or the hole orientation) or the injection strategy could improve the
combustion efficiency for the cases with lambda below 1.15. It is likely that there is a more optimal
combination but that optimization was beyond the scope of the present study.
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Fig. 5. Combustion Efficiency vs. Lambda for All Operating Conditions

The PMEP for all of the cases is also shown in Figure 5. The PMEP values, obtained from the
1-D model, show a trend of lower PMEP at lower lambda values for conditions 4 (2000 RPM / 20 bar
BMEP) where significant boost pressure is required. For the other conditions there is not a significant
change in PMEP with lambda. For condition 5 (4000 RPM / 19 bar BMEP) the wastegate is either fully
opened or near fully opened.
For the calculation of Brake Thermal Efficiency (BTE) and other brake specific values in the
paper, a BMEP value was needed. The BMEP was calculated using the IMEP calculated by the 3-D
model combined with the PMEP and FMEP from the 1-D model. BTE for the different cases is shown in
Figure 6. In this paper all discussion of efficiency and fuel consumption will be done using BTE. Due to
the significant difference in the energy density between methanol and Diesel fuel, BSFC numbers are
not directly comparable whereas BTE numbers are comparable. The combustion efficiency is the primary factor affecting the BTE. The pumping work has a secondary effect. As with the combustion efficiency, the BTE is best for the higher range of lambda values. BTE is relatively flat above lambda = 1.10
and falls for lower lambda values. At the stoichiometric condition, the BTE is approximately 6% lower
than the peak values, or about 2 to 2.5 percentage points.

Fig. 6. Brake Thermal Efficiency vs. Lambda

Predicted values of BTE vs BSNOx are shown in Figure 7. Each of the individual lines in the
figure represent sweeps of lambda at a given EGR rate. The specific EGR rate for each sweep is shown
by the line format. BTE at each condition increases as lambda is increased as shown by the arrow. The
lowest BTE point on each curve is near the stoichiometric condition. The main conclusion from this figure
is that the EGR rate has the dominant effect on the NOx emissions. The lambda value and the engine’s
operating condition have secondary effects on the NOx. Even decreasing lambda all the way down to
stoichiometric has less effect on NOx than adding an additional 5% EGR. For conditions 1 and 2 the
BSNOx values were all below 1 g/kW-hr due to the higher EGR levels required to ensure robust ignition
of the methanol.
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Fig. 7. Brake Thermal Efficiency vs. Brake Specific NOx

4. Comparison of Methanol to Diesel Results
The BTE values for the methanol cases were better than the BTE values for the n-heptane (Diesel)
cases for all operating conditions. In order to explain this, a comparison will be made between the heat
release rates for an exemplary case with the different fuels. Figure 8 shows the heat release rate for
both fuels at condition 3 (1500 RPM / 14 bar BMEP). The injection rate profile, which came from the
baseline Diesel engine, was the same for both fuels. It utilized 2 pilot injections which together contained
a total of 10% of the fuel and a main injection containing 90% of the fuel.
For the n-heptane case in Figure 8, the fuel from each injection event ignited shortly after it was
injected and the HRR shows evidence of the 2 pilot injections and the main injection. For the methanol
case, the fuel injected in both pilot events had a significantly longer ignition delay and the combustion
of the fuel from the 2 pilot events merged into a single premixed burn event which was better placed
from an efficiency point of view (i.e. less over-advanced). The main event fuel for the methanol case
ignited shortly after the start of injection, just like the n-heptane case, and for both fuels there is evidence
of a diffusion burning period and a burnout “tail” period after the end of injection. The tail of the HRR is
significantly shorter for the methanol case resulting in better overall HRR placement and a more effective
expansion process. The combination of the less advanced pilot HR location and the shorter tail on the
main HR event results in higher indicated work for the methanol case which translates into improved
BTE. Conditions 2, 4, and 5 also showed similar differences between the methanol and n-heptane
cases. For condition 1 the burn was mostly premixed for both of the fuels due to the low load.

Fig. 8. Heat Release Rate for 1500 RPM / 14 bar BMEP Condition

One consequence of the significantly shorter tail on the methanol heat release rate was that the
combustion phasing could be retarded relative to the n-heptane case. Retarding the combustion phasing
is an effective way to reduce the peak cylinder pressure with little or no effect on the BTE. Combustion
retard sweeps were performed for all of the methanol cases to find a more optimal phasing. Another
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consequence of the faster end of combustion burnout was that the injection pressure could be reduced
for the high load methanol cases without any significant detrimental effects. It was possible to reduce
the peak injection pressure to 1600 bar or less for all of the cases. This capability to use a lower peak
injection pressure rating for the fuel system will aid in simplifying and reducing the cost of a methanol
CI engine.
Table 5 shows a summary of the results for the methanol and n-heptane cases using optimal
lambda, EGR, and injection timing values. All of the methanol cases have peak injection pressure below
1600 bar as described above. The upper part of the table has values for the n-heptane (Diesel) cases
and the lower part of the table has values for the methanol cases. As previously described, the methanol
engine used uncooled EGR at conditions 1 (50% EGR) and 2 (15% EGR) to aid ignition. No uncooled
EGR was required at the higher load conditions (3-5) to aid ignition, but 5% EGR was used for conditions
3 and 4 to bring the NOx level down similar to the Diesel cases.
The peak cylinder pressures for the methanol cases are higher than for the n-heptane cases at
all conditions due to a combination of higher compression ratio and shorter burn duration. Overall a
methanol engine will need approximately 20 bar higher cylinder pressure capability than a Diesel in
order to operate at all of the conditions considered for this study. The combustion noise level with methanol is higher than with n-heptane but not significantly. At the 2000 RPM / 8 bar BMEP condition the
CNL with methanol is 3 dBa higher but at the other conditions important to the drive cycle the CNL is
within 1 dBa. It is possible that the CNL could be reduced by optimizing the methanol injection strategy,
but this was not attempted in this investigation.
The predicted NOx values were very low for the methanol conditions with high EGR rates and
similar or slightly lower than the n-heptane predictions at the conditions with low or no EGR. Finally, the
BTE with methanol was higher than with n-heptane as discussed above.
Table 5. Summary of Methanol and N-Heptane (Diesel) Results

Fuel
n-heptane
n-heptane
n-heptane
n-heptane
n-heptane

Fuel
MEOH
MEOH
MEOH
MEOH
MEOH

RPM /
BMEP
1250 / 2
2000 / 8
1500 / 14
2000 / 20
4000 / 19
RPM /
BMEP
1250 / 2
2000 / 8
1500 / 14
2000 / 20
4000 / 19

λ
2.31
1.74
1.22
1.20
1.20

λ
1.95
1.22
1.15
1.18
1.22

Inj. Pr.
(bar)
340
720
1520
1450
2470

EGR
(%)
40
8
0
0
0

PCP
(bar)
55
91
137
155
162

CNL
(dBA)
74
82
84
88
92

Inj. Pr.
(bar)
430
1000
1370
1410
1590

EGR
(%)
50
15
5
5
0

PCP
(bar)
65
110
153
183
180

CNL
(dBA)
74
85
85
89
94

BSNOx

(g/kW-hr)

1.0
4.4
4.8
4.7
7.2

BSNOx

(g/kW-hr)

0.0
0.9
3.0
4.9
4.4

BTE
(%)
28.4
37.6
35.2
35.9
31.1
BTE
(%)
31.0
39.6
38.7
39.4
36.9

BTE diff
(%)
9%
5%
10%
10%
18%

The fuel consumption comparison between a baseline Diesel engine and a methanol fueled
engine will be made using a simplified estimate of drive cycle emissions for the WLTP cycle. The
weighting factors for the 5 key point operating conditions are shown in Table 6. The weightings are
based on a 1.6L engine in a 1600 kg vehicle and they represent fuel percentage burned over the cycle.
Table 6. Weighting Factors for WLTP Drive Cycle Estimates

Condition
1
2
3
4
5

Speed (RPM)
1250
2000
1500
2000
4000

BMEP (bar)
2
8
14
20
19

Weight (%)
21
29
37
13
0

The predicted cycle weighted results are shown in Table 7. Comparing the methanol fueled
engine results to the baseline Diesel, the BSNOx averaged over the WLTP cycle was reduced by approximately 60%. Average BTE over the cycle was improved by over 8%. An additional consideration is
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that there was no optimization performed on the bowl shape, injector nozzle or injection rate shape for
the methanol engine in this study. It would be interesting for a future study to perform this optimization
in order to see what additional benefits could be achieved.
Table 7. WLTP Cycle Weighted Estimates

Diesel
4.01
34.5

Cycle average BSNOx (g/kW-hr)
Cycle average BTE (%)

Methanol
1.61
37.4

Although this study did not include experimental validation of the results, the significant NOx
reduction that is observed is consistent with experimental results from prior production applications using M100 methanol fuel [12, 13]. Other similarities to previous heavy duty Diesel-to-methanol conversion
studies include; compression ratio increase of approximately 25% over the baseline Diesel, lower airflow
requirement for methanol relative to Diesel, similar brake thermal efficiency for Diesel and methanol,
reduced NOx and PM emissions with methanol. Also interesting to note is that the previous studies,
which used 2-stroke engines, were able to use hot internal residual gas to aid ignition and minimize the
use of glow plugs similar to the use of hot external EGR in the current study.
The final results of this study show that the performance and emissions of a compression ignition engine fueled with methanol can be equal to or better than a comparable Diesel fueled engine. The
use of methanol also allows several cost and complexity saving modifications to the engine. The high
pressure loop EGR system can be simplified by removing the EGR cooler since only uncooled EGR is
required. The fuel injection system will be required to deliver more fuel, approximately twice the volume
compared to Diesel fuel, but the pressure rating of the fuel system can be lower. The study shows that
1600 bar peak injection pressure is probably sufficient. Finally, the piston design and fabrication process
can be simplified due to the much simpler bowl shape. The application of a thermal barrier coating to
the piston crown would also be simpler and more feasible due to accessibility of the surface.
The study also shows that it would probably be possible to run the methanol engine at stoichiometric conditions due to the very low sooting tendency of the fuel. In the discussion of BTE above, it
was shown that dropping the air/fuel ratio from lambda = 1.15 down to lambda = 1.0 resulted in an
efficiency decrease of about 6%. If this BTE decrease was applied to the drive cycle estimates shown
in Table 7, the cycle BTE for the stoichiometric methanol engine would be similar to the cycle BTE of
the baseline Diesel engine. The lowest cost operating strategy would then be a function of the relative
costs of the lean vs. stoichiometric aftertreatment systems and the cost of the NZC methanol fuel.

5. Conclusions
The intent of this investigation has been to invigorate interest in net-zero-carbon (NZC) methanol as a
transportation fuel for commercial on-road applications. As described earlier in this paper, methanol has
been successfully implemented in the recent past for on-road compression ignition engines and it has
the attributes to be a valuable addition to the range of renewable fuel alternatives in the future.
Observation from this modeling demonstrate the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Ignition can be achieved with a combination of increased compression ratio (CR = 19.0)
and uncooled external EGR.
Brake Thermal Efficiency with methanol is equivalent or better than with conventional Diesel
fuel.
Engine out NOx levels with methanol are, in general, lower than with conventional Diesel
fuel.
These results have been achieved with a simple injection strategy and minimal optimization.
No substantial technology or costly adaptions are required to achieve the results shown
within this paper, under normal operating conditions.

The results of this study demonstrate that methanol can be implemented in a contemporary
Diesel engine architecture with little adaptation. While the details associated with startability, durability,
and the broader issues of production applications are not addressed here, the experience of past implementations show that these issues are not insurmountable.
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The implications of these results are as follows:
•
•
•

Methanol has potential to reverse the growing cost of conventional engines through simplification of systems such as the intake charge/EGR system, the fuel injection system and
the engine’s aftertreatment system.
The system simplification along with much more favorable soot behavior may translate into
reduced maintenance and warranty cost for fleets and vehicle manufacturers.
Future investigations regarding aftertreatment solutions for methanol engines would be beneficial to understand the full “power system” implications of methanol in the scope of onroad commercial vehicle applications. Further cost reductions might be identified using
methanol as the on-board NOx reductant or using a substantially different aftertreatment
architecture leveraging stochiometric combustion.

This could be achieved using a fuel with a NZC footprint using chemical production technologies
and distribution infrastructures that are already available in the global market. While this paper represents a brief exploratory investigation, the authors believe further study of methanol as a NZC fuel for
sustainable compression ignition internal combustion engines should be a topic of substantial interest
for the research community as it prepares for sustainable commerce. With that in mind the authors see
the potential for a range of research activities that could enhance understanding of methanol as a commercial fuel. This exploration of the potential benefits of using methanol as a sustainable e-fuel for transportation applications shows that methanol is an excellent candidate fuel for further investigation.
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Abstract. The emissions reduction in internal combustion engines (ICE) is one of the greatest technical
challenges of society. Although new technologies for mobility are emerging, the ICE will still have a key
role in transport over the next decades. Diesel engines are challenging in terms of pollutant emissions,
in particular nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particles. In fact, the last one represents 50% of total emissions
of this kind of engine. In this context, new hardware technologies as well as new renewable fuels have
shown great potential to reduce soot emissions without affecting engine efficiency (CO2 emissions). For
this reason, the impacts of using e-fuels (OMEX and FT-diesel) and different piston bowl geometries
(re-entrant, stepped lip and wave-stepped lip bowl) on soot formation and combustion development
were analyzed in a single cylinder optical diesel engine. First, an in-cylinder flow characterization and a
preliminary flame movement analysis were performed by applying optical techniques such as particle
image velocimetry (PIV) and natural luminosity. In addition, an analysis of combustion process, as well,
as soot formation was carried out by means of natural luminosity, OH* chemiluminescence and 2 color
pyrometry. The e-fuels showed a remarkable reduction in soot formation (especially OMEX). Regarding
the bowl geometries evaluated, stepped lip and wave-stepped lip presented a faster late soot oxidation
in comparison with the re-entrant geometry. Under extreme soot conditions, differences were also observed between the wave-stepped lip and the stepped lip. A faster soot oxidation was observed for the
first one. In general, the application of new hardware (bowl geometries) as well as new kind of fuels in
diesel engines have presented a great potential in order to diminish the soot emissions.

1. Introduction
The air pollutant emissions and its reduction have been one of the main topics discussed during the last
decades. Regarding internal combustion engines, the strict emissions legislations have forced the
transport industry to find innovative and more efficient technologies for the current engines. In specific
for compression ignition engine, the biggest challenge is focused on the reduction of soot-NOX trade
off. In order to reduce the NOx and soot emissions, as well as, improve the efficiency, new fuel
sources[1][2], combustion concepts[3][4] and hardware [5][6] have been applied and tested in compression ignition engines.
Regarding new technologies of hardware, a special attention has been paid to the development
of new piston bowl geometries. In diesel engines, the combustion chamber geometry has a direct impact
on the flow of the squish zone and swirl movement, as well as, on the spray-wall interactions[7]. In this
way, it is evident that the geometry of piston has an important role on the combustion process, fuel-air
mixture and pollutant emissions in diesel engines[8]. Re-entrant pistons are the typical bowl design
applied in light and medium duty engines, which have usually a high swirl number (SR>1). This bowl
geometry has the main objective of creating a re-circulation flow towards the piston center by supporting
the swirl movement generated inside the cylinder[9]. In this piston geometry, the fuel jets interact with
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the air flow and bulk flow structures are formed by the jet deflection at the combustion chamber walls
[10][11]. These bulk flow structures are also very important because they generate turbulence that enhances small-scale mixing and increases the burning rate [12]. In this way, different variations of reentrant piston have been developed and tested. Several studies have reported a comparison between
the re-entrant and stepped lip geometry[7][13][14][15]. The results have shown a great reduction of the
soot emissions by using the stepped lip bowl. Bush et al [16] have performed experiments in an optical
and metallic engine by using the re-entrant and stepped lip bowl geometries. The emissions measurements from the metallic version reported a significant reduction of soot with a slight reduction in NOx as
well. The Mercedes-Benz recently launched an engine with stepped lip bowl. The company reported
reduction of particulate emissions and improvements of air utilization[15].
Regarding new fuel sources, Synthetic fuels (e-fuels) have proven to be an attractive solution
for emissions reduction[1]. Among the different kind of e-fuels, fischer-Tropsch (FT) diesel and OMEX
have a great potential for replacing the fossil diesel. FT diesel is composed by different n-alkanes molecules and it can be obtained from different natural resources e.g. biomass [17]. OMEX or oxymethylene
dimethyl ethers are formed by a CH3-O-(CH2-O)x-CH3 chemical structure, where x can be in the range
of 1 to 5 [18]. These molecules present a high oxygen content without direct carbon bonds (C-C), which
provide low soot emissions. In addition, OMEX can be used directly in diesel engines without the necessity of modifying the injection system. This fuel can be obtained from methanol and formaldehyde[19].
In general, the studies involving FT diesel, pure or blended with diesel, have found a reduction of soot
emissions in comparison with the fossil diesel [20][21][22]. Schaberg et al [23] used an optical diesel
engine fueled with Fischer-Tropsch and analyzed the soot formation and combustion characteristics by
means of OH* chemiluminescence and two color spectroscopy. The FT diesel presented a soot reduction in comparison with the fossil diesel. For the OMEX combustion, different kind of studies have reported positive results in terms of soot, HC and CO emission reductions[24][25]. Omari et al [1] tested
pure OME3-5 and blends with diesel. The soot emissions for the blends always presented lower soot
emissions than the fossil diesel. In addition, for the pure OME3-5, the soot emissions were almost zero.
An optical investigation in a constant volume vessel with blends of OMEX and diesel was performed by
Ianuzzi et al [18]. They have found a significant reduction of soot formation as the quantity of OMEX
was increased in the blend.
Considering these two very attractive possibilities for decreasing emissions and reducing the
fossil diesel dependence, the present work aims firstly to measure and analyze the flow pattern inside
of a re-entrant bowl. The second objective was focused on testing and analyzing the combustion process
and in-cylinder soot formation of the two mentioned e-fuels (FT diesel and OMEX), as well as, three
different piston geometries (re-entrant, stepped lip and stepped lip-wave) as shown in Fig. 1. For this
purpose, a single-cylinder optical diesel engine, based on GM 1.6 L, has been used. The In-cylinder
flow characterization was measured by using a particle image velocimetry (PIV) system. For a qualitative
analysis of the soot formation and combustion process evolution, the natural luminosity has been registered. In addition, OH* chemiluminescence has been used for the identification of high temperature
reaction zones. Finally, the soot formation has been quantified by using the 2-color pyrometry technique.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the different piston geometries
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2. Test Facility
2.1 Optical Engine
All optical techniques and studies performed in the current paper were performed in a Bowditch designed single-cylinder optical diesel engine. It is derived from a GM 1.6 L commercial diesel engine. The
engine is equipped with three optical access. The first one is from the bottom of a transparent piston
which is formed by real bowl shape as shown in
Fig. 2. The other two accesses are located in the
upper part of the liner, where two quartz windows are installed. The fire deck has four valves per cylinder
and a centrally located Denso solenoid injector with 8 hole-nozzle. In order to guarantee a good effective
compression ratio and diminish as much as possible the air leakage (blow by), synthetic rings were used
in the piston. These rings expand as the in-cylinder temperature increases.
A common rail system, which is electronically controlled, it was installed in the engine. The
control is performed by using a DRIVVEN ® control unit. The start of energizing (SOE), number of
injections and number of skip fire cycles can be easily set by means this device.
An AVL GH13P glow plug piezoelectric transductor which was coupled to a Kistler 4603B10
charge amplifier was used for measuring the instantaneous in-cylinder pressure. In addition, instantaneous intake and exhaust pressure were also measured by means of piezorresistive transducers
(Kistler/4603B10). The pressure signals were recorded by a Yokogawa DL708E. A home-developed
acquisition system, which is called SAMARUC, collects the signal from the different low frequency sensors and controls the electric dynamometer brake.

Fig. 2. Optical engine assembly

Table 1. Engine characteristics

Engine type
Number of cylinders [‐]
Number of Valves [‐]
Bore [mm]
Stroke [mm]
Displacement [l]

4 stroke, direct injection
1
4
80
80.1
0.402

2.2 Test cell
The optical engine is installed in a test cell equipped with all facilities necessary for its control, data
acquisition and operation. A scheme of the test cell setup can be seen in Fig. 3. A scroll compressor is
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responsible for supplying the intake air flow. A dryer and a heat exchanger are mounted in the compressor line in order to control the humidity and temperature of the air. An air heater, which is located just
before the intake port, is used in order to provide a constant intake air temperature. In order to reduce
the pressure pulses in the intake and exhaust line, two settling chambers, one for intake and another
for the exhaust, were mounted. An exhaust backpressure valve controls the exhaust pressure. For the
current work, the exhaust pressure was kept always 200 mbar higher than the intake pressure with the
objective to promote real engine operating conditions. For the tests with fuel injection under non-reactive
conditions (i.e PIV measurements), the intake air was mixed with nitrogen in order to achieve the desired
oxygen concentration during the tests. The flow mass of nitrogen is controlled by means of PID valve.
Table 2 shows the accuracy of the different elements of the test cell.

Fig. 3- Test Cell scheme
Table 2. Information of measurement instruments

Variable
In-cylinder pressure
Intake/exhaust pressure
Temperature in settling chambers and manifolds
Crank angle, engine speed
Air mass flow

Device

Manufacturer / model

Accuracy

AVL / GH13P

±1.25 bar

Kistler / 4603B10

±25 mbar

Thermocouple

TC direct / type K

±2.5 °C

Encoder
Air flow meter

AVL / 364
Sensyflow / FTM700-P

±0.02 CAD
< ±1%

Piezoelectric
transducer
Piezorresistive
transducers

3. In-cylinder flow measurements
The first step of the present work was focused on the in-cylinder flow characterization. From this first
step, it was tried to identify the in-cylinder flow pattern inside a real bowl shape under motored conditions
and how the spray injection affects this flow under non-reactive conditions. In addition, it was identified
the zones with higher Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) inside the piston in order to define appropriate
injection strategies for this kind of bowl geometry. For the in-cylinder flow measurement, the PIV optical
technique was applied in the optical engine.
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3.1 Optical techniques
A standard PIV system was used for the instantaneous two-dimensional velocity field measurement. A
double-head 15 Hz pulsed ND:YAG laser was applied as the light source to illuminate the seeding particles present in the intake air. Each pulse laser has 135 mJ at 532 nm. To be possible measuring a
specific plan inside the combustion chamber, the laser spot was transformed into a laser sheet by means
of a Plano-concave cylindrical lens. For the laser sheet width and thickness adjustment a set of additional Plano-concaves lenses were used in the optical assembly. The laser thickness was kept around
of 1 mm, as well as, the width was around 50 mm, which is the mirror width used to reflect the laser
sheet toward the piston bottom. The laser sheet was positioned in the middle of the combustion chamber
with a vertical orientation, entering through the bottom of piston as shown in Fig. 4.
The intake air seeding is performed with solid particles of Aluminum Oxide (Al2O2). Liquids synthetic
particles were tested but they vaporize at the compression stroke. A cyclone introduced and dispersed
the particles in the intake system. By means this device, the particles with a diameter higher than 5
microns are kept in suspension due to a centrifugal movement. A positive pressure difference between
the cyclone and the intake manifold system was maintained to ensure a continuous particle supply.
The laser light scattered by the seeding particles was recorded with a straddle camera of 4 megapixels
(Powerview Plus 4MP by TSI). Time elapsed between the two consecutive laser shots was set between
10 μs and 15 μs. Taking into account that the second frame has a much higher exposure time than the
first one (camera characteristics), a narrow band pass filter 532 nm was used for reducing the external
light interference.

Fig. 4- PIV system

3.2 PIV Data Processing
Image processing
The tests were performed by recording 50 engine cycles for each operating conditions. A couple of
background images without particles in the intake air were taken before starting each test. These backgrounds images were subtracted of the images with particles for removing the piston surface reflections.
As the piston and side windows curvatures induce radial and axial optical distortions, an image distortion
correction is necessary for the correct analysis of the PIV measurements.
For this purpose, a specific algorithm was applied to perform the image correction. First of all, the code
identifies the contour bowl and only this region is extracted for the analysis. After the measurable area
is isolated, a piece-wise linear transformation is applied in the distorted image. To allow the code to
perform the correction, a pair of calibration target images (with and without distortion) were used. The
images were captured using a geometric template which is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5- Distorted image and corrected one

Velocity Field Processing
A commercial PIV software (Insight 3G by TSI) have been used for processing the images. For two
consecutively captured frames the software applies a cross-correlation function. Velocity fields were
computed based on the displacement of a particle group, which was found within a considered interrogation window. The magnification of the images was around 34 pix/mm with a maximum particle between consecutive images of 8.5 pixels (25%). For this work, the interrogation window was varied from
88 x 88 pixels to 44 to 44 pixels.
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) analysis
For the TKE analysis, the weight of TKE in relation to the total energy of the fluid was quantified. The
methodology used compares the flow pattern with and without injection. Firstly, the TKE was calculated using equation 1:

𝑇𝐾𝐸

11
2𝑁

𝑢

𝑢

𝑣

𝑣̅

(1)

The ensemble-averaged “u” and “v” components were calculated by equation 2, where N is the number
of cycles considered.

𝑢

1
𝑁

𝑢

(2)

Additionally, the energy related with the mean velocity, i.e. the Mean Kinetic Energy (MKE), was calculated according to equation 3:
(3)
𝑢
𝑣̅
𝑀𝐾𝐸
It was assumed that the total energy of the fluid is the addition of the energy related with the mean velocity (MKE) and the turbulence (TKE). From this, TKE is normalized (TKE*) with respect to the total
energy as expressed in equation 4:
𝑇𝐾𝐸 ∗

𝑇𝐾𝐸
𝑇𝐾𝐸 𝑀𝐾𝐸
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3.3 Test matrix for PIV measurements
Tests were performed at motored and injection under non-reactive conditions. The engine speed was
1200 RPM, with intake pressure of 1.5 bar and exhaust pressure of 1.7 bar. The intake temperature was
kept at 50 °C. The injection pressure was set to 400 bar, with an injection duration of 700 µs and a start
of energizing of -30 °aTDC. The different laser timings that were performed for both motored and injection conditions are shown in table 3. In Fig. 6 is shown the laser timings used before TDC in reference
to the fuel mass flow rate. In addition, the natural luminosity image, which was attached in figure, indicates that the laser sheet does not cross the spray anywhere.
Table 3- PIV measurements settings

RPM

Pintake
[bar]

T_Intake
[°C]

1200

1.5

50

Pinj
[bar]

ET
[us]

400

700

SOE
[°aTDC]
-30

PIV
[CAD]
-25; 20; -15;

Fig. 6- Laser timings in reference to the fuel mass flow rate

3.4 In-cylinder flow velocity at motored and injection conditions
The flow velocity evolution inside the bowl at motored and injection conditions are shown in Fig. 7. For
the motored case is possible to appreciate that velocities inside the bowl decrease as the piston approaches to TDC.

Fig. 7- Mean flow velocity field at motored and injection conditions
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In addition, the figure shows that the highest velocities are located at the periphery of the bowl,
decreasing from the outer to the center. At 15 CAD, the deflection of some vectors located at periphery
indicate the flow from squish zone is entering into the bowl. When fuel injection is added, the flow filed
is modified. Thus, the second part of the PIV analysis is performed injecting fuel during the cycle. Early
SOE (at -30 CAD) is chosen in order to make possible to perform PIV measurements after the injection
while seeing the entire bowl. At 25 CAD the effect of the injection is already noticed in the upper part of
the bowl. The sprays seem to cause a deceleration of the velocity field while injection event is still occurring. This effect continues until -20 CAD, where the region with low velocity is bigger. The effect of
the injection seems to be absent at -15 CAD, when the injection process ends, and the velocity field
increases slightly.
3.5 TKE* analysis at motored and injection conditions
TKE is normalized in relation to the total energy of the fluid (TKE*), as the criterion defined previously.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of TKE* between motored and injection conditions. The figure reveals that
for the injection case the turbulence represents a greater amount of the total fluid energy compared to
the motored case. It means that despite the motored case presenting higher velocities, the weight of the
TKE in relation to the total fluid energy is lower than for the injection case. The turbulence for the single
injection case is much higher than motored case. The effect of the injection is clear in the first two
images, where the turbulence increases around the zone of the spray. This is the zone that the velocities
are lower. After the injection ends, at -15 CAD, the TKE* starts to dissipate inside the bowl.

Fig. 8- TKE distribution inside the bowl at motored and injection conditions

4. Piston bowl geometries and e-fuels effects on soot reduction
The first step of the current work helped in the comprehension about the in-cylinder flow behavior in a
piston with real bowl shape. This comprehension was very useful for the second work step, where different bowl geometries, together with e-fuels, were studied. In general, the second step was focused on
the soot reduction by means of two different alternatives. The first one is centered on the hardware
modification with new piston geometry proposals. The second alternative solution for soot reduction was
centered in the use of renewable fuels, where the potential of e-fuels were tested.
4.1 Piston geometries
For the current work, three different bowl geometries were tested in the optical engine. A piston with
reentrant geometry, which is represented in Fig. 9a, was tested as the baseline. Besides, a kind of hybrid
design combining two bowl geometries in the same piston was developed. One half of the piston, represented in Fig. 9b, was formed only by the stepped lip geometry. The other one was composed by the
stepped lip and wave geometry. The main purpose of the hybrid piston was to compare performance of
two bowl geometries in the same combustion cycle, diminishing the effects of the cycle to cycle variation.
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Fig. 9- Bowl geometries: a) Re-entrant. b) Hybrid

4.2 e-fuels properties
The main properties of the fuels studied in this work are presented in table 4. Commercial diesel (EN
590 diesel) was considered the reference fuel in the study. Fischer-Tropsch (FT) diesel and Oxymethylene ether (OMEX) were used without mixing. Cetane number for FT diesel and OMEX is clearly higher
than for the commercial diesel, indicating that their ignitability is higher[26]. OMEX presents the lowest
viscosity between the three tested fuels, which directly implies in an improvement of the spray quality[27]. Finally, regarding the Lower Heating Value (LHV), FT diesel and commercial diesel have very
similar values. However, OMEX’s LHV is less than the half of the commercial diesel’s. This has a direct
impact in fuel consumption.
Table 4. Fuel properties

Density [kg/m3] (T= 15 °C)
Viscosity [mm2/s] (T= 40 °C)
Cetane number [-]
Carbon content [% m/m]
Hydrogen content [% m/m]
Oxygen content [% m/m]
Lower heating value [MJ/kg]

EN 590 diesel FT diesel
842
832
2.929
3.25
55.7
75.5
86.2
85.7
13.8
14.3
0
0
42.44
44.2

OMEX
1067
1.18
72.9
43.6
8.82
47.1
19.04

4.3 Optical techniques
For both analyses performed in the current work, piston geometry and e-fuels, three optical techniques
have been applied simultaneously in order to identify and analyze the differences in the combustion
process. The optical setup is presented in Fig. 10. They were positioned in order to record the flame
radiation that comes from the main optical access (piston bottom). A 45° mirror is positioned just below
the piston in order to reflect all flame radiation from the combustion chamber to the optical system. A
dichroic mirror was used to reflect the UV radiation to the intensified camera (ICCD), which was positioned parallel to the engine’s crankshaft. After the dichroic mirror, which is transparent for the visible
range (up to 750nm), a beam splitter was positioned to separate flame radiation between two high speed
cameras (550nm and 660 nm). One of them was equipped with a 660 nm filter, which is used for both
2-color measurements as well as for the natural luminosity imaging. The other one was equipped with
a 550 nm filter, which was used for 2-color pyrometry. In this case, the Natural luminosity (NL) images
have been used in order to provide general information about the combustion process evolution. They
correspond to hot soot radiation, which is the dominant source of luminosity in diffusive combustion. The
OH* chemiluminescence signal was used in order to identify the near-stoichiometric high temperature
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combustion zones inside the different pistons and with the different e-fuels. These zones are characterized for high concentration of excited-state OH*. 2-color pyrometry is used in this work in order to quantify the soot concentration inside the three bowl geometries tested, as well as, for each e-fuel. In this
method, soot thermal radiation was detected for two specific wavelengths. From its combination, the
soot surface temperature and optical density is determined.

Fig. 10- Optical setup

4.4 Image post-processing
A specific methodology for the image analysis was developed in order to present time and spatially
resolved KL2C measurements in a single map. In this way, the combustion images were divided in
zones by applying two different criteria: sector zones and radial zones. For the sector analysis, the whole
piston image is divided in 5° angular sectors in the azimuth direction as shown in Fig. 11(a). For every
sector an average KL is calculated. For the radial analysis, the piston image is divided in rings, as shown
in Fig. 11(b), with a difference of 0.5 mm between the internal and external radius. For each ring a mean
radius is calculated as well as the average KL2C.

Fig. 11- (a) Methodology for the sector analysis. (b) Methodology for the radial analysis

Taking into account that the tests for the e-fuels were performed with the re-entrant piston, the
methodology were applied for the entire piston bore, including the squish zone. In contrast, for the analysis comparing the different bowl geometries, only the bowl part was considered. In addition, for the
hybrid piston analysis, an additional methodology was applied in order to isolate two different piston
regions, one represented by the stepped lip side and another one by the stepped lip-wave side. The
piston was divided into two zones with exactly the same size, as shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12- Regions considered for the radial and sector analysis using the hybrid piston

4.5 Test matrix
For the piston geometry study, the experiments were performed with commercial diesel fuel at 7.5 bar
IMEP. The engine speed was kept constant at 1250 rpm. Considering that the two pistons do not have
the same compression ratio, different intake pressures and temperatures were used in order to maintain
the same IMEP and mass of fuel injected per cycle, as well as the same maximum in-cylinder pressure
(Pmax). Four injections per cycle (pilot 1, pilot 2, main and post) were configured to mimic a commercial
injection strategy. The injection pressure used was 800 bar. For the e-fuels analysis, the same engine
load (7.5 bar IMEP), as well as the same injection strategy for diesel were used. In this case, each efuel was tested with four injections, being 2 pilots, main and post injection. Due to the different LHV for
each fuel, the engine load was adjusted by increasing the pulse duration of the main injection. All e-fuel
tests (FT-diesel and OMEX) were performed only with the re-entrant piston. The analysis for the piston
shape effect (hybrid and re-entrant piston) was performed with diesel. Test matrix is represented in table
5.
Table 5- Engine operating conditions for the tests with pistons and e-fuels

Inj. Pattern
Mult

Engine
Speed
1250

Piston
Re-entrant
Hybrid

IMEP 𝑚
Pint Tint Toil Tcool
(bar) (g/s) (Bar) (°C) (°C) (°C).
7.5

8.08 2.15 90
8.5 2.35 120

60

15-25

Fuel
diesel; FT diesel; OMEX
diesel

4.6 Piston geometry analysis: Flame movement
Details regarding flame movement are reported in Fig. 13 for 7.5 bar IMEP. The left side represents the
re-entrant piston while the right side represents the hybrid piston. As it has been described previously,
this one includes the others two bowl geometries: stepped lip without waves (left side) and stepped lipwave (right side). At 7.7 CAD, in Fig. 13, main injection is occurring and the spray is interacting with the
bowl wall. At this instant, major differences can be detected when comparing the wave side with the
other two geometries. When the sprays collide with the bowl wall, the wave protrusions avoid the flame
to spread tangentially and redirects it toward the bowl center (red line area), minimizing the flame-flame
collisions, providing a pathway for the oxygen supply to flame front and generating less fuel rich zones.
In contrast, without waves, flame-flame collisions are observable close to the bowl wall. Focusing on the
hybrid piston, at 11.9 CAD (end of main injection) different flame structures can be seen for each piston
geometry. The red line represents the area reached by the flame inside the bowl with waves, while the
orange line represents the area occupied by the flame at the side without waves. When both are compared, it is possible to see that the orange area is much smaller than the red one. Therefore, it can be
stated that the flame in the stepped lip side without waves seems to remain concentrated at the periphery of the bowl. This behavior has been related with effect of the stepped lip, splitting the spray/flame
into two parts (one inside the bowl and the other into the squish area) and reducing the momentum of
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the spray. Besides, the flame-flame collisions when not using wave protrusions and the resulting stagnations have been considered also a potential cause. In the case of the wave-stepped lip, the reverse
flow forces the flame to move towards the bowl center. For the re-entrant geometry, even though the
flame goes toward the center due to higher spray momentum, the existence of strong flame-wall and
flame-flame interaction can promote the formation of fuel rich zones.

Fig. 13- flame behavior for different bowl templates

4.7 Piston geometry analysis: Soot formation
In Fig. 14, the temporal evolution of mean KL and the accumulated light intensity at 7.5 bar IMEP are
shown. In addition, the Fig. 15 shows the 2C pyrometry and OH* chemiluminescence measurements
for the same engine conditions at specific CADs. The graphs indicate an important higher peak soot
formation for the re-entrant piston. Furthermore, a slower soot oxidation can be seen for the re-entrant
one during the late cycle oxidation. In addition, the accumulated light intensity also presents the later
soot oxidation for the re-entrant piston than the stepped lip and stepped lip-wave bowls. From the accumulated intensity curve is clear that wave side is promoting a higher peak in comparison with the side
without waves. However, during the late combustion phase, a faster oxidation can be appreciated for
the stepped lip-wave side. The Fig. 15 shows, for specific piston positions, the spatial distribution of KL
inside of each bowl geometry as well as the OH* chemiluminescence. In general, the zones with low
OH* intensity correspond to the high soot concentration zones in the re-entrant piston. In contrast, lower
soot concentration can be seen for the hybrid piston, corroborating with the OH* images, where its
intensity is higher than re-entrant piston. At 10.11 CAD it is possible to appreciate the non-presence of
OH* intensity in the zones which are located closer to the wave protrusions. These same zones, for the
KL images, present higher soot concentration. This rapid increase of soot formation for this region could
be induced by the bigger quartz contact surface present for the side with wave protrusions. The heat
transfer characteristic of quartz and the wall temperature could be the factor that contribute for this soot
formation. When the flame goes toward the center and starts to interact with the other flame, the soot
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is rapidly oxidized. This is represented at 14.61 CAD, where the OH* intensity increased. The final combustion cycle (37.74 CAD) seems to be faster for the hybrid piston due to the fact that soot cloud, as
well as OH*signal can still be seen inside the re-entrant bowl.

Fig. 14-Temporal evolution of mean KL and accumulated intensity

Fig. 15 – 2 color and OH* measurements at 7.5 bar IMEP

The radial maps are presented for each bowl geometry in Fig. 16. The re-entrant piston starts
the soot formation from the bowl periphery. As the flame goes toward the piston center, the soot oxidation process also takes place. The soot oxidation, in comparison with the other two geometries, present
a smoother transition of the KL values, indicating a slower oxidation process. In addition, the re-entrant
piston also presents bigger areas with high soot concentration than the stepped lip and stepped lipwave piston. A general reduction of soot formation is clear for the stepped lip and stepped lip-wave
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bowls in comparison with the re-entrant one. This significant soot reduction is thanks to the stepped lip,
as the great differences of soot production can be appreciated between the re-entrant and hybrid piston.
The differences between stepped lip and stepped lip-wave seems to be less sensible but they can still
be highlighted. A fast and efficient oxidation is promoted by the stepped lip bowl during the first stages
of the combustion process. The stepped lip-wave side promotes initially a higher quantity of soot formation, when the flame interacts with the wall, as previously explained. However, during the final stage
of combustion, the oxidation rate for the stepped lip bowl seems to decrease. From 15 CAD until 25
CAD, the soot cloud for the stepped lip bowl presents higher KL value than the stepped lip-wave geometry.

Fig. 16- Radial maps of KL values at 7.5 bar IMEP

4.8 e-fuels analysis: natural luminosity and OH* chemiluminescence
The combustion evolution at 7.5 bar IMEP is presented in Fig. 17 by means of natural luminosity images.
The lower range of light intensity showed for the OMEX, which has its maximum at 400, suggests less
soot formation for this fuel.

Fig. 17- Natural Luminosity for the tests with e-fuels and fossil diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP
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At 9 CAD, some dark regions can be seen for the fossil diesel images. These regions have already been
reported by some authors as cold soot regions[28]. In contrast, this effect is not observable for the FT
diesel which suggests the existence of hotter soot. From 21 CAD until 25 CAD, the images represent
the late-cycle soot oxidation for the 3 fuels. FT diesel seems to oxidize faster than fossil diesel as the
NL intensity decreases faster.
The OH* chemiluminescence for the tested fuels at 7.5 bar IMEP can be seen in Fig. 18. At 1.6 CAD no natural luminosity was observed. However, some OH* radiation is detected. This image is
representing the pilot 2 combustion. Higher OH* chemiluminescence can be seen for the FT diesel
during this period. At 4 CAD, the three fuels tested show high signal intensity in the periphery for both
OH* and NL intensity. This indicates that in this region both near-stoichiometric and fuel rich zones
coexist, as reported in previous works[29]. At 9 CAD, the dark zones cited in the NL images correspond
also to low OH* intensity. This indicates that the cold soot is attenuating the OH* signal. Fossil diesel
presents less area with OH* radiation than the FT diesel and consequently larger dark zones in the NL
images. In addition, although OMEX presented the lowest NL intensity, the OH* measurements show
the highest intensity. The high amount of oxygen in the OMEX diminishes fuel rich zones and increases
the near-stoichiometric zones as well as the presence of OH* in excited state.

Fig. 18- OH* chemiluminescence images for the tests with e-fuels and fossil diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP

At 35.8 CAD, during the final stages of combustion, the OH* signal confirms that OMEX combustion ends earlier as low OH* signal is observed in comparison with the other two fuels. Furthermore,
fossil diesel has the higher OH* intensity for this instant, indicating a slower soot oxidation process in
comparison with the FT diesel
4.9 e-fuels analysis: Soot formation
In Fig. 19 is shown the 2C pyrometry measurements at 7.5 bar IMEP. The OMEX emitted light with
wavelength below 450 nm, as no light was registered by the two cameras (450 nm and 660 nm) and
consequently no KL factor was calculated. This is another factor that indicates no formation of soot
during the OMEX combustion process. In relation to the fossil diesel and FT diesel, where the KL factor
could be calculated, the images are presented for the same crank positions already shown previously
for the NL and OH* images. From 4 CAD until 6 CAD, the soot formation (KL) starts to increase. The
periphery region of the bowl, where previously NL and OH* showed highest intensity, also presents the
highest soot area. At 9 CAD, the regions with the highest soot concentration correspond to the regions
where NL and OH* signals for commercial diesel were weak. This effect reinforces the idea that the cold
soot cloud attenuates the OH* signals. For this instant, FT diesel presents KL values slightly lower than
commercial diesel, which means less soot production.
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Fig. 19- KL images for the tests with e-fuels and fossil diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP

In Fig. 20 is shown the evolution of the mean KL for each CAD during the combustion process.
The commercial diesel starts to increase earlier in the cycle than FT diesel. Furthermore, it is clear that
for the first one, the maximum KL value is slightly higher. In addition, during the oxidation process, FT
diesel seems to oxidize faster, in agreement with NL and OH* observations. The KL curve for OMEX is
zero, as no light intensity was registered by the 2C cameras.

Fig. 20-Temporal evolution of mean KL for tests with e-fuels and fossil diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP

The sector and radial maps are presented in Fig. 21. For the sector maps (Fig. 21-left), it is
possible to see that commercial diesel present larger areas with high KL values than FT diesel. In addition, from the map is possible to appreciate that the FT diesel achieves lower KL values before than
commercial diesel due to the less soot generated inside the cylinder and the faster oxidation. The radial
maps (Fig. 21-right) show that the periphery of the bowl, around 15 mm from the injector, has the highest
soot KL. As the piston moves far from the TDC, the highest soot KL areas move toward the center of
the piston while decreasing its value. FT diesel achieves low KL (below 0.5) at around of 6mm of radius,
while commercial diesel reaches these values closer to bowl center. It evidences again the faster soot
oxidation for the FT diesel. Another difference is located in the squish zone, which comprehends from
18mm to 26 mm. For this region, the soot concentration is lower for the FT diesel.
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Fig. 21- Radial and Sector KL maps for the tests with e-fuels and fossil diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP

Conclusions
In the first part of the paper, the in-cylinder flow velocity inside of a real bowl geometry was measured
and analyzed. In the second part, it was evaluated the combustion process and soot formation of two
different e-fuels, as well as three different piston geometries by using three different optical techniques.
Main conclusions can be highlighted as follows:
In relation to the in-cylinder flow measurements:




When the injection event ends, a slight decrease of TKE* can be seen inside the bowl. This
reiterates the effect of the fuel injection on the in-cylinder flow.
Bulk gas velocity and mean kinetic energy of the in-cylinder air decrease when the injection is
occurring. This effect is evidenced when the injection ends and the velocity starts to increase
again inside the bowl.
TKE* presents higher values in the injection cases than in motored ones, indicating that the
turbulence caused by the injection event could help to improve the fuel air-mixing.

In relation to the different bowl geometries:




The wave protrusions induce a reverse flow of the flames towards the bowl center. The flameflame collision is smoothed when the flame is driven by this geometry, avoiding frontal collision as it happens in the side without the protrusions and re-entrant piston.
The zones with high soot concentration correspond to the zones where the OH* intensity is
weak or nonexistent. This indicates that the soot cloud is attenuating the OH* signal.
A significant soot reduction, as well as a faster soot oxidation could be appreciated for the
stepped lips and stepped lip-wave geometries in comparison with the re-entrant bowl. In addition, the mean KL and accumulated intensity curves showed a faster soot oxidation for the
stepped lip-wave side during the late cycle oxidation.

In relation to the e-fuels:


Although the NL intensity for the OMEX is lowest between the three fuels, it presents the highest OH* intensity. The high amount of oxygen can increase the local zones near of stoichiometric conditions and increases the OH* intensity. Furthermore, the very low soot formation
permits a better visualization of the OH* chemiluminescence that is not possible to see for the
case with FT diesel and fossil diesel.
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The image of OH* chemiluminescence at 35.8 CAD prove the shortest combustion duration
for the OMEX. Furthermore, it is clear that FT diesel presents a faster oxidation than commercial diesel.
FT diesel presents lower soot emissions than commercial diesel at 7.5 bar IMEP.
Radial map presents lower KL values in the squish zone when FT diesel was used. Furthermore, the FT diesel flame oxidizes the soot farther from the center than commercial diesel.
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Abstract. Thanks to its properties and production pathways, ethanol represents a valuable alternative
to fossil fuels, with potential benefits in terms of CO2, NOx and soot emission reduction. The resistance
to autoignition of ethanol necessitates an ignition trigger in compression-ignition engines for heavy duty
applications, which in the current study is a diesel pilot injection. The simultaneous direct injection of
pure ethanol as main fuel and diesel as pilot fuel through separate injectors is experimentally investigated in a heavy-duty single cylinder engine at a low and a high load point. The influence of the nozzle
hole number and size of the diesel pilot injector on ethanol combustion and engine performance is evaluated based on an injection timing sweep using three diesel injector configurations. The tested configurations have the same geometric total nozzle area for one, two and four diesel sprays. The amount of
ethanol injected is swept within a range between 80 – 90% and 91 – 98% on an energy basis at low and
high load, respectively. The results show that mixing controlled combustion of ethanol is achieved with
all tested diesel injector configurations and that the maximum combustion efficiency and variability levels
are in line with conventional diesel combustion. The one-spray diesel injector is the most robust trigger
for ethanol ignition, as it allows to limit combustion variability and to achieve higher combustion efficiencies compared to the other diesel injector configurations. However, the two- and four-spray diesel injectors lead to higher indicated efficiency levels. The observed difference in the ethanol ignition dynamics
is evaluated and compared to conventional diesel combustion. The study broadens the knowledge on
ethanol mixing-controlled combustion in heavy-duty engines at various operating conditions, providing
the insight necessary for the optimization of the ethanol-diesel dual-injection system.

1. Introduction
In an effort to decarbonize the transport sector, new CO 2 emission standards have been introduced for
heavy-duty vehicles in the European Union and other major markets [1]. From a well-to-wheel perspective, the introduction of low-carbon fuels like ethanol as fossil fuel substitutes in heavy-duty engines has
the potential to decrease carbon emissions within short time frames compared to electrification [2], as
they can be used in the existing fleet with relatively limited hardware modifications. Ethanol is liquid at
ambient conditions bringing benefits in terms of transportation, storage and handling [3]. However, the
reduced lower heating value compared to diesel [4] necessitates higher fuel storage capacity. The challenge to introduce ethanol as fuel for heavy-duty transport lays in the resistance to autoignition, as extensively studied by Siebers and Edwards [5]. Under heavy-duty engine conditions, ethanol autoignition
is not influenced by pressure and occurs only at temperatures above 950 K [5]. In-cylinder temperatures
above 1100 K are necessary for achieving ethanol ignition delays comparable to diesel, and for limiting
in-cylinder pressure rise rates [5]. Ethanol has a single-stage ignition characteristics with no low or intermediate temperature heat release [6]. For this reason, ethanol combustion phasing is highly sensitive
to the engine inlet conditions [6] when used in premixed combustion concepts, posing challenges with
combustion controllability during transient engine operation [7]. It is thereby beneficial to use ethanol as
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fuel for compression ignition engines with diesel-like operation. To this end, engine hardware modifications to the injection and combustion systems are required.
Siebers and Edwards [5] stated that a minimum compression ratio of 23:1 is necessary to ensure
in-cylinder conditions suitable for ethanol autoignition throughout the whole engine operating range including cold start. Scania has developed an ethanol (ED95) engine with a compression ratio of 28:1
relying on the use of ignition improvers [8]. The same engine was used by Aakko-Saksa et al. [9] for
tests using methanol additized with ignition and lubricity improvers. Compared to the ED95 baseline,
similar engine performance and THC emissions, lower CO and aldehydes emissions but higher emissions of semi-volatile particles originated from the methanol additives were reported [9]. Shamun
et al. [10] investigated the use of pure methanol on a research engine derived from the Scania ethanol
engine with a slightly lower compression ratio of 27:1. The study opened up to the possibility to run the
engine on pure methanol throughout the whole load range, while limiting the injection parameters within
narrow ranges at high load in order to avoid excessive in-cylinder peak pressures [10].
An alternative to the use of high compression ratios for using ethanol in heavy-duty compression-ignition engines is increasing the engine intake temperature, as implemented in the high-temperature stoichiometric compression-ignition engine [11] investigated by Blumreiter et al. [12]. This concept
relies on (i) the thermal insulation of the combustion chamber by means of a thermal barrier coating,
(ii) direct injection of alcohol fuel in a stoichiometric proportion, and (iii) exhaust gas recirculation. Stable
diesel-like combustion of ethanol was reported for a broad engine operating range. Combustion completeness was favored by the high in-cylinder temperatures sustained thanks to the effect of the thermal
barrier coating. This effect balanced the otherwise rapid charge cooling driven by the low in-cylinder
mass due to the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio [12].
Caterpillar modified a diesel engine to run on pure methanol by installing a glow-plug ignitionassist system [13]. Comparable power output, lower particulate matter and NOx emissions during transient operation were achieved, however, higher hydrocarbon emissions and fuel consumption were also
reported [14]. The injector nozzle tip [13] had secondary spray holes located along the injector axis to
enable fuel spray impingement against a pin mounted on the piston. The resulting secondary fuel cloud
allowed to bridge the gap between the igniting methanol sprays close to the spray-plug and the rest of
the fuel sprays. The optical study of Mueller and Musculus [15] on glow-plug assisted ignition of methanol in a heavy-duty engine at a medium load point subsequently confirmed that methanol ignition propagates from spray to spray after being triggered in the spray clouds close to the glow-plug.
Another solution for achieving mixing-controlled combustion of alcohol fuels in compression ignition engines is the adoption of a dual-injection system and the use of a separate pilot injection of diesel
as an ignition trigger. The first implementation of this dual-fuel combustion concept dates back to the
study of Seko et al. [16] on a methanol-diesel engine with two separate injectors mounted on a swirl
chamber. A maximum diesel substitution ratio of 94% on a volume basis was reported with no methanol
misfire. Equivalent engine performance for steady-state operation and noise emissions as well as lower
NOx and particulate emissions compared to the diesel engine baseline were observed. However, an
increase in the formaldehyde and CO emissions was also reported [16]. Dual-injection systems for the
introduction of methanol in ship engines with diesel-like operation were developed by Wärtsilä [17] and
MAN Diesel & Turbo [18], however, limited information on performance, emissions and combustion
characteristics has been published. Saccullo et al. [19] studied the simultaneous direct injection of methanol and diesel in a heavy-duty engine at a medium load-speed point. Stable methanol combustion with
comparable performance, lower NOx and soot emissions compared to the diesel baseline were
achieved with substitution ratios of diesel up to 96.6% on an energy basis [19].
In a previous experimental study [20], the simultaneous direct injection of ethanol and diesel
pilot through separate injectors was investigated in a single cylinder engine, targeting mixing-controlled
combustion of ethanol. The influence of the dual-injection parameters on ethanol combustion characteristics, engine performance and NOx emissions was evaluated by comparison with dual-injections of
diesel and conventional diesel combustion. However, the dual-injector configuration was kept fixed.
Despite the additional complexity of the second injection system, the separate injection of pure
ethanol and diesel as an ignition trigger allows the achievement of diffusive combustion of ethanol in a
diesel-like process [20] without pre-heating the intake air or using ignition improvers. The limit on ethanol
ratio at high engine loads due to the excessive in-cylinder pressure rise rates observed with premixed
ethanol combustion concepts [3] is also overcome [20]. Moreover, dual-injections of fuels with different
reactivity enable heat-release rate shaping [21] and the enhancement of engine performance within a
broad engine load range [20].
The current study extends the investigation of ethanol-diesel direct injection in a heavy-duty
engine focusing on the influence of the diesel injector nozzle hole diameter and number on ethanol
ignition, combustion characteristics and engine performance at low and high load. More specifically,
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three custom-made diesel injector nozzle tips with different number of sprays and a non-symmetric spray
pattern were manufactured and tested in the dual-injector system. As a result, an insight into the interaction between diesel and ethanol sprays during ignition and the subsequent impact on engine performance is provided. Dong et al. [22] investigated the influence of the nozzle hole number of the diesel
pilot injector on combustion of premixed port injected ethanol. However, given the different combustion
concept investigated in [22], comparisons with the results reported in this study can hardly be drawn.
Based on the outcome of this study, it will be possible to optimize the design of the ethanol-diesel
dual-injection system. Moreover, the experimental dual-fuel combustion data will be used to validate the
CFD model adopted in a preliminary simulation study [23].

2. Experimental set-up
Experiments are carried out on a single cylinder metal engine derived from a Scania D12 in-line engine
with specifications listed in Table 1. The engine is equipped with a dual-injector system allowing the
simultaneous direct injection of pure ethanol and diesel for triggering ignition, as displayed in Fig. 1. The
physical properties of the two fuels used in this study are listed in Table 2.
The dual-injector system consists of two solenoid injectors connected to separate rail pressure
systems: a heavy-duty Scania injector mounted along the piston centerline and a Bosch light-duty injector with a custom-made nozzle tip mounted in the access hole for the flush-mounted pressure transducer
in the cylinder head. The start of injection (SOI), injection duration and pressure of ethanol and diesel
can be set independently. In fact, the two injection events are separately controlled using a LabView
based control system for the diesel fuel system and an in-house control system for ethanol fuel system,
both processing the same encoder signal with 0.1 CAD resolution. Fuel consumption is calculated based
on the time variation of fuel mass measured with two separate fuel scales for ethanol and diesel. The
piston has a standard bowl geometry for diesel combustion with an additional recess machined in order
to accommodate the side injector nozzle tip. The nominal compression ratio is 19.4, compared to an
estimated effective compression ratio of 17.7 - 18.2. This difference is caused by the additional crevice
volume resulting from the design modification for the side injector installation on the cylinder head, and
may also be enhanced by in-cylinder gas blow-by through the side injector seal.
Table 1. Specifications of engine geometry and operation [20]

Nominal compression ratio
Number of valves
Swirl number
Stroke
Bore
Connecting rod
Intake valve closure
Exhaust valve opening

19.4:1
4
1.7
154 mm
127 mm
255 mm
136 CAD BTDC
118 CAD ATDC

Table 2. Physical properties of diesel and ethanol [20]

Fuel
Type
Density at 15°C [kg/m3]
Vapor pressure [kPa]
Lower Heating Value [MJ/kg]
Kinematic viscosity at 40°C [mm2/s]
Water content [mg/kg]
Cetane Number [-]
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Diesel
MK1 B0
805.0
2.3
42.76
2.242
<30
57.6

Ethanol
E100
794.0
16.2
25.58
1.082
1290.0
12.0
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Table 3. Details of the side injector nozzle tip geometry

Configuration

Hole number

A
B
C

1
2
4

Configuration A

Configuration B

Spray hole
diameter
280 µm
200 µm
140 µm
Configuration C

Fig. 1. Schematic of the dual-injector system with the ethanol central injector and three different diesel side injector
configurations

CAD-resolved in-cylinder pressure is measured via a channel-mounted pressure transducer. Pollutant
emissions are sampled using a Horiba gas analyzer, recording the concentration of CO and HC in the
exhaust stream on a dry-basis. A lambda sensor records the concentration of residual oxygen in the
exhaust stream, based on which the in-cylinder trapped mass of air is estimated. The intake pressure is
measured with a pressure transducer located in the intake manifold whereas the exhaust backpressure
is kept atmospheric and measured with a transducer located on a pressure vessel along the exhaust
stream. Time-resolved intake and exhaust temperatures are measured with K-type thermocouples
mounted on the intake and exhaust manifolds, respectively.
2.1 Side injector configurations
In order to evaluate the interaction between diesel and ethanol sprays, the ethanol central injector with
eight fuel sprays is retained while three different diesel injector configurations are tested. The schematic
of the nozzle tip geometry of the three side injector configurations is shown in Figure 1. All the configurations have a non-axisymmetric spray pattern and the same total nozzle area, i.e. the injection mass
flow rate is approximately the same at a given rail pressure. However, the spray liquid penetration varies
given the difference in the orifice diameters [24]. Specifications of the nozzle hole diameter and number
are provided in Table 3.
The orientation of the single diesel spray of configuration A coincides with the orientation of one
of the sprays of configuration B, however, the corresponding hole area is double. Moreover, the single
diesel spray of configuration A is oriented along the direction of the in-cylinder swirl motion. The minimum angular distance between the diesel spray centerlines and the cylinder head sealing surface is
approximately equal for all injector configurations and it was set to avoid spray impingement against the
cylinder head. The clocking of the main ethanol injector is carried out in order for the centerline connecting the nozzle tips of the ethanol and diesel injectors to bisect the adjacent ethanol sprays, consistently
with the preliminary simulation study [23].
It should be noted that the two-spray diesel injector shown in Fig. 1 (configuration B) was the
configuration used in the previous experimental study [20] referenced in the introduction section. The
differences in the ethanol ignition and combustion characteristics observed while decreasing (configuration A) and increasing (configuration C) the number of sprays of the diesel pilot injector compared to
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the baseline configuration (configuration B) are described in the following sections and represent the
main contribution of this study.

3. Results
In order to evaluate the influence of the spray hole number and size of the diesel injector on ethanol
combustion and engine performance, the same set of test points is repeated using the three different
side injector configurations displayed in Fig. 1. The engine conditions investigated in the preliminary
study [20] are replicated when using the different side injector configurations in order to ensure a systematic comparison between them. A sweep of the SOI of ethanol and diesel as well as of ethanol-diesel
ratio is carried out at a low and a high load point. The boost pressure is kept at 1.2 and 2.3 bar absolute
while the targeted fuel energy injected corresponds to an equivalent amount of diesel of 60 and 180 mg
at low and high load, respectively. All tests are carried out keeping an atmospheric exhaust backpressure, a rail pressure of ethanol and diesel equal to 1200 bar and an engine speed of 1200 RPM.
Dual-fuel combustion characteristics and performance are compared to conventional diesel
combustion. Standard diesel engine tests were preliminary carried out by injecting only diesel through
the main injector without operating the side injector. The amount of diesel injected was set to match the
overall fuel energy of the dual-fuel test points. The SOI of the single main injection was varied while
keeping the rail pressure, engine speed, boost and exhaust pressure at the same levels as in the
dual-fuel experiments. The resulting average gross indicated mean effective pressure was equal to 5.9
and 18.6 bar at low and high load, respectively.
The main-pilot separation (MPS) [23] – i.e. dual-injection parameter defined as the difference
between the ethanol and diesel SOI shown in Eq. 1 – is varied in this study.
MPS [CAD] = SOIethanol - SOIdiesel

(1)

It should be noted that the above SOIs correspond to the start of the switch-on voltage signal for the
injection actuation. The ethanol injector is kept unchanged throughout the tests, therefore the delay
between energizing start time and actual start of ethanol injection is approximately equal for all test
points – except for limited variations due to differences in the in-cylinder pressure. Moreover, the electronic components and the moving mechanical parts of the three diesel injectors in Figure 1 are the
same. Hence, also the delay between energizing start time and actual start of diesel injection is assumed
to be equal for all the test points. Diesel is injected before ethanol – i.e. the MPS is positive – in most of
the cases. However, a subset of test points with negative MPS is also considered. The percentage of
ethanol injected is expressed as the ratio between the ethanol fuel energy and the overall fuel energy
injected:
Ethanol ratio [%] =

minj,ethanol LHVethanol
*100
minj,ethanol LHVethanol + minj,diesel LHVinj,diesel

(2)

Only ethanol ratios above 80% are considered, as this study is aimed at minimizing the amount of diesel
injected while keeping stable and complete ethanol combustion.
The CAD resolved apparent rate of heat release (ARoHR) is adopted to evaluate the ignition
and combustion characteristics of ethanol:
ARoHR [J/CAD] =

γ
dV
1
dp
p
+
V
γ - 1 dCAD γ - 1
dCAD

(3)

In Eq. 3:
 γ is the ratio of the specific heats of the in-cylinder gasses estimated based on the average incylinder temperature using the correlation of Brunt and Platts [25];
 V is the in-cylinder volume computed as a function of the combustion chamber geometry [26];
 p is the ensemble average of the filtered in-cylinder pressure of the sampled engine cycles.
The in-cylinder pressure trace of each engine cycle is first filtered with a low-pass filter to exclude the resonance frequency of the channel into which the pressure transducer is mounted. Then, the
average of 100 engine cycles is computed and pegged against the average inlet pressure.
A longer ignition delay allows more time for the fuel-air mixing process, leading to a faster heat
release at the start of combustion. For this reason, the peak of ARoHR is used as an indicator of the
ethanol degree of premixing. The calculation of the start of combustion (SOC) of ethanol based on the
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Fig. 2. Ethanol SOC for a representative dual-fuel case at high-load

cumulative rate of heat release was found to be inconsistent for the test points with low main-pilot separations – i.e. when the two injection events of ethanol and diesel overlap. Therefore, ethanol SOC is
calculated as the zero of the first derivative of the ARoHR with respect to CAD preceding the main
ARoHR peak [20]. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the ethanol SOC against in-cylinder pressure and
ARoHR for a representative case at high load.
Ethanol ignition delay is computed as the difference between the SOC and SOI of ethanol. In
order to exclude the uncertainty in the identification of the end of the late combustion phase, the end of
combustion is assumed at CA90, i.e. after 90% of the cumulative apparent heat is released. Ethanol
combustion duration is then calculated as the difference between EOC and SOC.
In this study, the influence of the low pressure cycle on combustion and engine performance is
not investigated. The engine work output is expressed in terms of gross indicated mean effective pressure (IMEPgross), given by the work output of the compression and combustion stroke – i.e. the gross
indicated work – divided by the cylinder swept volume:
IMEPgross =

1 VBDC, End of expansion
∫
p dV
Vsw VBDC, Start of compression

(4)

The engine performance is evaluated based on the gross indicated efficiency (ηInd, gross ), that is the ratio
between the gross indicated work and the injected fuel energy:
V

ηInd, gross =

∫V BDC, End of expansion p dV
BDC, Start of compression

(5)

methanol LHVethanol + mdiesel LHVdiesel

Additional parameters used to evaluate the cyclic variability and completeness of ethanol combustion
are the coefficient of variation (COV) of IMEPgross and combustion efficiency, respectively. The COV of
IMEPgross is the ratio between the standard deviation and the average of the indicated mean effective
pressures of the 100 engine cycles sampled for each test point. Combustion efficiency is estimated
based on HC and CO engine out emissions, following the approach of Johansson [26][20]. The HC
emission measurements are corrected to account for the lower response of flame ionization detector (FID) to oxygenated species [27][20].
An energy balance analysis is carried out for some of the test-cases in order to assess how
residual enthalpy of the exhaust gases, in-cylinder heat transfer and blow-by losses impact the gross
indicated efficiency. The following set of equations is implemented to calculate exhaust enthalpy, indicated work output, heat transfer and blow-by losses:
QExh = mExh cp

Exh

(TExh - TInt )

WInd, gross = IMEPgross Vsw
QHeat loss, blow-by = QFuel - (QExh + WInd, gross )
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The exhaust mass (mExh ) is estimated based on the in-cylinder trapped mass at IVC and EVO
and the overall injected fuel mass, respectively. The in-cylinder trapped mass is in turn computed based
on the mass of injected fuel and the measured air-excess in the exhaust stream. The heat capacity at
constant pressure (cp ) of the exhaust flow is calculated assuming dry air composition and using a polynomial expression [28] as a function of the temperature measured at exhaust port.
3.1. Influence of the diesel injector configuration at low load
At low load, a three-level full-factorial sweep of diesel SOI, ethanol SOI and ethanol ratio is carried out
within ranges of -15 – -6 CAD, -9 – -3 CAD and 80 – 90%, respectively, for a total of 27 test points for
each injector configuration. It should be noted that the reported ethanol ratios correspond to the values
targeted during the tests – 80%, 85% and 90% – computed based on preliminary fuel injection quantity
measurements. Considering all the 81 sampled test points at low load, the mean deviation of the ethanol
ratios from the target values is 1.6 percentage points. This deviation is unlikely to affect the conclusions
drawn in this study, given the observed limited impact of the ethanol ratio on combustion characteristics
and engine performance.
Figure 3 shows the dual-injection strategy, in-cylinder pressure and ARoHR of three reference
test cases with a main-pilot separation increasing from case (a) to (c). The slight pressure difference at
the end of the compression stroke observed between the different side-injector cases can be explained
by fluctuations in the mass of intake air. In all the cases displayed, diesel pilot ignition can be identified
as a distinct event preceding the ignition of ethanol. Using the one-spray injector, the combustion of the
diesel pilot starts slightly later compared the other diesel injector cases. When the ethanol and diesel
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Dual-fuel combustion characteristics at low load with different side injector
configurations at increasing main-pilot separations from case (a) to (c). Incylinder pressure, apparent rate of heat release, diesel and ethanol injection
on-time are highlighted in green, black, blue and red, respectively
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injection events are overlapped – e.g. in Fig. 3.a – the one-spray diesel injection provides a stronger
source of ethanol ignition. In fact, a higher peak ARoHR and a shorter late combustion phase are observed. With a long main-pilot separation – e.g. in Fig. 3.b and Fig. 3.c – the ARoHR traces tend to
overlap, i.e. ethanol ignition and combustion characteristics are comparable for all diesel injector configurations. The only difference observed in such cases is that the ARoHR trace of the one-spray diesel
injector falls slightly below the ARoHR traces of the other two diesel injector configurations, as opposed
to what observed in Fig. 3.a. The differences in the ethanol ignition and combustion characteristics
observed when increasing the MPS from case a to c in Fig. 3 are further explained based on the combustion efficiency trends addressed later in this section.
The confidence intervals for the diesel baseline data highlighted in Fig. 4 – Fig. 6 are calculated
based on nine sampled data points assuming a student’s t distribution with eight degrees of freedom,
consistent with the previous experimental study [20]. The same approach is adopted for the diesel baseline data at high load displayed in Fig. 9 – Fig. 11. In the same figures, two-term exponential functions
are fitted to the experimental data for facilitating the comparison between the trends obtained with different diesel injector configurations. Figure 4 highlights the difference in cyclic combustion variability
observed between the three side injector configurations. The main-pilot separation has a strong influence on the COV of IMEP at low load with cyclic combustion variability growing at low MPSs. In addition,
combustion variability increases when using diesel injectors with a higher number of sprays. The region
of high combustion variability of the one-spray diesel injector is limited to a main-pilot separation equal
to -3 CAD, whereas using the two-spray diesel injector leads to a higher combustion variability already
at a main-pilot separation of 0 CAD. Main-pilot separations below -1 CAD could not even be tested with
the four-spray diesel injector due to an excessive decrease in the engine power output and increase in
unburned fuel emissions. Test cases with unburned hydrocarbon emissions higher than 5000 ppm on a
dry basis – the upper range limit of the HC emission analyzer – were disregarded.

Fig. 4. Combustion variability of the dual-fuel cases as a function of the main pilot
separation at low load with different side injector configurations. The confidence interval for the diesel baseline is represented by the horizontal lines

Fig. 5. Combustion efficiency of the dual-fuel cases as a function of the main pilot
separation at low load with different side injector configurations. The confidence interval for the diesel baseline is represented by the horizontal lines
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Fig. 6. Gross indicated efficiency of the dual-fuel cases as a function of the main pilot
separation at low load with different side injector configurations. The confidence interval for the diesel baseline is represented by the horizontal lines

Fig. 7. Energy balance analysis for a reference dual-fuel case at low load with different side injector configurations

The observed cyclic combustion variability is accompanied by partial misfire of ethanol, as confirmed by the combustion efficiency trends displayed in Fig. 5. With a decreasing number of diesel
sprays of the side injector, partial misfire of ethanol at low main-pilot separations is mitigated. As an
example, partial misfire and incomplete combustion of ethanol is limited to a maximum of 2.2% of the
total fuel charge with the one-spray diesel injector, compared to a maximum of 7.3% observed with the
two-spray injector at the same main-pilot separation (-3 CAD). The higher combustion efficiency levels
obtained with the one-spray diesel injector at low main-pilot separations explain the higher peak in-cylinder pressure and ARoHR of the corresponding case in Fig. 3.a: ethanol ignition is more effective and
combustion more complete compared to other injector cases. On the other hand, with any side injector,
ethanol-diesel combustion efficiency at high main-pilot separations is comparable to conventional diesel
combustion, except for a slight decrement observed in the four-spray injector cases at high ethanol
ratios. Extending the main-pilot separation promotes favorable in-cylinder conditions for compression
ignition of ethanol at low load [20]. Under these conditions, ethanol combustion completeness is
achieved with any of the tested diesel injector configurations. This explains the similarity between
ARoHR traces of the different injector cases in Fig. 3.b-c.
Combustion efficiency losses at low main-pilot separations cause a comparable gross indicated
efficiency drop, as highlighted in Fig. 6. However, the efficiency levels obtained with the one-spray injector are lower by 5-9 percentage points compared to the two- and four-spray diesel injectors and fall
well below the average efficiency value of the conventional diesel combustion baseline. Hence, despite
being the most robust trigger for ethanol ignition, the one-spray diesel injection leads to a severe performance deterioration for all investigated test points at low load.
The energy balance analysis carried out for a representative test case at low-load is displayed in Fig. 7.
The energy contributions are computed based on Eqs. (6) – (8) and normalized to the fuel energy input.
The selected test case has the longest main-pilot separation (12 CAD) and the minimum ethanol-diesel
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ratio among the tested values, corresponding to the region with the highest combustion efficiency in
Fig. 5. In this way, the analysis is not affected by different amounts of unburned fuel between the different side injector cases. Moreover, the variation of CA50 between the different side injector cases lays
within 1.4 CAD. The energy balance analysis shows that the indicated efficiency drop observed with the
one-spray diesel injector is caused by higher heat transfer losses, given the limited variations in the
exhaust enthalpy between side injector cases. Differences in the duration of the late combustion phase
at low load may also play a role in the gross indicated efficiency drop observed for the one-spray injector
cases in Fig. 6.
3.2. Influence of the diesel injector configuration at high load
Following the approach described for the low-load cases, a set of 27 test cases is carried out for each
side injector configuration at high load. A three-level full-factorial sweep of diesel and ethanol SOI as
well as of the ethanol ratio is performed within ranges of -9 – -5 CAD, -7 – -3 CAD and 91 – 98%, respectively. Considering the 81 test points sampled at high load, the mean deviation of the ethanol ratio
from the corresponding target values – 91%, 96% and 98% – is 0.5 percentage points. The SOI ranges
are narrower compared to low load, in order to avoid exceeding the mechanical limit for the in-cylinder
pressure equal to 200 bar.
The main-pilot separation has a strong impact on ethanol ignition characteristics, especially with
the one-spray diesel injector. With this injector configuration, a 2 CAD increase in the separation between main and pilot injections causes a sharp decrease in the degree of premixing of ethanol at the
moment of ignition, as the set of representative test cases in Fig. 8 shows. Ethanol ignition propagation
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Dual-fuel combustion characteristics at high load with different side injector
configurations at increasing main-pilot separations from case (a) to (c). Incylinder pressure, apparent rate of heat release, diesel and ethanol injection
on-time are highlighted in green, black, blue and red, respectively
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limits the overall combustion rate when using the one-spray diesel injector, as confirmed by the plateau
observed in the corresponding ARoHR trace in Fig. 8.b as well as by the shallow ARoHR increase in
Fig. 8.c. Moreover, Fig. 8.c shows that a shorter ethanol ignition delay is obtained using the one-spray
diesel injector, despite the longer air-fuel mixing time required by the larger diesel spray liquid core. The
differences in the ethanol ignition dynamics between different side injector cases are not reflected on
the end of ethanol combustion, as the ARoHR tails of all side injector cases overlap at any main-pilot
separation. The ethanol combustion characteristics observed with the two- and four-spray diesel injectors are similar. Moreover, with a sufficiently long main-pilot separation, the ARoHR peaks are comparable for all side injector cases, as displayed in Fig. 8.c. This is evidence that ethanol mixing-controlled
combustion can be achieved using any of the tested diesel injectors and that, with a sufficiently long
main-pilot separation, the influence on ethanol combustion characteristics of the nozzle hole number
and size of the diesel injector is more limited.
Figure 9 shows the dependence of the ethanol ignition delay on the separation between ethanol
and diesel injection for a set of test points with an ethanol ratio of 91%. At negative main-pilot separations, the ethanol ignition delay is almost coincident for all side injector cases. Moreover, an increase in
the main-pilot separation leads to shorter ethanol ignition delays. It should be noted, however, that the
decrease in the ethanol ignition delay is steeper for the one-spray diesel injector cases, consistent with
the ARoHR trends shown in Fig. 8.
The duration of ethanol combustion as a function of the main-pilot separation is displayed in
Fig. 10 for the same set of cases shown in Fig. 9. The one-spray diesel injector cases are characterized
by the longest ethanol combustion durations, as they have the shortest ethanol ignition delays while the
tail of the ARoHR overlaps with the other injector cases, as shown in Fig. 8. It should be also noted that
the trends of ethanol combustion duration in Fig. 10 mirror the trends of ethanol ignition delay in Fig. 9.
This is evidence that the impact of the diesel injector configuration on the ethanol late combustion phase
at high load is limited: a decrease in the ethanol ignition delay drives a comparable increase in the
overall combustion duration. Moreover, regardless of the side injector configuration used, ethanol combustion duration is sharply shorter compared to the average combustion duration of the diesel baseline.
A faster air-fuel mixing rate driven by the higher volatility of ethanol compared to diesel may explain this
difference [20].

Fig. 9. Ethanol ignition delay as a function of the main pilot separation at high load. The confidence interval for the diesel baseline is represented by the horizontal lines

Fig. 10. Ethanol combustion duration as a function of the main pilot separation at high load.
The confidence interval for the diesel baseline is represented by the horizontal lines
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Fig. 11. Peak ARoHR of the dual-fuel cases as a function of the main pilot separation at high
load with different side injector configurations. The confidence interval for the diesel
baseline is represented by the horizontal lines

Fig. 12. Gross indicated efficiency of the dual-fuel and diesel baseline cases as a function of
combustion phasing at high load

The degree of premixing of ethanol estimated based on the ARoHR peak shows a strong dependence on multiple factors, as shown in Fig. 11. An increase in the main-pilot separation causes a
sharp decrease in the ARoHR peak, with any diesel injector configuration used. Lower quantities of
diesel injected – i.e. higher ethanol ratios – lead to a higher degree of premixing of ethanol. Moreover,
the ARoHR peaks in Fig. 11 translate upwards while increasing the number of sprays of the diesel
injector. Hence, an increase in the nozzle hole number of the diesel side injector – and a corresponding
decrease in nozzle hole size – leads to a higher degree of premixing of ethanol. This means that the
one-spray diesel injector allows to achieve mixing-controlled combustion of ethanol for the broadest
range of main-pilot separations among the tested diesel injector configurations.
As observed at low load, differences in performance arise when comparing the results obtained
with the three diesel injectors. Figure 12 shows the gross indicated efficiency of the different side injector
cases as a function of CA50, compared to the efficiency of the standard diesel baseline cases. The
combustion phasing range of the three sets of dual-fuel cases is narrower compared to the diesel baseline, in accordance with the shorter combustion durations displayed in Fig. 10. The shorter combustion
durations may contribute to an increase in the work output, with a more limited effect when using the
one-spray diesel injector. In fact, the two- and four-spray injector cases have comparable efficiencies,
reaching values higher by 1-2 percentage points compared to the diesel baseline. Instead, the gross
indicated efficiencies of the one-spray injector cases are in line with the diesel baseline. Hence, the
ethanol ignition dynamics driven by the one-spray diesel injector causes a performance penalty also at
high load.
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4. Discussion
The high peak ARoHR observed at negative main-pilot separations at high load can be explained in light
of the results of the study performed by Kokjohn et al. [29] on reactivity controlled compression ignition
(RCCI) combustion of iso-octane and n-heptane. A sharp increase in the peak ARoHR was observed [29] in a test case characterized by a high gradient of local equivalence ratio between the high
reactivity fuel – within spray plumes having a locally rich or stoichiometric fuel concentration before ignition – and the low reactivity fuel – having a lean and homogeneous concentration across the combustion chamber. Hence, in the present study, the decrease in the main-pilot separation drives a shift of the
ethanol-diesel combustion regime from mixing-controlled towards RCCI.
The steeper increase in the degree of premixing of ethanol at low main-pilot separations at high
load and the sharper drop in combustion efficiency at low load observed when increasing the number
of diesel sprays of the side injector can be further explained based on the study of Lü et al. [30]. The
effect of in-cylinder blending of n-heptane and short-chain alcohols on homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) combustion characteristics was investigated in a diesel engine at a low and a medium load point [30]. With ethanol/n-heptane ratios above 20%, an increase in the engine-out HC emissions and a severe engine performance deterioration was reported [30]. By injecting diesel through a
higher number of smaller spray holes, the fuel-air mixing process is favored and diesel is more evenly
distributed across the piston bowl volume. In this way, the dilution of premixed diesel and ethanol is
favored, with a potential inhibiting effect on the ignition of the high reactivity fuel, as observed in [30].
This effect is more limited when using the one-spray diesel injector, as the whole pilot fuel charge is
enclosed within a single thicker spray plume. The above hypothesis is consistent with the shorter ignition
delays and lower degree of premixing of ethanol obtained with the one-spray diesel injector at high load,
as well as with the higher combustion efficiencies at low load compared to the other two diesel injector
configurations.
The study on the ignition of n-heptane/n-butanol blends of Zhang et al. [31] explained the inhibiting effect of short-chain alcohols on ignition based on the competition between the production of OH
radicals and stable aldehydes at low temperature. The conclusions drawn in [30] and [31] are consistent
with the study on autoignition characteristics of butanol/ and ethanol/n-heptane blends performed by
Saisirirat et al. [32], that confirmed the inhibiting effect of the alcohol fuel fraction on the ignition of n-heptane. The longer ignition delays of the alcohol/n-heptane blends were explained based on a lower production of OH radicals, limiting the chain branching reactions [32].
In the study of Dong et al. [22] referenced in the introduction, ignition kernels were identified in
the stoichiometric region of the high-reactivity fuel sprays. Similarly, in the present study, ethanol combustion is likely to start within the ethanol spray plumes adjacent to the igniting diesel sprays. The study
of Mueller and Musculus [15] on glow plug assisted ignition of methanol describes a similar ignition
dynamics. Methanol ignition occurs within the spray plumes close to the glow plug located in one hemisphere of the combustion chamber, and it is followed by combustion propagation towards the adjacent
fuel sprays [15]. In the current study, only a few ethanol sprays are close to the igniting diesel spray
when using the one-spray diesel injector. As a result, the ethanol spray-to-spray ignition propagation is
slower, in accordance with the longer combustion durations observed at high load. Such ignition dynamics would also explain the lower gross indicated efficiencies observed with the one-spray diesel injector.
In fact, combustion of the ethanol sprays distant from the igniting diesel spray may occur closer to the
piston surface – given the longer time for ethanol-air mixing – causing higher heat losses.
A longer penetration of diesel sprays evenly distributed across the piston bowl may promote fast
mixing-controlled combustion of ethanol by triggering the simultaneous ignition of a higher number of
ethanol sprays. This can be achieved either by increasing the spray hole diameter and the total nozzle
area of the diesel side injector while keeping the number of sprays fixed, or by increasing the diesel
injection pressure. The former solution would allow to increase the spray liquid penetration – dependent
on the nozzle hole diameter rather than on the injection pressure [24] – while limiting the diesel spray
dilution effect previously described. The latter solution would allow to extend the diesel spray vapor
penetration [33] thanks to higher spray velocities. Hardware changes such as the reduction of the distance between the ethanol and diesel injector nozzle tips should also be considered, in order to promote
fast and simultaneous ignition of all the ethanol sprays.
The experimental data on ethanol-diesel direct injection will enable the calibration and validation
of the CFD model adopted in the computational study [23] for the preliminary investigation of the ethanol-diesel dual-injection concept. Specifically, the in-cylinder pressure and apparent rate of heat release
of a set of test points will be used as target parameters to evaluate the predictive capability of the simulation model. In fact, an acceptable prediction of the in-cylinder pressure and ARoHR traces is required
for a detailed evaluation of the interaction between diesel and ethanol sprays during ignition.
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5. Conclusion
The diesel injector nozzle hole diameter and number have a strong influence on the characteristics of
direct injected ethanol combustion at low and high load, with a subsequent impact on engine performance.
At low load, there is a trade-off between combustion stability and completeness – achieved with a diesel
injector with a lower number of spray holes and a larger hole diameter – and engine performance –
enhanced using a diesel injector with a higher number of spray holes and a smaller hole diameter. With
the dual-injector configuration adopted in this study, a diesel injector with at least two sprays evenly
distributing the pilot fuel charge across the piston bowl volume as well as a minimum separation between
ethanol and diesel injections are needed in order to avoid the deterioration of either combustion or indicated efficiency.
At high load, there is an analogous trade-off between ethanol degree of premixing and engine
performance. The separation between pilot and main injections and/or the relative amount of diesel
injected shall increase in order to limit the degree of premixing of ethanol when using a diesel injector
with a higher number of smaller holes. The one-spray diesel injector allows to achieve mixing-controlled
combustion of ethanol for the broadest range of injection timings and ethanol ratios. However, a diesel
injector with at least two sprays is needed in order to shorten ethanol combustion duration and achieve
higher indicated efficiencies.
The insight into the influence of the diesel injector nozzle tip geometry on ethanol combustion
and engine performance lays the ground for the optimization of the dual-injector system and the dual-fuel
direct injection strategy.
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Abstract. State of the art spark ignited gasoline engines achieve thermal efficiencies above 46 % e.g.
due to friction optimized crank trains, high in-cylinder tumble flow and direct fuel injection. Further improvements of thermal efficiency are expected from lean combustion, higher compression ratio and new
knock-resistant fuel blends. One of the limitations to these improvements are set by the auto-ignition in
the end gas, which can develop to knocking combustion and severely damage the internal combustion
engine. The auto-ignition is enhanced by high cylinder gas temperatures and reactive species in the end
gas composition.
Quasi-dimensional Stochastic Reactor Model simulations with detailed chemistry allow to consider the thermochemistry properties of surrogates and complex end gas compositions. Based on the
detailed reaction scheme and surrogate model, an innovative tabulated chemistry approach is utilized
to generate dual-fuel laminar flame speed and combustion chemistry look-up tables. This reduces the
simulation duration to seconds per cycle, while the loss in accuracy compared to solving the chemistry
“online” is marginal. The auto-ignition events predicted by the tabulated chemistry simulation are evaluated using the Detonation Diagram developed by Bradley and co-workers. This advanced methodology
for quasi-dimensional models evaluates the resonance between the shock wave and reaction-front velocity from auto-ignition in the end gas and determines if it is a harmful developing detonation or normal
deflagration.
The aim of this work is to evaluate the auto-ignition characteristics of different fuel blends. The
Stochastic Reactor Model with tabulated chemistry is applied to perform a numerical analysis of the
auto-ignition of the fuel blends and operating conditions. Experimental measurements of a single cylinder research engine operated with RON95 E10 fuel are used to train and validate the simulation model.
The RON95 E10 fuel is blended with Methanol, Hydrogen and Toluene. The knock tendency based on
the evaluation of auto-ignition events of the different fuel blends are analysed for three operating points
at 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP and 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP with advanced spark
timings.

1. Introduction
The research of alternative fuels for internal combustion engines covers aspects of fuel properties, production processes and availability of resources [1, 2]. One of the most straight forward approaches on
producing alternative fuels with available resources, is the combination of excess wind or solar electric
energy to produce Hydrogen (H2) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere or flue gases from
industry processes [3, 4]. The captured H2 can be directly burned in an internal combustion engine or
further processed to produce Methane (CH4) or Methanol (CH3OH) [5, 6]. These fuels can be directly
burned in internal combustion engines, too, or further processed to long-chained hydrocarbon fuels.
The research group of Gschwend et al. [7] investigated the properties of 50 alternative fuels for spark
ignition (SI) engine applications. They stated that tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions are reduced for 2,2,3Trimethylbutane, Butanol and Propanol isomers. While the lowest volumetric fuel consumption is found
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for 2-Phenylethanol and Anisole. However, some alternative fuels who show favourable properties for
SI engine combustion, raise the threat of health for the environment. Yokoo et al. [8] investigated different fuel mixtures regarding their performance for lean combustion in SI engines. They stated that fuels
like Anisole, Furan and Nitromethane are beneficial to extend the lean burn limit of two different internal
combustion engines.
The focus of this work is set on Methanol, Toluene (C7H8) and Hydrogen mixed with a RON95
E10 surrogate as alternative fuels. The detailed chemistry of these fuels is well established and is applied to investigate the auto-ignition in the end gas. The analysis of the exhaust emissions is not considered since it would exceed the scope of this work. In the subsequent paragraphs selected properties
of the fuels are reviewed that are beneficial for efficient SI engine operation. In Table 1 some properties
of the investigated fuels are summarized. The RON95 E10 surrogate is composed of iso-Octane, nHeptane, Toluene and Ethanol (see Table 3). Ethanol and Methanol show the highest vaporization enthalpy (ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑝 ) at 300 K and smallest lower heating value (LHV). Toluene has the highest Research Octane Number (RON) and Motored Octane Number (MON), wherefore it is generally blended in gasoline
fuels to reduce the knock tendency. Hydrogen shows the largest LHV value of the investigated fuels.
Table 1: Comparison of fluid properties [9, 10]. (*Determined at 300 K temperature)

Fluid
Iso-Octane
n-Heptane
Ethanol
Methanol
Toluene
Hydrogen

𝝆𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎 [m³/kg]
692
684
789
791
867
-

LHV [MJ/kg]
44.4
44.6
26.7
19.9
40.6
120.1

𝒉𝒗𝒂𝒑 [kJ/kg] *
363
364
919
1166
412
-

RON [-]
100
0
111
109
116
-

MON [-]
100
0
94
89
102
-

In Fig. 1 the predicted laminar flame speeds of the investigated fuels using the detailed Ethanol
Toluene Reference Fuel (ETRF) reaction scheme from the LOGEfuel package [11] are outlined. Detailed
investigations of the reaction scheme performance can be found in the publications by Shrestha et al.
[12, 13, 14, 15]. Hydrogen shows a significant higher laminar flame speed, which is why it is often considered in fuel blends to enhance the combustion. The laminar flame speed for Methanol is found to be
slightly higher compared to RON95 E10 and Toluene. The research group of Ranzi et al. [16] published
an extensive summary of laminar flame speeds for different alkanes, cyclo-alkanes, aromatics, alcohols
and methyl ethers. They reported similar laminar flame speed ranges of Toluene and Methanol as it is
shown in Fig. 1. Veloo et al. [17] compared the laminar flame speed of Methane, Ethane, Ethanol and
Methanol and reported that Methanol shows the highest flame speeds at stoichiometric and rich conditions. Mannaa et al. [18] performed an investigation of various Primary Reference Fuel (PRF), Toluene
Reference Fuel (TRF), gasoline mixtures and neat species and its effect on the structure of the flame.

Fig. 1: Comparison of predicted laminar flame speeds for different equivalence ratios for RON95 E10, Methanol,
Toluene and Hydrogen at 30 bar and 600 K using an ETRF reaction scheme [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
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They outlined that the laminar flame speed of Toluene is in the same range as iso-Octane, PRF
and TRF mixtures at stoichiometric conditions. The increase of Hydrogen fraction in a Hydrogen – Carbon Monoxide – Air mixture is investigated by Dong et al. [19]. The increase of Hydrogen fraction increases the laminar flame speed for lean, stoichiometric, and rich mixture conditions.
The predicted ignition delay times of RON95 E10, Methanol, Toluene and Hydrogen at 10 bar
and 𝜙=1 are outlined in Fig. 2. At low temperatures it is shown that the ignition delay times of Methanol,
Toluene and Hydrogen are larger compared to RON95 E10. At high temperatures the ignition delay time
of Toluene is similar to RON95 E10, while Methanol and Hydrogen show lower ignition delay times.
Fieweger et al. [20] investigated the auto-ignition process of PRF mixtures, iso-Octane, n-Heptane and
Methanol at elevated pressures and stoichiometric conditions. They showed that at high pressures of
40 bar and low temperatures the ignition delay time of Methanol is longer compared to iso-Octane, nHeptane and PRF mixtures. At higher temperatures, the ignition delay times of Methanol are found in
the same range as for n-Heptane. Burke et al. [21] performed an experimental campaign to measure
the ignition delay times of different Methanol – Oxygen – Nitrogen – Argon mixtures. They stated that
with an increasing fraction of Methanol in the mixture the ignition delay time is decreasing for temperatures between 833 K to 952 K. The influence of Toluene on the ignition delay time is outlined in the work
from Andrae et al. [22]. They showed that the ignition delay times of Toluene are higher compared to
TRF mixtures and n-Heptane at 30 bar and 50 bar pressures and stoichiometric conditions. Kéromnès
et al. [23] measured the ignition delay time of Hydrogen and syngas mixtures at higher pressures. With
increasing Hydrogen content in the syngas mixture, the ignition delay time is decreasing for different
pressures and temperatures.

Fig. 2: Comparison of predicted ignition delay times for different temperatures for RON95 E10, Methanol, Toluene
and Hydrogen at 10 bar and 𝜙=1 using an ETRF reaction scheme [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

The vapor-liquid saturation pressure and temperature of RON95 E10, Methanol and Toluene is
compared in Fig. 3. Toluene shows a similar vaporization characteristic as the RON95 E10 surrogate,
while Methanol behaves significantly different. The normal boiling point of Methanol is at 337.6 K, while
the boiling point of Toluene is at 383.7 K. The vaporization of Methanol has a significant effect on the
auto-ignition characteristic in the end gas and shows an impact on the determination of the MON values
as it is discussed by Spausta [24] and Seidel [25].
In this work, the auto-ignition in the end gas for RON95 E10, Methanol, Toluene and Hydrogen
mixtures is evaluated using the quasi-dimensional (QD) Stochastic Reactor Model (SRM) with tabulated
chemistry and the Detonation Diagram developed by Bradley et al. [26, 27]. Netzer et al. [28, 29, 30, 31,
32] carried out extensive studies on the application of the Detonation Diagram with detailed chemistry
to investigate the effect of different RON-MON sensitive fuels and operating conditions on the autoignition in SI engines. The Detonation Diagram method allows to evaluate different modes of auto-ignition that can occur in a SI engine and is established as a strong tool for knock analysis.
In the following section the fundamentals of the numerical method are introduced to provide an overview
of the applied sub-models. Next, the experiments of the single cylinder research engine and QD-SRM
model training are outlined. Finally, the simulation results are analysed and the effects of Methanol,
Toluene and Hydrogen on the auto-ignition are discussed.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the vapor-liquid saturation of RON95 E10, Methanol and Toluene [9].

2. Methodology
2.1 Stochastic Reactor Model
The QD-SRM is based on a probability density function (pdf) approach for reactive flows [33, 34, 35].
The transport equation (1) of the pdf contains on the left side the accumulation term and various source
terms 𝑄𝑖 (𝜓). These source terms include the piston work, convective heat transfer, chemical reactions,
direct injection, and vaporization. Therein, 𝜱 is a vector of random variables, 𝜓 is its realization in the
sample 𝜓-space and 𝑡 is the time. The term on the right-hand side 𝑃2 describes the molecular mixing
due to turbulence and is in a non-closed form.
∂
∂
F𝚽 (ψ, t) +
(Q (ψ)F𝚽 (ψ, t)) = P2 F𝚽 (ψ, t)
∂t
∂ψi i

(1)

The Curl mixing model [36] is incorporated to close the term 𝑃2 in equation (2). The mixing
model contains the turbulent mixing time 𝜏, to account for turbulence-chemistry interaction [37, 38], the
training parameter 𝐶𝜱 and the decay parameter 𝛽, which is set to 1.
P2 F𝚽 (ψ, t) =

C𝜱 𝛽
⋅ [∫ 𝐹𝚽 (𝜓 − Δ𝜓, 𝑡)𝐹𝚽 (𝜓 + Δ𝜓)𝑑(Δ𝜓) − 𝐹𝚽 (𝜓, 𝑡)]
𝜏
Δ𝜓

(2)

The turbulent mixing time is calculated using the QD K-k turbulence model developed by Dulbecco et al. [39]. The model solves equations for kinetic energy in equation (3) and turbulent kinetic
energy in equation (4).
𝑑𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑗
dK
𝑚̇𝑖𝑛
𝑚̇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜌̇
𝜌̇ 𝑉̇
2
= 0.5 ⋅ 𝐶𝑡𝑘𝑒 ⋅
⋅ 𝑣𝑖𝑛
+ 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 ⋅
+𝐾⋅
+ 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ⋅ 𝐾 ⋅ − 𝑃𝑘 − 𝐾 ⋅ ( + )
dt
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜌
𝜌 𝑉

(3)

𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑗
dk
𝑚̇𝑖𝑛
𝑚̇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜌̇
2
= 0.5 ⋅ (1 − 𝐶𝑡𝑘𝑒 ) ⋅
⋅ 𝑣𝑖𝑛
+ 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 ⋅
+𝑘⋅
+ 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ⋅ 𝑘 ⋅ + 𝑃𝑘
dt
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜌
𝜌̇ 𝑉̇
−𝑘 ⋅ ( + ) − 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝜀
𝜌 𝑉

(4)

In these equations, 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 is the intake valve mass flow, 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the trapped cylinder mass, 𝑡 is
the time in seconds, 𝑣𝑖𝑛 is the intake valve flow velocity, 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the kinetic energy from the direct injection,
𝑚̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the exhaust valve mass flow, 𝜌̇ is the change of density, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑉̇ is the change of
cylinder volume and 𝑉 is the instantaneous cylinder volume. The dissipation 𝜀 in equation (5) is derived
from the turbulent kinetic energy and integral length scale 𝑙𝐼 , which is based on the instantaneous cylinder volume and calculated in equation (6).
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3

2 k2
ε= ⋅
3 lI

(5)
1

(6)

lI = 𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑛 ⋅ 𝑉 3

The term 𝑃𝑘 is a production term for turbulent kinetic energy from tumble motion decay. The
equation is outlined in (7).
1

Pk = 0.3307 ⋅ 𝐶𝛽 ⋅ 𝑙𝐼 ⋅ 𝑘 2 ⋅

𝐾
Δ2

(7)

Therein, ∆ is a measure for the size of the tumble vortex and is calculated by
1

∆ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐶∆,1 ⋅ 𝑉 3 , 𝐶∆,2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝑐𝑦𝑙 , 𝑑𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒 )), with the piston-head distance ℎ𝑐𝑦𝑙 and the cylinder bore 𝑑𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒 .
The turbulent mixing time is finally calculated using equation (8).
τ=

k
ε

(8)

The parameters 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 , 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 , 𝐶𝑡𝑘𝑒 , 𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 , 𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑛 , 𝐶𝛽 , 𝐶∆,1 , 𝐶∆,2 and 𝐶𝜱 are model constants and need
to be trained for the respective engine.
To solve the pdf transport equation the gas within the cylinder is discretized in notional particles, each
containing its own composition and temperature (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Concept of the two-zone SRM for spark-ignition engines [37].

The QD-SRM uses a two-zone approach and the auto-ignition in the end gas and chemistry in
the burned zone for emission formation are retrieved from the pre-compiled look-up tables. The flame
front propagates based on turbulent flame speed 𝑠𝑇 , which is calculated retrieving the laminar flame
speed 𝑠𝐿 from the pre-compiled look-up tables. The turbulent flame speed is calculated with equation
(9) based on the model by Peters et al. [40].
𝑠𝑇
𝑢′
=1+𝐶⋅( )
𝑠𝐿
𝑠𝐿

𝑚

(9)

Therein, 𝐶 and 𝑚 are model constants. 𝑢′ is the turbulence intensity and is calculated based on
the scalar mixing time. Additionally, the flame front is traced based on a polygonal approach to account
for flame-wall-interactions (see Q-3D geometry & flame growth in Fig. 4) [41]. The values of the model
constants are outlined in Table 2. Those constants were tested in previous works for different gasoline
engines and are not changed during the present work. The QD-SRM accounts for cycle-to-cycle variations in the cylinder gas composition and temperature induced by stochastic mixing and stochastic heat
transfer processes [42]. The Woschni heat transfer correlation in equation (10) with base parameters
and wall temperatures of 450 K is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient 𝛼 [43].
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𝛼 = 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒 ⋅ 𝑑 −0.2 ⋅ 𝑝0.8 ⋅ 𝑇 −0.53 ⋅ [𝐶1 ⋅ 𝑐𝑚 + 𝐶2

𝑉 ⋅ 𝑇0
⋅ (𝑝 − 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑡 )]
𝑝0 ⋅ 𝑉0

(10)

Therein, 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are model constants, 𝑑 is the engine bore, 𝑝 is the cylinder pressure,
𝑇 is the cylinder temperature, 𝑐𝑚 is the mean piston speed, 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑡 is the motored cylinder pressure and
𝑉 is the cylinder volume. The index 0 highlights parameters at reference conditions. The heat transfer
model constants are tested in previous works for different gasoline engines and are not changed during the present work. The QD-SRM model setup is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: QD-SRM model setup.

Parameter
Number of Particles
Time Step Size
Number of Cycles
𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝐶1
𝐶2
𝐶
𝑚

Value
500
0.5 °CA
30
1.0
2.28
0.0065
2.5
0.9

2.2 Tabulated Chemistry
The tabulated chemistry is based on the detailed ETRF reaction scheme from the LOGEfuel package
[11] consisting of 690 species and 8278 reactions. The detailed reaction scheme is validated for different
experiments and for engine relevant conditions [12, 13, 14, 15], which is highlighted for one set of experiments from Jerzembeck et al. [44] in Fig. 5 using the RON95 E10 surrogate from Table 4.

Fig. 5: Comparison of predicted laminar flame speeds using the detailed reaction scheme from the LOGEfuel package [11] and experiments with gasoline as fuel from Jerzembeck et al. [44] at 373 K and different pressures,
with air as oxidizer. Measurement accuracy is within ±4 cm/s. The symbols highlight the experiments and
the lines show the simulations.

A dual fuel approach for the surrogate and second fuel is used. The composition of the first fuel
stream is outlined in Table 3 in liquid volume fraction. The second fuel stream is composed of Methanol,
Toluene or Hydrogen.
Table 3: Surrogate composition in liquid volume fraction for the reference ETRF fuel.

Fuel
RON95 E10

Iso-Octane
0.44

n-Heptane
0.141
67

Ethanol
0.101

Toluene
0.318
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The comparison of the properties of the experimental RON95 E10 fuel and the surrogate are
outlined in Table 4. The QD-SRM is trained and validated for single cylinder engine experiments using
the RON95 E10 fuel.
Table 4: Comparison of the properties of the experimental RON95 E10 fuel and the surrogate.

RON
MON
C:H:O
Density
LHV

Experiment
96.7
85.8
6.6:12.8:0.21
748.7 kg/m³
41.78 MJ/kg

Surrogate
96.7
87.4
6.3:11.8:0.21
756.4 kg/m³
41.14 MJ/kg

The laminar flame speeds and the combustion chemistry are stored in a pre-compiled look-up
table (see table ranges in Table 5 and Table 6) using the software LOGEtable [10]. The table ranges
are optimized to reduce the size of the tables but to keep a high resolution of auto-ignition sensitive
conditions, e.g. the Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) region. During the simulation, laminar flame
speeds and chemistry sources are retrieved from the look-up tables based on the current thermodynamic conditions.
Furthermore, a progress variable approach is used for the chemistry table look-up [45, 46, 47,
48]. The progress variable 𝐶 is defined as follows in equation (11).
C=

h298 − h298,u
h298,max − h298,u

(11)

Therein, ℎ298 is the latent enthalpy calculated at 298 K, and summed over all species, subscript
𝑢 denotes unburned state, and subscript 𝑚𝑎𝑥 denotes the most reacted state, which is assumed to be
where the maximum chemical heat is released.
Table 5: Laminar flame speed dual fuel table specifications.

Parameter
Temperature
Pressure
Equivalence Ratio
Fuel Fraction
EGR

Range
350 – 1400 K
1 – 150 bar
0.5 – 1.5
50 – 100 %
0 – 40 %

Steps
50 K
1 .. 10 bar
0.05
10 %
10 %

Table 6: Combustion chemistry dual fuel table specifications.

Parameter
Temperature
Pressure
Equivalence Ratio
Fuel Fraction
EGR

Range
250 – 1400 K
1 – 200 bar
0.2 – 4.0
50 – 100 %
0 – 10 %

Steps
10 .. 50 K
5 .. 20 bar
0.2 .. 0.25
10 %
10 %

2.3 Resonance Theory
The resonance theory for the QD-SRM is introduced by Netzer [28]. Based on syngas (mixtures of
H2/CO) experiments and One-Dimensional (1D) CFD simulations, Bradley et al. [26] developed the Detonation Diagram in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Detonation Diagram; Full (▼) and hollow triangles (∆) and lines: experiments and simulations by Bradley et
al. [26]; Full (♦) and hollow (◊) diamonds one-dimensional simulations by Peters et al. [49]: hollow symbols:
no detonation, filled symbols: developing detonation; Full symbols (►, ■, ●, ♦) LES engine simulations by
Bates et al. [50].

The Detonation Diagram evaluates the characteristics of the auto-ignition in the end gas with two
dimensionless parameters. 𝜉 is the ratio of the speed of sound 𝑎 and the apparent reaction-front velocity
𝑢 [27] in equation (12). The apparent reaction-front velocity can be calculated using the temperature
gradient over the travel distance 𝑥 and the gradient of the ignition delay time 𝜏.
ξ=

a
𝛿𝑇 𝛿𝜏
=𝑎
𝑢
𝛿𝑥 𝛿𝑇

(12)

With the help of the resonance parameter 𝜉, the characteristic of the auto-ignition event can be
separated into different modes. If 𝑢 < 𝑠𝐿 , a normal flame occurs driven by heat conduction and diffusion,
which is called deflagration [51, 52]. If 𝑠𝐿 < 𝑢 < 𝑎, a subsonic auto-ignition occurs, which is harmless for
the engine. If 𝑢 > 𝑎, thermal explosion is observed, which usually does not occur under conventional SI
engine operating conditions. To form a developing detonation, 𝑢 and 𝑎 must be of the same order of
magnitude (𝑢 ≈ 𝑎). The order of magnitude increases with higher reactivity of the mixture and is calculated with the reactivity parameter 𝜀 in equation (13).
ε=

l
𝑎 ⋅ 𝜏𝑒

(13)

Here, 𝑙 is the length of the constant temperature gradient kernel before the auto-ignition occurs
and 𝜏𝑒 is the excitation time, which is the time between 5 % to maximum heat release of the auto-ignition
event. The denominator describes how far the sound wave travels during the ignition event. Evaluated
with the length of the constant temperature gradient, 𝜀 is a non-dimensional length, which can be interpreted as the dimensionless ignition kernel size. With higher 𝜀 and increasing kernel size accordingly,
the range of conditions that lead to a developing detonation are getting wider. The limits of the different
modes of reaction-front propagation in Fig. 6 are experimentally and numerically obtained for syngas
[26]. To make it applicable for engine conditions, Peters et al. [49] evaluated the regime limits for nheptane and iso-octane. Since, these modes are chemically dependent on the high temperature chemistry, they appear in the same range for all reviewed fuels. Bates et al. [50] applied this evaluation
method to 3D Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and characterized typical areas in the Detonation Diagram
that cover engine operating conditions from harmless subsonic auto-ignition over non-knock and mildknock to super-knock.
Kalghatgi and Bradley [53] investigated pre-ignition and super-knock events for a turbo-charged
SI engine. To evaluate the severity of an auto-ignition event based on the Detonation Diagram they
proposed the equation (14), which relates the dimensionless expression of the overpressure to the resonance parameter.
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p(t)𝑚𝑎𝑥
1 2
~( )
𝑝
𝜉

(14)

Subsequently, they calculated 𝜉 = 8.8 and 𝜀 = 9.1 for an auto-ignition, which is classified as
heavy knock. Those values are used in this work for the definition of the knock limit.

3. Experiments
The experiments are conducted on a single cylinder research engine at the TU Berlin. The single cylinder engine is built up for fundamental investigations of port and direct water injection in the FVV project
"Water Injection in SI engines" [54]. The engine specifications are depicted in Table 7.
Table 7: Technical specifications of single cylinder research engine.

Parameter
Bore
Stroke
Compression Ratio
Number of Valves
Fuel Injection

Value
71.9 mm
82 mm
10.75 : 1
4
Central Direct

The engine experiments are conducted using a central direct fuel injection. The position of the
injector is shown in Fig. 7. More details on the experimental campaign can also be found in the work of
Kauf et al. [55].

Fig. 7: Position of the central fuel injection of the single cylinder research engine at TU Berlin [55].

Fig. 8: Single cylinder research engine testbench scheme from TU Berlin [54].

The engine is equipped with low-pressure and high pressure sensors to measure the cylinder
and manifold pressures of 250 consecutive cycles. The simplified testbench scheme and positions of
the pressure (𝑝), temperature (𝑇), air-fuel ratio (𝜆), mass flow (𝑚̇) sensors and emission analyzers are
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shown in Fig. 8. The intake system consists of a compressor unit to set the boost pressure, a Sensyflow
for air mass flow measurement, a throttle, a mixing tank and two intake runners. The exhaust system
consists of two exhaust runners, an exhaust orifice to control the back pressure, a diffusor, and an
exhaust ventilation.

4. Model Training
The 1D-QD-SRM model training strategy is outlined in Fig. 9. First, the air path system parameters of
the 1D model are trained to fit the simulated intake system pressure frequency (𝑓𝑝,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 ) and amplitude
(𝐴𝑝,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 ) and exhaust system pressure frequency (𝑓𝑝,𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡 ) and amplitude (𝐴𝑝,𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡 ). This is done by
adjusting the discharge coefficients of the throttle (𝐶𝐷,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒 ), the intake and exhaust ports (𝐶𝐷,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) and
the exhaust orifice (𝐶𝐷,𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒 ). Second, the fired operating points are used to fit the closed cycle incylinder pressure of the experiments. A multi-objective genetic optimization process is applied using
modeFRONTIER [56]. The objectives of the optimization are to minimize the sum of least squares of
cylinder pressure (𝜀𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ), maximum cylinder pressure (𝜀𝑃𝐶𝑃 ), crank angle of maximum cylinder pressure (𝜀𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐶𝐴 ) and CO emissions at exhaust valve opening (EVO) (𝜀𝐶𝑂,𝐸𝑉𝑂 ). The QD-SRM turbulence
model parameters 𝐶Φ and 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 are the optimization input parameters. Subsequently, the QD-SRM model
parameters are validated using the remaining fired operating points. More information about the model
training and validation results can be found in the work published by Franken et al. [57].

Fig. 9: QD-SRM model training procedure.

The final model parameters of the QD-SRM turbulence model in equation (3) and (4) are shown
in Table 7. Mostly the same turbulence model parameters are used, as reported by Dulbecco et al. [39].
Table 8: QD-SRM turbulence model parameters.

Parameter
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝐶𝑡𝑘𝑒
𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠
𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑛
𝐶𝛽
𝐶Δ,1
𝐶Δ,2
𝐶Φ

Value
0.005
0.67
0.85
1.0
0.3
0.25
0.073
0.1313
4.65
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5. Results and Discussion
In this work the effect of Methanol, Toluene and Hydrogen addition to the RON95 E10 surrogate in a SI
engine is investigated with the focus on auto-ignition in the end gas. While the effect of vaporization
enthalpy is considered of those fuels, the air, RON95 E10 and fuel mixture is assumed to be homogeneously mixed to simplify the problem. In the future the effect of inhomogeneous mixtures on the autoignition in a SI engine will be investigated. Further, it is assumed that the different fuel blends do not
affect the flame-turbulence interaction and one set of model parameters is used for all fuel blends to
calculate the turbulent flame speed in equation (9).
First, the QD-SRM model training results are outlined for the measured motored and fired operating
points in Table 9.
Table 9: QD-SRM engine operating points used for auto-ignition analysis.

1
2
3

OP

Speed
1500 rpm
2000 rpm
2500 rpm

IMEP
15 bar
20 bar
15 bar

𝝀
1.0
1.0
1.0

ST
-4.4 °CA
1.5 °CA
-9.7 °CA

Second, the spark timing of the three operating points is adjusted to achieve center of combustion at 8 °CA, which is defined as Maximum Break Torque (MBT). To keep the IMEP and air-to-fuel ratio
(𝜆) constant during the parameter variations, the charge pressure is modified (see Fig. 10). Third, the
fuels Methanol (CH3OH), Toluene (C7H8) and Hydrogen (H2) are added to the surrogate and the autoignition is evaluated using the Detonation Diagram. Hereby, Methanol and Toluene are added to the
fuel blend to suppress auto-ignition, while Hydrogen is added to advance center of combustion.

Fig. 10: QD-SRM strategy to adjust the operating point to MBT at the knock limit.

The amount of Methanol, Toluene and Hydrogen addition is quantified based on mass using the
fuel fraction (FF) definition in equation (15). Therein, 𝑚𝑖 describes the absolute mass of the additional
fuel (Methanol, Toluene or Hydrogen) and 𝑚𝑅𝑂𝑁95𝐸10 describes the absolute mass of the base fuel
(RON95 E10). The sum of the two masses equals to the total mass of fuel in the cylinder.
𝐹𝐹𝑖 =

𝑚𝑖
𝑚𝑅𝑂𝑁95𝐸10

⋅ 100%

(15)

5.1 Training Results
In Fig. 11 the in-cylinder pressure and heat release rate of the experiments are compared to the QDSRM training results. The simulation closely matches the pressure during the high pressure phase and
valve opening time. Some deviations are found for the operating point at 2000 rpm and 20 bar IMEP,
where the simulation predicts an earlier start of combustion. The exhaust emissions are not the focus
of this work, but a comparison with the measured exhaust emissions of the trained model can be found
in the publication by Franken et al. [57] and [58].
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Fig. 11: QD-SRM simulation results of in-cylinder pressure, heat release rate and pressure during valve opening
compared to the experiments for three fired operating points: (a) – (c) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, (d) – (f) 2000
rpm 20 bar IMEP and (g) – (i) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP. Fired TDC is at 0 °CA.

5.2 Spark Timing Sweep
In Fig. 12 the simulation results of a spark timing sweep for all three operating points are outlined. With
the advanced spark timing the peak cylinder pressure (PCP) is increased up to 100 bar to 130 bar and
the center of combustion is shifted towards MBT (8 °CA). The heat release rate (Norm. u-RoHR) in Fig.
12 (b), (e) and (f) is normalized by the mass of the air-fuel mixture in the end gas to exclude the effect
of changing end gas mass. The maximum heat release rates of 9x105 J/kg/°CA to 10x105 J/kg/°CA are
found for 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP and 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP since these operating points are found by
experiments and simulations to be at the knock limit. Further, the strong increase of the heat release
rate cause a strong rise in the temperature in the end gas from 1000 K to 2500 K.
The Detonation Diagram in Fig. 13 (a) to (c) shows the change of the auto-ignition strength for different
spark timings and operating points. The resonance parameter and reactivity parameter are averaged
for 30 stochastic cycles of the QD-SRM simulation to obtain a statistical stable result. The auto-ignition
at the latest spark timing is found to be in deflagration mode for all operating points, where the reaction
front of the auto-ignition propagates at laminar flame speed [51]. With advanced spark timing the
combustion of the air-fuel mixture is promoted and auto-ignition in the end gas occurs at higher local
temperatures. As a result, the mixture becomes more reactive and the reaction front propagates at
subsonic conditions. For the operating points at 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP and 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP it is
predicted that the auto-ignition develops to a detonation (knocking combustion) with a spark timing shift
between 4 °CA to 6 °CA compared to the base spark timing. For 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP the spark timing
shift is found between 6 °CA and 8 °CA since this operating point is not at the knock limit.
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Fig. 12: QD-SRM simulation results of in-cylinder pressure, normalized heat release rate in the end gas and temperature in the end gas for a spark timing sweep: (a) – (c) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, (d) – (f) 2000 rpm 20
bar IMEP and (g) – (i) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP. Fired TDC is at 0 °CA.

Fig. 13: QD-SRM simulation results of the detonation diagram for a spark timing sweep: (a) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP,
(b) 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP and (c) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP.

The MBT spark timing is determined for all three operating points. For 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP a spark
timing of -9.4 °CA is found, for 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP a spark timing of -8.5 °CA is found and for 2500
rpm 15 bar IMEP a spark timing of -14.7 °CA is found. The addition of Methanol and Toluene is
investigated in the subsequent sections to reduce the strength of auto-ignition at MBT. Further, the
addition of Hydrogen is investigated to promote combustion and achieve MBT operating conditions.
5.3 Effect of Methanol Addition
In Fig. 14 the simulation results of different Methanol fuel fractions for different operating conditions
are shown. The increasing amount of Methanol fraction in the fuel blend shows a decreasing trend for
the normalized heat release rate and temperature in the end gas. On the one hand side, this is caused
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Fig. 14: QD-SRM simulation results of in-cylinder pressure, normalized heat release rate in the end gas and temperature in the end gas for a Methanol fuel fraction sweep: (a) – (c) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, (d) – (f) 2000
rpm 20 bar IMEP and (g) – (i) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP. Fired TDC is at 0 °CA.

Fig. 15: QD-SRM simulation results of the detonation diagram for a Methanol fuel fraction sweep: (a) 1500 rpm 15
bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy, (b) 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy, (c) 2500 rpm
15 bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy, (d) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP without vaporization enthalpy, (e) 2000
rpm 20 bar IMEP without vaporization enthalpy and (f) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP without vaporization enthalpy.
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by the higher vaporization enthalpy of Methanol compared to RON95 E10 (see Table 1), and on the
other hand side by the changed reactivity of the end gas mixture. The decreased auto-ignition heat
release rate is in good agreement with the higher RON value of Methanol (see Table 1).
The detonation diagram in Fig. 15 (a) to (c) supports this trend because the auto-ignition is moved from
the developing detonation to subsonic auto-ignition and deflagration mode. For 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP
it is found that the addition of 10 % to 30 % Methanol fuel fraction to the fuel blend is required to obtain
non-knocking combustion. For 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP the Methanol fuel fraction in the fuel blend is
determined with 50 % to 80 %.
The effect of the vaporization enthalpy of Methanol on auto-ignition is outlined in Fig. 15 (d) to (f). For
the simulation results shown, the vaporization enthalpy of Methanol is neglected and only the effect of
changed reactivity due to different end gas mixtures is accounted for. The addition of 10 % to 50%
Methanol fuel fraction to the mixture showed an increasing reactivity for 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP operating
conditions. For 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP the 10 % to 100 % Methanol fuel fraction addition increased the
reactivity and reaction front velocity. Overall, the vaporization enthalpy of Methanol is found to have a
strong effect on the shift of auto-ignition from a developing detonation to deflagration since it reduces
the local temperature at which auto-ignition occurs. Those effects are also supported by earlier works
(e.g. Spausta [24] and Seidel [25] and works cited therein) who outlined the large deviation of RON and
MON values for Methanol and Ethanol due to vaporization at elevated temperatures in the MON test.
5.4 Effect of Toluene Addition
The simulation results for in-cylinder pressure, normalized heat release rate and temperature in the end
gas are depicted in Fig. 16 (a) to (i). The increase of Toluene fuel fraction in the fuel blend reduces the
normalized heat release rate and temperature in the end gas. This is an effect of the larger ignition delay
time of Toluene compared to RON95 E10 as shown in Fig. 2.
The Detonation Diagram in Fig. 17 shows that even a small amount of Toluene in the gas mixture has a large effect on the auto-ignition in the end gas. At 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP the addition of 0 %
to 10 % Toluene fuel fraction to the fuel blend shifts the auto-ignition to subsonic conditions.

Fig. 16: QD-SRM simulation results of in-cylinder pressure, normalized heat release rate in the end gas and temperature in the end gas for a Toluene fuel fraction sweep: (a) – (c) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, (d) – (f) 2000
rpm 20 bar IMEP and (g) – (i) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP. Fired TDC is at 0 °CA.
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Fig. 17: QD-SRM simulation results of the detonation diagram for a Toluene fuel fraction sweep: (a) 1500 rpm 15
bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy, (b) 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy and (c) 2500
rpm 15 bar IMEP with vaporization enthalpy.

At 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP the addition of 10 % to 30 % Toluene fuel fraction to the fuel blend
moves the auto-ignition out of the knocking combustion region. While the 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP operating point is not knock limited at MBT operation, it also shows a reduced heat release rate in the end
gas with increased amount of Toluene.
While Toluene is quite effective in reducing the auto-ignition in the end gas compared to Methanol, it
has to be pointed out that higher amounts of aromatics in the fuel blend increase the formation of HC
and soot emissions [59].
5.5 Effect of Hydrogen Addition
The simulation results of Hydrogen addition to the fuel blend are shown in Fig. 18 (a) to (i). The charge
pressure is increased for cases with higher Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel blend to keep the

Fig. 18: QD-SRM simulation results of in-cylinder pressure, normalized heat release rate in the end gas and temperature in the end gas for a Hydrogen fuel fraction sweep: (a) – (c) 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP, (d) – (f) 2000
rpm 20 5bar IMEP and (g) – (i) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP. Fired TDC is at 0 °CA.
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Fig. 19: QD-SRM simulation results of the detonation diagram for a Hydrogen fuel fraction sweep: (a) 1500 rpm 15
bar IMEP, (b) 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP and (c) 2500 rpm 15 bar IMEP.

IMEP constant. The laminar flame speed is significantly increased with more Hydrogen fuel fraction in
the fuel blend and the gradient of cylinder pressure during flame propagation becomes larger due to the
higher laminar flame speeds. Further, the addition of Hydrogen to the fuel blend increases the reactivity
of the gas mixture and the auto-ignition heat release rate is increased with increasing Hydrogen fuel
fraction. Due to the late spark timing of the operating point at 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP the normalized
heat release rate is not increasing as much as for the other two operating points since the temperature
is already decreased at that crank angle in the expansion stroke.
The detonation diagram in Fig. 19 (a) to (c) highlights the increasing reactivity of the gas mixture due
to higher Hydrogen fuel fraction. For the operating point at 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP and 2500 rpm 15 bar
IMEP the addition of 30 % to 50 % Hydrogen fuel fraction to the fuel blend leads to a developing detonation. At 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP the addition of Hydrogen shows an increasing reactivity of the mixture
but due to the lower temperature at which auto-ignition occurs, the reaction front velocity and pressure
wave are not accelerated as much as for the other two operating points, wherefore the resonance parameter stays at a higher level. The reversed auto-ignition trend at 1500 rpm and 15 bar IMEP and 2500
rpm and 15 bar IMEP for 80 % and 100 % Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel blend, is because of decreasing local temperature and pressure at the advanced crank angles at which auto-ignition occurs.

6. Conclusions
This work outlines the assessment of different RON95 E10, Methanol, Toluene and Hydrogen blends
regarding its effect on the auto-ignition modes in the end gas of a SI engine. It illustrates a novel simulation approach to jointly assess engine operating conditions and fuel blends and its effect on knocking
combustion. The methodology is based on numerical investigations using the QD-SRM, dual-fuel tabulated chemistry look-up tables and the detonation diagram. The following conclusions are drawn based
on the simulation results:
• The vaporization enthalpy of Methanol has a strong effect on the decreasing auto-ignition tendency
of RON95 E10 and Methanol fuel blends. The engine can be operated at MBT at 1500 rpm and 15
bar IMEP, with 10 % to 30 % Methanol fuel fraction in the fuel blend and at 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP,
with 50 % to 80 % Methanol fuel fraction in the fuel blend.
• Toluene is highly effective in reducing the auto-ignition tendency for all operating conditions due to
the longer ignition delay times. In contrast to Methanol the heat of vaporization is not the major factor,
but the fuel chemistry, in particular the absence of a low temperature regime for Toluene. Compared
to Methanol, only small additional amounts of Toluene in the fuel blend are needed to operate at
MBT without knocking combustion. At 1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP up to 10 % additional Toluene fuel
fraction are needed in the fuel blend and at 2000 rpm 20 bar IMEP 10 % to 30 % additional Toluene
fuel fraction in the fuel blend are needed.
• The addition of Hydrogen decreases the burn duration, increases the PCP and increases the reactivity of the mixture in the end gas. The addition of 30 % Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel blend at
1500 rpm 15 bar IMEP corresponds to 6 °CA advancement of the spark timing. At 2500 rpm 15 bar
IMEP the addition of 30 % Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel blend corresponds to 8 °CA to 10 °CA
advancement of the spark timing.
• The QD-SRM simulation with tabulated chemistry and knock analysis takes 9 seconds for one engine
cycle on 1 Intel Multi-Core i7-7820HQ CPU @ 2.90 GHz.
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The future work consists of the following work steps:
• Extend the analysis for lean operation and increased compression ratios.
• Extend the analysis for different reaction mechanisms.
• Extend the analysis for other fuel blends.
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Abstract. Pre-chamber ignition systems can be an enabler for combustion processes with diluted
charge (lean or high EGR-rate) and thus increase the thermal efficiency of SI engines. A pre-chamber
is a small volume with multiple transfer bores to the main cylinder that replaces the spark plug. Inside
an active pre-chamber, external scavenging provides a mixture with high flammability even at high dilution in the combustion chamber which is ignited by a spark plug. Following the ignition, hot reactive
gases penetrate the cylinder through the transfer bores and provide high ignition energy at multiple sites.
Thereby, the combustion duration is reduced significantly, so even with highly diluted charges stable
combustion is ensured.
To understand the pre-chamber ignition system isolated from cylinder conditions, highspeed
schlieren imaging with a framerate of 50 kHz was used to analyse the jets from the pre-chamber. These
measurements were performed inside a constant pressure vessel under highly controlled pressure and
temperature conditions. Due to the weak image-to-noise ratio intensive image processing is necessary
to extract the major jet parameters like penetration depth and propagation speed. It can be shown that
the pre-chamber geometry has a major influence on the jet propagation as well as the body temperature
of the pre-chamber. The gas temperature in the constant volume vessel has minor influence. Optical
investigations showed to be a useful tool to improve the understanding of the combustion process. The
accuracy of simulation models can be improved by calibration to optical data recorded under highly
controlled conditions.

1. Introduction
Internal combustion engines for passenger cars in the next stage will need to have higher thermal efficiency in order to contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions. In addition to carbon emissions, pollutant
emissions such as NOx must also be kept at a very low level to counteract air pollution. One way to get
closer to these goals in SI engines is to burn lean or diluted mixtures and increase the compression
ratio. The latter directly affects the efficiency of the gasoline engine process, while diluted mixtures affect
the isentropic exponent of the cylinder charge in addition. Charge dilution also lowers the combustion
temperature and reduces the throttling losses in part-load operation. Currently, further increase of the
compression ratio is limited by the tendency to knock at high loads, increased combustion speed in the
full load area mitigates knock limitations.
Active pre-chamber ignition systems can enable combustion processes with highly diluted mixtures. Here, a small separate chamber connected to the cylinder via several transfer ports replaces the
spark plug. In this chamber a small amount of ignitable mixture is prepared and ignited by a spark. This
produces hot gases which penetrate the cylinder, increase the turbulent kinetic energy and ignite the
cylinder charge at several points. This chemical reaction provides considerably more ignition energy
than a spark, so that reliable ignition of lean mixtures with small cyclic fluctuations is possible. The
challenge with this system is to create good ignition conditions in the pre-chamber. After ignition, the
pre-chamber contains mainly residual gas. The gas exchange in the pre-chamber is much worse than
in the cylinder. Therefore, the active pre-chamber is equipped with a separate refuelling line to remove
the residual gases from the previous cycle. When the main cylinder is operated with lean mixture, a rich
mixture from the pre-chamber fuelling line leads to near stochiometric conditions in the pre-chamber
and thus to good ignition conditions.
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Research on the field of pre-chamber ignition systems can be found back in the 1970s, where
the first major investigations are documented [1,2]. The first investigations are from Gussak et. al., already identifying the basics of the geometrical design of active-pre-chamber systems [3,4]. They found
that a pre-chamber volume of 1…3 % of the compression volume showed the most promising results.
Furthermore, the cross section of the transfer ports should be between 0.02 and 0.04 cm2/cm3, referring
to the pre-chamber volume. Yamaguchi et al. could identify four different ignition processes from prechamber systems, depending on the geometrical design of the transfer ports and their cross section [5].
Next to these early works focusing on the general process, detailed investigations on natural gas engines can be found at Shah et. al. [6–8], also analysing the influence of the pre-chamber volume and
transfer port cross section. Kettner et. al. focus on SI engines using a bowl-shaped piston surface and
direct injection to fuel the pre-chamber [9]. Toulson and Attard et. al. investigated the pre-chamber geometry as well as different fuels from hydrogen to liquid gasoline in context of their active pre-chamber
combustion process called Turbulent Jet Ignition (TJI) [10–14].
Recent work focuses on passenger-car applications [15]. Sens et. al. shows an increased lean operation
limit of λ = 2.1 at 6 bar load and 1500 rpm engine speed with an active pre-chamber. Another investigation on passenger car sized engines can be found at Stadler et. al., where a pre-chamber with six orifices
could be operated in the entire engine map [16].
This work focuses on optical investigations of the jet propagation outside the pre-chamber and
their influence on the combustion process. The pre-chamber is therefore analysed in a constant pressure vessel with highspeed-schlieren technique, without fuel outside the active pre-chamber, so the
primary reaction is visible separately. The influence of the pre-chamber geometry and the temperature
of both gas and pre-chamber body is addressed. In addition, the results are compared to full engine
measurements using the same pre-chamber.

2. Investigated pre-chamber geometries
Three different pre-chamber geometries are compared. All of them feature six transfer bores with a
diameter of 1.0 mm. The pre-chamber volume and the length of the transfer bores are variated.
Table 1. Geometrical pre-chamber characteristics

Pre-Chamber
VK1-1
VK3
VK4

Volume /cm3
1.34
1.70
1.70

Bore length /mm
1.9
1.9
4.5

The pre-chamber is manufactured from a copper alloy as shown earlier [17]. It is equipped with a spark
plug with integrated pressure transducer - Kistler 6113B - to investigate the pressure inside the prechamber. In the pre-chamber body, a self-developed magnetic check valve is integrated to seal the prechamber fuel line from the combustion pressure.

3. Full engine measurements
The authors showed that active pre-chamber ignition systems can be used to enable lean engine operation by using the gasoline-vapour air-mixture in the fuel tank [18,19]. The engine test results concerning
the pre-chamber geometry of the samples that are investigated both in the constant pressure vessel
and at the engine test bench are summarized in the following.
3.1 Methodology
The pre-chamber Ignition system was investigated in a production four-cylinder engine. To save prototypes only one cylinder is fired while the remaining are blocked with an aluminium plate in the intake.
As operating point, a challenging low-load point with high relevance for fuel consumption in WLTP driving cycle of a medium class passenger car is selected. Detailed information on the engine geometrics
and the operating point are listed in Table 2.
The active pre-chamber fuelling is provided by a special fuel system that uses the gasoline
vapour air mixture above the liquid level in a fuel tank to enrich the pre-chamber. A special test system
was built up for engine research. This system contains a 20 L fuel tank with integrated coolant pipes to
control the fuel temperature. By defining the temperature, the HC-concentration in the gas phase can
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be variated as the vapour pressure of the gasoline fuel is temperature dependent. This vapour is sucked
out by a fuel resistant vacuum pump and compressed to 2.5 bar. The HC-concentration is measured as
well as the mass flow. The latter is done by a coriolis mass flow sensor that can measure independently
from the composition. Together with the HC-concentration, the fuel mass in the pre-chamber is calculated and considered for efficiency measurements. The dosing is done by a solenoid valve as the one
used in common MPI fuel injection systems. Both the injection timing and the injection duration to control
the mass flow are implemented in the engine control unit. For the application in a passenger car, different
concepts for the generation of the gasoline-vapour-air-mixture are possible [20,21].
Table 2. Geometrical engine characteristics and investigated engine operating point

Engine characteristics
Displacement volume per
cylinder
Stroke
Bore
Rod length
Compression ratio
Valves per cylinder
Intake valve diameter
Exhaust valve diameter
Injector position

Operating point
450 ccm
84.1 mm
82.5 mm
148 mm
9.6
4
33.9 mm
28.0 mm
side

Fuel pressure gasoline

100 bar

Load IMEP
Speed
Center of combustion
PC scavenging pressure
HC concentration in the
PC fueling line

4.5 bar
1500 rpm
8° CA a. TDCF
2.5 bar
45 wt.%

3.2 Results
Three different pre-chamber geometries were compared in full engine measurements. The selected HCconcentration of 45 % (equals λ = 0.1) in the pre-chamber fuelling line showed good performance in
lean operation. The mixture in the pre-chamber at ignition is composed of both the active fuel purging
from the pre-chamber injector and the mixture from the main combustion chamber. Due to the pressure
limitations in the fuelling system the active scavenging requires low cylinder pressure and is therefore
timed around bottom dead center. The injected very rich composition is diluted with lean mixture from
the cylinder, entering the pre chamber by the transfer ports during compression stroke. The trapped fuel
mass and residual gases in the pre-chamber are not easy to evaluate, so the calculation of a pre-chamber lambda at ignition timing is complex. The injected fuel mass was therefore adapted to the pre-chamber volume and optimized regarding fuel consumption and combustion stability in a previous step. Objective of this measurement is to compare the same pre-chamber geometry both in full engine operation
and in the constant volume vessel as shown later to find a link between the optical measurements and
the behaviour in full engine operation.
In Fig. 1 the three different pre-chamber geometries from Table 1 are compared. The combustion duration and the combustion stability are plotted. In the middle diagram the center of combustion is
additionally shown. In general, the ignition timing is adapted to keep the MFB50% stable at 8 °CA. However, when no stable engine combustion was possible, the ignition angle was retarded accepting later
combustion. The threshold for combustion stability selected in this operating point is a coefficient of
variance of 0.04. It becomes clear that the choice of geometric parameters of the pre-chamber has an
immense influence on the combustion process. Especially the longer bores have a negative influence
on the combustion duration. With VK4, featuring the longer transfer holes, the ignition timing had to be
retarded for reasonable stability.
With the small pre-chamber volume (VK1-1), shorter combustion durations and lower cyclical
fluctuations under extremely lean conditions can be observed. In the lean range with lambda greater
than 1.60 the center of combustion can still be kept constant. Although the burn time increases in the
same way as in VK3, the overall increase is smaller, so that the critical combustion duration is only
reached at Lambda 1.90. From this point on, no further dilution while maintaining the stability is possible.
It seems that this pre-chamber can supply higher ignition energy to the cylinder despite its smaller volume. So, the combination of transfer hole diameter and pre-chamber volume represent the most suitable
combination studied.
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Fig. 1. Investigation of three different pre-chamber geometries in a variation of exhaust-lambda at 4.5 bar IMEP
engine load and 1500 rpm engine speed.

4. Highspeed Schlieren Imaging
4.1 Methodology
The optical investigations on the primary ignition processes take place in a constant pressure chamber
using highspeed schlieren technique to visualize the gas jets that exit the pre-chamber. Since these
penetrate into the combustion chamber when used in the engine, they are decisive for the stability of
the ignition. By using the chamber with constant pressure and temperature, the propagation of the gas
jets can be analysed under different conditions. Only the pre-chamber is enriched with fuel, outside the
pre-chamber there is pure air in contrast to engine operation. The primary reaction can therefore be
observed separately.
4.1.1 Constant pressure vessel
The optical measurements are executed at the high temperature and high pressure ignition and combustion chamber “OptiVeP” at FAU (see Fig. 2). In the cubic shaped vessel, pure air is entered in all four
top corners and directly electrically heated up to 300 °C. The ambient gas flow streams with a constant
flow velocity of around 30 mm/s through the test region and exits at the bottom corners. There, the
scavenged gas is cooled down to around room temperature. Compared to velocities of the flames exiting
the pre-chamber, the gas flow velocity through the vessel can be neglected. The permanent scavenging
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allows experiments in a frequency of 1 Hz. The ambient pressure is held constant to 10 bar. A backpressure control valve enables an independent adjustment of temperature and pressure. Further information about the vessel functionality and operation conditions are summarized in [22].

Fig. 2. High pressure and combustion chamber "OptiVep"

The chamber is optically accessible on five sides, where round quartz-glass windows are
mounted with a diameter of 125 mm. The sixth side contains the pre-chamber slot which is connected
on the bottom side of the vessel. The exiting flame jets penetrate under an elevation angle of 60° from
the main axis, thus the optical detection and illumination is practiced through the top window.
4.1.2 Pre-chamber scavenging system for constant pressure vessel
Due to the lack of pressure gradients, the pre-chamber fuelling system used during the full engine experiments is not suitable for the investigations in the constant pressure chamber. The pressure of the
gasoline-vapour-air-mixture in this system is limited to a maximum of 4 bar absolute by the precipitation
of condensate.

Pre-Chamber

DIInjector

Methane
200 bar

Methane
20 bar

Scavening Air
15 bar

DIInjector

Spark
plug
Ignition
coil

Fig. 3. Pre-chamber fueling system for investigations in the constant pressure vessel using methane as substitute
fuel for pre-chamber enrichment
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As the chamber should represent engine conditions at ignition timing, the pressure is set to 10
bar. Furthermore, the pre-chamber must be scavenged with air to reach equal conditions for each recorded ignition sequence. A special fuel system for these experiments was developed. In Fig. 3 the function of this fuel system is shown schematically. Instead of the gasoline vapour methane is used as fuel
to avoid condensation problems. To purge the burnt residual gas from the pre-chamber between ignitions, additional compressed air is injected into the pre-chamber. The dosing of the fuel and the scavenging air is realized by means of one single injector each. In this study, conventional injectors for direct
petrol injection are used. To make sure that no gas is pressed back to the gas supply each pipeline is
equipped with an additional check valve. The ignition in the pre-chamber is done by a conventional
spark plug together with a power stage that can be triggered externally. This power stage has an integrated ignition coil to supply high voltage to the spark plug. Thus, the ignition timing can be synchronized
accurately to the camera. The scavenging injector with air is actuated several times to make sure that
all residual gas is removed, then the methane injector injects the fuel with only one injection prior to the
ignition. The opening duration and thus the amount of rich gas supplied is adapted to the pre-chamber
volume.
4.1.3 Optical Setup

Beam splitter

Lens

Mirror

LED

Knife edge

Optical access

Photron
High
Speed
Camera

Constant pressure
vessel
Mirror

Illumination
Signal

Pre-Chamber

Fig. 4: Schematic sketch of the optical schlieren setup applied at the constant pressure vessel

For the optical characterisation of the pre-chamber, highspeed schlieren imaging is applied. The technique enables to visualize discontinuities of the refractive index in the test area via parallelized light [23].
In a gaseous atmosphere, gradients in the density of the medium can be visualized as they are interconnected in the Gladstone-Dale relation (1). Here, the refractive index n, the species-specific Gladstone-Dale constant k, and the density ρ are linked.
(1)

n-1 = kρ
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Temperature T and pressure p influence on the density as known from the ideal gas law (2).
p
= RT
ρ

(2)

Together with the gas constant R, this imaging method can separate areas with different temperature,
pressure and gas composition.
As shown in Fig. 4, the light emitted by a LED-array (Hardsoft IL-106G) is passing a cubic beam splitter
and subsequently collimated by a 5” lens to a parallelized bundle of light beams. With a mirror under 45
degree angle, the beam is guided into the vessel from the top window. A polished silica waver, which is
exposed inside the hot ambient atmosphere of the vessel, reflects the light back. Thereby, the light is
traveling twice through the vessel and the flame volume. After defocusing on the same way back, the
beam splitter reflects the returning light into the camera. In this assembly, the beam splitter works like
the knife edge because strongly refracted light beams in the expanding bundle are blocked at the beam
splitter holder. For detection a Photron SA-Z camera is used. The frame rate is set to 50 kHz, which
means a single picture every 20 µs. Designated geometrical flame characteristics are penetration depth
and the derived propagation speed of the flame jet which is explained in the following section in detail.
4.2 Image processing
Next to the experiment itself, a major part of this work is the image processing of the recorded highspeed
video. As schlieren images visualize a change in refractive index, the contrast between the signal from
the pre-chamber jets to the environment is very low. Especially in hot chamber conditions the temperature gradient gets small, resulting in a low signal to noise ratio. Since the gradient is decisive, the relatively large holes compared to the outflowing mass have a negative influence on the signal intensity.
Furthermore, the gases in the transfer hole are cooled down by the high thermal conductivity of the
copper, resulting in lower temperatures of the exiting gases. To evaluate mayor penetration parameters
of the jets, image processing is required to eliminate the background. An Example for a raw image is
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Example for a raw image of VK3 at 10 bar and 300 °C Chamber conditions
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The separate steps of image processing are shown in Fig. 6. In the first step from the raw image
to picture 2, each image is divided pixel by pixel by the image directly preceding it. In this way, the
background signal, which changes much more slowly, can be eliminated. Here the postprocessing can
benefit from the high imaging rate of 50 kHz. In the second step, the image is multiplied with the image
itself to increase the contrast. This is necessary to get a high contrast picture to separate the signal from
the remaining background. Therefore, the Otsu method is used [24]. This method uses a user calibrated
threshold to distinguish between signal and background. It is a histogram-based procedure, that divides
the image into two classes. The difference between the pixel-values inside one class is minimized while
the difference between the two classes is maximized. This way, pixels in the background class can be
identified and defined as no signal. The result is shown in picture 4. In this picture the exiting jets in front
of the surface of the waver can already be seen very well. The last step is the subtraction of a predefined
mask. The mask excludes all area outside the waver, where no signal is possible. This mask is generated automatically by analysing the sum of all raw pictures from one ignition sequence. The result of the
image processing can be seen in picture 5. It shows the jets with a strong contrast. The boundary of
each jet is clearly separable, the structures within one jet can still be recognized. In order to adapt to the
different background signals resulting from the different chamber conditions, the number of multiplications and the threshold values of the Otsu separation are adjusted.
The result of this image processing is analysed with an in-house developed code to extract
major spray properties from highspeed schlieren or shadowgraphy video sequences. As this code was
developed for the analysis of sprays from liquid fuels, the image processing shown in Fig. 6 is necessary
in a prior step to get accurate results.

1: Raw image

4: After Otsu separation

2: After division

3: After multiplication

5: After mask subtraction

Fig. 6. Partial steps of image processing from the raw image to the result image. Example is VK3 at 10 bar and
200°C

4.3 Results
The following chapter charts the results of the highspeed schlieren images. As parameter for comparison, the penetration depth and the calculated propagation speed of the jet front is used. The values are
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processed with the in-house developed MATLAB-based spray evaluation tool “LTT Spray analysis”,
which determines the mean value from ten successive ignitions with identical boundary conditions. Shotto-shot variations are addressed in Chapter 4.3.4.
4.3.1 Influence of the pre-chamber geometry
One major question of this work is to evaluate, whether it is possible to use tests in the constant pressure
vessel to predict the performance of different pre-chamber geometries in engine operation.
Fig. 7 charts the penetration depth and the propagation speed of the three different investigated
pre-chamber geometries. The abscissa depicts the time of the first visible signal leaving the transfer
ports. Electrical ignition in the pre-chamber is at -1.25 ms referring to this timescale. This delay is constant for all measurements. The penetration depth over time does not show remarkable differences
between the respective geometries. However, the propagation speed is different in the course of the
penetration. These diagrams can be compared with Fig. 1, where the geometries are compared in engine operation. Engine operation shows rising combustion speed especially in lean operation from VK4
to VK3 and further to VK1-1. The penetration speed of the respective pre-chamber between 1000 µs
and 1500 µs shows the same order of the geometric variants. This leads to the conclusion that, when
focusing on the primary reaction, especially a high penetration velocity shortly after the jet exit the prechamber is advantageous for the combustion process. This parameter is clearly distinguishable in the
highspeed schlieren imaging. Further pre-chamber development based on this primary propagation
speed is possible. The generated data in experiments in the constant pressure vessel can predict the
engine performance of the investigated pre-chamber.
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Fig. 7. Penetration depth and propagation speed for three different pre-chamber geometries at 10 bar 200 °C
chamber conditions

4.3.2 Influence of the gas temperature in the vessel
One interesting parameter that can be investigated in the constant pressure chamber is the gas temperature inside the vessel. Fig. 8 illustrates the difference between 100 °C, 200 °C and 300 °C at constant 10 bar pressure. In this variation, VK1-1 was used at all temperatures. As expected, the propagation speed rises with higher temperatures. The most significant difference is detected with 300 °C.
However, the general behavior, represented by the curvature of both penetration depth and propagation
speed is quite the same at all temperatures. Principal statements over the jet propagation can already
be done at lower temperatures, which facilitate the image processing.
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Fig. 8. Penetration depth and propagation speed for three different gas temperatures inside the constant
pressure vessel at 10 bar with VK1-1

4.3.3 Influence of the pre-chamber body temperature
Another interesting dependency can be found regarding the flange temperature. The propagation speed
is increased significantly in the first section between 500 and 1500 µs. From that time on, the speed is
on a similar level for both flange temperatures. Thus, the jets at higher temperature of 90 °C reach
around 5 mm more penetration than with 60 °C flange temperature in the corresponding time.
In the last sequence of the ignition, the difference decreases. In general, the behavior is very
much alike, the higher temperature leads to a shift towards earlier timings. The maximum propagation
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Fig. 9. Penetration depth and propagation speed for two different flange temperatures at 10 bar and 100 °C
gas conditions with VK1-1
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speed is only 1.5 m/s higher but more than 500 µs earlier. Especially after 1 ms, the time which is most
important for the ignition process as shown earlier, the speed is 5 m/s more. It can be concluded that
the pre-chamber body temperature has a huge influence on the cylinder ignition, especially with copper
as pre-chamber material. However, the shape of the penetration curve remains the same, so if the target
of an investigation is to compare for example different pre-chamber geometries, the absolute value of
the flange temperature is not highly relevant as long as it is kept constant during the entire investigation.
4.3.4 Shot-to-shot variations
For the evaluation of the calculated penetration values, a closer look into the shot-to-shot variations is
recommended. In this investigations, ten consecutive ignition events were evaluated. The previous
chapters show the mean value of these ten single shots. In Fig. 10, all ten recorded ignition events with
VK3 at 200 °C gas temperature and 10 bar are compared. For this purpose, the image was extracted
from each sequence after 3.4 ms and displayed side by side in the graphic. In addition, the cylinder bore
radius of the engine used in chapter 3 and the diameter of the bore of the mirror is shown again. It gets
clear, that there are remarkable differences between the single shots. While ignitions 1, 2, 6, 7 and 9
are very similarly developed, ignition 3 shows almost no signal. The latter also shows hardly any signal
in the further course of time. In this case, no strong ignition in the pre-chamber has taken place. Ignitions
5, 8 and 10 are not yet developed to the diameter of the bore. Here, a temporal offset results, which
shifts the mean value of the propagation towards later times. In contrast to this is ignition 4, which has
already clearly exceeded the diameter corresponding to the engine bore. The ignition sequence at this
point has been faster.
Resulting of these differences, the reduction of shot to shot variations and their influence on the
calculated propagation curve is an important objective of following investigations. The execution of the
experiments still offers potential for improved scavenging of the pre-chamber to minimize the influence
of the previous shot on the ignition. To extract very bad ignitions like sequence 3, the pressure raise in
the pre-chamber can be evaluated in advance and shots with too low signal can be treated separately
during the image processing. Additionally, the number of recorded sequences can be increased to get
a broader database for statistics. A connection between engine combustion stability and shot-to-shot
variations in the chamber experiment is not trivial due to the changes in scavenging and fuelling of the
pre-chamber.
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Fig. 10. Images after 3.4 ms of 10 consecutive ignition events with VK3 at 200 °C, 10 bar to illustrate the shotto-shot variations

5. Conclusions
Active pre-chamber ignition systems can be an enabler for lean combustion processes with increased
thermal efficiency and low NOx emissions. Especially in part load operation, the authors could demonstrate in earlier publications a gain in efficiency of more than 12 % compared to stochiometric operation
while keeping the NOx raw emissions below 20 ppm. For further development of this system, insights
into the subsystems are important. The jets emerging from the pre-chamber can be examined in a constant pressure chamber. The latter provides a known environment without the influence of the mixture
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in the main combustion chamber. Highspeed schlieren technique enables the evaluation of the jets. In
this work, a framerate of 50 kHz results in high temporal resolution. However, due to the low signal to
noise ratio, advanced image processing is needed to extract major geometrical parameters from the
emerging jets. The measurements showed shot-to-shot variations. A methodic way to reduce this influence can be an increased number of recorded ignitions. The number of ten sequences selected here
should be exceeded in future measurements.
A variation of the pre-chamber geometry was evaluated both in engine operation and investigated in the constant pressure chamber. By comparison of these two measurement techniques, the
penetration speed of the reactive jets in the sector between 5 mm and 15 mm penetration shows a
relation to engine performance in this study. This section of the penetration has major influence on the
combustion duration of the entire combustion process in the engine cylinder. The pre-chamber ignition
system was evaluated at different gas temperatures and with different flange temperatures to control
the temperature of the pre-chamber body. These investigations show faster penetration with increasing
temperature, where the body temperature has more influence than the gas temperature. At the same
time it could be demonstrated that the general behavior of the penetration is only minor dependent from
the temperature, so a comparison of different pre-chamber geometries can be done at reduced ambient
temperatures to reduce the background noise.
Optical investigations showed to be a useful tool to improve the understanding of the combustion
process. Due to the controlled conditions in the chamber, the primary reaction can be observed in detail.
This information is valuable to calibrate simulation models of active pre-chamber combustion processes
isolated from the ignition reaction in the cylinder.
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Abstract. The greenhouse gas saving potential of using gaseous fuels with high methane content (e.g.,
natural gas) in internal combustion engines instead of conventional liquid fossil fuels is considerable due
to the comparatively low emission of carbon dioxide. However, to fully exploit this potential, it is of utmost
importance to keep methane slip at a very low level. In contrast to mixture aspirated gas engines and
diesel-gas engines, the gas-diesel combustion concept provides the opportunity to avoid methane slip
nearly completely since the gaseous fuel is directly injected into the combustion chamber at the end of
the high-pressure phase of the engine cycle, resulting in mixing-controlled combustion with low emission
of unburned hydrocarbons.
LEC GmbH has developed an advanced high-speed large engine concept based on the gas-diesel
combustion process. An effective and reliable virtual design methodology was applied for the concept
development. The methodology comprehensively combines 3D CFD and 1D simulation tools for the
combustion concept predesign with experiments on a single-cylinder research engine for the concept
validation. A major challenge in the virtual design of this dual fuel combustion process is the large
number of degrees of freedom that result in particular from the use of a fully flexible combined gas/diesel
injector. This paper describes in detail the role of 3D CFD simulation in this approach, which allows
precise prediction of the optimal geometries and operating strategies for high-efficiency and lowemission engine operation.
Notation

BMEP
CA
CFD
CNG
CR
DOI
EAR
ECFM
ECFM-3Z
FEP
FMEP
GSTB
HRR
LEC IRAS
MCE
PDF
SCE
SOI

Brake Mean Effective Pressure
Crank angle
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Compressed Natural Gas
Compression Ratio
Duration of Injection
Excess Air Ratio
Extended Coherent Flame Model
Extended Coherent Flame Model - 3 Zones
Fame Engine Plus
Friction Mean Effec tive Pressure
Linear solver type
Heat Release Rate
LEC Injection Rate Analysis System
Multi-cylinder Engine
Probability Density Function
Single-cylinder Engine
Start of Injection
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1. Introduction
Fuel properties have a significant influence on the characteristics of the combustion process within an
internal combustion engine as well as on the resulting emissions and thus directly on the environment.
The use of gaseous fuels with a high methane content (e.g., natural gas) instead of conventional liquid
fossil fuels results in comparatively low CO2 emissions (cf. [5] [7] [22]), making it possible to reduce
significant greenhouse gas emissions from a global perspective.
Monovalent gas engines and diesel-gas engines that follow the Otto principle are attractive
solutions that exploit this potential. They are well known for their beneficial particulate and nitrogen oxide
emission behavior at high efficiency, cf. [21] [22]. However, these quantity-controlled combustion
concepts are operated with external mixture formation and are therefore conceptually prone to knocking
combustion. Thus, they react very sensitively to changes in the methane number and they inevitably
emit a small amount of unburned methane, which contributes to the greenhouse gas effect.
Gas-diesel engines [15] based on the diesel cycle directly inject the gaseous fuel into the
combustion chamber during the high-pressure phase of the engine cycle. Ignition is triggered by the
injection of a small amount of diesel fuel. With optimal design of this combustion process, the emission
of partly burned and unburned hydrocarbons can be almost completely avoided. Due to the knock
resistance of the gas-diesel combustion concept, low-quality gases can be used at high compression
ratios and therefore with high thermal efficiency combined with remarkable transient operation behavior,
cf. [19]. If gases with low methane numbers that are currently being flared or gases from regenerative
sources are exploited, the additional greenhouse gas saving potential is enormous and would result in
an economic advantage, cf. [1] [10] [12] [17] [24].
These advantages combined with the expansion of the gas infrastructure and technological
progress have recently led to an increased utilization of the gas-diesel combustion process in various
applications in the medium-speed and low-speed large engine sector, cf. [9] [11] [14]. However, the
application of the gas-diesel combustion process in a large high-speed engine is a challenge in terms
of fuel injection, as two diesel injectors have to be accommodated in the cylinder head where space is
limited. Thus, Woodward L'Orange GmbH has developed an advanced high-pressure gas-diesel injector
in one housing that can be installed compactly in a thermodynamically favorable position in the center
of the cylinder head, cf. [3] [4] [19] [25].
At LEC GmbH, an advanced high-speed gas-diesel combustion concept based on this new
injector technology was developed for a large engine with a displacement of ≈ 6 dm³. An effective and
reliable virtual design methodology was applied for the concept development. The methodology
comprehensively combines 3D CFD and 1D simulation tools for the combustion concept predesign with
experiments on a single-cylinder research engine (SCE) for the concept validation. A major challenge
in the virtual design of the dual fuel combustion process is the large number of degrees of freedom that
result in particular from the use of the fully flexible gas/diesel injector. Furthermore, the optimal
interaction of the injection jets with the piston bowl is critical in order to achieve a minimum emission
level.
The applied virtual design methodology was introduced in [3]. An overview was given of the
roles of 3D CFD and 1D simulation and the interaction between the simulation tools and the test facilities
was described. Selected results of measures for minimizing the emissions of CH4 and CO while
increasing efficiency were discussed. Building upon the information in [3], this paper describes in detail
the role of 3D CFD simulation in the approach, which can be seen as the essential basis for precise
predesign of the geometries and operating strategies for high-efficiency and low-emission engine
operation.

2. Virtual Design Methodology
This section provides an overview of the requirements and boundary conditions for developing the gasdiesel combustion concept in the virtual design process. The interaction of the applied development
tools is summarized and the setup of the 3D CFD model is explained in detail. Furthermore, the
simulation concept including the defined assessment criteria is discussed.
2.1 Requirements and boundary conditions
The main objective in the design of the gas-diesel combustion process was to achieve minimal
emissions, especially a very low level of climate-relevant CH4 emissions, while keeping fuel consumption
low. The development was based on an existing high-speed engine platform with a displacement of
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≈ 6 dm³.
Table 1 summarizes the engine-related specifications that define the boundary conditions
for the development process. The investigation focused on the engine operating point at the nominal
speed of 1500 rpm and the nominal brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) of 22 bar. Compression
ratio (CR) and valve timing were transferred from experiences with diesel combustion concepts and set
constant for the investigations with the gas-diesel concept.
Table 1: Engine-related specifications

1500 rpm
22 bar
≈ 6 dm³
16:1
2/2
Moderate Miller intake valve timing
≈ 0/0

Nominal speed
Nominal BMEP
Displacement
Compression ratio
Number of inlet/exhaust valves
Valve timing
Swirl/tumble

Further boundary conditions are associated with the use of a combined gas-diesel injector from
Woodward L'Orange GmbH. As described in more detail in [19] and [25], with this multi-needle injector
technology, diesel fuel and gaseous fuel are able to be injected flexibly and independently of each other.
On the diesel side, the injector is equipped with the tried and tested wide range injector technology,
which allows energetic diesel fractions of 1 – 100% in full load operation, cf. [13] [20]. Although the
injector design provides great flexibility for the layout of the diesel and gas nozzles, the design of the
gas path, which is equipped with three simultaneously controlled gas needles, restricts the possible
number of gas nozzle holes. With the triangular mounting sleeve contour design, either three, six, or
nine gas nozzle holes can be arranged in a suitable way, whereby the nine-hole design has proven to
be advantageous with regard to efficiency and emissions in the investigations of a high-speed gas-diesel
concept in [3] and [19]. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the possible arrangements of the gas nozzle
holes, which are positioned around the diesel nozzle.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of injector design variants with 3, 6, and 9 gas nozzle holes (bottom view)

In all the investigations performed, the gas nozzle and the diesel nozzle are each equipped with
the same number of nozzle holes (six or nine). The following Table 2 summarizes additional boundary
conditions and limitations related to the gas-diesel injector.
Table 2. Gas-diesel injector boundary conditions

Amount of nozzle holes
Diameter of nozzle holes
Nozzle hole orientation angle
Injection pressures

Gas nozzle
3/6/9
basis ± 0.2 mm
basis ± 15°
Up to 600 bar (CNG)
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6–10
basis ± 0.07 mm
basis ± 7.5°
Up to 2200 bar
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2.2 Overall simulation approach
In [3], the roles and the interaction of the simulation tools in the virtual design methodology were
discussed in detail. This section provides a compact summary of them.
Comprehensive 3D CFD simulation-based investigations of combustion chamber and nozzle
geometries as well as injection strategies were performed to optimize the high-pressure phase of the
gas-diesel combustion concept. Especially the two high-pressure injections of diesel pilot and gas
became accessible for detailed CFD investigations of the phenomena of mixture formation, ignition, and
combustion. Since only the high-pressure phase was investigated in detail using 3D CFD simulation,
further boundary conditions such as gas injection rate profile, boost pressure, or exhaust gas back
pressure initially remain unspecified. Several initial assumptions were made which were then modified
in combination with multiple 1D simulations. Besides this aspect, the possibility to enhance the accuracy
of the 3D CFD simulation process values at the beginning and at the end of the calculation makes the
1D simulation an important complementary tool in this simulation approach. As described in detail in [3],
conditions such as boost pressure or exhaust gas back pressure were calculated alongside further
engine performance data with a 1D simulation model of a multi-cylinder gas-diesel engine (MCE)
equipped with one-stage turbocharging. In addition, a 1D sub model rendered the newly developed highpressure gas supply system as well as the gas path inside the injector accessible for gas supply predesign studies. For the calibration of the injector model, injection rates measured by the manufacturer
were available. Hence, a more realistic injection rate profile than the trapezoidal gas injection rate initially
assumed in the CFD simulation model was made accessible for further 3D CFD simulations.
Based on each current simulation model design and boundary condition status, the 3D CFD
simulation provided heat release rates (HRR) and pollutant compositions like mass fractions of CH4, CO
and NO as an input for the 1D simulation with a 1D MCE model, cf. [3]. Based on this information, the
1D MCE model was able to determine key values like the initial and final condition in the combustion
chamber, the injection rates for diesel and gas as well as the expected excess air ratio (EAR) for the
desired indicated mean effective pressure. Followed up by an iterative process with two to three data
exchanges between 3D CFD and 1D simulation, the boundary conditions of both simulation tools were
able to be successfully aligned with each other. In the 1D MCE model, a gas injector and a diesel injector
were modeled for each cylinder to consider the cylinder charge increase due to the injected fuel during
the high-pressure phase of the combustion process. The NOx concentration in the cylinder was
calculated with a separate model using an extended Zeldovich mechanism, cf. [16]. A two-zone
combustion model provided the temperature of the burned zone for simulation of post-flame reactions,
cf. [18]. For an accurate estimate of overall engine efficiency and specific emission values, the
corresponding 3D CFD results were transferred to the 1D model.
Finally, the validation of the simulation results was performed by a twofold experimental
approach, cf. [19]. First, the injector was thoroughly investigated on the LEC injection rate analysis
system (LEC IRAS) to determine the gas injection behavior. Second, SCE testing was successfully
carried out to validate the injector under operational conditions as discussed in detail in [3] and [19].
2.3 Setup of the 3D CFD model
A detailed analysis of the gas-diesel combustion process requires a well-considered setup of the
simulation model. The following section outlines the selection of suitable models used, cake sizes, grid,
and topology in more detail. Fig. 2 provides an example of the fuel injection modeling of a 40° cake of
the combustion chamber. The gas supply including the gas nozzle was depicted in three dimensions.
At the position of the gas valve, the gas mass flow was provided as a mass flow boundary condition
received

Fig. 2. Fuel injection modeling with a 40° cake model of the combustion chamber
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from a 1D submodel. The size and shape of the dead volume behind the gas valve was mapped as
realistically as possible in coordination with the injector manufacturer and in combination with the 1D
model. As the project progressed, the size was successively reduced, which is important for reducing
HC and CO emissions, cf. [3]. The diesel pilot spray was depicted with the implemented AVL FIRE spray
module [2]. The main models are the Lagrangian particle tracking model, the Dukowicz [6] evaporation
model, and the Wave breakup model [23].
2.3.1 Selection of a suitable combustion model
In an earlier diploma thesis [8], different combustion models were examined for their principle suitability
for dual fuel combustion. Based on these results, a preliminary study was performed to investigate the
suitability of common combustion models available in FIRE (extended coherent flame model (ECFM),
three-zone extended coherent flame model (ECFM-3Z), multi-scalar probability density function model
(PDF), cf. [2]) for high-pressure gas injection. In principle, the PDF model and the ECFM model cannot
handle the two different fuels diesel and methane. However, the ECFM model provides the option of
replacing the diesel pilot with methane in the event of small pilot quantities and converting the material
values accordingly to represent a dual fuel system. In the test, it was not possible to ignite the gas jet
with the pilot under realistic combustion chamber temperatures. The ECFM-3Z model can deal with the
two fuels but has problems with high injection pressures and crashed easily when the gas jets started
burning. Even if both the combustion model itself and flow-mechanical aspects can be considered as
the cause of the crash, this was not further investigated within the scope of this work and the
investigations with this combustion model were discontinued. The most promising choice was the
detailed chemistry approach. In contrast to the other models, this model can handle the high-pressure
conditions as well as the interaction between the two fuels. It should be noted that the linear GSTP
solver was used for all equations of this model. In addition, central differencing for momentum and
continuity and upwind for turbulence and energy were applied as discretization schemes, while during
the compression phase a constant time step of 0.5 °CA and during the combustion phase a time step
of 0.1 °CA was investigated. Table 3 briefly summarizes the results of the model selection process.
Table 3. Suitable combustion models
Dual fuel
Inflammation
Combustion

ECFM
no
for pilot share <1%
not for realistic temperatures

ECFM-3Z
yes
yes
unstable

PDF
no
no
no

Detailed Chemistry
yes
yes
yes

To ensure that the diesel pilot ignites correctly under the prevailing conditions, the model was
validated on the basis of a constant pressure combustion chamber as well as measurements on the
SCE in monovalent diesel operation, cf. [13]. Based on the general gas phase reactions module, a
mechanism developed by the Engine Research Center at the University of Wisconsin was used (29
species, 52 reactions), cf. [2]. Since this is a highly reduced mechanism, the computing times were
reduced to a tolerable level. Thus, a large number of variations were able to be carried out using cake
models as discussed in the next subsection. Since NO formation is not included in this mechanism, a
separate model was used for its calculation: the Heywood NO model, cf. [2]. The CH4 and CO emissions
were taken directly from the reaction mechanism. The turbulence model was the k zeta-f model, cf. [2].
2.3.2 Models applied (cake sizes), grid, and topology
Different models were applied during the development process; all of them are designed as moving
grids to represent the piston movement and shown in Fig. 3 in top dead center (TDC) position. The use
of cake models serves to minimize the computing time. Depending on the requirements of the specific
tasks, different cake sizes but also a model of the entire combustion chamber were used. The selection
of the cake sizes correlates with the nozzle hole arrangements of the gas-diesel injector. Since the
gaseous fuel is ignited by a small amount of diesel fuel, the simulation model has to be able to represent
two different fuels that interact within the combustion chamber. The high-pressure gradients during gas
injection create an additional challenge that the combustion model must manage. The number of mesh
cells in the different models range from 0.6 million (40° model) to 2.8 million (360° model).
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Fig. 3. Optimization task-specific cake models

The interaction between only one gas jet and one diesel spray was investigated with a 40° cake
model for a 9-hole gas nozzle and a 60° cake model for a 6-hole gas nozzle (cf. Fig. 3, left). Thus, it was
possible to determine fundamental influences from the vertical orientation of the jets to each other with
regard to optimal ignition of the gas jet. In addition, initial estimates of the required hole diameters, the
interaction of the gas jet with the piston geometry, and possible injection strategies were obtained. These
models were essentially based on a hexahedral topology with orthogonal orientation and alignment of
the middle meridian plane in which the two nozzles were located. These models were created with the
automatic mesh generator Fame Engine Plus (FEP) [2] and executed with a boundary layer to better
describe the wall heat transfer which is based on the standard wall function model. To evaluate the
overall interaction between different aligned diesel and gas jet groups (cf. [3]), the model was extended
to a 120° cake. As a result, it became possible to investigate the influence of the horizontal orientation
of all jets and to determine suitable diesel and gas nozzle diameters. In this case, the simple orthogonal
cell topology as used for the 40° and 60° cake models was no longer sufficient. Therefore, a hybrid
topology was used. The area directly adjacent to the injector was created in accordance to the simple
orthogonal cell topology with the automatic grid generator FEP. The remaining area was covered with a
rotationally symmetric topology that takes the orientation of the gas jets into account. The two model
parts are connected at an ellipsoid surface with Hybrid Connect [2]. Fig. 4 shows the difference between
the two cell topologies using the example of the 120° cake model.

Fig. 4. Comparison of a simple orthogonal cell topology (left) and a rotationally symmetric mesh cell topology (right):
example result for temperature gradients during gas-diesel combustion

The mesh on the left was created with the same method as for the 40°/60° cake models. The
mesh on the right is from the hybrid model. At the ellipsoidal interface, the topology of the hybrid grid
changes to a rotationally symmetric topology. In vertical direction the grid was kept fixed until just below
the injector tip, so that the injection was not affected by the grid movement. In the area of the piston
some layers were left equidistant and moved as a whole. In the remaining volume between injector and
piston, the buffer layer was designed as a moving part. In addition, three meridian sections through the
gas nozzle axis are shown. Here the temperatures after the start of combustion are depicted. A
comparison of the temperature simulation results from both grid topologies also indicates a greatly
reduced penetration depth if the jet flow direction is not orthogonal to the mesh cells, as shown on the
left side of Fig. 4. The result generated with the rotationally symmetric mesh cell topology (Fig. 4 right)
shows a more realistic jet penetration characteristic. The difference between the results of both cell
topologies is caused by cross diffusion. In contrast with the hybrid grid, all jets are evenly distributed
regardless of their orientation. In order to investigate the influence of the symmetry boundary conditions
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that apply to the cake models, a 360° model was created that employs a hybrid mesh similar to the one
in the 120° cake model.
2.4 Simulation concept and assessment criteria
The following methodology and assessment criteria were defined in order to simulate the combustion
process according to the engine and injector-related boundary conditions described in section 2.1. At
the beginning, some additional assumptions like BMEP, CR, or Diesel pilot fraction had to be made
since there were no empirical values available for this type of combustion process in this engine size.
This was necessary in order to complete the list of required boundary conditions for the simulation model
so that it worked within the desired load range. Building upon this baseline setup, several simulative
parameter studies were carried out. To assess the simulation results, only relative comparisons were
made and trend statements were derived.
At the point where the gas valve is positioned (cf. Fig. 2), a mass flow boundary condition was
specified. In comparison to a pressure boundary condition, this is more stable on the one hand and
easier to handle on the other hand. At the beginning, trapezoidal injection rate curves were used. These
were later replaced by gradients from the 1D submodel. To evaluate the gas rail pressure, the calculated
maximum pressure at the boundary condition was determined. Since only the high-pressure cycle was
calculated with 3D CFD, the integral of p*dV in this crank angle range was used to pre-assess engine
efficiency. To ensure operation within the engine peak pressure limits, the peak pressure of the
combustion process can easily be determined by 3D CFD simulation. Since the combustion process
interacts closely with the injector geometry and injection strategy as well as with the shape of the
combustion chamber, the simulated flame propagation was considered in relation to the average rate of
heat release and exhaust gas species. CH4, CO, and NO were determined at the end of the calculation
and provide information about the quality of the combustion process. After the basic injection strategy,
the beneficial diesel amount and a basic geometric concept for the injector were set. Several simulations
with different injection timings were carried out for each variant. The above-mentioned values were
displayed in NO fraction trade-offs to evaluate the combustion concept. Thus, relative comparisons
between the simulation results could be made.

3. 3D CFD-based combustion concept optimization
The 3D CFD-based combustion concept optimization process was a highly comprehensive task which
will be discussed in two subsections: one on the investigation of the ignition process and one on the
investigation of the main combustion process. In the gas-diesel combustion concept, the ignition of the
gas mixture is triggered by diesel pilot combustion. The aim is to ensure stable ignition of the gas with
the smallest possible amount of diesel. In addition, reliable ignition should be ensured over a wide range
of operating points. Starting at ignition, the flame front should spread as quickly and evenly as possible
across the gas jets. The combustion characteristic highly depends on the type of combustion strategy.
In principle, two main strategies were investigated on the LEC: diesel injection before gas injection and
vice versa.
3.1 Investigation of the ignition process
In this section, the basic design of the combustion concept with regard to the injection strategy is first
determined and from this the basic injection timings and injection durations are preselected. After the
basic strategy is chosen, the possibilities for igniting the gas jet with the burning pilot diesel spray are
examined both geometrically and with regard to the time sequence. The main focus is on the orientation
of the gas jet and diesel spray angles relative to each other primarily in the vicinity of the injector during
ignition and in the first phase of combustion in the free area, where the jets are still hardly influenced by
the piston geometry. In addition, the share of diesel required for stable ignition is already determined
here. The optimum diesel share that was found was kept constant for all the following investigations.
3.1.1 Sequence of gas and diesel injections
In principle, the hardware used allows both fuels to be injected independently of each other. In the
following, two sequences are discussed in detail. In the case that the gas injection starts before the
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diesel pilot injection, the injected gas has the opportunity and time to mix with hot air of the combustion
chamber before it is ignited by the diesel spray (hereafter Sequence 1). Thus, a significant amount of
gas is premixed before ignition occurs. Another possibility is to inject the gas after starting the diesel
pilot injection, i.e. the gas jet is ignited by the more or less burned diesel spray (called Sequence 2).
There is less of an opportunity for the gas jet to premix with the compressed air inside of the combustion
chamber. In this case the subsequent fuel conversion is expected to be more similar to the diesel combustion process and will occur in a large extent in a mixture-controlled combustion.
Sequence 1. Initially a 60° cake model with a flat piston was used. The compression ratio was
assumed to be 16:1 and an EAR of 2 was chosen while the energetic diesel fraction was assumed to
be 5%. The qualitative injection curve of the diesel was derived from an existing diesel engine. For the
gas mass flow, trapezoidal curves with an injection duration (DOI) of 60° crank angle were assumed,
which were shifted in time by degrees crank angle. The absolute fuel quantities were estimated based
on an existing gas engine with the desired nominal load. The left-hand side of Fig. 5 shows three shifted
gas mass flow curves over the crank angle as well as the mass flow curve of the injected diesel fuel.
Start of injection (SOI) for gas is from a base variant shifted by +/- 10 °CA. SOI for diesel is constantly
30 °CA after SOI for gas of the base variant. The graph on the right depicts the corresponding cylinder
pressure curves. As also mentioned by Takasaki et al. in [26], earlier gas injection leads to a more
pronounced premixing of the cylinder charge and a more significant increase in cylinder pressure. A
high level of nitrogen oxides and an increased tendency to knocking combustion would also result from
this strategy. As a consequence, a reduced compression ratio becomes necessary which results in a
poorer diesel pilot atomization and an unexploited efficiency potential.

Fig. 5. Gas and diesel injection rates (left) and corresponding cylinder pressures (right) for sequence 1

The results have also revealed that a flat piston has an unfavorable effect on flame propagation in
the vicinity of the liner. In addition, the mixture formation of the gas is unfavorable for later injection.
Since an improvement in mixture formation can be achieved with 9 jets compared to 6 jets, the next
investigations were carried out with 9 jets. Therefore, a 40° model corresponding to nine nozzle holes
was used for the next variants, and a moderate piston bowl [3] replaced the flat piston.
Sequence 2. Starts the gas injection closer to the start of diesel injection as shown in Fig. 6
(left), combustion at a significantly lower pressure level becomes possible. Therein the mass flow boundary conditions for a 40° cake model with a moderate piston bowl are shown analogous to sequence 1.
The pilot diesel fraction remained at 5%, but the injection time was reduced to less than 2.5 °CA to
correspond to more recent data from the injector manufacturer. As the exact lift curve was in the initial
phase of the project unknown, a trapezoidal curve was assumed for the diesel injection rate, too. SOI
for the gas was starting from a base version by +4 °CA and -2 °CA. DOI of gas injection was reduced
to approx. 30 °CA. Here again, the observations coincide with those in [26] and shows a way smoother
combustion in Fig. 6 (right) without any proneness to knocking combustion.
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Fig. 6. Gas and diesel injection rates (left) and corresponding cylinder pressures (right) for sequence 2

Affected by the injection sequence a small pressure increase is visible in the rising flank of the
cylinder pressure plot which is triggered by the diesel pilot combustion. Afterwards the main combustion
of the subsequently injected gas occurs at a significantly lower pressure and temperature level as at
sequence 1. Consequently, this strategy seems to be more feasible to keep the engine out NOx emissions on a lower level than sequence 1. In addition, the peak pressure can also be kept within the
defined pressure limit while maintaining the chosen compression ratio. All in all, sequence 2 was favored
and investigated further.
3.1.2 Relative orientation of gas and diesel spray angles
All subsequent discussed investigations were based on the 120° cake model, which allows the interactions between adjacent gas jets and diesel sprays to be observed. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 provide an overview
of these activities. On the left of Fig. 7, the 120° cake model is presented schematically from above with
the kind of alignment of the diesel and gas jets of a 9-nozzle injector. The dotted white lines represent
the gas jets while the solid lines represent the diesel jets. The black lines indicate that the diesel spray
alignment is the same as of the gas jet (aligned). The grey lines show the orientation of diesel jets that
are positioned between the gas jets (displaced). The graph on the right shows the simulated, normalized
rates of heat release (SOI for diesel was 2 °CA earlier than SOI for gas). When the diesel pilot spray
axis is located between the axis of the gas jets, the ignition delay increases because the diesel flames
must first spread in the direction of the gas jet. In the event that the diesel spray axis and the gas jet
axis are aligned, combustion occurs much earlier. Thus, the injection of the diesel pilot spray can occur
later and at a higher temperature so better conditioning is possible. With regard to the emissions, a key
fact of our assessment criteria, the aligned variant shows less occurrence of HC and NO emission.
Therefore, all further investigations were carried out with an aligned setup.

Fig. 7. Influence of the orientation of the Diesel spray to the gas jet: visualization (left) and corresponding HRR
(right) at baseline SOI and Diesel spray angle, cf. Fig. 8
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Fig. 8. Visualization of Diesel spray angle variation (left) and ignition limits for selected spray angles (right)

Once the orientation in the circumferential direction was clarified, the orientation of the diesel
pilot spray axis was varied in relation to the gas jet axis. In Fig. 8, the inclination angles of the gas jet
and the variations of the diesel pilot spray are shown on the meridian section of the 120° cake model
with a baseline piston bowl, cf. [3]. The dotted white line shows the orientation of the gas jet. The solid
black line represents the baseline spray angle of the diesel spray. The dashed black line shows the
angle variations in 5° steps. In these simulations, starting from a basic configuration (SOI 0°), the injection mass flow profiles for both the diesel and gas jets were shifted in 2 °CA steps to earlier and later
timing. In the diagram on the right, the flammable operating points that were still stable were depicted
over SOI to allow the display of the operating range. By reducing the diesel spray angle, the operating
range is significantly decreased. Of course, a later SOI than displayed in the diagram is possible independently of the Diesel spray angle, however, it is not appropriate from a thermodynamic point of view.
In summary, the combustion process offers various degrees of freedom to directly influence the
ignition process. While the sequence of fuel injection can have a significant influence on the proneness
to knocking combustion, peak pressure and the formation of pollutants, a clean fine tuning of the jet
angle from gas to diesel with regard to thermodynamically favorable ignitability is of central importance.
With respect to the subsequent main combustion process, in addition to the parameters that can be
directly influenced by the injector design and trigger profile, of course, a suitable matching with the piston
bowl is indispensable.
3.2 Investigation of the main combustion process
In this subsection, the further optimization process of the pre-designed injector configuration and the
defined injection strategy is discussed with regard to the main combustion process. The optimization of
the injection parameters is shown in relation to the required injector cross-sections and in consideration
of the available gas pressure provided by the high-pressure gas supply system. Furthermore, the investigation process of the interaction of the gas jet with the combustion chamber geometry is presented.
3.2.1 Injection parameter optimization
Only the basic relationships for the injector design have been examined thus far. To optimize the injection parameters, first the gas pressure is determined in combination with the injection duration. The
diameter of the nozzle hole is the corresponding adjustment value in order to achieve the optimum
combination of the two parameters. Since the injection timing has a considerable effect on the gas pressure and on the combustion behavior, the timing was varied to allow assessment of the effective efficiency-NOx behavior in the trade-off.
The pressure gradient between the gas supply boundary condition (cf. Fig. 2) and the combustion chamber is primarily determined by the gas mass flow and the gas nozzle cross section. If the back
pressure increases due to the combustion in the main combustion chamber, a higher pressure also
occurs at the boundary section. If the injection time is extended, the mass flow changes while the overall
injected gas mass remains unaffected. This also means that a lower pressure difference is required for
injection. However, this also reduces the burning speed. The aim of the preliminary design is to show
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the relation between gas nozzle cross-section, required gas injection pressure, gas injection duration,
and overall combustion behavior.
Based on the previous findings, a matrix of nozzle cross section and injection duration has now
been calculated on the basis of the 40° cake model with a moderate piston bowl and spray angles
defined above. The 40° cake model was chosen because the accuracy is sufficient for these investigations and it is possible to keep the computing time low. Fig. 9 shows the relationship between these
variations.

Fig. 9. Correlations for operating behaviour

On the abscissa, the nozzle diameter is varied from a baseline variant by +/-0.3 mm in 0.1 mm
steps. The ordinate represents the injection duration from the baseline variant by +/-10 °CA. The upper
left diagram graphs the maximum gas pressure at the gas inlet position where the boundary condition
was set. It clearly shows the increase with a smaller cross section as well as with a shorter injection
time. The upper right diagram displays the ∑pdV1. In principle, this value increases until the diameter is
reduced for 0.2 mm. With a further reduction, a decrease can be observed. In any case, the ∑pdV increases as the injection time shortens. In the lower left diagram are the NO fractions at the end of
calculation. During long injection periods, however, a bigger diameter results in lower ∑pdV values and
higher NO occurrences. This indicates an unfavorable mixture formation of the flame jets. Is the baseline
injection time reduced by 10 °CA, the pressure is already high enough that sufficient mixture formation
can take place in all cases. This results in high ∑pdV values overall as well as NO values which only
changes slightly in relation to the diameter. In the lower right diagram, the CH4 mass fraction at end of
calculation is presented. When the diameter is reduced from +0.3 mm to -0.2 mm relative to the baseline
variant, the CH4 amount at end of calculation decreases continuously. This can be explained by the
better mixture formation as well as by the increased penetration depth as the cross section become
smaller. From -0.2 mm to -0.3 mm, the CH4 fraction increases again. This is most likely due to the
amount of gas stored in the dead volume, which only flows into the combustion chamber late after
combustion during the expansion phase, with the result that unburned hydrocarbons remain in the combustion chamber after combustion (cf. [3] and Fig. 11). When taking the shortest injection time (-10 °CA)
into consideration, a clear CH4 decrease trend towards smaller nozzle diameters can be seen with exception of the biggest investigated nozzle diameter at +0.3 mm. In general, this can be explained by the
1

Since we only work with discrete values, ∑pdV represents the cumulative work transferable from the burned fuel
to the piston.
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intensive interaction of the gas jet with the piston bowl. In the case of the shortest injection time, the gas
jet is deflected upwards by the piston too strongly so that insufficient mixing with oxygen occurs. In the
case of the longest gas injection duration (+10 °CA), insufficient time remains to complete the combustion after end of injection and an increase in unburned hydrocarbons is the result. In this case, the
baseline variant is a favorable compromise for the investigated piston bowl shape. Based on these
findings, the most favorable parameter set consists of a nozzle diameter of 0.2 mm smaller than the
basis one, combined with the basis injection duration. This parameter set results in a gas pressure of
approximately 40 MPa while reserves still remain for engine control.
3.2.2 Interaction of the gas injection with the piston bowl
The interaction of the jets with the combustion chamber geometry and the piston bowl shape in particular
are considered based on the basic injector cross sections that have been determined, aligned diesel
and gas nozzles in combination with sequence 2. Thus, a remarkable potential for reduced emission of
pollutants could be achieved. Preliminary investigations have shown that the combustion behavior especially in the late phase of the combustion is significantly dependent on the mixing of the gas jets with
the air inside of the combustion chamber. This mixture formation can be improved by both the number
of gas jets and the jet interaction strategy with the piston bowl shape, cf. [3]. In this context, the switch
from six to nine nozzles has provided advantages in principle, but a greater impact is made by the
geometric design of the piston bowl shape. Using CFD, a jet splitting bowl (see [3] for further details)
with the contour shown in Fig. 10 was developed on the basis of nine nozzles that split the gas jets. As
a consequence, injected natural gas is better mixed with air in the entire combustion chamber as a basis
for an improved flame propagation. The selection of nine instead of six nozzles as well as the optimized
piston bowl shape has already been presented and discussed in detail in [3] and will not be further
examined here. Briefly summarized, the influence of the interaction of spray angle and piston bowl geometry is significant. A comprehensive optimization of jet and spray angles in combination with the
piston bowl design enables at least a significant reduction of HC and CO emissions. Based on these
results, this paper shows further sensitivity investigations with regard to the optimization of the spray
angle. Such a configuration requires the precisely gas jet orientation towards the jet splitting bowl. The
extent to which a change in angle affects the combustion behavior and the formation of unburned species is explained below.
Fig. 10 shows the meridian sections of the 120° cake model with the optimized piston bowl
shape. Based on the nozzle configuration and injection strategy discussed above, the spray angle was
varied together for both diesel and gas jets by 10° relative to a baseline configuration. The meridian
sectional view is shown of the CO mass fraction 5 °CA after TDC and complemented by CH4 mass
fraction at 80 °CA after TDC for three angles of the gas and diesel jets axles. The optimal difference in
the angle between the diesel and gas jets shown above was maintained and the inclination of the jets
varied together (from left to right, spray angles baseline +10° to baseline -10°). An increased spray angle
to baseline +10° (top left), the jet hits the piston on top of the jet splitting rib and is unfortunately deflected
towards the liner. At 80 °CA (center left), a remarkable CO cloud can be observed in the combustion
chamber which remains nearly unburned. In the other case with a 10° steeper angle (baseline -10°), the
jet is deflected too strongly downwards into the piston bowl. The gas-air mixture in this section becomes
too low in oxygen and result in increased unburned species at end of combustion. In the case of the
baseline variant (center middle), the gas jet impinges the jet splitting rib ideally and is deflected to similar
parts to areas in the center of the piston bowl and near the fire deck, thereby preventing the direct flow
of the gas jets to the liner. As a consequence, optimal use is made of the air in the combustion chamber.
The well exploited jet guidance significantly reduces the CO and CH4 concentrations. The meridian
sections are able to illustrate the basic behavior. However, only a sectional view of the combustion
chamber is shown. To ensure that the behavior shown in this view corresponds to the rest of the combustion chamber and to quantify the results, an evaluation of the entire combustion chamber was carried
out within eight, so called “ring sections” at the end of the calculation, cf. [3]. Thus, it was possible to
determine the local radial distribution of the pollutant’s CO and CH4 in the whole combustion chamber
and to confirm the observed effects finally.
A significant part of the HC and CO emissions is caused by the storage of fuel gas in the injector
dead volume, a small space after the injector valve towards the end of the gas nozzles, cf. [3]. Towards
the end of combustion, (visible at 80 °CA after TDC) the stored gas flows into the main combustion
chamber as an effect of expansion. Only a small part of it continues to burn, while the rest remains partly
and completely unburned as additional CO and CH4 in the exhaust regardless of the bowl design. Fig.
10 shows the phenomenon (top left section in each subfigure).
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Fig. 10. CO mass fraction @ 5 °CA after TDC and CO and CH4 fraction @ 80 °CA after TDC for different jet/spray
angles

As discussed in [3], the detailed evaluation of species remaining in the combustion chamber at
the end of the calculation has shown that the post-flow of unburned gas from the injector dead volume
makes up a significant proportion of the total unburned exhaust gas mass. Since this proportion is reduced only by decreasing the size of the injector dead volume, it should be kept as small as possible.
While Fig. 10 shows the effects only in one sectional plane for only one SOI, a more comprehensive assessment can be figured out by evaluating the results of a SOI variation for each discussed
jet/spray angle variant within the entire combustion chamber. In each case, starting with a basic timing
(base), further investigations were carried out at +/-2 and +/-4 °CA and the results for CO and CH4 were
plotted in relation to NOx, cf. Fig. 11. Both diagrams show the mass fractions of the three variants after
the end of calculation over the NO mass fraction. The variant with the basis spray angle (black) corresponds to the vertically centrally pictured sectional view in Fig. 10 and provides the lowest values for
CO and CH4. In this case, the jet alignment towards the jet splitting rib is most successful. The visualized
trends for CO and CH4 at increased/decreased jet/spray angle can be clearly found within the trade-offs
in Fig. 11, independent of the chosen SOI. In addition, the basis variant has also the most robust performance in comparison to the variations in injection timing. All in all, this application appears to be more
sensitive to smaller spray angles than to larger ones. One potential explanation for this observation
seems to be the higher oxygen occurrence close to the liner in comparison to the piston bowl area since
the amount of oxygen present increases with the square of the radius.
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Fig. 11. Emission trade-offs from diesel and gas spray angle variations with the jet splitting bowl

With regard to the main combustion process, the highly sensitive relationship between nozzle
hole diameter, DOI, gas pressure, ∑pdV and exhaust gas species was discussed in detail in this section.
The development of a basic understanding of these interrelationships was of central importance for the
understanding of the combustion process and the further pre-design process. In addition, the CFD simulation outlined the remarkably positive effect on reduction of unburned species by a well-tuned interaction behavior between gas injection and piston bowl.
3.2.3 Experimental Validation
The experimental validation of the results from the simulation-based predesign process was performed
by both an intensive investigation of the injector in the LEC IRAS (cf. [19]) and an intensive investigation
of the whole combustion concept on the SCE as discussed in detail in [3] and [19]. In order to show to
what extent the precalculated trends from 3D CFD simulation could be confirmed by measurements,
selected measurement results based on the boundary conditions in Table 4 will be briefly discussed
below.
Table 4. Boundary conditions for SCE measurements

Speed
IMEP
Excess air ratio
Manifold air temperature

1500 rpm
24 bar

Pilot diesel fraction
Diesel rail pressure
Gas rail pressure
Methane number

2.1
45 °C

3%
1300 bar
400/500 bar
≈ 89 (natural gas)

Fig. 12 shows, on the basis of the percentual energetic fraction of unburned species (ΔWUB) at
80 °CA after TDC related to the given reference point, selected results of injection timing variations with
the baseline piston bowl at 40 MPa gas pressure and with the optimized piston bowl at 40 MPa and 50
MPa gas pressure depending on the brake specific NOx emissions (BSNOX)2. From this result, three
predictions of the 3D CFD simulation can already be confirmed:


the positive effect of an optimized piston bowl shape



the necessity of a precise gas jet impingement on the jet splitting rib



the positive effect of an increased gas injection pressure

The comparison of the baseline piston bowl and the optimized piston bowl at 40 MPa gas injection
pressure shows independent of the injection timing a tremendous benefit in ΔWUB of up to 50 %. Quite
low NOX emissions can be achieved by retarding the injection timing, but at the cost of less precised
gas jet impingement on the jet splitting rib due to the progressive downward movement of the piston. As
a result, an increasing part of the gas jet flows across the piston crown to the liner and lowering efficiency
2

Brake specific emissions are calculated based on the SCE’s indicated specific emissions and estimated friction
mean effective pressure (FMEP) of the MCE, because the FMEP of the SCE is not representative
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due to an increased amount of unburned species as well as retarded combustion phasing. Analogous
to the discussed observations to the interaction of the gas injection with the piston bowl, Fig. 12 confirms
that clearly for BSNOX levels lower than 5 g/kWh. From this point, the jet splitting rib is no longer hit
properly and ΔWUB increases immediately.

Fig. 12. Difference in energetic fraction of unburned species related to the marked reference point

Based on the observations related to Fig. 9, the measurement also shows for the same combustion chamber geometry, ΔWUB can be further reduced by an increased injection pressure. In addition,
the necessity of a precise gas jet impingement on the jet splitting rib becomes also visible, just at later
injection timings and BSNOX levels lower than 3.5 g/kWh. Here the jet splitting rib can be reached until
later injection timings due to the higher gas jet velocity, which explains the later and also consequently
steeper increase in ΔWUB. The benefits given by both the optimized piston bowl shape and the increased
injection pressure are mainly related to the improved mixing behavior within the combustion chamber.
For further details please refer to [3] and [19].

4. Conclusion
With this paper a CFD based methodology for the pre-design of an advanced high-speed large engine
concept based on the gas-diesel combustion process for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is
presented. In order to achieve these properties, however, extensive preliminary design work is necessary. Therefore, LEC GmbH developed an effective and reliable virtual design methodology that was
applied to predesign an advanced high-speed gas-diesel combustion concept that uses a combined
high-pressure gas-diesel injector. This paper described in detail the role of 3D CFD simulation in this
approach.
Along with the selection and generation of suitable boundary conditions, the combustion model
plays a decisive role in the correct description of the combustion process. Therefore, the setup of the
3D CFD model was discussed in detail as well as the models used (cake sizes), grid, and topology. The
importance of the last was demonstrated by comparing a simple orthogonal cell topology and a rotationally symmetric mesh cell topology with a focus on the significantly different penetration depths. Assessment criteria to assess the generated simulation results were introduced and examined by selected
examples to the 3D CFD based combustion concept optimization process. This process was also highly
important in the prediction of a promising hardware setup for subsequent SCE tests with regard to engine-out emissions for future emission legislation. The engine-out emissions are directly related to the
combustion process, which in turn affects the required boundary conditions. Overall, the detailed chemistry approach that was chosen and the highly reduced mechanism provided a suitable basis for the
description of all these complex relationships. The choice of cake models for the required accuracy
permitted the computing times to be kept within a tolerable range of accuracy. However, the choice of
cell size and topology is significant and requires experience. The knowledge generated in advance from
simulation was of great help in starting up the engine, whereby much experimental tuning work was able
to be avoided. Thus, it was shown that this methodology allows a considerable part of the development
of a new combustion process to be completed in advance with simulation, thereby considerably reducing
time, costs, and engine-out emissions. Subsequently measurements on the SCE have confirmed the
chosen method with the models used.
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Abstract. The simultaneous reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, namely NOx and
soot, is the predominant goal in modern engine development. In this context, low temperature combustion (LTC) concepts are believed to be the most promising approaches to resolve the above mentioned
conflict of goals. Dual fuel, Natural Gas (NG)-diesel in Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI)
is a promising high efficient combustion concept that combines EURO-VI engine-out NOx and PM emissions with 25% CO2 reduction compared to mono-fuel diesel and natural gas reference.
Main challenges are:
• CH4 emission reduction: to meet EURO-VI tailpipe target of 0.5 g/kWh;
• Increasing load range: up to 23 bar BMEP;
• Combustion control to enable transient and robust operation under real-world conditions
Different natural gas-fuelled concepts exist. Stoichiometric natural gas SI combustion is widely
accepted because of its maturity and simple aftertreatment. Driven by fuel costs and CO2 emission
targets, also conventional dual fuel concepts are introduced, in which natural gas is blended in standard
diesel combustion. Depending on the injection timing of the diesel pilot injection, the process is either
called liquid spark or RCCI. Conventional dual fuel concepts produce significant NOx emissions as outcome of the diesel combustion. In RCCI the well homogenized mixture of the diesel pilot and the natural
gas result in much cooler room ignition, controlled by injection timing and diesel injection amount.
So far, Single Point Injection and Port Fuel Injection of natural gas are applied in Natural GasDiesel RCCI. In this paper, the novel Direct-Injection (DI) Natural Gas technology is studied to reduce
in-cylinder CH4 emission and maximize thermal efficiency. On a heavy duty single cylinder engine the
NOx and soot engine out emissions below the EURO-VI targets have been undergone with ease. Efficiency in all investigated loadpoints is on a high level, even the challenging lowload area. Yet the CH4Emissions are about 50% over the target. This “CH4-Slip” called CH4-Emissions, result mostly from unburnt fuel. It was expected to result from the quenching area due to stopped flame propagation. A new
RCCI-Pistonshape is introduced with raised compression as no knock occurres at all. This shape establishes no quenching and raised in cylinder temperatures to improve CH4 combustion. The result from
four most relevant variables are discussed in this paper. All these measurements are compared at the
A50 loadpoint, which was predefined as 6300J/cycle injected fuel energy.
Notation
ATDC
BMEP
CA
CFD
CHI (𝜒)
CNG
DI
EGR
EPS (ε)
ETA (η)
FID
FSN
HRF
IMEP
LAMBDA (λ)
LRF
LTC

After top dead center
Break mean effective pressure
Crankshaft angle
Computational fluid dynamics
Energetic ratio
Compressed natural gas
Direct injection
Exhaust gas recirculation
Compression ratio
Thermal efficiency
Flame ionization detector
Filter Smoke Number
High reactivity fuel
Indicated mean effective pressure
Air–fuel equivalence ratio
Low reactivity fuel
Low temperature combustion
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BMEP
RCCI
SOI
TDC
W_CNG
W_Diesel
X50
mf_CH4
mf_NOx_g_e

Mean effective pressure
Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition
Start of Injection
Top dead center
Start of CNG injection
Start of Diesel injection
center of mass conversion
Methane slip / Effective methane emission
Effective NOx emission

1. Introduction
Intensified environmental requirements necessitate further improvements of combustion processes in
heavy duty engines. NOx and soot formation in particular are typically associated with conventional diesel engines. While further improvement of combustion efficiency in DI-Diesel engines leads to higher
combustion temperatures and therefore an increase in NOx formation, research is beginning to focus on
new strategies for low temperature combustion to achieve further improvements in thermal efficiency
and simultaneously minimize the formation of pollutants.
A promising approach is the implementation of a homogeneous compression charge ignition
which makes it possible to achieve diesel engine-like thermal efficiency with gasoline engine-like emissions [1]. In HCCI the combustion process is initiated by an increase in chemical radicals during the
compression process. Combustion starts simultaneously in multiple areas of the combustion chamber
and proceeds without flame propagation, avoiding local temperature peaks that lead to thermal NOx
formation. Furthermore, the heat release rate is not limited by the speed of flame propagation which
makes it possible to approach idealized Otto cycle. Figure 1 shows the model concept of ignition by
exothermic centers. These exothermic centers, which can be described as elements of stoichiometric
fuel air mixtures, continuously exchange heat with their environment. Keeping some distance between
these centers can be beneficial for the prevention of local temperature peaks and therefore thermal NOxformation. On the other hand, the temperature of the surrounding gas must be high enough to initiate
the decay of fuel molecules. A common way to achieve these temperatures is through the use of hot
recirculated exhaust gas.

exhaust gas
exothermic centres
(fuel/ air elements)

Qexhaust gas
Q combustion
Fig. 1. Combustion control by auto ignition in exothermic centers, redrawn from [2]

To control the auto-ignition process, the rate of chemical decay can be influenced by increasing
or lowering the intake charge temperature or varying the engines compression ratio. In comparison to
conventional gasoline or diesel engines in which the ignition timing follows a trigger event such as spark
timing or the beginning of diesel fuel injection, the control of HCCI is more difficult. Especially in cold
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start situations or at low loads, the required temperature for auto ignition cannot be achieved. At high
loads on the other hand, the operation range is limited by the engine’s resistance to high in-cylinder
pressure. In general, the main Challenges of HCCI operation are the inability to reach high loads and
the complex control of combustion timing [3].
A possible method to achieve the benefits of homogeneous auto-ignition over a wider operating
range is the use of reactivity-controlled compression ignition (RCCI). A more efficient control over combustion processes has the potential to lower both fuel consumption and pollutant formation compared
to HCCI [4].
In RCCI, Auto-ignition is controlled by varying the energetic ratio χ (CHI) of two different fuels
which makes it possible to effectively control combustion phasing without negative implications on NOx
emissions [5].
𝜒 =

𝐻
𝐻

,

+ 𝐻

,

,

A chemically homogeneous base mixture of a low reactivity fuel (LRF) is mixed with a small
amount of high reactivity fuel (HRF), injected during compression stroke. By increasing the amount of
high reactivity fuel, combustion can be initiated even at low loads, while lowering the reactivity increases
knock-resistance at high loads. While the LRF delivers the majority of chemical energy, the injection
strategy of HRF has a huge impact on ignition-timing and heat release behavior. Controlling injected
mass and injection timing of HRF provides two additional degrees of freedom. Early Injection-timing
increases the degree of homogenization while a late injection strategy causes a stratification of HRF.
Eichmeier distinguishes between stratified diesel combustion, partly stratified diesel combustion and
premixed diesel combustion [6]. An overview of the emission and combustion characteristics of these
different operation strategies can be seen in Figure 2.
increased Diesel premixing
ignition
sources

premixed
Diesel

stratified
Diesel

heat flow

deg ATDC

partly
stratified
Diesel

deg ATDC

crank angle

crank angle
crank angle
premixed

partly premixed

stratified

Fig. 2. Influence of HRF injection timing (SOI) on emissions and combustion behavior, PMI=10bar [6]
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Stratified diesel combustion is characterized by high soot and NOx formation due to the combustion of rich mixture parts and local temperature peaks. Heat release typically occurs in a pronounced
two stage combustion. In the first stage, areas of rich diesel mixture oxidize under high soot formation.
The resulting heat release leads to abrupt combustion of lean mixture after a short delay. Because of
strong pressure oscillations combined with adverse emission characteristics, operating points with stratified diesel combustion should be avoided.
Shifting Diesel SOI earlier, the start and center of combustion move in the same direction until
earlier start of injection does not lead to an earlier combustion. At this point, lower temperature and
pressure levels cause an increase of ignition delay time. Areas containing HRF are larger and diesel
concentrations in these areas are decreasing. These operating points of partly stratified diesel are characterized by an inverse behavior of SOI and start of combustion. Earlier injection causes an increase in
ignition delay and therefore a later center of combustion. Homogenization increases while combustion
temperatures decline. NOx and soot formation are sinking until earlier injection causes a rise of unburned
hydrocarbon concentration in exhaust gas [7].
In research carried out at the University of Wisconsin, RCCI has shown significant reduction in
NOx and soot emission in combination with an improvement in indicated efficiency. Simulations by Kokjohn et al. showed an efficiency improvement due to reduction of heat transfer and improved combustion
control. [8]

2. Test procedure and equipment
2.1 Testbench

Fig. 3. Single Cylinder Testbench Scheme at KIT

The testbench of a single cylinder heavy duty engine used in this study is shown in Figure 3. The 4quadrant electrical dynamometer starts and controls the engine. The base engine is built on the Daimler
OM472 with adapted cylinder head to introduce a Dual-Fuel injection system. CNG and a liquid fuel
(Diesel) are direct injected into the chamber by a second-generation needle in needle Westport HPDI²
injector, the successor of the first generation HPDI injector. Full engine data is shown in Table 1. Cooling
and lubrication are supplied externally and controlled to a maximum temperature deviation of 2K. Dry
charge air supply is provided by the testlab and preheated to a desired engine intake mixture temperature with a deviation of 0.5K. Cooled high pressure EGR is introduced by using a backpressure flap in
the exhaust and a standard EGR-Valve. EGR and charge air are mixed in dampening devices to ensure
a homogenous mixture and to reduce the pressure fluctuations at the volume flow rate metering. The
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EGR rate is calculated by ABB URAS, balancing the CO2 amount in the inlet and exhaust. CNG-Rail
pressure is adapted to match Diesel-Rail pressure by an external compressor station while constantly
measuring gas quality. Intake, exhaust and incylinder pressure traces are recorded in the loop by Kistler
Kibox indication system at a resolution of 0.1°CA.
Emissions are sampled with different 45° cut midstream probes. Soot is measured with AVLSmokemeter as FSN. Particle Number concentration is counted in a Condensation Particle Counter AVL
APC. The Particle Size Distribution is classified with an TSI EEPS. The gaseous emissions are analyzed
in the AVL AMA 4000 with a 2 channel FID to separate the CH4-Slip from the rest of the remaining
hydrocarbons.
Table 1. Testbench data

ELIN Dyno
Base engine
Bore x stroke
Injection System
Railpressure
Charge air pressure
Intake temperature
External cooled EGR

330kW, 4-Quadrant
Daimler OM472
139 x 163mm
Westport HPDI²
300bar CNG / Diesel
Up to 10bar
20°C - 100°C
0% - 50%

2.2 Methodology
The measurement data from the automation System FEV Morphee 3 is averaged over a 60s period.
Before sampling a stabilizing criteria and gas transportation time have to be complied. On trigger 100
consecutive cycles are taken out of the Indication systems ring buffer. Those two datasets are combined
in Matlab and postprocessed. The indicated data is averaged and based on the fast heat release model,
the necessary characteristics are calculated. The net indicated pressure IMEPn from this calculation is
used in this study as the base engine power output. The break effective power can be misleading since
friction losses, charge air and other media supply are externally on the single cylinder. Still other external
devices like the backpressure flap influence the IMEPn too. In the shown sweeps the backpressure (P3)
is taken from a turbocharger map and set to 150mbar. To improve comparability of the combined dataset, specific values are calculated and attached to it. One way is to use the EG88 directive for heavy
duty gasoline engines. This directive is chosen since the main energy source in this study is CNG and
the ignition process is controlled with the second fuel or often called pilot. In the means of, the main
energy source is ignited by a different source. Secondary this directive supplies the method to calculate
results comparable to EURO-VI legislation limits. For detailed combustion analysis a GT-Power single
cylinder model is used. Woschni-Huber is used as the wall heat transfer model and external parameters
are automatically setup for the cases in the Matlab routine. The setup then sets the boundary conditions
for a Three-Pressure-Analysis (TPA) in GT-Power using the above mentioned three pressure traces.
Single cycle events are parsed in Kibox Cockpit.
The sweeps presented in this study are calibrated on the energy amount injected per cycle. On
the reference engine, load points were selected and the injected energy per cycle was calculated. This
energy amount was always kept same for the comparing load points. As a result, an increased efficiency
leads to a raised IMEPn. For the investigation of global effects, the center of mass conversion (X50) or
the phasing was kept constant. Most of the diagrams are presented with the X50 at 8°ATDC. When
necessary single parameter sweeps with X50 variations complement those sets.
As shown in the introduction and as Nieman et al [5] discussed, combustion losses on lean
operated CNG engines result mainly from bulk losses in the squish region, crevice losses and blowthrough losses. Since the base engine is derived from the standard diesel OM472 the shape of the
combustion chamber is not optimized for Dual-Fuel mode. The base engine application for CNG ignited
by a spark plug uses CNG port injection. CNG is distributed equally over the whole combustion chamber
and a homogeneous mixture is achieved. While using the base camshaft configuration this results in
some points in blow-through losses. This issue is directly solved by introducing CNG-DI and injection
timings after the exhaust valve is closed. Still the injection in the overlap is part of the testing to show
the constraints.
The combustion chamber shape is optimized in a three-step approach. Start is a port fuel and
sparkplug adapted omega shape bowl with the compression ratio ε=13.1. The squish height here is
1mm. Following the previous work of Eichmeier et al the bean shaped RCCI bowl is introduced with the
compression ratio ε=13.5. The squish region is significantly reduced with the new shape. Especially the
squish height of now 7mm is expected to reduce bulk losses. The third step is lowering the distance
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between cylinder head and piston by 1,7mm. This raises ε to 15.4. On every shape and compression
ratio the same sweeps are, if possible, performed to compare results. Both bowl shapes are displayed
in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Left stock port fuel piston ε=13.1, right RCCI piston ε=13.5 / 15.4

3. Results
Starting conservative on a low reactive mixture RCCI with CNG-DI is achieved. To avoid engine damage
a switch from liquid spark to RCCI is performed at the 7,5bar BMEP loadpoint. By forwarding Pilot SOI
the combustion phasing is forwarded close to an X50 of 0°ATDC. Going further from this point delays
the phasing again and partial to full RCCI is reached. Most significant sign is the drop in NOx emissions
since combustion temperature decreases. Then the load is set to 10bar BMEP which equals 6300J/Cycle injected. All the shown sweeps are on this 6300J/cycle mode and referred to as A50. Filter Smoke
Number (FSN) is measured but due to the homogenous mixture and the high CNG share it is always
below FSN=0.04. After first optimizations it is below FSN=0.02 and won’t be shown in the diagrams.
Instead particle number measurements are introduced and shown if necessary. For every specific emission there is two main trends that influence the results aside from the raw emission in ppm. Reducing
exhaust mass flow, reduces the specific value. While reducing thermal efficiency increases the specific
emissions since the power output is reduced. The railpressure for Diesel and CNG is set to 300bar.
3.1 Fuel to air Ratio λ
One of the first project sweeps in RCCI mode is shown in figure 5 on the left side. At CHI=0,91 it is
possible to stabilize the combustion. These λ variations are performed by reducing the charge air pressure (P2) and holding the fuel Energy at 6300J/cycle and the EGR-Rate at 30%. At P2=2500mbar the
mixture is diluted to λ=2. By reducing P2 the dilution decreases and λ=1.1 is reached at P2=1450mbar.
NOx Emissions for lean combustion are at almost 0g/kWh equal to 2ppm and stay below 0.5g/kWh or
60ppm till λ=1.4. For rich mixture the NOx threshold of 0.5g/kWh is exceeded. More striking is the CH4Slip (mf_CH4). Operating at λ=2 results in 15% unburnt CNG emitted. Even at λ=1.1 emitting 5g/kWh
means 2% of the CNG injected is not ignited. λ≤1 is not feasible due to an increasing number of cycles
not igniting at all. In succession emitting the complete cylinder load into the exhaust and endangering
the testbench. The efficiency already over 40% is promising, especially considering the amount of unburnt fuel. Figure 5 on the right shows the same sweeps but now optimized with CHI=0,83, T2=60°C
and EGR=35%. Most significant change is the reduced CH4-Slip (mf_CH4) of 0.8g/kWh and the Pilot
SOI (W_Diesel) that is forwarded to -70°ATDC. Even for λ=2 the CH4-Slip with 2.5g/kWh is way below
the start and the efficiency remains around 44%.
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2.1

Fig. 5. λ-variation left at CHI=0.91, right optimized at CHI=0.83; P2=1450-2500mbar, 6300J/Cycle, ε=13.1

3.2 CNG Start of Injection
The major advantage of CNG-DI instead of PI is expected to be the degree of freedom for the injection
timing and the in-cylinder mixture formation. A variation of the CNG start of injection (W_CNG) at ε=13.1

Fig. 6. CNG SOI sweep; λ=1.5, P2=2100mbar, EGR=35%, 6300J/Cycle, ε=13.1 stock bowl
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and stock bowl is shown in figure 6. As seen before the region around λ=1.5 is a good compromise and
is chosen for the shown figure. First to notice is the NOx maximum (mf_NOx) 40% below the EURO-VITarget. At CNG-SOI -200°CA ATDC and earlier NOx emissions stay at 0.1g/kWh. With Pilot SOI earlier
then -65°CA ATDC the diesel spray homogenizes and the combustion temperature is low. This is
achieved by reducing CHI to 0,83. The trends for the Diesel share and the Pilot SOI are discussed later
in Figure 7. CH4-Slip for early CNG-SOI is a result of the combination of the injector setup and valve
timing. The CNG-jets are injected at an angle of 20° close to the flat cylinder head at a pressure of
300bar. Jets hitting the not fully closed exhaust valve can lead to emitted fresh load. Injecting later
reduces the slip until a plateau starting -225°CA is reached. Retarding the CNG injection further stabilizes the slip between 1-1.2g/kWh or 400 to 500ppm. At late injections from -100°CA and further the
process becomes instable. The injected diesel amount is fluctuating cycle to cycle and the phasing
control is lost. This leads to high pressure rise rates at early X50 and misfire on the other side. A concentrated mixture only in the bowl is not possible to achieve on this setup. The efficiency only decreases
for the earliest Pilot SOI that are necessary at the late CNG angles. Forwarding Pilot SOI was crucial
here because the mixture became more reactive. For the further data shown -250°CA CNG SOI is used
in the next sweeps.
3.3 Energetic CNG to Diesel share CHI

eta_therm [%]

c_Partikel_A [p/ccm]

W_Diesel_1_A [°KW ATDC]

mf_CH4_e [g/kWh]

mf_NOx_G_e [g/kWh]

As there are unexplained issues with the CNG-SOI it is believed, that for certain points CNG is trapped
in the squish and crevice region. Secondary it is possible that the low reactive CNG is separated from
the pilot Diesel at late Pilot SOI. Only the CNG inside the bowl would be able to react and the flame
would not ignite the volume in the squish region. Following this approach the diesel share is increased
from 6% to 22%. The improved reactivity leads to a faster heat release and forwards the combustion
phasing. As the phasing will be kept constant the Pilot SOI is forwarded. The Diesel stratification is
reduced and the two fuels mix better. As long as stratification decreases along with the increasing Diesel
share, NOx Emissions stay at the ultra low level as expected for RCCI. Figure 7 a variation over CHI,
the contrary of the Diesel share illustrates this.

Fig. 7. CHI variation; λ=1.5, P2=2100mbar, EGR=35, 6300J/Cycle, ε=13.1 stock bowl
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The Methane emissions decrease linear to reach the minimum of 0.9g/kWh at CHI 0.84. After
this point more diesel only reduces efficiency. The pressure analysis shows a loss in combustion
efficiency about 1% from CHI=0.84 to 0.78. The fact that the CH4-Slip can’t be reduced further shows
that bulk losses are at their possible minimum with this setup. Especially the homogenised Diesel which
is also in the squish region at the early SOIs helps to burn the trapped CNG in the later burn phase. The
additional Diesel close to the walls not being burned completely at CHI<0.84 is the reason for efficiency
loss, since CH4-Slip is not increasing again. As Eichmeier et al discribed the CO emissions are also
increasing. A big influence of CHI on the crevice losses is not expected. The new piston bowl with
reduced squish heigt and fireland seem more promising. The burn duration is reduced from more than
40°CA to 20°CA and the pressure rise rates are still below the engine limits. Heat release traces are
analysed in the next chapter. In figure 6 and 7 the rising particle number (c_Partikel) for Pilot SOIs earlier
as -70°CA is recognisable. Analysis with the particle spectrometer EEPS show a growing peak for
particles smaller than 30nm. In combination with CFD Simulations at VKA Aachen the assumption of
Diesel hitting the cylinder walls and piston are underlined. To try to avoid this effect testing was done
with separated pilot injections too. The result is an instable combustion. The energising time for the
small Diesel amounts are too short and the needle stays in the ballistic region on this special injector.
Subsequent optical investigations are supposed to improve the understanding of the particle trend
better.
All of the seen phenomena lead to the introduction of the RCCI piston with a bigger squish
height, lower fireland and a bean shape bowl.
3.4 Stock bowl compared to RCCI bowl
Figure 8 compares the above discussed results of ε=13.1 stock bowl in dashed lines and the ε=13.5
RCCI bowl. Fully matching ε was not possible due to constrution constrains but the difference is still in
an accetable range. Expectedly on both sweeps the NOx emission follows the same trend and stays on
the same level. Only in the CNG-SOI sweep on the right at -100°CA the value is twice as high. The
explanation can be found in the Pilot SOI. Injecting CNG at -100°CA and Diesel at -80°CA is at the edge
of the injector control on this setup. In both diagrams the Pilot SOI follows the same trend and is
forwarded between 5 to 10°CA. Reduced heat losses at the improved surface to volume ratio and the
raised compression ratio make this necessary to keep the phasing constant at 8°CA ATDC. The new
shape diminishes the influence of the CNG SOI on the Methane slip. The best point at -300°CA is only
0.2g/kWh or 100ppm below the worst point at -150°CA. Before the difference was around 1g/kWh or
400ppm. While being on the same level the best point on the new piston now is shifted to mixing with
the entering charge air through the open inlet valves and fully homogenising. This behavior is
reproducable over all the testing done with the new shape.
In Figure 8 on the left the most important change is the reduced Methane slip even for the high
CHI region. The curve is flattened and mf_CH4=1g/kWh is reached at CHI=0,86 instead of 0,84. The
minimum of 0,9g/kWh can’t be improved in this sweep. After this point introducing more diesel again
only reduces combustion efficiency. On top more diesel reduces the sensitivity to Pilot SOI changes due
to the early injections. Changing CHI is then the best solution to influence the X50 phasing.
The improved ignition of the CNG load is visible in the thermal efficiency which is always above
44%. From the point on where most of the CNG is combusting at CHI 0,9 and lower it is even over 45%.
To make it comparable the efficiency was improved for 2 percentage points or 6% in total. This is directly
achieved by changing the combustion chamber shape.
As seen in figure 9 the heat release for the RCCI bowl compared to the stock bowl is of the
same shape. The low temperature reaction at -23°CA is at the same position only the combustion of the
main load differs. The heterogenous spots ignite around the same angle (-12°CA) as on the stock bowl.
Even though the incylinder pressure is around 1bar higher in that point. Yet the ignition delay on the
more homogeneous rest mixture is longer and the main load then burns with a high heat release rate in
a shorter duration. Thus, resulting in the same phasing. As a consequence, the peak pressure rises by
12bar to 130bar. The pressure rise rates are still within the engine limits.
In detail it can be seen that on the stock bowl the heat release flattens at 20°CA and cylinder
load is still converting. On very high CHI this phase is prolonged and overlapped by a propagating flame
up to 60°CA. This point is assumed to result from the squish region which will be verified in CFD and
optical investigations. On the RCCI bowl with the increased squish height this phenomenon is barely
visible.
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Fig. 8. CHI variation left, CNG SOI sweep right; Comparison of stock and RCCI bowl; λ=1.5, P2=2100mbar,
EGR=35%, 6300J/Cycle, ε=13.1 / 13.5

Fig. 9. Pressure and heat release trace over crankangle; λ=1.5, P2=2100mbar, EGR=35, CHI=0.83
6300J/Cylce, ε=13.1 stock and RCCI bowl with ε=13.5
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3.5 Compression Ratio 15.5 and RCCI piston

eta_therm [%]

W_Diesel_1_A [°KW ATDC]
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In Figure 10 the CHI sweeps from the last two figure are displayed in comparison with the last setup.
The cylinder is lowered by 1.7mm with the same RCCI piston. The resulting compression ratio is 15.5.
This third setup is displayed dashed and with triangle markers. Again NOx emissions are below 50% of
the EURO-VI threshold and decrease with the increasing homogeneous Diesel distribution. Especially
since the Pilot SOI has to be even earlier than -100°CA to control the combustion phasing. In detail it
can be seen that the 15.5 setup has the lowest specific NOx Emissions.
From the start at CHI=0.94 CH4 emissions (mf_CH4) are below the level achieved with the stock bowl
at CHI=0.86. After CHI =0,88 there is no further improvement with the high compression. Main reason
is the high reactivity leading to overstepping the engine limits for pressure rise rate. Also, beyond this
point phasing control is limited. At the Pilot SOI of -100 to -120°CA the influence of changes to the
phasing from the SOI is reduced dramatically. At ε=13.5 and a reactive mixture, changing Pilot SOI by
3°CA results in at least 1°CA phasing change. In this case changing the Pilot SOI by 20°CA results in
almost 0 change on the phasing. Other effects like fluctuating EGR-Rates or a change in the load temperature dictate the combustion. As a consequence, the cycle to cycle deviation can suddenly increase
in a way of not igniting cycles and then forwarding the phasing to 5°CA ATDC. In that moment engine
limits are overstepped by 50% and the only useful and fast influence at hand is to increase CHI.
With an efficiency of more than 46% in a partial load point even high CHI seems sufficient. This
high CHI region with CH4-emissions under 2g/kWh and the yet highest measured efficiency is the direct
consequence of the raised compression ratio. Regarding only the efficiency, CHI 0.93 has a good controllability, is enough homogenized but still stratified and needs less than 50% Diesel fuel compared to
ε=13. Below CHI 0,9 the advantage is weakened. The CH4-Slip stays on the same level but the combustion efficiency is reduced. Especially the here not shown CO emissions rise from this point on. This CO
trend is visible for both compression ratios and it starts with the Pilot SOI of 75°CA and earlier. Possible
flame / spray - wall interactions have to be examined closer on the optical setup.

Fig. 10. CHI sweep; λ=1.5, P2=2100mbar, EGR=35, 6300J/Cycle, ε=13.1 stock and RCCI bowl ε=13.5/15.5
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4. Conclusions
The data from the FVV Project “RCCI in Heavy Duty Engines” has shown the potential of RCCI with
CNG / Diesel DI². Selected sweeps of the main parameters are displayed in this study. A cooled EGRRate of 35% is used which suppresses in combination with the early Diesel injections the NOx formation.
Less EGR is possible but then the Diesel SOI has to be retarded which leads to a more stratified Diesel
inside the engine. Those rich regions ignite hotter forming more NOx. At the correct EGR-Rate the inversed energetic Diesel share CHI does not influence the NOx formation anymore. Increasing the Diesel
share even reduces the NOx emissions since the Pilot SOI has to be forwarded to keep the combustion
phasing constant between 7 and 8°CA ATDC. NOx emissions stay below the EURO-VI target for almost
all tests using this strategy.
Lambda in the area of 1.3 to 1.5 shows the best results especially concerning the CH4-Slip. The
sweeps shown are measured at λ=1.5. Lower lambda has shown potential due to the reduced exhaust
massflow but for high epsilon it was not possible to control the reactivity. For the comparability only
λ=1.5 is displayed. By introducing sufficient Diesel the CH4 emissions are minimized and more Diesel
only reduces the efficiency. For higher compression ratios this Diesel amount is reduced, the trends stay
the same and the overall Methane emissions are reduced. This is also the result of the improved combustion chamber layout and the increasing reactivity. As seen in figure 9 the heat release is higher and
faster for the RCCI bowl
The used CNG has a Methane share of about 92% and has shown in this highly diluted process
a demand of CHI in the region of 0,84 to be combusted by the homogenized but rich enough Diesel
spots in the chamber. The EURO-VI target for methane emissions is not fully reached yet but with
0.75g/kWh in sight. The homogenization is enabled by Pilot SOIs between -80 and -60°CA. Those wide
spread rich reaction spots ignite simultaneous all over the cylinder and in combination with the high
methane number no knock occurred over all the testing. The only issue for the hardware can be the high
pressure rise rates. This is mostly the case at the ε=15.5 sweeps which also need Pilot SOI earlier than
-100°CA. With the lost phasing control this high compression ratio is excluded from further testing.
In figure 11 an overview of the best points of the sweeps is shown to close this paper. The most
interesting figures are pointed out, namely the efficiency and the Methane emissions. In every point NOx
and soot emissions are below the targets. On the fullload points the limiting factor is the pressure rise
rate. CHI=0,94 is the lowest possible. At 1000rpm and CHI=0.98 even 25bar BMEP are possible and
realized but this testing is still ongoing.

Fig. 11. Engine map with achieved best points in the project
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Abstract. In this work an evaluation of operating range in a HCCI engine with an onion skin multizone
model has been developed. The present model can estimate the effect from physical and chemical
processes inside combustion chamber with low computational resources. It is possible to simulate consecutive cycles with low computational time compared with other models (CFD models). This work analyses a single cylinder engine fueled with iso-octane (iC8H18). Good agreement with experimental data
allows analyzing the effect of high temperature exhaust gasses recirculation as regulator agents of temperature of the mixture and dilution to delay the Ringing effect. Results allow identifying an operational
range for HCCI, which abnormal combustion regions can be identified as a function of equivalence ratio
and internal exhaust gas recirculation.
Notation
B
Cp
Cv
k

K

m
MW
Pcyl
Pr
Qcond
Qconv
rn
Ru
S
T
u
U
uz

Bore.
Specific heat at constant pressure.
Specific heat at constant volume.
Conductivity.
Von Kármán constant.
Mass.
Molecular weight.
In-cylinder pressure.
Prandtl number.
Conduction heat transfer.
Convection heat transfer.
Dimensionless distance in the normal direction
Universal gas constant.
Stroke.
Temperature.
Specific internal energy.
Internal energy.
Mean piston velocity.
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V
Y
y+

Volume.
mass fraction.
Dimensionless distance from the cylinder wall

Greek Symbols
r
m
𝜔𝜔̇

Density.
Viscosity.
Production rates.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, internal combustion engines (ICE) operating regimes promise to improve the efficiency vs.
emissions of conventional engines (spark-ignited and compression ignited engines). Homogenous
charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines has been widely studied due to (1) high efficiency resulting
from high compression ratio, lean operation and unthrottled intake [1–5], and (2) low NOx and PM emissions due to high levels of dilution leading to low temperature, fuel lean combustion [6].
Unlike to conventional engines, a control mechanism for start of combustion is necessary in
HCCI engines, due to HCCI engines require the right temperature and composition at intake valve closing (IVC) instead a spark plug or injector (which are used in conventional engines). The uncontrolled
start of combustion can result in rapid heat release leading to high in-cylinder pressure and the ringing
problem (also known as knock), it can produce severe engine damage. Therefore, a detailed analysis
of HCCI combustion is necessary to guide engine designers toward practical solutions. In this way some
models have emerged and can be classified as zero-dimensional (single zone), multi-dimensional
(CFD), and quasi-dimensional (multizone).
Single zone models may predict ignition timing with very low computational resources. However,
in-cylinder thermal stratification cannot be predicted and therefore an overprediction of in-cylinder pressure, temperature, and NOx emissions is obtained.
Multidimensional models (CFD models) have demonstrated good agreement with experimental
data [7,8]. However, a challenge emerges due to computational cost limits applicability to meshing processes and/or reduced/skeletal chemical kinetic mechanisms with hundreds rather than thousands of
species to obtain operational region of the engine.
Multizone models can consider thermal stratification and chemical kinetics at much reduced
computational expense vs. CFD, and therefore provide a versatile tool for accurate and computationally
efficient analysis of HCCI combustion. This is especially true when the combustion process involves
large molecules modeled with chemical kinetic mechanisms including thousands of species, or when
hundreds of runs are necessary for determining optimum regions of operation. Improved methodologies
can increase computational advantage even more, enabling rapid execution of hundreds of cases well
within the computational capability of today’s desktop or laptop computers rather than supercomputers.
In this paper a multizone model has been programmed and used for simulation of engine at
several operating conditions with less computational resources than multidimensional models (CFD
models). With this model, operational points of operation for a HCCI engine can be generated, where
combustion control achieved by adjusting equivalence ratio and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). Here,
calculation of IVC temperatures have been obtained by coupling multizone model with methodologies
extracted from literature [9–11], it allows to generate an operating optimal range from the influence of
EGR and equivalence ratio. The description of the model and main results obtained are in next sections.

2. HCCI modelling
In the quasi-dimensional multi-zone modeling approach, the content of the cylinder is split on multiple
reactors or zones and the way in which they interact, defines the type of multi-zone model to be used.
In a balloon-type model, the zones can be considered as deformable control volumes with constant
mass and typically they do not exchange heat or mass between them. Every zone losses heat toward
cylinder walls in a predetermined way based on the volume or area of each region.
Generally, overall heat transfer is predicted using empirical correlations as that proposed by
Annand [12], Woschni [13], Hohenberg [14] and their variations. The heat lost is distributed between the
zones generating a thermal stratification during the mixture compression stage. This method generally
assumes a uniform pressure on all the zones in each simulation time step. The aim of having a
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temperature distribution is to reproduce the thermal stratification developed in the engine before ignition.
This thermal stratification produces a sequential autoignition on several areas or charge regions (reactive mixture) in the cylinder. The rate at which the sequential autoignition occurs, which is related with
the thermal stratification level, it is what determines the burning time and the pressure gradients increase
during combustion.
Andreatta [15] developed one of the first balloon-type multi-zone combustion models. Woschni
[13] correlation was used for estimating the heat loss in each zone, where heat transfer was calculated
based on the temperature for each zone instead of an average in-cylinder temperature. Aceves et al.
[16–18] and Babajimopoulos et al. [19] also developed a sequential multi-zone model for HCCI engines,
by using CFD simulations to calculate the temperature distribution up to a predefined point of the compression stage, after which a solver of the chemical kinetics was used under balloon-type approach by
initializing each zone based on the thermal distribution predicted by CFD simulations. The reason for
using CFD for the no-reactive section for the cycle was to reach an adequate description of thermal
stratification before ignition. Kodavasal et al.[20] in a similar way, used CFD to calculate thermal stratification in a single simulation, the advantage of this methodology consists on the speed at which results
can be obtained due to the use of a preconditioner developed by McNenly et al. [21], this methodology
is denominated Accelerated Multi-zone for Engine Cycle Simulation (AMECS). Easley et al. [22] developed a multi-zone model that describes crevices regions as well as the internal and external parts of the
cores and adiabatic zones. In this model, only the external region, the boundary and the crevices are
allowed to exchange mass with the aim of keeping a uniform pressure in the combustion chamber. Ogink
y Golovitchev [23] used a similar model but coupled with software for simulation of consecutive cycles.
Noda y Foster [24] also developed a balloon-type multi-zone model to analyze strategies on the control
for combustion duration in hydrogen fueled HCCI engines. They noted that the effect of thermal stratification is more significant than fuel stratification for combustion duration. Sharma y Dhar [25] used a
balloon-type model to analyze hydrogen combustion in a HCCI engines, however, a considerable difference on in-cylinder pressure and start of combustion prediction is obtained when compared with experimental data. Xu et al. [26] compared a single zone model and a multi-zone model with experimental
data of a HCCI engine. They emphasized the need to use a multi-zone model for a better prediction of
ignition and combustion duration.
In onion-skin model, the volume of combustion chamber is split on several concentric volumes
where heat and mass transfer can exist between them, where thermal stratification is strongly defined
by the heat exchange between the external zone and cylinder walls and crevices zones. Komninos et
al. [27] developed an onion-skin model for zones with constant thickness, where empirical correlation
by Annand [12] was implemented for the heat transfer towards cylinder walls. On the other hand,
Komninos y Kosmadakis [28] implemented a heat transfer model that unlike to traditional models which
are based on an average in-cylinder temperature, it is based on the external zone temperature. Kongsereeparp y Checkel [29] developed a multi-zone with an approach that allows a better geometrical description of the temperature in the boundary avoiding the need to adjust initial conditions. Godiño et al.
[30] used an onion-skin model to analyze combustion for HCCI engines with good agreement with experimental data for in-cylinder pressure as well as for CO emissions. Multi-zone onion-skin models have
been used to analyze the performance of HCCI engines fueled with alternative fuels [31–34]. Neshat y
Saray [35] developed an onion-skin model where internal zones have the same height, which change
with crank angle and a wall model was used for the heat transfer. Bissoli et al. [11] used a multi-zone
model considering a wall function to estimate the heat transfer between the external zone and cylinder
walls, which is adjusted by two constants that depended on the engine geometry and they have been
originated from CFD simulations, validation with other geometrical conditions has been realized showing
good agreement with experimental data, even for the evolution of some species with relation to crank
angle. Another kind of multi-zone models are based on the probability density function (PDF), where the
zones are created in a chemical space instead of a physical space [36–39].
In this work an onion-skin multizone model is demonstrated and validated with experimental
results for an engine running on primary reference fuel (PRF) 90 (90% iso-octane by mass and 10% nheptane by mass). An exploration on operating space for an HCCI engine controlled by regulating equivalence ratio and internal EGR was realized, demonstrating optimum regions of operation.

3. Multizone model
In this study the multizone model with detailed chemical kinetics was used to solve species, temperature,
and pressure in transient conditions. The operation was simplified to closed cycle between inlet valve
closing (IVC) and exhaust valve opening (EVO), for each incremental angle position between IVC and
EVC.
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The cylinder was split into several homogenous zones in terms of temperature, pressure, and
species concentrations; however, these values can be stratified amongst zones. Heat transfer is obtained between zones by conduction heat transfer, and convection heat transfer is obtained at the first
zone (near to walls).

Fig. 1. Scheme of zone distribution for multizone onion-skin model.

For each j-th zone the first law of thermodynamics can be express as equation 1:

dU j dQ j dW j
=
−
dt
dt
dt
dU j
dt

dWj
dt

= m j Cv , j

= Pcyl

dT j
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+ ∑ uiY
dt
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=
i 1=
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dt
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dVj
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dQ j dQ j ,cond dQ j ,conv
=
+
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dQ j ,cond

(1)

= −ktot A

(5)

∂T
∂x

The terms in equation (1) are defined in equations (2) to (4), where Q is the heat transfer for
each zone, which can be obtained by convection (6) and/or conduction (5). For convection heat transfer
the Amsden [40] formulation is used.
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Species evolution for each zone is calculated in equation (6), and volume for each zone is calculated in equation (8). The overall pressure is assumed to be constant and is obtained with equation
(9). All the equations are solved numerically using CANTERA package for calculations of chemical kinetics and thermodynamic properties.

4. Validation
Multizone model has been validated by comparison with CFD results obtained from a single cylinder
HCCI engine fueled with iso-octane (iC8 H18 ), 90% by mass and n-heptane (nC7 H16 ) 10% by mass
mixture (PRF90). Table 1 shows geometrical and operational conditions for the engine [20]. Intake temperature was set to maintain 50% of heat release at TDC (Figure 2). The multizone model is limited to
closed cycle (from IVC to EVC), and a mechanism with 252 species and 1038 reactions were used [41].
An analysis of dependence on number of zones is shown in Figure 2, where with 11 zones, the maximum
temperature (equation 10) and pressure (equation 11) differences are less than -1 K and 0.2%, respectively. The number of zones used here are agree with those shown in literature [11,32,34].
(10)

∆Tmax = Tmax,i − Tmax,i −1

=
∆P

Pcyl ,max,i − Pcyl ,max,i −1
Pcyl ,max,i

(11)

×100
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Table 1. Engine specifications and operating conditions.

Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Connecting rod length
Compression ratio
Valves
Speed
Intake pressure
IVC

0.540 liters
86 mm
94.3 mm
152.2 mm
12.25:1
4
2000 rpm
100 kPa (absolute)
130° BTDC

EVO

148° ATDC

Figure 3 compares experimental pressure with multizone predictions. Good agreement is obtained for all cases. The figure shows the increase in peak cylinder pressure as the intake pressure
increases due to more intense heat release. Here, maximum difference obtained here was 7% (200kPa)
and a minimum of 1% (100kPa), which are similar to those shown in literature [7,8]. Figure 4 shows
trends in heat release rates (HRR) for both CFD data [20] and present multizone model, which are
reproduced with good agreement in terms of peaks value. However, choppy profiles are still obtained in
multizone model (which is a characteristic of this kind of models).

Fig. 2. Effect of the increase on number of zones in maximum temperature and pressure differences.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of pressure profile obtained from CFD data (dashed lines) vs. multizone model (solid lines)
results for the engine described in Table 1 running on PRF90.

a)
Fig. 4. HRR trends obtained from a) CFD data (dashed lines) and b) multizone model (solid lines) results
for the engine described in Table 1 running on PRF90.
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b)
Fig. 4. Continuation.

The accuracy of this validation increases our confidence for broad applicability to other fuels
and engines. However, further validation is still necessary to test the limits and determine ranges of
validity of the approach and model assumptions.

5. HCCI Operation with Equivalence Ratio and Internal EGR
HCCI engine control is a challenge due to strong dependence on chemical kinetics. In transportation a
rapid change on load is necessary, therefore, the engine controller must be capable of rapidly responding to maintain efficient operation without knock or misfire. The analysis was conducted with following
assumptions:
•
•
•
•

Intake conditions at 300 K and 1 bar.
Analysis limited to a single speed (2000 rpm).
Closed cycle (from IVC to EVC)
Calculation of IVC temperatures (with EGR) have been obtained by coupling multizone
model with methodologies obtained from literature [9–11].

The HCCI operational map is generated by running the multizone model over 100 operating
conditions to produce an engine performance map identifying regions of acceptable operation. The
zones in the Figure 5 are defined as:
1. No combustion: Cases where the mixture doesn’t ignite due to the in-cylinder temperature is
not high enough to produce auto ignition are grouped in this zone. Lower intake temperature is
required with higher equivalence ratios to ignite the in-cylinder mixture. At least 30% EGR is
necessary for satisfactory HCCI combustion.
2. Misfire: Cases where combustion fails under conditions with high EGR are classified in this
zone. In these cases, autoignition of in-cylinder mixture in some regions was presented, the
mixture ignites but does not burn to completion due to very slow rate of reaction caused by very
high dilution of the relatively small amount of fuel present.
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3. Ringing: For rich mixtures, once mixture auto ignition starts, high pressure gradients are presented due to the fast heat release by combustion. In-cylinder pressure gradients produce vibrations (energy) transmitted through the engine structure, which could produce severe damage
as a consequence of high in-cylinder overpressures. The Ringing (RI) parameter proposed by
Eng [42] was used to measure the intensity of the pressure gradients. A limit value of RI = 5
MW/m2 was set, above which the transmitted vibrations through the engine structure are harmful for the combustion and engine integrity. EGR dilution helps to reduce ringing intensity, and
high ϕ (0.9) can be reached within the ringing limit if EGR is increased to 60% (Figure 5).
4. Partial combustion: Cases where combustion efficiency is lower than 85% are classified in
this zone. These cases correspond to high EGR and low equivalence ratios, which produces incylinder regions with unburned mixture.
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Fig 5. Equivalence ratio-EGR map showing region of acceptable HCCI operation (dashed contour) limited by four
regions of abnormal combustion: no combustion, misfire, ringing, and partial combustion for the egine geometry of Table 1 running at Tin = 300 K and Pin = 100 kPa.

An acceptable region has been obtained; however, it is necessary to evaluate all points and
identify the optimal operating region by analyzing the cumulative heat release for several points. An
example can be represented by points identified with letters A-L (Figure 5). A sweep In the EGR direction
(Figure 6) and equivalence ratio direction (Figure 7) were made.
Figure 6 shows some of the points within the acceptable HCCI operating region (D-G) have
early combustion which lead to inefficient operation. Points A, B and C demonstrate near optimum combustion timing leading to high efficiency, where CA50 (50% of heat release) is reached at 10°, 5.8° and
0° ATDC, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the sweep in the EGR direction. Inefficient and early heat release are obtained,
which can produce damage in the engine. Case H and I appears to be optimum due to heat release
centered close to TDC. This point is very close to partial combustion limit and therefore a high precise
controller is necessary for maintaining high combustion efficiency. It can be seen a higher power in point
J than I, is generated (but inefficiently) due to high equivalence ratio, however, the same power could
be obtained for a reduced EGR because lower EGR increase specific heat ratio and hence the indicated
thermal efficiency (ITE).
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Fig 6. Cumulative Heat Release as a function of crank angle and indicated thermal efficiency (ITE) for points
A-G.

Fig 7. Cumulative Heat Release as a function of crank angle and indicated thermal efficiency (ITE) for points
G-L
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Fig 8. Pressure profiles for points A-G (Figure 7) obtained from multizone model
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Figure 8 and 9 shows in-cylinder pressure traces for points obtained by sweeps on equivalence
ratio direction and EGR direction, respectively. Again, very early and sudden combustion for points J-L
and D-F is demonstrated.
Figures 6 and 7 show some points have early combustion, then they are not considered as
acceptable operation region. Now, it is necessary to identify all points in the region of acceptable combustion (Figure 5), an optimal operating region is obtained where combustion timing is most appropriate
for efficient combustion. This optimal operating region is shown in Figure 10. Very Careful mixture control is therefore necessary for maintaining efficient combustion while avoiding the risk of reduced combustion efficiency leading to poor operation.
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Fig 10. Optimal operation region with maximum efficiency due to the best appropriate combustion phasing

6. Conclusions
In this work an acceptable and optimum region for an HCCI engine using EGR and equivalence ratio as
a combustion control has been developed. The multizone model is based on onion-skin approach and,
which has the advantage of reduced computational time compared with multidimensional models and
several operating conditions can be simulated in a relative short time. This multizone model can capture
thermal stratification, which is very important to simulate HCCI engines, due to strong dependence of
chemical reactions on temperature and the coupling with other models allow to evaluate the effect of
EGR in closed cycle (form IVC to EVC). Main achievements are listed below.
• Onion-skin multizone model have been validated with CFD simulations obtained from literature.
Good agreement is obtained, specially at atmospheric intake pressure (condition used in all simulations presented in this work), here maximum and minimum difference, in higher peak of pressure,
with CFD data were 7% and 1% respectively, which are similar to literature.
• Combustion control based on adjusting EGR and equivalence ratio is characterized by several runs
of multizone model. It was possible to obtain an acceptable HCCI operation region limited by abnormal combustion: Ringing effect, misfire, partial combustion, and no combustion.
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• With acceptable region defined, an optimal region is also obtained. In this region high combustion
efficiency is maintained together with combustion timing centered at TDC.
• Careful mixture control has a big role for maintaining efficient and smooth combustion while avoiding the risk of reduced combustion efficiency leading to poor operation.
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Abstract. The present social context imposes drastic reductions of transport greenhouse gases and
pollutant emissions. To tackle this demand, car manufacturers adopt technologies such as engine downsizing and diluted combustion processes. In this context, an efficient ignition of mixtures is crucial to
ensure a high heat release. To get to a deeper understanding about the physics governing early stages
of premixed combustion, the University of Orléans, in the framework of the French government research
project ANR MACDOC, generated a consistent experimental database to study ignition and flame propagation processes in a constant volume vessel. This allows to have a detailed description of the flame
dynamics of an air / isooctane / diluent mixture as a function of the thermochemical properties of the
mixture and the nature of the diluent, as well as of the spark ignition energy. With the same aim, Direct
Numerical Simulations (DNS) accounting for species differential diffusion and complex chemistry were
performed at IFP Energies nouvelles (IFPEN). The simulation approach integrates a specific Adaptive
Mesh Refinement (AMR) algorithm, able to track the flame front into the domain, to reduce the computational cost. This investigation is instrumental in obtaining a deeper insight in experimental results and
evaluate the concurrent influences of chemical kinetics, flame stretch and ignition energy on the establishment of the premixed flame propagation. Investigation was pushed up to non-self-sustained ignition
processes, leading to combustion extinction. The influence of the stretch on flame propagation was
modelled using a non-linear formulation, function of the mixture Markstein number. The simulation results showed the capability of the numerical approach to reproduce the theoretical formulation of the
problem, valid for thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, and experimental results. The present study is
a necessary step to model ignition of next generation Spark Ignition engines operating under steady and
transient conditions.

1. Introduction
One of the most important factors in premixed combustion modelling, and in particular for those based
on flamelet approaches, is the laminar flame speed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This variable can be measured experimentally and it varies depending on the fuel nature, mixture temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio,
dilution rate and dilution type. In literature, several mathematical correlations fitting experiments are
available for unstretched laminar flames [6, 7, 8]. Nevertheless, the most extremes operating conditions
attainable experimentally are quite far from the conditions found in Internal Combustion Engine (ICE),
especially in terms of pressure and temperature. Furthermore, in engines, flames are stretched and it is
known that stretched laminar flames velocities can be quite different from the corresponding unstretched
values [9]. Experimental works available in literature on the determination of the laminar flame speeds
come from different research teams all around the world [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. These works refer to
different thermochemical conditions, attaining extremes conditions of 20 bar in terms of pressure [10],
and 450 K in terms of temperature [11], mainly relative to isooctane fuel. Regarding the impact of the
stretch on the laminar flame speed, the above-mentioned works consider a linear dependence between
the two variables. This assumption is controverted in the literature especially when dealing with diluted
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mixtures [16]. Nowadays, it is common to use numerical simulation to be able to go beyond the limitations encountered in experimental works. This allows to determine the behaviour of laminar flame speed
of different fuel compositions [17] and investigate more severe thermochemical conditions, by extrapolating the understanding of experiments. When coupled with complex chemistry, numerical simulation
allows to determine species reaction rates of chemical mechanism accounting for hundreds of species
and thousands of reactions [18]; nevertheless, this approach remains an approximation, as the chemical
mechanisms are themselves validated on intervals of pressure and temperature which are quite far from
real conditions inside ICE combustion chambers. Furthermore, in ICEs, flame propagates in highly turbulent flow fields and flame is wrinkled by turbulence. Usually, in literature, when dealing with turbulent
flame propagation, flame stretch is commonly not accounted for. In [19], the ignition process, with a
focus on the ignition-independent phase of flame propagation, was investigated, and an approach for
0D/QD modelling, giving a consistent description of the effective flame speed behaviour accounting for
stretch for laminar and turbulent propagating conditions, was proposed.
The goal of this paper is to better understand the very beginning of flame propagation after the
ignition process, the ignition-dependent one, to extract useful features to enrich the phenomenological
modelling of the early flame propagation. In fact, this is a process that becomes crucial in highly diluted
(up to 40% of Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)) or ultra-lean (dilution ratio higher then = 2) mixture
combustion. In details, after a short remind regarding premixed flame propagation theory, the experimental setup, and the generated database and major observations justifying this work are presented [8,
20, 21]. Then, the numerical technique and setup to perform complex chemistry DNS of expanding
spherical flames, capable to account for the flame stretch impact on laminar flame propagation is presented. After that, the numerical-investigated database is introduced and the major results are discussed.

2. Experimental study
The experimental facility and methods used in this article are those described in [22], a brief description
is given below. Investigations of laminar flame velocities and Markstein lengths in the present article
were conducted in a high-pressure and high-temperature spherical combustion chamber with an inner
volume of 4,2 L (200 mm inner diameter). The vessel can be heated to a maximum temperature of 473
K. The initial pressure inside the combustion chamber is limited to 10 bar. The device is equipped with
a vacuum pump to achieve a residual pressure lower than 0.003 bar before the chamber is filled with
the different gases. Synthetic air (79.1 vol% N2 and 20.9 vol % O2) was used for the experiments. Isooctane was injected through a Coriolis mass flow meter (Bronkhorst mini CORI-FLOW 30 g/h) and volumes of air and diluent were introduced with thermal flow meters (Brooks 5850S, 2 NL/min for air and
0.5 NL/min for diluent). The air/diluent flow was directed to the exit of the Coriolis flow meter to convey
the injected liquid. The inlet valve of the fuel/oxidant/diluent mixture was heated to 473 K to ensure the
complete vaporization of isooctane. To obtain a perfectly homogeneous premixed mixture, a fan was
installed inside the chamber to mix the gases. The fan is stopped 10 s before ignition, in order to avoid
any perturbation during the flame propagation experiments. A piezoelectric pressure transducer and a
type-K thermocouple were used to check, respectively, the pressure level and the temperature before
ignition. The maximum deviation between the effective initial pressure inside the combustion chamber
and the required initial pressure was about 3%. The temperature fluctuation of the prepared mixture was
within 2 K with respect to the target initial temperature. Two tungsten electrodes (diameter 1.5 mm), with
a 1 mm gap, linked to a conventional capacitive discharge ignition system, were used for spark production at the center of the chamber. A larger gap between the electrodes would provide a more efficient
ignition under lean conditions, but the electrodes must be fairly close to create and maintain the electric
arc. In all experiments, the minimum discharge energy required for spherical flame initiation was supplied to the spark gap in order to minimize the ignition-dominated phase [16]. To determine the minimum
discharge energy, the charge time of the ignition coil was increased until spherical flame initiation, Fig.
1. The minimum discharge energy was then deduced from the temporal measurements of the voltage
and the current intensity at the secondary winding of the ignition coil, using a Tektronix P6015A probe
and a Stangenes 0.5-0.1W, respectively. This process was repeated for each operating condition. Depending on the initial pressure and temperature, the equivalence ratio, and the dilution rate, the discharge energy required for spherical flame initiation was varied between 2.5 and 51 mJ. As shown in
Fig. 1, by observing the flame propagation dynamics, two phases can be distinguished: one, starting
just after spark timing, impacted by the ignition energy value, the other, starting in the figure from a
radius of about 6 mm, insensitive to the supplied energy. While the second was investigated in detail in
previous works [19, 20, 23], the first one need to be deeply understood. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show that
flame propagation dynamics is also dependent on the mixture composition, characterized by the
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Flame propagation speed [m/s]

presence of different rates of synthetic stoichiometric EGR and by a variation of equivalence ratio, ,
respectively; experiments shown in the figure were done by supplying the same ignition energy. Figure
2 compares experiments to non-linear modeling results of the ignition-independent flame propagation
speed. Figure 3 shows that by varying the mixture equivalence ratio, the Markstein length used by the
model is strongly impacted, leading for high equivalence ratio values to a variation of its sign, implying
a very different impact of stretch on flame propagation speed: a negative Markstein length implies an
increasing of the flame propagation speed with the increasing of K, with respect to the unstretched value.

Flame propagatin speed [m/s]

Fig. 1. Experimental results of the influence of the ignition energy on combustion process initiation and flame
propagation speed [20]. Ignition energies and operating conditions are given in the figure

Fig. 2. Flame propagation speed as a function of the flame stretch, K, for different values of EGR dilution rate.
Experiments and flame-to-stretch-dependence non-linear modeling results are compared [23]. Diluent
rates and operating conditions are given in the figure
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Fig. 3. Experimental data representing the Markstein lengths of isooctane/air/diluent mixtures as a function of
the mixture equivalence ratio [23]. Diluent types and operating conditions are given in the figure

In the interest of developing detailed ignition models, it is important to understand which is the
physical phenomenology holding the behaviors highlighted above

3. Numerical setup
To get a deeper insight about the physics holding the experiment described in Section 2, a virtual testbed, representative of the experimental facility, was setup. To consider both fluid-dynamics, thermodynamics and chemical aspects of the problem, 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) DNS accounting
for complex chemistry were performed. To reduce the computational time, an ad hoc local-refinement
mesh technique within the flame front was used. As an order of magnitude, each 3D simulation, running
on 1 node accounting of 36 cores of the HPC ENER440 machine, took 46 hours computing time. Details
about all these aspects are given in what follows.
3.1 Setup description
The ignition study is performed by computing ignition of unburned gases and subsequent flame propagation in a 3D cubic box with side L = 0.06 m. The base mesh consists of cubic cells having an edge
length of 1 mm. Within this domain, at the centre, a 1.35 mm radius sphere and a second one, concentric
the first, of 0.3 mm radius were specified as embedded mesh refinement regions presenting one and
two levels of refinement1, respectively, this is necessary to correctly represents the ignition process
which involves high fluxes of energy in small temporal and spatial scales. Pressure Dirichlet boundary
conditions are imposed at the boundaries of the domain. Initial conditions are homogeneous in the dof
tign
. The total energy Eign
is prescribed and deposited at a constant rate. The heat release rate due to ignition,  ign , then reads:

main. Energy is deposited at the centre of the domain between times

 ign  

i
tign

and

(1)

Eign
f
i
t ign
 t ign

where  is the mixture density. Variations of Eign in simulations were performed adjusting
the case in experiments,

f
tign
, as it was

 ign was set equal to 5 W. Chemical processes are described by a mechanism

including 33 species and 114 reactions, further reduced from a skeletal mechanism [24] using a Directed
Relation Graph with Error Propagation and Sensitivity Analysis (DRGEPSA) [25]. Figure 4 shows that
the unstretched laminar flame speed of the reduced mechanism closely matches the reference values

1

Here a level of refinement corresponds to dividing the sides of a computational cell by two in order to convert the original
cell into eight new ones.
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at the conditions under investigation in this paper. Species diffusivities are computed using a mixtureaveraged approach and differential diffusion effects are thus taken into account. The CONVERGE commercial CFD software [26] is selected in this work to carry out the simulations. Transport equations are
solved using a Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) method [27]. The spatial discretization
scheme is second-order accurate with central differencing to minimize dissipation and the time integration is performed with a second order semi-implicit scheme. CONVERGE uses orthogonal grids which
are generated using a modified cut-cell method. In particular, the solver includes an AMR algorithm,
which refines the grid dynamically where needed.

Fig. 4. Unstretched laminar flame speed for the reference (solid line) and the reduced (dotted line) mechanism,
over a range of equivalence ratio at T = 423 K and p = 1 bar

3.2 TFM-AMR modeling approach
As flame thickness in the present conditions is small and flame propagates in the domain over time, an
accurate description of the flame would require to uniformly refine the mesh in the whole domain using
small cells. This, in turn, would lead to prohibitive computational costs. A strategy to reduce the computational cost while keeping the same resolution of the flame front is to use an AMR technique. AMR
enables to track the moving flame front, and thus prevents from defining a uniform fine mesh. When
considering AMR, a method needs to be specified to detect the flame front and consequently refine it at
an adequate grid resolution. The detection of the flame front is here performed using a flame sensorfunction which was introduced in the context of the Thickened Flame Model (TFM) [28]. The flame is
first detected by defining a function 𝑆 which locates the fuel reaction rate peak:
(2)

 
 

 fuel
S  max min 
 1, 1, 0 


 
 
fuel

 


is the maximal fuel reaction rate, tabulated from 1-D laminar premixed flame computations
where Ω
as a function of the equivalence ratio, and 𝜔
is the actual fuel reaction rate computed in the simulation. 𝛽 is a parameter controlling the flame sensor sensitivity. The sensor-function S is then filtered using
the methodology described in [29], not detailed here for brevity. This filtering technique broadens the
sensor region and ensures that the flame front is properly detected and solved. The refinement is performed following the TFM-AMR methodology [30], which consists in activating AMR when 𝑆 1 (where
𝑆 is the filtered sensor-function). The cell size is selected to ensure a sufficient number of points 𝑛 in
in the flame is thus:
the flame front. The cell size Δ
0
(3)

AMR

x



l

nres

where 𝛿 is the laminar flame thickness, tabulated from the simulation of 1-D propagating premixed
flames, prior to the 3-D simulation. In the present study, 𝑛 is set at a value of six, which ensures a
proper flame-propagation computation [29]. The CONVERGE solver used in this study involves Cartesian grids, which implies that cell size is inversely proportional to a power of two according to the following equation:
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AMR

x

(4)

base
x
2nAMR

is the AMR level. Accordingly, in order to reach the desired AMR cell size, it is computed,
where 𝑛
by combining Eqs 3 and 4, as:
(5)
base




n 
1
nAMR  int
log res 0 x  
 log(2)   l  

where Δ
is the resolution of the uniform mesh is the domain. Note that as the AMR level is an integer,
the cell resolution takes discrete values. In practice, the closest resolution to 𝛿 ⁄𝑛 is used. In order
to illustrate the approach, a representative evolution of the mesh in time is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Computational mesh evolution, colored by the mixture temperature variable, during the combustion process simulation. Images, refer to the following combustion times: 0.04 ms (left), 3.3 ms (center) and 6.3
ms (right). The operating conditions correspond to those of case 2 in Table 1

In the context of this study, for simulation results processing purposes, it was interesting to get
access to properties related to Unburned Gas (UG) and Burned Gas (BG) mixtures. For this, a simple
logical test on the temperature of the computational cell, Tcell, was introduced to discriminate between
UG and BG cells:
(6)
T  T  T   UG
cell

u

Tcell  Tu  T   BG

where T is an arbitrary offset to add to the unburned gas temperature, Tu, which is known for each cell,
to identify the desired UG/BG threshold temperature. In this study a T = 300 K was retained.

4. Numerical results
To study the phenomena highlighted in Section 2 related to expanding spherical laminar premixed
flames, according to the available experimental database, several operating conditions were identified
and retained for numerical investigation. The retained conditions are reported in Table 1. Two base
operating conditions with and without dilution, case 1 and case 2 in Table 1 respectively, were identified
to investigate the ignition energy impact on the combustion process, from extinction to high levels. The
non-diluted case was then retained as the base operating condition to investigate variations of mixture
equivalence ratio and to go further in the understanding of the early ignition phase, by means of a detailed thermodynamic analysis. The abovementioned topics are discussed in the following subsections.
It is worth to point out the fact that, in this work, there was not the pretention to study neither the electric
discharge process between electrodes, nor the formation of plasma (and its complex chemistry) and the
establishment of shock waves. All these phenomena induce losses in the process transforming electric
energy into heat to be transferred to the gas. To account for all these aspects in a global manner, empirically, variations of ignition energy were performed to reach flame extinction conditions. These limit
conditions allow to bridge experimental energies, as those presented in Fig. 1, to numerical heat source
terms, used in this work. As anticipated in Section 3, to correctly identify the mixture flame-intrinsicproperties, such as laminar flame speed, sl, thickness, l, and maximum reaction rate, max, required to
parameterize the TFM-AMR model used in 3D computations, 1D flame computations were performed.
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Case 2  T
variation

Case 2 
variation

Case 2 ignition energy
variation

Case 1 ignition energy
variation

Ref.

Table 1. Considered operating conditions for simulation. For each operating condition, variations with respect to
the corresponding baseline case are highlighted in bold. Flame properties are also specified for each operating
condition
Case

Pressure
[bar]

Temperature
[K]

 [-]

Diluent
type

Dilution
[%]

1

1

423

1

CO2

2

1

423

1.1

3

1

423

4

1

5

l
[mm]

0.8

T for BG
detection
[K]

sl
[m/s]

5

Ignition
energy
[mJ]

300

0.50

0.42

-

-

0.2

300

0.71

0.32

1

CO2

5

0.4

300

0.50

0.42

423

1

CO2

5

1.6

300

0.50

0.42

1

423

1

CO2

5

3.2

300

0.50

0.42

6

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.1

300

0.71

0.32

7

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.4

300

0.71

0.32

8

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.8

300

0.71

0.32

9

1

423

1.1

-

-

1.6

300

0.71

0.32

10

1

423

1.1

-

-

3.2

300

0.71

0.32

11

1

423

1.3

-

-

0.2

300

0.62

0.34

12

1

423

1.4

-

-

0.2

300

0.48

0.41

13

1

423

1.6

-

-

0.2

300

0.18

0.93

14

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.2

500

0.71

0.32

15

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.2

750

0.71

0.32

16

1

423

1.1

-

-

0.2

1100

0.71

0.32

4.1 1D adiabatic constant pressure laminar premixed flame simulation
1D laminar flame computations were performed to identify unstretched laminar premixed flame intrinsic
properties such as sl, l, max., Fig. 6 (not all properties are shown in the figure). In details, at each time
step, starting from the computed temperature profile, Fig. 6 (bottom) in grey scale, the maximum value
of the temperature gradient profile was identified, Fig. 6 (middle), and used to determine the approximated temperature profile, Fig. 6 (bottom) in red, whose approximated flame thickness, l,approx., was
computed according to the following equation [1]:
(7)
T T

 l ,approx. 

b

T
x

u

max

where Tb is the burned gas temperature. Starting from the approximated profiles, it was then possible
to identify the number of computational cells within it, Fig. 6 (top). The laminar flame speed was then
computed by tracking in time the spatial-coordinate, x, of a given temperature value belonging to the
flame temperature profile, in this work 1275 K, according to the following equation:
t  t
t
(8)

sl 

xT

track

xT

track

t
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Fig. 6. 1D flame computation exploitation to extract intrinsic flame parameters required to feed the TFM-AMR
model used in 3D computations. Operating conditions refer to case 2 of Table 1. The number of computational cells within the approximated temperature profile, in time (top); temperature gradient profile, for the
time instants indicated in the top diagram; computed and approximated temperature profiles, for the time
instants indicated in the top diagram. A grey scale code is used to relate the time instants to the different
profiles

It is worth to note that, after a short transient phase, required to the establishment of the fluid
dynamic equilibrium after ignition, the flame structure stabilises. The oscillations on the number of computational cells within the flame profile, varying between 6 and 7, is due to discretization issues and it is
a pure, statistical phenomenon, indicating that, in average, the value is in between the two. The values
of sl and l for the different operating conditions are reported in Table 1.
4.2 Theoretical modeling approach for stretch impact on flame propagation speed
Different definitions of flame velocity can be given to deal with laminar flame speed [1, 31]. The absolute
velocity, Sb, represents the flame front velocity with respect to the burned gas coordinate system, which
stays immobile. Sb is defined as:
dRb
(9)
Sb 

dt

where Rb is the burned gas volume radius, here supposed as being a spherical region. This is an interesting variable as it can be directly compared to experimental observations obtained by means of techniques such as shadowgraph [22], Schlieren [32], Raman [33] or tomography [32], both by following an
iso-value of temperature or density, or the maximum value of the derivative of temperature or density.
The displacement velocity, Sd, represents the flame velocity with respect to the local flow field:
(10)
Sd  Sb  u  n
where u is the gas velocity and n is the flame front surface normal-vector pointing towards the unburned
gas. For a spherical diverging flame, as it is the case in this work, this variable is very hard to measure
because unburned gas is moving and the flow field is accelerated by the flame front. According to [1] by
means of the continuity equation, it is possible to write the displacement velocity as the product of the
absolute velocity and the ratio of burned and unburned gas densities, respectively  b and  u :
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Sd  Sb

b
u

(11)

The consumption velocity, Sc, represents the speed at which reactants are consumed. For a
spherical flame configuration, it holds:
Rb
(12)
1
Sc  
 r 2 dr

 uYFu Rb 0 F
where Y F is the fuel mass fraction in unburned gas and  F is the fuel reaction rate. By knowing Sc, it is
possible to compute the evolution of the burned gas mass, mb, in time by mean of the relation below
[31]:
dmb
(13)
 4 u S c Rb2
u

dt

where:

(14)

Vb

mb    b dVb
0

in which Vb represents the burned gas volume. For infinitely thin flame fronts and a burned gas density
which does not vary in time, it holds:
 dR b
(15)
Sc  Sd  b
 u dt
This flame velocity is also called laminar flame speed, sl . The burning velocity of a free planar
0

flame is called unstretched laminar flame speed, s l . The theoretical modelling approach used in this

work to express the impact of stretch on the laminar flame speed is the one proposed in [34]. The stretch,
K, is defined by the fractional rate of change of the flame surface, A:
(16)
1 dA

K

A dt

In the specific case of a spherical flame configuration of radius Rb and volume Vb, Vb 
the stretch expression holds:
K

4
Rb 3 ,
3

(17)

2 dRb
2

Sb
Rb dt
Rb

The influence of the stretch on the laminar flame speed, sl , is defined by means of the Markstein

length, Lb. This influence is expressed by means of a non-linear relation associating the stretched flame
speed, Sb, to the stretch as:
2
2
(18)
 Sb    Sb  
L
 0  ln  0    b0 K
Sb
 Sb    Sb  
0

where S b is the unstretched flame speed.
4.3 Impact of ignition energy on early flame propagation phase
The impact of the ignition energy on the mixture ignition process is discussed in this section. Figure 7
refers to operating conditions corresponding to case 1 in Table 1. Simulation results are compared to
experimental results relative to the ignition independent flame propagation phase: despite not a perfect
match between simulation and experiments, probably due to the impact of chemical kinetics description,
simulation and experiments together fairly represent the expected evolutions of the shown variables. In
details, as shown in Fig. 7 (middle), the obtained simulation results well represent the flame propagation
speed evolution as shown in Fig. 1. The critical ignition energy is here somewhere in between 0.4 and
0.8 mJ. It can also be noticed that an increase of the ignition energy shortens the ignition phase, Fig. 7
(top), speeding up the growth of the burned gas region. Finally, observing Fig. 7 (bottom), it can be seen
that the evolution of the flame speed with stretch follows a non-linear path, as the one described by the
model detailed in Section 4.2, this result being in agreement with what shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7. Ignition energy variation impact on flame propagation: evolution of the flame radius in time (top), evolution
of the flame propagation speed as a function of the flame radius (middle), evolution of the flame propagation
speed as a function of the flame stretch (bottom). Simulation results, lines, are compared to different experimental realizations, markers. Operating conditions, referred to Table 1, are specified in the figure

Figure 8 refers to operating conditions corresponding to case 2 in Table 1. The critical ignition
energy, between 0.1 and 0.2 mJ, is about an order of magnitude lower than the one showed in Fig. 1:
this is in part due to the fact that ignition process losses are neglected in this study and in part to the
fact that the mixture equivalence ratio is more propitious to ignite. According to Fig. 7, an increase of
the ignition energy shortens the ignition phase, Fig. 8 (top and middle); nevertheless, this trend seems
to tend towards an asymptote portraying that, over a given value, ignition energy is no more a lever to
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speed up the combustion. Figure 8 (bottom) supports the fact that the flame propagation speed impacted
by flame stretch follows a non-linear trajectory.
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Fig. 8. Ignition energy variation impact on flame propagation: evolution of the flame radius in time (top), evolution
of the flame propagation speed as a function of the flame radius (middle), evolution of the flame propagation
speed as a function of the flame stretch (bottom). Simulation results, lines, are compared to different experimental realizations, markers. Operating conditions, referred to Table 1, are specified in the figure

Looking at Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, by comparing flame propagation evolutions referring to case 1 and
case 2 of operating conditions having the same ignition energy, it is possible to observe that an increasing of the dilution rate has an impact on the ignition-dependent phase of the flame propagation process
similar to the one caused by a decreasing of the ignition energy, i.e. makes it approaching to its critical
ignition path; this fact is also validated from results shown in Fig. 2.
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4.4 Impact of equivalence ratio on early flame propagation phase
The impact of an equivalence ratio variation on the ignition process of the reactive mixture detailed in
case 2 of Table 1,  = 1.1, is here discussed. The corresponding variations corresponds to values of 
up to 1.6. According to experimental evidences shown in Fig. 3, the Markstein length of an isooctane/air
mixture changes from positive to negative moving from  = 0.9 to  = 1.6, the crossing point being
around = 1.4. Figure 9 shows the simulation results. As a general remark, it can be seen in Fig. 9
(middle) that an increasing of  corresponds to a decreasing of the unstretched flame speed.
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Fig. 9. Mixture equivalence ratio variation impact on flame propagation: evolution of the flame radius in time (top),
evolution of the flame propagation speed as a function of the flame radius (middle), evolution of the flame
propagation speed as a function of the flame stretch (bottom). Operating conditions, referred to Table 1, are
specified in the figure
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Nevertheless, it can also be noticed that the flame radius evolution varies, somehow, in an unexpected
way, in Fig. 9 (top). By passing from  = 1.1 to  = 1.3, combustion initiation almost does not change,
Fig. 9 (middle and bottom), only in a second time, the mixture at  = 1.1 burns faster because of the
higher flame speed, Fig. 9 (middle). Differently, by passing from  = 1.3 to  = 1.4, the Markstein number
becoming negative, an acceleration of the combustion initiation process can be noticed, Fig. 9 (middle
and bottom); the fact that the Markstein number becomes negative is pointed out by the fact that for K
< 500 s-1 the flame propagation speed decreases with the decreasing of K, Fig. 9 (bottom). Nevertheless,
in a second time the mixture burning at  = 1.3 experience a faster increasing of the burning rate, due
to the higher flame speed. Finally, by passing from  = 1.4 to  = 1.6, combustion initiation almost does
not change, Fig. 9 (middle and bottom), and in a second time, the mixture at  = 1.4 burns faster because
of the higher flame speed, Fig. 9 (middle). The case  = 1.6, shows a more pronounced reduction of the
flame speed with the decreasing of the stretch, Fig. 9 (bottom), indicating a still lower Markstein number.
4.5 Thermodynamic analysis of ignition phase
In this section, a thermodynamic analysis of the ignition process is performed, in order to clarify which
variables influence the very first growth of the burned gas region and identify the driving factors allowing
to improve the ignition process. In this sense, as a first step, in order to evaluate a potential impact on
the results of the hypothesis done on the identification of the burned gas region, that is the choice of
adopting T = 300 K, a sensitivity study was performed. Different offsets were considered, varying from
T = 300 K up to T = 1100 K, Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Influence of the ΔT parameter choice on combustion process visualization and burned gas properties
computation: evolution of the flame radius in time (top-left), evolution of the flame propagation speed as a
function of the flame radius (top-right), evolution of the flame propagation speed as a function of the flame
stretch (bottom-left), evolution of the burned gas temperature (bottom-right). Operating conditions, referred
to Table 1, are specified in the figure
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temperature [K]

As shown in Fig. 10, even if some differences can be noticed at the very beginning of the combustion process in the plot representing the flame propagation speed as a function of the flame stretch,
Fig. 10 (bottom-left), as the stretch is computed according to Eq. 17 where the burned gas zone radius
is at the denominator, the choice of a different T would not imply any substantial difference in the
analysis of this study. To go further into the analysis of the ignition energy impact on the first phase of
the flame propagation dynamics, the burned gas temperature evolution was investigated; the investigation concerns the case 2 baseline operating conditions of Table 1. As a first step, the Tb value relative
to a developed unstretched flame was determined by means of 1D flame computations, as depicted in
Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. 1D flame computation: evolution of the temperature profile in time relative to case 2 in Table 1; for each
profile, Tu and Tb are shown; the converged value of Tb is highlighted by means of dot markers. The time
instants corresponding to the profiles are shown in the table on the right

Tb [K]

Figure 12 represents the evolution of Tb in time, as a function of the different ignition energies;
the converged value of Tb, corresponding to the constant pressure adiabatic flame temperature, is also
plotted. As shown, Tb in the burned gas region, never reach the converged value.

Fig. 12. Impact of an increasing of the ignition energy variable on burned gas temperature, converged curve refers
to steady 1D computation; curves refer to cases 6, 2 and 7 to 10 of Table 1, respectively

This means that the stretched flame burned gases are under-adiabatic, which implies a less
sustained flame propagation. As shown in Fig. 12, at the beginning of combustion Tb decreases. That
means the balance between heat supply due to ignition and production due to combustion is lower than
heat transfer. In this phase, ignition energy plays an important role in the ignition process as it allows to
heat the mixture and maintain high temperatures, necessary to guarantee fast chemical kinetics. Accordingly, another factor that have an influence in this first phase is the mixture composition and in
particular its heat capacity, as it influences the heat up process of the gases. That is one of the reasons,
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Rb [m]
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together with the fact that dilution reduces chemical activity, why a diluted mixture requires higher ignition energies to ignite, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Then, it is the heat released by chemical reactions that sustains
flame propagation, and so combustion. To conclude this analysis, Fig. 13 highlights the key-instants of
ignition and flame propagation dynamics under different viewpoints.
In Fig. 13 (top-left) it is shown that the burned gas region radius increases very fast after spark
timing, 0A. In the phase AB, flame speed reaches its minimum value, Fig. 13 (top-right). During this
phase stretch reduces, Fig. 13 (bottom-left), in a first time due to the increasing of the flame radius and
the lowering of temperature, but then, from 0.5 ms, temperature starts to increase again, Fig. 13 (bottomright), equilibrating the stretch variation, leading to an equilibrium reached in B. In the phase BC,
stretch increases due to the intense chemical activity, whose contribution to stretch overcomes the increasing of Rb, Eq. 17. Finally, in the phase CD, there is once again an inversion of relative contributions of the increasing flame speed and radius, resulting a reduction of stretch, Fig. 13 (bottom-left).

Fig. 13. Identification of the key points on the evolution of the burned gas volume during the mixture ignition
process

5. Conclusion
This study, based on the experimental database generated by the University of Orléans in the framework
of the ANR MACDOC project, aimed to get a deeper understanding about the physics governing early
stages of premixed mixture combustion, process that becomes crucial in highly diluted or ultra-lean
mixture combustion. For this, Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) accounting for species differential
diffusion and complex chemistry were performed at IFP Energies nouvelles (IFPEN). The simulation
approach integrates a specific Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) algorithm, called TFM-AMR, able to
track the flame front into the domain, to reduce the computational cost. It was shown that the used
numerical technique allowed to reproduce experimental results and in particular to account for the flame
stretch impact on laminar flame propagation. In a first time, the impact of the ignition energy on the initial
phases of combustion was evaluated; the investigation was pushed up to non-self-sustained ignition
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processes, leading to combustion extinction. This study showed that ignition energy is important at the
very beginning of the process by sustaining chemical activity, maintaining an adequate level of temperature. This justified the fact that diluted mixtures require higher ignition energies, as inert gas, heating
up, reduces the temperature increasing. Furthermore, the obtained simulation results contributed to
support the theory stating a non-linear dependence of laminar flame speed on the mixture Markstein
number. In the following, variation of equivalence ratio of the mixture from  = 1.1 to  = 1.6 were performed, showing that simulation results, according to experiments, well captured the Markstein number
sign change from positive to negative, leading to the overturning of the influence of the stretch on flame
propagation. Finally, the flame propagation dynamics was deeply investigated to identify the different
physical phenomena that, together, generate the flame dynamics observed in experiments. This last
study allowed to obtain a deeper insight in experimental results and evaluate the concurrent influences
of chemical kinetics, flame stretch and ignition energy on the establishment of the premixed flame propagation, but also it was a necessary step for modeling activities of next generation Spark Ignition engines
operating under steady and transient conditions.
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Abstract. Engines operating at high levels of dilution experience significant combustion instabilities that
produce cyclic variations in engine performance. In order to enhance the understanding of combustion
variations at these operating conditions so that the efficiency and emissions benefits of diluted operation
can be fully exploited, high-speed in-cylinder CO2 data is used to study cycle resolved combustion behavior in a lean-burn, two-stroke engine at an unstable operating point. Post combustion CO2 concentration along with IMEP data is used to categorize the recorded cycles into five groups, namely – misfires, post-misfire-high-pressure cycles, normal cycles, weak partial fires, and strong partial fires. It is
found that substantial improvements in IMEP, engine stability, and thermal efficiency can be realized by
avoiding non-normal cycles during engine operation.
Combustion characteristics of each cycle type are then studied by using a chemical kineticsbased solver to calculate cycle-resolved laminar flame speed (LFS) and ignition delay (ID) at various
times during combustion. Post-misfire cycles, which are richer than other cycles, are found to have
significantly faster combustion despite having long ID and high residual gas fraction. High LFS resulting
from high equivalence ratio and combustion temperatures is responsible for the fast combustion. On the
other hand, partially firing cycles have much lower LFS and as a result, undergo much slower combustion which is susceptible to premature extinction during the rapid expansion phase of the power stroke.
At the end, the strong influence of LFS variations on flame initiation and propagation is demonstrated
by comparing LFS and combustion phasing results. The influence is found to be strongest during the
early stages of combustion.
Notation

CAD
ID
IMEP
LFS
LoPP
MF
mfb
PF
PP
ST
TER
TRF

Crank angle degrees
Ignition delay
Indicated mean effective pressure
Laminar flame speed
Location of peak combustion pressure
Misfiring cycle
Mass fraction burned
Partially firing cycle
Peak combustion pressure
Spark timing
Trapped equivalence ratio
Trapped residual fraction
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1. Introduction
Lean and diluted operation of spark ignited internal combustion engines offers many advantages for
emissions and performance. Dilution levels can be increased by increasing the fraction of residual combustion products in the combusting mixture through exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) or advanced exhaust valve closing. Diluted lean combustion offers emissions benefits in two ways; first, by improving
the engine’s thermal efficiency resulting from lowering of combustion temperatures and increase in specific heat ratio of the trapped mixture [1] (according to [2], 23% to 58% improvements in fuel economy
can be realized by operating in lean regimes.), and second, by reducing NO formation during combustion
because of cooler combustion temperatures. Another benefit of enhanced dilution (particularly for cooled
EGR cases) is a reduction in the engine’s propensity to knock [3]. The anti-knocking benefits can support
engine downsizing efforts that are often limited by knocking. There are limits to the extent of dilution,
beyond which combustion becomes unstable and produces partially firing cycles that have limited heat
release (less than 70% of nominal according to [4]), or misfiring cycles that have no sensible heat release [5]. Such cyclic variabilities undo the efficiency gains achieved through dilution and cause fluctuations in the engine’s torque output, adversely affecting vehicle drivability. An engine is deemed unacceptably unstable when the coefficient of variation (CoV) of indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) is
over 10% [6]. Modern automotive engines have CoV of IMEP less than 5%. In addition to drivability
problems, unstable engine operation also negatively impacts the fuel conversion efficiency (fuel economy) as well as hydrocarbon and CO emissions because of a decrease in combustion efficiency.
In spark-ignited engines, the process of combustion starts with a spark discharge event which
triggers a series of self-sustaining exothermic reactions that produce a flame which spreads radially
outwards; entraining unburned gases (comprising air, fuel, and residual species) and then burning the
entrained mixture to release heat. Initially, the surface of the flame (the flame front) is a smooth sphere,
but as the flame front convects out and interacts with turbulent cylinder gases, wrinkles begin to appear
on its surface to form a turbulent flame ‘brush’ [7]. This turbulence induced wrinkling of the flame front
is critical for successful combustion at all engine speeds for engines undergoing pre-mixed combustion
because turbulent wrinkling, which trends with the mean piston speed, increases the surface area of the
flame front and consequently the flame entrainment rate. The combustion process can be divided into
the flame initiation period and the flame propagation period. The flame initiation period is often described
by the flame development angle: spark timing (ST) to 10% fuel mass fraction burned (mfb) angle.
Numerous theoretical models [7, 8, 9] have been proposed to simulate the effects of turbulence
on flame entrainment rate. These models are based on the assumption that SI engine combustion falls
in the reaction-sheet (and not the distributed reaction) regime, where cylinder flows are moderately turbulent and the turbulent flame burns locally at the laminar flame speed (LFS). LFS is the flame-frontrelative velocity at which a quiescent mixture, at a given temperature and pressure, approaches the
flame. It is an intrinsic property of the fuel-air-residual mixture and depends on the mixture’s temperature
(directly), pressure (inversely), and composition. The mixture composition is characterized by its equivalence ratio, which is a measure of the mixture’s ‘flammability’ [10] (direct relation with LFS), and the
residual gas fraction, which is a measure of the mixture’s dilution (inverse relation with LFS). Dilution by
recirculation or retention of combustion products reduces LFS more (almost twice as much) compared
to the same amount of dilution by the addition of fresh air. LFS affects both flame initiation and propagation. At the start of combustion, the smooth nascent flame entrains unburned gases at LFS; and later
during the combustion process, the turbulent flame burns locally at LFS, i.e. LFS determines the characteristic reaction timescale for combustion. Another fundamental combustion parameter that governs
pre-mixed combustion is the ignition delay (ID), which is the time needed by a mixture to initiate selfsustaining combustion at a given temperature and pressure. In the context of IC engines, ID effects are
mostly limited to the flame initiation stage.
Under diluted operating conditions, LFS decreases and the ignition delay is prolonged. This can
produce both flame initiation and propagation problems. Longer ignition delays can hinder the formation
of a stable flame kernel by delaying the start of combustion after the spark fires. Because of the delay,
the flow (e.g. squish) around the spark plug responsible for moving the kernel away from the spark plug
electrodes to avoid quenching by excessive heat loss to the electrodes might have already passed.
Thus, leading to flame initiation failure. Flame propagation depends on the reacting mixture’s ability to
carry the flame in a timely manner through the entire combustion chamber. In diluted mixtures with low
LFS, combustion is slow and the flame can quench prematurely during rapid expansion (‘bulk quenching’ [11]) without having traversed the required length of the combustion chamber. This results in partially
firing cycles that have poor combustion efficiency and high unburned hydrocarbon emissions. Ayala and
Heywood [8] reported that if the LFS dropped below a critical value (15 cm/s in their case), the accompanying increase in the eddy burn-up time caused the CoV of IMEP to increase rapidly. Misfires usually
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signal a flame initiation failure and partial fires indicate a flame propagation failure. Retarded ST operating points are generally restricted by partial fire limits while advanced ST cases are restricted by misfire
limits [10].
Some cyclic instability mitigating strategies for lean engine operation include: (1) enhanced turbulence levels to accelerate flame entrainment and speed up eddy burning by decreasing the turbulent
eddy length-scales [8]; excessive turbulence, however, can quench the flame kernel in its infancy by
convectively removing too much heat from it, (2) increased mixture reactivity (increasing LFS and decreasing ID) by dosing combustion mixture with more reactive fuels like H2 [12] or ethane [13], (3) advancing spark timing to compensate for slower combustion, (4) ‘fast-burn’ combustion chambers to geometrically compensate for slower moving flames by decreasing the flame travel distance [6], (5) novel
control strategies, e.g. controlling for combustion milestones like location of 50% mfb (CA50) and location
of peak combustion pressure by adjusting spark advance and EGR levels [14], or using information
theory based control schemes to eliminate known problematic sequences of various cycle types [15],
and (6) intensified ignition energy release by using hotter spark plugs having higher energy spark discharge [10], or using multiple (normally, two) plugs to increase the likelihood of successful flame initiation, or through turbulent jet ignition generated by pre-combustion chambers, which can provide up to
one million times the ignition energy of a standard spark plug [16].
To support cyclic variability mitigation efforts at diluted engine operation, the current study attempts to enhance the understanding of combustion under diluted engine operation by investigating LFS
and ID for various cycle types encountered to identify causes of combustion instabilities. By characterizing various cycle types based on their combustion signatures, targeted control solutions can be developed to sequester cycles with undesirable characteristics. Time-resolved in-cylinder CO2 concentration
and pressure measurements are used to study cyclic variations in a lean-burn, two-stroke engine under
unstable operation. Fig. 1 shows measured pressure traces at three different spark timings (retarding
rightwards) at part load operation to demonstrate the unstable nature of combustion in the engine being
studied. These cases have high dilution levels (over 15% trapped residual fraction) because of the inefficient nature of combustion product removal in piston-scavenged two-stroke engines. Post combustion
CO2 concentration and IMEP data for an unstable operating point (Fig. 1(a)) are then used to identify
different kinds of cycles and the combustion characteristics of each cycle type are studied using cycleresolved LFS and ID values calculated using a chemical kinetics based solver.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Individual and average pressure traces (for all and normal combustion cycles) at three spark retard settings (a: -10oR, b: 0oR, c: +10oR) at high-speed, part-load engine operation. Thin translucent curves are
individual cycle traces

2. Experimental Setup
An Ajax E-565, single-cylinder, cross and piston scavenged, naturally aspirated, natural-gas-fueled,
spark-ignited, two-stroke engine is used for this study.
Table 1 provides some technical specifications of the engine and Fig. 2 shows a schematic of
the test setup with all relevant sensors listed.
The engine is equipped with cylinder and manifold pressure transducers, manifold temperature
sensors, a fuel flow meter and a quadrature angular encoder. The exhaust from the engine goes to a 5gas emissions analyzer (MEXA-7100D) that measures CO, CO2, NOx, THC and O2 concentrations on a
dry basis. Additional high-speed nondispersive infrared (NDIR) CO2 sensors (NDIR-500 made by Cambustion Ltd.) are used to measure cylinder and exhaust concentrations on a time-resolved basis. Only
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cylinder high-speed CO2 results are presented herein. Cylinder gas is sampled through a port in the
spark plug. More details of the engine test setup can be found in previous publications involving the
same engine [17, 18].
Table 1. Specifications of the Ajax E-565 engine
Parameter
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Compression ratio (geometric)
Compression ratio (effective)
Rated continuous power
Spark timing
Exhaust Port Opening
Intake Port Opening
Air induction system
Fuel induction system
Scavenging ports arrangement
Fuel

Units
Value
cm
21.6
cm
25.4
L
9.3
-8:1
-6:1
kW
29.8
CAD (BTDC)
11.5
CAD (ATDC)
120.4
CAD (ATDC)
138.1
Naturally aspirated piston scavenged
Hydraulically actuated valve in cylinder head
Cross
Natural Gas (95 vol% CH4, 2.2 vol% C2H6, 1.8 vol% N2)

Fig. 2. Test bed schematic with all available sensors labelled

3. Cycle Characterization
In order to systematically study combustion for various cycle types encountered in diluted SI combustion,
a characterization methodology based on high-speed cylinder pressure and CO2 measurements is developed. IMEP is used as a cycle-resolved pressure metric and post-combustion CO2 concentration is
used as a cycle-resolved measure of combustion product concentration. Post-combustion CO2 concentration is selected because any signature of combustion will be sensed as an increase in CO2 concentration; and at a given operating point, the extent of this increase will be proportional to the strength of
combustion for the corresponding cycle. Using IMEP, which is the displacement volume normalized area
enclosed by the P-V curve (work), as an indicator of combustion strength has its limitations, whereby
cycles with sensible combustion pressure rise during compression can incorrectly suggest the absence
of combustion or the existence of weak combustion. Another possible pressure-based combustion indicator could be the peak combustion pressure (PP). PP values by themselves can be misleading as well
because for slow burning cycles, PP could be indistinguishable from that of a misfiring cycle. Therefore,
it is difficult to get a complete picture of the nature of combustion by using only IMEP or PP. Heuristic
approaches that supplement pressure measurements with location of peak combustion pressure (LoPP)
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data to predict the shape of the pressure curve (e.g. [19]) can offer better pressure based cycle-characterization for control applications. However, such methods require a reference database of pressure
traces for different cycle types and can be computationally expensive.
A combined IMEP-CO2 based cycle characterization approach is used for the current study as
it is deemed to be an acceptable compromise between computational cost and cycle categorization
accuracy; and can, therefore, serve as a controller-friendly method of diagnosis. Fig 3 shows the postcombustion CO2 concentration as a function of IMEP for 400 consecutive cycles at the unstable operating point being studied (Fig. 1(a): nominal torque - 548 Nm, nominal speed - 518 RPM), with different
marker types showing different types of cycles identified by the IMEP-CO2 characterization method. The
following five different types of cycles are identified: complete misfires (MF), cycles with high peak cylinder pressure and IMEP immediately following misfiring cycles (MF+1), weak and strong partially firing
cycles (PFweak and PFstrong, respectively), and nominal or normal operating cycles. Each cycle type can
be thought of as samples from different statistical populations; each population representing engine
behavior under distinct combustion regimes, e.g. negligible combustion regime produces misfiring cycles, advanced start of combustion caused by an anomalously rich trapped mixture produces high peak
pressure cycles, and normal combustion results in nominal cycles. The histograms at the bottom of Fig
3 show the distribution of CO2 (left) and IMEP (center) for all cycles, irrespective of their classification.
The histogram on the right shows the IMEP distribution for only the normal cycles. The distribution using
the entire data-set is tri-modal (one mode each for misfiring, post-misfiring, and normal cycles) and that
for the normal cycles is Gaussian-like, indicating the absence of non-stochastic influences.

Fig 3. Top: Different kinds of cycles on an IMEP-CO2 map - dashed lines show borders for different cycle types;
Bottom: histograms showing the distribution of CO2 (left) and IMEP (center) for all cycles, and IMEP for
normal cycles (right)

Prior to discussing the methodology used to segregate cycles into the five types, for the sake of
completeness, corresponding CO2 maps are shown for PP and LoPP in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that, barring a few PFweak and normal cycles, post-combustion CO2
concentration rises monotonically with PP, and asymptotically approaches a maximum value of around
10 vol%. Moreover, the PP distribution of normal cycles is Gaussian-like. The LoPP map shows that
there is a substantial spread in the cycle data, especially for slow burning partially firing cycles and that
the distribution for normal cycles is again Gaussian-like. It can also be seen that PPs for the MF+1
cycles are significantly higher and their location is, on average, slightly advanced compared to normal
cycles.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Different kinds of cycles on (a) PP-CO2 and (b) LoPP-CO2 maps similar to Fig 3

A brief description of how the five cycle types shown on the CO2-IMEP map (Fig 3) are identified
is provided below. The method is somewhat subjective in nature and the bounds defined below might
need to be adjusted for use with other engines. The taxonomy, however, is consistent with previous
work done on two-stroke engine characterization [20, 21].
1.

2.

3.

Misfiring cycles (squares): These are the cycles where both the pressure and CO2 signatures
point to the failure of combustion. The IMEP is around 0 and the post-combustion CO2 concentration is less than 2 vol%, which is selected to be the lower post-combustion CO2 concentration
threshold for firing cycles. The CO2 concentration values for the misfiring cycles range between
1.7 and 2.7 vol%. This is higher than ambient CO2 concentration (~0.4 vol%) because of residual
CO2 in the cylinder from previous cycles. The selection criteria for misfiring cycles is:
CycleN ∈ [MF] if {IMEPN ≤ 20 kPa}

Post-Misfiring cycles (downward facing triangles): The cycles succeeding misfiring cycles have
unusually high combustion pressures, and as a result, very high IMEPs. This increased combustion pressure is attributed to the burning of a richer-than-usual trapped mixture produced by residual fuel from the preceding misfiring cycle. According to [11], after a MF, only 20-30% of the delivered fuel mass is detected as HC emissions in the exhaust; implying that majority of the delivered
fuel stays back as residual gas. The selection criteria for post-misfiring cycles is:
CycleN ∈ [MF + 1] if {CycleN−1 ∈ [MF]}

Weak partial fires (upward facing triangles): There are some cycles where evidence of combustion is only seen in the pressure data since the IMEP is higher than the 20 kPa misfiring threshold
but the post-combustion CO2 concentration is less than the combustion threshold. These cycles
are labeled weak partially firing cycles, or weak partial fires for short. The absence of a combustion signature in the CO2 data is attributed to the relatively weak nature of combustion that does
not produce sufficient CO2 to homogenously increase the cylinder CO2 composition. As a result,
for the case of weak partial fires, the cylinder gas sample analyzed by the CO2 sensor does not
have high enough CO2 composition to indicate the existence of combustion. If larger samples had
been drawn for these cases, some CO2 rich strata would probably have made their way to the analyzer and CO2 composition data would show combustion. Doing so would, however, deteriorate
the time-response of the analyzer and the removal of substantial amounts of cylinder gas would
affect regular engine behavior. For engine scavenging studies [22, 23, 24] with intermittent cylinder gas sampling using electronic or cam-actuated valves, upwards of 20% of the engine volume
was sampled to get reliable data and around 20 cycles following a sampling cycle had to be
skipped to let the engine recover from the cylinder gas donation.
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Rate of heat release analysis is carried out to rule out that partial oxidation of fuel to CO
instead of CO2 is not responsible for the lack of sensible CO2 rise. The results confirm that these
cycles represent a sensor limitation. Therefore, weak-partial fires are not used in LFS based combustion analysis discussed in section 5. Henceforth, ‘partial fires’ will refer to strong partial fires
unless qualified by a subscript. The selection criteria for weak partial fires is:

4.

CycleN ∈ [PFweak ] if {IMEPN > 20 kPa & [CO2 ] ≤ 2vol%}

Strong Partial Fires (circles): These are cycles that carry signatures of combustion both in the
pressure and CO2 data, but are characterized as partial fires because the IMEP falls in the range
where there is a possibility of CO2 not crossing the combustion threshold, indicating that the increase in CO2 quantity is not large enough to guarantee a sensible increase in the cylinder CO2
composition. These cycles can be thought of as partial fires where the sampled cylinder gas had a
CO2-rich stratum. The selection criteria for strong partial fires is:
CycleN ∈ [PFstrong ] if �20 kPa < IMEPN < 90th percentile IMEP of PFweak , & [CO2 ] > 2vol%�

The top tenth percentile IMEP for the weak partial fires is ignored in setting the upper bound for
strong partial fires to avoid removing too many normal cycles (discussed next) because of a few
high-IMEP weak partial fires.
5.

Normal Cycles (stars): The cycles that don’t fall in any of the four aforementioned categories are
the normal cycles (complement of the union of [MF], [MF+1], [PFstrong], and [PFweak]). The normal
cycles are not influenced by misfiring cycles and have strong combustion signatures that are consistently sensed by pressure and CO2 sensors. The selection criteria for normal cycles is:
CycleN ∈ [Normal] if �Upper IMEP[PFweak ] bound < IMEPN < min�IMEP[MF+1] � , & [CO2 ] > 2vol%�

It can be reasoned that the “normal” cycles represent nominal engine behavior at an operating
point and should thus be used for validating engine simulations that do not have the ability to capture
combustion instability effects. A comparison of average pressure traces obtained by using normal cycles
versus all cycles is shown in Fig. 1 for three part-load operating points. Fig. 5 shows average pressure
traces for five cycle types along with average apparent heat release rate curves for the case being

Fig. 5. Average pressure traces (top) for the five cycle types identified and their apparent rates of heat release
(bottom), which have been slightly filtered for clarity. The translucent lines surrounding each pressure curve
are the + 1 standard deviation envelope about the mean
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studied. The pressure traces show that each cycle type is notably different from the others and more
importantly, from the normal cycle type. Therefore, including non-normal cycles (MF, MF+1, and PFs)
in the calculations for determining the average pressure at an operating point can contaminate the normal cycle average with influence from non-representative cycles. The compression curve for the MF+1
cycles is lower than that of MF cycles because the trapped mixture, which is made richer and hotter by
the large residual gas fraction, (1) has a lower specific heat ratio and (2) loses more heat to the walls. It
can be seen from the heat release curves that the MF+1 cycles have the most advanced heat release
and the accumulated heat release (area under the curve) is the highest (14.8 kJ). This is because of
richening by residual fuel from the preceding MF. Partial firing cycles have the slowest heat release and
their accumulated heat release is comparable to that of normal cycles (10.8 kJ).
Fig. 6 shows how the fraction of different engine cycle types changes across 36 operating points
as the engine becomes increasingly unstable. Engine stability is quantified by the CoV of IMEP. At stable
operating points 100% of the cycles comprise normal cycles with no misfiring of partially firing cycles.
As the engine becomes more unstable, the share of misfires increases while that of normal cycle decreases, eventually going to less than 5% at very unstable cases. The share of partial fires increases
initially and then falls as MF and MF+1 (not shown in Fig. 6) become the dominant cycle types. The
bottom sub-plot shows the increase in the difference between total and normal cycle averaged IMEP as
a function of engine stability. The normal cycle averaged IMEP can be up to 100 kPa higher than the
total averaged IMEP. From a controls application perspective, this difference can be thought of as an
opportunity to improve the engine’s IMEP by 100 kPa if a control system capable of removing all nonnormal cycles in real-time can be developed. IMEP improvements would be accompanied by improvements in torque output, engine stability, thermal efficiency, and emissions; particularly hydrocarbon
emissions from the elimination of MF and PF cycles and NOx emissions from the elimination of high
combustion temperature possessing MF+1 cycles. For the cycle being studied, the IMEP increases from
371 kPa to 429.7 kPa, the CoV of IMEP decreases from 56.9% to 4.23%, and (assuming the same fuel
flow rate) the fuel conversion efficiency increases from 28.8% to 33.4%. A similar idea is proposed in
[15], in which Shanon entropy-based heat release analyses are used to identify and quantify the strength
of cyclic ‘memory’, i.e. the number of consecutive cycles across which the effects of a cycle (in the form
of non-stochastic repeating patterns) can be felt. The number came out to be 5-6 for PFI SI engines and
10-11 for GDI engines. Up to 7.1% improvements in IMEP, 115% in CoV of IMEP, and 6.9% in indicated
thermal efficiency were realized by removing problematic sequences at a 17% EGR level for a GDI
engine. It is worth mentioning over here that for the current study, the mechanical governor that controls
fueling to the engine was deactivated to maintain constant fuel flow during experiments. In regular engine operation, after a low IMEP cycle (MF, PF), the governor would add extra fuel to make up for lost
power and keep IMEP constant. This would increase the intensity of MF+1 and PF+1 cycles and create
the potential for catastrophic failure. Therefore, reduced IMEP fluctuations would also improve engine
safety in addition to thermal efficiency and emissions.

Fig. 6. (top) Cycle type fractions of the total recorded cycles and (bottom) difference between total and normal
averaged IMEP as a function of CoV of IMEP for 36 operating points; dashed curves are trend lines
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4. Effects of Cyclic Variability on Combustion Phasing, Trapped Residual
Fraction and Equivalence Ratio
The characterization method described above is used to investigate changes in the trapped 1 residual
fraction (TRF), trapped equivalence ratio (TER), and combustion phasing for various cycle types. TRF
and TER results are shown using box-plots for the same operating point as before. The boxes represent
the interquartile range, the horizontal lines in the boxes mark the sample median and the diamonds the
sample mean. In the literature [4, 20], “return maps” (sometimes also called bifurcation plots) are occasionally used to relate cycles to those preceding them. Box plots were deemed better suited for the
current study to probe the connection between different kinds of cycles. For the sake of completeness,
some return maps are presented in the appendix.
TRF is calculated by using in-cylinder CO2 as a tracer for combustion products. High-speed CO2
measurements are used to extract cycle-resolved concentration data before and after gas-exchange,
which are then used to calculate TRF using a calculation method similar to [22]. The original method
has been modified to account for decrease in cylinder CO2 concentration after exhaust port closing
because of fuel injection. The resulting TRF expression for cycle ‘N’ is shown in equation 1. ‘yfuel’ is the
mole fraction of fuel in the pre-combustion mixture. An ambient CO2 concentration of 400 ppm is used
for TRF calculations. Cycles following weak-PFs are removed prior to analysis because the
‘[CO2 ]pre−EPO,N−1 ’ values for such cycles corresponded to post-combustion concentration for weak-PFs,
which, as discussed earlier, are unreliable and lead to unrealistically high TRF values for the following
cycle.
TRFN =

[CO2 ]post−inj,N − [CO2 ]Air
[CO2 ]Air yfuel
+
[CO2 ]pre−EPO,N−1 − [CO2 ]Air [CO2 ]pre−EPO,N−1 − [CO2 ]Air

(1)

Fig. 7. TRF for different cycle types (right), and breakdown of MF-1 cycles into its constituents (left). Numbers on
the top of box-plots show the number of cycles for each type. Boxes show the interquartile range, diamonds
represent the mean, horizontal lines within boxes are the median, and the whiskers are the fences beyond
which data points are considered outliers

Fig. 7 (right) shows TRF results for various cycle types. Average TRF for normal, PF, and MF
cycles falls in the 12% - 15% bracket. Cycles following MF cycles have very high TRF because of poor
scavenging in misfiring cycles. The MF+1 cycles are primarily responsible for the operating-point-averaged TRF being 18.5%, which is significantly higher than that of normal cycles. This additional dilution

1

Trapped refers to that portion of the two-stroke cycle when all ports are closed, i.e. from EPC to EPO.
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might be partly responsible for the engine instability, as an increase in TRF decreases LFS and increases ID. This can lead to both flame initiation and propagation problems, which produce MF and PF
cycles, respectively. To investigate the influence of cycles preceding MF (i.e. MF-1 cycles) on MF cycles,
MF-1 cycles have also been plotted and their makeup is shown in the left sub-plot. The makeup is as
follows: 35% MF+1, 42% normal, 0% MF, and 23% partial fires. The MF-1 cycles have high average
TRF because of the sizable share of MF+1 type cycles in its constitution. Even though the TRF results
do not point at the root cause of misfires, they do suggest that the high amount of trapped residuals for
the cases when a misfiring cycle is preceded by a MF+1 cycle might be responsible for increasing the
frequency of misfires and preventing the engine from recovering from a misfire. It can be argued that in
the current example, the engine would have had 25 fewer misfires had the post-misfiring cycles not
been anomalously rich. These misfires can potentially be avoided by reducing (or cutting off completely)
the fuel supply, or adjusting the spark timing and/or EGR rate (if available) after a misfire has been
detected to compensate for LFS changes caused by fuel enrichment and increased TRF. The TRF data
is silent on the cause of the remaining 60% of the misfires. Similar reasoning can be extended for the
role of pre-PF cycles (PF-1) in causing the PFs. The makeup of these cycles (50% normal, 29% MF+1,
0%, MF, 21% PF) has fewer MF+1 and more normal cycles, thereby making it impossible to predict a
PF from its preceding cycle half of the time.
TER is calculated by assuming that the measured post-combustion CO2 concentration represents the mole fraction of CO2 in the products of the lean combustion reaction of methane shown below
(equation 2). Combustion inefficiencies and dissociation effects are neglected. The oxidizer in TER calculations is fresh air only. To emphasize the fact that the calculated TER captures only those fuel molecules that are oxidized to form CO2 and are subsequently sensed by the CO2 analyzer, the TER is
subscripted with ‘combustion’. Nr in the following reaction is the number of moles of residual gas particles
present at the start of combustion.
Equation (2):
2
2
(O + 3.76N2 )
− 2� (O2 + 3.76N2 )� + CH4 +
Nr �CO2 + 2H2 O + 2(3.76)N2 + �
TER combustion
TER combustion 2
Nr

↓

1
1
(1 + Nr )CO2 + 2(1 + Nr )H2 O + 7.52 �
+ 1� N2 + 2 �
− 1� (O2 + 3.76N2 ) + 2Nr �
− 1� O2
TER combustion
TER
TER combustion

Fig. 8. Combustion TER for different cycle types (right), and breakdown of MF-1 cycles into its constituents (left).
Numbers on the top of box-plots show the number of cycles for each type. Boxes show the interquartile
range, diamonds represent the mean, horizontal lines within boxes are the median, and the whiskers are the
fences beyond which data points are considered outliers
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Fig. 8 shows combustion TER for various cycle types. As expected, the MF+1 cycles are significantly richer than all other cycles, suggesting that their corresponding LFS would be higher and ID
shorter. PF cycles are leaner than normal cycles, which could explain their slow burning nature. MF
cycles appear to be extremely lean, but this is only so because combustion failed in these cycles and
no combustion signal in the form of CO2 concentration increase was sensed. The true TER based on
the actual amount of fuel present in the cycle is probably much higher. Similar to TRF (Fig. 7), the
breakdown of MF-1 cycles’ TER is presented as a separate sub-plot (Fig. 8 – left).
Rate of heat release analysis results are used to calculate the duration of various combustion
stages namely, 0% mfb (ST) to 10% mfb, 50% mfb, and 70% mfb for the three combustion cycles. The
average duration of these events is shown in Fig. 9 as an overlaid bar graph. The results corroborate
the inferences about ID and LFS drawn from the TER results, i.e. (1) fuel-rich MF+1 cycles have the
fastest combustion as evidenced by shorter flame development angle (CA0-10) and combustion duration,
defined as the number of crank angle degrees needed beyond the 10% mfb point to burn 70% of the
fuel, and (2) PF cycles burn the slowest. Normal cycles fall in between the two abnormal combustion
cycles. 70% mfb is selected for representing combustion duration to help with comparison across different cycle types since many PF cycles do not reach 80% mfb, let alone 90%.
The combustion phasing results are shown in a different manner in Fig. 10 to emphasize the
connection between flame initiation (represented by CA0-10) and propagation (represented by CA0-70 and
CA10-70) stages. Fig. 10(a) shows that the effects of an increase in the flame development angle are felt
throughout the combustion process and as a result, the time from ST to 70% mfb increase monotonically. It is worth noting that the rate of this increase is about 1.8 times the corresponding flame development prolongation. In other words, initial combustion variations, not only persist throughout the combustion process, but their speeding up or slowing down effects on the overall combustion process
become more pronounced as combustion progresses. Fig. 10(b) plots the increase in combustion duration (10% mfb to 70% mfb) as a function of the flame development angle to isolate the contribution of
flame development angle in the slowing down of combustion. The results show that most of the increase
in total combustion duration comes from the faster flame initiation process. The slope of the CA10-70
curve is only 0.81. The transmission of initial variations to the entire combustion process have been
reported in [8] and attributed to variability in eddy burning times at very diluted conditions. The eddy
burning time variations are brought on by variations in LFS and turbulent microscale. These results are
explained using LFS calculations in the next section.

Fig. 9. Overlaid bar graph showing average crank angle degree duration for 10%, 50%, and 70% mass fraction
burned
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Fig. 10. (a) CA0-70 and (b) CA10-70 as a function of the flame development angle (CA0-10) for the three combustion
cycle types

5. Dissecting Cyclic Combustion Variations Using Laminar Flame Speed and
Ignition Delay
The TERcombustion and TRF results discussed above are used, along with cylinder temperature and pressure values, to calculate LFS and ID using a chemical kinetics solver. The solver code, developed and
validated in previous works [25, 26], uses Cantera libraries called from a Python program. This code
first initializes a fuel-air mixture at the user-defined temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio, residual
fraction, and fuel composition. The initialized mixture is then passed to a 1D free flame object for LFS
calculation or to a 0D homogeneous constant volume reactor object for ID calculation. In the case of
LFS calculation, solutions are attempted three times: first with heat transfer disabled, second with heat
transfer and grid refinement enabled, and third with multicomponent diffusion. The resulting LFS is the
speed of the flow into the free flame at node one. ID is determined with the 0D constant volume reactor
by detecting the time at which there is an inflection point in the formation of OH in the reactor. The
combustion mechanism used is referred to as nc5_49 and is a natural gas oxidation mechanism containing 293 species and 1,588 reactions [27].
Fig. 11 shows the laminar flame speed results for the three combustion cycle types at five different times during the expansion stroke, starting at TDC. The average CA10, CA50, and CA70 timings
have also been marked. The pressure and temperature values used in LFS calculations are shown in
Fig. 12. Temperature needed for the LFS computations is calculated from experimental cylinder pressure measurements by assuming that the trapped mass is present at the intake (scavenging chamber)
density. The MF+1 cycles consistently have the highest LFS, followed by the normal and the PF cycles.
MF+1 cycles have two LFS enhancing influences in the form of high TER and high combustion temperatures, and two LFS diminishing influences in the form of high TRF and high combustion pressure. The
LFS enhancing factors, most notably TER, cause their LFS to be significantly higher than that of normal
and PF cycles that have leaner trapped mixtures (Fig. 8). Another thing worth noting is the trajectory of
the LFS curves. LFS in MF+1 cycles rises very rapidly after combustion with the peak located around
36o aTDC. Normal cycle LFS appears to peak around 48o aTDC, while the PF LFS is still rising at 48o
aTDC. Because of these differences in LFS, which affect both flame initiation and propagation, combustion phasing is significantly advanced for the MF+1 cycles compared to the other two combustion cycles,
e.g. at 12o aTDC, the MF+1 cycles have burned 70% of the fuel, normal cycles have burned around
20%, and PFs have not even burned 10% of the fuel mass. The slow burning PF cycles might not reach
complete combustion because when rapid expansion starts as the BDC-bound piston picks up speed,
the flame might be quenched prematurely while there is still a significant amount of unburned fuel left in
the cylinder. This can lead to high unburned hydrocarbon emissions. From a controls perspective, if the
goal is to have LFS profiles similar to the normal profile, then the MF+1 cycles should either have higher
dilution or lower amount of trapped fuel; and the PF cycles should have lower dilution or more trapped
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fuel. The application of this strategy might, however, present some challenges because, as stated earlier, PF events are difficult to predict from the PF-1 cycles.

Fig. 11. LFS for different cycle types at different times during the expansion stroke. Boxes show the interquartile
range, filled markers represent the mean, horizontal lines within boxes are the median, and the whiskers
are the fences beyond which data points are considered outliers and represented by hollow markers

Fig. 12. Cylinder (a) pressure and (b) temperature for different cycle types at different times during the expansion
stroke. Boxes show the interquartile range, filled markers represent the mean, horizontal lines within boxes
are the median, and the whiskers are the fences beyond which data points are considered outliers and
represented by hollow markers

To emphasize the strong influence of TER on LFS, cycle resolved LFS results at 50% mfb points
are plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of combustion TER. The strong increasing relationship between the
two is evident, especially for PF and normal cycles. The apparent deviation in the increasing trend for
the MF+1 cycles is because of the extraordinarily high TRF values for these cycles. Had the residual
fraction been comparable to that of normal and PF cycles, the LFS for the rich MF+1 would have been
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Fig. 13. LFS at CA50 as a function of TERcombustion for the three combustion cycle types

even higher, likely following the PF and normal cycle trend. These results show that large amounts of
residuals can even cause a noticeable decrease in the LFS of cycles with relatively rich trapped mixtures.
To explain the combustion phasing results shown in Fig. 10, various combustion event durations
are shown as a function of LFS at TDC in Fig. 14. TDC is selected as a reference because it precedes
most combustion milestones and can be considered a time datum within the flame initiation period. The
slope and correlation coefficients of the combustion event duration and LFS results are also shown.
These are used to highlight the average magnitude of combustion event duration shortening as LFS
increases and the strength of LFS in driving these changes, respectively. Going from Fig. 14(a) to Fig.
14(c), the slope, which is the CAD-reduction in combustion event duration for every m/s increase in LFS,
increases in magnitude by over 100%. This confirms that the effects of combustion variations on the
overall comb ustion rate become more pronounced as combustion progresses.

Fig. 14. Effects of LFS on combustion progression from (a) ST to 10% mfb, (b) ST to 50% mfb, (c) ST to 70% mfb,
(d) 10% mfb to 50% mfb, and (e) 50% mfb to 70% mfb. Curve fit lines are of the type: y=aebx + cedx
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Moreover, the strong positive correlation between LFS and combustion event durations indicate that
variations in the flame initiation (Fig. 14(a)) and propagation (Fig. 14(b, c)) periods are caused by LFS
changes. Fig. 14(d) and Fig. 14(e) show the isolated effects of LFS at TDC on CA10-50 and CA50-70. The
small combustion event shortening rate values (slopes) indicate that the effect of LFS increase on combustion rate increase becomes less pronounced during the later stages of combustion.
Ignition delay results are calculated only at the conditions present at spark timing since the
implications of ID are likely limited to the flame initiation period. The results, shown in Fig. 15(a), are
calculated using a constant temperature of 1200 K, which is the assumed flame kernel temperature.
The temperature choice is based on iterative calculations to match ID and CA0-10 using the chemical ID
solver and a simple conservation of energy based spherical flame kernel model. Results show that ID
of the fast-burning MF+1 cycles is actually longer than that of the other two cycles. The longer ID means
that the fast-burning nature of the MF+1 cycles, as observed from the heat release analysis results (Fig.
9), result from faster LFS and not shorter ID. As mentioned in the introduction, in addition to influencing
flame propagation, LFS also affects flame initiation for pre-mixed SI combustion by influencing the flameentrainment rate. Therefore, for the case being studied, the faster LFS overpowers the combustionspeed-slowing effects of the longer ID during the flame initiation period. ID is longer for the richer MF+1
cycles because (1) ID is not as sensitive to TER as LFS [28], and (2) the end-of-compression pressures
are noticeably lower for the MF+1 cycles (Fig. 15(b)). High TRF for the MF+1 cycles might also be
responsible for the longer ID.

Fig. 15. Ignition delay and the corresponding pressure at spark timing for the three combustion cycle types. Boxes
show the interquartile range, diamonds represent the mean, horizontal lines within boxes are the median,
and the whiskers are the fences beyond which data points are considered outliers

6. Conclusions
High speed in-cylinder CO2 data at an unstable operating point with high dilution levels was used with
IMEP data to characterize engine cycles into different cycle types (MF, PF, Normal, and MF+1). Combustion characteristics of each cycle type were then studied using a chemical kinetics-based solver to
calculate LFS and ID. Major conclusions from the cycle characterization and combustion analysis exercises are listed below:
1. MF+1 cycles, which are richer than PF and normal cycles, have higher LFS because of high TER
and combustion temperatures, despite having high TRF and combustion pressures. The high LFS
is responsible for the noticeably faster combustion observed in these cycles.
2. ID during the flame initiation period is longer for the fast-burning MF+1 cycles compared to the
other two combustion cycle types because of high TRF and low compression pressures. Therefore,
the fast paced MF+1 combustion is supported only by the high LFS.
3. PF cycles have significantly slower LFS compared to normal and MF+1 cycles, which results in
slower combustion that is susceptible to premature extinction during the rapid expansion phase of
the power stroke (bulk quenching). Any control solution for avoiding PF cycles should be able to
first, detect PFs from their signatures in PF – 1 cycles and then lower dilution or increase TER to
increase LFS for the would-be PF cycle. Break down of PF-1 cycles shows that it is difficult to predict PFs as half of all PF-1 cycles are normal cycles.
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4. Variations in the early combustion stages, not only persist throughout the combustion process, but
their effects on the overall combustion rate become even more pronounced as combustion progresses. These variations in the flame initiation period are likely caused by LFS changes.
5. A real-time control system capable of avoiding all non-normal cycles can substantially reduce IMEP
fluctuations (improve engine stability); and consequently improve thermal efficiency, unburned hydrocarbon and NOx emissions, and engine safety.
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Appendix: Return Maps
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Return maps showing performance of a cycle vs. the previous cycle for (a) IMEP, (b) trapped residual fraction,
(c) exhaust pressure, (d) intake pressure, and (e) apparent combustion efficiency (accumulated heat release normalized by the energy content of the delivered fuel, assuming constant fuel mass for all cycles)
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Abstract. Gasoline Direct Injection (GDi) fuel injectors are subject to tip wetting during the injection
event. This wetting is a contributing factor towards tip deposit formation which can have a negative
impact on engine performance. Deposits can modify the nozzle hole geometry which can alter the fuel
flow rate, spray formation and generate controllability issues. Deposits can also lead to a diffusion
flame after the main combustion event which significantly increases engine-out particulate emissions.
To date, methods to characterize injector tip wetting have been largely qualitative and limited to the
surface of the nozzle tip.
A new quantitative technique for the assessment of injector tip wetting is proposed using a Tip
Residual Fuel (TRF) measurement device. The main principle of the TRF is to pass heated air over
the injector tip, which evaporates the fuel present and then measure the concentration of the evaporated fuel using a flame ionization detector. The technique is highly sensitive and reliable. It can
measure at tip temperatures of up to 120°C and is able to characterize both clean and dirty injector
tips. The test and post-processing methods to measure tip leakage, the amount of sac residuals and
to discriminate the surface wetting that occurs during injection from that occurring at the end of injection are described.
The TRF measurements are compared with an advanced optical measurement technique for tip
wetting. The technique uses Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) with Ethanol as the working fuel, and
Rhodamine 6G as a tracer to isolate the liquid wetting alone. High speed microscopic visualization of
the wetting, both during and after the injection event is then made. The results allow for the identification of several key mechanisms involved in tip wetting.
These measurement techniques are applied to a number of GDi nozzle tips with different geometries. The results have then been used to build a basic model of the main phenomena involved in
the tip wetting process for typical GDi nozzles with stepped holes (flow holes and counterbores).
Notation
CB
d
D10
E10
EOI
FID
FSOF
GDi
HC
IMEP
l/d
LIF
TRF

Counterbore
Nozzle exit diameter.
Arithmetic mean diameter of droplets.
Euro6 E10 gasoline fuel
End of Injection
Flame Ionisation Detector
First Sight of Fuel
Gasoline Direction Injection
Hydrocarbon
Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
length/diameter ratio of the injector holes
Laser Induced Fluorescence
Tip Residual Fuel (Measurement Device)
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Gasoline Direct Injection (GDi) fuel injectors are subject to tip wetting during the injection event. Depending on the injection strategy, the engine operating condition and a number of other factors, the
liquid may partially or fully evaporate prior to the combustion event. If liquid fuel remains on the tip
during the combustion event, then deposits can form on the tip, and a diffusion flame can be generated after the main combustion event in the vicinity of the nozzle tip (Fig. 1). This diffusion flame contributes to a large increase in particulate mass and number from the engine [1, 2]. The formation of
deposits can also have several other negative effects. It can modify the nozzle hole geometry which
can change the injector static flow rate, the spray shape and generate combustion controllability issues [3]. Furthermore, the amount of deposits can be correlated with the size of the diffusion flame after the main combustion event which also correlates with the level of engine-out particulate emissions
[1].

70°CA ATDC

Fig. 1: Image sequence through a combustion event in a GDi engine at 2500rpm, 7bar IMEP. The main combustion event is initially visible, but then a diffusion flame is seen near the injector nozzle tip as the fuel stored
on the tip is entrained into the hot burnt gases after the main combustion event

Consequently, it is desired to reduce the injector tip wetting in order to control the aforementioned problems. The design of the injector hole geometry is an important area of study for fuel injection equipment manufacturers in order to control tip wetting and hence engine out emissions over lifetime (Fig. 2). To date, significant uncertainties exist regarding key phenomena involved in injector tip
wetting. Furthermore the experimental methods and data for the study of injector tip wetting are limited. Most studies have been phenomenological and have not been able to cover the full range of
temperatures or pressure conditions that are experienced in the engine by working injectors.

GDI Injector

Injector Tip

Hole Cross-section
Sac Geometry
Hole Length/
Diameter
Counterbore Dia.
Counterbore Rim

Fig. 2: Geometry of GDi Injector, Tip and Hole

1.2. Existing Techniques for the characterization of injection Tip Wetting
Within the application of GDi internal combustion engines, wetting investigations were historically focused on generic surface wetting with a view to understanding wetting and drying occurring through178
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out the combustion chamber, for example on piston or valve surfaces. These techniques have used
Laser Induced Fluoresence (LIF) either directly of Gasoline type fuels, or with tracers added [4, 5, 6].
The techniques can be calibrated to get a good understanding of both the wetted area and thickness
of the fuel film. Together this information can be used to estimate the quantity of fuel on the surface
and the rate at which it evaporates.
It is also possible to observe wetting without Fluorescence, using the different reflective properties of a curved fuel film on a wetted surface. However, the fuel film usually, rapidly becomes smooth
and optically transparent as it spreads on the surface. An example of this type of test, using high
speed photography may be seen in Fig. 3. This test typically shows that the injector tip is dry during
injection, but at the end of injection, the tip becomes wet due to the action of the final injected fuel.
The flow phenomena at the end of injection can also be captured showing how the fully developed
spray breaks down into ligaments and droplets. In this example, the spray degenerates into either a
single solid ligament, or a liquid sheet (70µs EOI) flowing along the counterbore surface driven by the
vorticity of the flow inside the spray hole [7]. Surface tension effects are relatively large and important
at the end of the injection event when the spray momentum is low and are able to redirect the final ligaments onto the surface of the injector. While this phenomena is interesting, the performance of the
injector under these cold atmospheric conditions is not representative of the wetting performance in
the engine. The tip and fuel temperature and the gas density have a significant impact on both the
fuel properties and the spray formation, and hence lead to a very different wetting process under realistic engine conditions.

0us after EOI

70us after EOI

280us after EOI

840us after EOI

1260us after EOI

Fig. 3: Image sequence at the end of injection using high speed optical visualization of tip wetting on an atmospheric temperature/pressure chamber, 100bar, Illumination by Flash-lamp.

The LIF wetting measurements have recently been extended to investigate injector tip wetting
with the aid of long distance microscopy [5, 8]. However, due to the complex shape of the injector
nozzle tip, it becomes more difficult to accurately calibrate this type of measurement to estimate the
quantity of fuel. Nevertheless, it has been possible to estimate the wetted area on the nozzle tip surface, at least the part which is visible to interrogation (excluding the sac, the holes and much of the
hole counter-bores). Such techniques, while not addressing all questions are still useful for the purposes of injector nozzle tip development.
To date, most efforts to characterize injector tip wetting have been phenomenological or at best
semi-quantitative. This paper attempts to address these shortcomings with a new quantitative measurement technique for tip wetting. In conjunction, to simultaneously observe and understand the wetting phenomena, an experiment was also developed, using LIF with a tracer and high speed microscopic photography of the injector tip. The experiment was designed to give a clear view of the
phenomena of wetting, both during the injection event and after the end of the injection event. The
two techniques are complementary and together provide the information necessary to guide nozzle
geometry optimisation for low tip wetting.
1.3. Paper overview
This paper is structured in the following way. After the introduction, detailed descriptions of the quantitative measurement technique and then of qualitative technique are presented covering both the
equipment design and the test methodology. Next, results from the two techniques are presented
showing the impact on tip wetting of temperature and fuels, injector tip deposits and finally nozzle geometry. The paper is then concluded with the development of a phenomenological model of tip wetting which helps to understand the link between the control parameters and the observed wetting.
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2. Experimental Apparatus : TRF
2.1. Objectives of the design
The design objective for the Tip Residual Fuel (TRF) test equipment is to quantitatively assess the
amount of injector tip wetting after the end of an injection event. Given the evidence in the literature
[9] of the influence of temperature and flash boiling on the wetting process, the device needs to be capable to assess the impact of fuel temperature. For simplicity a variation in the gas back-pressure was
not considered. The rig was designed to accept all fuel types, at injection pressures of up to 350bar.
This criteria was very important as generally optical techniques are limited to specific test fuels with
particular optical properties. Given the rapid evaporation of the fuel at high temperatures, it is necessary to make the wetting assessment of the injector as soon as possible after the injection event, but
still after all the droplets and ligaments have exited the nozzle and cleared the vicinity of the injector
tip. Visualisation of the end of injection event shows that this process is variable and most sensitive to
tip & fuel temperature with faster clearing of the tip at higher temperatures. Regardless of the condition, the injector tip region is typically clear of free droplets after ~2ms.
2.2. Design
The main principle of the TRF is to pass heated air over the injector tip, which evaporates the fuel present and then measure the concentration of the evaporated fuel using a flame ionization detector
(FID). Such measurement techniques are already used for the characterisation of tip leakage [10], but
to the knowledge of the authors have not yet been used for an investigation of injector tip wetting during an injection event. The evaporated fuel is sampled only after the end of injection using a high
speed probe which is rapidly inserted under the injector tip. The probe takes approximately 20ms to
travel to a position where it can begin to sample hydrocarbons (HC’s) from under the injector tip.
Close control is taken of the flow of air to evaporate the HC from the tip. Three separate gas flows are
controlled around the tip to ensure that all the fuel evaporating from the tip, and none of the injected
fuel is sampled by the FID.
The injector is mounted into a heated block which is temperature controlled. Due to long residence times of the fuel in the injector, prior to injection, it may be assumed that the metal of the injector tip and the fuel temperature reach an equal pre-determined value. A thermocouple is used to
measure the injector nozzle body external surface temperature. This temperature was correlated
against the injector tip temperature measured using a specific injector with a thermocouple embedded
into the metal of the injector tip.
Fuel pressure is supplied using a piston based pressure amplifier which is fed by standard
compressed air and a regulator. This solution provides a pressurization system which is not dependent on the fuel properties, ie. compressibility, lubricity etc. Thus allowing virtually all test fuels to be
considered.
Automatic electronic control is implemented for the injection timing, duration and number and
the probe movement. These can be combined into test sequences, which also consider purging of the
injection system and settling time for the thermal management of the test apparatus.
2.3. Design Details
The main details of the TRF design are illustrated in Fig. 4. The injector is mounted vertically in the
green heated block. The injector sprays into the purple exhaust funnel and immediately after the end
of the injection event, the probe is moved into place underneath the nozzle tip. While the probe is in
place, the fuel on the tip is evaporated and the concentration of HC is measured using a flame ionisation detector. Three air flow streams are managed in order to control and separate the HC source
from the wet tip from the injected fuel. A sampling air flow is directed into the gap between the injector
nozzle and the heated block. This air flows over the nozzle tip and is then completely captured by the
sampling tube when sampling is taking place. In a ring around the sampling flow, an air curtain is provided whose purpose is to prevent a recirculation of droplets and spray into the vicinity of the tip during
the injection events. This also provides sufficient extra clean air flow to make up the required sampling gas flow. Finally, additional air is drawn from the test room into the TRF device via the gap between the heated block and the exhaust funnel. This flow is managed by generating a depression on
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the exhaust funnel and ensures that no HC’s escape into the test room, and that all HC measurements
are sourced directly from the tip wetting.

Sampling Air

Curtain Air

Heated
Block

Position During Injection

Sampling Probe

Position During Measurement

Fig. 4: Model of the TRF device showing the probe position during the injection event (left) and during the tip wetting sampling measurement (right).

As the residual fuel is subject to evaporation after the end of the injection event, the measurement probe must be moved as quickly as possible under the tip. The actuator to move the probe is
capable of a maximum speed of approximately 0.6m/s. Given that the probe must be 10mm away
from the spray during the injection event, it takes ~20ms to move the probe under the nozzle tip and to
begin to collect the evaporating fuel. A sequence of images of the injection event and sample probe
movement may be seen in Fig. 5.

Injector
Tip

Measurement
Probe

Fig. 5: Image sequence throughout a measurement, showing the injection and the movement of the probe under
the nozzle tip after the end of injection

It is noted that because of the time delay to insert the probe underneath the nozzle tip after the
end of injection, some of the fuel on the surface will have evaporated prior to the tip wetting measure181
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ment beginning (Fig. 6). The proportion of fuel which is lost varies according to the temperature of the
tip and the fuel properties. Consequently this technique does not give the exact wetted quantity at the
end of the injection event, but measures the amount of wetting at ~20ms after the end of injection.
Nevertheless, providing the methodology for measurement is kept consistent then all parts are impacted by this post injection drying in the same way and the technique is still useful to compare different nozzle designs.
Fuel Quantity (ug)
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Fig. 6: Influence of probe delay time on the measured fuel quantity (90°C, Nheptane)

2.4. Test and Processing Methodology
The basic test
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

methodology is illustrated graphically in Fig. 7 and may be described by the following
Wait for the tip to be completely dry (>120seconds from previous injections);
Insert sampling probe
Measure HC concentration of “dry tip” (reference sample for 6seconds);
Remove probe;
Make injections;
Re-insert probe;
Measure HC concentration of “wet tip” (measurement for 120seconds)
Remove probe

The integral of the signal after the injection event (Fig. 7 - green) gives the mass of fuel remaining on the tip and in the sac. As tip leakage (Fig. 7 - orange) can also contribute to the signal received
it must be removed from this signal. It is noted that the example given has a relatively high tip leakage,
and the majority of normally functioning nozzles have leakage rates less than 10% of that shown.
The initial sample taken before the injection event allows a reference value for the leakage to be gathered. This may be compared to the signal value at the end of the main measurement (~120s) after the
end of the injection event when all fuel on the tip should have been evaporated. It is noted that the
leakage can add significant noise to the measurement of tip wetting. Ideally parts with low leakage
should be used for wetting measurements, but where this is not possible, it is also useful to minimise
the period over which the tip wetting signal is integrated.
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Fig. 7: Basic test sequence showing the timing of the sampling probe movement, the injections and the test signal
generated by the FID. 4injections, Fuel pressure: 100bar, Tip temperature: 60°C

The required integration period is dependent on the time to evaporate the fuel on the tip which
is dependent on temperature, fuel composition and nozzle geometry. It is noted that the process re182
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quiring the most time for evaporation is for the fuel remaining within the nozzle sac, as it is not directly
exposed to the drying air-flow. However as the purpose of the rig is to test a variety of different geometries it is not convenient to set the test methodology dependent on the nozzle geometry. Instead, a
reference geometry with negligible leakage was selected to measure the evaporation time and a margin chosen to account for geometric differences between nozzles. As may be expected, higher nozzle
temperatures lead to more rapid evaporation rates. An example of the impact of temperature on the
evaporation time for E10 Gasoline is given in Fig. 8. On the left, the FID signal may be observed. On
the right, the time at which the smoothed signal returns to the background level +1ppm. The actual
chosen integration window was set at two times the reference value, to account for tip geometry differences.
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Fig. 8: Impact of tip temperature on evaporation time with E10 fuel. FID signal with 1 and 4 injections (left);
Observed evaporation time compared plotted against temperature (right)
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In order to understand the different sources of wetting on the tip, two different test sequences
were developed. A pulse number variation test, and a pulse duration variation test. The pulse number
variation test makes a different number of 1ms injections at 200Hz. This injection frequency was chosen to minimize the time between injection events but nevertheless keep the injections far enough
separated, that hydraulic or electrical interactions between injection events are small. Example results
for this test are given in Fig. 9. The number of injection used were chosen as: 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8. This
pattern repeats 3 times over the complete test. For each injection train, the signal is integrated to calculate the wetted quantity. The results are plotted in Fig. 9 on the right, and a line of best fit is plotted
through the measurement points. Assuming that the amount of fuel remaining in the sac at the end of
all of the injection events is independent of the number of injections, but the amount of fuel on the surface is dependent, then the y-intercept of this curve can be interpreted to measure the sac residual
fuel quantity. The gradient of the curve will also indicate the injector tip external surface wetting from
each injection event. The curvature observed in the line is a result of the increase in the time for
evaporation of the first injection events compared to the last injection events. Consequently the calculation of the gradient of the curve to estimate wetting per injection is calculated at the position of 1 injection event where evaporation has had the least impact.
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Fig. 9: Pulse number variation test. Fuel Pressure: 100bar, Tip temperature: 60°C.
Instantaneous FID signal (left); Integral results (right)

In order to differentiate between wetting during injection and at the end of injection, a second
test varying the pulse duration of a single injection event is made and shown in Fig. 10. The tested
pulse durations were: 0.6ms, 1.0ms, 2.0ms, 3.0ms and 4.0ms. As before, this pattern of tests was repeated 3 times, each signal integrated to calculate the wetted fuel quantity and a fitted line drawn
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through the measurement points. The y-intercept now represents the sac residuals + an end of injection quantity, and the gradient represents the wetting during injection per ms of injection. A comparison of the results from both tests allows quantitative measurements of the sac residual fuel mass, the
fuel mass added to the surface during injection, and the fuel mass added to the surface at the end of
injection. As with the pulse number test, a small amount of curvature is evident in the fitted line.
Again, this effect is due to increased evaporation time before measurement with longer injection durations. However, as the time difference is smaller, the effect is also smaller, and a linear curve is fitted
to the data, in order to avoid overfitting the data when tip wetting during injection is small. The main
test conditions used for data presented within this paper are summarised within Table 1.
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Fig. 10: Pulse duration variation test. Fuel pressure: 100bar, Tip temperature: 60°C.
Instantaneous FID signal (left); Integral results (right)
Table 1: List of TRF test conditions used for data presented in this paper

Test Condition
Test Sequences
Tip Temperature
Injection pressure
Fuels
Injection Frequency
Probe travel time
FID sampling duration

Value
Injection number variation, Injection duration variation
30105°C (60°C typical)
100bar
N-heptane, E10 Gasoline
200Hz
20ms
10120seconds (calibrated function of fuel and temperature)

2.5. Calibration, Measurement Repeatability & Accuracy
The device is calibrated for each fuel type using a micro-pipette to inject a known quantity of fuel directly into the FID measurement tube. The signal recorded on the FID is then integrated in the same
way as the normal measurement signal in order to estimate a calibration value in ug/(sec*ppm). The
FID is calibrated daily with span and zero reference gases to ensure its sensitivity does not drift.
During the device development, a significant effort was made to ensure good stability and consistency between measurements. It was found to be very important to ensure an accurate and stable
control over the air flow rates, air pressures and purity of the 3 different air streams (sample, curtain
and purge). Consequently the measurements are highly repeatable and very sensitive. It may be observed during an automated test measurement (Fig. 9), when each test condition is repeated 3 times,
the measurement profiles are very similar.
To better quantify the accuracy of the measurement technique including the post-processing
method, several clean parts were measured and fully analysed multiple times. These parts had various different nozzle tip geometries, but were all multi-hole GDi injectors with counterbores. They represented a range of performances, in both leak, sac and surface wetting. Between each of the measurements, the parts were disassembled from the device at least once, and tests were run over at least
2 days. The number of measurements, the average results and the standard deviation of those results was calculated for each of the parts, and are presented in Table 2.
From this data it may be observed that the standard deviation of the measurements for tip wetting are approximately 0.2µg. This standard deviation includes both the performance variation of the
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actual part, as well as the accuracy of the measurement technique itself. As may be expected the size
of the variation is greater when the amount of wetting is larger which is likely to be because of an increase in the part performance variability.
Table 2: Average and standard deviation over multiple tests for 6 parts using the pulse duration and pulse number
tests to calculate: leakage, sac residuals and wetting both during and at the end of injection. Tip temperature: 60°C, E10 fuel.

Leakage (uL/min)
Sac & Hole Residuals (ug)
Surface Wetting during injection (ug/ms)
Surface Wetting at EOI (ug/inj)

#
6
6
6
6

PART A
Avg
0.0046
4.402
0.313
0.273

Stdev
0.0020
0.389
0.084
0.128

#
4
4
4
4

PART B
Avg
0.0126
2.842
0.916
0.555

Stdev
0.0015
0.486
0.077
0.136

#
5
5
5
5

PART C
Avg
0.0023
2.890
0.700
0.205

Stdev
0.0026
0.114
0.116
0.200

#
6
6
6
6

PART D
Avg
0.0157
4.654
0.110
0.465

Stdev
0.0029
0.188
0.173
0.189

#
4
4
4
4

PART E
Avg
0.001
2.977
0.292
0.089

Stdev
0.0004
0.034
0.109
0.071

#
4
4
4
4

PART F
Avg
0.0502
3.789
0.933
1.709

Stdev
0.0106
0.186
0.274
0.241

Avg
0.0123
3.079
0.466
0.471

AVERAGE
Stdev S/N Ratio
0.0033
3.7
0.233
13.2
0.139
3.4
0.161
2.9

The leakage measurements may also be observed to have a standard deviation of around
0.003µL/min compared to an average signal of 0.01µL/min, showing good sensitivity to very low leakage levels. It is noted that all these parts have low leakage levels. A high leakage typically increases
the measurement noise for the other wetting values. For example, the standard deviation of the surface wetting measurements on Part F (with the highest leakage rate), is also the highest. The reason
for this effect is the long time scale (120s) of the device measurement event, which is more than 1000
times longer than a typical engine cycle. The consequence is to magnify the signal from the constant
leakage of the injector compared to the discrete wetting over a single injection event. So even at relatively modest levels of leakage the tip wetting signal can be swamped.
In summary, these results indicate that the device is capable of measuring tip wetting, and differentiating the type of tip wetting with an accuracy of ~0.2µg.

3. Experimental Apparatus: Optical
3.1. Objectives of the test Design
The purpose of the optical tests was to investigate the main phenomena involved in tip wetting both
during and at the end of the injection process. In order to account for the expected strong influence of
flash boiling on the wetting process, the test device needed to be capable of varying the fuel temperature over a wide range. The measurement method needed to be particularly sensitive to liquid wetting
and insensitive to the presence of fuel vapour. Good microscopic optical visualisation of the injector
tip surface was required.
3.2. Experimental Setup
A constant flow spray visualisation chamber was developed which had the possibility of controlling the
fuel temperature, air temperature and air pressure. The air velocity in the chamber was kept to a minimum, less than 0.5m/s to avoid any influence on the emerging spray, and consequently, any side
force
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Fig. 11: Gasoline constant flow chamber and nozzle cartridge heater arrangements

or undesired injector tip wetting. For the results presented in this paper the gas pressure and temperature were kept at ambient.
A special injector holder (Fig. 11) which also housed two cartridge heaters in addition to two
thermocouples was also utilized. The optical setup is also shown in the same figure. A dedicated controller regulated the cartridge heaters output power according to the desired temperature, via two
thermocouples. This ensured the desired tip temperature was reached.
The relationship between the injector holder temperature and the injector tip temperature was
calibrated using the same thermocouple instrumented GDi injector, as was utilized on the TRF.
With a dedicated injection controller, the working fuel was a mixture of pure Ethanol and Rhodamine 6G as a Fluorescence tracer at a concentration level of 2g of Rhodamine to 1L of Ethanol.
The mixture, and thus the emerging spray out of the nozzle, was excited by a Solid State Litron laser
at 532nm.
This choice of fuel and tracer allowed the liquid fuel to be selectively illuminated and allowed
excellent contrast and visualisation of surface wetting, both during and at the end of the injection
event.
The excited mixture emits with a peak wavelength at circa 552nm (Fig. 12). A Notch filter allowing
passage for all wavelengths, but blocking the laser wave length at 532nm was positioned in front of a
long distance microscope, attached to a high speed Phantom V711 video camera. With the frame rate
set to 49kHz, the corresponding resolution was at 320 x 320 Pixels (Scaling 2.5µm / Pixel), the exposure time was set to 2µs, and the recording time was over 10ms to ensure, that both the evolution of
the tip wetting and the fuel decay and evaporation from the tip were visualised. The Litron laser was
synchronised to match the frequency of the camera at 49kHz and the two were driven externally via a
dedicated software. For each experimental condition presented, 10 repetitions were recorded for statistical analysis.

Fig. 12: Absorption and emission spectrum of Rhodamine mix, and the Notch Filter wavelength
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3.3. Optical processing
The optical results were post-processed with an inhouse developed software based on MatLab [11].
The processing allowed a characterisation of the evaporation rate of the fuel from the surface of the
nozzle after the end of the injection event through a measurement of the wetted surface area. The
macro is based, on a binarization of the images with an automatically calculated threshold, using
Otsu’s method [12]. The images were masked for unwanted areas and a background subtraction was
performed. The processing of the results was only applicable to the surface of the nozzle, and did not
consider the inside of the injector hole or the counterbore.

4. Temperature & Fuels Sensitivity
Temperature has a significant impact on the tip wetting process due to the flash boiling phenomena.
As the temperature of the nozzle increases and the amount of flash boiling increases, the spray opening angle at the nozzle hole exit increases. This trajectory change puts the droplets and ligaments in
close proximity to the nozzle tip surface where they contribute to its wetting. The consequence is that
experiments performed under cold conditions, frequently show very low amounts of surface wetting
and are not indicative of the level of wetting at higher temperatures.
The influence of temperature on tip wetting results is illustrated in Fig. 13 using the visualisation
method to identify the liquid fuel on the tip surface at 500µs after the end of injection. An increase in
wetting may be observed up to ~90°C, after which the wetting appears to reduce again. This reduction is not due to a loss of the flash boiling phenomena but instead due to very rapid evaporation of
any fuel which wets the surface. Another phenomena which may be observed at low temperatures is
an increase in the amount and size of the droplets which are visible. This is related to the varying fuel
properties such as viscosity and surface tension at low temperatures [13], leading to the formation of
larger ligaments and droplets at the end of injection.

25°C

60°C

90°C

110°C

130°C

Fig. 13: Illustration of the impact of temperature on tip wetting at 350µs after the end of injection
with tracer doped alcohol.

Conducting a similar experiment on the TRF device gives a similar influence of temperature on
the wetting quantity (Fig. 14), for two different fuels: N-heptane; and E10 gasoline. Both fuels show a
peak in the wetting signal at around 60°C, after which the signal strength quickly drops.
The key difference between the optical and the TRF measurement technique is that the optical
measurement method is able to visualise the wetting both during and immediately at the end of the injection event, whereas the TRF cannot begin to measure the wet surface until ~20ms after the end of
the injection event. Consequently, at high temperatures, surface evaporation is very rapid and may be
well progressed before the probe arrives at the nozzle tip. Then the only fuel sampled is from evaporation of any fuel remaining in the sac of the injector tip.
An important benefit in the measurement is achieved by using a multi-component fuel. Such a
fuel, has a wider range of temperatures over which flash boiling occurs, and slower evaporation rates
for the heaviest components in the fuel. The amount of wetting from N-heptane fuel does not change
significantly between 30 and 60°C, (it is simply measured over a shorter time period), and only at 90°C
does the tip surface wetting increase due to flash boiling effects. At the same time, the integral of the
signal has dropped significantly due to evaporation before sampling making the test condition uninteresting. For the E10 fuel, a significant increase in surface wetting at 60°C is observed together with a
significant increase in the integral wetted quantity. Similar to N-heptane, at 90°C the integral tip wetted quantity has reduced significantly making this an impractical temperature at which to assess the
wetting performance.
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Fig. 14: Influence of fuel type on the measurement signal with respect to temperature.
Multi-component E10 fuel is compared to N-heptane

Even if the real surface wetting from an injection event is at a maximum at ~90°C, it is necessary to assess nozzles at a lower temperature on the TRF, to avoid that all the fuel is evaporated before the probe can be inserted into the measurement position. For the remainder of this paper, all
measurements are presented at 60°C.

5. Impact of tip deposits
One of the premises of how injector tip deposits can lead to higher particulate emissions, is that the
deposits cause an increase in the injector tip wetting [1], however, little direct evidence actually exists
to confirm an increase in wetting with deposits. The TRF measurement method is not impacted by the
presence of deposits on the tip surface and consequently has no trouble to measure how they affect
injector tip wetting.
In order to investigate the impact of deposits on tip wetting, a nozzle was run on engine at constant speed (2500rpm) and load (7bar IMEP) and deposits were allowed to form. During the engine
test the particulate mass emissions increased from <0.05mg/m3 to ~1.0mg/m3 or by a factor of 20 over
~8hours of run time. Fig. 15 illustrates the tip wetting change for the nozzle in the fully coked and the
fully cleaned state. An additional measurement was made with the deposits on the outside of the nozzle mechanically removed.
The deposits may be observed to increase both the internally retained sac residual fuel, and the
fuel collected on the tip surface. The internal deposits were the dominant factor driving the increase in
sac residuals, while the external deposits were the dominant factor driving the increase in wetting during injection. The wetting at the end of injection seemed to be strongly impacted by both internal and
external deposits. It can also be seen that the wetting during injection on the clean nozzle is one of
the smallest sources of wetting, while on the dirty nozzle it is the largest.
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Fig. 15: Impact of injector tip deposits on residual fuel measurements, E10 fuel and tip temperature: 60°C.
Pulse Number variation (top), Pulse duration variation (bottom). Table at right shows the calculated
residual quantities using the post-processing method described in section 2.4.

6. Nozzle Design Effects
Nozzle geometry also has a strong influence on the injector tip wetting [5]. The internal flow impacts
many phenomena leading to wetting, such as the opening angle and the atomisation characteristics of
the spray, both during and at the end of the injection event. The main geometric parameters over
which the injector designer has control are the size and shape of the sac, the hole l/d and the counterbore diameter. Other influencing factors such as the spray targeting and nozzle static flow rate may
not be freely chosen to minimise wetting but are typically imposed according to the combustion chamber design of the engine in which the injector is to be placed.
Variations in counterbore diameter, sac design and spray targeting are presented here.
6.1. Counterbore Diameter
Counterbore diameter (CB) has been observed to be one of the strongest influencing factors on tip
surface wetting. The results for 3 similar nozzles, with the same sac, hole size and targeting, but with
different counterbore diameters can be seen in Fig. 16. The same nozzles were measured on both
the optical bench and on the TRF.
It is noted that small differences in the opening delay between the different injectors/nozzles,
and the fact that the image frame timing is synchronised with the injector electrical drive pulse, mean
that the initial image at first sight of fuel (FSOF) is taken at slightly different times after the actual start
of injection (020µs). Due to the rapid movement of the injector needle during this period, a significant impact on the appearance of the spray in this initial image may be observed.
These results show a strong increase in the tip wetting as the CB diameter is increased. It can
further be observed that the wetting increase is happening during the injection event, and that the wetting at the end of the injection event is insignificant, except for the smallest CB design.
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Fig. 16: Influence of CB diameter on tip surface wetting at 100bar for a 1ms injection event. TRF mass
measurements (left), Visualisation of wetting through injection (middle), Wetted area after EOI (right)

It is noted that there is a very good correlation of the results between the optical measurements
and the TRF measurements. They agree in their conclusion about the magnitude of wetting during
and at the end of injection between the parts. It is also interesting to note the variation of the wetted
area after the end of the injection event. The trends for the two larger CB’s are different to the small
CB indicating faster initial evaporation of this fuel film. A potential cause for this difference is the
thickness of the film, however it may also be due to the surface film being partially replenished from
fuel within the CB after the end of injection.
The sac residuals, which includes flow hole and CB residuals are also observed in the TRF
measurements to vary significantly. The maximum sac residuals are actually with the medium CB design. Interestingly the final frame of the optical images also shows the largest amount of liquid within
the CB for the medium CB design.
The reason for the increase in wetting with a larger CB, is at least in part due to the fact that the
CB rim interface with the spray gets longer as the CB diameter increases. This therefore increases
the potential for wetting to occur.
6.2. Sac Design
Sac design is also expected to have a strong influence on wetting, through its influence on the spray
characteristics, as well as the volume and emptying characteristics of the sac. The results for 3 nozzles with the same holes and CB’s, with two different sacs, one of which has two different depths and
therefore volumes can be seen in Fig. 17. Sac_A_small is the same nozzle as presented in the previous section. As before, the same nozzles were measured on both the optical bench and on the TRF.
These results show some significant differences, in particular in the balance of wetting during injection,
at the EOI, and the sac residuals.
Even if the volume of the sac of Sac_B_small is low the sac residuals are relatively high which
could indicate that this type of sac design has difficulty to fully empty itself of liquid. Conversely
Sac_B_large is a much larger sac, but nevertheless has lower sac residuals. Sac_B_large is also
subject to higher EOI wetting. This feature is consistent with the EOI wetting being influenced by the
amount of final injected fuel at low velocity. The high EOI wetting with this sac design is also clearly
visible within the optical visualisation.
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Fig. 17: Influence of sac design and volume on tip surface wetting at 100bar for a 1ms injection event. TRF mass
measurements (left), Visualisation of wetting through injection (middle), Wetted area after EOI (right)

6.3. Spray Targeting
Finally, the spray targeting also has a clear influence on the pattern of injector tip wetting. For injectors which have a side mounting position in the engine, the spray pattern is usually very asymmetric.
Fig. 18 presents such a tip, after operation on engine and compares the coking pattern to low temperature

+60µs

+121µs

+182µs

+242µs

+303µs

View3

View2

View1

EOI

200µm

Fig. 18: Illustration of the impact of hole targeting angle on the surface wetting at the end of injection
and deposit formation pattern. Hole number 3 makes a narrow angle with the injector tip surface
which increases the chance to locally wet the surface

MIE scattering microscopic images of the spray. The coking pattern is indicating a wetted area in the
vicinity of the holes, and prevalent to certain holes at the bottom of the image. These holes have
spray plumes which have a trajectory which makes a narrow angle with the injector tip surface and
puts the spray plume edge in close proximity to that surface. When droplets and ligaments are generated on the periphery of the spray, they then have a strong chance of wetting the surface. This is also
true at the end of the injection event, as can be observed in the spray images.
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7. Model of Wetting Phenomena
In order to better understand the main phenomena driving tip wetting, a detailed analysis was made of
the high speed spray videos. It was possible through this analysis to directly observe several important wetting mechanisms taking place. From these observations a model of the tip wetting is then
proposed.
The first point to make is that wetting during injection appears to dominate at typical injector engine operating temperatures. Except for sprays which have a low angle with respect to the tip surface,
wetting during injection occurs almost exclusively at the counterbore rim. Consequently the interaction of the spray and the CB rim is critically important for the wetting process.
As has already been mentioned, temperature has a strong impact on the level of tip surface
wetting, but how this effect manifests is a more difficult question. Fig. 19 illustrates the difference of a
small change in temperature (at a temperature where wetting is very sensitive) mid-way through the
injection process. We can observe that at higher temperatures:
• the spray is wider at the immediate nozzle hole exit
• the spray surface is less well defined, implying more atomisation and finer droplets
• there are significantly less droplets and ligaments visible
• typically the larger droplets and ligaments which exit the nozzle do so with a trajectory
at a narrower angle from the nozzle surface, and can be observed in some instances to
wet the surface directly.
• there is more surface wetted area

Injection 2

Injection 3

High Temp

Low Temp

Injection 1

200µm

Fig. 19: A view of the spray and surface mid-way through injection for a small change in fuel temperature. A lower
temperature leads to less flash boiling, a narrow spray & many ligaments and droplets. A higher
temperature gives more flash boiling, a wider spray and higher surface wetting

With less flash boiling, the spray is narrower and the interaction of the spray and the counterbore rim is lower, leading to a gap between the spray and the rim. These gaps are not continuous but
fluctuate as the injection progresses. Out of these gaps, low speed droplets and ligaments can exit
the CB volume. The droplets and ligaments can even form into a completely separated jet as shown in
Fig. 20.
The flapping of the jets and separation of the spray with the CB surface was also observed to
occur preferentially at certain positions as illustrated in Fig. 21. At these positions, depending on the
temperature, droplets and ligaments can be generated, or alternatively the surface is directly wet. The
preferential location of the flapping and the wetting or ligament generation, implies a link to a minor
feature in the hole geometry or a link to the internal flow field in the sac and the hole. While not directly observed, it is speculated that the flapping could be a result of either partial hydraulic flip or intense localised vorticity within the hole flow.
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Droplets
Jet
Counterbore Rim
Rim Wetting
Tip Surface
Fig. 20: Low speed jets on the spray surface, initiated at the CB rim break up into stray droplets which can strike
and wet the nozzle surface

Fig. 21: View on the CB rim, mid-way through the injection. A flapping of jet may be observed where there is
separation of the spray from the CB rim. Fuel from the CB cavity exits through this gap onto the
nozzle surface.

Based on this analysis a phenomenological model of the wetting process was developed and is
proposed in Fig. 22. The image illustrates a complex interaction of many different processes involved
in tip wetting. It is noted that the experiments conducted did not show what was happening within the
CB volume. It is expected that some fuel will collect in this cavity and must therefore exit the CB. The
quantity of fuel collecting in this region, is also likely to be dependent on temperature and flash boiling
as has been observed on the tip surface, and in the TRF measurements. How this fuel exits the CB
must be dependent on the interaction of the main spray and the CB rim. The fuel can either be entrained into the main spray, ejected in jets or droplets separately from the main spray or forced onto
the tip surface.
Spray
Vortex
driven jet

Surface
wetting

Tip Surface

Low speed wall flow

CB Rim
CB
Injector Seat

Flow
Hole

Collection of fuel in CB volume:
mechanism not observed.

Fig. 22: Phenomenological Model of the wetting process

8. Conclusions
Two advanced techniques for the assessment of nozzle tip wetting have been developed at Delphi
Technologies and presented in this paper. One of the techniques concentrates on the phenomena of
nozzle tip wetting, and the other on the quantification of that wetting. These techniques were used to
demonstrate the influence of some key nozzle tip control parameters on tip wetting. These techniques
were also used to investigate the main phenomena at work during tip wetting and to develop a phenomenological model. Together such advanced tools offer the potential to improve our understanding
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of tip wetting and to allow for further optimisation of GDi nozzle tip designs for minimum tip wetting,
and therefore for maximum robustness and durability whilst operating on engine.
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Abstract. The engine knock is still one of the main limiting factors to the efficiency improvement of Spark
Ignition engines. In order to predict its occurrence by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics tools
under different loads and mixture conditions, standard empirical correlations are no longer accurate
enough. To overcome this limitation, it is becoming increasingly common to refer to detailed chemical
kinetics simulations computed at reference conditions and validated with experimental tests. Although
this approach reduces the uncertainties in the prediction of the auto ignition occurrence, one factor that
is still under active investigation with respect to the effect of physical and chemical conditions, is the
definition of an appropriate gasoline fuel surrogate. The change in the definition of the surrogate formulation would require, however, a new computation of the Ignition Delay Times for the full map of physical
and mixture properties combinations, which would be time consuming. In the present work, a complete
methodology has been developed to generate a deep Neural Network capable of predicting the Ignition
Delay Time of any surrogate from a palette of the three most common components used for gasoline
surrogates (toluene, i-octane, n-heptane) and oxygenates (ethanol, methanol). The LLNL chemical kinetics mechanism has been adopted to generate the initial training dataset which is composed of 5 pure
species, 78 mixtures and about 130000 data points. Before creating the training dataset, the LLNL has
been validated against several experimental data available in literature for both pure fluids and gasoline
surrogates. The same validation has been performed for the machine learning algorithm together with
a sensitivity analysis comprehensive of the most important parameters. The machine learning algorithm
achieved promising results with Mean Absolute Relative Error <2% and computing times reduced to a
few seconds for any definition of the surrogate fuel.
Notation
AIT
C
CFD
CO
CPUh
EGR
FFNN
FFV
H
IDT
LHV
MARE
MON
NN
NTC
O
PI
PM
PRFX
ReLU
RON

Auto-Ignition Temperature
Carbon
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Carbon monoxide
Computing hour for one core
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Feed-Forward Neural Network
Flex-Fuel Vehicle
Hydrogen
Ignition Delay Time
Lower Heating Value
Mean Absolute Relative Error
Motor Octane Number
Neural Networks
Negative Temperature Coefficient
Oxygen
Pre-Ignition
Particulate Matter
Primary Reference Fuel (with X the vol% of i-octane)
Rectified Linear Unit
Research Octane Number
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SI
Tb
Tf
TRFX
UHC
ρ
ϕ

Spark Ignition
Normal boiling temperature
Freezing temperature
Toluene Reference Fuel (with X the RON value)
Unburned Hydrocarbon
Density
Equivalence ratio

1. Introduction
The current public legislations regarding the topic of environmental impact have pushed the manufacturers of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles to design engines with higher efficiency, reduced fuel consumption, and lower greenhouse gas emissions [1]. These targets are obtained by adopting ad hoc
aftertreatment solutions and different control strategies.
The most common choices applied to enhance the engine efficiency are the adoption of smaller
displacement units (downsizing) and slower turning engines (down-speeding), as well as optimized fuel
injection strategies and variable valve lift and timing. At the same time, the continuous demand for higher
torque and power has led to a significant increase of in-cylinder loads thanks to higher boost pressures,
with challenges due to the relevant power density reached.
One of the main factors limiting the enhancement of the performance of modern Spark Ignition
(SI) engines is the occurrence of abnormal combustion phenomena. When referring to abnormal combustion in SI engine operations, knock and Pre-Ignition (PI) are the most common events [2]. Knock is
the self-ignition of the unburned end-gases (unburned mixture outside of the flame) where pressure and
temperature have been increased by both the combustion process and compression due to the piston
motion. This event produces a very fast chemical energy release causing a shock wave that generates
a rapid increase of the cylinder pressure. The impulse caused by the shock wave excites a resonance
in the cylinder at characteristic frequencies that depend on the cylinder bore diameter and the temperature inside the combustion chamber [3]. Thermo-mechanical damages to pistons, rings and exhaust
valves can happen if sustained heavy knock occurs. PI, on the other hand, is a spontaneous mixture
ignition generated by local hot spot-wall temperature or combustion chamber deposit, that can degenerate into a knock event especially when it happens before the spark ignition.
Many factors affect the occurrence of these abnormal combustion events and can be divided in
three main groups: i) engine parameters, such as compression ratio, spark advance, air inlet temperature, boost pressure, combustion chamber geometry etc.; ii) fuel antiknock quality; iii) stochastics component due to the cycle to cycle variation.
A common approach in engineering practice used to investigate the auto-ignition event is the
adoption of computational fluid-dynamic techniques, to simulate the combustion process that takes
place within the cylinder using advanced numerical models. The choice of an adequate fuel surrogate
is critical for the correct prediction of the auto-ignition behaviour of the mixture [4]; however, this holds
true if the modelling approach is sensitive to the composition of the surrogate. While coupling a chemical
kinetics solver to the main engine simulation would be sensitive to this choice, the use of tabulation and
correlations for the Ignition Delay Time (IDT) of the fresh mixture, given thermodynamics conditions and
composition, is still the mainstream choice due to computing time advantages [5]. Currently, the most
common and simple fuel surrogate assumptions for representing commercial gasolines are the Primary
Reference Fuels (PRFs), i.e. mixtures of i-octane and n-heptane, and the Toluene Reference Fuels
(TRFs), i.e. mixtures of toluene, i-octane and n-heptane [6].
The classical correlations used for the IDT are the Arrhenius-based power laws e.g. the correlation elaborated by Douaud and Eyzat [7], who fitted an experimental dataset based upon the fouroctane-number method used to characterize the knocking behaviour of the fuel and the engine. Del
Vescovo et al. in [8] developed a correlation to predict the IDT of PRF blends with emphasis in capturing
the Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) region profile.
The main advantages in the use of knock empirical models is their low computation cost and
easy implementation, but they can hardly be considered accurate in the prediction of the IDT of new
surrogate definitions or in extreme conditions such as for highly diluted mixtures or in presence of water
vapour inside the mixture.
To overcome these limitations and maintaining low the computational costs of the model during
the simulation, the use of pre-computed look-up tables of ignition delay times has become common [9].
Considering the vast range of the conditions that can be reached during engine operations (both
thermodynamics and related to the mixture composition) and the level of refinement that the parameters
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grid should have in order to capture the main gradients accurately, experimental data would be too
expensive to generate. Therefore, the mainstream approach is based on the use of detailed chemical
kinetics simulations performed in simplified domains, to populate the dataset, and eventually validate
some of the results with experimental values. Even if more accurate than the correlation approach, and
more time-efficient than the coupled solution of the chemical reactions, the generation of look-up tables
performed with large kinetics schemes can still be time consuming, especially if the fuel surrogate is
considered as a variable for the research campaign. At the same time, the generation of IDT results is
an essential asset for the optimization of the fuel surrogate definition during the selection process.
It must be further considered that the blending of biofuels in gasolines is widely spreading: a)
blends with 5%vol (E5 gasoline) and 10%vol (E10 gasoline) of ethanol can be operated without engine
modifications [10]; b) Flex-Fuel Vehicles (FFV) can be fuelled with gasoline blends with 0-100% ethanol/methanol [11]. Despite the fact that those blends are characterized by reduced energy density
(Lower Heating Value (LHV)) compared with traditional gasolines, they reduce the emission of carbon
monoxide (CO), Unburnt Hydrocarbons (UHC), Particulate Matter (PM) [12]. Moreover, they contribute
to improve the combustion speed and efficiency and are commonly employed as Octane boosters [13].
Therefore, including oxygenates (ethanol, methanol) in TRFs is a key aspect to capture the behaviour
of future fuels.
The aim of this work is to present a methodology that employs an optimized deep learning workflow for the generation of a model capable of generating in a few seconds the values of the IDT at any
relevant condition (pressure, temperature, air-fuel ratio, EGR) given the definition of the fuel surrogate.
This integration between chemical kinetics simulations and machine learning or deep learning algorithms is more and more present in recent years’ research and it has been proven to be a valuable tool
in substitution to more traditional approaches [14, 15].

2. Methodology
2.1 Chemical kinetics simulations
The chemical kinetics simulations required to generate a sufficiently large training set for the NN have
been performed using the Cantera [16] library in Python 3.7.2 [17], on a machine with 8 cores and 16
GB ram. The model adopted was a zero-dimensional perfectly stirred reactor at constant volume, to
better emulate the conditions reached during the operation of an adiabatic shock tube [18], for which
many experimental data are available. The implementation of the mixture formation in presence of EGR
has been performed following the work of Cazzoli et al. [19]. The simulations are performed after initializing the reacting mixture at initial temperature and pressure and with the computed mass fractions of
fuel, oxidizer, and EGR. The main properties used for the pure fluids selected for the fuel surrogate are
reported in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Properties of the components of the pure fluids of the target fuel surrogates

Name
Formula
Group
w% C
w% H
w% O
ρ @298 K (kg/m3)
Tb (°C)
Tf (°C)
AIT (°C)
LHV (MJ/kg)
RON/MON (-)

Toluene
C7H8
Aromatics
92
8
0
862.24
110.13
-95
480
40.59
121/107

i-Octane
i-C8H18
i-Alkanes
84.9
15.1
0
687.9
98.74
-107.4
447
44.31
100/100

n-Heptane
n-C7H16
n-Alkanes
84.6
15.4
0
679.6
97.94
-91
215
44.56
0/0
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Ethanol
CH3CH2OH
Oxygenates
52.6
13
34.4
785.13
78.09
-114.1
363
26.70
108.6/89.7

Methanol
CH3OH
Oxygenates
37.8
12.5
49.7
786.61
64.21
-97.6
464
19.93
108.7/88.6
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After an initial screening based on literature results and internal validation, the complete LLNL
chemical kinetics scheme [20] has been chosen for its completeness and overall good agreement with
experimental data for TRF surrogates. The sensitivity of the chemical kinetics scheme to the composition
of the surrogate has been evaluated with respect to the experimental data available in [21] for several
pressures and temperatures. The LLNL mechanism shows an overall good agreement, and a correct
sensitivity to the fuel composition at high and intermediate temperatures, while it displays a slight overestimation of the ignition delay time for lower pressure of the ethanol containing surrogate presented in
[22]. For sake of brevity, these results are shown in the results analysis together with the reference
experimental data and the deep learning results.
2.2 Database generation
The complete LLNL scheme, which accounts for 1,387 reactions and 10,481 species, has been employed for the chemical kinetics simulations. The gasoline surrogate under test is defined with the volume fractions of the single species listed in Tab. 1 selected randomly (and constrained to have unity
sum) and its stoichiometric air-fuel ratio is computed.
Besides the simulations for each single component of the palette, the surrogates for the database were formulated randomly for a total of 78 surrogates (reported in Fig. 1) with controls for ensuring
the unity sum of all fractions.
The simulation grid is defined by different levels of pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio
(i.e. operated fuel-air ratio / stoichiometric fuel-air ratio, Φ) and EGR. The pressure and the temperature
levels are defined with a full factorial approach, whilst the equivalence ratio and the EGR are randomly
taken in their given ranges, resulting in the following grid:
a) 8 pressure unique points in the range 10-160 bar.
b) 15 temperature unique points in the range 650-1400 K.
c) 10 equivalence ratio unique points in the range 0.3-3.
d) 4 EGR unique points in the range 0-30%.
The ranges of EGR, pressure and temperature were defined in order to cover a wide range of
typical engine operating conditions. The range of Φ was defined according to engineering considerations. The rich limit accounts for rich pockets of mixture promoted by the liquid fuel late evaporation (wall
film, crevice accumulation, residual droplets). The lean limit accounts for lean pockets of mixtures that
might be present in the outer regions of the combustion chamber (e.g. squish volume) due to intense
omega-tumble motions that transport the unburned mixture toward the end-gas.

Fig. 1 Distribution of the dataset with respect to the surrogate components

2.3 Machine learning methodology
Neural Networks (NNs) and other machine learning algorithms applied to supervised problems are
mainly used for classification (prediction of a category) or regression tasks (prediction of a continuous
value), which is our case of application. Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs) are multi-layer interconnected networks composed of base units called neurons, which transfer the information one-way
layer by layer from the input to the output. The first layer (input layer) receives the input features, i.e. the
parameters selected since they are correlated with the regression task. The last layer (output layer)
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returns the inferred value transformed with a normal function. The other neurons between the input and
the output layers form the hidden layers, which are the core of the NN model development, and their
number, distribution and properties are the main optimization parameters.
The NNs developed in the present work are based on the implementation in Python 3.7.4 of the
open-source software library Keras [23]. The output of the NN model is the IDT corresponding to that
input fuel species fractions. The target value has been transformed with the log10 operation, in order to
reduce the standard deviation of the distribution (based on the assumption of the classical Arrhenius
shape). The input features of the NNs are the same parameters used to define the grid for the chemical
kinetics simulation, namely fuel species fractions, pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio, EGR. The
input features are all normalized in order to have mean value set to 0 and standard deviation to 1.
In addition, the input layer is combined with an extra layer that adds a white noise (Gaussian
or GNoise) to the input features with the aim to prevent the trained network from overfitting, i.e. the data
“memorization” during training that leads to a model with excellent predicting performances on the train
set without being able to generalize to new data [24]. To further improve the robustness of the prediction,
during the training phase, a kernel L2 regularization [24] is introduced in all the hidden layers.
The training algorithm for the NN’s weights update was the Adam optimization algorithm [25] that iterates
until a maximum number of 1E5 epochs is reached. The number of maximum iterations however is not
expected to be reached because the training phase is limited by an early stop strategy that stops the
optimization, retaining the best performing parameters, in case no better model is obtained on the train
set after 100 consecutive repetitions.
The choice of the best architecture (i.e. number of layers and neurons per layer) and activation
functions has been performed with a gaussian optimization approach [26] aimed at maximizing the prediction performance after a k-fold evaluation (with k=10), which consists in the iterative split of the full
database into train set and test set. After the finalized architecture is defined, the NN is trained on 50%
of the available dataset (train set) and evaluated on the remaining data, i.e. the test set, for further
comparison with other methods in the predictions. By applying these strategies, the optimized neural
network is expected to provide the best predictive accuracy on new ‘unseen’ points, and the results
reported in the following sections have all been obtained with optimized network architectures.
2.4 Meta-learning approach
After an initial testing, the performance of the optimized neural network was analysed by performing a
correlation analysis of the error committed on the test set with the input features. From this analysis, no
significant correlation emerged, indicating that the model accuracy was evenly distributed within the
domain, except for the temperature variable. It was noted that the model accuracy would degrade at
temperatures outside of the 900-1200 K temperature region. Due to the NTC behaviour of paraffins, the
prediction with NNs would naturally suffer from overfitting in that region since the larger part of the IDTs
is distributed near the value of the NTC temperature range, resulting in the lack of representation for the
higher/lower temperatures.
In order to compensate this modelling issue, this work proposes a meta-learning methodology,
where multiple NNs are stacked in two consecutive levels. The workflow is based on the common approach of developing a prediction model for the ignition delay time by combining multiple correlations
fitted with reference values from different temperatures intervals.
At the first level, during the training phase, the temperature range of the dataset (650-1400 K)
is divided as follows: a) the low-temperature Arrhenius region (650-1000 K); b) the expected NTC region (900-1200 K); c) the high-temperature Arrhenius region (1100-1400 K). These regions were created with a slight temperature overlap between each other, in a manner to account for a similar number of points per region. The points in each region are provided to train three different and
independent NNs, whose predictions will result in three different IDT values. In the second level, a
larger NN is trained on the full database, but the input layer receives three additional features, namely
the IDT values predicted by the three independent NNs at the first level, independently from their temperature. The second level FFNN is defined to receive as input features the physical and mixture properties and the 3 outputs from level 1.
For sake of illustration, Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the meta-learning workflow and architecture.
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addition

Input features
(p, T, Φ, xEGR, xtolu, xi-oct, xn-hep, xetoh, xmeoh )

FFNN1

FFNN2

FFNN3

IDT|1

IDT|2

IDT|3
Level-1

Output
layer

FFNN

Meta
learner

Hidden
layers

…
…
…
…

Level-2

IDT

Fig. 2. Scheme of the meta learner workflow and architecture

3. Results
3.1 Metrics and objectives
To evaluate and compare the performance of the predictions achieved with the chemical kinetics simulations and the novel meta-learning methodology, different metrics have been applied. The first two
metrics are the coefficient of determination (R2, Eq. (1)) and the Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE,
Eq. (2)). In addition, a further metric was added, specifically for this case, based on the autoignition
integral proposed by Livengood-Wu [27] and defined in Eq. (3) (ErrG) as the mean absolute error of the
inverse of the ignition delay time. In Eqs. (1-3) 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the target value, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 the prediction of the ith point (with
N available cases) and 𝑦𝑦� the mean target value. By considering this metrics, more importance is attributed to the conditions with shorter ignition delay times, whose correct prediction is of greater importance during the application in combustion simulations.
(1)

𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − � (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 )2 �� (𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�)2
𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = �
𝑁𝑁

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐺𝐺 = �

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

(1⁄𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 1⁄𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 )��

𝑖𝑖=1

(2)

|𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 |⁄𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ∙ 100 /𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

(3)

(1⁄𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) ∙ 100

Besides the general performance on the whole database, the model is expected to predict accurately
the effect of varying physical and chemical parameters and particularly the surrogate composition.
3.1 Performance on the dataset
According to the optimization process described in the previous section, one simple NN and the metalearner have been optimized. The final simple NN is constituted by 2 hidden layers composed by 100
nodes with tanh activation function and 10 nodes with the ReLU activation function. The same structure
has emerged for the first level of the meta-learner, while the second level of the meta-learner algorithm
is constituted by a NN with 13 input nodes and 2 hidden layers composed by 130 nodes with tanh
activation function and 13 neurons with the ReLU activation function. The performance of the one simple
NN and that of the meta-learner are reported in Tab. 2 for both train and test set. The networks are
compared with the performance of a reduced chemical kinetics scheme LLNL323 [28], which could represent an alternative approach because it would greatly reduce the computing time for the chemical
kinetics simulations.
The performance of the meta-learner is further compared to that of the simple NN by focusing
on the Mean Relative Error distribution at varying temperature reported in Fig. 3. Even if the mean values
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are centred near 0% (0.1% for the meta learner and -1.8% for the NN), the evident advantage is the
great reduction in the standard deviation of the error distribution at temperatures far from the NTC region. The standard deviation of the MARE has been chosen as an indicator for the distribution after
performing the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality [29], considering the fact that the result of the statistics
test for normality where the W statistics is computed as in Eq. (4), where 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 represent the ordered sample
values from the smallest to the largest, 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 are constants generated from a normal distribution with the
same mean, variance and covariance value.
2

(4)

𝑊𝑊 = �� 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 � �� (𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧̅)2
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

Table 2. Computing time and performance of the main computing approaches

Metrics
CPUh
ErrG TRAIN
MARE TRAIN
R2 TRAIN
ErrG TEST
MARE TEST
R2 TEST

LLNL
100
-

LLNL323
10
6.453
6.457
0.981
6.132
6.750
0.980

NN
0.0014
6.92
4.408
0.989
6.21
4.835
0.986

META-LEARNER
0.003
4.563
2.558
0.994
4.045
2.938
0.993

Fig. 3. Mean relative error as a function of temperature on the test set for the 2 different approaches

The results in terms of p-value (the probability of obtaining, assuming correct the target distribution, of presenting cases as extreme as the observed results) for the hypothesis are for both errors
0.0, while the statistics W is 0.91 for the standard NN approach and 0.95 for the meta-learner. The latter
two show a high level of agreement with the normal distribution.
The performance of the meta-learner with respect to each single variable has been evaluated
with a similar approach, but no significant correlation has been found between the error committed and
the other variables, indicating that the performance is not expected to degrade with a variation in the
mixture composition (surrogate definition, equivalence ratio and diluents’ mass fractions) or with pressure. In particular, the sensitivity of the model to the addition of different fractions of oxygenates (both
ethanol and methanol) has been deeply investigated. The results of the error distribution of the metalearner are reported in Fig. 4 with respect to the addition of oxygenates. The mean relative error of the
meta-learner and its distribution do not show any correlation with the oxygenate fractions on more than
30 different combinations in the test set.
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Fig. 4. Mean relative error as a function of the components’ mass fractions

3.1 Performance on new surrogates
The train test split performed on the available dataset does not allow to evaluate specifically the predictive capacity of the model with respect to the fuel surrogate definition. This is due to the fact that the
split is performed automatically in order to maintain similar distributions between the target values, independently from the distribution of the features. In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the surrogate
definition, the two NN approaches (simple and meta-learner) were applied on surrogates that were not
present inside the initial dataset, and whose composition is reported in Tab. 3. The RON value for these
surrogates is estimated as the sum of the RON of the single components weighted on their molar fraction, which can be considered as a good approximation for TRF surrogates, as reported in [30].
As shown in Fig. (5), the model shows an overall good prediction capability with respect to the
fuel surrogate definition, and almost no performance degradation with varying RON value of the surrogate. In Fig. (5, 6) is visible that the prediction performance with the LLNL (filled markers) and the metalearner (dashed lines) are comparable on the three temperature regions. Therefore, when facing with
new mixtures, the novel deep learning methodology allows to reach the same accuracy of detailed
chemical kinetics simulations with strong reductions of the computing time (Tab. 2).
It must be underlined that the mismatch with experimental data shown in Fig. (6) for the ETRF,
in particular for 10 bar and 30 bar, is due to the fact that the list of the significative reactions in mixtures
comprising toluene and ethanol are currently under improving for detailed chemical kinetics. Thus, the
high ethanol content in the ETRF (40%vol) in Fig. (6) is considered responsible for the predictive performance degradation of both the LLNL and the meta-learner.
Table 3. Composition of the surrogates adopted for validation

Surrogate
[Reference]
TRF70 [21]

vol%
C7H8
21.29

vol%
i-C8H18
42.48

vol%
n-C7H16
36.23

vol%
C2H6O
0.0

TRF80 [21]

31.57

39.85

28.58

TRF91 [21]

44.10

36.58

19.31

TRF97.5 [21]

70.44

11.52

ETRF [22]

12.00

37.80
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RON*

R2

70

0.978

0.0

80.4

0.996

0.0

91

0.996

18.04

0.0

97.5

0.980

10.20

40.00

93.0

0.964
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Fig. 5. Ignition delay time for four different TRF surrogates against temperature at different pressure and
equivalence ratio. Empty markers=exp. data [21], filled markers=chemical kinetics, line=meta-learner

Surr. ETRF
Φ=1

Fig. 6. Ignition delay time for the ETRF surrogate (40%vol ethanol) against temperature at different pressures and
stoichiometric mixture. Empty markers=exp. data [22], filled markers=chemical kinetics, line=meta-learner

Conclusions
In the present work an innovative approach based on a modified Neural Network architecture has been
described and validated, aimed at the prediction of the ignition delay time of any gasoline fuel surrogate
represented by i-octane, n-heptane, toluene, ethanol and methanol. This approach consists in the stack
of different interconnected Neural Networks called meta-learner. The performance of the model reveals
to be higher than that provided by the classical neural networks, leveraging the known properties of the
target variable. Comparing the classical Neural Network with the meta-learner on the dataset, the metalearner achieved a reduced Mean Relative Error (from 2% to almost 0%) on the temperature range
under review (650-1400 K). Furthermore, the meta-learner has shown an improved reliability by means
of a reduced deviation of the error against the standard Neural Network. Maximum error deviation reductions around the 20% in the high temperature range and around the 30/50% in the low temperature
and the Negative Temperature Coefficient ranges are reported. The final model is capable of populating
look-up tables of ignition delay times for application in CFD codes in a few seconds with very accurate
performance. At the same time, this model can be leveraged during the optimization of new gasoline
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surrogates, providing an almost immediate evaluation of the ignition delay times to be compared with
target values.
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Abstract. Further improvement in the brake thermal efficiency (BTE) of a diesel engine seems to be
limited by a peak firing pressure (PFP) constraint, so that the Sabathe (limited-pressure or Seiliger) cycle
is thought as an optimum ideal cycle under such a constraint. Therefore, if the higher PFP is allowed,
combination of higher compression ratio, higher excess air ratio (boosting pressure), shorter combustion
duration, and reduced in-cylinder cooling loss could have much potential to improve BTE. This study
firstly investigated the potential for improvement in BTE by a higher PFP constraint (up to 35 MPa) with
a single-cylinder HD diesel engine, and then on the effects of the measures to get over the PFP constraints. As one of the measures, cylinder offset was initially investigated. The results indicated that the
cylinder offset resulted in slight deterioration in the indicated thermal efficiency (ITE) with the same
compression ratio and heat release rate profile as expected by a numerical simulation. But it also has
little potential for the further improvement in BTE even combined with shorter combustion duration which
intended to improve degree of constant volume. Another measure, increase in the compression ratio is
ambivalent toward PFP suppression. Nevertheless, it had much potential instead by combining with heat
release rate profile control even under the existence of PFP constraint.
Notation
EGR Exhaust gas recirculation ratio.
H
Piston compression height.
Ne
Engine speed.
Fuel injection pressure.
Pinj
Intake pressure.
Pin
Q, Q’ Total fuel injection quantity, Cycle integral of apparent heat release rate.
R
Crank radius = Engine stroke / 2.
Intake temperature.
Tin
Coolant outlet temperature.
Tcool
Oil inlet temperature.
Toil
Indicated Work.
Wi
α
crank angle degATDC.
γ
Specific heat ratio.
δ
Ratio of crank radius to connecting rod length.
ε
Compression ratio.
Degree of constant volume (Gleichraumgrad).
ηgl
Theoretical thermal efficiency.
ηth
λ
Excess air ratio.
μ
Ratio of cylinder offset (positive number for thrust side) to connecting rod length.
ξ
Cut-off ratio (volume at PFP / volume at TDC).
ξ’
2nd cut-off ratio (volume at end of after burning / volume at PFP).
ψ
Pressure ratio (pressure at end of constant volume combustion / pressure at start of combustion).
ψ’
2nd pressure ratio (PFP / pressure at the end of constant volume combustion).

1. Introduction

For the improvement in BTE of a diesel engine, higher compression ratio, higher boosting pressure,
shorter combustion duration, etc. should be effective. On the other hand, these measures all increase
in PFP, and higher PFP could compensate BTE advantage by the higher friction loss estimated by the
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traditional Chen-Flynn empirical equation [1]. Furthermore, current HD diesel engines should optimize
the set of these parameters not to exceed the mechanical constraint for PFP. It might be an instance
that no multiple-cylinder engines could achieve more than 48% of BTE without any waste heat recovery
systems in the SuperTruck1 results [2].
For the maximization of indicated work under PFP constraint, Sabathe cycle is regarded as the
most promising ideal cycle by a zero-dimensional engine model calculation [3]. To confirm this hypothesis, we introduced multiple-injector combustion system, which has more degrees of freedom to control
heat release rate (HRR) profile only by adjusting each injection timing and quantity, as shown in Figure
1. The results indicated not only that BTE is the optimum with Sabathe-like cycle, but that the higher
PFP is not always resulted in the higher friction loss. Furthermore, more rooms to improve BTE could
be projected with higher PFP constraints [4].
In this study, the potential of BTE improvement by enhancing PFP limit was firstly experimentally
confirmed with the Sabathe-like combustion cycle by utilizing the multiple-injector system. Then, we
modified the target thermodynamic cycle from Sabathe-like cycle to the newly proposed cycle with
higher HRR and shorter diffusion combustion period by allowing the higher PFP. However, the PFP
constraint was still existed for further improvement in BTE by increasing compression ratio, boosting
pressure, and HRR. As a measure to combine with other BTE improvement technologies by mitigating
the PFP, the effect of cylinder offset and higher compression ratio were investigated.
Side-injector
Head

Center-injector

Swirl direction

Swirl-Against
with 2 Large-Holes

Side-injector

2
1

50˚
40˚
39˚
5˚

Piston

Orifice：Φ0.265
Bottom view

Fig. 1. Piston cavity design, injector orientation, spray direction and initial test results (nozzle specifications of
side injectors were different from the current study; three orifices along the swirl) with the 140mm stroke
engine and 18:1 of compression ratio [3]
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2. Engine specifications, simulation models and schematics of experimental
system
2.1 Engine specifications
Two single cylinder four-stroke direct-injection diesel engines with displacement volume of 2004cm3 and
2147 cm3 respectively were utilized for engine experiments. Detailed specifications of the engines are
listed in Table 1. The 150mm stroke engine was designed to have a tolerance up to 35MPa of peak
firing pressure. The compression ratio was slightly different even with the same pistons in both engines
by the different engine displacement.
Table 1. Engines specifications

Engine
Engine type
Cylinder bore x Stroke
Engine displacement
Connecting rod length
Piston material
Top clearance
Compression ratio (same pistons)
Piston cavity type
Valve system
Fuel injection equipment
Maximum fuel injection pressure
Nozzle orifice
Intake swirl ratio
Peak firing pressure limit
Fuel

Stroke: 140 mm
Stroke: 150 mm
(Only for Figure 3)
Single cylinder 4 stroke DI diesel
φ135 mm×140 mm
φ135 mm×150 mm
2004 cm3
2147 cm3
250 mm
370.46 mm
Forged steel (Monotherm)
0.85 mm
18:1, 22:1
19.2:1, 23.5:1
Soup plate
Camless hydraulic VVA
Common rail system (G4S modified)
300 MPa
Center: φ0.180 mm×9-150°
Side: φ0.265 mm×2orifice×2
0.9
30 MPa
35 MPa
Diesel fuel JIS #2 (Japanese market fuel)
Cetane number: 56.8, Density: 0.8271 g/cm3
Sulfur content: 7 ppm (mass)

The test engines simulate turbocharged and after-cooled heavy-duty diesel engines by an externally driven supercharger and exhaust throttling. A hydraulic variable valve actuation system (Sturman Industries, DHVVA) and an electronically controlled high-pressure common rail injection system
(Denso G4S modified) which enable a maximum injection pressure of 300MPa were equipped in both
engines. The nozzle orifice number and diameter of center injector nozzle was fixed at nine and
φ0.180mm respectively. The geometric compression ratio of the baseline piston cavity was 18:1 (for the
140mm stroke engine, 19.2:1 for the 150mm stroke engine).
As shown in Figure 1, the system consists of one center mounted injector and two opposed side
injectors per cylinder combined with a kind of soup plate type piston cavity. The center injector was
vertically mounted at the center of the bowl, with the same nozzle orifice specification optimized for the
conventional shallow dish combustion chamber, and the other two side injectors were slant-mounted to
protrude their nozzle tip near the periphery of the piston cavity. Two nozzle orifices of opposed side
injectors were directed against the swirl (clockwise from the top view). One of the orifices of the side
injectors was directed inward the cavity, with the objective to reduce adjoined spray interference. These
injectors were connected to the same common rail, so the injection pressure was identical in both the
center and side injectors.
2.2 Schematics of experimental system
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus. Intake boost pressure, exhaust back pressure, intake manifold temperature and EGR rate (EGR was not added as the parameter in this study)
are widely controlled independently at any engine operating points. Intake boost pressure of up to
800kPa (abs.) is possible with an externally driven supercharger. Intake boost pressure and exhaust
back pressure were made equal throughout the tests so that the external work done by the supercharging system could be ignored. The effect of variations in actual turbocharger efficiency and EGR cooler
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efficiency on the engine performance and emission characteristics with boost pressure and EGR rate
conditions were also excluded.

Fig. 2. Schematic of engine test system

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Effect of higher PFP on BTE
It is possible to modify the HRR only by adjusting each fuel injection timing and injection duration of the
three injectors with the multiple-injector combustion system. If HRR for the constant volume combustion
period was increased, PFP was also increased. It was experimentally confirmed as shown in Figure 3,
higher PFP achieved by increasing HRR for the constant volume combustion phase resulted in the
higher BTE without any significant increase in the cooling and mechanical loss. For the mechanical loss,
it could be possible to project that the reduction of piston thrust side force in the expansion stroke should
mostly affect in comparison with the friction at the bearings.
Therefore, it is assumed that shorter combustion duration than the Sabathe-like cycle by the
higher HRR will increase BTE in case of allowing the higher PFP. However, higher in-cylinder pressure
at very close to top dead center (TDC) will not result in the indicated work increase, because of rather
slow volume change rate. Furthermore, from much air utilization view point, it could be better to increase
in HRR after the in-cylinder volume is increased especially for higher compression ratio cases. From
this knowledge, a new thermodynamic cycle is proposed as the better BTE potential than Sabathe cycle.
Figure 4 compares the difference between Sabathe and the new cycle schematically. The new cycle
shortens the combustion duration and increases the HRR in the late of combustion period. Pressure
ratios ψ and ψ’ refer to the pressure at states 2 and 3’ relative to the pressure at state 1 and state 2,
respectively. Cut-off ratios ξ and ξ’ indicate the volume at states 3’ and 4’ relative to state 2 and state 3’,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Effect of higher PFP combustion with multiple-injector system on energy balance (Experimental results by
utilizing 140mm stroke engine)

P

3’
2

4’
3

1
4/5
0
V
： Duration from TDC to peak HRR
： Duration of late combustion (after the end of injection)

Fig. 4. Comparison of ideal pressure-volume diagram between baseline Sabathe cycle (black line: 0-1-2-3-4) and
new thermodynamic cycle (red line: 0-1-2-3’-4’-5) allowing higher PFP than P2 (or P3)

As shown in Figure 4, the new cycle includes late combustion (after fuel injection period) phase
(ξ’). It is not so easy to identify its combustion mode for the calculation of thermal efficiency during the
late combustion phase (3’ to 4’). In this model, the assumption of constant temperature expansion was
chosen for late combustion phase. Theoretical thermal efficiency for the new cycle is therefore derived
as equation (1). More detailed derived process is drawn in the published paper [5].

𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ = 1 −

1

𝜀𝜀 𝛾𝛾−1

𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓 ′ 𝜉𝜉 𝛾𝛾 𝜉𝜉 ′

𝛾𝛾−1

−1
1
(𝜓𝜓 − 1) + 𝜓𝜓(𝜓𝜓 ′ 𝜉𝜉 − 1) + 𝜓𝜓(𝜓𝜓 ′ + 1)(𝜉𝜉 − 1)(𝛾𝛾 − 1) + 𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓′𝜉𝜉(𝛾𝛾 − 1)𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙′
2

(1)

By assuming the new thermodynamic cycle in a self-developed zero-dimensional engine model,
ITE and PFP for various compression ratio (ε) and cut-off ratio (ξ) was calculated as shown in Figure 5.
The zero-dimensional simulation based on the ideal cycle initially calculated the fuel energy consumption for each combustion period in Figure 4; from 1 to 2 determined by initial pressure ratio ψ (=1.1),
from 2 to 3’ (rest of heat release), from 3’ to 4’ determined by late combustion ξ’ (20% of total fuel
energy). The unknown parameter ψ’ is automatically calculated by the parameter ξ. Woschni’s empirical
equation [6] was used to account for wall cooling loss. Once the HRR profile was achieved, ITE and
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PFP were derived. Figure 5(a) indicates that a decrease in the cut-off ratio (or, increase in ψ’ under the
same energy input) has the same potential as an increase in the compression ratio to achieve higher
ITE. That is, for a given PFP constraint, the potential ITE would be similar either way. On the other hand,
at the high load condition, the increase in PFP with reduced cut-off ratio is more remarkable in order to
achieve the same improvement in ITE as shown in Figure 5(b). Thus, careful control is necessary when
decreasing the cut-off ratio under a PFP constraint.

(a) Middle load condition

(b) High load condition

Fig. 5. Zero-dimensional thermodynamic calculation illustrating the effect of various compression ratios (ε) and cutoff ratios (ξ) on ITE (blue solid lines and color bar) and PFP in MPa (red dashed line)

Such PFP sensitivity difference between compression ratio and cut-off ratio in the high load condition are caused by higher volume change rate in the expansion stroke with higher compression ratio.
That could compensate PFP increase under the same HRR profile.
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Fig. 6. Energy balance analysis for the single cylinder engine experiments by changing various parameters
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Figure 6 shows the energy balance analysis (see Appendix 2 of [7] or [8]) for the experimental
results to optimize BTE with the single cylinder engine by changing intake temperature, boosting pressure, combustion duration, fuel injection parameters and intake valve closing timing one by one. Again,
any relationship between PFP and the mechanical loss was not clearly observed in this figure. Although
the difference of each variant set of parameters were small, more than 0.2%pt difference in BTE and
0.5%pt difference in cooling loss are statistically significant. The three bars from the left show the results
with Sabathe-like cycle, and the rest bars show with the new cycle by the higher HRR during the diffusion
combustion period (ξ as in Figure 5). Even though the advantage was not so significant, third and fourth
bars of the energy balance from the left indicated slight improvement in BTE of the new cycle over the
baseline Sabathe-like cycle.
Figure 7 is the in-cylinder pressure and HRR at where the optimum BTE of 48% (ITE of 55%,
the rightmost energy balance in the Figure 6) was achieved. These experiments were rather focused on
the effect of reduced combustion duration by applying the new thermodynamic cycle from the baseline
Sabathe-like cycle. PFP was already reached to 35 MPa (upper limit of this engine) even with the baseline (the lowest) compression ratio piston.

-0.2

Crank Angle deg ATDC
Fig. 7. Experimental result of in-cylinder pressure and heat release rate at point 48% of BTE (55% of ITE) by the
single cylinder engine

3.2 Effects of cylinder offset on BTE under limited PFP
To modify parameters for BTE improvement with more degrees of freedom, PFP should be reduced
from the current level. As the measure to suppress PFP during combustion period, cylinder offset was
firstly selected to increase in the volume change rate early in the expansion stroke. Equation (2) shows
the vertical height from the crank shaft center to the piston top; x.
1
𝑥𝑥 = 𝑅𝑅 �cos 𝛼𝛼 + �1 − (𝛿𝛿 sin 𝛼𝛼 − 𝜇𝜇)2 � + 𝐻𝐻
𝛿𝛿

(2)

Figure 8 compares the variation of volume change rate near TDC for three cases, i.e. zero offset
(baseline), 20mm offset to the anti-thrust side and zero offset with higher compression ratio as the reference. Although friction loss is commonly reduced with the cylinder offset to the thrust side, it is better
to offset to the anti-thrust side for increasing the volume change rate near the TDC and in the expansion
stroke. Increased top clearance was adjusted by changing the height of the fire deck from the center of
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crank shaft. Fuel injection timing was not adjusted to the piston trajectory TDC basis, but kept to the
crank shaft TDC basis. Form the equation 2, it is noticed that if the connecting rod length is smaller than
the 150mm stroke engine, the piston trajectory TDC timing shift is much more. In comparison with the
crank shaft TDC basis, the piston trajectory TDC basis has very little effects to increase the volume
change rate in the expansion stroke at any rate. In other words, the effect of cylinder offset for the PFP
is quite similar to that of retarded fuel injection timing.
Volume Change Rate (relative
to TDC volume) % dV

15
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5
0
0mm Offset C/R=19.2
-20mm Offset C/R=19.2

-5
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Crank Angle deg ATDC
Fig. 8. Comparison of volume change rate with the baseline zero cylinder-offset case (150mm stroke engine)
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Fig. 9. ITE by zero-dimensional engine model calculation with and without cylinder offset

If cylinder offset to the anti-thrust side is applied, higher volume change rate after TDC could
reduce in-cylinder pressure under the same HRR profile condition, resulted in the decrease in the indicated work. Therefore, the cylinder offset technique should be utilized in combination with other BTE
and/or ITE improvement technologies. Figure 9 shows the simulated effects of cylinder offset to the antithrust side on ITE and PFP. The top-left masking area is above the current constraint; above 35 MPa of
PFP. The white circle plot in the left figure and its operating parameters are the same as the result
showing in Figure 7. In the right figure, the baseline white circle plot certainly shows the deterioration of
ITE by the reduction of in-cylinder pressure with cylinder offset. In other words, more rooms for optimizing parameters are still existed. The red lined triangle in the right figure indicates the area where the
higher ITE than the baseline conditions (as shown in Figure 7) is expected to achieve by modifying
compression ratio: ε and/or cut-off ratio: ξ.
Figure 10 shows the experimental results with three different test conditions. In the right figure,
blue plots indicated variation of ITE, BTE, and PFP for cylinder offsets with fuel injection based on the
piston trajectory TDC. Injection timing and duration for each injector were the same as that for zero
offset. As previously presumed, the results indicated no significant difference for blue plots both in BTE
and PFP even with ±20 mm of cylinder offset. On the other hand, cylinder offset with fuel injection based
on the crank shaft TDC has an effect to increase/decrease PFP with the baseline fuel injection strategy
(green plots). BTE with the offset to the anti-thrust side was deteriorated by the decreased in-cylinder
pressure as shown in the left figure. Deterioration of BTE with the thrust side offset could be caused by
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the increase in the compression work for the advanced combustion phase. By advancing the side injection and the second center injection (a kind of after injection in the multiple injection strategy) timings,
combustion duration was shortened and in-cylinder pressure was recovered in the anti-thrust side offset
(red plots). Nevertheless, both ITE and BTE were not improved from the baseline condition. From the
cycle efficiency viewpoint, it is necessary to increase theoretical thermal efficiency determined by compression ratio and specific heat ratio, and/or degree of constant volume (ηgl, see equation 3) for achieving higher BTE. However, ηgl only increased from 0.955 to 0.963 by the shorter combustion duration at
20mm of cylinder offset to the anti-thrust side, which could be one of the reasons why the thermal efficiency was not improved. This result corresponds to the zero-dimensional simulation in the right graph
of Figure 9. Only reduced combustion duration, i.e. lower cut-off ratio: ξ, cannot achieve higher ITE than
the baseline under the same PFP constraint.
𝜂𝜂𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖

(3)

𝜂𝜂𝑡𝑡ℎ(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) × 𝑄𝑄′
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This figure also indicate that the cylinder offset to the thrust side based on the crank shaft TDC
resulted in the increase in mechanical loss (difference between ITE and BTE), which is contradictory to
the common knowledge. Nakamura et al. [9] reported no improvement in engine torque was experimentally observed which was caused by the lower transfer efficiency from reciprocating motion to rotating
motion in low speed conditions, like these experiments, with the cylinder offset to the thrust side.

Offset to thrust side [mm]

Fig. 10. Experimental results of the cylinder offset and additional combustion improvement effects on combustion
characteristics and BTE

As suggested in Figure 8, the cylinder offset to the anti-thrust side based on the crank shaft
TDC could be the similar effect as injection timing retard. This hypothesis was confirmed by the comparison of combustion characteristics with the injection timing retard and without cylinder offset. Figure
11 compares the 20 mm of cylinder offset results with the 2.6 degrees (interval between piston trajectory
TDC and crank shaft TDC) of injection timing retard and no cylinder offset results. In-cylinder pressure
and HRR were mostly identical.
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Fig. 11. Experimental comparison of combustion characteristics between cylinder offset and 2.6 degrees of injection
timing retard without offset under the same injection strategy (green line and bars are for the baseline
without any offset)

As can be seen in the right figure of Figure 11, BTE with the injection timing retard is slightly
better than that with the cylinder offset and almost equal to that for the baseline condition even though
the mechanical loss was the worst. The result indicates combustion phasing toward TDC is not prerequisite for achieving better BTE.
3.3 Effects of higher compression ratio on BTE under limited PFP
Reducing combustion duration significantly affected PFP increase, whereas no advantage in ITE improvement from the baseline was achieved in high load conditions. Therefore, it is worth carrying out
the engine experiments with higher compression ratio, i.e. higher volume change rate, to determine the
alternative direction of BTE improvement. However, because compression ratio directly affects not only
PFP but fuel mixture formation and/or fresh air utilization in the cylinder, the practical improvement in
BTE by the higher compression ratio will not be the same as the theoretical improvement in Figure 9. A
new combustion chamber was utilized for the test as shown in Figure 12. Since the side injectors must
be installed, the chamber diameter (squish area) is the same as baseline and the chamber must be
much shallow to reduce the volume. This design has not been optimized yet, because 1) Spray flame
interference to the wall could be increased, 2) Mixture formation and air utilization could be suppressed
by the existence of wall much nearby the sprays.

Fig. 12 Comparison of combustion chamber geometries for the different compression ratios (19.2:1 as baseline,
23.5:1 as a new chamber with higher compression ratio)

Increase in the compression ratio has not only the effect to improve theoretical thermal efficiency,
but the effect to increase in the volume change rate during combustion period as shown in Figure 8. The
latter effect much increases with the time from TDC. Therefore, the HRR especially in the later combustion phase should be increased to maintain the isobaric combustion of the Sabathe-like cycle. As shown
in Figure 13, to aim at the Sabathe-like combustion cycle, HRR in the later part of combustion for the
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higher compression ratio should be increased. Figure 14 shows the comparison of energy balance between the baseline and the higher compression ratio. Higher compression ratio resulted in about 1%pt
of BTE improvement without any significant increase in mechanical and cooling losses even though
PFP was 6.5 MPa increased.

Ave. Temp. [K]

In-cyl. Press. [MPa]

Ne:1000rpm,Q:240mm3/st (90%load),
λ:2.5(boost pressure: 323KPa abs), EGR:0%
Center INJ.:φ0.179mm x 9holes,
Side INJ.:φ0.265 x 2holes (Swirl Against)

Apparent HRR [J/deg.]

dP/dθ [MPa/deg.]

: ε=19.2:1
: ε=23.5:1

Crank Angle [deg.ATDC]

Fig. 13. Experimental comparison of combustion characteristics between ε=19.2:1 and 23.5:1 under Sabathe-like
combustion
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Fig. 14. Comparison of energy balance between ε=19.2:1 and 23.5:1 (the same data as Fig.13)

In general, theoretical thermal efficiency is higher for the combustion of much concentrated HRR
around TDC. However, significant increase in PFP made it difficult. Looking back to Figure 8, volume
change rate for the higher compression ratio is gradually increased and exceeds that for the cylinder
offset at 10 degrees after TDC. To fully utilize the higher volume change rate with higher compression
ratio, the HRR profile was tailored to it by modifying the injection strategy of three injectors. Furthermore,
higher compression ratio has a potential to improve thermal efficiency itself, so it could be possible to
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achieve significant improvement in ITE without any other technologies to recover the in-cylinder pressure. The result indicates that PFP increase was successfully suppressed (cooling loss was also reduced simultaneously) without any deterioration in BTE by offsetting HRR toward the timing in the expansion stroke where the volume change rate is higher than around TDC. That is, the TDC concentrated
combustion is not necessarily effective to achieve higher BTE. And the optimum HRR profile for higher
compression ratio resulted in the novel-thermodynamic-cycle-like combustion as shown in Figure 4.
Ne:1000rpm,Q:240mm3/st (90%load),
λ:2.5 (boost pressure: 323kPa abs), EGR:0%
Center Inj: ϕ0.179mm x 9holes,
Side Inj: ϕ0.265mm x 2holes (Swirl Against)
Compression ratio: 23.5:1
M100-AF60
M80-AF80
M60-AF100
M40-AF120

Energy Balance %

Fig. 15. HRR profile modulation by changing injection strategy of three injectors (Experiments)

Injection strategies of ACCORDIC

Center injector: 160mm3/st (M: Main, AF: After injection)
Side injector: 40mm3/st each
Fig. 16. Comparison of energy balance for modulated HRR profiles under ε= 23.5:1 (the same data as Fig.15)
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Summary
It was experimentally confirmed that the higher PFP the more BTE can be achieved. From the optimum
HRR control view point, modified Sabathe-like cycle was proposed, and experimentally confirmed increase in BTE by allowing slightly higher PFP in the expansion stroke than Sabathe-like cycle.
Then, to achieve further improvement in BTE under existence of PFP constraint, the effect of
combination of the cylinder offset to the anti-thrust side and the shortened combustion period was investigated. Increase in volume change rate during diffusion combustion phase by the cylinder offset was
anticipated to suppress the increase in PFP. The experimental results with the cylinder offset to the antithrust side showed the decrease in PFP as expected, however, the effect was no more than the delay
of fuel injection timing for the interval between the crank shaft TDC and the piston trajectory TDC. Furthermore, increase in HRR (by shorten the combustion duration) to recover the deterioration of indicated
work did not have further potential to improve both BTE and ITE from the baseline condition. That is,
increase in ηgl under the existence of PFP constraint will not so effective for the thermal efficiency improvement, since it could be insensitive in such high load conditions.
By contraries, it is better to increase the compression and/or expansion ratio instead for achieving higher BTE even with the existence of PFP constraint. Furthermore, there should be more rooms to
achieve lower PFP and improved cooling loss simultaneously with maintaining the optimum BTE by
modulating HRR profile to be tailored to the timing, at where volume change rate is increased by the
higher compression ratio.
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Abstract. Improvements of the thermal efficiency in twin shaped semi-premixed diesel combustion
mode with premixed combustion in the primary stage and spray diffusive combustion in the secondary
stage with multi-stage fuel injection were investigated with experiments and 3D-CFD analysis. For a
better understanding of the advantages of this combustion mode, the results were compared with conventional diesel combustion modes, mainly consisting of diffusive combustion. The semi-premixed mode
has a higher thermal efficiency than the conventional mode at both the low and medium load conditions
examined here. The heat release in the semi-premixed mode is more concentrated at the top dead
center, resulting in a significant reduction in the exhaust loss. The increase in the cooling loss is suppressed to a level similar to the conventional mode. In the conventional mode the rate of heat release
becomes more rapid and the combustion noise increases with advances in the combustion phase as
the premixed combustion with pilot and pre injections and the diffusive combustion with the main combustion occurs simultaneously. In the semi-premixed mode, the premixed combustion with pilot and
primary injections and the diffusive combustion with the secondary injection occurs separately in different phases, maintaining a gentler heat release with advances in the combustion phase. The mechanism
of the cooling loss suppression with the semi-premixed mode at low load was investigated with 3D-CFD.
In the semi-premixed mode, there is a reduction in the gas flow and quantity of the combustion gas near
the piston wall due to the suppression of spray penetration and splitting of the injection, resulting in a
smaller heat flux.
Notation
CA50 50% heat released crank angle
EGR Exhaust gas recirculation
IMEP Indicated mean effective pressure
TDC Top dead canter
The degrees of constant volume heat release
ηglh
Indicated thermal efficiency
ηi
Combustion efficiency
ηu
Exhaust loss
ϕex
Pumping loss
ϕp
Other losses
ϕother
Cooling loss
ϕw

1. Introduction
Premixed diesel combustion with a fuel injection relatively close to TDC, maintaining a sufficient ignition
delay and ignition after the end of fuel injection with a large quantity of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)
has attracted much attention as a promising way for simultaneous reductions in nitrogen oxide (NOx)
and particulate matter (PM) emissions as well as for achieving higher thermal efficiencies [1-9]. However,
engine noise and limitations in the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) range due to the rapid
combustion are serious issues impeding practical use. The rapid combustion can be suppressed with a
large quantity of EGR, but carbon monoxide (CO) and total hydrocarbon (THC) emissions may increase
with the increase in EGR, resulting in poorer thermal efficiency [7]. To overcome these disadvantages,
there are several reports of the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode, with a first-stage premixed
combustion of the primary injection and a second-stage spray diffusive combustion of the secondary
injection suppressing the rapid first-stage premixed combustion, realizing a wider IMEP range with overall milder combustion [10 - 19]. The CO and THC formed in the first-stage premixed combustion are
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oxidized with the second-stage spray combustion, resulting in the improvements in combustion efficiency. The authors have established efficient and clean semi-premixed diesel combustion mode with
systematic investigations of the effects of operating parameters including intake gas and fuel injection
conditions on the combustion characteristics over a wide operating range [17 - 19].
In this report, the energy balances and the exhaust gas emissions in the optimized semi-premixed diesel combustion mode and in the typical conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode mainly
with diffusive combustion were compared to show the superiority of the semi-premixed mode and the
mechanisms of the thermal efficiency improvements were analyzed with 3-D CFD analysis. The heat
release of the semi-premixed mode can be more concentrated at the top dead center, expecting to
realize a significant reduction in the exhaust loss and a higher thermal efficiency than the conventional
diffusive diesel combustion mode.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The experiments were conducted on a single cylinder, four-stroke cycle, supercharged, direct injection
diesel engine with a common-rail fuel injection system and low pressure loop cooled EGR. The specifications of the engine are shown in Table 1. The stepped-lip re-entrant type combustion chamber shown
in Fig. 1 was used, establishing a reduction in cooling loss due to weaker in-cylinder gas motion with
squish. A piezoelectric injector (Denso G3P) and ordinary diesel fuel (JIS No.2) were used in all experiments.
Table 1. Engine specifications
DI, single cylinder

Bore and stroke

ϕ85×96.9 mm

Displacement

550 cm 3

Nozzle hole

0.104 mm ×10 - 156˚

Compression ratio

16.3 : 1

Swirl ratio
(ratio of swirl rpm to engine rpm)

1.6 : 1

φ 70
φ 55.4

13.4

Engine type

Fig. 1. The stepped-lip re-entrant type combustion chamber

Table 2 shows the engine operating conditions examined and detailed in section 4.1. A low load
(IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa, 1500 rpm) and a medium load (IMEP ≈ 0.7 MPa, 2000 rpm) were examined in the
semi-premixed and the conventional diffusive diesel combustion modes. The total fuel injection quantity,
Qtotal at each load is fixed and the indicated mean effective pressures of the two modes are slightly
different due to the change in thermal efficiency. The intake gas pressures were set with a supercharger
driven by an electric motor and the exhaust gas pressure was adjusted to be equal to the intake gas
pressure with a throttle valve, which modelled turbo-charged operation. The cooled EGR was realized
with the exhaust gas passed through a diesel particulate filter (DPF) and an EGR cooler and the intake
oxygen concentrations were set by adjusting the EGR quantity. The intake gas temperatures were set
with an intercooler and a heater.
Figure 2 shows the fuel injection patterns and the typical rates of heat release in the semipremixed diesel combustion mode and in the reference conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode
at a medium load with the same total injection quantity. In the semi-premixed mode, the three-stage fuel
injection with the pilot, primary, and secondary injections shown in (a) was used and the ignition timings
and combustion phases were optimized for the indicated thermal efficiency [19]. The conventional mode,
shown in (b), mainly consists in diffusive combustion with three-stage fuel injection including the pilot,
pre, and main injections. This conventional mode is authorized by the Strategic Innovation Promotion
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Program (SIP), “Innovative combustion technology” in Japan for reference and optimized in an engine
for a commercial light duty vehicle with specifications similar to the engine in this experiment.
Table 2. Engine operating conditions in 4.1
Engine load
Engine speed
[rpm]
Total fuel injection quantity, Qtotal
[mg/cycle]
IMEP
[MPa]
Intake gas pressure, Pin
[kPa]
Intake oxygen concentration, O2in
[%]
Intake gas temp., Tin
[˚C]
Combustion mode
Pilot injection quantity
[mg/cycle]
Primary (pre) injection quantity
[mg/cycle]
Secondary (Main) injection. quantity
[mg/cycle]
Pilot injection timing
[˚CA ATDC]
Primary (pre) injection Timing
[˚CA ATDC]
Secondary (Main) injection timing
[˚CA ATDC]
Fuel injection pressure
[MPa]

Low

Medium

1500

2000

10

18

≈ 0.4

≈ 0.7

102 (N.A.)

120

15.5

16.5

60

40

Semipremixed

Conventional
diffusive

Semipremixed

Conventional
diffusive

3

1.5

4.5

1.5

3

1.5 (pre)

4.5

1.5 (pre)

4

7 (Main)

9

15 (Main)

-13

-10

-10

-14

-7

-2.75

-2.5

-3

1.75

4

2.5

4.5

100

100

200

135

The quantity and timing at each fuel injection stage are shown in the bottom half of Table 2. In
both combustion modes three stage fuel injection was applied, but the quantities at the first and the
second (pilot and primary) injections in the semi-premixed mode are much larger than the pre and pilot
injections in the conventional mode to increase the premixed combustion and to decrease the diffusive
combustion. In the experiments to investigate the effect of the combustion phase described in 4.2, the
injection timings at all stages were simultaneously varied, maintaining the intervals and the quantities
examined in 4.1.
The thermal efficiency related parameters were evaluated with the energy balance analysis. The
energy balance during one cycle is described in Eq. (1).
ηi = ηu − ϕex − ϕp − ϕother

(1)

ηi:

The indicated thermal efficiency calculated with the fuel consumption per cycle and
the in-cylinder pressure

ηu:

The combustion efficiency calculated from the carbon monoxide (CO) and total hydrocarbon (THC) concentrations in the exhaust gas

ϕex:

The exhaust loss calculated from the change in enthalpy between the exhaust and
intake gases considering the change in the specific heat with the temperature and
gas compositions

ϕp:

The pumping loss calculated with the in-cylinder pressure during the exhaust and
intake strokes

ϕother: The other losses, calculated from Eq. (1), including the cooling loss as the main
component and also the unburned fuel diluted into the lubricant oil
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ROHR [J/˚CA]

The pumping loss in this experiment can be considered negligible as the exhaust gas pressure
was adjusted to be equal to the intake gas pressure with a throttle valve. Further, as both fuel injection
timings in the first and second stages are set to be not far from the TDC, the fuel diluted into the lubricant
oil is negligible in this experiment and ϕother is considered to be the cooling loss, ϕw, which is finally
calculated from Eq. (1) as ϕw = ηi − ηu − ϕex.
80
60

Diffusive

Premixed

40

LTC

20
0

Pilot Primary Secondary
-20

-10

TDC
10
20
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]

30

ROHR [J/˚CA]

(a) Semi-premixed diesel combustion mode
80
Diffusive

60
40

LTC

20
0

Premixed

Pilot
-20

-10

Pre

Main

TDC
10
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]

20

30

(b) Conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode
Fig. 2. Fuel injection patterns and the typical rates of heat release in the semi-premixed combustion and the reference conventional diffusive diesel combustion modes at a medium load with the same total injection
quantity (The red and blue arrows show the timing and durations of the fuel injections)

3. Computational Mesh and Sub-models in CFD analysis
To investigate the combustion characteristics of the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode and the
conventional diffusive diesel mode, numerical simulations were conducted using the 3-D CFD code AVL
FIRE v2014. 1. Figure 3 shows the computational mesh of the stepped-lip re-entrant combustion chamber. To reduce the calculation time, a 36° sector mesh (corresponding to a single nozzle hole of the ten
holes) was adopted. The average cell size is 0.5 mm and the total number of cells is around 172,000.
Table 3 shows the sub-models for the spray [20], the turbulence [21], the mixture formation [22], the
chemical reaction [23], and the heat transfer [24]. The fuel injection rates measured with the Bosch type
rate of injection meter [25] in the experiments were applied for the simulations and the calculation was
started from the IVC (intake valve closing).
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Fig. 3. Computational mesh of the stepped-lip re-entrant combustion chamber
Table 3. Sub-models in CFD code FIRE

Spray

Discrete droplet model

Evaporation

Dukowitz (20)

Breakup

KH-RT(20)

Turbulence

k -ζ-f model(21)

Turbulence interaction

PDF-Hybrid(22)

Chemical reaction

Tsurushima(23)

Heat transfer model

Han-Reitz model(24)

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Comparison between the Semi-Premixed Diesel Combustion mode and the Conventional Diffusive Diesel Combustion mode

100
80
60
40
20
0

Semipremixed

-20

Conventional

100
80
60
40
20
0

Semipremixed Conventional

-20

-10 TDC 10 20 30
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]

Pressure
[MPa]

8
6
4
2

Pressure
[MPa]

8
6
4
2

ROHR [J/˚CA]

ROHR [J/˚CA]

Figure 4 shows the in-cylinder gas pressure and the rate of heat release (ROHR) from the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode and the conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode at the low and
medium load conditions. Here, the arrows under the curves indicate the timings and durations at the
pilot, primary, and secondary fuel injections for the semi-premixed mode and at the pilot, pre, and main
injections for the conventional mode. The combustion phases of the semi-premixed mode are around
the top dead center, more advanced than of the conventional mode at both load conditions here. In the
semi-premixed modes at both the low and medium loads, the heat release with low temperature oxidation from the pilot injection can be clearly seen before the primary injection and the first stage premixed
combustion starts just after the end of the primary (second) injection, showing typical HCCI combustion.

-10 TDC 10 20 30
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]

(b) Medium load (IMEP ≈ 0.7 MPa)

(a) Low load (IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)

Fig. 4. The in-cylinder gas pressure and the rate of heat release (ROHR) from the semi-premixed diesel combustion
and the conventional diffusive diesel combustion
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Then, the second-stage diffusive combustion occurs just after the start of the secondary (third) injection.
At the medium load, the two-stage premixed combustion with a shoulder shape just before the first peak
due to the pilot and primary injections. The shoulder shaped part of the heat release is from the pilot
injection and the first peak is mainly from the primary injection. The conventional modes at both loads
also form two peaks; the first small peak is the premixed combustion from the pilot and pre injections
and the second large peak is the diffusive combustion from the main injection. The quantities of the
diffusive combustion of the semi-premixed modes are much smaller than in the conventional modes at
both load conditions. Higher load operation than the medium load (0.7 MPa IMEP) was attempted with
the semi-premixed mode, but the quantity of the primary injection cannot be increased due to the excessively large rate of pressure rise and the advantages at low and medium loads decreased.
Figure 5 shows the energy balances and the degrees of constant volume heat release, ηglh at
the same conditions as in Fig. 4. The gross indicated thermal efficiencies, ηi in the semi-premixed diesel
combustion modes are higher than in the conventional diffusive diesel combustion modes. This is due
to smaller exhaust losses with improvements in the degrees of constant volume heat release mainly
resulting from the advances in the combustion phases. Especially, at the medium load, there is a 2.5%
improvement in the indicated thermal efficiency with reductions in the exhaust loss without increases in
the cooling loss. The cooling losses from the semi-premixed mode with the early combustion phases
are similar to the conventional mode with the later combustion phases at the low and medium loads.
The cooling loss generally displays a trade-off relation to the exhaust loss and increases with advances
in the combustion phase. However, the increases in the cooling losses are suppressed in the semipremixed combustion mode.

Energy balance [%]

100

1.8

2.0

Unburned loss

1.2

0.6

19.0

18.8

Cooling loss

13.7

13.9

32.0

30.4

Exhaust loss

36.9

34.8

47.2

48.8

Gross indicated
work

48.2

50.7

Conventional
diffusive

Semipremixed

80
60
40
20

ηglh [%]

0
100
98

The degree of
constant volume
heat release

96
94
92

Conventional
diffusive

Semipremixed

Low load
(1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)

Medium load
(2000 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.7 MPa)

Fig. 5. The energy balances and the degrees of constant volume heat release, ηglh at the same conditions as in
Figure 4

Figure 6 shows the maximum rate of pressure rise, dP/dθmax, the combustion noise, the NOx,
and smoke emissions at the same conditions as in Fig. 4. In the semi-premixed diesel combustion
modes, the maximum rate of pressure rise and the combustion noise are larger at both loads due to
the earlier combustion phases than in the conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode with the retarded combustion phases. However, the differences in combustion noise between the semi-premixed
mode and the conventional mode are only 2 dBA at the low load and 1 dBA at the medium load, minimizing the increases in the combustion noise by the dividing of the combustion. At the medium load the
smoke emissions in the semi-premixed mode are much lower than in the conventional mode,
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NOx
[g/(kW•h)]

Noise
[dBA]

dP/dθ max
[MPa/˚CA]

maintaining a similar low NOx level. At the low load the NOx and smoke emissions from the semi-premixed mode are sufficiently low, similar to the conventional mode.
To summarize the results so far, the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode has the potential
to improve the indicated thermal efficiency without increases in the combustion noise and exhaust gas
emissions. However, in the conventional diffusive diesel combustion modes compared so far, the combustion phases are more retarded than the optimum for the thermal efficiency to suppress the combustion noise, and the degree of constant volume heat release and the indicated thermal efficiency can
possibly be improved by advancing the combustion phases. To evaluate such an advantage of the semipremixed mode the influence of the combustion phases on the characteristics in the semi-premixed and
the conventional modes are compared and discussed in the next section.

0.6
0.4
0.2
85
80
75
2
1
0

Smoke
[FSN]

2
1
0

Conventional
diffusive

Semipremixed

Low load
(1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)

Conventional
diesel

Semipremixed

Medium load
(2000 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.7 MPa)

Fig. 6. The maximum rate of pressure rise, dP/dθmax, the combustion noise, the NOx and smoke emissions at the
same conditions as in Fig. 4.

4.2 Influence of the Combustion Phase
Figure 7 shows the in-cylinder gas pressure and the rate of heat release (ROHR) for different combustion phases changed with the fuel injection timings in the semi-premixed and the conventional diffusive
diesel modes at the low load condition (IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa). Here, the arrows below the diagrams indicate
the fuel injection timings and the durations at each stage. In the conventional mode the rate of heat
release becomes more rapid with advances in the combustion phase as the premixed combustion with
pilot and pre injections and the diffusive combustion with the main combustion occurs simultaneously.
In the semi-premixed mode, the shapes of the rate of heat release are not significantly changed and
maintain the mild heat release like the premixed combustion with pilot and primary injections and the
diffusive combustion with secondary injection occurs separately in the different phases.
Figure 8 shows the influence of the combustion phase on the thermal efficiency related parameters (the indicated thermal efficiency, ηi, the combustion efficiency, ηu, the exhaust loss, ϕex, and the
cooling loss, ϕw) at the same conditions as in Fig. 7, with the combustion phase (50% heat released
crank angle, CA50) as in the abscissa. Here, the solid symbols (blue: semi-premixed, red: conventional)
are the results also shown in Fig. 4. As the combustion phase advances, the indicated thermal efficiencies improve, mainly due to decreases of the exhaust losses in both combustion modes. The exhaust
losses in the semi-premixed mode are smaller than in the conventional mode at the same combustion
phases, resulting in the higher indicated thermal efficiencies in the semi-premixed mode. The cooling
loss in the conventional mode early in the combustion phase is larger than the other cases while there
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8
6
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(a) Semi-premixed

Pressure
[MPa]

8
6
4
2

Pressure
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is no increase with advancing combustion phasing in the semi-premixed mode. The larger cooling loss
in the early conventional mode may be due to the rapid combustion as suggested by Fig. 7 (b), and a
further reason for this will be discussed in 3.3 below.
Figure 9 shows the maximum rate of pressure rise, dP/dθmax and the combustion noise at the
same conditions as in Figs. 7 and 8. Here, the solid symbols (blue: semi-premixed, red: conventional)
are the results also shown in Fig. 4. In both combustion modes the maximum rate of pressure rise and
the combustion noise increase as the combustion phases advance. Particularly, the combustion noise
from the conventional combustion in the advanced CA50 condition is larger due to the rapid combustion
shown in Fig. 7.

-10 TDC 10 20 30
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]
(b) Conventional diffusive

Fig. 7. The in-cylinder gas pressure and the rate of heat release (ROHR) for different combustion phases (IMEP ≈
0.4 MPa)
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Fig. 8. The influence of the combustion phase on the thermal efficiency related parameters (indicated thermal efficiency, ηi, combustion efficiency, ηu, exhaust loss, ϕex, and cooling loss, ϕw) at a low load (1500 rpm, IMEP
≈ 0.4 MPa)
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Fig. 9. The maximum rate of pressure rise, dP/dθmax, the combustion noise, and the exhaust gas emissions at a
low load (1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)
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4.3 CFD Analysis on Mechanism of Thermal Efficiency Improvement in the Semi-pre-mixed
Diesel Combustion

Semipremixed
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The experimental results so far have shown that the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode improves
the thermal efficiencies mainly due to a reduction in the exhaust loss and without increasing the cooling
loss. To elucidate the mechanism for this, the semi-premixed and conventional combustion modes were
analyzed with the 3-D CFD code (AVL FIRE), mainly focused on the cooling loss.
Figure 10 shows the semi-premixed and the conventional modes with (a) the experiments and
(b) the CFD for the analysis of the mechanism of thermal efficiency improvement with the semi-premixed
combustion mode. The analysis here is for the semi-premixed mode in the red solid curves in Fig. 7 (a)
and the conventional combustion in the red broken curves in Fig. 7 (b), which show the early combustion
phases and are optimized for the thermal efficiency in both modes. The results with the CFD are very
similar to the experiments, assuring a sufficient validity of the CFD.

-10 TDC 10 20 30
Crank angle [˚CA ATDC]

(a) Experiments

(b) CFD

Fig. 10. The semi-premixed and the conventional modes for the analysis on mechanism of thermal efficiency improvement with the semi-premixed mode (1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)

Figure 11 shows the rate of cooling loss, dQw/dθ and the integrated cooling loss normalized by
the total energy supply, Qw with the CFD analysis (the in-cylinder pressure and the rate of heat release
are shown in Fig. 9 (b)). The percentages in the right panel show the calculated cooling loss differences
from CA10 to CA50. In the conventional combustion mode, the rate of cooling loss rapidly increases just
after the ignition and here the maximum rate of cooling loss is larger than in the semi-premixed combustion mode. The semi-premixed combustion mode shows the gentle increase of the rate of cooling
loss with two stages and smaller dQw/dθ, resulting in the much smaller cooling loss between CA10 and
CA50.
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Fig. 11. The rate of cooling loss, dQw/dθ and the integrated cooling loss normalized by the total energy supply,
Qw with the calculation (1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)
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Figure 12 shows the plots of gas temperature, gas velocity, and heat flux along the piston top
surface shown in Fig. 13. In the conventional mode at 4°CA ATDC the gas velocities are very fast and
the high heat flux spreads widely on the lip of the combustion chamber where the fuel sprays impinge.
In the semi-premixed combustion, there are also high temperature areas, but they are smaller and the
gas velocities are much slower, resulting in the much smaller high heat flux areas despite the primary
premixed combustion already having completed. This may be due to the slower impinging fuel spray on
the piston wall and the decreases in the burned gas quantity near the piston wall due to the smaller fuel
injection quantity per one stage and the suppression of fuel spray penetration with the dividing of the
fuel injection. At 8°CA ATDC the high heat flux areas on the lip appears with the secondary combustion
in the semi-premixed combustion, but the areas with high gas temperature, faster velocity, and high heat
flux areas are smaller than in the conventional mode. At 12°CA ATDC the rates of heat release from
both modes are similar as shown in Fig. 10, but the high heat flux area in the semi-premixed mode is
still smaller than in the conventional mode and the rate of cooling loss is much smaller as shown in
Figure 11.
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Fig. 12. Plots of gas temperature, velocity, and heat flux along the piston top surface (1500 rpm, IMEP ≈ 0.4 MPa)
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Fig. 13. Indicated area of piston surface in Fig.12

5. Summary
In this report, the twin shaped semi-premixed diesel combustion mode which releases half of the total
heat with the premixed combustion and the conventional diesel combustion mode with mainly diffusive
combustion were compared to show the superiority of the semi-premixed mode, and the mechanisms
of the thermal efficiency improvements were analyzed with 3-D CFD analysis. The results may be summarized as follows:
1. The semi-premixed diesel combustion mode has a higher thermal efficiency than the conventional
diffusive diesel combustion mode at both low and medium load conditions. The heat release of the
semi-premixed mode is more concentrated at the top dead center, realizing a significant reduction
in the exhaust loss with the higher degree of constant volume heat release. In the semi-premixed
combustion with the optimized combustion phase, the cooling losses are also smaller than the conventional mode with the similar combustion phasing.
2. In the semi-premixed diesel combustion mode, the maximum rate of pressure rise and the combustion noise is slightly larger at both the low and medium load conditions due to the earlier combustion
phases than in the retarded conventional diffusive diesel combustion mode. However, the increases
in combustion noise from the retarded conventional mode are only 2 dBA at the low load and 1 dBA
at the medium load, the combustion noise minimized by dividing the combustion.
3. At the medium load the smoke emissions in the semi-premixed mode are much lower than in the
retarded conventional mode without significant increases in NOx emissions. At the low load the NOx
and smoke emissions from the semi-premixed mode are sufficiently low and similar to the retarded
conventional mode.
4. In the conventional mode the rate of heat release becomes more rapid with advances in the combustion phase as the premixed combustion with pilot and pre injections and the diffusive combustion
with the main combustion occurs simultaneously. In the semi-premixed mode, the premixed combustion with pilot and primary injections and the diffusive combustion with secondary injection occur
separately in the different phases, maintaining a gentle heat release with the advances in the combustion phase.
5. The CFD analysis showed that the cooling loss in the advanced conventional mode rapidly increases just after the ignition and that the maximum rates of cooling loss are much larger than in
the semi-premixed combustion mode which shows a gentle increase with two stages, resulting in
the much smaller cooling loss.
6. The range of high gas temperature and fast gas flows near the combustion chamber wall in the
semi-premixed mode is smaller due to the smaller fuel injection quantity per injection stage when
dividing the fuel injection than in the conditions of the advanced conventional mode, establishing
the smaller heat flux and cooling loss.
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Abstract. The internal combustion engine is facing one of the biggest challenges in its history, as the
hunt for alternatives is more intense than ever. The competition is battery powered electric vehicles and
fuel cell powertrains. However, it is anticipated, that with new technologies, further improving the efficiency of the combustion engine, in particular hybrid powertrains, will preserve the application of the ICE
for the next decades as it has several advantages over the alternatives.
Compact and light weight designs with high specific power are the principal development directions for several years. Consequently, the engine components are being exposed to significantly higher
mechanical and thermal loads, while on the other side increased thermal efficiency contributes directly
to fuel savings and lower raw emissions. To balance performance parameters and durability, it is essential to understand the energy flows in the engine and to precisely evaluate the engines thermal load,
as it helps preventing fatigue issues. Similarly, hybridized engines are exposed to potentially high alternating loads from zero to extreme within very short time periods. This again makes it necessary to
predict structural temperatures under transient engine operating conditions accurately based on introduced combustion heat and heat dissipation through the cooling system. Only this way designing and
calibrating of the engine and its cooling system can be done correctly, guaranteeing safe and failurefree operation.
In this paper the simulation workflow to determine the engine thermal load under transient operation is presented. It includes the use of a vehicle system model with all important sub-models such
as engine model, cooling model and thermal network model. A 1D thermodynamic model provides
boundary conditions for a 3D cylinder inner flow computation, which delivers the heat input to the engine
structure and the 3D coolant flow simulation respectively. Unique models for fluid / structure heat transfer
and their impact on simulation accuracy and engine design will be discussed. The 3D coolant flow simulation is being directly coupled with the thermal analysis of the structure within a single simulation.
Simulation results have been validated against experiment on several use cases. Thus, the simulation
methodology is applicable to all kind of combustion engines including gasoline, diesel and gas engines.

1. Introduction
The internal combustion engine has been primarily used as the undisputed enabler of individual mobility
for decades. Now it is under enormous pressure in terms of increasing efficiency and performance while
neutralizing its environmental impact in terms of pollutants and emissions. Designs are more and more
compact and lightweight, whilst materials are exposed to a continuous increase of mechanical and thermal load.
As the industry is quickly moving towards electrification, the development time of the combustion
engine should be even shorter and development costs shall to be continuously reduced.
This rush could lead to durability and reliability issues and an increase of warranty and maintenance costs, something that every OEM wants to avoid. Engineers are increasingly relying on simulations to fulfil these conditions as they are becoming more predictable and efficient. There are already
several solutions available on the market for predictive IC engine thermal load analysis (Poredos et al.
2017, 2018). Two of the most frequently used methods are a decoupled CFD-FEA solution and a comprehensive closed coupled solution with simultaneous simulation of coolant flow and structural parts.
Both methods are limited to simulation of stationary engine operating conditions.
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In the new era of powertrain electrification and hybridisation, the IC engine can be exposed to
even more extreme conditions. Due to the frequently alternating rotational speed and load, the components can undergo to even more fatigue-related failures and issues. Electrified powertrains lead to unfavourable operating profiles of the IC Engine – it runs more often under cold conditions under high load
- a situation with is least desirable. Another critical scenario is the shutdown of the IC engine immediately
at or shortly after very high loads are achieved (switching propulsion from IC engine to e-motor, uphill
drive and immediate stop, pit stop during the race, …). To master these challenges, predictive simulations to compute the engines thermal load under steady but also transient conditions are very supportive.
This paper presents AVL’s solution for simulating a complete combustion engine structural temperature under transient conditions. The solution is based on a system simulation model which provides
boundary conditions for CFD simulations on component level. The target is to be predictive for all components of the vehicle with the focus on the combustion engine structural parts.

2. Vehicle Thermal Management Simulation
Let’s assume a situation where during the vehicle development phase some IC engine structure overheating or thermal related fatigue appears. This can occur during road or chassis dyno testing, maybe
even on an engine testbed. Investigation of the hardware itself is limited and difficult. However, a well
calibrated simulation model can give an invaluable insight into the complete physical behaviour of the
problematic component. In such cases, a multi-material closed coupled simulation of combustion, coolant flow and the structure can give an overview of the behaviour (Poredos et al. 2017, 2018) – hereinafter referred as a “Head Block Compound simulation” or “HBC simulation”. It supports understanding
of the phenomena to a great extent and provides the possibility of fast design optimisation by means of
case studies considering different designs. Although the methodology is predictive and reliable, there is
a big challenge of providing proper boundary conditions for such simulation. Simulation models can be
prepared per component, but component models have to be connected. The most sophisticated comprehensive solution is to go on a big scale – a complete vehicle simulation.

Fig. 1. Virtual thermal management system model

Fig. 1 presents the workflow used for obtaining most realistic boundary conditions required for
the comprehensive Head Block Compound simulation. A vehicle thermal management system (VTMS)
model is prepared and calibrated according to measurement data, if any hardware is already available.
Such VTMS model also includes a sub-model of the engine cooling circuit, that can be used to obtain
boundary conditions for HBC simulation. In return, simulation results of the HBC simulation, such as
structural and coolant flow temperatures can be used to improve the accuracy of the complete VTMS in
the next loop. Thereby, the predictability of the complete vehicle model is increased.
In the vehicle model all important vehicle parts like tires, braking systems, differentials (front,
central rear, if existing), gearbox, clutch, and the complete powertrain (IC engine model in our case) are
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modelled. The driver controller defines the current operating conditions of the vehicle, such as the vehicle velocity, engaged gear, engine load, etc.
The vehicle and engine model are connected and interact with each other. For example, the
driver provides a load signal to the engine, generating a certain torque, which is applied to the drivetrain
model. Based on the resistances defined in the powertrain model, a rotational speed is calculated and
applied as the engine speed to the engine model. Based on the operation point of the engine (load and
speed) and the current engine structure temperatures, heat and friction losses are evaluated and provided as a heat input for the thermal network model. In the thermal network model more accurate temperatures of the engine structure are calculated and applied to the engine model, where the heat and
friction losses are evaluated for this new - improved set of temperature conditions. The VTMS model
also includes sub-models of the engine cooling and lubrications circuits, which are connected to the
thermal network model. This way, it is possible to continuously simulate the transfer of the generated
heat during the combustion process through the engine structure and the coolant into the environment
through the radiator and potentially other heat exchangers. Such system simulation models can be used
to investigate the response and sensitivity of the entire system to a change introduced in one of the subsystems. Every change on a component level results in a specific system response. The overview of
the complete model, including heat and energy flow, is presented on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. VTMS model with all important heat flow related sub-models

VTMS models, such as the one in the Fig. 2, provides a comprehensive simulation solution for
the complete vehicle. The simulation is performed with AVL CRUISE™ M. The model is calibrated to
provide plausible results for the entire engine operating map (full load and various part-load conditions)
and can therefore be used to simulate transient drive cycle scenarios. As such, the results obtained by
this type of simulation can provide realistic boundary conditions for several different component level
simulations (under-hood air flow simulation, head-block compound simulation, etc.). VTMS simulation
results are usually used as a heat source and mechanical energy source for the transient drive cycle
simulation, for example engine heat-up or cooldown simulation in extreme conditions.
On the other hand, VTMS simulations can also greatly benefit from component-level simulations. Some phenomena can only be observed in 3D simulations and these results can be used to
recalibrate the VTMS model to improve its predictability. This way, many transient scenarios can be
investigated with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
An engine model is presented in Fig. 3. The 0D air path includes the air cleaner, the compressor,
the throttle and the intake manifold on the intake side, while the exhaust side includes the exhaust
manifold, turbine, and the catalytic converter. The air path parts of the model provide the boundary
conditions for the crank-angle resolved simulation of the combustion process. Such a model can be
used to accurately compute, amongst other, the following flow variables:
 Time- (crank angle-) resolved conditions (mass-flow, fluid pressure and temperature, gas
concentrations, …) at the intake and exhaust cylinder head flanges. These serve as boundary
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conditions for 3D in-cylinder flow CFD simulations of the complete engine cycle. The extracted inner cylinder conditions from the 0D simulation serve as a reference data for combustion CFD simulations. In-cylinder CFD simulation results subsequently serve as a heat
source for a complete engine structural thermal analysis (Poredos et. al 2017, 2018)
Load-specific steady state coolant flow conditions - mass-flows and temperatures for all water-cooling jacket model inlets and outlets. These are used as boundary conditions for 3D
coolant flow CFD simulations.

Fig. 3. Engine model

3. Multi-material modelling for engine thermal analysis
Increasing an engine’s effective pressure induces higher thermal loads that can significantly reduce
engine reliability, due to a higher risk of thermo-mechanical failures. Therefore, accurate prediction of
the thermal field in the entire engine is a key for the subsequent thermal stress analysis which is employed to reveal and fix any potential design issues that might lead to abnormal combustion and engine
failure.
The thermal analysis of an engine requires an integrated approach which begins with the incylinder simulation. The resulting wall heat transfer coefficients and gas temperatures are cycle-averaged in order to provide proper boundary conditions. Thermal boundary conditions, both convective and
conductive, are pre-calculated with their spatial distributions based on the proper physical models. In
addition, the heat generated by friction is determined (Poredos et al, 2017). Subsequently, all thermal
boundary conditions together are applied to the entire component group (block, pistons, rings, pins) and
the temperature distribution in the whole assembly, including the water-cooling jacket, is calculated by
means of a multi-material (conjugate heat transfer) simulation.
The methodology is validated by analyzing the real engine (Table 1.) and utilizing the available
temperature measurements. A complete in-cylinder analysis, which considers gas exchange, fuel spray
injection and combustion simulation, is usually performed only for one cylinder. The transient results for
near-wall gas temperature and the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) from cylinder inner flow simulations
have to be time-averaged over one complete engine cycle and applied as convective boundary conditions to the structure. Note that the thermal inertia of the solid components facing the combustion chamber is relatively high and structural temperature oscillations within one engine cycle can be noticed just
on very thin surface layer, thus justifying cycle-averaging of the thermal loads. Expecting that all cylinders have the same time-averaged gas temperatures and HTC distributions, the convective boundary
conditions of one cylinder are mapped to the surface of all four cylinders of the structural model depicted
in Fig. 4.
In the multi-material approach the coolant flow simulation is performed simultaneously with the
structural thermal analysis. The simulation accounts for all important physical phenomena, such as nucleate boiling (Steiner et al. 2011), temperature dependent material properties and thermal contact resistances between different solid materials. At this point, it is worthwhile to point out the importance of
the boiling phenomenon and the experimental investigations reported by Robinson et al. (2003) and
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Hawley et al. (2004). Single-phase Boiling Departure Lift-off (BDL) model (AVL FIRE™, 2017) has been
enhanced in line with the proposed composite convection model (Robinson et al., 2007).
Table 1. Investigated engine geometrical data and operating condition

Geometrical data

Operating condition

Bore
Stroke
Connecting rod length
Compression ratio
Number of cylinders
Configuration
Rotational speed
Engine load
Equivalence ratio
Spark timing

83mm
80.5mm
148.5mm
9.5
4
Inline - straight
5500
100%
1.06
50CA BTDC

Fig. 4. Mapping of the gas side thermal boundary conditions

Fig. 5 The Relative error of the predicted temperatures against the thermocouple measurements at various
locations in the cylinder head (#1-13) and the engine block (#14-54)
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In total six million computational polyhedral cells were used, in a specific example, for a multimaterial model consisting of 57 sub-domains and 9 different materials (incl. valves, valve seat inserts,
valve guides, coolant fluid, aluminum alloy, liner etc.). The thermocouple measurements were performed
at various positions in the cylinder head and cylinder block (detailed analysis is described in Poredos et
al., 2017). A comparison between simulation results and measurements at the sensor locations for the
cylinder head and the cylinder block is presented in Fig. 5. Although no estimate of uncertainty of the
measured data is available, it is evident that the presented method yields accurate predictions of the
local temperatures measured in the engine structure which are essential for the subsequent thermal
stress analysis and serves as a good basis for the thermal structural analysis under transient engine
operation.
Closer look to the thermo-couple distribution and the result quality reveals, that the locations
closer to the cylinder gasket, show better agreement between simulated and measured values. These
thermo-couples are located at the regions, where prescribed boundary conditions for the structural thermal analysis are provided by separately investigated simulations (like cylinder inner flow - combustion
simulation). Locations closer to the outer engine surface and deeper towards the crankshaft, where
structure is exposed to the empirically defined boundary conditions, show less accuracy in structural
temperature prediction. All together it highlights the importance of the coupled simulations and the connections between them.
Special focus is required on analyzing critical areas, such as the exhaust valve bridges –
thermo-couples 1 to 4. These locations showed the highest temperatures, which is a common critical
area for every IC engine, resulting in a substantial boiling phenomena in the coolant flow and increased
physical modeling complexity. With this, the underlining locations are extremely important from the
stress and durability perspective. As illustrated, the temperature prediction at the critical locations was
very good, increasing the value of the simulation method.

4. Thermal structural analysis under transient operating conditions
In Fig. 6. the simulation workflow chart for the transient engine cycle is presented on the left. The VTMS
model must be prepared as described and the engine model should be part of it. As mentioned above,
the latter provides boundary conditions for the cylinder inner flow (combustion) simulations, where one
very high load (rated speed) and one very low load operating condition (idle) is investigated. A cylinder
inner flow simulation of the complete engine cycle (7200CA) needs to be executed for each operating
condition separately. Results are cycle averaged and serve as a boundary condition for the structural
thermal analysis, representing the main heat source load for the structure. In the next step a complete
engine thermal analysis is done.

Fig. 6. Chart of simulation procedure for a transient cycle
The head-block compound simulation can also be run in transient mode. As already mentioned
above, the thermal load resulting from the combustion simulation serves as a boundary condition and
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can be varied with time. Time-dependent, so called “active boundary conditions” for the structural thermal analysis can be obtained by the interpolation between high and low load results.
On the right side of Fig.6. a typical cycle for a thermal material fatigue (TMF) simulation is shown.
An alternating thermal load is applied to the structure and the number of cycles until fatigue appearance
is calculated, which again serves as a basis for the life time prediction. Such simulation results provide
very important input to the engine development process.
The right side of Fig.7. shows structural temperatures calculated for high (rated) and low (idle)
load operating condition as a result of transient engine cycle simulation. For the TMF analysis the highest and the lowest thermal loads are the most important. Temperatures are calculated within AVL FIRE
M™ multi-physics software by means of multi-material simulation described in the previous chapter. The
structural thermal field is mapped to the finite element model (volume mapping). The structure is alternately exposed to high and low thermal loads. Based on that, a stress/strain analysis and a life time
prediction simulation can be performed in the FEA software. With the new simulation method, the
complexity of such simulations can be reduced to a great extent. The simulation workflow chart is
illustrated on the left in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Chart of simulation procedure for a TMF analysis

5. Example of transient engine operating condition simulation (uphill drive and
stop)
Fig. 8 shows a simulation of an idle running engine which is suddenly exposed to an uphill drive.
After engine start in cold conditions, it warms up under idle conditions (points 0-1). The acceleration

Fig. 8. Driving cycle example with corresponding WCJ BND conditions
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phase to rated speed and load is relatively short (points 1-2). The vehicle moves uphill (points 2-3). After
reaching the top of the hill, the engine load drops, but the vehicle keeps a constant velocity for a while,
representing a short decent to the valley (points 3-4). This is reflected by maintaining maximal engine
speed for some short time without any load (high idle motored conditions). After that the engine is turned
off. The driving conditions are presented in the left diagram in Fig. 8. On the right side of the figure, the
boundary conditions for the coolant flow are presented (obtained by a VTMS simulation). These reflect
the engine speed and load conditions - as the engine load and rotational speed increases, the coolant
flow temperature and mass-flow increase as well. Coolant mass-flow drops to zero after turning off the
engine.

Fig. 9. Structural wall temperatures and boiling appearance at the coolant flow surface

Fig. 9. shows structural wall temperatures at different times of the driving cycle delineated in
Fig. 8. The numbers points represent the characteristic points of the driving cycle:
 Point 1 represents structural temperature and boiling in the engine under idle conditions. Structural temperature is relatively low and no boiling effects can be noticed at the coolant flow surface.
 When the engine reaches the rated rotational speed and almost maximal load (Point 2), the
structural temperature increases significantly and boiling in WCJ flow is barely noticeable at two
of the exhaust valve bridges – an area which normally undergoes the highest load from the
thermal point of view.
 After the engine is running at rated speed and power for some minutes (Point 3), the structural
temperatures tend to reach the upper limit and the coolant experiences boiling conditions at a
significant part of the wall area, impacting sensitive areas of the structure
 Point 4 in the diagram represents the conditions where the engine rotational speed is still at the
maximum, but the load begins to drop. Structural temperature becomes lower and boiling intensity decreases.
 At Point 5 the engine still runs at the rated speed, but in motored conditions (no real load).
Consequently, structural temperature is relatively low and there is no boiling in the coolant flow.
 The most critical conditions appear in point 6, when the structure is still not completely cold due
to its heat capacity. With the engine and the water pump also convective heat transfer in the
coolant stops. Heat conduction from the structure significantly heats up the coolant, which starts
to boil again. This can lead to the critical conditions, causing the structural failure. Even in the
best-case scenario, the situation is not harmless, as coolant flow deposits begin to be formed
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(limescale) in the area where the coolant gets evaporated several times. Deposits as such have
insulating effects, which leads to reduced cooling effectiveness and in long term further increases the possibility of structural failure.

Fig. 10. Structural wall temperatures and boiling appearance at the engine model cross-section

In Fig. 10 the complete behavior of structural temperature, coolant flow boiling appearance in
dependency of the engine rotational speed and load is presented in a cross-section through the complete engine structure and the coolant flow. The cross-section is positioned at the exhaust valve bridge
– the region of the highest structural temperature in the complete model. Looking at specific locations
usually provides more insight in the local conditions. For clearer and easier understanding, the temperature scaling has been adapted to reflect reference data for structural and coolant part of the model
respectively.
To distinguish the different parts, the polyhedral computational mesh is displayed on the structural side, while the temperature field in the coolant flow is indicated by isolines.
 At Point 1 the structural temperature is high due to high load and high rotational speed.
 At Points 2 and 3 engine load is decreasing, while rotational speed is still high, therefore the
structure and the coolant flow cool down. Both reach their lowest temperature at Point 4.
 Point 5 shows the situation when the structural temperature is relatively low, but still high enough
to conduct heat into the coolant. Since the water pump has stopped operating, missing convective heat dissipation in the coolant causes excessive boiling. As already described above, such
instances are critical and may lead to structural thermal failure.
The presented method is very versatile, therefore applicable to any transient engine operation
mode. It serves as a solid basis for analysis, prediction and prevention of thermal structural failure which
may appear under extreme, transient conditions.
Additionally, one of the biggest benefits of the presented comprehensive solution, consisting of
a complete VTMS simulation coupled with a multi-material thermal analysis, is also a significantly simplified workflow for the TMF analysis (Fig. 7.)

6. Conclusions
This paper describes the AVL Solution for VTMS simulations with a focus on the FIRE™ M multi-material
approach and recent related software development. The method is unique and offers a comprehensive
solution for complete vehicle simulations. The VTMS model can provide reliable results for the entire
engine operating map and can therefore be used to simulate transient drive cycles scenarios. As such,
it provides the required boundary conditions for simulations on component level. When component simulations are done and calibrated, the complete VTMS model can benefit from that with respect to increased reliability and predictability. Subsequent VTMS simulation results are regularly used to provide
the heat source and the mechanical energy source for transient drive cycle simulations, e.g. engine
heat-up or cooldown simulations under extreme conditions. The workflow for simulating the thermal field
in the entire engine structure including the coolant flow under transient operating conditions in a real
driving cycle has been presented. The methodology can be used for simulating many different transient
scenarios with a very high degree of accuracy.
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Abstract. Combustion chamber wall heat transfer is a major contributor to efficiency losses in diesel
engines. In this context, thermal swing materials (adapting to the surrounding gas temperature) have
been pinpointed as a promising mitigative solution. In this study, experiments are carried out in a high
pressure/high temperature vessel to (a) characterize the wall heat transfer process ensuing through wall
impingement of a combusting fuel spray, and (b) evaluate insulative improvements provided by a coating
that promotes thermal swing. The baseline experimental condition resembles that of the Spray A from
the Engine Combustion Network, while additional variations are generated by modifying the ambient
temperature as well as the injection pressure and duration. Wall heat transfer and wall temperature
measurements are time-resolved and accompanied by concurrent luminosity measurements. An uncoated investigation is carried out with several sensor locations around the stagnation point, elucidating
sensor-to-sensor variability and setup symmetry. Surface heat flux follows three phases: (i) an initial
peak, (ii) a slightly lower plateau dependent on the injection duration, and (iii) a slow decline. In addition
to an uncoated reference case, the investigation involves a coating made of porous zirconia, an established thermal swing material. With a coated setup, the projection of surface quantities (heat flux and
temperature) from the immersed measurement location requires additional numerical analysis of conjugate heat transfer. Starting from the traces measured beneath the coating, the surface quantities are
obtained by solving a one-dimensional inverse heat transfer problem. The present measurements are
augmented by CFD simulations supplied with recent rough-wall models. The surface roughness of the
coated specimen is indicated to have a significant impact, offsetting the expected heat transfer benefit
from the thermal swing material.
Notation
CFD
CMC
CVC
DNS
ECN
ET
IHCP
PSZ
RMS
TBC
TSM
𝑐
𝑑
𝐸
𝐹
𝐺
𝐽
𝑘
𝑘
𝐿
𝑝
𝑞
𝑃𝑟

computational fluid dynamics
conditional moment closure
constant volume chamber
direct numerical simulation
Engine Combustion Network
injector energizing time
inverse heat conduction problem
plasma-sprayed zirconia
root mean square
thermal barrier coating
thermal swing material
heat capacity
coating thickness
logarithmic law constant
soot volume fraction
roughness term in wall functions
error accumulation
root mean square roughness
sand-grain equivalent roughness
line-of-sight luminosity
pressure
heat flux
Prandtl number
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𝑃𝑟
𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝐴
𝑅𝐴
𝑠
𝑡
𝑇
𝑇
∆𝑇
𝑢
𝑥
𝑋
𝑦
𝑌
𝛼
κ
𝜆
𝜌

turbulent Prandtl number
Reynolds analogy factor
Reynolds analogy factor: ideal surface
normalized Reynolds analogy factor, scaled by 𝑅𝐴
skewness of the roughness probability density function
time
temperature
scaled near-wall temperature
temperature swing
scaled near-wall velocity
position
species volume fraction
scaled wall distance
species mass fraction
thermal diffusivity
von Karman constant
thermal conductivity
density

1. Introduction
In the ongoing task of CO2 emission reduction faced by the energy and transport sectors, diesel engine
efficiency improvement is of utmost interest. In heavy-duty engines, contemporary trends of downsizing
and lowered engine speeds contribute to higher in-cylinder temperatures and pressures. Such
measures further increase heat transfer through combustion chamber walls, which already accounts for
a large portion of engine efficiency losses [1].
Measures to reduce combustion chamber heat losses by thermal barrier coating (TBC) is a longstanding technique which began with the use of insulating materials designed to operate at high temperatures and is contemporarily pursued through thermal swing materials [2]. The problem in high-temperature insulators is that the advantages gained during expansion are countered by detriments during
the gas exchange. In contrast, thermal swing materials (TSMs), adapting to the surrounding gas temperatures, aim to reduce heat losses both during the closed cycle by heating up, and during the gas
exchange by cooling down. Materials promoting thermal swing ∆𝑇 have both low conductivity and low
heat capacity, as indicated by the relationship ∆𝑇~(𝜌𝑐𝜆) / where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑐 is the specific heat
capacity and 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity [3, 4].
Studies in the past have reported both beneficial and detrimental impacts on heat transfer when
applying in-cylinder insulation. Rationale to the detriments were hypothesized already in the 1980s:
Furuhama et al. [5] found higher heat fluxes with coated pistons and suspected that this was due to
enhanced near-wall combustion. Meanwhile, Woschni et al. [6] went so far as to dismiss combustion
chamber wall insulation as a technique for efficiency improvements, suggesting to focus on lower temperature charges instead. More recently, the potential of TBCs has however been firmly recognised and
also put to use: notably, the Toyota metal-based silica-reinforced porous anodized aluminium (SiRPA®)
coating [2] was developed within the last decade. New, more extreme TSMs continue to be investigated:
Andrie et al. [7] recently report marked efficiency gains with a thin layer of a material that possesses a
conductivity and heat capacity nearly an order of magnitude smaller than plasma-sprayed zirconia
(PSZ), a conventional TBC material. Porosity appears to be the key ingredient to such properties [4, 7],
inherently resulting in open, rough surfaces. While sealed coatings were investigated in [7], promising
options were not found, especially as the sealant increases the density of the coating. Andruzkiewicz et
al. made both model-based investigations of thermal swing materials [4] as well as experiments using a
anisotropic barium-neodynium-titanate coating [8], with properties close to that of PSZ. They reported
that the permeable porous material resulted in increased heat losses (among other efficiency detriments), stating the utmost importance to maintain a sealed coating surface. Much of the losses were
specifically attributed to porosity. While coated surfaces in [8] were also rough, no specific considerations were made for the role of roughness.
In comparison to more detailed discussion within the field of gas turbines, where TBCs are used
to decrease underlying alloy temperatures [9], the role of surface roughness in TBC performance was
comparatively neglected for some time in engines [10]. Negative impacts were recognized by Tree et
al. in the 1990s [11], noting that rough surfaces promote combustion retardation, impacting efficiency.
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More recently, Memme and Wallace [10] noted considerable improvements in engine performance when
rough piston surfaces were smoothed. Moreover, the need to measure heat fluxes in the context of
TBCs for better understanding was explicitly stated.
Rough-wall flows and heat transfer are evidently not a new field of study, having been in comprehensive engineering scrutiny since the early 1900s (e.g. [12]) – indeed, rough-wall effects are nowadays implemented into widespread tools such as the Moody diagram. However, many detailed aspects
of near-wall flows have only recently been uncovered: through their experiments, Schultz and Flack [13]
comprehensively described the behavior of flows from the smooth to the fully rough regime, also noting
the structural similarity of such flows in regions outside of the immediate roughness element vicinity.
Further, highly detailed insights into rough-wall flows have been made available through computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) research, wherein use of the immersed boundary method has emerged as a popular approach [14]. The benefit of such methods is the ability to construct effective near-wall discretization for arbitrarily complex surface structures seen in industrial applications. As rough-wall effects are
more prevalent at high Reynolds numbers, the evolution of modern high-performance computing (HPC)
has been instrumental in managing the massive scale-separation present in such flows. Nevertheless,
there are now even examples of fully resolved direct numerical simulations (DNS) where rough wall flow
and heat transfer are investigated in realistic geometries [15, 16] or with conjugate heat transfer [17].
Besides increased understanding, the wealth of information in such studies can lead to improved models
for engineering-scale CFD.
While computational efforts cannot be claimed to have been matured in diesel spray-induced
wall heat transfer, experimental investigations thereof have been carried out for several decades in both
cell and engine conditions (e.g. [18-22]). Main observations therein include that heat fluxes appear to
be highest at or near the central impingement point, and that smaller nozzle-wall distance and higher
spray velocity promote higher heat fluxes. Heat flux measurements for coated surfaces are however far
less common. Coating effect analyses are often carried out in running engines; while this allows for a
complete perspective on the effective outcome of coating application, the various components contributing to the result (such as heat transfer and combustion phasing) need to be separated.

1.1 Study objectives
In this study, reactive spray-wall impingement experiments are carried out in a quiescent, high pressure
/ high temperature cell while varying injection parameters (pressure, duration) and environmental aspects (wall material, chamber temperature). We aim to fill a research gap in the literature by investigating
both uncoated and coated spray-wall heat transfer in a simplified setting resembling that of the Engine
Combustion Network (ECN) Spray A. Such a configuration, while highly relevant to modern diesel engines, can also be replicated in future studies. Importantly, observations are focused directly on surface
heat flux rather than on engine performance metrics. In this work, we put emphasis on the role of surface
roughness as a potential coating-related detriment, and provide insight on the interplay between thermal
swing benefits and roughness detriments using a fairly standard ceramic coating material. Experimental
observations are augmented by a simplified numerical representation of the cell, constructed with the
widespread Star-CD code using well-known numerical methodologies developed for diesel spray combustion. In addition to a one-dimensional conjugate heat transfer methodology, some of the latest outputs from recent rough-wall flow studies are introduced therein. The specific objectives of this work are
as follows:




Describe the temporal evolution of wall heat flux resulting from a combusting spray-wall impingement process and combine such measurements with concurrent optical diagnostics data
Determine surface heat fluxes on a thermal swing material coating from measurements carried out beneath the coating
Discuss the impact of coating surface roughness using CFD and literature-derived roughness
models

The present paper is divided into sections as follows. In Sec. 2.1, the experimental methodology
for cell operation, heat flux measurements and luminosity measurements is presented. The processing
of coated measurements requires additional computations, which is elaborated in Sec. 2.2. The role of
surface roughness in heat flux increase is discussed through CFD methodologies presented in Sec. 2.3.
Results and related discussion are provided in a collated manner in Ch. 3, while conclusions are presented in Ch. 4.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Experimental setup: optical imaging and heat flux measurements
The experiments have been performed in the high pressure / high temperature cell at the Aerothermochemistry and Combustion Systems Laboratory at ETH Zurich, which is a constant volume chamber
(CVC) with a combustion chamber possessing a diameter of 110 mm and a depth of 60 mm. The CVC
is equipped with a large frontal optical access of 90 mm diameter and four smaller side optical accesses,
each with a diameter of 42 mm. These accesses provide an excellent opportunity for the application of
various optical diagnostic techniques of sprays and jets. The cell body has six electrical heaters on the
body and two valves for the inlet of fresh air and the outlet of exhaust gases. In the present case, the
cell is operated with H2 pre-combustion. In this mode, the cell body is heated up to 500 K and filled up
to 30 bar, after which an additional charge of air and hydrogen is injected into the chamber and ignited
by a spark plug. The ensuing combustion causes the chamber pressure and temperature to rise to over
100 bar and 1000 K, respectively. The measurement conditions (pressure, temperature) are very well
controlled and reproducible. Fig. 1 displays a schematic of the injection setup.

Fig. 1. Characteristic schematic of injection setups in the cell

The consumption of oxygen during the pre-combustion process was designed to obtain the oxygen concentration required for the investigations. After reaching its peak, pressure progressively decreases to the trigger pressure, and the injection is triggered at the correct instance. In this investigation,
the trigger pressures are 60.7 bar and 52.9 bar that respectively represent gas-averaged temperatures
of 900 K and 800 K at a density of 22.8kg/m3. The oxygen concentration can be estimated by the consumption of hydrogen combustion. For these experiments the base conditions are 900 K of ambient
temperature at a density of 22.8 kg/m3 and 15% (volume) of oxygen. For some cases, a variation in
ambient temperature has been performed at 800 K while the density is kept constant.
A single-hole axial magnetic injector with a 90 µm nominal orifice diameter was used to inject
n-dodecane into the combustion chamber. The nominal injection pressure was 1500 bar and the energizing time was set at 4 ms. For some conditions, variations in injection pressure were performed at
500 bar and 1000 bar, as well as a different energizing time of 1.5 ms and a temperature of 800 K. Table
1 summarizes the experimental cases of the present study. For each case, a minimum of 15 process
repetitions were carried out.
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Table 1. Experimental cases considered in the present work. In single-sensor cases, both uncoated and porous zirconia-coated variants are included.

Configuration

Coating

Multi

Uncoated

Single

Uncoated &
Zirconia
Uncoated &
Zirconia
Uncoated &
Zirconia
Uncoated &
Zirconia
Uncoated &
Zirconia
Uncoated &
Zirconia

Injection
p = 1500bar
ET = 4ms
p = 1500bar
ET = 1.5ms
p = 500bar
ET = 1.5ms
p = 500bar
ET = 4ms
p = 1000bar
ET = 4ms
p = 1500bar
ET = 4ms
p = 1500bar
ET = 4ms

Chamber
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 900K
ρ = 22.8 kg/m3
T = 800K

To quantify spray impingement-induced heat losses through the wall and variations in wall surface temperature, a special heat flux sensor was used. This sensor is designed by Dr. Müller Instruments GmbH for specific applications and is manufactured on demand [23]. The sensor measures variations in temperature, while the heat flux is inferred by assuming a semi-infinite body, with knowledge
of the sensor material [23]. In order to mount the heat flux sensor in the combustion chamber, an impingement plate was designed to fit in place of one of the small optical accesses on the opposite side
of the injector. This way, the spray would penetrate into the chamber and impinge on the plate after
combustion has taken place. The impingement plate has a hollow design, allowing sensor mounting and
removal while the plate is installed in the CVC. The plate also presents a flat surface so the sensor can
be mounted flush on the plate. For coated scenarios, a porous spray-coated zirconia (ZrO2) layer with
a thickness of 130 µm, manufactured by Fraunhofer IPK, is added on top of the impingement plate.
To visualise the diffusion flame and track the spray evolution inside the combustion chamber,
luminosity from broadband radiation has been recorded. This technique visualizes flame advancement
and its impingement on the plate. The recorded radiation mainly corresponds to soot thermal luminosity
during the diffusion combustion phase. This type of radiation may have two kinds of contributions, chemiluminescence and incandescence. Under most operating conditions, the latter is the fundamental contribution as it depends on the amount of soot and its temperature. A qualitative indication of these metrics
is therefore provided in the present analysis.

2.2 Coated heat flux measurements
Fig 2 elucidates the contrast between the physical situations of the uncoated and coated cases. While
in the uncoated case the sensor is located at the gas-solid interface, the coated case has the sensor
embedded within the solid surface.

Fig 2. Coated case schematic description
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Heat conduction in the coating domain is assumed to be governed by the one-dimensional heat
equation:
𝜌𝑐

(1)

𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
=
𝜆
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥

where density 𝜌, specific heat capacity 𝑐 and thermal conductivity 𝜆 are all functions of temperature 𝑇.
Simplification to 1D from the full 3D equation is commonplace in spray-wall heat transfer, justified by the
dominant magnitude of temperature gradients in the wall-normal direction [18]. Eq. (1) can be written in
a more explicit form as
(2)

𝜕𝑇
𝜕 𝑇 1 𝜕𝜆 𝜕𝑇
=𝛼
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜆 𝜕𝑇 𝜕𝑥

where 𝛼 = 𝜆/𝜌𝑐 is the thermal diffusivity. The problem at hand is formally an inverse heat conduction
problem (IHCP) limited between 𝑥 ∈ [𝑥 , 𝑥 ] (where 𝑥 and 𝑥 are sensor and surface locations, respectively; see Fig 2) and 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑡 ], with an unknown temperature distribution 𝑇(𝑥, 𝑡) and unknown Neumann boundary condition 𝑞(𝑥 , 𝑡). Measurement outputs include the time series for heat flux 𝑞(𝑥 , 𝑡) and
temperature 𝑇(𝑥 , 𝑡) at the sensor location beneath the coating. Several distinct methods of solving
IHCPs can be identified in the literature [24]. Here, we adopt a method where forward problems are
iteratively modified. This selection is motivated by the ill-posed nature of the problem combined with the
relatively significant amount of high-frequency noise in measurements. The error of a solution attempt 𝐽
can be quantified based on the correspondence between simulated and experimental sensor temperatures as
𝐽=

1
𝑡

𝑇

(𝑥 , 𝑡) − 𝑇

(𝑥 , 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(3)

and the problem reduces to a minimization of this error by modifying the unknown surface heat flux
𝑞(𝑥 , 𝑡). The forward boundary value problem (Eq. (2)) is solved numerically by using the finite difference
method in a Matlab solver. The initial temperature distribution is generated with a steady heat flux so
that the initial sensor temperature is fulfilled, and spurious disturbances in the heat flux boundary condition prior to impingement are nullified. First and second spatial derivatives are approximated using
central differences, while time integration is carried out using the classical explicit fourth order RungeKutta scheme (see e.g. [25]). The 130 µm 1D domain has a spatial resolution of 2 µm while a dynamic
time step conforming to a diffusive Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number of less than 0.5 is adopted. Thermodynamic properties of the used porous Zirconia material have been characterized by Fraunhofer IPK
using differential scanning calorimetry and laser flash analysis for specific heat capacity and thermal
diffusivity, respectively. Material properties were measured at temperatures between 20 and 600 degrees Celcius (Table 2). For computations, second-degree polynomial expressions were constructed
from the measurements for 𝛼(𝑇) and 𝜆(𝑇), to provide a smooth expression for 𝜕𝜆/𝜕𝑇 in Eq. (2). Fig 3
shows an example of a reconstructed approximate solution to the problem.
Table 2. Measured thermodynamic properties of the porous zirconia applied in the coating (* indicates that
the value was extrapolated).

Temperature
[°C]
20
50
100
150
200
300
350
400
450
500
600

Specific heat capacity
J/gK
0.45*
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.51
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.58

Thermal diffusivity
mm2/s
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.41
0.40
0.37
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.31
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Thermal conductivity
W/mK
0.84
0.84
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.81
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.74
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Fig 3. A reconstruction of the forward problem (Eq. 2), p = 500 bar, ET = 4 ms, T = 900 K. The heat flux boundary
condition in the top frame (solid line) has been formed in a piecewise-linear manner, while the one at the
sensor location (markers, every tenth shown) is given as a boundary condition by the measurement. The
evolution of simulated surface temperature is visible in the central frame. The solution temperature at the
sensor location (dashed line) adheres well to the measured temperature (markers; bottom), indicating that
the present heat flux profile is a reasonable approximation of the solution.

2.3 Computational fluid dynamics simulation of the spray-wall impingement
Additional insight into the role of roughness in heat transfer increase is delivered here through a simplified CFD setup of the cell (based on [26]) using the Star-CD v.4.26 code (licensed by Siemens). The
employed axisymmetric sector mesh (bulk and near-wall resolutions 0.5 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively,
with gradual refinement) retains two main properties of the cell: a nozzle-to wall distance of 65.8 mm
and a domain volume of 0.542 liters. The volume is initialized with quiescent conditions resembling the
ECN Spray A: 𝑇 = 900 K, 𝑝 = 60.7 bar, 𝑌(𝑂 ) = 0.1744, 𝑌(𝐻 𝑂) = 0.0624, 𝑌(𝐻 𝑂) = 0.7632, 𝑌(𝐶𝑂 ) =
0.0936. Simulations are carried out with the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence model with 𝑐 = 1.52 to correct
the round-jet anomaly [27] (causing underprediction of jet penetration), a common practice in diesel
injection simulation [28]. The turbulent Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟 is set to a constant value of 0.9. The utilized
Bosch common-rail injector has been previously characterized in terms of outlet diameter and discharge
coefficient (which is assumed constant), and the injection rate is approximated as a piecewise-linear
profile with ramps of 110 µs. Spray modelling is based on a standard Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT)
approach in Star-CD and employs gradient-based interpolation between the gas and liquid phases, a
turbulent dispersion model and a droplet collision model. The Reitz-Diwakar model [29] is utilized for
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aerodynamic droplet breakup modelling. For combustion, the conditional moment closure (CMC) model
[30] is employed, having been previously validated in the present conditions [26, 28, 31].
Wall treatment is prescribed with a standard wall function approach which can be acknowledged
lacking in the detailed description of heat flux in complex scenarios such as impinging flows [32]. It
should be noted that wall model approximations are employed also in contemporary scale-resolving
simulations of impinging sprays [33]. The goal of the present CFD work is to evaluate the predicted
impact of roughness rather than to perform a high-fidelity computational investigation of spray-wall impingement. Hence, results are focused on the relative outputs between smooth and rough cases. As an
additional component crucial to description of TSMs, a 1-D conjugate heat transfer model implemented
in Star-CD is used in the coated simulations.
The impact of roughness on heat transfer can be approximated in two steps: (i) finding a suitable
approximation for a rough-wall shear stress model, and (ii) determining a heat flux that corresponds to
this stress prediction. The statistical impact of roughness on wall shear stress is usually expressed as a
modified law of the wall:
𝑢 =

1
log(𝐸𝑦 ) − 𝐺
𝜅

(4)

where 𝑢 = 𝑢/𝑢 is the scaled velocity, 𝑦 = 𝜌𝑢 𝑦/𝜇 is the scaled wall distance, 𝐸 = 9.0, and 𝐺 is a
function denoting the effect of roughness (when 𝐺 = 0, the standard logarithmic law applies). As 𝐺 increases, so does the wall shear velocity 𝑢 , describing the increase in wall shear stress due to roughness. Notably, 𝐺 is commonly given as a function of scaled roughness 𝑘 = 𝜌𝑢 𝑘 /𝜇 where 𝑘 is a socalled sand-grain equivalent roughness [12]. As a generic rough surface cannot be directly measured
in terms of 𝑘 , a model is required to make such a description. Flack and Schultz [34] investigated
various types of rough surfaces and their detailed surface quantities, developing a correlation to determine 𝑘 :
𝑘 = 4.43𝑘

(1 + 𝑠 )

.

(5)

where 𝑘
is the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the surface and 𝑠 is the skewness of the
displacement probability density function. While correspondence of Eq. (5) with the available experimental data was good in [34], it should be noted that the correlation was developed only for flows in the
fully rough regime (corresponding to 𝑘 > 15 [35, 36]). Moreover, further investigation of pitted or eroded
surfaces with negative 𝑠 were highlighted as a means to improve Eq. (5). In the present work, Eq. (5)
is used to characterize 𝑘 of the coated Zirconia surface on the basis of surface measurements carried
out according to the ISO 4287 standard [37]. The present surface has a RMS roughness of 𝑘
= 20.5
µm and a slightly positive skewness of 𝑠 = 0.099, leading to an estimate of 𝑘 ≈ 104 µm.
Heat transfer increases induced by rough surfaces has been addressed with valuable literature
contributions: Bons [38] investigated the applicability of the Reynolds analogy (i.e., analogous surface
drag and heat transfer increases) in different flow conditions, including variations in streamwise pressure
gradient, freestream turbulence, and surface roughness. A considerable portion of roughness-added
drag is due to pressure drag, while a corresponding mechanism for heat transfer does not exist in the
energy equation. Hence, the roughness-induced increase in wall heat transfer is generally lower than
the respective increase in wall shear stress, and the Reynolds analogy does not apply.
Forooghi et al. [16] made a comprehensive and high-fidelity investigation of rough-wall heat
transfer by DNS in both synthetic and realistic rough surface geometries. In their study, the lack of a
Reynolds analogy reported by Bons [38] was replicated and quantified by a normalized Reynolds analogy factor 𝑅𝐴 = 𝑅𝐴/𝑅𝐴 , where 𝑅𝐴 = |𝑞 |/𝜏 is the ratio of heat flux to shear stress, and 𝑅𝐴 is such
a ratio for an ideal, smooth surface. In CFD wall models, this ratio is typically prescribed by the turbulent
Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟 . From their simulation data, augmented by previous experimental results [38], Forooghi et al. [16] developed a correlation for 𝑅𝐴 , conveniently based on the scaled roughness:
𝑅𝐴 = 0.55 + 0.45 exp(− 𝑘 ⁄130)

(6)

Eq. (6) signifies that for smooth walls 𝑅𝐴 = 1, while for highly rough flows (with large 𝑘 ), the
ratio approaches 𝑅𝐴 = 0.55. In the present work, eq. (6) is implemented for rough-wall heat transfer
alongside the standard rough-wall functions for momentum and heat transfer in Star-CD:
1
𝑦
𝑢 = 𝐴 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝜅
𝑘
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(8)

𝑇 = 𝑃𝑟 (𝑢 + 𝑃)

where 𝐴 = 8.5 (based on [12]), 𝑃𝑟 = 0.9, 𝑃 = (𝑃𝑟/𝑃𝑟 )

/

− 1 1 + 0.28 exp

.

, 𝑃𝑟 is the mo-

lecular Prandtl number and 𝑇 = 𝑐 𝜌𝑢 (𝑇 − 𝑇)/𝑞 . Effectively, Eq. (6) simply modifies the heat flux
prediction of the 𝑅𝐴 case in eq. (8).

3. Results and discussion
First, sensor-to-sensor consistency and setup symmetry are examined using different sensor locations
(cf. schematic in Fig. 1) and sensor units. The results in Fig 4 show that heat flux readings are fairly
consistent between different azimuthal measurement locations, although the values in location 10 mm120° are slightly positively biased. A reason thereto may lie in the geometric positioning of the sensor,
as location 10 mm-120° may be more sensitive to recirculating flow patterns. Overall, the sensor-tosensor variance is however satisfactory. It is also notable that the central measurement location (at the
intended stagnation point) yields results that are quite consistent with the surrounding radial points. The
radial heat flux distribution is known to be affected by nozzle-to-wall distance, with higher proximity
associated with a higher local stagnation maximum [33].
Fig 4 also provides a qualitative impression of the temporal heat flux evolution in both single
and multi-sensor setups. Upon impingement, the heat flux rapidly reaches a maximum value, consistent
with expectations from high plume tip temperatures [39] and prior heat flux experiments [40]. The initial
peak is followed by a slightly lower, stabilized plateau with a time scale corresponding to the injection
duration. As the large-scale temperature difference between the spray plume and the wall is in the order
of 1500 K, the measured sensor temperature evolution (Fig 4, right) suggests only a small thermal swing
impact on the heat flux. Finally, as injection is ceased, a progressive decline in heat flux is observed.
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Fig 4. Heat flux (left) and relative temperature (right) evolution between sensors at different radial positions. Base conditions of 900 K, 22.8 kg/m3, 15% XO2, 1500 bar, 4 ms.

Fig 5 (center) gives additional context to the heat flux description by displaying the flame-base
and tip penetration from broadband radiation. The trend shows that the flame base stabilizes after ignition has started and only proceeds further downstream after fuel stops being injected. On the other
hand, the flame tip continuously grows as the spray penetrates further into the chamber and stops only
once it hits the impingement plate. In Fig 5 (bottom) it can be seen that the integrated intensity detected
starts before the heat flux (Fig 5, top) begins. This is expected as the combustion starts far from the
plate as seen in the flame-base and -tip evolution. The evolution of the intensity shows a rather stabilized
behavior once the flame reaches a quasi-steady state. Once the injection event ends and the flame lifts
from the nozzle vicinity, the flame area is reduced and the intensity drops. The flame base advancement
timing corresponds closely with the decrease of the heat flux, implying that the gradual decrease is
impacted by a decrease in spray momentum.
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Fig 5. Heat flux (top) compared to flame-base and –tip (middle) and cumulative luminosity (bottom). Base conditions of 900 K, 22.8 kg/m3, 15% XO2,1500 bar, 4 ms. The dashed line indicates the impingement
plate distance from the nozzle exit.

The effect of the ambient temperature variation of 800 K and 900 K is shown in Fig 6 (top-left)
for the heat flux and in Fig 6 (bottom-left) for the surface temperature. It can be noted that the heat flux
traces are very similar for both cases, the main difference is that the heat flux begins earlier for the case
of 900 K. This is caused by acceleration of the flame tip due to the earlier combustion, which leads to
the flame reaching the plate earlier than in the case at 800 K. For the temperature variation there is a
constant offset between both cases, in which the case at 800 K presents a lower temperature increase
than the 900 K case. This is expected as the lower ambient temperature will cause the flame to have a
lower temperature. Although the peak of surface temperature seems to occur at a very similar time for
both cases, around 7.5 ms (consistent with the end of the heat flux plateau), the rising slope also differs
for the aforementioned reasons. Fig 6 (top-right) presents the heat flux and Fig 6 (bottom-right) the
relative temperature for a combination of injection pressures and energizing times, 500 bar / 1.5 ms,
1500 bar / 1.5 ms, and 1500 bar / 4 ms. The cases at 1500 bar show a trend in which the longer injection
dominates the stabilized phase caused by the diffusion flame. On the other hand, the case at 500 bar
presents a peak at a much later time due to the lower tip velocity (induced by the lower injection pressure). This effect, combined with the short injection duration, causes the peak to be narrower and to
have virtually no stabilized phase, as the injection stops approximately concurrently with the flame
reaching the plate. The effect on the surface temperature is similar as in the previous cases, in which
the peak of the temperature is reached at the end of the heat flux plateau. For the case at 500 bar, the
temporal delay in heat transfer results from the lower spray velocity.
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Fig 6. Heat flux (top) and relative temperature (bottom) evolution at different ambient temperatures (left) and
different energizing times and injection pressures (right). Conditions of 800K/900K, 22.8kg/m3,
15% XO2,1500bar, 4 ms (left) and 900 K, 22.8 kg/m3, 15% XO2,500 bar/1500 bar, 1.5 ms/4 ms (right).

Fig 7 presents the heat flux (left) and relative temperature (right) variation between an uncoated
and a zirconia-coated plate. We note that these are the results captured by the sensor, and not a surface
heat flux comparison. The coated plate presents a much higher latency, in which the maximum heat flux
is reduced to only a fraction of the uncoated reference, 2 MW/m2 compared to 10 MW/m2. A similar
latency is noted with the sensor temperature.

Fig 7. Heat flux (left) and relative temperature (right) evolution comparison for coated and uncoated plate. Base
conditions of 900 K, 22.8 kg/m3, 15% XO2, 1500 bar, 4 ms.

Fig 8 shows a comparison of heat flux (left) and relative temperature (right) evolution under
different conditions with the coated plate. Similar trends to those shown in Fig 6 can be seen, although
the values are dampened by the effect of the coating. Reducing the ambient temperature leads to results
consistent with the uncoated case. The combined effect of a lower injection pressure and a shorter
injection duration leads to a later start of the heat flux, caused mainly by the lower injection velocity.
Lower heat flux and temperature increases are also presented, which is a result of the smaller injected
mass.
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Fig 8. Heat flux (left) and relative temperature (right) evolution for the coated specimen at constant density
22.8 kg/m3 and 15% XO2 for different conditions: 800 K/900 K, 500 bar/1500 bar injection pressure
and 1.5 ms/4 ms injection duration.

Observing only the raw coated results (Fig 7, Fig 8) is however misleading as the measurement
location within the coating leads to a considerably different result in comparison to the surface heat flux.
Hence, the techniques described in Fig 3 are employed in an attempt to recover the true surface heat
flux.
Fig 9 shows comparisons between ensemble-averaged uncoated measurements and coated
approximate results derived from the inverse problem. Throughout the various testing conditions, the
indicated heat fluxes actually appear to be slightly higher in the coated cases, compared with the uncoated reference. Profile shapes, i.e. starting and ending points of high heat flux, as well as the gradual
decline after end of injection, are very consistent with the uncoated measurement. This is to be expected
as the timing and magnitude of thermal input (spray combustion) are not expected to strongly depend
on the wall material. As in the uncoated cases, higher injection pressures that yield higher momentum
sprays are indicated to lead to higher wall heat fluxes, consistent with the recent literature [22]. It appears
however that in the cases with higher injection pressure, the increases are (proportionally) higher as
well. A possible reason thereto is that the near-wall flow is of higher intensity, and the effect of roughness
is hence more pronounced.

Fig 9. Measured uncoated heat fluxes (markers) and heat flux approximations of the coated inverse problem made
via the finite difference solver (solid lines). The images show three variations of injection pressure,
two variations of injection duration and two variations of cell temperature.

Now, it is important to discuss what can and cannot be stated based on the present approximation of the coated heat flux. We note that here such approximations are simple piecewise linear profiles.
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The solution criterion for the coated cases pertains to the accumulated temperature difference (Eq. 3).
Even small increments of some per cent of the heat flux profile impact this criterion clearly at the end of
the simulation. Hence, the cumulative heat flux indicated by the profiles is a fairly confident result, keeping in mind sensitivities relating to inaccuracies of material properties and thickness. What is however
much less certain is the exact, highly transient profile of heat flux during flame-wall impingement. Indeed,
the results in Fig 9 should not be interpreted as entirely unique, and equivalent solution criteria can be
obtained with slightly varying slopes (but similar mean levels during the period of high heat flux).
The obtained, reconstructed results naturally depend on input data provided to the problem.
Here, we briefly analyze the sensitivity between the end-result and small deviations in problem parameters, (i) the exact coating thickness, and (ii) the measured material properties. The resulting profiles
from 10 % variations in such quantities are shown in Fig 10.

Fig 10. Sensitivity of processed, coated heat flux to variations in coating thickness and thermal conductivity (p =
500 bar, ET = 4 ms, T = 900 K). (a) and (b) refer to differences in heat flux timing and late-stage
heat flux magnitude, respectively.

While in all cases the coated heat flux remains above that of the uncoated reference, the tested
variations show that the amount of such excesses changes significantly, particularly with variations in
the domain thickness. However, some of the variations may be more physically realizable than others.
With the cases of higher thickness and lower conductivity, the heat flux phasing deviates from that of
the uncoated case significantly (Fig 10, (a)). Moreover, with the -10 % thickness variation, it is noted
that the peak heat flux is relatively similar to the uncoated case. With this in mind, it appears unlikely
that during the decrease period (Fig 10, (b)) involving much less near-wall convection, the (hotter) coating would provide such a considerable increase in surface heat flux. It should be recalled however that
the present observations cannot rule out the impact of phenomena such as fuel deposits trapped within
the open pores.
Overall, the results presented here suggest that the expected benefits of the thermal swing
material are not attained in the present case. Wall roughness is one of the detriments increasing heat
transfer and hence its potential role is further investigated with the use of the CFD simulations. A qualitative comparison between the experimental and computational sprays is displayed in Fig 11. While the
experimental image shows actual broadband luminosity, the simulated image has been processed according to a virtual line-of-sight luminosity 𝐿:
𝐿(𝑟, 𝑧) =

𝑓(𝑟, 𝑧)𝑑𝑠
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where 𝑓(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝑎𝐹 𝑇 , 𝑎 is a constant and 𝐹 is the soot volume fraction. 𝐿 is hence formed as line
integrals through trajectories that penetrate the axisymmetric spray and its vicinity. A good qualitative
correspondence is noted in the development of the luminous region from the emergence of luminosity
to the developed, impinging spray flame.

Fig 11. Spray evolution between simulation and experiment. Simulated temperature cutout contours (left frames),
simulated virtual line-of-sight luminosity (central frames) and experimentally recorded luminosity
(right frames) at 1.20 ms (left), 1.76 ms (center) and 3.21 ms (right).

Fig 12 displays traces of the stagnation point heat flux in both experiments and simulations. It
is firstly noted that the heat flux level in the uncoated simulation is fairly close to that of the experiment.
With the knowledge of uncertainties relating to wall-modelled CFD predictions of impinging flows, we do
not infer this as an indication of computational fidelity, but rather consider that the result functions as a
meaningful baseline for comparisons. In all CFD cases, the high heat flux duration is slightly shorter
than in the experiments due to a difference in injection duration, which is likely to arise from the description of needle closing.
With an ideally smooth coating surface, the heat flux is initially similar to the uncoated case but
begins an immediate decline due to the surface heating up. Eventually, a heat flux benefit of ca. 20 %
is observed in the trace. With the rough coating, the situation is dramatically different, as a considerable

Fig 12. Stagnation point heat flux traces from both uncoated and coated experiments and simulations (p = 1500
bar, ET = 4 ms, T = 900 K). An ideal, smooth zirconia coating has been simulated in addition. Measurement results correspond to those in Fig 9.
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heat flux increase is initially observed. As the surface heats up even quicker than in the smooth coated
case and higher thermal swing is recorded, the heat flux trace gradually declines. Notably, there is fairly
good agreement between the trends of the processed coating measurement and the coated simulation,
coinciding on the observation that the present coated surface actually yields higher heat transfer in
comparison to the smooth, uncoated counterpart. It should be noted that the employed rough surface
models have not been developed specifically for impinging flows, which underlines the approximate
nature of the CFD solution. Similar results are however noted for remote radial locations, where the
boundary layer has experienced some development. To provide further validation to such comparisons
in varying conditions, a simulation case with 500 bar injection pressure (Fig 13) displays a consistent
relationship between smooth and rough-wall results. In this case, results are shown only up to 7 ms:
shortly after the end of injection, the near-wall flow leaves the fully rough regime, to which the used
correlations are not developed (and rough-wall modelling is discarded). Moreover, it should be noted
that neglecting Eq. (6) would lead to even higher heat transfer predictions from the rough-wall CFD.
Finally, it should be emphasized that that the magnitude of roughness effects is expected to be a function
of the near-wall flow field. Hence, variations in injection parameters affecting the intensity of the impingement process (e.g. nozzle diameter and nozzle-wall distance) are likely to further influence comparisons between the present uncoated and coated scenarios.

Fig 13. Stagnation point heat flux traces from both uncoated and coated experiments and simulations (p = 500
bar, ET = 4 ms, T = 900 K). Measurement results correspond to those in Fig 9.

4. Conclusions
The wall heat transfer due to spray combustion was studied in an engine-relevant environment. The
high pressure/high temperature cell involved a combusting n-dodecane spray impinging on a plate, in
which heat flux sensors were placed. Experiments were carried out in both uncoated and porous zirconia-coated scenarios, using conditions resembling those of the ECN Spray A. Coated measurements
were analyzed by addressing an inverse heat transfer problem for the unknown surface heat flux, and
auxiliary CFD simulations were carried out to approximate the impact of surface roughness on heat
fluxes.
Uncoated measurements indicated surface heat fluxes ranging to about 10 MW/m2 in the present configuration. Lower ambient cell temperatures led to lower flame temperatures and a lower peak
heat flux. The onset of heat transfer is very rapid, and the measured heat fluxes traces typically show
an initial maximum in the heat flux. After this peak, the heat flux decreases slightly and remains at a
relatively constant plateau, depending on the injection duration. A short, low-pressure injection (1.5 ms
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/ 500 bar) shows an exception to this trend: the small amount of fuel overmixes and ignites later than
the other cases, and a stabilized phase in heat flux is not observed.
The coated measurement analysis indicates that heat fluxes from the gas to the solid were not
reduced in accordance to expectations from the properties of the TSM. Based on (i) the coated, processed heat flux measurements, and (ii) auxiliary CFD computations with recently developed roughness
correlations, it is argued that the surface roughness of the presently tested zirconia coating (𝑘 ≈
104 µm) can alone offset the benefits provided by the surface temperature increase. It also appears
likely that the roughness detriments are exacerbated in injections leading to more intense near-wall
flows. A direct indication of the present study is hence to place increased research focus on thermal
swing materials where relatively smooth surfaces can be attained.
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Abstract. This work explores pathways to achieve diesel-like, high-efficiency combustion with stoichiometric 3-way catalyst compatible combustion in a single-cylinder spark ignition (SI) research engine. A
unique high stroke-to-bore engine design (1.5:1) with cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and high
compression ratio (rc) was used to improve engine efficiency by up to 30% compared with a production
turbocharged gasoline direct injection spark ignition engine.
Engine experiments were conducted with both 91 RON E10 gasoline and liquified petroleum gas (LPG)
(i.e., autogas) and were compared to legacy gasoline data on the production engine. Geometric compression ratio (rc) of 13.3:1 was used for both fuels with additional experiments at 16.8:1 for LPG only.
Measurements of exhaust soot particle size and number concentrations were made with both fuels.
Significant reduction in soot particles across the whole particle size range were achieved with LPG due
to the elimination of in-cylinder liquid films. The effects of EGR, late intake valve closing (IVC) and fuel
characteristics were investigated through their effects on efficiency, combustion stability and soot production. Results of 47% gross thermal efficiency, and 45% net thermal efficiency at stoichiometric engine
operation, at up to 17 bar IMEP and 2000 r/min with 16.8:1 rc were achieved with LPG. Estimated brake
efficiency values were compared to a contemporary medium duty diesel engine illustrating the benefits
of the chosen path for achieving diesel efficiency parity.

1. Introduction
Achieving thermal efficiency parity with diesel engines is one of the major challenges of stoichiometric
spark ignition (SI) engines, yet it is a promising path forward to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
simplify criteria pollution control through the use of three-way catalysts (TWC). Stoichiometric SI combustion presents major disadvantages when compared to diesel combustion. Primarily SI engine design
is limited by knock, and thus rc's of less than 12 are typical. Additionally, the need for a stoichiometric
mixture for TWC operation eliminates the possibility of air dilution, a known strategy to improve combustion thermodynamic efficiency. Nevertheless, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) can be used to mitigate this loss [1], while also reducing knock in naturally aspirated engines [2]. Mixture dilution in these
engines is achieved with cooled EGR. Combustion stability, measured by cycle-to-cycle variations, limits
the dilution level and thus the efficiency benefits that can be achieved. At high engine loads, cooled
EGR becomes less effective at reducing knock and can even cause knock to increase [3]. At part load,
SI engines require throttling to control the air fuel ratio of the mixture, introducing pumping losses. These
losses can be reduced with flexible valve operating strategies like late intake valve closing [4], which
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federally sponsored research in accordance with the DOE Public Access Plan (http://energy.gov/downloads/ doepublic-access-plan).
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can be provide additional benefits when combined with cooled EGR [2]. Finally, SI engines are susceptible to stochastic pre-ignition (SPI) which can severely limit engine load and efficiency [5,6].
A major benefit of SI engines is that they allow the use of low carbon content fuels like methane
and propane. Additionally, criteria pollutant control, like unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and
nitrogen oxides (UHC, CO and NOx) is extremely efficient and does not require an additional reducer,
as in selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems, characteristic of diesel engines. Consequently, it is of
interest to develop ways of closing the efficiency gap between diesel and stoichiometric SI engines
combining the best characteristics of each system.
The control of criteria pollutants (UHC, CO and NOx) in stoichiometric SI engines has evolved
quite substantially. Conversion efficiencies over a warm catalyst approaching 99.9% are common, reducing the challenge of emissions control to the first 30 seconds of a cold start. Additionally, precious
metal loading in TWCs have been decreasing as thinner, lighter substrates with lower wash coat requirements are developed and thus substantially reduce aftertreatment cost [7,8].
At the same time, diesel engines are expected to meet significant technical barriers in being
able to meet future NOx regulations. Recently the California air resources board (CARB) has announced
its intention to reduce U.S. domestic NOx emission regulations for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles by
an order of magnitude by 2027 [9]. While SCR systems are very effective at reducing NOx at steady
state conditions, they require the use of urea as a reducer, which decreases the overall system fluid
efficiency. Additionally, transient control requires complex control strategies to optimize urea consumption and formation of urea crystal deposits. The major challenge with upcoming MD/HD regulations is
the requirement to maintain NOx control under extremely low engine loads. SCR systems currently
cannot operate effectively below 170°C due to poor urea decomposition and low ammonia storage in
the substrate. Currently, the deactivation of SCR systems at low temperatures is responsible for a large
disparity between cycle-measured emissions during engine certification and real-world operation [10].
Current diesel NOx control research [11] which assesses the feasibility of meeting the proposed regulations showed that additional close-coupled catalysts and NOx traps may be required. These measures
are expected to increase the cost of diesel aftertreatment system by as much as 100% [10]. The return
on investment of the additional emissions control costs is duty-cycle dependent and may not be feasible
for medium-duty vehicles with low annual mileage.
Currently, SI engines can achieve the criteria emissions regulation targets proposed for diesel
engines by California Air Resource Board (CARB) [9,12]. However, due to their relatively low fuel efficiency, achieving phase 1 and phase 2 CO2 emission regulations [13] is a challenge that is typically
overcome by using fuels with higher hydrogen content (i.e., higher H/C ratio) than gasoline. While gasoline shows a marginal CO2 improvement over diesel fuel for a given engine efficiency, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and compressed natural gas (CNG) can achieve significant reductions simply due to
their lower carbon content. For engines with brake thermal efficiency (BTE) parity, LPG and CNG can
reduce CO2 emissions when compared to a diesel fuelled engine by 11.7% and 32.6%, respectively.
Consequently, if an engine can achieve diesel-like efficiencies with LPG or CNG, there can be a simultaneous reduction in CO2 emissions as well as a simplification, and cost reduction of the emissions
control system. Both LPG and CNG exhibit high knock and pre-ignition resistance due to their high
octane rating, which makes them great candidate fuels for high efficiency SI combustion. Their high
volatility significantly reduce if not eliminate the formation of fuel films inside the cylinder during the
injection process and likely results in reductions to soot and particulate matter emissions. Nevertheless,
despite the potential advantages of both fuels, LPG offers significant advantages over CNG in terms of
storage and delivery as it can be stored at relatively low pressures (~5 bar) and directly injected in
common direct injection fuel systems with minor modifications. This makes it the more attractive choice
for a simpler, cheaper system that could be rapidly adopted in the MD market. Consequently, the efficiency potential and particulate emissions of LPG in an SI direct injected (DI) engine will be a focus of
the current work.
To achieve diesel-like efficiencies, loss mechanisms of stoichiometric SI engines must be identified and addressed. Additionally, technologies need to take advantage of the unique fuel properties to
maximize engine performance. To that end, ORNL has recently commissioned a custom-built long
stroke single-cylinder research engine (LSE) targeting high efficiency SI combustion, as first described
in Boronat et al. [14]. To allow optimized control of mixture dilution, compression pressure and residual
gases, the engine is fitted with EGR and a variable valve actuation system. The uniqueness of the
platform comes in the form of a significantly larger stroke-to-bore ratio of 1.5:1 against a stock ratio of
1:1. The increase in stroke-to-bore ratio results in increased in cylinder turbulent kinetic energy (TKE),
increasing turbulent flame speeds and reducing combustion durations. It is well documented that the
use of “domed” pistons to achieve high compression ratio (rc) is typically followed by increases in incomplete combustion due to flame quenching. The LSE avoids this limitation due to its increased piston
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travel distance and naturally higher geometrical rc, thus further increasing the potential for efficiency
improvements.
The present work builds on previously reported LSE results [14] and explores in detail the mechanisms by which the LSE can improve efficiency and what opportunities are left for further improvement.
Results with both gasoline and propane (surrogate for LPG) are shown and contrasted in terms of performance and efficiency. Detailed soot measurements including filter smoke number, photoacoustic
measurements and scanning mobility particle sizing (SMPS) are used to characterize the soot emissions
of the engine with both fuels. Results are contrasted against legacy data on a similar engine platform,
and assessments of LPG engine efficiency are made.

2. Experimental set up
2.1 Engine platform
The LSE is a custom platform based on the General Motors (GM) Ecotec LNF family of engines, and
was developed to operate under a wide variety of modes and engine operating conditions.
The LSE was developed on custom-built billet block, crankshaft and connecting rods. Figure 1
shows pictures and a schematic of the LSE. Custom components were combined with a stock cylinder

Fig. 1. LSE billet block, crankshaft and connecting rod. Cylinder head is equipped with a fully flexible valve actuation system by Sturman Industries. Engine was built for single cylinder operation. Custom crankshaft
was built with two counterweights for overall engine balance.
Table 1. Stock LNF and LSE geometry information.

LNF
86
86
145
9.2:1,
11.85,
13.8
4
0.495

LSE
86
129
182.9
13.3:1 (same piston as
9.2 LNF), 16.8 (same
piston as 11.85 LNF)
4
0.7493

Exhaust valve lift [mm]

10.2

9

Exhaust valve duration
[°CA]
Exhaust cam phasing
authority [°CA]

188

variable

-

variable

Inlet valve lift [mm]

10.2

9 (fixed in this study)

200

variable

-

variable

Bore [mm]
Stroke [mm]
Connecting Rod [mm]
rc [-]
Number of Valves
Displaced volume [l]

Intake valve duration
[°CA]
Intake cam phasing authority [°CA]
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head and piston assemblies. The stock valve actuation system was replaced by a fully flexible Sturmann
variable valve actuation (VVA) system. The system enables variation of valve lift, opening time and
duration of actuation, with independent control of each valve. The ballistic response of the valves in the
system does not allow it to mimic the stock valve lift profile and maximum valve lift is limited to 9mm (vs.
stock of 10.2mm). Detailed discussion of this system on can be found in [15,16,17,18]. Computational
fluid dynamic studies showed that for matched valve opening events minimal differences were observed
on the flow pattern and TKE profile of the engine as repotted in Boronat et al. [14], thus allowing direct
comparisons to be made between the LSE and the stock LNF.
The production LNF coil on plug assembly is retained and can deliver 80mJ of spark energy. A
spark plug two heat ranges colder replaces the stock spark plug to avoid hot-spot-run-away events while
exploring high load conditions. Table 1 shows a summary of the production engine and the LSE geometries. Naturally the longer stroke required a longer connecting rod, and results in a higher rc for a given
piston when compared to the stock engine.
Figure 2 shows the two piston geometries used in the experiments. The stock LNF piston results
in a rc of 9.2 on the stock engine. When used in the LSE rc is increased to 13.3 for the same top-deadcenter (TDC) volume. A second piston bowl was modified to achieve a higher rc of 11.8:1 on the stock
engine while avoiding a “domed” configuration. When installed in the LSE the rc is increased to 16.8.
Further details can be found on previous reported work [15]
Spark
Plug

LNF rc = 9.2:1
LSE rc = 13.3:1

Spark
Plug

LSE rc = 16.8:1

Spark
Plug

LNF rc = 13.8:1

Fig. 2. Piston geometries used in the present work with rc noted for each design and respective engine below
image.

2.2 Experimental Setup and Testing Methodology
Engine control was managed by a National Instruments control software combined with the Combustion
Analysis Toolkit (DCAT) package. In cylinder pressure traces were measured using a piezo-electric
pressure transducer made by Kistler (6125C). Engine crank position was acquired by a shaft mounted
encoder (2614C11) providing a crank angle resolution of 0.2 crank angle degrees. For all experimental
conditions 2000 consecutive combustion cycles were recorded to generate ensemble metrics. Engine
air supply was managed by an Alicat 2000SLPM air mass controller. Air intake temperature was controlled using a Sylvania Suremax 800 heater placed upstream of the intake plenum. Intake and exhaust
surge tanks were installed to mitigate pressure pulsations, characteristic of single cylinder engines,
which could affect boundary condition measurements. A cooled EGR loop was installed between the
intake and exhaust surge tanks. An EGR cooler was used to keep the gas outlet temperature at a constant 40°C. EGR was adjusted by an electronic actuated valve in the EGR system and an engine backpressure valve located downstream of the exhaust surge tank. Engine backpressure was adjusted to
simulate a turbocharger with a combined efficiency of 40%, according to the calculation approach presented in [16].
Fuel supply was accomplished with six piston accumulators pressurized to 100 bar by nitrogen
gas. Delivery pressure was finely controlled downstream of the accumulators by a TESCOM (ER3000SI1) pneumatic pressure regulator. Fuel mass flow was measured by a Coriolis Micro-motion ELITE
(CMF010P) flow meter. For all experimental conditions fuel injection timings were fixed at -280°CA
aTDCf and spark timing was adjusted to achieve optimal thermodynamic efficiency while avoiding knock.
Peak cylinder pressure was limited to 100bar. Combustion stability as measured by the coefficient of
variation (COV) of the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) was kept below 3%.
2.3 Emissions equipment
Exhaust was sampled for criteria pollutants (CO, CO2, HC, and NOx) through a sampling line heated to
190 °C downstream of the surge tank and analyzed with a number of instruments including non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) for CO and CO2 detection, flame ionization detection (FID) for THC measurements,
and chemiluminescence detection (CLD) for NOx.
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Particulate matter (PM) was characterized through particle size and number measurements and
carbonaceous soot measurements. Carbonaceous soot was measured through a photoacoustic sensor
(AVL microsoot). Figure 3 shows a schematic of the particle size distribution (PSD) measurement apparatus. An ejector pump-based microdilution system was used to sample the exhaust downstream of
the surge tank. The ejector pump was mounted directly on the probe to minimize line lengths. Total
dilution ratio was measured by the CO2 ratio of samples before and after dilution using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and ranged from 10:1 to 12:1. A scanning mobility particle sizer
(SMPS, TSI Model 3936) was used to measure the particle size distribution of the diluted sample.
Combined with a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI model 3081) and a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI model 3025) particle sizes from 9.8 to 429nm and quantities were measured.

To Vent

Surge

HEPA air

Microdilution Tunnel

SMPS
CPC

D
M
A

Engine
Fig. 3. Microdilution exhaust sampling system for particle size and particle number quantification.

2.4 Fuels
The engine was operated with propane (~96% propane balanced with ~2% butane and ~2% ethylene),
and an 87 anti-knock index (AKI) gasoline with 10% ethanol by volume. Table 2 shows a summary of
fuel properties and composition.
Table 2. Fuel properties

RON (ASTM D2699)
MON (ASTM D2700)
S (RON – MON)
Boiling Point [°C]
10% [°F] (ASTM D86)
50% [°F] (ASTM D86)
90% [°F] (ASTM D86)
C wt% (ASTM 5391)
H wt% (ASTM 5391)
O wt% (ASTM 5599)
LHV [ MJ/kg] (ASTM D240)
oxygenates % vol. (ASTM 5599)

87 AKI E0
90.2
83.9
6.3
N/A
97
205
316
86.49
14.06
0
43.454
0
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87 AKI E10
90.9
83.4
7.5
N/A
52.3
94.3
325
82.78
13.59
3.63
41.410
9.87

LPG
112
97
15
-42
N/A
N/A
82.78
17.22
0
46.4
0
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2.5 Combustion analysis
Synchronous and asynchronous experimental data were processed by an in-house MATLAB based
post-processing routine. Cylinder pressure traces were filtered using a zero-phase filter and combined
with camshaft position feedback to calculate in-cylinder trapped mass on a cycle by cycle basis using
the approach proposed by Cavina et al. [19]. Heat transfer losses were estimated using Woschni correlation [20] and crevice losses were calculated using the approach of Gatowski et al. [21]. Apparent heat
release is calculated from filtered pressure traces and combined with heat transfer and crevice losses
to derive total heat release. Engine TDC was adjusted using a magnetic proximity probe (AVL OTSensor 428) during motoring operation and TDC loss angle was adjusted based on the approach reported by Tunestål et al. [22].

3. Results
The results section will be divided into 4 sections spanning analysis of efficiency and particulate emissions.
3.1 LSE and fuel effects on combustion duration and combustion efficiency
Initial results of combustion duration and incomplete combustion are plotted for gasoline and LPG in
Figure 4 A and B respectively. The results compare the LSE to the production LNF engine. Note that
the gasoline LNF data in Figure 4 A was originally reported in Splitter et al. [16,17,18], which used the
same valve timings, piston, and Sturman cylinder head as in the present work. The gasoline results in

A.

B.

Fig. 4 Combustion efficiency, HC emissions, and combustion duration for (A.) Gasoline only with LNF at rc=9.2
and rc=13.8:1 ratios and LSE at rc=13.3:1, and (B) LPG and gasoline reference with LNF at rc=9.2
and propane with LNF with rc=13.8:1 ratios and LSE with rc=13.3:
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Figure 4 A clearly highlight the advantages of the LSE platform with gasoline in a near rc neutral analysis. Specifically, for a rc of ~13.5:1 the LSE enables HC emissions equal to the production LNF engine
(9.2 rc) and thus reduced incomplete combustion losses. The source of these is attributed to the “dome”
piston (Figure 2) needed in the LNF geometry to generate increased rc. Clearly, the increased squish
area in the dome design reduced combustion efficiency and increased combustion duration, effects that
are well documented in the literature [23]. However, the approach used in the LSE offers high compression without increased quench and thus shows no effect to combustion efficiency; in fact combustion
efficiency was seen to have increased with the LSE design, an effect attributed to increased charge
motion. The increase in charge motion and reduction of quenching regions are evident on the combustion durations in Figure 4 A, where relative to the stock LNF, the dome piston showed increased combustion duration and the LSE showed reduced combustion duration. Note, that the increased rc achieved
through either the dome piston in the LNF or the stock piston in the LSE, result in earlier onset and more
extreme knock, where the knock limited spark phasing effects on increasing combustion duration are
also evident in the figure. Moreover, the similar rc’s in the dome piston and stock piston in the LSE result
in the knock limit near the same load.
Interestingly when the fuel is changed from gasoline to LPG as shown in Figure 4 B, the trends
in combustion duration of the LSE and dome piston continue, but the effects of quench on combustion
efficiency are much less clear. For all rc’s and engine configurations tested it was observed that relative
to gasoline, LPG offers improved combustion efficiency and reduced HC emissions. These effects are
attributed to improved fuel vaporization from LPG compared to gasoline, and thus in-cylinder processes
such as fuel films and injection strategy effects on mixing could be less pronounced with LPG than with
gasoline. Interestingly the LSE still retains faster combustion than the LNF, and for a given engine configuration there is no appreciable combustion duration difference between LPG and gasoline (LNF 9.2
rc). Note that with LPG there was virtually no knock onset observed in either engine at the tested conditions and combustion phasing was retarded only because of peak cylinder pressure limits being
reached.
3.2 Long Stroke Engine Liquified Petroleum Gas Exhaust Gas Recirculation effects
The results in the previous section highlighted the combustion efficiency benefits that LPG offers over
gasoline. Beyond these benefits, LPG also showed significantly improved EGR tolerance when compared to gasoline. Figure 5 shows that for all load conditions the COV of IMEP of LPG was overall lower
than gasoline’s and allowed a higher percentage of EGR before the COV limit was reached.
It is hypothesized that two main effects are responsible for the improved EGR tolerance performance of LPG; (1) Its laminar flame characteristics and (2) its flame stretch properties like Markstein
length/number. As illustrated in the Borghi-Peters diagram [24] an increase in the laminar flame speed
or reduction in the flame thickness of the fuel relative to turbulent velocity and length scales leads to a
flame that is less prone to influences from the flow field. Flow field distortions of the flame kernel are
believed to be one of the main components of cycle-to-cycle variation in spark ignition engines [25,26].
As EGR dilution is increased, the laminar flame speed of the fuel is reduced, and its flame thickness is
increased. An increase in flame thickness makes the fuel more prone to influences from the flow field
as turbulent eddies can corrugate the flame to a larger extent. LPG shows a lower thickening of the
flame when EGR dilution is introduced, thus favoring its resistance to corrugation by turbulent eddies.
LPG also shows a higher laminar flame speed than gasoline which allows it to have faster flame kernel
formation and propagation, increasing the Dahmkoler number of the flame [27]. The second effect that
contributes to LPG’s higher EGR tolerance is related to its flame stretch properties. The Markstein length
modifies the laminar flame speed of the fuel due to preferential diffusion effects. Under the conditions
relevant to internal combustion engines the Markstein length is positive and relatively small, of the order
of 0.1-0.2mm [28,29]. It is currently unknown how much these effects contribute to LPG’s superior dilution tolerance in a real engine environment. Nevertheless, the Markstein length of propane is positive
(i.e., stretch effects reduce the laminar flame speed of the fuel) and is smaller than the Markstein length
for iso-octane, a surrogate for gasoline. As such, based on the available literature, LPG should be less
susceptible to stretch effects. The effect of flame stretch is expected to increase the differences in laminar flame speed between LPG and gasoline. Flame stretch and preferential diffusion effects on flame
kernel formation and effects on COV of IMEP is a topic that needs to be further explored to understand
if the benefits of LPG can be extended by optimizing charge motion and turbulence.
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Fig. 5. COV of IMEP for DI gasoline (black) and LPG (blue) for four loads as a function of EGR at 2000 r/min.

3.3 Long Stroke Engine Liquified Petroleum Gas operating strategies for increased efficiency
The combined effects of LPG on engine efficiency were explored in a systematic approach. The LNF
engine was operated in its stock form with LPG, and with the 13.8 rc piston (“dome” piston). These
experiments were conducted with 0% EGR and conventional cam timings. Results of the LNF (and LSE)
with LPG are presented in Figure 6. Relative to gasoline with no changes to the engine rc or operating
conditions, LPG extends the load range significantly, but offers no significant efficiency benefits (green
vs black lines in Figure 6); however, if rc is increased then LPG can increase efficiency and simultaneously increase power density (blue vs black/green in Figure 6). At an 8 bar IMEP load, this results in
approximately a 9.5% relative increase in efficiency compared to the baseline engine with either gasoline or LPG.
Using LPG but changing the engine from the LNF to the LSE offers further increase in efficiency
observed (red vs green). These improvements are primarily due to reductions in heat transfer and combustion duration, as previously pointed out by Boronat et al. [14], there is also an increase in combustion
efficiency which is minor but non-trivial. As shown in Figure 6, at an 8 bar IMEP load the LSE approach
yields an approximate 16% relative improvement in efficiency compared to the baseline LNF. Although
the LSE approach alone enabled good efficiency gain, the combination of EGR and even further increased rc were also explored, which as shown in Figure 6, are where significant gains in efficiency can
be realized. The high EGR rates possible with LPG were leveraged with late intake valve closing
(110°CA bTDC vs 170°CA bTDC) and EGR. When used in tandem with 16.8 rc this approach yielded
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nearly a 30% improvement in efficiency compared to the baseline LNF engine. Moreover, the power
density of the LSE with LPG is not fully represented here due to the flowrate limit of the stock fuel
injectors. With increased flow rate injectors higher power density should be achievable. It should be
noted that the efficiency and power density of the LSE SI LPG engine approach those of current medium
duty diesel engines.

Relative Efficiency Improvement vs. Baseline at 8 Bar IMEPn (%)

Baseline + rc (13.8:1)

LSE (13.3:1)

LSE + rc (16.8:1) + EGR

Fig. 6. Efficiency improvement pathway for ORNL LSE engine with LPG, pathway combined EGR and high rc

3.4 LPG and gasoline FSN, Soot, and Particle Size Distributions comparisons
The previous section highlighted that that stoichiometric LPG offered significant improvements in efficiency, EGR tolerance, and combustion efficiency compared to stoichiometric gasoline, achieving efficiencies similar to diesel engine results. To further assess stoichiometric LPG engine operation, this
section explores differences between LPG and gasoline particulate emissions.
Engine operation over a wide load range and several EGR levels were conducted. The LSE
engine was operated with only the production LNF piston installed (Figure 2). The filter smoke numbers
(FSN) of EGR sweep at four loads spanning the range of low-to-high load are plotted in Figure 7. Note
that the 10.5 bar IMEPg load for gasoline was heavily knock limited and near its maximum spark retard
while LPG was just becoming knock limited at this condition, so at the highest loads the combustion
phasings were not matched, but at lower loads they are. At each load EGR was swept from 0% to the
maximum possible until unstable engine operation occurred. The loads and conditions are the same as
those presented in Figure 5, where COV of IMEP beyond 3 is where unstable operation existed.
Results in Figure 7 clearly show that LPG exhibits extremely low FSN values, effectively zero
FSN for all EGR rates and loads ranging from 3.5 bar IMEPg to 10.5 bar IMEPg. TI is well known that
fuel volatility and subsequent fuel wall wetting can be correlated with FSN and particulate emissions in
SI DI engines. Szybist et al. [30] conducted several studies with DI in a GM LNF engine (i.e., the same
engine the LSE in the present work is based on) and found that increased volatility fuels, like E20 and
E85, and multiple injection events could be used to reduce particle emissions. That work and other
simulation [31] and optical measurements [32], all support the hypothesis that the source of DI gasoline
particulates is primarily form surface wetting.
These previous findings and the combined results further support the current hypothesis of reduced wall wetting with DI LPG compared to gasoline. The present results also show in Figure 7 that
with LPG there is significantly reduced HC emissions, approximately 1/3 to 1/2 those of gasoline. These
results are also observable with 0% EGR over a load sweep with several different engine configurations
in Figure 4. The very low HC and effectively zero FSN with LPG regardless of load and EGR rate in
Figure 7 combined with the similar findings regardless of engine configuration in Figure 4strongly suggest that DI LPG has very low surface wetting. Interestingly the results in Figure 7 also highlight that
for gasoline, as EGR rate is increased FSN tends to be stable or decrease, with the latter prevalent at
increased engine loads. Similar trends were also observed by Alger et al. [33] and Zhang et al. [34],
where the latter work pointed out that as EGR rates increased the particle accumulation mode decreased and particles were primarily accumulation mode independent of fuel type used. In the present
work similar processes appear to be occurring in gasoline, but at least for FSN there seems to be no
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appreciable FSN from LPG entirely. Previous works attributed the accumulation mode to HC emissions;
however, the present work observed an increase in HC emission in both gasoline and LPG with increased EGR rates, however, unlike gasoline, increased HC emission with LPG did not observe an
increase in FSN. This suggests that with LPG, soot formation pathways from HC could eb different. To
further explore the particles of LPG and gasoline further measurements and analysis were conducted.
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Fig. 7. FSN for DI gasoline (black) and LPG (blue) at four loads as a function of EGR at 2000 r/min.

To further analyze the particle emissions from DI LPG compared to gasoline, particle size distributions, and micro soot sensor (MSS) measurements were made. The results for a 0% EGR load
sweep are plotted in Figure 8. Results show that like the EGR sweep (Figure 7), LPG has effectively
zero FSN, but the results in Figure 8 also confirm that there is effectively zero soot for LPG as measured
with a MSS. Likewise gasoline displayed similar trends in FSN and MSS measurements, which were
low, but not an unmeasurable like those of LPG. Simultaneous acquisition of FSN, MSS< and SMPS
particle measurements were made. The SMPS results for select loads are plotted in Figure 9, but the
total particle number for the load sweep is displayed in Figure 8. Since measurements were conducted
on a single cylinder engine, the total particle number (PN) was calculated on an IMEPn basis and corrected for dilution ratio. An average of 3 particle size measurements were made, where the dilution and
load normalized average is plotted in Figure 8.
Interestingly despite the differences in soot and FSN between gasoline and LPG, the fuels have
total PN that are of the same order and trend relatively well together. Gasoline operation at 13 and 15
bar IMEP was not possible due to knock limit of the fuel, but LPG displays a very interesting trend at
these higher loads. Specifically, the total PN count is reduced by an order of magnitude. It is thus
hypothesized that most of the particles in both this engine for DI gasoline and LPG are occurring primarily from sources outside those of the fuels themselves, which could be lubricant or valve leakage
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Fig. 8. Soot, FSN, and total particle number for DI gasoline (black) and LPG (blue) as a function of load at 2000
r/min with 0% EGR.

past exhaust valve seals from the hydraulic Sturman valve system. The sources of these are not directly
known but elevated in-cylinder temperatures associated with higher engine loads could be responsible
for at least part of the observed total PN reductions. Of particular note is that there is virtually no soot
detected by the MSS for LPG whereas even the E85 resulted in measurable FSN in Szybist et al. [30]
despite having lower particle numbers than the observed LPG results here. The lack of soot with LPG
here is consistent with the idea that the particles observed with the SMPS are not soot carbon, but
lubricant derived aerosols.
To further understand the sources of PM in the LPG engine the particle size distributions (PSD)
are plotted in Figure 9. The shapes of the PSD of LPG compared to gasoline differ most when the
particles are over approximately 100 nm diameter, with more of a pronounced log-normal distribution
for the gasoline as compared to LPG. Unlike liquid fuels, the gaseous fuel is not likely to impinge on the
walls or piston and result in pool fires or other sources of combustion particles, so the source of the
particles is likely the lubricant and has more to do with the mechanics and temperature of lubricant
aerosolization.
Consistent with this of lubricant as the primary source of LPG particles, the shapes of the PSD
for the propane engine are plotted as a function of load with 0% and 15% EGR in Figure 10, where
engine load is observed to reduce the particle size and total number. This is even more pronounced
with 15% EGR, which is consistent with literature studies by others [33,34]. In contrast, broad particle
size distributions are characteristic of DISI gasoline engines [35,36,37,38]. are not evident with LPG,
suggesting that accumulation modes in general are very much reduced. Figure 10 illustrates that accumulation mode particles decay with load, where loads over ~10 bar IMEP show very limited accumulation mode particles (i.e., particles larger than ~30nm) with LPG. These findings combined with the efficiency results of Figure 6 suggest that DI LPG could be a viable opportunity for low emissions high
efficiency engines like diesel engines that are common in medium duty applications.
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Fig. 10. Particle size distributions for LPG load sweeps with (A.) 0% EGR and (B.) 15% EGR
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4. Discussion
The present results highlight that low PM and diesel like efficiencies are possible with DI LPG in a high
rc approach. The significance of this is directly applicable to the medium duty engine sector, which, in
the United States, is primarily fueled by diesel and gasoline engines. In this sector it is common for 67L gasoline and diesel engines to be employed for a wide range of applications. One of the most prevalent engines is the Cummins ISB 6.7L diesel engine. The current results are demonstrated on a 0.75L
single cylinder engine, and thus in a V8 configuration this would translate to a 6L total displacement
design, which is highly relevant to the United States medium-duty sector.
Therefore, it is of interest to estimate what efficiency and performance of a LSE based LPG
engine could be. Efficiency and load were corrected for friction using the default constants used in GTpower as explained in Boronat et al. [14] and Splitter et al. [17, 18]. Because the exact friction is unknown, the friction was estimated not as a direct number but a range. It was assumed that technologies
to reduce friction could be applied to reduce friction up to 40% over default GT-Power values, which is
relevant to what literature values have been reported by others [40]. The results of this analysis with the
best efficiency LSE LPG results are plotted in Figure 11 and compared to the NHSTA reported values
of the 2019 Cummins ISB, which are used for certification purposes. Clearly the results of DI LPG very
closely approach those of the ISB in terms of brake thermal efficiency (BTE) and output (BMEP). Note
that the load sweep with the LPG engine was prematurely stopped because the fuel injection system
was unaltered form the stock engine and the injector duration needed for high load was beyond the
safety limits imposed by the control software. A LPG specific injector design with increased flowrate
would likely be required for further load expansion demonstration.
Cummins diesel ISB, 2019 production
ORNL LSE LPG, 16.8:1 rc, 0-35% EGR
ORNL LSE LPG friction range estimated
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Fig. 11. ORNL LSE derived BTE numbers compared to 2019 production Cummins ISB diesel.

The ramifications of the efficiency illustrated in Figure 11 become apparent when examined form
the perspective of pending 2027 emissions and efficiency regulation in the United states, which will
regulate CO2 emissions in medium duty vehicles. Specifically, the 2027 standards are 457 [gCO2/bhphr] and 535 [gCO2/bhp-hr] in the SET cycle and FTP cycles respectively [39]. Since the emissions regulations are on a vehicle CO2 basis and not a, efficiency basis there are great potential opportunities
for reduced carbon intensity fuels like LPG.
According to a national LPG survey by the Propane Education and Research Council (PERC)
from 2017 and 2018 [41], LPG is between 91–96% on average propane, with the balance species of
ethane (0.5–6.5%) and combinations of butane and its isomers (up to 7.5%). The significantly increased
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H/C ratio of LPG ~2.67:1 is attractive for reducing CO2 emissions by ~12% (energy basis when compared with diesel fuel) in a stoichiometric SI engine if engine brake thermal efficiency (BTE) parity with
diesel is achieved, presenting a pathway to beyond 2027 compliance.
The results in the present work and that of Boronat et al. [14] illustrate that an engine design
that exploits LPG’s unique properties, greatly improves efficiency, and enables significantly higher rc is
possible. As shown in Boronat et al. [14], and Figure 6 and Figure 11 of the present work, diesel engine
efficiency parity to the 2019 Cummins ISB is possible. Similar work has been conducted by Rengarajan
et al. [42], in a multi cylinder engine but with lower efficiency than the present work due to reduced
compression ratio and reduced stroke-to-bore ratio. The 2019 ISB is certified at 488 [gCO2/bhp-hr] (SET
steady-state) and 525 [gCO2/bhp-hr] (FTP transient) [43], translating to 40.7% SET and 37.8% FTP
cycle-averaged efficiency.
The present work highlights proof-of-concept results as illustrated in Figure 11 that DI LPG can
approach or meet the Cummins 2019 ISB efficiencies. Thus, a similar SET and FTP transient efficiency
to the ISB might be possible with DI LPG using an approach like the LSE. With further optimization and
development, a target of 41% SET average with DI-LPG might be possible while meeting all applicable
2027 criteria emissions regulations as three-way catalyst of this program is highly possible as highlighted
by previous work by others [44]. Achieving the such a cycle efficiency with LPG would result in cycle
CO2 emissions of 430gCO2/hp.hr, a 6% reduction from 2027 Phase 2 greenhouse gas (GHG) regulations and illustrate a pathway for SI engine approaches to meet or exceed 2027 emission regulation
using DI LPG.

5. Conclusions
The present work illustrated performance and emissions of DI LPG and gasoline in a novel lone stroke
engine (LSE). The major findings of the present work are outlined as the following.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Regardless of liquid petroleum gas (LPG) or gasoline fueling the LSE engine exhibited significantly
improved combustion durations, which were ~20% faster than the production GM LNF engine,
when using the same piston and TDC geometry. When using the similar compression ratios (i.e. a
“dome” piston in the LNF was required), the LSE exhibited even further combustion duration benefits. These differences were attributed to significantly increased turbulence from the LSE’s increase stroke
With gasoline the LSE was found to offer significantly improved HC and combustion efficiency improvements when high compression ratio was used. This was again attributed to the combustion
chamber improvment for a given compression ratio with the LSE compared to the LNF. However,
with DI LPG the advantages were reduced as HC emissions were extremely low with LPG overall.
LPG was found to enable increased EGR rate compared to gasoline (20-50% relative increase
depending on load). The results were attributed to fundamental flame dynamics and combustion
properties such as flame stretch differences of LPG vs. gasoline when EGR is used.
A combination of DI LPG with LIVC (110°CA bTDCf), EGR (~30%) and high rc (16.8:1) was found
to yield in excess of 45% NTE with diesel like power density. This was an improvement of ~30%
relative to the production engine with DI LPG.
DI LPG was found to have effectively zero measurable FSN and soot, but similar PN to gasoline.
Particle size distribution (PSD) as a function of load showed that as load increased regardless of
0% or 15% EGR, DI LPG exhibited smaller diameter and lower number counts of particles. This
translated to reductions in total PN overall. These combined results were postulated to be an effect
of significantly reduced wall wetting with DI LPG as compared to gasoline.
Efficiency results were compared to a conventional MD diesel engine in the form of the 2019 Cummins ISB. Brake thermal efficiency of the single-cylinder LSE was estimated by a friction correlation
and compared very favorably to the efficiency of the Cummins engine and power density. The
results show promise for pathways of low GHG/CO2 fuels to meet future emissions regulation with
SI TWC compatible combustion.
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Abstract. New emissions regulations tend carmakers to get more interested in over-expanded cycle
and therefore to leave the classical Otto cycle aside. The Miller cycle, using an early inlet valve closing, can significantly improve the overall efficiency of a turbocharged spark ignition engine. To do so,
its size needs to be increased while maintaining the same effective compression ratio, this is known as
the “rightsizing” concept. This new engine can also follow a more aggressive Miller cycle during partial
load operations. The shorter valve intake event minimizes the need for throttling the air and so reduces the pumping losses, this method is known as “dethrottling”. Indeed, the use of a variable valve timing system makes it possible to combine two different cam profiles in an engine, one for the full load
operations and one for the partial loads. The benefits of this strategy will be explored using a new 0D
model. This model includes a heat transfer submodel based on Woschni’s coefficient and a friction
submodel that will take the engine size changing into account. The shorter intake event in the Miller
cycle induce in-cylinder aerodynamic losses and so a lower level of the turbulent speed at the top
dead center. This increases the combustion duration and affect directly the overall efficiency. Therefore, the link between a turbulence loss and the increase of the combustion time will be studied. In
comparison to the Otto cycle, the Miller cycle leads up to 4% consumption advantages according to
the choice of the inlet valve closing and volumetric compression ratio.
Notation

𝑉
𝑃
𝑟
𝑇
𝑚
𝑋𝑖𝑛
𝑋𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑋𝑢
𝑋𝑏
𝑏𝑙𝑓
𝑢
ℎ
ℎ𝑐
𝐴

In-cylinder volume
Pressure
mass-specific gas constant
Temperature
In-cylinder mass
Incoming values
Outgoing values
Unburned quantities
Burned quantities
Backflow
Specific internal energy
Specific enthalpy
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Surface area

𝐵𝐷𝐶
𝑇𝐷𝐶
𝐼𝑉𝐶
𝐸𝐼𝑉𝐶
𝐿𝐼𝑉𝐶

Bottom Dead Center
Top Dead Center
Inlet Valve Closing
Early Inlet Valve Closing
Late Inlet Valve Closing
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1. The Miller Cycle
1.1 Context
The transportation sector was the source of 18% of the CO2 released in the atmosphere in 2016 but
15% in 1990 [1]. This increase combined with global warming has prompted the European Parliament
to restrict exhaust emissions by imposing the Euro 6 standard on car manufacturers. Despite the
emergence of electric vehicles, the internal combustion engine still has a future. In 2035, in a scenario
of high environmental regulations, 77.2% of vehicles sold worldwide will be gasoline engines, only
11.9% will be fully electric and 0.1% will be fuel cell powered [2]. The sector is therefore evolving and
many innovations are being introduced to improve internal combustion engines.
Vehicles will tend to be electrified [3], [4] by switching to a 48V system, that will for example allow the use of e-turbo [5], or by a more complete hybridization. New components that will allow engines to operate optimally over a wider range of operating conditions will be introduced [6]. We can
talk about variable compression ratio with, for example, a modification of the classic connecting rod
and crank system. The system can be almost completely modified, as is the case with the MCE-5 engine [7], the crank section can also be redesigned, as the Infinity VC-turbo engine [8], and the connecting rod can vary its stroke while being integrated into the engine without major modifications [9],
[10]. Conventional turbocharger are likely to be equipped with a variable turbine section [11]. The timing and lift of the valves can be modified by different systems during engine operation [12], [13]. The
number of cylinders in operation may also vary according to the required load [14], [15]. Fluid properties can be altered to achieve better performance by injecting water and working on EGR systems
[16], [17]. For example, water, injected during compression, cools the mixture by evaporation, which
limits knocking and allows the use of higher compression ratios. The work done to reduce mechanical
friction is revealed in most articles featuring new engines. Engineers are also experimenting new
combustions by testing new fuels [18]–[20] and new types of ignition, such as Mazda's HCCI Skyactiv
engine, which ignites the air-gasoline mixture at a high compression ratio [21], and a microwave ignition system that replaces traditional spark plugs [22]. Energy recovery by combined cycle is also studied, for example the heat extracted downstream of the catalytic converter can be used in a Rankine
cycle where the turbine will drive the crankshaft [23].
The application of over expanded cycles such as the Atkinson and Miller cycles allows high efficiencies to be achieved, can be coupled with the above solutions [20], [24]–[26] and generally requires only minor engine modifications. Changes will be made mainly to the intake valve timing and to
elements useful for internal aerodynamic, which will be described later.
1.2 Presentation of the Cycle
The Miller cycle is part of the over-expanded cycle family. Its expansion stroke is longer than its compression one. In this paper, we’ll make the distinction between the compression ratio 𝑟𝑐 = 𝑉𝐼𝑉𝐶 /𝑉𝑇𝐷𝐶
and the expansion ratio 𝑟𝑒 = 𝑉𝐵𝐷𝐶 /𝑉𝑇𝐷𝐶 . Where 𝑉𝐼𝑉𝐶 is the cylinder volume when the inlet valve is closing, 𝑉𝑇𝐷𝐶 is the top dead center volume and 𝑉𝐵𝐷𝐶 the bottom dead center.
James Atkinson, a British engineer, was the first to work on over expanded cycle. He wrote
three patents on engines working with complex connecting rods. The first one was written in 1886 and
describes an opposed piston engine in which the volume at the end of the intake stroke is lower than
the volume at the end of the expansion [27]. The second one is a four stroke engine presented in 1887
[28]. It’s Atkinson’s most famous engine and the most frequently presented one when talking about
Atkinson cycle, Fig. 1. The volume at the end of the expansion stroke is twice as large as the one at
the end of the compression stroke. According to the author, this leads to an engine that is more economical than any other gas-engine built before.
Atkinson wrote a patent, in 1892, about an over-expanded cycle engine closer to the classical
four stroke internal combustion engine. However, few engines were produced so information about it
can’t be easily found. For more details about this engine, the reader can refer to Marshall’s paper on
the history of Atkinson’s machines [29].
An over-expanded cycle engine with such a complex connecting rods system is not actually
used in a vehicle. Yet, research has been made on the subject, we can mention BMW [30] and Honda
with the EXlink engine [31], [32]. The major disadvantages are friction losses, inertia of the extra parts
and the bigger space needed. The interest for this kind of system seems to grow when they allow variable compression ratio like, for example, MCE-5 engine [7] and Nissan’s VC-turbo [8]. We can also
add that Honda is working on its EXlink engine and tends to variable compression [34].
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Fig. 1 : Atkinson « Cycle Engine » 1887 [28]

Another way to unlink the compression and the expansion stroke is to act on the time when
the inlet valves are closing. When closing the valves before or after the bottom dead center the compression stroke is shorter than the expansion one. For an early inlet valve closing (EIVC), before the
BDC, we have 𝑉𝐼𝑉𝐶 < 𝑉𝐵𝐷𝐶 and so 𝑟𝑐 < 𝑟𝑒 . For a late inlet valve closing (LIVC), after the BDC, part of
the fluid inside the cylinder is pushed back into the intake manifold. This leads to the same situation as
before with a fluid volume smaller than what the cylinder could have contained, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 : PV diagram : (Left) EIVC – (Right) LIVC

This method has been for the first time used by American engineer Ralph Miller. He invented a
way to move forward or delay the intake valves closing progressively with the increase of the engine
load, the main objective being to avoid knocking. He worked on a compression ignited engine, a spark
ignited one and a two-stroke engine in three patents respectively deposited in 1954 [35], 1956 [36]
and 1957 [37].
The name Miller cycle is most of the time linked to an early inlet valve closing (EIVC) whereas
the name Atkinson cycle is related to late inlet valve closing (LIVC).We’ll use this convention for this
paper.
1.3 Application Strategy
1.3.1 Full Load : “Rightsizing”
Recent years have seen the arrival of a new concept in the world of internal combustion engines:
"downsizing". The aim is to reduce the size of engines by reducing the volume of the cylinders or, for
example, by using three cylinders instead of four. These engines are also equipped with a turbocharger, allowing them to deliver the same power as a larger-displacement engine. Direct fuel injection
has also improved their performance. This reduction in size reduces mass and friction, and thus reduces fuel consumption.
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Manufacturers' interest in the Miller cycle seems to have stopped this trend. Indeed, the term
"rightsizing" is starting to appear in automotive journals. Manufacturers use a "downsized" engine from
their line of products and design a larger displacement engine, the increase in size coming from the
extended expansion of the Miller cycle. Examples include Opel’s Ecotec engines [39], [40],
Volkswagen’s TSI engines [41], Audi’s TFSI [42] and also BMW's boxer engine for motorcycles [43].
The increase in displacement is mainly achieved by increasing the piston stroke. The low dead
volume of the combustion chamber is therefore maintained, which allows keeping the compression ratio at the maximum before knocking and thus does not degrade the engine's efficiency.
The benefit obtained by running a Miller cycle on an engine whose expansion has been extended compared to a reference engine following an Otto cycle, with the same compression ratio, is a
gain in mechanical work. Therefore, there is an increase in thermal efficiency, Fig. 3 illustrates this
principle. The reference engine follows the classic phases of intake (1 → 2), compression (2 → 3),
combustion (3 → 4), expansion (4 → 5) and exhaust (5 → 1). The Miller extended expansion (4 → 5')
engine follows the same compression phase (2 → 3), it has the same effective compression ratio as
the reference engine. Assuming that the combustion is the same for both engines, using the same
amount of fuel, the gain in mechanical work (zone: 5-5'-6-2) implies a better thermal efficiency for the
Miller engine.

Fig. 3 : PV diagram showing Miller cycle gain at equal compression ratio

It should be noticed that the friction losses induced by the longer expansion phase are largely
compensated by the gain in work [42]. Furthermore, engine manufacturers pay particular attention to
reducing friction on moving parts by working on segmentation, cylinder surface treatment, bearings,
type of oil used, etc.
We can take as an order of magnitude Volkswagen's figure that shows a 10% gain in consumption on its 1.5L engine compared to its previous model and Opel's figure for its 1.0L Ecotec engine that gains 6% in consumption. Audi gains 5% fuel consumption on its new TFSI engine. The
IFPEN gives an indicated efficiency higher than 42% on a good part of the engine map, this figure being the result of an experimental study on a single cylinder engine [44]. These figures should be taken
with care, as they correspond to the gains obtained on a new version of an engine from the manufacturers' range, and are therefore not equal in terms of on-board technology, taking the evolution from
the former version into account. These benefits are hence not exclusively due to the application of the
Miller cycle.
1.3.2 Part Load : “Dethrottling”
We have seen that the Miller cycle provides better thermal efficiency by increasing mechanical work
when compared to a reference engine with the same compression ratio. Another advantage of the Miller cycle is that it can be used to reduce pumping losses, we can use the term "dethrottling". These are
the pressure losses introduced by the throttle valve when working at part load, during the intake
stroke. The idea is not new and dates back to the 1980s [45], but advances in variable lift and valve
timing systems have democratized its use. The comparison is made here with a reference engine of
the same displacement.
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Fig. 4 : « Dethrottling » strategy

The comparison here is made at constant load and therefore at equal mechanical work. The
benefits come from the quantity of fuel injected. During the throttle cycle, pressure losses require more
air to be admitted into the engine to produce the same amount of mechanical work. The throttle cycle
therefore consumes more fuel and is less efficient.
The control of the amount of air required for operations is no longer carried out by the throttle
valve but by a system that varies the lift law of the intake valves. Different systems exist [12]. They can
vary the duration of valve opening, the maximum opening and shift the law by a certain angle. To reduce the amount of air admitted by the engine, the intake valves will have to be open for a shorter period of time. Engines in production mainly use two cams, one with low lift for low loads and one with
high lift for full load. The camshaft is also equipped with a phase shifter that allows the law to be shifted and therefore the valve closing time to be chosen in order to control the mass of air intake more
precisely. We can mention Audi's Valvelift [46], BMW's ShiftCam [43] and Porsche's VarioCam [47]
systems.
A numerical simulation study, using GT-Power, comparing a Miller cycle with a total lift of
170°CA and a standard cycle with a total lift of 240°CA of a 4-cylinder 1.8L engine shows that fuel
consumption gains can be as high as 11% [48]. The figures announced by the manufacturers are lower. Honda announces a benefit of around 2% [49], Mercedes 5% [50] and Porsche 4% [51]. These figures should also be taken with care. Indeed, profits depend strongly on the valve timing and lift used,
which is generally not informed.
1.3.3 Miller Cycle Limitations
Because of the shorter intake event, the Miller cycle leads to internal aerodynamic losses. The tumble
movement is less intense, which leads to lower levels of turbulent kinetic energy at the top dead center. It’s well known that turbulence, by wrinkling the flame front, accelerates combustion and improves
its stability. Aerodynamic deterioration has therefore a strong impact on engine efficiency. The combustion duration, linked to the turbulent kinetic energy level, is an important parameter to consider
when studying the Miller cycle.

2. Method to Compute the Efficiency
In this paper, we’ll use a 0D/1D model to compute the overall efficiency of the Miller cycle. This model
is based on the conservation laws of mass and energy in which the system is discretized in homogeneous volumes. During the phases of intake, compression, combustion, expansion and exhaust of the
engine cycle, quantities like the pressure, the volume and the mass inside the cylinder will be computed to determine overall efficiency at the end of the cycle.
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During non-combustion phases, which are the intake, compression, expansion and exhaust
phases, the model considers one homogeneous volume. The fluid, being a mixture of burned and unburned gases, has the same properties in the whole cylinder. Quantities depend on the crank angle,
which is an image of the time for a known speed rotation, so we’ll use the term 0D model. All of them
are computed according to the ideal gas law and the conservation of mass and energy. They are written as following [52]:
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(3)

During the combustion phase, the model considers two homogeneous volumes, one central
volume containing the burned gases, which are the exhaust products, and the other one containing
the fresh gas composed of fuel, air and residual gases. The pressure is supposed to be the same in
both sides. Quantities will be calculated using the same laws as for the non-combustion phases and
will be applied in both regions. There is flame front propagation that introduces a notion of length, we
will then use the term 1D model. Wiebe’s law described the energy release curve, where 𝑥𝑏 =
𝑚𝑏 /𝑚𝑢,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 is the fraction of energy release [53], [54] :

𝜃 − 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑚+1
𝑥𝑏 (𝜃) = 1 − exp [−𝑎 (
)
]
𝛥𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏

(4)

Where 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 is the ignition crank angle, Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 is the combustion duration, 𝑚 is the form factor and 𝑎
the efficiency factor. The parameters of the correlation will be studied in a range that simulates the effect of combustion duration. The conservation of mass, combined with the conservation of volume,
can then be used :

0=

𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑚𝑢 𝑑𝑚𝑏
+
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑑𝑉𝑢
𝑑𝑡

+

(5)

𝑑𝑉𝑏
𝑑𝑡

(6)

The ideal gas law equation remains the same and is to be applied for both zones, to the unburned
and the burned quantities. The conservation of energy in both sides is written as follow :
𝑢
𝑑(𝑚𝑢 𝑢𝑢 )
𝑑𝑉𝑢 𝑑𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑑𝑚𝑢
= −𝑃
+
+ ℎ𝑢
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
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𝑏
𝑑(𝑚𝑏 𝑢𝑏 )
𝑑𝑉𝑏 𝑑𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑑𝑚𝑢
= −𝑃
+
− ℎ𝑢
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(8)

Kinematic is an important key for Miller and Otto cycles comparisons. The cylinder volume can
be calculated, for each crank angle, according to geometrical parameters introducing 𝜆 = 𝑙/𝑎 the ratio
of the connecting rod length 𝑙 and the crank radius 𝑎. Valve lift is also known for each crank angle according to the opening angle, the closing angle, and the maximum lift 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Therefore, a change in the
inlet valve closing (IVC) will be well represented. Flows through valves depend on upstream and
downstream conditions. The mass flow rates differ from the ideal values by introducing a discharge
coefficient that is linearly dependent on the valve lift. These flows can also be choked if the upstream
and downstream conditions are critical [53]. Moreover, the flow is considered as an ideal compressible
fluid with thermodynamic properties changing according to the composition and the temperature. The
fuel is considered to be isooctane and the air excess ratio is equal to 1.
During operations of the engine, thermal energy 𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 is exchanged at the 𝑗 walls :

𝑑𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
= ∑ ℎ𝑐 (𝑃, 𝑇). (𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇(𝑡)) 𝐴𝑗
𝑑𝑡
𝑗

(9)

Exchanges at the cylinder head, piston, valves and cylinder liner are simulated. The model
uses the Woschni formula to determine the transfer coefficients [55]. A friction sub-model allows us to
assess the losses generated by different mechanical elements. It generates one fmep per cycle which
is subtracted from the indicated work generated by the main model. For more details on this submodel, the reader may refer to the “Friction and Lubrication” chapter in Ferguson’s book [53]. Pumping
losses are already managed by the mass transfer sub-model and will therefore not be included in this
model. These two sub-models allow us to take into account an increase in the stroke and its effect on
the overall efficiency.

3. Presentation of the Gains
This chapter outlines the gains that could be obtained by using the Miller cycle on a spark ignition engine compared to a conventional Otto cycle. It will focus on the "Rightsizing" approach. The efficiency
will be computed as a function of intake valve closing time (IVC) and the benefits will be evaluated
with respect to a reference engine.
The chosen reference engine consists of three cylinders, with four valves per cylinder with a
bore diameter of 72.2mm and a stroke of 73.1mm. It has the following distribution: IVO=5°CA,
IVC=210°CA, EVO=511°CA and EVC=715°CA. Calculations will be made at full load, throttle fully
open, and at 2000 rpm.
The first part will deal with the sizing of Miller engines according to their IVC, a second part will
deal with the choice of the ignition time and the last will study the effect of a variation in the combustion duration.
3.1 Sizing according to the IVC
The new engine must maintain the same effective compression ratio as the reference engine and
therefore suck the same mass of air while closing its intake valves before BDC. This condition involves
the same combustion energy. The model must therefore be able to recalculate the engine size according to the IVC chosen as an input parameter. We assume an optimal downsized reference engine, i.e.
with a maximum permissible compression ratio before knocking. Rightsizing's approach is to apply the
Miller cycle, choosing an IVC of less than 180°CA (EIVC), to an engine that is larger than the reference engine. The cylinder capacity will be increased by acting on the stroke, the cylinder diameter and
the top dead volume are kept fixed in order to keep the supposed ideal volume of the combustion
chamber.
The calculation of the new displacement is carried out by examining the mass of fresh air admitted into the cylinder. Knowing the mass of air admitted by the reference engine, the stroke of the
Miller engine is increased until it admits the same amount of air. These iterations are performed over
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complete engine cycles. Since the air mass is proportional to the amount of fuel injected, they allow a
comparison of results with the same combustion energy.
Table 1 shows the evolution of the engine size as a function of the choice of intake valve closing angle IVC. The stroke is the average of the
strokes calculated for several combustion durations, the cylinder capacity is calculated according to
this average stroke. When IVC is 160°CA, the engine stroke is increased by about 5mm to admit the
same amount of air as the reference configuration increasing its displacement from 0.90L to 0.96L.
This corresponds to an increase of about 7% of the cylinder capacity. The engines are named in the
left-hand column, we’ll use these names for the rest of this paper.
Table 1 : Evolution of engine size according to the IVC choice

As the comparison is made with the same combustion energy, benefits in the overall efficiency
are mechanical work gains. Fig. 5 presents the PV diagram of two cycles, the reference one and a Miller cycle with an IVC at 130°CA. The shaded area represents the gains of the reference cycle over the
Miller cycle and the light blue area represents the gains of the Miller cycle over the reference cycle.
Because the blue area is greater than the grey area, the Miller cycle is more efficient than the reference cycle. It is clear that the gains are due to the prolonged expansion. A second advantage of the
Miller cycle can also be observed. The maximum pressure is lower, which implies a lower sensitivity to
knock for the Miller cycle. The compression ratio can therefore be increased in order to gain efficiency.
This is due to the different kinematics between the two engines.

Fig. 5 : PV diagram – benefits with a Rightsizing approach
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Fig. 6 shows the cumulative friction losses. On the left side there is the reference fmep, at an IVC
of 210°CA, on the right side the friction losses in terms of energy are presented for the reference IVC
and an IVC of 130°CA. Increased losses to the piston and auxiliaries are visible as the stroke length
increases (decrease in IVC). The losses due to crankshaft rotation (Journal bearing) remain constant
and those due to the valve train also increase, but the variation is too small to be observed on this
graph. For an IVC of 210°CA the friction losses, when compared with the indicated work, are about
8.5%, whereas when the stroke is maximum, for IVC=130°CA, the total losses reach about 10%.

Fig. 6 : Cumulative friction losses. 𝜽𝒊𝒈𝒏 = 𝟑𝟓𝟎°𝑪𝑨 – combustion duration 𝟒𝟎°𝑪𝑨 - 𝑵 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝒕𝒓. 𝒎𝒊𝒏−𝟏

Fig. 7 : Model energy balance (Up) Contribution of each energy – (Down) Balance error
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The energy balance calculation is used to check the correct operation of the model. Let’s call
𝑊𝑖 the indicated work, 𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 the thermal energy lost from the walls, Δ𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑡/𝑖𝑛 the enthalpy difference
between the exhaust and the intake flow and 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 the energy produced by combustion. The contribution of each energy is plotted in upper Fig. 7 for the Ref, M160 and M140 engines. We can observe an
increase in indicated work when IVC decreases due to the extended expansion of the Miller cycle. The
increase in stroke increases the exchange at the walls but the variation is too small to be observed on
the graph. The enthalpic flux decreases and is the result of a better recovery of expansion energy during the extended stroke of the Miller cycle. The combustion energy is constant, which confirms that the
displacement of the Miller cycle for each IVC has been calculated properly. Lower Fig. 7 shows the
percentage difference between the energy entering the system and the energy leaving the system for
each engine. The average deviation is about 0.45% for each engine and is equivalent to about 7.5
Joules. This difference is very small and must come from approximations of some quantities such as
the value of molar masses used in calculations.
3.2 Choice of the ignition time
The ignition time 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 is a parameter of the combustion law. Its optimization is made with a constant
combustion duration fixed for this example at 40°CA. It is a good approximation according to authors
[53], [54]. Wiebe’s law needs two other parameters that are the form factor 𝑚 and the efficiency factor
𝑎. The parameters 𝑎 = 5 and 𝑚 = 2 are generally chosen to represent the combustion of gasoline
[53], [54]. We choose to keep 𝑎 = 5 constant to compare engine with the same combustion efficiency.
The form factor 𝑚 = 2 is used and the impact of a variation around this value will be studied.
The efficiency of the reference engine and the five Miller engines, defined in the previous section, is calculated as a function of the ignition time for different form factor 𝑚. The left-hand side of Fig.
8 shows the efficiency for 𝑚 = 2, which as we said, is usually used to represent the combustion of
gasoline. We can observe that the lower the IVC, the higher the efficiency. These curves present a
maximum for 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 350°𝐶𝐴. The right-hand side of Fig. 8 shows the efficiency for form factors from
0.5 to 5 for each engine according to the 50 percent burn angle (CA50). This representation allows to
show a maximum efficiency when 𝐶𝐴50 ≈ 370°𝐶𝐴. The engine therefore operates at optimum performance when 50 percent of the burnt mass is 10° after TDC. The optimum ignition angle 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 can then
be deduce with Wiebe’s law for each type of combustion represented by the form factor 𝑚. For 𝑚 = 2
the calculation leads to 𝜃𝑖𝑔𝑛 = 350°𝐶𝐴. We can observe, for each type of combustion, when m is constant that a lower IVC leads to greater efficiency. We can also point out that the bigger m is, the higher
the efficiency.

Fig. 8 : Effect of a change in 𝜽𝒊𝒈𝒏 over the indicated efficiency: (Left) 𝒎 = 𝟐 - (Right) Variation in 𝒎
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This is due to a form factor representing faster combustion.
For the following part of this study, the ignition angle will be fixed at 350°CA and we will keep
𝑚 = 2 constant.
3.3 Effect of a variation in the combustion duration
We will now study the effect of a variation in the combustion duration, which is an important parameter
related to internal aerodynamics. Fig. 9 shows the six efficiency curves for the six engines in the previous figure, this time as a function of combustion duration. The ignition time is now set at 350°CA.
The lower the IVC is, the greater the benefits are. We can observe a gain of up to 1.5 efficiency points.
It can also be seen that at this optimum ignition angle, short combustion duration implies a higher efficiency. For example, for an IVC of 130°CA, an increase of about 3 efficiency points occurs when the
combustion time is reduced from 60° to 40°CA. This is equivalent to a 7% gain in consumption. We
know that the application of the Miller cycle degrades the level of turbulence at the end of compression
and increases the combustion time. Working on the improvement of internal aerodynamics is therefore
necessary in order to equal the aerodynamic performance obtained when applying a standard cycle.

Fig. 9 : Effect of a 𝚫𝜽𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒃 variation with 𝜽𝒊𝒈𝒏 = 𝟑𝟓𝟎°𝑪𝑨

Fig. 10 now shows the gains obtained when applying the Miller cycle compared to the reference engine with a particular combustion duration. It is composed of three windows, the first window is
for a reference with Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 = 35°𝐶𝐴, the second for 40°CA and the last one for 45°CA. The left y-axis
is for the benefits obtained when applying the Miller cycle relative to the reference. The right y-axis is
for the Miller engine efficiency. Benefits are calculated as follows :

𝐺% = 100.

𝜂𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 (Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 ) − 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓

(10)

The blue squares are positioned on the curves IVC=140 and 160°CA. They indicate, as an
example, the percentage gains obtained when the Miller cycle combustion time is equal to the reference. For a Miller cycle at IVC=140°CA the consumption gains are more than 3% and at IVC=160°CA
they reach about 1.4%. Note that an extended burning time of less than 10°CA cancels the gains obtained by applying the Miller cycle at IVC=140°CA. One can also notice that for a decrease in the
combustion duration compared to the reference, it could be possible to increase even more the impact
of the Miller cycle benefits. It is therefore necessary to reinforce the aerodynamic movements in order
to achieve a sufficiently fast combustion speed.
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Fig. 10 : Benefits over the reference with a fixed combustion duration

4. Combustion duration and Turbulence
The flow motion improves combustion through the turbulence produced close to the end of the compression stroke. As the flow is compressed into the combustion chamber, the rotating vortices (tumble
and swirl) that make the circular movement, tend to break into smaller structures and their kinetic energy is gradually converted into turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). In SI engines, this turbulence wrinkles
the flame front and thus increases the exchange surface of the chemical reactions. Therefore, increasing the in-cylinder turbulence intensity improves the turbulent flame speed and combustion rate. Decreasing the combustion duration and reducing the time required for the flame front to reach the walls,
reduces the heat losses and leads to higher efficiency.
This chapter presents a link between the combustion duration and the turbulence. The connection is made by using a turbulent flame speed formula [56] :

𝑆𝑇
𝑢′
=1+
𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝐿

(11)

Where 𝑆𝑇 is the turbulent flame speed, 𝑆𝐿 the laminar flame speed and 𝑢′ is the root mean square of
the velocity fluctuations. 𝑆𝑇 represents the distance 𝐷 covered by the flame over a certain period of
time 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 . The previous equation can then be written as follows :

𝐷
𝑢′ (𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 ) = (
− 1) 𝑆𝐿
𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 𝑆𝐿

(12)

The first section of this chapter presents a method to compute the flame radius that will then be used
to determine the distance 𝐷. The second section shows laminar flame speed calculations and the last
one presents the effect of a turbulent loss on the combustion duration.
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4.1 Flame radius calculation
We consider combustion by flame front propagation. This flame front is assumed to be spherical with
ignition centered on the roof of the combustion chamber. During its advance, it will meet the borders of
the domain. It can come into contact with the piston and the liner. There are two possible developments, which are shown in Fig. 11. The first case represents the beginning of combustion, when the
volume of the burned gases is semi-spherical and not constrained by the walls. It can then either
come into contact with the piston (case 2) or come into contact with the liner (case 3). The end of
combustion occurs when the volume is in contact with the piston and the liner (case 4).

Fig. 11 : Flame front propagation

For each case, an analytical expression of the volume of gas burned was determined based
on the geometric data. The radius 𝑟𝑓 can then be determined as a function of the instantaneous stroke
and the volume of burned gas. The expressions for the volume are written as follows :

2
𝑉𝑏𝑔,1 = 𝜋𝑟𝑓3
3
𝜋(𝑟𝑓2 − ℎ2 )ℎ 2 2
𝑉𝑏𝑔,2 =
+ 𝜋𝑟𝑓 ℎ
3
3
ℎ𝑓
2 2
2 3
𝑉𝑏𝑔,3 = 𝜋𝑟𝑐 ℎ𝑓 + 𝜋𝑟𝑓 (1 − )
3
3
𝑟𝑓
{𝑉𝑏𝑔,4

(13)

𝜋(𝑟𝑓2 − ℎ2 )ℎ 2 2
2 2
= 𝜋𝑟𝑐 ℎ𝑓 +
+ 𝜋𝑟𝑓 (ℎ − ℎ𝑓 )
3
3
3

Where ℎ is the distance between the roof and the piston, ℎ𝑓 = √𝑟𝑓2 − 𝑟𝑐2 and 𝑟𝑐 is the cylinder radius.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the flame radius where the volume of gas burned is given by
Wiebe’s law. Calculations have been made for several engines, defined by the rightsizing approach,
and for several combustion durations. The graph on the left shows the evolution of the flame radius,
normalized by the radius of the cylinder, as a function of the crank angle. The graph on the right side
shows the evolution of the normalized flame radius as a function of the fraction of burned mass (MFB).
Taking the average suggests the flame radius at 10, 50 and 90 percent burn angles (CA10, CA50 and
CA90) to be, respectively, 0.483𝑟𝑐 , 0.865𝑟𝑐 and 0.999𝑟𝑐 .
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Fig. 12 : Normalized flame radius evolution

It is well known that, before reaching a certain scale, the flame is not enhanced by turbulence.
At the end of combustion, the level of velocity fluctuations is generally low and the flame evolution is
mainly disturbed by the expansion of the cylinder’s volume. Therefore, the choice has been made to
use the turbulent flame speed formula, presented in the introduction, between 10 and 90 percent burn
angles. Over the period of 10 and 90 percent burn angles, the flame travels the distance 𝐷 = 𝑟𝑓,90 −
𝑟𝑓,10 during the time 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 = 𝐵𝐷1090 . So the turbulent flame speed over this period writes as follows:

𝑆𝑇,1090 =

𝑟𝑓,90 − 𝑟𝑓,10
𝐵𝐷1090

(14)

The flame radius is known for each engine and for combustion duration from 25°CA to 60°CA by 5°CA
steps. Therefore, 𝑆𝑇,1090 is known for every combustion time from 25°CA to 60°CA by interpolation.
4.2 Laminar flame speed
The laminar flame speed is calculated with the following formula where all the constants are taken for
gasoline conditions. The coefficients can easily be found in the literature [53]–[55] :

𝑇𝑢 𝛼 𝑃 𝛽
𝑆𝐿 = 𝑆𝐿0 ( ) ( )
𝑇0
𝑃0

(15)

Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the laminar flame speed. On the left side, 𝑆𝐿 is plotted for several combustion durations on one engine (IVC=160°CA). The shorter the burning time is, the higher
the maximum speed is. This is caused by higher values of 𝑇𝑢 and 𝑃 when the combustion time is
shorter. On the right side, 𝑆𝐿 is plotted for several engines, defined by the rightsizing approach, the
evolutions are almost the same.
The laminar flame speed is known for each engine and for every combustion duration from
25°CA to 60°CA by interpolation of the previous results. The mean value of 𝑆𝐿 over the period of 10
and 90 percent burn angles is noted 𝑆𝐿,1090 .
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Fig. 13 : Evolution of the laminar flame speed

4.3 Effect of a turbulence loss on the combustion duration
Let's introduce the coefficient 𝑝 representing a loss of turbulence in percent and rewrite the equation
presented in introduction:
′
(1 − 𝑝(Δ𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )). 𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓
(Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = (

𝑆𝑇,1090 (Δ𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )
− 1) 𝑆𝐿,1090 (Δ𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )
𝑆𝐿,1090 (Δ𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 )

(16)

′
(Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) is a velocity fluctuation reference at the reference combustion duration
Where 𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓
Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑓 and Δ𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 the increase in combustion duration.

Fig. 14 shows the effect of a loss of turbulence on the combustion duration. Three reference
combustion durations are represented Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 =35°CA, 40°CA and 45°CA, the associated reference
′
turbulence speed 𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓
is respectively around 8.2 𝑚. 𝑠 −1 , 7 𝑚. 𝑠 −1 and 6.1 𝑚. 𝑠 −1 for each engine. The
blue squares are positioned on the curves of the engines M140 and M160, like for Fig. 10. They indicate the loss of turbulence in percent for which the Miller cycle benefits are canceled compared to the
reference engine. For example, on Fig. 10 we can read that for an increase of 5°CA (M160 ; Δ𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏 =
40°𝐶𝐴) in combustion duration, the gains of the Miller cycle are canceled, Fig. 14 shows that this increase in combustion duration corresponds to a loss of 12.9% in the turbulent speed 𝑢′.
With the results from the “Rightsizing” section, we can conclude that a loss of turbulence of
approximatively 13% cancels the benefits of using the Miller cycle with an IVC=160°CA, for an IVC of
140°CA the benefits are canceled with a loss of velocity fluctuation of about 22%. To make the most of
the advantages of the Miller cycle, great attention must be paid to improve internal aerodynamics.
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Fig. 14 : Loss of turbulence associated with an increased burn duration

Conclusions
The Miller cycle can improve the efficiency of internal combustion engines. A 0D model was developed to calculate the benefits of such a cycle. In summary :
 In a Rightsizing approach : benefits can be between 1 and 4% according to the choice of the
IVC, with 1.4% for an IVC=160°CA and 3.2% for IVC=140°CA
 These results are for the same combustion duration, so the same level of turbulent velocity fluctuations. We exposed that for an increase of 5°CA of the combustion duration the benefits of the
Miller cycle are canceled for IVC=160°CA, this corresponds to a turbulent loss of about 13%.
For an IVC=140°CA, the turbulent losses that can cancel the advantages of the Miller cycle are
approximatively 22%.
The in-cylinder aerodynamic is the key factor to be able to control the combustion process and reduce
pollutant emissions of internal combustion engines. That’s why many studies have been conducted to
understand the flow generation process during the intake stroke and its development during the compression stroke before combustion. In particular in spark ignition engine, the turbulence generated at
the end of the compression stroke has a great impact on the flame front development. The initial kernel development is affected by the turbulence level, which also impacts flame-front propagation and
the time duration of the combustion process. This turbulence level results from the initial flow structure
and is influenced by the engine geometry. Thus, intake ports and combustion chamber design influence the combustion efficiency and pollutant emissions. Moreover, the flow field varies from cycle to
cycle resulting in cyclic variations of the combustion efficiency. It is necessary to find a geometry that
reduces cyclic variation of the flow. However, it seems difficult to adapt the design for the whole engine operating range and specifically for a Miller Cycle. So, a possible solution remains in adapting the
intake geometry to the operating point. For spark ignition engines, main studies consist of adapting the
intake port design to maximize tumble ratio. Introducing a baffle which hides a part of the inlet port, or
design artifacts as an active control to generate a swirling or tumbling effect, increases the overall level of turbulence in the combustion chamber without penalizing the filling of the engine. The needs of
experiments and simulation to validate the Miller concept may be necessary.
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Abstract. In recent years the research on Diesel thermodynamics has been increasingly shifting from
performance and refinement, obtained thanks to advanced fuel injection and charging technologies, to
ultra-low emissions and efficiency. The last two attributes are key factors for the powertrain competitiveness in the automotive electrified future, especially in the European market where the pollutant emissions are approaching the Euro6D RDE step2 level and the CO2 the value of 95g/km fleet average. In
this framework, the present paper describes a research study conducted in cooperation between GM
and Istituto Motori, exploring how the application of the most recent additive manufacturing technologies
allow complex combustion bowl features enabling optimized combustion process to a level that was not
compatible with standard manufacturing technologies. An innovative highly reentrant-sharp-stepped
profile featuring radial-lips has been studied and fully characterized by means of a proper designed test
rig and experimental campaign. A 0.5l single-cylinder engine coupled to a state of art fuel injection system has been developed, with the objective to demonstrate the potential of optimized fuel stratification
and spray separation enabled by the radial mixing zone concept. The results show an important reduction of the engine-out smoke emissions in comparison to the Euro6B design with no detrimental effects
on the efficiency when advanced compact injection patterns and optimized calibration are applied at
partial loads. To this aim, sensitivity studies have been conducted to understand the optimal injection
protrusion, spray indexing to the ribs and fuel injection parameters. Moreover, the prototype additive
manufactured steel piston did not highlight durability concerns after an extensive experimental campaign
at partial load conditions.
Notation
AM

Additive Manufacturing

aTDC

after Top Dead Center

BMEP

Brake Mean Effective Pressure

BSFC

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption

BSx

Brake Specific Emissions

CA

Crank Angle

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

CNC

Computer Numerical Control

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

CR

Compression Ratio
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DMLS

Direct Metal Laser Sintering

DoE

Design of Experiment

EC

Energizing Current

FIS

Fuel Injection System

HC

Hydrocarbons

HRR

Heat Release Rate

IMEP

Indicated Mean Effective Pressure

ISFC

Indicated Specific Fuel Consumption

ISx

Indicated Specific Emissions

MBF90-10

Combustion duration

MBF50

Crank Angle of 50% of the total heat released

NEDC

New European Driving Cycle

NOx

Nitrogen Oxides (NO, NO2)

NTP

Nozzle Tip Protrusion

NVH

Noise Vibration and Harshness

O2_exh

Oxygen concentration in the exhaust gases

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

pcyl

In-Cylinder Pressure

prail

Rail Pressure

pfp

Peak Firing Pressure

PM

Particulate Matter

SCE

Single-Cylinder Engine

SCR

Selective Catalytic Reduction

RDE

Real Driving Emissions

RMZ

Radial Mixing Zone

SLM

Selective Laser Melting

SoI

Start of Injection

TDC

Top Dead Center

WLTP

World Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure

WT

Weight Thickness

ηcomb

Combustion efficiency

ηmech

Mechanical efficiency

ηtherm

Thermal efficiency

1. Introduction
After enjoying a roughly two-decades-long “golden age”, in the last few years, the Diesel powertrain has
undergone significant challenges, especially for passenger car applications [1]. The main reason can
be routed back to concerns about the nitrogen oxides emissions gap between real-world and official
certification ratings, before the Euro6D-temp and RDE Step1 legislation took place starting in September
2017 [2].
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In the meantime, valuable efforts from industry and academia have been made to overcome the
concerns in respecting emission targets under real driving conditions currently in place worldwide. In
this framework, the OEMs have already introduced new diesel cars featuring conformity factors well
below the Euro 6D-temp and RDE Step1 standard [3,4].
This huge achievement, which seemed unrealistic just a few years ago, leads to the reasonable
conclusion that, in the short-medium term and in parallel with the electrification, Diesels will still play an
important role in the transportation sector at least for as long as alternative solutions provide the flexibility
and range expected by customers. However, the challenge for Diesel engines is to keep competitiveness in the CO2-cost tradeoff in comparison to other propulsion systems.
To this aim, research in Diesel engines is exploring every opportunity provided by mechanics
and thermodynamics to reduce the fuel consumption effectively, and topics considered even as marginal
not so many years ago are now moving to the forefront. Among the different technologies under development in order to further improve the Diesel nitrogen oxides and CO2 emissions, the combustion system design (including by extension the charging and fuel injection systems) still represent the cornerstone. As it is well known, until about 2015 the optimization of turbocharging, EGR, intake ports, piston
bowl profile and injection system has been primarily directed to increasing performance, reaching notable milestones as documented in [5-7].
More recently, by leveraging capable aftertreatment systems SCR-based, the fuel economy has
been greatly improved by tuning of the thermodynamics and mechanics efficiencies [8, 9].
Nevertheless, the continuous reduction in tailpipe emissions under every operating condition (ambient
temperature, altitude, driving style, vehicle load and mileage…) has made necessary a further significant
improvement of engine-out emissions even in combination with the most sophisticated aftertreatment
systems, with no compromise to fuel economy or performance [10].
In this context, advancements in Diesel combustion understanding enabled by state-of-art CFD
and optical techniques [11-13], as well as in piston bowl design enabled by sophisticated additive manufacturing technologies [14, 15], are opening new possibilities in the tailoring of the combustion process.
The present work describes some early results achieved employing a state-of-the-art 2500 bar fuel injection system capable of compact injection patterns (already used in [6, 7, 9, 10], now coupled to novel
bowl profiles featuring advanced spray-guiding geometries. In particular, the bowl profiles studied encompass the most recent trends in light and heavy-duty (HD) Diesels, including sharp-stepped piston
top, highly-reentrant bowl and radial lips (also called waves).
As shown in [14] on a HD Diesel engine, the in-cylinder flow during interactions between adjacent flames (flame-flame events) has a large impact on late-cycle combustion. To modify the flameflame, a new piston bowl shape with a protrusion (wave) was designed to guide the near-wall flow. This
design significantly reduced soot emissions and increased engine thermodynamic efficiency. The
wave’s main effect was to enhance late-cycle mixing, as demonstrated by apparent rate of heat release
after the termination of fuel injection. Combustion simulations showed that increased mixing is driven by
enhanced flow re-circulation, which produces a radial mixing zone (RMZ). The leading edge of the RMZ
extends toward the center of the piston bowl, where unused ambient gas is available, promoting oxidation. The wave also enhances mixing in the trailing edge of the RMZ when it detaches from the wall,
accelerating the burn-out of the RMZ.
A similar concept has been employed in [15], where the concept of the advanced piston bowl
design is to align the bowl layout along with each fuel jet. Consequently, the piston bowl is not rotationally
symmetric and forms something like a housing around the fuel jet. With the advanced piston bowl layout,
the free spray penetration length is increased by 25% compared to conventional designs. Besides, the
bowl contour has been adapted to improve the squish flow and mixture formation.
The present work builds on top of these results, by further modifying the combustion chamber and incorporating novel elements that optimize the thermodynamics of combustion process over a wide range
of operating conditions, as will be described in the next section.

2. Additive-Manufacturing-Enabled Innovative Diesel Piston
The novel piston design concept that has been conceived and studied in the present paper builds upon
3 elements (Fig. 1):
 Sharp-Step feature: at high load, increases air utilization and performance;
 Inner bowl with high reentrancy: at low load, reduces heat losses and improves spray backward
motion
 Radial lip feature (in the inner bowl only): at low load, further reduces heat losses (lowers air motion);
at high load, separates the sprays combustion avoiding over-rich combustion and lowering PM production.
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Fig. 1. Prototype bowl features

Details of the profile optimization and mechanisms of an operation via 3D-CFD of such a complex profile are presented in [20]. To the scope of this paper, it is worthwhile to recall that fuel sprays
should be targeted at the middle of each cavity among two waves or lips, and therefore that there is a
direct connection among the number of sprays and the number of cavities (which go hand-in-hand), and
the angle sector among two lips reduces as the number of injector holes increases (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Bowl matching with 8-9-10 sprays.

This paper is focused on the mechanical optimization of such a profile and its realization with
steel-based additive manufacturing. In fact, while the realization of such a complex reentrant profile can
be done on an aluminum piston blank using a 5-axes CNC, the durability necessary on modern Diesel
engines requires a steel-based approach, especially due to high thermal stress on the lips (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Prototype steel piston left and side view (comparison with forged steel piston is provided, to show same
compression height and top land).

2.1 Piston Design
The Additive Manufacturing (AM) piston design work has been conducted looking at the best compromise between “classic” piston design features that should ensure the piston functionality in the engine
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and the new contents derived by the combination of the complex bowl shape features and the new
opportunities opened by AM technology.
Conventional production processes like aluminum casting or steel forging would not easily allow the
creation of undercut features as required by the highly-reentrant combustion bowl. With CNC machining,
long cycle execution time and tool wear could become a concern, especially if a high strength material
is chosen/required. The complex and sharpen bowl features would result in quite high local stress concentration that only a steel-based material could be able to withstand. Summing up the above needs
with the exponential progress of AM processes from the last couple of years, the decision to proceed
with the AM fabrication process using a steel-based material has been chosen. An “AM oriented” piston
design work started consequently.
This has been a challenging task for several reasons. The AM material mechanical properties
for this specific application and design are not fully known in the literature, especially concerning thermomechanical fatigue resistance, thermal expansion and dimension tolerances, and must be deeply verified.
Besides, AM required an “open mind” approach, avoiding influences by standard design methodologies and to revisit and design every feature - including the most classic ones - for the true function(s) they need to exhibit. As said, with AM there is freedom of geometry and any features can be
realized “for free” independently from its complexity. In the specific our case, this means undercuts are
possible not a problem, and complex piston bowls with ribs and reentrant step shape can be produced
without the necessity to use a 5-axis milling CNC machine. Based on the information available, the best
trade-off of each size of every single feature has been investigated trying to predict what would have
been the behavior of material never used to produce a Diesel piston.
It is important to note that some of the key design dimensions were known based on project
application/testing equipment chosen:
• Bore x Stroke (hence cylinder displacement)
• Compression Ratio and height
• Injector spray displacement
• Piston pin offset and diameter
There were instead some design parameters whose benchmark / best practices would be well
known in case of a conventionally manufactured piston, but needed instead to be completely re-evaluated for the AM technology:
• Pin profile
• Skirt profile
• Lands
• Roughness
• Tolerances
• Ring groves
It is important now to consider that the AM piston will be printed by the powder bed-based SLM
(Selective Laser Melting) technology, which needs supports made out of the material used for the part
itself to avoid the not self-supported features to collapse during the printing process and the final part to
warp due to residual stresses. The design for AM approach aimed to reduce the number of such supports because too many supports would have meant an increase of printing time affecting the overall
costs as well as the inability to remove the supports themselves within unreachable areas.

Fig. 4. Raw piston. Diamond shape for pin hole.
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According to the above strategy, it should be noticed that the number of horizontal surfaces has
been reduced by favouring the surfaces inclined at 45°. Such design guideline enables self-supporting
walls to be printed out by the SLM process and can be perceived at the ribs of the skirt, the oil gallery
or the raw pin hole where a diamond shape was chosen to avoid supports (Fig. 4) completely.
The oil gallery itself presents the so-called lattice structure, which can combine high strength, low mass,
good energy absorption and thermal conductivity properties.
Different kinds of lattice structure can be printed out by SLM, ranging from honeycomb structures to
open or closed cell frames. Each one of them has a different set of mechanical and thermal properties
and reacts in a proper way and direction to the external loads. For this application, an open-cell frame
has been eventually selected, in order to avoid metal supports within the oil gallery showing an optimal
trade-off between light-weighting and oil circulation (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Oil gallery open-cell lattice structure.

Most of the AM design-oriented practices were applied to the “raw part” design, and the final
piston was then machined out of these raw parts using standard machining processes. As far as the
structural design is concerned, the inner area of the piston has been topologically optimized (Fig. 6)
based on the different load cases and constraints scenarios acting on the part during the combustion
cycle. The target was to guarantee the proper mechanical strength related to the applied loads by gathering information about the correct material location. The methodology has considered the “design”, the
one optimized by the software, and the “non-design” spaces definitions. The design space has been
created considering the supports avoidance guidelines (> 45° angles) as well as the oil inlet/outlet accesses. The final complex shape is manufacturable exclusively out of AM.
The choice of stock material (or machining allowance) ranges from a minimum of 1 mm, according to
printing tolerances and expected roughness (skirt side), to a maximum of 2 mm in the internal area or
of the pin hole, and they have been chosen based on the tolerances of the printing process. Final machining operations have also been defined to not compromise the topologically-optimized shape and its
functionalities. Piston top and the whole bowl face has been then polished only (as can be noticed in
Fig. 3).

Fig. 6. Lower and inner skirt topology optimization and machining. Feature to handle the piston during machining
operations.
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Several modeling software toolkits have been used: Siemens NX 11.0 for standard modeling,
Altair INSPIRE for topology optimization and AUTODESK Netfabb for Design for AM and printing simulation of parts (such as the oil gallery and skirt inner area). Finally, a set of views of the AM realized, and
fully machined piston are reported in Fig. 7, including (top to bottom): top view, isometric view (highlighting the valve pockets areas in green and blue colors) and piston cross-section orthogonally to pin axis.

Fig. 7. Set of views of the AM realized and fully machined piston. Top to bottom: top view, isometric view and piston
cross-section orthogonally to pin axis.

2.2 Prototype Piston Manufacturing with Additive Technology
As introduced in the previous paragraph, the piston prototype manufacturing has been made out of an
Additive powder bed-based technique which is the so-called SLM (Selective Laser Melting) or DMLS
(Direct Metal Laser Sintering). That technique uses a laser source to melt consecutive layers of metal
powder each other, and additively creates the final part. The process needs metal supports to avoid
collapses during the printing phase, and distortions after the parts are removed from the printing platform, they are integral with. Some pictures of the layers melting process and of the metal supports
creation are reported in Fig. 8.
The major decision was related to the Additive material choice since the technology shows a currently
limited portfolio related to steels. The most common steels used for conventional pistons were not available into such a portfolio, so the best choice was the 316L stainless steel which has different properties
the conventional ones mechanically and thermally wise (Table 1).
Table 1. Mechanical and thermal properties comparison.

Mechanical /
Thermal properties
0,02% Yield (MPa)
Ultimate tensile (MPa)
Elongation (%)
Hardness (HB)
Thermal Conductivity [W/mK]
CTE [micron/mmC]

SS 316L
(AM stress relief)
492
588
40
165
13-15
19

Baseline
(Conventional)
650
875
12
275
35-40
13

This difference has been considered during the design, and topological optimization runs. However, the printed 316L stainless steel fulfilled the material requirements needed for this prototype phase
testing combined with the proper cost trade-off as well as a potential future serial production investigation.
The printing orientation is crucial for an Additively manufactured piston since it affects the mechanical
strength as well as the roughness. The metal process leads to a slight anisotropy due to the layer by
layer melting by the laser source, and the weakest direction is the Z-axes. As far as the roughness is
concerned, the SLM process cannot still achieve net shape as-built parts but a range of Ra 8-10µm on
the top surfaces and Ra > 10µm on the side and bottom ones. According to that above the orientation
chosen was to print the part with the piston bowl on the top to achieve the best trade-off as far as the
post-processing operations as well. The as printed roughness of the bowl was around Ra 8µm also due
to a tight set up of the printing parameters and even if acceptable a light polishing was needed.
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A stress relief heat treatment was needed to avoid a risky distortion of the piston when removed
from the build plates due to residual stresses caused by the laser source high power curing the part
locally. The heat treatment helped to achieve a more relaxed microstructure, theoretically leading to the
needed durability and fatigue requirements for the testing. This aspect must be deeper investigated in
the future.
Post-processing operations were needed as a light polishing of the piston skirt and the bowl with high
attention to not compromised the ribs shape and functionality.
The final machined piece and a clear understanding of the surface quality reached within the bowl are
visible in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Set of views of the AM pistons during the printing process: from the first layers to the final rough pieces.
The last picture shows the final part and bowl surface quality after the full machining.

3. Experimental Setup
The measurement program for the present study was conducted on a single-cylinder engine (SCE), with
a displacement of 0.5 l, which integrates the main combustion system components of an advanced fourcylinder diesel engine. The engine is capable of meeting the EU-6d NOx emission target thanks to
charge air cooling and high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) without the application of any
after-treatment system. In particular, the employed test engine is of modular and variable design to be
flexible in the use of different engine configurations. The SCE represents the optimal tool for testing
prototype components for time-consuming and costs savings benefits and without losing quality in comparison to multi-cylinder applications [8]. Once defined a proper correlation procedure [6], the results
obtained for the test rig used in this study can be directly used as they are for the calculation of specific
results for the 4-cylinder application.
The fuel injection system (FIS) is close to series production and capable of rail pressures up to
2500 bar using a solenoid injector. The injection pattern, as well as the rail pressure, can be adjusted
freely as desired in order to compensate for fuel effects. The combustion system is rated at 70-75 kW/l
and is capable of withstanding peak firing pressures up to 200 bar. All other engine components and
auxiliary systems were properly designed and assembled. An in-house developed supervisory system,
based on a C-RIO 9081 National Instrument platform, is deputed to control and monitor the test cell and
engine control parameters. Detailed information on this engine can be found in various publications [6,
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8], and the key engine specifications are summarized in Table 2. Furthermore, a detailed layout of the
used single-cylinder engine can be found in Fig. 9.
Table 2. Hardware specifications for the prototype diesel engine

Parameters

Units

Specifications

Specific displacement

l/cyl

0.5

Bore x Stroke

mm

83 x 90.4

Compression Ratio

-

16.0

Valves per cylinder

-

4

Nozzle hydraulic flow rate

cm3/30s

440

Nozzle hole number

-

7

Nozzle cone opening angle

deg

155

Piston Radial-lips

-

7

IM SCE Test Cell Setup

INJECTOR
AKE
SEL
W
SOR

EXHAUST
VESSEL

EXHA
(THC,MH
CO O N

Fig. 9. Test cell layout (left). Engine and FIS technologies content and integration (right).

The engine has been fully instrumented with air flow meters, pressure, and temperature transducers to monitor, acquire, and save the electrical, thermal, fluidynamic, and mechanical states of each
of the engine subsystems. The combustion metrics (indicating) are measured and calculated using the
pressure signal of a flush-mounted piezoelectric pressure sensor installed in the glow-plug hole. The
fuel injection system is characterized by using an ammeter for the electrical command and piezo-resistive pressure and temperature sensors placed along the high-pressure fuel line. At the same time, the
in-cylinder gas-exchange phase (pumping loop) is characterized by piezo-resistive pressure sensors
located in the intake and exhaust manifolds. The engine torque, speed, and actual crankshaft position
are acquired employing an AVL encoder (engine side) and HBM T12 Torque meter (dynamometer side).

4. Test Methodology
The experimental activity is devoted to characterize and optimize the new defined combustion system
and to robustly compare it to the conventional reference one, in terms of both emissions and thermal
efficiency. To this goal, a simplified design of experiments (DoE) was agreed. Four steady-state engine
operating key-points are examined. They include engine operating conditions of a C-class passenger
car vehicle during the execution of the NEDC/WLTC cycles. Fig. 10 shows the relative speed-load engine map delimited by the full load curve, the cycle operating areas, and the selected partial load test
points. As mentioned before, it is worth underlining that, dealing with an SCE, to make a fair calculation
of the SCE “brake-quantities” in comparison to those of the real multi-cylinder engine, a validated friction
correlation procedure reported in [6, 21] has been adopted. It considers a base engine design with a
maximum peak firing pressure (pfp) of 180 bar.
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Fig. 10. Test points delimited by the NEDC, WLTP engine operating areas of a C-class engine.

The DoE based test campaign has required a preliminary parametric nozzle tip protrusion (NTP)
investigation, to define the optimal spray targeting in relation to the piston bowl, concerning the effect
on emissions and performance. These tests, for a fair comparison among all, were performed at fixed
combustion barycenter (MBF50) and engine-out NOx emissions by varying the start of the injection
(SOI) and the EGR rate, respectively. The Euro 6B NOx target levels are summarized in each chart of
Fig. 11, and are 0.5 and 0.8 g/kWh, for 2000x2 and 2000x8, respectively [6, 8]. The fuel injection
pressure (prail) was kept constant. An advanced injection pattern (pilot quantities, dwell times, number
of injections) has been set as for the conventional steel piston. The NTP was varied using different
washer thicknesses. The resulting optimal Washer Thickness (WT) was 1 mm, based on a deep
investigation for different k-points, as reported in [8]. As part of this study, Fig. 11a shows the WT
variation effect, between 0.5 mm and 2 mm, at 2000x8 only, on the emitted particulate matter (PM) and
compared to the conventional piston value. The WT of 1 mm presents an indicated specific particulatematter (isPM) reduction of about 50% without penalties on gaseous emissions and efficiency and then
chosen as the best compromise among those tested. Then, further optimization of the injection pattern
with the optimal NTP has been conducted, adopting a simplified approach with few factors and levels.

Fig. 11. Washer thickness parametrization at constant NOx: a) isPM trend at 2000x8 for AM piston varying the
WT and referenced to the conventional one; b) Effect of the optimized AM Injection pattern at 2000x2 and
WT=1mm referenced to the conventional piston one [8].

Fig. 11b reports the pattern optimization results at 2000x2 and WT 1mm; it is the only point
where the optimization became necessary. For the other test points, the same advanced injection patterns were employed. The figure compares the results of the optimized AM pattern with the conventional
one. Indeed, the combination of AM piston and the advanced pattern shows comparable efficiency performance with a worsening of the PM of about 50%, and for this reason, it was required a further optimization in terms of PM by means of the injection pattern. Therefore, a variation of the dwell times, pilot
quantities and number of pulses have been applied. As a result, a more compact injection pattern and
combustion shape at constant MBF50, NOx emissions (0.5 g/kWh), and prail have been achieved. The
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optimization has led to a significant PM reduction, about 50%, with slight differences in terms of thermodynamic efficiency and combustion noise compared to the conventional piston. A summary of the injection patterns for all the test points is schematized in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Schematic of the optimized injection patterns adopted for both pistons.

Once defined the optimal WT and injection patterns, the statistical DoE approach was applied
to optimize the emissions further efficiencies and emissions. It is worth underlining that this approach
reduces the number of experiments without losing resolution on the response of the system [15]. Indeed,
the DoE defines “factors” as the independent parameters that influence the dependent variable defined
as “response” of the analyzed process. The DoE approach assesses the single and combined effect of
the factors on the engine response quantifying the interaction of the factors and predicting the system
response to factor setting and variation [16, 17].
After the preliminary parametric optimization of the injection pattern variables, only two factors,
MBF50, and prail, were needed and have been selected as factors, and for each of them, three levels of
variation have been applied. The main calibration parameters are summarized in Table 3, along with
the EU 6b NOx target levels. For some sweeps, three levels were not enough to identify the minimum
or maximum values. In those cases, the MBF50 sweep was extended toward higher or lower values.
These points are evidenced in parentheses in Table 3.
Table 3. Test matrix of the MBF50 and prail parametric analysis performed for both
pistons. Additional MBF50 values considered for the sweeps are in parentheses.

[rpm]x[bar]

NOx
[g/kWh]

2000x2

0.5

1500x5

0.6

2000x8

0.8

1500x14

2.0

prail
[bar]
400
500
600
500
600
700
600
700
800
1200
1300
1400
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MBF50
[deg aTDC]
10-12-14
10-12-14
10-12-14
8-10-12
(4-6)-8-10-12
(4-6)-8-10-12
8-10-12
(6)-8-10-12
(6)-8-10-12
8-10-12
(4-6)-8-10-12
8-10-12
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Finally, after selecting the best compromises, among the optimal points (Pareto front), in terms
of ISFC and emission trends, in each of those points, EGR sweeps were performed to evaluate the
emission trade-offs (NOx-PM, NOx-CO).

5. Results and Discussions
This section is divided into three parts. The first part analyses the effects of the factors on the global
engine response to find the optimal engine parameters calibration (through the DoE method) and adopting the AM piston. Next, the optimal points comparison is presented in terms of ISFC, combustion noise,
and emissions. Finally, a trade-off emission analysis carried-out through the EGR sweep is shown for
all the optimal key-points between the two-piston bowls.
5.1 Design of Experiments
This section provides an overview of the results of the DoE, applied to the new piston configuration, on
the global performances. As mentioned before, the aim is defining the optimal engine calibration for
improving the spray-piston bowl interaction obtained with this prototype piston. In order to have reliable
and consistent results, also considering the novelty of the system tested, each operating point has been
repeated at least three times, and the graphed scatter bands represent the normalized standard deviation.
In Fig. 13, the effects of prail and CA50, at constant engine-out NOx emissions, on the response ISFC,
PM, and combustion noise are assessed. For the sake of brevity, 1500x5 and 2000x8 parametrizations
are reported. The same approach applied to the other test points provides similar trends. The variation
range of the factors is reported in Table 3. The sweeps reported in Fig. 13 show that the AM piston
configuration brings to improvements in terms of PM, ISFC, and noise at equal variables set-up. As
highlighted in the previous authors’ work, the combustion duration tends to be reduced, getting advantages on thermodynamic efficiency with benefits on fuel consumption [8]. The reduction is the consequence of the presence of the radial lips, which help in redirecting the fuel jets towards the centre of
the combustion chamber, so reducing the spray momentum losses related to the collisions between
adjacent jets and allowing a better air utilization in areas that are richer in oxygen. This is fully consistent
with literature results demonstrating significant enhancement of the recirculating flow with more efficient
late-cycle mixing and oxidation [18]. In Fig. 13, the soot emissions generally decrease with increasing
injection pressure (increase the fuel kinetic energy). For all key-points, the benefits of using the AM
piston are evident; the trend confirms a reduction in PM, confirmed also at higher-pressure levels tested,
in the range 10-35% and 20-50% for 1500x5 and 2000x8, respectively. A further PM significant reduction
can be achieved advancing the combustion phasing (MBF50), and justifying the choice of additional
sweeps towards more advanced values. Similar ISFC values are detected at 1500x5, while at 2000x8
and higher-pressure levels slight advantages, and of about 1-2%, are evidenced in comparison to the
conventional piston. The differences in terms of combustion noise are negligible except for the more
advanced MBF50 settings (4 and 6 deg after top dead centre). According to this approach, the selection
of the optimal point is based on achieving the best compromise in terms of PM and combustion noise
trade-off.
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Fig. 13. MBF50 and prail sensitivities on ISFC, isPM, and noise at 1500x5 and 2000x8 for both pistons and at
constant NOx emissions.
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5.2 Optimized Engine Calibration
The optimal engine calibration parameters, in terms of prail and MBF50, for both pistons are reported in
Table 4. Indeed, the sweeps have allowed identifying the optimal configuration of the spray-bowl interaction using AM piston.
Table 4. Optimal engine calibration parameters for high efficiencies and low emissions
(NOx and PM) for AM piston referenced to the conventional one.

2000x2
1500x5
2000x8
1500x14

MBF50AM
[deg]
12
6
8
6

MBF50CONV
[deg]
14
10
8
8

prail_AM
[bar]
500
700
800
1300

prail_CONV
[bar]
500
600
800
1400

Indeed, Fig. 14 reports a cross-section of the combustion chamber across the cylinder axis,
including the modelled fuel sprays. The picture is a sketch of the relative spray-piston layout with the
piston at TDC. It is representative of the situation near the end of hydraulic injection for operating point
1500x5 when the inner bowl with radial lips contains a large part of the fuel, and the RMZ mechanism
can fully exhibit its potential in reducing soot formation during the spray reversion as explained in [8,14].
In this regard, the AM piston shows globally better performance when adopting an advanced MBF50 for
all test points, as reported in Table 4, except for 2000x8.

Fig. 14. Combustion chamber layout with the piston at TDC (near the end of hydraulic injection
for operating point 1500x5) [8].

To investigate the combined effect of different engine calibration strategy and piston bowl shape,
the in-cylinder pressure, HRR, and injection pattern are shown in Fig. 15, at 1500x5. A shorter combustion duration (Fig. 16) and a more pronounced pilot combustion phase are observed when the piston
shape is changing from the conventional to the new piston design at the same calibration setup. However, when wall-interactions occur, which normally take place both during and after the fuel injection
period, the combustion system geometry plays an important role in how the ﬂow-ﬁeld develops. According to Fig. 15, there are eﬀects of the piston bowl geometry both during high temperature and late-cycle
soot oxidation. The late-cycle reactions include oxidation of local pockets with rich mixtures and soot
[20]. These processes are particularly sensitive to the geometry that may change the distribution of soot,
remaining fuel, and oxidants. The main eﬀect of the wave-piston geometry is an improved ﬂow in the
jet-jet region leading to enhanced mixing late in the cycle [20, 24].
Concerning the AM optimal calibration, an earlier combustion phasing (MBF50) and a similar
combustion process are observed to the conventional one; the combustion shape shows a quasi-disappeared pilot combustion phase, which evolves almost entirely into the main combustion phase with similar combustion duration, but with benefits in thermodynamic efficiency (1.3%, Fig. 16). The advanced
combustion phasing significantly improves the fuel/air mixing quality promoting the combustion rate due
to the combined effects of the radial lips and interferential interactions [23,24].
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Fig. 15. In-cylinder pressure, injection pattern, and HRR for different engine calibration settings for
both pistons, at 1500x5, and constant NOx emissions.

Fig. 16. Comparison of combustion indicators (a) and efficiencies (b) for both pistons and different injection
calibration strategies at 1500x5 and constant NOx emissions.

Fig. 16 shows that the innovative piston bowl design and the optimized calibration strategy allow
a further reduction in the EGR level of about 10%, at the same engine-out NOx emissions. In general,
at 1500x5 (not all points are reported for brevity), the efficiency gain is mainly correlated to the thermodynamic efficiency improvement (shorter combustion duration and closer to the TDC) rather than the
mechanical one worsening, taking into account the higher pfp and prail (Table 4).
Based on the discussion above, Fig. 17 shows the overall brake-quantities, in all the operating
points, in terms of emissions and specific fuel consumption, applying the friction correlation deeply discussed in previous authors’ studies [10]. This approach makes possible the use of the results obtained
by the single-cylinder tests, reflecting the actual conditions of the multi-cylinder engine realistically. The
noise values are also reported. The normalized values of the AM piston (optimal engine calibration) are
referenced to those of the conventional one, except for the noise for which the absolute values are
reported. All the comparisons are at constant Euro-6b engine-out NOx emissions based on an engineout target allocation study and already reported in Table 3.
The radar plots in Fig. 17 show the bsFC gain in the range 0-2% and depending on the engine
operating point, for all tested points. In general, at partial load, no significant changes can be detected
for CO emissions, while at higher load, an increase of HC was captured. Even if this increase could
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appear pretty significant in percentage, it is also true that at so high loads and warm conditions, the HC
absolute values are very low and perfectly within the tolerance range. On the other side, a root-cause
of this small degradation can be explained as a typical wall wetting phenomenon very probably due to
the visible roughness low quality reached as the first attempt within the AM piston bowl, as shown in
Fig. 8. A further improvement in surface quality will be investigated in the next future.
As general considerations, the overall performance of the AM piston is similar to the conventional one. The greatest benefits by using the innovative AM bowl is in terms of PM reduction, as clearly
captured by plots. The reduction varies in the range of ~30-80%, confirming significant advantages obtainable by using such innovative bowl combustion concepts.

Fig. 17. Comparison of bsFC, combustion noise, and specific brake emissions for both pistons and all operating
points.

5.3 EGR Trade-offs
Fig. 18 shows the EGR sweep results for all the key-points for both AM and conventional piston bowl
configurations. For both, only the optimal injection pattern and engine parameter calibration were applied and based on the DoE results described above. The trade-offs refer to the specific indicated NOxPM emissions. The grey area for each plot indicates the typical range of engine-out variation, which is
expected stretching targets from EU6b to EU6d and beyond, considering that the major improvements
will come from the medium-high load area, consistently with [25].
Again, EGR sweeps show how the benefits in terms of PM of the AM piston bowl are kept
moving along the NOx reduction path. This is generally valid for all the tested points. Notwithstanding
the general low PM levels for the test point 2000x2, the AM piston bowl is very effective, presenting a
practically flat PM trend and practically not sensitive to NOx variation. At high load (1500x14), PM benefits for stretched calibrations appear less evident but still valuable to properly play in favor of a lower
soot loading in the exhaust line. In general, at low-medium loads and stretched engine-out targets, the
advantages by using the AM piston bowl still remain consistently in the 50-60% range.
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Fig. 18. Comparison of NOx-PM trade-offs for both pistons and optimal engine parameters settings. The NOx and
PM reduction margins are highlighted in the high EGR and sooting points.

6. Conclusions
The paper reports the results of a project aimed at exploiting the potential of innovative diesel combustion systems by modifying the combustion chamber. An innovative highly-reentrant sharp-stepped profile featuring radial-lips has been studied on a specific developed single-cylinder engine test rig.
The prototype AM piston has been made out of an additive powder bed-based technique, which is the
so-called SLM, and the approach is unique in its kind.
Sensitivity studies have been conducted to define the optimal injection protrusion varying the
WT. The results demonstrated the full potential of improved fuel stratification and spray separation enabled by the radial mixing zone concept. Indeed, they confirmed an excellent reduction of engine-out
smoke emissions with no deterioration on indicated efficiency when optimized injection patterns are
applied.
The combination of innovative bowl piston design and advanced injection patterns brought to
significant smoke improvements at partial load conditions. Indeed, the PM gain was in the range of 4075% at constant NOx. Very low NOX targets have been achieved by stressing the NOx control through
high EGR levels.
The overall results on emissions and engine performance concerning the potential of applying
innovative combustion chamber geometries in combination with advanced injection patterns provide
new and valuable information to define the development guidelines of future diesel engines.
In this regard, future activities will be conducted to further investigate on the spray indexing and combustion radial lips configurations, in order to balance excellent PM-NOx trade-off at partial load, and high
performance at full load conditions.
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Abstract. Vehicles’ powertrain electrification is one of the key measures adopted by manufacturers in
order to develop low emissions vehicles and reduce the CO2 emissions from passenger cars. Increased complexity of electrified powertrains increases the demand of cost-effective tools that can be
used during the design of such powertrain architectures. The aim of the study presented in the current
paper, is the design of a series of real-world velocity profiles that can be used for the virtual platform.
To that aim a combined experimental and simulation approach is followed in order to derive generic
real-world cycles used for the evaluation of the overall energy efficiency of electrified powertrains. The
outcome of the study is specific driving cycles and a methodology for real world data analysis and
evaluation, along with the assessment of the impact of different operational parameters to the total
electrified powertrain.

1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Objectives
Vehicles’ powertrain electrification is one of the key measures adopted by manufacturers in order to
develop low emissions vehicles and reduce the CO2 emissions from passenger cars. To that aim, hybrid (HV) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV) are powertrain configurations that appear to have the
lowest CO2 emissions performance compared to conventional vehicles, Fig. 1. Furthermore, HEVs
and PHEVs should be representing the most important market in Europe in the next decades (Harrison and Thiel, 2017).
Although HEVs or PHEVs are based on existing vehicle architectures, the integration of the
electric components and control modules increases the complexity of the powertrain remarkably and
therefore the need of cost-effective tools that can be used during the design of such vehicles. To that
aim vehicle simulation platforms could be used during the development and calibration of electrified
powertrains. Given that the main focus currently is on the real world testing, due to the new European
regulation, several operating conditions are imposed by on-road testing. As a result it is essential to
identify specific driving mission profiles that address to the key aspects electrified powertrains and that
can be used for vehicle calibration, reducing the development time and cost. To that aim the current
study presents a combined experimental and simulation approach for the identification of such representative real-world cycles.
The current paper summarizes the activities conducted, in relation to the identification of representative real-world cycles. The main objective of the work described in this paper is the selection of
representative real-world mission profiles that will be applied during the calibration of vehicles
equipped with electrified powertrains. The target of the study is to propose a methodology to derive
generic driving cycles that will be used for the evaluation of the electrified powertrains, in terms of the
overall energy efficiency.
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Fig. 1. CO2 emissions evolution of passenger cars and annual reduction rate. Source: EEA (European Environmental Database), Monitoring of CO2 emissions from passenger cars – Regulation (EC) No 443/2009

The definition of the representative real world mission profiles aims to investigate which driving
conditions put a particular stress on the different components of the electrified powertrains. The main
guideline is to propose a series of real world cycles that will cover the evaluation of the aspects and
operational parameters (such as electric range, cold start, component limits, energy/fuel consumption
and pollutant emission performance) of vehicles with electrified powertrains.
Main focus is to propose cycles that are considered as generic therefore it is aimed to be applicable to all the different hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles. Additionally they are considered as representative since they are derived from a series of actual real world test cases that include different driving conditions. Thus, the proposed velocity profiles, as derived from the analysis, can be used in
different stages of the powertrain design, like for example during the component size selection to the
system calibration and serve as the basis for virtual/simulation based development or assessment of
electrified vehicles.

2. Methodology
For the purposes of the study, the methodology followed is based on a combined experimental and
simulation approach. Based on the experience of previous experimental campaigns the test cases and
the test protocols were designed according to the needs of the study. The tests were performed in order to identify the level of impact of the driving conditions on the operation of vehicles with electrified
powertrains. Target was to reveal the critical parameters of such powertrains that need to be given attention. In addition to the experimental campaign, the investigation of the representative real-world velocity profiles is enhanced with simulation activities. Vehicle simulation models are calibrated on the
basis of the experimental data and used to evaluate the effect of the variation of the operational parameters that were not covered during the experimental campaign. The use of the vehicle simulation
models served to enhance the experimental activities. Thus, additional cases of real world mission
profiles that were not covered or were not possible to replicable with experiments, as an effort to cover
and include in the cycle evaluation a wider range of possible operating and driving conditions. The activities described in this paper are mainly focused on the energy management, power and fuel consumption of plug-in hybrid vehicles, although pollutant emissions performance was also evaluated during the experimental campaign and data post-processing.
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2.1 Experimental campaign
The first part of the methodology was addressed to an experimental campaign with PHEVs (Plug-in
hybrid vehicles) was performed. The testing sequence included both laboratory (chassis dynamometer), and on-road tests. The latest were realized under different driving mission profiles, i.e. driving cycles or real-world routes, respectively.
The experimental campaign was conducted with three D-segment plug-in hybrid vehicles with the
two of them being different cars of the same make and model, main specs of which are shown in Table 1. The two vehicle models selected for the experimental campaign have different powertrain architectures as shown in Fig. 2. Vehicles 1 and 2 have a power split and Vehicle 3 a parallel hybrid configuration. Both vehicles have similar energy management strategy. The high voltage battery with the
8.8-8.9 kWh nominal capacity provides enough electric energy for a pure electric range of 30-50 km
Table 1. Specifications of the vehicles used during the experimental campaign

Vehicle
Engine
Type
Fuel/Injection
Displacement [cm3]
Max. power [kW] @ engine speed [rpm]
Max. torque [Nm] @ engine speed [rpm]
Emissions standard
Powertrain
Type
Transmission

Vehicle 1 & 2

Vehicle 3

4-cylinder, Atkinson
cycle engine
Gasoline/PFI
1798
72@5200
142@3600
Euro 6b

4-cylinder, Atkinson
cycle engine
Gasoline/DI
1580
72@5700
147@4000
Euro 6b

Power split

Parallel

e-CVT

AT 6-speed Dual
Clutch

53
163

44.5
169

37
35

-

8.8
352
1530
55(V1) & 78(V2)

8.9
360
1606
65

Type
Electric motor
Max. power [kW]
Max. torque [Nm]
Electric generator
Max. power [kW]
Max. torque [Nm]
High voltage Battery
Capacity [kWh]
Nominal voltage [V]
Vehicle weight [kg]
Vehicle payload [%]

Vehicle 1 & 2

a

Vehicle 3

b

Charger

Charger

Front

ICE: Internal Combustion Engine
EM: Electric Motor
EG: Electric Generator

Rear

HSG

High Voltage battery

Converter
AC/DC

EM

ICE

ICE

EG

High Voltage battery

Power
split

Converter
AC/DC

DCT
GB

EM

Front

HSG: Hybrid Starter Generator
DCT: Dual Clutch
GB: Gearbox

Fig. 2. Vehicles’ powertrain architecture layout schematic, (a) Vehicles 1 & 2, (b) Vehicle 3
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(charge depleting mode) and the electric motor is the main propulsion device. After the depletion of
the battery vehicle operation enters to charge sustain mode, where a synergy between the thermal
engine and the electric motor is imposed by the energy management strategy. For the vehicle with the
power split configuration during charge sustain mode the vehicle is propelled by the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electric motor, while simultaneously the generator connected to the ICE is
generating electric power in order to ensure optimal efficiency of the ICE. For the vehicle with the parallel configuration, during charge sustain mode the ICE is propelling the vehicle while the electric machine is either used as a motor (assisting the ICE) or generator so that optimal operating point of ICE
is achieved.
2.1.1 On-road testing
On-road testing was conducted on public roads in the region of Thessaloniki Greece and Napoli Italy,
following pre-defined routes. The routes followed were designed in order to include urban, rural and
motorway sections the distance of which comply with Real Driving Emissions (RDE) regulation European Commission (2017a) and (2017b). The RDE test is divided to three main sections, the pre-test,
the main test and the post test. During the pre-test, calibration of all measurement devices is performed, as required prior to the main test. For the main test, according to the regulation vehicles’ pollutant emissions performance (CO, NOx and PN) is certified under on-road tests following a route that
strictly follows urban, rural and motorway sequence, and complies to certain limits regarding driving
dynamics and ambient conditions. Finally, to ensure validity of the measurement, a series of calibration checks are performed during post test procedure. The routes followed along with the velocity profile are illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. RDE routes followed during the experimental campaign
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In addition to the RDE compliant routes, during the experimental campaign, a different route
that includes uphill and downhill driving (road grade variation) was also followed. Velocity and altitude
profile of this route are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The vehicles were tested at the routes presented above with different driving conditions and
different levels of initial battery state of charge (SOC) or vehicle modes. Table 2 presents the test conducted during the experimental campaign with each vehicle. Each test is named as Vx – Ty, where x
and y indicates the vehicle (V) number (see Table 1) and the test (T) sequential number respectively.
During the experimental campaign, a test was considered as a cold start when it started after
vehicle soaking at 20-25oC (overnight or minimum 6 hours) and with initial engine coolant and catalyst
temperature same as the soaking temperature, whereas in all other cases the test was considered as
hot start. Additionally normal and aggressive driving is identified via the 95th percentile of the product
of vehicle speed (V) per positive acceleration (a) (V*a 95th), for urban, rural and motorway driving
compared to the limits defined by the RDE regulation (EC 2017a, 2017b). Thus normal driving is considered when V*a 95th for all parts (urban, rural and motorway) is below the RDE limits, and aggressive driving style is considered when V*a 95th for all parts is close or above the limits.Finally EV (electric vehicle) mode that appears in Table 2, is the operation that when selected, the vehicle will move
purely electric (charge depleting mode) until battery reaches a low threshold and thermal engine turns
on propelling the vehicle (charge sustain mode).
Table 2. Tests conducted during experimental campaign
Mission
profile

Altitude
profile

Driving
style

ICE start
conditions

Battery
initial
SOC

Ambient temperature ℃

EV
mode

Vehicle 1
V1-T1
V1-T2
V1-T3
V1-T4
V1-T5
V1-T6

RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE noncompliant
RDE noncompliant
RDE noncompliant

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

82.8%

30.8

ON

Flat road

Aggressive

Cold start

81.9%

34.5

ON

Flat road

Normal

Hot start

13.7%

37.1

ON

Uphill –
downhill
Uphill –
downhill
Uphill –
downhill

Normal

Hot start

15.7%

32.3

ON

Eco – driving

Cold start

82.4%

21

ON

Normal

Cold start

82.8%

30.7

ON

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

81.681.8%

30

OFF

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

81.80%

31

ON

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

82-82.6%

21

OFF

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

80-82%

20

ON

Flat road

Normal

Cold start

15.6-16%

21

ON

Uphill –
downhill

Normal

Cold start

60-81.6%

20

ON

Flat road

Smooth

Cold start

92%

22.6

ON

Flat road

Smooth

Cold start

92.9%

26.7

ON

Smooth

Cold start

93.7%

25.2

ON

Smooth

Cold start

94.1%

17.2

ON

Aggressive

Cold start

19.2%

25.1

ON

Vehicle 2
V2-T1
V2-T2
V2-T3
V2-T4
V2-T5
V2-T6

RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE noncompliant

Vehicle 3
V3-T1
V3-T2
V3-T3
V3-T4
V3-T5

RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
RDE
compliant
(reverse
order)
RDE noncompliant
RDE
compliant

Flat road
(uphill during motorway)
Uphill –
downhill
Flat road
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2.1.2 Measurement equipment
Real world measurements were conducted with a Portable Emissions Measurement System (PEMS)
that was installed on the tested vehicles as illustrated in Fig. 5. The exhaust mass flow was measured
through a mass flow meter (EFM) connected to the vehicle tailpipe. Exhaust sample was taken from
the flow tube to measure tailpipe CO2, CO and NOx concentrations and PN emissions. Additionally, a
GPS device was installed on the vehicle, connected to the PEMS device to record vehicle position
(longitude and latitude), altitude and, as an indirect measurement, vehicle velocity. Vehicle operating
parameters provided by the On-board Diagnostics (OBD) port were also recorded with the PEMS device.
a

b

c

Fig. 5. Installation of PEMS on the vehicles used for the experimental campaign

MG2 electric
motor voltage
input

MG1
generator
voltage input

MG2 electric
motor current
input

MG1
generator
current input

MG1
generator
voltage
measurement
MG2 electric
motor voltage
measurement

Fig. 6. Power analyser and installation on the vehicles

For the purposes of the study, during the experimental campaign, special attention was given
to the measurement of the power flow within the different components of the powertrain. For that reason, a power analyser, AVL X-ion, was installed on the vehicles (Vehicle 1 was tested with the power
analyser only in the laboratory, whereas Vehicle 3 was measured with the power analyser during both
RDE and dyno tests). This device allows measuring the current (using current clamps) and voltage
from the electric motors and the high voltage battery. The data acquisition software is calculating on
real time the power of each different device, thus sampling rate is in the order of magnitude of kHz.
The power analyser and the installation on the vehicles are presented in Fig. 6.
The instrumentation described above constitutes the complete experimental set up applied
during the test campaign.
Table 3 summarizes the signals recorded during the tests. The data obtained create a complete data set that forms the basis for the evaluation of operation of these vehicles.
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Table 3. Signals and data recorded during the tests

Device

Signal/Data recorded
Altitude

GPS

Route followed (longitude & Latitude)
Velocity
Emissions species CO2, CO, NOx & PN
Ambient conditions

PEMS

(temperature, pressure & humidity)
Exhaust mass flow
Vehicle velocity
Engine speed
Engine coolant temperature

OBD recording device

Intake mass flow
Intake air temperature & pressure
Catalyst temperature
Equivalence ratio
High voltage battery state of charge
Electric machines’ current (3 phases)
Electric machines’ voltage (3 phases)

Power analyzer

Electric machines’ power (calculated)
Electric machines’ speed (calculated)

2.2 Simulation approach
Parallel to the experimental campaign, a vehicle simulation model for the tested vehicle is developed
and calibrated based on the test results. In order to implement the energy management strategy of the
vehicles, user defined functions were developed, and a rule based supervisory control approach was
applied. For the development of the simulation models the AVL Cruise software was used. As an example, accuracy of the model for vehicle 3 is presented in Fig. 7a. Simulated fuel consumption is very
close to measured, while electric energy consumption shows a deviation of 0.8 kWh. Additionally, the
instantaneous performance of the model is illustrated in Fig. 7b.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between measurement and simulation for vehicle 3 over an RDE compliant route

Aim of the development of the simulation model was to conduct virtual tests in order to investigate the behaviour of the simulated vehicle under these cases that were not covered from the experimental campaign. For instance all RDE tests of Vehicle 3 conducted with fully charged battery were
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performed with a normal/smooth driving style, whereas an aggressive driving style was selected forthe
RDE test with low initial battery SOC. As a result the simulation model was used to evaluate CO 2
emissions performance and electric range of the vehicle under an RDE route with aggressive driving
style. Furthermore virtual tests with rural, urban and motorway sequence and with two levels of battery
SOC (full and empty) were performed, since during the experimental campaign only regular RDE and
RDE with reverse order (motorway, rural and urban) tests, with fully charged battery were conducted.

3. Results and discussion
The analysis of the experimental data obtained from the experimental campaign aim to reveal the
points of interest from each different test case. Post processing of the test results indicates the correlation between driving conditions and operating parameters of the vehicles tested. Furthermore, virtual
tests conducted with the developed simulation models to evaluate velocity profiles and vehicles operation for not tested cases, with a focus on energy management and fuel consumption.
3.1 Experimental data analysis and results
The analysis of the experimental set up and the evaluation were conducted according to specific guiding principles and parameters, listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric range for pure electric mode
Energy and fuel consumption
Energy management strategy and usage of different energy sources (fuel or battery)
After treatment system operation and pollutant emissions performance
Drivability or response to aggressive driving
Powertrain components’ limits

Target of the post processing of the results is to identify which cycle of those realized during the
experimental campaign will be the most suitable to address the evaluation of the parameters mentioned above.
Starting the analysis from the RDE compliant trips that started with high initial battery SOC, it is
easy to distinguish the two basic operations of the vehicles, charge depleting and charge sustain
mode. From these tests it is possible to extract the real-world electric range of the tested vehicles. In
Fig. 8 tests from Vehicle 1 and 3 starting with high initial SOC are presented. As indicated in the figure, the electric range of vehicle 1 is almost 34 km and includes mostly urban driving, whereas for vehicle 3 the electric range is approximately 51 km including urban and rural driving. From the evaluation
of at all the tests performed with fully charged battery, it is concluded that the route followed, and the
driving style influence the electric range. Specifically, for vehicle 1 electric range at tests V1-T1 and V1T2 that were performed with the same driving style under the same route, electric range is in the order
of magnitude of 30 km. For vehicle 2 at tests V2-T2 and V2-T3, that were conducted under the same
route, electric range is for all cases electric range is in the order of magnitude of 45 km. The difference
in electric range observed between vehicle 1 and 2 is due to different driving dynamics. Similarly, for
vehicle 3 electric range under the same route (tests V3-T1 and V3-T2) is 51 km, whereas for test V3-T4
electric range is reduced to 21 km due to high power demand during uphill driving. Thus, the main factors affecting the electric range are the power demand and the driving style. For all cases examined in
this study as electric range is defined the distance until battery reaches the low SOC threshold and internal combustion engine is selected as the primary source of propulsive power. Additionally, from the
tests started with fully charged battery, real world electric energy consumption is evaluated. The real
word electric energy consumed calculated during full electric mode is between 130-200 Wh/km. Outcome of this evaluation is that an RDE trip which is intended to be used for the evaluation of the electric range needs to have total distance higher than the expected electric range (for modern PHEVs
higher than 60 km).
Furthermore, battery usage during each phase of RDE compliant tests can be evaluated. For
example, most of battery energy is consumed during urban driving, approximately 30-50% of the total
energy. During rural phase 20-40% of the battery is consumed depending on the driving condition,
whereas during motorway the thermal engine is always enabled. In contrast, for the reverse RDE test
the battery is fully depleted during motorway part and the ICE is operating partly during rural and urban part. Given that all electric range for reverse RDE was reduced compared to the regular RDE and
that the strategy of these vehicles impose a charge depleting mode when battery is fully charge, it is
concluded that sequence of urban, rural and motorway section and therefore power demand, affect
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the electric power consumption (or battery depletion rate) and thus the electric range. Although for the
reverse RDE CO2 emissions are comparable to those at regular RDE, using the battery during motorway is not considered beneficial because this leads to extensive usage of the ICE in urban areas (in
case of motorway, rural, urban sequence).
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Fig. 9. (a) Test V3-T5 with low initial SOC and (b) Evolution of battery SOC under charge sustain mode Test V2-T3
with EV mode OFF and Test V2-T5 with low initial SOC

The second test that was examined and has a particular interest is the one with low initial battery SOC (depleted battery). During these tests the vehicle is constantly in charge sustain mode keeping the battery charge at a certain level (approximately around 15%-20%). However, this behaviour
was also observed when hybrid mode (or EV mode was OFF) was selected and test started with fully
charged battery. With this mode enabled, the thermal engine is selected as the primary device used
for propulsion and charge sustain mode is enabled, meaning that the vehicle keeps battery SOC
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around a certain value (i.e. the initial SOC). A test from vehicle 3 with low initial SOC is presented in
Fig. 9a (test V3-T5) and the evolution of battery SOC from tests with hybrid mode enabled Test V2-T3
(solid line) and low SOC Test V2-T5 (dashed line) of vehicle 2 are illustrated in Fig. 9b.
Looking at the main outcomes of the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it can be concluded that for both vehicles, a SOC of 15-20% (1.3-1.8 kWh) represents the sufficient level of battery charge to assure that
the hybrid mode will work in a proper way. This means that the amount of energy kept in the high voltage battery during charge sustain mode, ensures that synergy between ICE and electric motor (torque
assist or charging) will lead to the optimal operating point of the powertrain. As a result, extensive usage of ICE for battery charging (with high fuel consumption) or extreme battery depletion are avoided.
Furthermore, to ensure long life and durability of the high voltage battery, the control strategy will not
allow SOC to drop below a 15-20% low SOC threshold.
During charge sustain or hybrid mode, the vehicle propulsion is mostly based on the thermal
engine thus during those cycles it is possible to evaluate pollutant emissions performance. Aggregated
test results of the emissions measurements are presented in Fig. 10. In this figure also emissions performance for tests with high initial SOC are included to reveal the strong relation with the initial battery
charge condition and the RDE sequence. A second important parameter that effects the pollutant
emission performance is the number of engine starts and the time that the thermal engine is not working. Particularly, for vehicle 3 the higher NOx emissions are observed at tests V3-T3 and V3-T4, the
route that includes uphill and down hill driving and the reverse RDE respectively. For V 3-T3, the high
NOx emissions were observed at the engine starts indicated in Fig. 12c, points where catalyst temperature was lower than 300oC. In case of the reverse RDE (V3-T4) high NOx emissions were observed at
points where catalyst temperature was also lower than 300oC and particularly at motorway part where
ICE power demand was high. It is worth mentioning that for both vehicles and for all cases, except V3T5 test, low CO emissions are achieved against high NOx emissions. In contrast, for test V3-T5 that
was performed in charge sustain mode and with aggressive driving, a substantial increase of CO was
observed while NOx emissions were lower than the rest of the tests. From instantaneous data analysis
of V3-T5 test, frequent fuel enrichments were observed at vehicle accelerations.
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Fig. 10. Emissions performance results for tests with high & low initial battery SOC
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With low initial battery SOC tests it also possible to evaluate the energy management strategy
and the usage of the thermal engine or the electric machines. The share between electric and hybrid
mode is presented in Fig. 11a. With the installed power analyser, it is possible to distinguish the portion of the time where the electric machine is used as a generator or motor. Analysis of the data obtained via the power analyser reveal also the usage of each powertrain component; example is presented in Fig. 11b. It is worth mentioning that Vehicle 2, due to its powertrain architecture, has the
ability to use electric machines for propulsion and battery charging simultaneously, something that is
not applicable in the Vehicle 3. As a result, for Vehicle 2 torque assist from the electric machines is included to engine ON phase.
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power means generating and negative power stands for propulsion, Test V2-T3

A special test case is the one conducted at the route which included uphill and downhill driving.
During these tests the main observations made are:
•
•
•

the high depletion rate of the battery due to high power demand during uphill driving
the regenerative braking performance and the energy recuperated during downhill driving
the cooling of the catalyst due to long time intervals between engine ON events.

In Fig. 12a, the evolution of battery SOC during a test from this route is presented. During uphill
driving the battery depletion rate is high, leading to a decreased (compared to the RDE compliant
routes) electric range. During downhill driving the long period of regenerative breaking leads to significant battery charging, with an increase of 27% of battery SOC. Driving conditions of this trip are
proved to put particular stress to the high voltage battery since an of its temperature was observed, as
shown in Fig. 12b.
During this trip it is possible to identify three main engine starts that occur with time difference
between 600 and 1200 seconds, leading to a significant decrease of catalyst temperature, as shown in
Fig. 12c.
From the presented results is can be concluded that this kind of tests may be suitable to evaluate specific points for a PHEV such as:
•
•
•

the thermal management of the exhaust gas aftertreatment system
the regenerative braking efficiency and the usage of the mechanical brakes
the charge or discharge limits of the high voltage battery as they are related to temperature
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Fig. 12. Experimental results for Vehicle 3 tested at the route with road gradient variation, Test V3-T4

Finally, evaluation of the tests where the car was driven with an aggressive driving style, that
includes frequent accelerations and decelerations which leads to a transient velocity profile Fig. 13a,
showed that it is possible to cover a large area of the operating range of the vehicle in EV mode. As it
is shown in Fig. 13b the operating area of the electric motor covered during the aggressive driving test
is wider than the respective test with normal/smooth driving.
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Fig. 13. Vehicle velocity (a) and electric motor operating points (b) comparison between aggressive/dynamic
and smooth/normal driving

3.2 Simulation results analysis
Simulation model were used for a preliminary analysis to evaluate the performance of vehicle 2 under
a series of different cases. A test case that was not considered but evaluated with the simulation model is an RDE velocity profile with different order of urban, rural and motorway part. Additionally, CO2
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emissions and energy consumption performance for a cycle with aggressive driving, mentioned as
eDynamic (the representative cycle shown in Fig. 15b) were evaluated. Finally, the same cycles were
simulated also with medium (30%) initial battery SOC. Results from the preliminary simulation based
assessment are presented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Initial results from simulation activities (R/U/M: Rural/Urban/Motorway)

Fig. 14 shows that with a high initial battery SOC (93%), both compliant and dynamic RDE cycles exhibit very low CO2 emissions values, all below the 2021 target of the 95 g/km (Regulation (EU)
2018/1832); whereas for the eDynamic test only, the CO2 emissions value is close to the 2021 target.
On the contrary, as expected, the use of the vehicle with a relatively low initial SOC (e.g 30%) produces much more CO2, up to 80-90% more emissions observed for the eDriving cycle.
Looking at the eDynamic data, it is evident the great influence of the driving style. For the test
with the most aggressive driving test an increase of about 30% and 20% in CO 2 emissions compared
to the RDE compliant cycle was observed for the tests with initial SOC of 93% and 30%, respectively.
Another interesting remark is related to the comparison between different sequence of the
driving phases (Urban, Rural and Motorway). Fig. 14 data indicate that a different sequence of the
phases does not affect the CO2 emission significantly, confirming the data of Fig. 8 where an almost
constant charge depleting rate of the battery is showed for both urban and rural phases. In the future,
through new simulation tests, it will be interesting to enrich such database with additional different sets
of the non-compliant RDE cycles (e.g. R/M/U sequences or different duration of the phases etc.).

4. Conclusions
In the study presented an experimental evaluation of three plug-in hybrid vehicles under real world
driving tests was performed. Analysis of the test results provide the functionalities of vehicles with
heavy electrified powertrains that can be evaluated from selected RDE mission profiles. The analysis
is also supported with simulation activities.
The proposed real-world driving profiles considered as representative aim to cover the evaluation of electrified powertrains during calibration. The selection is made so that all the parameters mentioned in section 3.1 are covered. As a result, the outcome of the study is a series of real world mission profiles, which were developed on the basis of the data gathered from the performed tests.
The first cycle that proposed as representative is a typical RDE compliant with normal driving;
an example of such cycle is presented in Fig. 15a. The second cycle that is considered as representative is also an RDE trip driven with an aggressive driving style. An example is provided in Fig. 15b.
The last representative real world mission profile is the one that includes road grade variation and uphill/downhill driving. An example is presented in Fig. 15c. The mission profile examples presented in
the three figures (Fig. 15a, Fig. 15b and Fig. 15c) are derived directly from the tests as the measured
velocity over the entire trip. The range of the basic specifications of these cycles are included in Table
4. Results of this study are considered representative of the operation of heavy electrified powertrains
and the observations made are expected to occur also to other PHEVs. Thus, any real world driving
cycle that has basic specifications within those presented above in Table 4 (given the variations due to
different routes and traffic conditions) could be considered during the evaluation of PHEVs. For exam326
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ple, an RDE compliant route can be used to evaluate the electrical power and fuel consumption, the
pollutant emissions performance and the energy management strategy. Repetition of such test with
different initial battery SOC could reveal the behaviour and the performance of such vehicles in relation with the battery conditions. Furthermore, aggressive driving under all the proposed cycles, and
especially under a route that includes altitude variations, can be conducted in order to stress the battery in terms of thermal behaviour or assess the drivability of the vehicle. Finally, a hilly route similar to
the proposed one can be used to evaluate the regenerative braking performance and the mechanical
brakes usage. For example, during the experimental campaign Vehicle 3 proved to apply a more aggressive regenerative braking than Vehicle 1 as it recuperated more energy at the same downhill.
Table 4. Basic specifications of selected representative cycles

Average Velocity [km/h]
Max. Velocity [km/h]
Average Acceleration
[m/s2]
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Trip Duration [s]
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Fig. 15. Examples of the representative cycles
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The study has also evidenced the useful of the vehicle simulation tools for design and calibration activities of the electrified vehicles. With the simulations performed it was possible to investigate
the electric range and CO2 emissions over RDE compliant and non-compliant (with different sequence
of urban, rural and motorway driving) routes with fully charged and depleted battery and with different
driving styles. As a result, the developed simulation models offer a good basis for the expansions of
this study, to investigate the sensitivity of individual parameters and driving conditions on the operation
of the whole powertrain or specific components, taking advantage of the repeatability of the simulations.
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Abstract. With the further tightening of emission regulations and the introduction of real driving emission tests (RDE), the simulative prediction of emissions is becoming increasingly important for the development of future low-emission internal combustion engines. In this context, gas-exchange simulation
can be used as a powerful tool for the evaluation of new design concepts. However, the simplified description of the combustion chamber can make the prediction of complex in-cylinder phenomena like
emission formation quite challenging. The presented work focuses on the prediction of gaseous pollutants from a spark-ignition (SI) direct injection (DI) engine with 1D-0D gas-exchange simulations. The
accuracy of the simulative prediction regarding gaseous pollutant emissions is assessed based on the
comparison with measurement data obtained with a research single cylinder engine (SCE). Multiple
variations of engine operating parameters – e.g. load, speed, air to fuel ratio, valve timing – are taken
into account to verify the predictivity of the simulation towards changing engine operating conditions.
Regarding the unburned hydrocarbon (HC) emissions, phenomenological models are used to estimate
the contribution of the piston top-land crevice as well as flame wall-quenching and oil-film fuel adsorption-desorption mechanisms. Regarding CO and NO emissions, multiple approaches to describe the
burned zone kinetics in combination with a two-zone 0D combustion chamber model are evaluated. In
particular, calculations with reduced reaction kinetics are compared with simplified kinetic descriptions.
At engine warm operation, the HC models show an accuracy mainly within 20%. The predictions for the
NO emissions follow the trend of the measurements with changing engine operating parameters and all
modelled results are mainly within ±20%. Regarding CO emissions, the usage of the simplified kinetic
models is not capable to predict CO at stoichiometric conditions with errors below 30%. With the usage
of a reduced kinetic mechanism, a better prediction capability of CO at stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio
could be achieved.
Notation
Crank angle at exhaust valve closing /
𝛼𝛼EVC
° CA aTDCF
Crank angle at intake valve opening / °
𝛼𝛼IVO
CA aTDCF
𝜆𝜆
Relative air-to-fuel ratio / ACO
Coefficient CO kinetic model / Coefficient CO kinetic model / BCO
Diffusion coefficient of the mixture /
Dm
m2/s
Quench distance / m
dQ
Forward coefficient CO oxidation /
kfCO
m3/(kmol·s)
Laminar flame thickness / m
lF
mcrev Mass in crevices / m
Engine speed / 1/min
nE
In-cylinder pressure / Pa
pcyl

Indicated mean effective pressure / bar
pmi
PeQ
Peclet number / Gas constant of fuel air mixture /
Rmix
J/(kg·K)
Laminar flame speed / m/s
sL
T
Temperature / K
Temperature in crevices / K
Tcrev
Thead Wall temperature of cylinder head (gas
side) / K
Wall temperature of cylinder liner (gas
Tliner
side) / K
Tpiston Wall temperature of piston (gas side) /
K
Volume of crevices / m3
Vcrev
Burned fuel mass fraction / xb
Y
Mole fraction / -
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1. Introduction
Virtual engine development is a very valuable tool for new engine concepts. Regarding 1D-0D simulation, major applications have been connected in the last years to engine concept and design, turbocharger matching, optimization of engine technologies for fuel consumption targets, design of the peripheries, and pressure losses analysis. In the past, the topic of pollutant emissions in the development
of new SI engines was not of highest priority (Morcinkowski et al., 2020) due to the availability of an
exhaust after-treatment system like the three-way-catalyst, which was able with some calibration effort
to meet the emission regulations. However, the current and future emission regulations, under consideration of the RDE, require a higher degree of virtual development and optimization of engine raw emissions. The possibility to predict engine emissions in a concept phase is of crucial importance for a fast
and cost-effective development of new low-emission vehicle concepts (hybrid, range-extenders, etc.).
Indeed, it allows the optimization not only of the engine itself, but also of the operating strategy of the
entire vehicle. This possibility allows the evaluation of different vehicle concepts and supports the decision on hardware and system components already in the concept phase.
Up to now, however, the prediction of raw emission levels with thermodynamic simulation has
been avoided also because of its complexity and the high modeling and computational effort required.
Indeed, pollutant emission simulation requires the modeling and consideration of multiple physical phenomena that happen in the combustion chamber like mixture formation, spray-wall interaction, chemical
kinetics, charge motion, which are transient and include complex geometry. 3D-CFD simulation is a tool
that in principle give the possibility to take into account the majority of the aspects involved. However,
the consideration of all these aspects results in a very high computational effort. For this reason, the
3D-CFD simulations are more suitable for investigation of specific aspects or component investigations
(Morcinkowski et al., 2020).
Maps of engine raw emissions are often required to simulate vehicle RDE cycles and evaluate
the conformity to the regulation. For this scope, 0D-1D simulation is the best tool to verify the engine
performance in the whole operating range and under different boundary conditions. However, the simplified description of the combustion chamber (normally 0D) can be a limiting factor for the predictivity
of the models and can require additional modeling effort.
This work focuses on the prediction of gaseous pollutant emissions (NO, CO, HC) in 0D-1D
environment with the commonly used commercial software GT-POWER. The study is based on emission measurement performed on a SI DI SCE, in order to have more suitable data for the validation of
the emission models. Multiple kinetic approaches are verified regarding the prediction of NO and CO in
a 0D two-zone combustion chamber model, while phenomenological models for HC have been implemented and validated (Esposito, 2020). The scope is to investigate the predictivity of the models in 0D1D environment and to understand the limitations of the environment and, in case, the aspects that
require further modeling effort.

2. Emission formation mechanisms in SI engines
2.1. Nitrogen oxides (NOx )
The most relevant formation path in combustion engines is the thermal-NO mechanism. This derives
from the dissociation of molecular oxygen that forms the radical O that attacks the molecular nitrogen
to initiate a chain reaction (Liberman, 2008). This mechanism, known as the (Extended) Zeldovich Mechanism (EZM), can be described by a set of highly temperature-dependent reactions (Fenimore,
1971)(Hochgreb, 1998; Lavoie et al., 1970; Zeldovich, 1946):
O +N2 ↔NO+N

(1)

N +O2 ↔NO+O

(2)

(3)
N +OH ↔NO+H
Zeldovich (Zeldovich, 1946) first postulated (1) and (2). Lavoie, Heywood and Keck (Lavoie et
al., 1970) extended the mechanism by including (3). The rate limiting step of the EZM is reaction (1)
because the strong triple bond in the N2 molecule requires a very high activation (Warnatz et al., 2006).
Temperatures above 2000 K are prerequisites for the formation of NO via thermal-path. The highest NO
production is observed for slightly lean mixtures in the hot gases behind the flame front (Hochgreb,
1998). Therefore, the highest NO engine emissions are observed at slightly lean conditions. The thermal-NO mechanism accounts for the majority of NO formed in internal combustion engines (Flagan and
Seinfeld, 1988).
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At lower temperatures and in fuel-rich conditions, the NO concentrations cannot be explained
only by thermal-NO formation. Fenimore (Fenimore, 1971) introduced an alternative mechanism that
forms NO from the intermediate radical species CH , mainly on the flame front. This mechanism was
called prompt-NO since the formation of nitric oxide is relatively fast due to aggressive HC radicals in
comparison to thermal-NO (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988). Fenimore identified the reaction:
(4)
CH +N2 ↔HCN +N
as the rate-limiting step. The contribution of the prompt mechanism in stoichiometric laminar flames has
been estimated in the order of 5-10% (Drake and Blint, 1991; Hochgreb, 1998). Lavoie and Blumberg
(Lavoie and Blumberg, 1973; Lavoie and Blumberg, 1980) calculated that prompt-NO contribution in
engines becomes important under high air-fuel mixture dilution (Hochgreb, 1998).
Additionally, the NO formation can be obtained through the N2 O mechanism. This is relevant
especially at low temperature conditions in lean mixtures (Warnatz et al., 2006), where the thermal-NO
formation is too low and the CH radical concentration not significant.
The NOx formation in combustion engines is commonly modeled with kinetic approaches. Indeed, since the NO chemical reaction scales are quite slow compared to the engine process (Flagan
and Seinfeld, 1988; Warnatz et al., 2006), the calculation with only equilibrium chemistry would lead to
wrong results (Heywood, 1988; Warnatz et al., 2006). In the majority of cases, the EZM is used as main
mechanism. Different parametrizations of the Arrhenius-like reaction rates for reactions according to (1),
(2) and (3) can be found in the literature (Baulch et al., 1994; Heywood, 1988; Smith et al; Warnatz et
al., 2006). Miller et al. (Miller et al., 1998) have further extended the EZM in a Super EZM (SEZM) that
consists of 13 species and 67 reactions including the N2 O production path.
In combination with fuel reaction mechanisms, prompt-NO reactions can be additionally accounted since the HC radical CH concentrations are calculated (Anderlohr et al., 2009; Drake and Blint,
1991; Moskaleva and Lin, 2000). In the absence of a fuel oxidation mechanism, the CH concentration
needs to be estimated to calculate the rate of reaction (4) (Dodge et al., 1998; Soete, 1975).
In general, temperature and air-fuel ratio of the burnt mixture are the most important factors
determining the rate of NO formation (Hochgreb, 1998). The above-mentioned approaches are applied
to the modeled combustion chamber and depend from the 0D (single-, two- or multi-zone) or multidimensional combustion chamber formulation. The two-zone model was actually developed for the better prediction of NO emissions in the field of 0D modeling (Merker, 2006) and represents a necessary
requirement to achieve acceptable predictions of NO in 0D approaches. Examples for the usage of multizone models, which increase the detail in the description of mixture temperature and composition, can
be found in (Arsie et al., 2003; Bhat and Tamma, 2014; Bhave and Kraft, 2004; Cao et al., 2008; Holly
et al., 2016). However, the increase in complexity and model parametrization could overcome the benefit
in accuracy prediction.
The two-zones approach demonstrated to deliver good results in combination with EZM models
(Dodge et al., 1998; Mehrnoosh et al., 2012; Merker, 2006; Merker and Teichmann, 2014). Additionally,
engine with high tumble ports are expected to achieve a high homogeneity in the mixture and to be
better approximated by a 0D two-zone description. For these reasons, the 0D two-zone approach has
been selected for this study.
2.2. Carbon monoxide (CO)
The fuel combustion process can be described as the conversion of the primary fuel to progressive
smaller intermediate hydrocarbons, followed by oxidation to aldehydes or ketones, and finally to CO,
which is then oxidized to CO2 (Hochgreb, 1998). The reactions that involve fuel oxidation up to CO are
relatively fast at typical combustion temperatures in SI engines, resulting in fast formation of CO, while
the CO oxidation is in comparison relatively slow (Bowman, 1975). The CO oxidizes predominantly by
reacting with OH according to the following reaction:
(5)
CO+OH ↔CO2 +H
According to partial-equilibrium calculations (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988), during combustion,
CO levels are close to equilibrium concentrations, while during expansion, CO diverge from the equilibrium concentration and CO oxidation stops. The faster the cooling and expansion processes are the
higher is the temperature at which CO starts to deviate from equilibrium concentrations. This happens
because the recombination reactions are then unable to provide the needed radicals for maintaining CO
equilibrium. In rich conditions, CO oxidation is in competition with the oxidation of H2 that proceeds with
the following reaction:
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(6)
H2 +OH +M↔H2 O+H
While reaction (6) is found practical in equilibrium, reaction (5) is kinetically controlled. In other
words, reaction (6) is substantially faster than (5) and a strong increase of CO is observed in rich conditions (Heywood, 1988). Due to these fast reactions in rich conditions, the deviation between equilibrium chemistry and kinetics is relatively small (Merker, 2006). In the stoichiometric range, the reactions
(6) and (5) can be approximated via the gross reaction known as Water Gas Shift (WGS):
CO+H2 O↔CO2 +H2

(7)




In this case, it proceeds near to equilibrium because the chain propagators H and OH are not
limited (Merker, 2006). In the lean range, CO oxidation is not in competition with H2 oxidation anymore,
but proceeds rather together with the following reaction:
O2 +H ↔OH +O


(8)



During expansion, more H than OH is available due to lack of equilibrium of reaction (5) and
the CO oxidation is slow. Due to the very slow kinetics, a rough estimation of the CO concentration
corresponds approximately to the equilibrium value at 1700 K (Merker, 2006).
All these considerations apply for locally homogeneous mixtures in the combustion chamber.
Due to the sensitivity of the CO formation to the relative air-to-fuel ratio (λ), the CO emission from combustion engines are extremely sensitive to mixture formation.
The simplest model for the calculation of CO emissions consists in the usage of the WGS reaction (7). The limits of a chemical equilibrium approach are bound to the homogeneity limits. In internal
combustion engines, the hypothesis of a homogeneous mixture can be more or less realistic (depending
on the type and timing of fuel injection, charge motion), but in most cases it is not sufficient for CO
modeling. For this reason, the usage of a chemical equilibrium approach results often in a calibrated
threshold temperature necessary to meet the measured emission levels. In the literature, threshold temperatures for CO oxidation freezing range between 1000 and 1900 K (Grill, 2006).
The usage of a fuel oxidation mechanism allows the integration of all the above-mentioned reactions (5), (6), (8) with kinetics. Without fuel oxidation chemistry, the estimation of CO formation is quite
difficult, especially because it was demonstrated that (5) has not an Arrhenius-like behaviour (Dryer et
al., 1971). Bowman (Bowman, 1975) proposed the following expression for the rate of reaction (5) based
on experimental data:
kfCO =ACO ∙6.76∙107 ∙eT/(BCO∙1102)

(9)

m3/(kmol·s).

with ACO and BCO equal to 1 and kfCO expressed in
Flagan and Seinfeld (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988) reported a detailed investigation of CO oxidation with a semi-kinetic approach in which the kinetics of reaction (5) are considered only for the forward
rate, while the equilibrium rate coefficient is assumed for the backward reaction. They took into consideration the involved radicals (H , O , OH ) recombination reactions in a kinetic way too. They showed
as the quenching of CO oxidation is influenced not only by the temperature, but alsodepends on the
cooling rates. The CO oxidation modeling in a kinetic way shows then to rely greatly on the kinetics of
the radicals involved in the relevant reactions. Chindaprasert et al. (Chindaprasert et al., 2006) used a
reduced kinetic mechanism (83 species and 516 reactions) in combination with a two-zone thermodynamic model to predict CO emissions. They showed a relevant improvement from 48% average deviation to 25% with the kinetic approach in comparison to the chemical equilibrium. Due to the abovementioned relative air-to-fuel ratio (𝜆𝜆) -sensitivity of the CO formation, multi-zone approaches that take
into account the 𝜆𝜆 -distribution can aim to a better prediction of CO emissions. However, their parametrization may require a great deal of effort and can be highly dependent on the engine and/or the operating
point.
2.3. Unburned hydrocarbons (HC)
Like the CO emissions, the emissions of unburnt hydrocarbons are resulting from incomplete fuel oxidation. In contrast to carbon monoxide, the equilibrium levels are very low and the oxidation reactions
are very fast (Flagan and Seinfeld, 1988). Therefore, HC emissions result predominantly from regions
where the fuel escape complete combustion. Many different sources of hydrocarbons have been identified and quantified in numerous literature studies (Alkidas, 1999a, 1999b; Amano and Okamoto, 2001;
Cheng et al., 1993; Dorsch et al., 2016; Hochgreb, 1998; Janssen, 2010). The main sources of HC are
(Dorsch et al., 2016):
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Combustion chamber crevices: narrow zones in the combustion chamber in which the flame
does not proceed. Major crevices are piston-ring pack, valves seats, spark plug, and cylinder
head gasket. However, the contribution of the piston top-land crevice alone is estimated
around 40-90% (Dorsch et al., 2016).
• Flame quenching at the walls (5-7%), partial burn not at the walls (<10%).
• Oil-film fuel adsorption-desorption (5-30%): due to the solubility of fuel in oil, the oil-layer can
adsorb fuel before combustion (concentration of fuel in the air-fuel mixture higher than in the
oil-layer) and desorb it during expansion (concentration of fuel in the oil higher than in the
burned mixture). Additionally, some fuel can be directly introduced into the oil-layer if the
injected fuel hits the cylinder walls. However, this strongly depends on the operating conditions.
• Fuel-film (5-45%): film of liquid fuel formed as a result of the injection, which normally does
not burn completely because of the local lack of oxygen and increases the HC emissions.
Additionally, combustion chamber deposits are considered a source of HC (~10%) because they
can adsorb and desorb fuel. Nevertheless, the amount of deposits in the combustion chamber varies
depending on the use and ageing of the engine and is therefore difficult to estimate. Lastly, the leakage
of gases through the piston ring into the crankcase, known as blow-by, has an impact on the HC emission balance. Also, in this case the quantification can be very challenging.
The quantification of the single HC-mechanism contribution present in the literature is very variable and can be also very wide. All these sources are indeed influenced by the engine design, fuel
injection targeting, fuel type, operating mode, engine state, etc. In general, the process that determines
the final HC-emission level can be differentiated in "formation" and "post-oxidation". "Formation" refers
to the process in which fuel or air-fuel mixture escapes the main combustion process or is released in
the combustion chamber after the main combustion process. "Post-oxidation" represents the chemical
process in which the previously formed HC can be oxidized during the expansion or the exhaust phases,
if the temperature is high enough and sufficient oxygen is available. Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 1993)
suggest an estimation of the post-oxidation within the cylinder that is about one third of the HC from fuel
sources (e.g. oil-film, deposits) and about two thirds of the HC from mixture sources (e.g. quenching,
crevices). Eng (Eng, 2005) estimated the global HC oxidation in the expansion phase as approximately
70%.
Due to the heterogeneous source of the HC-emissions, the post-oxidation and the difficult quantification of the individual sources, the validation of HC-emission models is generally very challenging.
The most commonly modeled sources of HC in 1D/0D models are the combustion chamber crevices
due to their strong contribution to total HC emissions (D'Errico et al., 2002; Dorsch et al., 2016; Frølund
and Schramm, 1997; Janssen, 2010; Min and Cheng, 1994, 1995; Oliveira and Hochgreb, 1999;
Schramm and Sorenson, 1990; Sodré and Yates, 1997; Trinker et al., 1993). In multiple studies only the
volume corresponding to the piston top-land crevice is considered and the ideal gas law is used to
estimate the mixture content on the basis mainly of pressure and of temperature (mostly taken as equal
to the wall temperature).
Many studies presented the modeling of the fuel adsorption-desorption of the oil-film. The fuel
concentration in the oil-layer is commonly described (Albuquerque et al., 2011; D'Errico et al., 2002;
Dorsch et al., 2016; Frølund and Schramm, 1997; Huang et al., 1996; Ihsan Karamangil et al., 2014;
Janssen, 2010; Schramm and Sorenson, 1990; Sodré and Yates, 1997; Trinker et al., 1993; Yildirim et
al., 2006; Yu and Min, 2002) with the 2nd Fick’s law, which requires the 1D description of the fuel concentration trend over the oil-layer thickness. Some studies (Dent and Lakshminarayanan, 1983; Dorsch
et al., 2016) presented a 0D approximation of the Fick’s law, which gave similar plausible trends of the
oil-film HC emissions with engine operating conditions.
Due to the limited contribution of the quenching-HC mechanism to the total HC emissions (5-7%
(Dorsch et al., 2016), 3-12% (Lorusso et al., 1983)), relatively few literature sources concentrate on the
modeling of wall-quenching HC for 0D/1D simulation. Dorsch et al. (Dorsch et al., 2016) estimated the
quenching distance as a multiple of the laminar flame thickness according to Peters (Peters, 2010) in
combination with a spherical flame propagation model to estimate the quenching contribution in a quasidimensional combustion chamber modeling.
Literature approaches to model post-oxidation can be divided mainly into (Janssen, 2010) threshold approaches (Dent and Lakshminarayanan, 1983; Janssen, 2010), one-step kinetics (Da Silva and
Nigro, 2000; D'Errico et al., 2002; Dorsch et al., 2016; Heywood, 1988; Janssen, 2010; Lavoie, 1978;
Schramm and Sorenson, 1990; Sodré, 1999; Sodré and Yates, 1997; Tinaut et al., 1999), and the use
of detailed reaction mechanisms. In order to calculate the post-oxidation with detailed reaction mechanisms, a corresponding modeling depth is required, which also covers the intermediate products of the
•
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oxidation. For this reason, kinetic mechanisms are required and kinetics solution on the base of particular thermodynamic boundary conditions is performed. However, these approaches are difficult to implement within a 0D/1D environment. Even if in comparison to the threshold approach the Arrheniuslike one-step chemistry is supposed to be more predictive, the variety of the parameters found in literature (Dorsch et al., 2016; Janssen, 2010) is subject to a certain calibration requirement, again a difficult
validation for the individual HC sources.

3. Experimental methodology
3.1. Measurements at the SI DI research SCE
3.1.1 Engine
The measurement data used as basis for the model validation have been obtained with a DI SI research
single cylinder engine (SCE). The specific experimental setup has already been described in other publications from the authors (Esposito et al., 2019; Esposito et al., 2020). The main technical data of the
SCE are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Hardware specification of the research SCE.

Characteristic / Unit

Value

Displacement / cm³

400

Bore / mm

75

Stroke / mm

90.5

Compression ratio / -

11.84:1

Valves per cylinder / -

4

Fuel injection pressure / bar

200

Injection timing / ° CA aTDCF

-280

Intake & exhaust valve angle / °

17.5

Intake & exhaust event length (1 mm) / ° CA

186

Intake & exhaust cam phasing range) / ° CA

55

Both the DI injector and the spark plug are centrally located in the combustion chamber and the
intake ports are symmetrical and high-tumble ports.
The investigations have been performed with a conventional RON95E5 market fuel as well as a
Toluene Reference Fuel (TRF, mixture of iso-octane, n-heptane and toluene) surrogate with the addition
of ethanol (TRF+E). The surrogate fuel composition targeted the relevant chemical properties of the
RON95E5 gasoline (Esposito et al., 2020) and its composition in mass (%), after the real mixing, was
XiC8H18 = 51.8%, XnC7 H16 = 13.3%, XC7 H8 = 28.8%, XC2H5OH = 6.1%. In (Esposito et al., 2020), the authors
showed that this TRF+E could accurately reproduce the behaviour of the market RON95E5 fuel regarding global combustion and gaseous emission behaviour. Due to the simpler composition, the measurement results with surrogate fuels are taken into account in this work.
3.1.2 Measurement devices
As far as the thermodynamic measurements are concerned, the cylinder pressure was measured with
two Kistler 6045B pressure transducers, flush mounted in the combustion chamber roof. Sampling was
performed via Kistler 5064 charge amplifiers and an FEV Indication System (FEVIS) within a resolution
of 0.1° CA. Dynamic intake and exhaust gas pressures were measured with Kistler 4045 A5 pressure
transducers and sampled at 0.1° CA resolution too. In total, 500 consecutive cycles were recorded for
every operating point. Measurements of static pressures and temperatures were performed with conventional pressure transducers and thermocouples during an averaging interval of 30 s. The engine oil
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and coolant were conditioned at a constant temperature of 90 °C. The intake air was conditioned at 25
°C upstream of the electronically controlled throttle flap. A pressure of 1.013 bar was imposed upstream
of the throttle flap and in the exhaust manifold during throttled operation. For boosted operation, the
exhaust pressure was set equal to the intake boost pressure to simulate turbocharging. The engine was
coupled to an eddy-current brake and an electric dynamometer, which allowed to keep the speed at the
selected value with an accuracy of ±1 1/min. The intake air mass flow was measured with an ultrasonic
mass flow meter and the fuel flow with a Coriolis-type mass flow sensor.
In this specific measurement campaign, multiple emission measurement devices for gaseous
emissions have been applied in different positions, as reported in (Esposito et al., 2019; Esposito et al.,
2020). Relevant for this study are the average gaseous emission measurement performed with conventional emission analyzers. These standard measurements have been performed with a FEV Emission
Rate (FEVER) device. The main specification of the devices included are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. FEVER devices specification. Abbreviations: CLD = Chemiluminescence Detector, NDIR = Non-Dispersive
Infrared Detector, PMD = Para-Magnetic Detector, FID = Flame Ionization Detector, THC = Total-HC.

Characteristic

FEVER device
CLD

Sensed species

NOx

Measuring range

0-10000 ppm

NDIR
CO
Low

high

0-5000 ppm

0-10%

PMD

FID

CO2

O2

THC

0-20%

0-25%

10-10000 ppmC3

Accuracy

1% of measured value

Linearity

2% of measured value

The FEVER measurement sampling position considered for this study was located in the exhaust runner, about 13 cm downstream the exhaust valves. A schematic of the SCE and of the FEVER emission
measurement position is reported in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic of SCE with positions of FEVER emission measurement and low pressure indication.

3.1.3 Test plan
The operating points selected for comparison between measurement and simulation include variations
of indicated mean effective pressure (pmi ) relative air-to-fuel ratio (𝝀𝝀), intake valve opening (𝛼𝛼IVO ) and
exhaust valve closing (𝛼𝛼EVC ), at different speeds nE . All operating points have been measured with an
engine oil and coolant temperature of 90 °C and an intake air temperature of 25 °C. All the operating
points considered in this work are schematized in Figure 2.
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1.6
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6
2
1500
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αEVC / ° CA aTDCF

λ = 1.0,
base αIVO/αEVC

1.2
1.0

2500 3500
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a)

0.8
1500

2500 3500
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pmi = 3 and 12 bar,
nE = 2500 1/min, λ = 1.0
402
398
394

Base αIVO/αEVC

390
340 344 348 352 356
αIVO / ° CA aTDCF
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Fig. 2. Operating points (indicated with crosses) considered in this work, in total 33 points.
a) pmi - nE variations in stoichiometric conditions (9 points); b) 𝝀𝝀 - nE variations at pmi between 8 bar (for
nE = 1500 1/min) and 10 bar (12 points); c) valve timings variations performed at two different operating
points at nE = 2500 1/min, pmi = 3 and 12 bar (6 points x2).

4. Simulation methodology
4.1. 1D/0D-simulation model
The 1D-simulation model used to validate the emission modeling was implemented within the software
GT-POWER (Gamma Technologies, 2018). It includes the engine geometry between the low pressure
indications on the intake and exhaust side (see Figure 1). At the model boundaries, the measured instantaneous pressure and average temperature conditions are imposed in order to eliminate the inaccuracy that could result from the modeling of intake and exhaust. In this way, major attention could be
given to the combustion system.
In order to concentrate on the emission modeling, a non-predictive combustion model is adopted
for the simulation. In particular, the burning profiles (xb ) evaluated by means of a Three-Pressure-Analysis (TPA) (Gamma Technologies, 2018) of the measured pressure traces (intake, exhaust, in-cylinder)
are imposed for each operating point. The selected heat transfer model is a modified Woschni model
without swirl according to Heywood (Heywood, 1988), identified in GT-POWER as “WoschniGT”
(Gamma Technologies, 2018), with the standard parametrization. The combustion chamber is described
with a two-zone model which enables the evaluation of the temperatures in the burned and unburned
zones. Due to the early injection angle (-280° CA aTDCF), the high-tumble engine concept and the
central spark position, the 0D two-zone approach is considered a good approximation of the reality for
this engine. The wall temperatures are specified in function of engine load pmi and engine speed nE , as
shown in Fig. 3.

445
440

8
4 435

46

0
47 5
46

450

12

45 0
5

0
45
5
44
0
44

pmi / bar

Tpiston / K

Thead / K

16

Tliner / K
420

415
410
405
400

0
1500 2500 3500
Engine speed nE / 1/min

1500 2500 3500
Engine speed nE / 1/min

1500 2500 3500
Engine speed nE / 1/min

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. Specified combustion chamber wall temperatures of the GT-POWER model.
a) cylinder head, b) piston, c) cylinder liner.

The resulting agreement of the simulation model regarding in-cylinder peak pressure was mainly within
5%, as depicted in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. GT-POWER simulation model accuracy regarding peak pressure. a) Correlation between simulated and
measured pressures; b) Relative deviation of the simulation results vs measured peak pressure.

4.2. Burned zone kinetics modeling
In order to calculate the CO and NO emissions, a kinetic description in the burned zone of the combustion chamber is necessary. Regarding the modeling of the burned zone kinetics, mainly two approaches
have been followed in this work: the usage of a reduced fuel oxidation mechanism and the usage of
simplified kinetic models.
4.2.1 Chemical equilibrium calculations in GT-POWER
For the simplified kinetic models, an approximation of the species concentration needs to be performed
in order to estimate the radical concentrations needed for NO and CO calculations. In absence of a
specific kinetic mechanism, the basic approximation of the basic species concentrations
(N2 , O2 , CO2 , CO, H2 , N , O , H , NO, OH , SO2 , Ar) are performed according to (Olikara and Borman,
1975).
4.2.2 Nitrogen oxide (NO) kinetic models
Multiple parametrization of the rate coefficients of the EZM are available in the literature. In this work,
the reaction rates from Heywood (Heywood, 1988) (basic model in GT-POWER), GRI mechanism
(Smith et al.), and Baulch et al. (Baulch et al., 1994) were applied. Table 3 reports the coefficient sets
for the considered EZM models.
Table 3. Forward rate coefficients of the considered EZM models as a function of temperature (T) in K.

Reaction

Forward rate coefficient in m3/(kmol·s)
Heywood (GT-P)

GRI

Baulch et al.

(1)

7.6∙1010 ∙e-38000/T

5.44∙1010 ∙T0.1 ∙e-38020/T

1.8∙1011 ∙e-38248/T

(2)

6.4∙106 ∙T∙e-3150/T

9.0∙106 ∙T∙e-3273/T

9.0∙106 ∙e-3247/T

(3)

4.1∙1010

3.36∙1010 ∙T∙e-194/T

2.8∙1010

4.2.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO) kinetic models
The basic GT-POWER CO kinetic model adopts the approach from Bowman (9) for the calculation of
the forward reaction of CO oxidation, while the backward reaction is determined on the basis of the
chemical equilibrium calculations from Olikara and Borman (Olikara and Borman, 1975).
Preliminary investigations have shown an underestimation tendency of this simplified kinetic
approach and within this work an empirical calibration of this model has been undertaken. In particular,
the expression in the function of engine speed (nE ) and relative air-to-fuel ratio (𝜆𝜆) has been derived in
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order to improve the agreement between simulated and measured CO for the selected points. The calibration resulted in the change of the coefficients of (9) to:
ACO = 0.08𝜆𝜆

BCO

1000 1.65
= 8∙ �
�
nE

(10)

4.2.4 Reduced kinetic mechanism
The reduced mechanism used within this work is a reduced version of the mechanism from Cai et al.
(Cai et al., 2019) for TRF+E surrogates (Esposito et al., 2020b). In particular, the low temperature kinetics of the long-chain hydrocarbons (iso-octane and n-heptane) has been removed to improve the computational time, since the auto-ignition chemistry was not relevant for the burned zone kinetics. The
mechanism consists of 239 species and 1068 reactions. The reaction mechanism includes the detailed
NOx formation mechanism from (Lamoureux et al., 2010), which contains the EZM plus detailed promptNO mechanism as well as the N2 O path. This oxidation mechanism has been implemented in the burned
zone kinetics of the cylinder object within the GT-POWER model. In this way, the concentration of all
the species content in the burned zone is calculated with the cylinder pressure, air-to-fuel ratio and
burned temperature.
An important aspect to note is that this reduced kinetic mechanism implemented in the burned
zone chemistry requires more than 100 times longer computational time than the simplified kinetic mechanisms (verified on a test case with GT-POWER v2019). The selected implicit solver was the “DVODE”
from the “ODEPACK” from Lawrence Livemore National Laboratory (Gamma Technologies, 2019).
4.3. Unburned hydrocarbons (HC) phenomenological models
The selection of the HC-sources to be modeled in this work has been based on the importance of the
source itself for the total HCs, on the modeling feasibility within the 0D/1D environment and on the
possibility to extend the models to other engines.
The modeled HC-sources in this work are: piston-ring crevice, flame wall-quenching, and oil-film
adsorption-desorption mechanisms. Fuel-film HC-source can have also a relevance for DI engines.
However, its contribution is strongly dependent on 3D effect bound to fuel injection and fuel-film formation, highly variable with operating conditions. For this reason, the modeling of the fuel-film contribution requires likely a high calibration effort within 0D/1D and it is of difficult generalization and transferability to other engines. Similarly, combustion chamber deposits depend on engine state and history and
their contribution can be very variable, therefore of difficult modeling.
4.3.1 Piston top-land crevice model
For the piston-top land crevice HC emissions, the common approach followed in literature (D'Errico et
al., 2002; Dorsch et al., 2016; Frølund and Schramm, 1997; Janssen, 2010; Min and Cheng, 1994;
Oliveira and Hochgreb, 1999; Schramm and Sorenson, 1990; Sodré and Yates, 1997; Trinker et al.,
1993) of calculating the mixture in a certain volume with the ideal gas law has been adopted. The volume
considered corresponds to the piston top-land up to the first compression ring and is approximately
0.2% of the engine displacement and about 2.3% of the compression volume. The calculation of the
mass in the crevices mcrev is performed as following:
Vcrev ∙ pcyl
(11)
mcrev =
Rmix ∙Tcrev
In which pcyl is the cylinder pressure, Rmix is the gas constant of the air-fuel mixture, and Tcrev is the
crevice temperature assumed as a weighted average between the unburned gas temperature (calculated from GT-POWER, 70%) and the liner and piston wall temperatures (30%). The relative air-to-fuel
ratio 𝜆𝜆 in the crevices is assumed as 5% richer than the one in the main combustion chamber. Both the
crevice temperature and the air-fuel ratio hypotheses have been based on 3D-CFD simulations of the
same engine.
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4.3.2 Flame wall-quenching model
The estimation of the contribution of the wall flame-quenching to the HC emissions is based on the the
estimation of the quenching distance dQ . This is performed with a correlation with the laminar flame
thickness lF , as:
Dm
(12)
dQ =lF ∙PeQ =
∙PeQ
sL
In which Dm is the diffusion coefficient of the mixture and sL the laminar flame speed, while PeQ is the
Peclet number for the flame quenching, which has been found to be in the range of 5-10 (Amano and
Okamoto, 2001; Heywood, 1988; Lavoie et al., 1970; Peters, 2010).
In this work, the correlation from (Suckart et al., 2017) has been selected, with an average PeQ
of 7.7. The calculation of the laminar flame speed sL for the TRF+E surrogate has been performed
according to the work from (Hesse et al., 2018) and the diffusion coefficient Dm according to the approach of (Smooke and Giovangigli). Both calculations are performed at each time step depending on
the actual cylinder pressure and the temperature in the unburned zone.
For the calculation of the surfaces that are contacted by the flame, a simplified geometric spherical
propagation model has been included in the simulation model.
4.3.3 Oil-film adsorption-desorption model
The calculation of the HC contribution from oil-film adsorption-desorption is performed according to the
work of (Dent and Lakshminarayanan, 1983), also applied from (Dorsch et al., 2016). This formulation
simplifies the one dimensional Fick’s law solution by considering an effective penetration length of the
fuel in the oil. In this way, by calculating the mass transfer coefficient of the gas and the oil, the mass
flux of the fuel into the oil can be calculated at each time step on the basis of the fuel concentration in
the mixture and in the oil film, taking into account the Henry constant of the fuel components in the oil.
The Henry constant for the TRF fuel components has been taken from the data of (Schramm and
Sorenson, 1991) regarding the solubility in oil SAE 10W-40 (used on the test-bench), while the Henry
constant for ethanol has been estimated based on the work of (Lima Ribeiro and Sodré, 2015).
4.3.4 HC post-oxidation model
Instead of using threshold temperature or one-step chemistry approaches to describe the post-oxidation
of the HC in the expansion stroke, a model based on 0D chemistry calculation has been developed.
Multiple 0D constant volume reactor calculations have been performed with the kinetic mechanism from
(Cai et al., 2019). The simulation matrix included multiple pressure, temperature and composition (airto-fuel ratio and residual gas) data. For the crevice and quenching HC sources, the oxidation of an
unburned mixture composition is calculated, whereas for oil-film HC the desorption of only fuel in burned
mixture is taken into account.
The results of the 0D calculations are translated in a C-atom equivalent oxidation ratio and implemented in form of tables in the GT-POWER model. The input temperature for the tables is an assumed near-wall temperature for crevice and quenching HC (30% wall temperature and 70% burned
temperature, based on 3D-CFD simulations). While for the oil-HC the burned temperature is taken as
reference.
For the quenching HC, the oxidation ratio calculated with the 0D reactor is reduced by means
of a factor (constant for all the operating points) in order to take into account the diffusion resistance of
the HC in the quenching layer from the boundary layer.
At each time step, the mass of HC generated from the single HC models is then multiplied for the oxidation ratio depending on the actual simulation time step (the oxidation in one single time step is considered). The HC mass emitted with the HC-models is then converted in a molar concentration C3 equivalent at EVC and used for comparison with the measurement data.

5. Results
In the following, the results of the above-mentioned models are shown. It is important to note that the
results are the sole prediction of the models without further calibration.
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5.1. Nitrogen oxide (NO)
Figure 5 depicts the measured NO emissions for the operating points of Figure 2 and the relative deviation from simulation to measurement for all different NO models considered in this work: three EZM
parametrizations and the reduced kinetic mechanism.
Regarding the predictions in stoichiometric operation on the pmi - nE map (see Figure 5 e, i, m,
q), overall differences of ±15% can be seen. The Heywood EZM parametrization shows a tendency to
underestimate NO at low loads, whereas with GRI EZM underestimations of over 15% occur of at low
speeds and high loads. The EZM from Baulch et al. gives the best predictions on the pmi - nE plane,
slightly better than the reduced kinetic mechanism because all the points show deviations below 15%.
Regarding the 𝜆𝜆 variations at different speeds (see Figure 5 f, j, n, r), all models show a tendency
to underestimate the NO emissions in lean operation. The EZM from Heywood and GRI show again a
stronger underestimation tendency than the other models. This applies to GRI also in rich operation.
The results of the Baulch EZM and of the reduced kinetic mechanism show again a similar behaviour,
with deviations below 15% up to 𝜆𝜆 = 1.2. The reduced kinetic mechanism shows a better agreement in
lean operation at high speeds probably due to the more detailed NO mechanism. Additionally, the speed
dependency of the prediction deviation of the reduced kinetic mechanism can be bound to the mixture
homogeneity in the combustion chamber. Indeed, at higher speeds, the mixture homogeneity is higher
due to a high charge motion level. Hence, the 0D description of the combustion chamber therefore is a
better approximation of the reality than at low speeds.
The reduced kinetic mechanism, due to its detailed chemistry, seems to be more speed dependent than simplified kinetic models (as it will be seen also for the CO predictions in Figure 6).
Regarding valve timing variations at low loads (see Figure 5 g, k, o, s), all the models with
exception of the Heywood EZM show similar trends, with an overestimation of NO maximum at the
largest valve overlap. All the simulation models show an increase of NO with increasing valve overlap,
due to an increase in intake pressure needed to keep the load constant, while the measurements show
an opposite trend. This deviation can be caused by the impossibility of the 0D model to describe the 3D
in-cylinder phenomena of the gas exchange in the cylinder and then to determine the correct composition of the internal residual gases for a high valve overlap. At high load, not throttled anymore (see
Figure 5 h, l, p, t), the measurements are relative insensitive to the valve timing and this is predicted
from the models too.
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Fig. 5. Measured NO emissions (a-d) and relative deviations of the models: (e-h) Heywood, (i-l) GRI EZM, (m-p)
Baulch et al. EZM, (q-t) reduced kinetic mechanism. Operating points from Figure 2.
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5.2. Carbon monoxide (CO)
Figure 6 reports the measured CO emissions for the operating points of Figure 2 and the relative deviation of simulation to measurement for all the different CO models considered in this work: Bowman’s
kinetic approach in the base GT-POWER implementation and in a calibrated form as well as the reduced
kinetic mechanism.
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Fig. 6. Measured CO emissions (a-d) and relative deviations of the models: (e-h) base GT-POWER (Bowman),
(i-l) calibrated Bowman (see (10), (m-p) reduced kinetic mechanism. Operating points from Figure 2.
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In comparison to the NO prediction deviations, it can be seen that overall the deviations for
the CO emissions are higher. There are high overestimations and underestimations and only relatively
small areas present with differences below 15%. As anticipated at page 9, the basic implementation of
the CO kinetic model of Bowman in GT-POWER results in a strong underestimation of the CO emissions
(see Figure 6 e-h), with acceptable predictions only at rich operation. The calibrated version of this
model (see Figure 6 i-l), allows a better prediction especially at slightly lean operation and at high loads.
However, at low loads and with increased valve overlap strong overestimations result.
As far as the CO predictions of the reduced kinetic mechanism are concerned, more than half
of the points in the pmi - nE map (see Figure 6 m) present deviations below 15%. Here, a strong speedload dependency is visible. Due to the strong sensitivity of the CO emissions to mixture homogeneity, it
is likely that the prediction of 0D simulations are better at higher speeds and loads at which the cylinder
charge is better mixed. Regarding the predictions at different air-fuel ratios, a strong underestimation is
observed at lean conditions. These 0D models are fundamentally incapable to predict CO emissions in
lean operation because in these conditions CO does not originate from the burned zone, but from secondary phenomena like the late oxidation of the HCs expanding from the crevices.
To verify this aspect, the sensitivity to late HC oxidation of the CO emissions have been verified
based on the input from 3D-CFD simulations with reaction kinetics (same reduced mechanism as the
one used in GT-POWER for burned zone kinetics). The 3D-CFD geometry considers the piston-top land
crevice geometry and for this reason it predicts the late oxidation of the HC from these crevices. The
top plot of Fig. 7 compares the fuel mass fraction burned predicted with 3D-CFD with the one from TPA
for a lean operating point. Even if the burning functions look very similar, the 3D-CFD simulation determines a slower fuel oxidation of the last ~1.5%. In the bottom plot of Figure 7, the effect of the burning
function differences on the CO concentration in the cylinder is evaluated. The TPA burning function
leads to a significantly lower CO values, since the CO is rapidly oxidized as soon as the heat release
stops.
With the 3D-CFD burning function, the additional late fuel oxidation results in a further increase
in CO and to substantially higher predicted CO values. The CO formation in the combustion chamber
from the 3D-CFD simulation is different from the one in 1D-simulation, mainly because a non-zero CO
concentration from residual gases is present at the start of the cycle. However, also the CO concentration in the 3D-CFD reveals an increase after 40° CA after TDCF. This is qualitatively similar to what is
observed in GT-POWER with the same burning function. Thus, the correct prediction of the last few
percent of fuel burnt (linked to a crevice-HC post-oxidation model) is of crucial importance for a more
realistic estimation of the CO emissions in lean operation within the 1D-simulation, although it is almost
negligible for the matching of engine performance.
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Fig. 7. Effect of burning function (xb ) on CO emission prediction in lean operation. Operating point: nE = 2500
1/min, pmi = 10 bar, 𝝀𝝀 = 𝟏𝟏 . 𝟓𝟓 . Top: comparison between the TPA burning function and the one
calculated by means of 3D-CFD with reaction kinetics, which takes into account late oxidation of HC
from the crevices. Bottom: in-cylinder predicted CO concentration with the different burning functions in
GT-POWER with the reduced kinetic mechanism compared to 3D-CFD simulation.

5.3. Unburned hydrocarbons (HC)
Figure 8 reports the measured HC emissions for the operating points of Figure 2 and the relative deviation of the implemented phenomenological models to the measurements. Overall, it can be observed
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that, despite the complexity of the HC mechanisms and the simplifications adopted in the modeling, in
the majority of the operating points a deviation below 15% resulted.
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Fig. 8. Measured total HC emissions (a-d) and relative deviations of the HC-models (e-h). Operating points from
Figure 2

The results are mainly influenced by the crevice-HC mechanism which contributes for over 90%
to HC emissions at medium to high loads and stoichiometric operation, about 85% at low loads and up
to 75% at lean operation. The oil-film HC contribution is almost constant at around 4-7%, while the
quenching HC contributions are higher than 5% only at low loads (~10%) and in lean operation (up to
20%).
The underestimation at low loads and low speeds (see Figure 8 e) can be bound to mixture inhomogeneity, richer mixture in the crevices, partial burn effects, and formation of a fuel-film. These phenomena are not accounted for in the implemented model. The HC overestimation at high engine loads
and speeds (see Figure 8 e) may be due to a reduction of the piston top-land crevice resulting from the
piston thermal expansion. This is also currently not considered in the simulation model.
The underestimation at low loads and lean operation (see Figure 8 f) can again be bound not only
to additional 3D phenomena regarding mixture formation and fuel, but also to incorrect estimation of the
contribution of quenching-HC (especially post-oxidation). The HC-overestimation at rich operation and
higher speeds (see Figure 8 f) can be bound to a faster HC oxidation in reality than what is predicted.
While at low loads the effect of valve overlap is correctly predicted (see Figure 8 g), at high loads
(see Figure 8 h) the effect of the valve overlap is not correctly described by the HC-models. Indeed, the
measurements show a reduction of HC with increasing valve overlap coming probably from the longer
residence time of the HC in the combustion chamber that favours the HC post-oxidation. The simulation
shows to be relative insensitive to this aspect due to the fact that the actual HC post-oxidation model is
based on single time-steps and does not take into account the case in which a certain HC mass is
oxidized over a longer residence time.
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6. Conclusions
The present work shows the implementation and validation of predictive models for gaseous emissions
from SI engines. The different approaches have been extensively validated and compared on over 30
operating points with varying engine speed, load, air-fuel ratio, and valve timing.
Multiple kinetic approaches have been used for the description of the CO and NO formation
within the burned zone of the 0D two-zone combustion chamber description in GT-POWER.
The models for NO formation show overall a good predictivity with deviations in stoichiometric
operation mainly within 20%. A general underestimation tendency of NO in lean operation is observed
for all the models. This is probably due to the limits of the mixture homogeneity description of the 0D
combustion chamber. Bound to the limitations of the 0D model is also the NO overestimation tendency
with increasing valve overlap at low loads for the majority of the models. The best Extended Zeldovich
Model (EZM) parametrization resulted to be the one from (Baulch et al., 1994), which shows the overall
best results at stoichiometric conditions. However, the reduced kinetic mechanism shows comparable
results in stoichiometric operation, but better predictivity in lean operation due to the presence of more
complex NO mechanism. The outcome regarding the different kinetic descriptions is supposed to be
extendable to 0D multi-zone approaches for the description of other combustion concepts (e.g., stratified
mixture, pre-chamber, etc.).
The prediction of the CO emissions in a 0D environment resulted to be more challenging than
the NO prediction. The usage of simplified kinetic approaches in combination with quite simplified equilibrium chemistry calculations is not sufficient to predict emissions with less than 30% deviation, even
with additional calibration. The usage of a reduced fuel oxidation kinetic mechanism seems to improve
the general description of the chemistry. However in stoichiometric operation, the effect of local mixture
inhomogeneity is verifiable in the results. An increasingly better agreement is observed at higher engine
speeds and loads due to higher mixture homogeneity in reality. This is better approximated with the 0D
description. The prediction of CO at lean operation requires an accurate determination of the late fuel
oxidation which is mainly linked to the crevice-HC mechanism. On this point, the coupling of the HC
oxidation model with the calculated burning function can be a further development of the presented
methodology and a possible outlook of this work.
Regarding HC prediction, phenomenological models have been implemented to account for the
contributions of piston top-land crevice, wall flame-quenching, and oil-film fuel adsorption-desorption.
The models overall show deviations mainly within 20%. Overestimation at high loads can be due to the
reduction of the piston top-land crevice resulting from the thermal expansion of the piston during real
fired operation. While underestimation at low loads and low speeds can be linked to not modeled phenomena like fuel-film or partial burn. The HC post-oxidation model could be further developed in order
to take into account longer residence times in the combustion chamber, which may have an impact in
case of increased valve overlap at high loads. Only the wall flame-quenching model is specifically implemented for SI combustion and a spherical flame propagation. The other models could be applied to
other combustion concepts as well.
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Abstract. On-road motor vehicles are important sources of ultra-fine particulate matter (PM) emissions,
which present acknowledged health and environmental risks. The Horizon 2020 PEMS4Nano project
(www.pems4nano.eu) is providing a contribution to future regulations on emissions in laboratory environment as well as real driving conditions due to a current lack of certification methods. To detect the
smallest size of the particles below 23 nm, with a threshold from at least 10 nm onwards, two different
systems have been optimized according to the targets. Due to higher particle losses for sub-23 nm
particles inside of the stationary system and portable emission measurement system (PEMS), it is observed that the differences in calibration methods can cause higher deviations between these instruments. However, the systems show a good agreement during exhaust measurement tests and similar
tendencies against conventional particle number measurement systems, as current legislation requires.
Within this study, different vehicle types and sampling positions have been evaluated and a comparison
regarding the different calibration methods is done.
Notation
CAST
CPC
CS
CVS
D50
ET
FCAE
GDI
GPF
ICE
LDV
NO2
NOx
PAO
PCRF
PEMS
PEMS-10
PM
PMP
PN
PNC
RDE
SPCS
SPCS-10
SPCS-AVACS
UNECE
VPR
WLTC

Combustion Aerosol STandard
Condensation Particle Counter
Catalytic Stripper
Constant Volume Sampling
Lower detection limit (Particle Diameter) where the detection efficiency equals 50%
Evaporation Tube
Faraday-Cup Aerosol Electrometer
Gasoline Direct Injection
Gasoline Particle Filter
Internal Combustion Engine
Light Duty Vehicle
Nitrous Dioxide
Nitrous Oxide
Poly-Alpha-Olefin
Particle Concentration Reduction Factor
Portable Emission Measurement System
PEMS for sub-23 nm measurement (threshold 10 nm)
Particulate Matter
Particle Measurement Programme
Particle Number
Particle Number Counter
Real Driving Emission
Solid Particle Counting System
SPCS for sub-23 nm measurement (threshold 10 nm)
Automated Validation and Calibration System for SPCS and PEMS use
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
Volatile Particle Remover
Worldwide harmonized Light duty driving Test Cycle
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric pollution levels are not decreasing in Europe, especially components like Nitrogen Dioxide
(NO2) and Particulate Matter (PM), even though the emission regulations in the automotive industry are
getting stricter (Weiss et al. 2001). PM measurement methodology utilizing gravimetric mass determination is approaching its detection limit, therefore the Particle Measurement Programme (PMP), under
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), has developed the PN measurement methodology and the desired testing protocols for the PN emissions certification for vehicles at the chassis
dynamometer (UNITED NATIONS 2015). The PMP system consists of the Volatile Particle Remover
(VPR) and the Particle Number Counter (PNC). The cut-off diameter is defined as the particle diameter
of 50% detection efficiency (D50). For current certification methods the D50 is defined with ±12% at 23
nm
and
in
addition
the
PNC
requires
a
detection
efficiency
≥90%
at
41 nm (ISO/TC 24/SC 4 2015). The draft regulation for sub-23 nm considers at 10 nm a detection efficiency at 65% with ±15% and at 15 nm ≥90%. In addition, PN PEMS must meet these targets also to
fulfill the Real Driving Emission (RDE) regulation (EUROPEAN COMMISSION 2017).
As there are differences in the system configurations and calibration procedures between a
laboratory PMP system and PN PEMS, the detection efficiencies of these instruments are not perfectly
matching. Especially when many small particles are emitted in the area of the D50, these differences can
cause significant disagreements in laboratory measurement and on-board measurements (Otsuki et al.
2019).
A contribution of the Horizon 2020 project PEMs4Nano is to evaluate the feasibility of future
regulation and calibration methods to drive the implementation of sub-23 nm measurements. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate and validate the observed differences between portable and laboratory
systems on engine exhaust measurements with gasoline vehicles equipped with and without Gasoline
Particle Filter (GPF).

2. Calibration of Solid Particle Number Measurement Systems
Measurement differences between stationary and on-board PN measurement systems are observed
due to a lot of influencing factors and due to the diverse application and use case of these devices.
Apart from all other influencing factors there is the potential to observe variations in the results of the
PN concentration due to the different calibration procedures (Otsuki et al. 2019).
It is also challenging to generate enough small particles for the calibration and to detect small
particles as the European emission regulation might require in the future. This is caused by the higher
particle losses in sub-23 nm regime (Otsuki et al. 2014), especially in the case of PN PEMS.
In the following sections the currently used sub-23 nm calibrations of the systems used in the
experiment (Solid Particle Counting System with a threshold of at least 10 nm – SPCS-10 and Portable
Emission Measurement System for PN with a threshold of at least 10 nm – PEMS-10) are explained
and the differences between the systems are compared.
2.1 SPCS
To accurately calibrate the stationary SPCS according to the PMP procedure following the Regulation
No. 83 for Light Duty Vehicle (LDV) a two-step approach is considered (UNITED NATIONS, 2015).
First, the Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) must be calibrated against a reference device,
here by a Faraday-Cup Aerosol Electrometer (FCAE). The aerosol which is used is a Poly-Alpha-Olefin
(PAO) also known as Emery Oil. The detection efficiency has been evaluated for the particle sizes of
10 nm, 23 nm, 41 nm and 55 nm (Horn 2017). To adjust the cut-off curve and the particle size dependency, the temperatures in the instrument can be adjusted and a correction factor is applied. Here the
Temperature of the Saturator (TS) has been set to 39°C and the Condenser (TC) to 19°C. A correction
factor of 1,07 (defined as k-factor) has been applied.
Second, the system is calibrated against the particle losses. The main factor which will be measured and calculated here is the Particle Concentration Reduction Factor (PCRF). The usual procedure
to calculate the PCRF (fr) is shown by Eq. 2. For the particle sizes of 30 nm, 50 nm and
100 nm the losses are measured (United Nations 2015). Nin and Nout are PN concentrations at the inlet
and outlet of the VPR, respectively.
Nin
fr �dp � =
(1)
Nout
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fr =

fr (30nm) + fr (50nm) + fr (100nm)
3

(2)

In this study, the PCRF has been calculated in addition for 15 nm and 23 nm, however, these
values are only there for comparison reasons and will not be implemented to the correction method, to
maintain the comparability between commercial available 23 nm measurements systems and future
sub-23 nm measurement systems (Maier 2018).
2.2 PEMS
To accurately calibrate a PN PEMS, at the end, it requires a system efficiency of the desired measurement equipment. As the device to calibrate consists of a CPC the two-step approach from sub-section
2.1 is followed.
First, the condensation particle counter has been calibrated with thermally treated Combustion
Aerosol STandard (CAST) soot particles to a detection efficiency slightly above 50% at 10 nm. The
temperatures of the CPC have been adjusted to TS = 36°C and TC = 20°C (Horn 2018).
Second, the losses within the system are measured and afterwards they are corrected. There
is not such a definition for the PCRF like in Eq. 2. For that reason, it has been decided to measure the
particle losses at a particle diameter of 200 nm to determine the PCRF (here called C0-factor). After
applying this factor, the system efficiency is measured (Kreutziger 2018).
2.3 Comparison of sub-23 nm calibration procedures
The main differences of the calibration of sub-23 nm devices are dependent on the detection efficiency
of the condensation particle counters. However, the compensation of particle losses and correction factors are differently applicated. For laboratory systems, the CPC and the system are evaluated separately, and correction factors are applicated independent. The PCRF is calculated according to
Eq. 2, because it can be measured against the same reference CPC. For a PN PEMS, only one correction factor is used at 200 nm, even though, this factor is size-dependent. Due to the simplicity of the
instrument, the factor cannot be measured before and after the VPR with the same CPC, so it is mandatory to measure in the plateau region of the instrument under test and the reference CPC.

3. Experiments and Results
3.1 Calibration Results
The detection efficiency of the SPCS-10 CPC is higher due to initial calibration and k-factor correction.
To achieve an efficiency greater than 50% with soot-like CAST aerosol, the target at 10 nm was set to
70% efficiency (Horn 2017). The results of the CPC calibration are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Size dependent detection efficiency for CPC used in SPCS-10 (k-factor corrected) and in PEMS-10
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Once the CPC has been calibrated the particle losses within the system are evaluated. The increase of
particle losses (normalized to 100 nm particles for the SPCS-10 and normalized to 200 nm particles for
the PEMS-10) is shown in Fig. 2. These losses of PEMS and SPCS are relatively comparable at particle
sizes from 30 nm to 200 nm. Below 30 nm, especially in the sub-23 nm regime, the PEMS-10 device
performance shows less detection efficiency of these particles due to the higher simplicity of its design
and lower flow rates. At 15 nm the increase in particle losses is more than twice as much as in the
SPCS-10, with a value above 200% in comparison to 200 nm particles.

Fig. 2. Size dependent PCRF in SPCS-10 and PEMS-10

The overall detection efficiency (here system efficiency) has been evaluated with the applied
correction factors (calculated for SPCS-10 and measured for PEMS-10). Shown in Fig. 3, it is visible
that the overall particle system detection efficiency of the SPCS-10 is always > 5% for particle sizes
between 30 nm to 100 nm. Below 30 nm, especially in the sub-23 nm regime, the detection efficiency
of these particle sizes drifts even more apart. At 15 nm, there is already a deviation of around 30%
noticeable. The general offset between the two instruments can be explained by calibration, but the
higher deviation at smaller particle sizes can be caused by different amounts of particle losses, in example by diffusional losses due to a more simplified design in the PEMS as well as lower flows.

Fig. 3. Size dependent system efficiency in SPCS-10 and PEMS-10
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3.2 Validation of Calibration Results with SPCS-AVACS
The validation measurements of the initial calibration have been performed with the Solid Particle Counting System – Automated Validation and Calibration System (SPCS-AVACS) according to the schematic
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Measurement setup for validation of particle penetration investigation with SPCS-AVACS

In Figure 5 the results of the SPCS-AVACS measurements are shown and the differences in
comparison to Fig. 3 are as expected, relatively similar. However, looking more deeply in the area of the
sub-30 nm regime, the system efficiency for both instruments decrease slightly. A difference in total PN
(P/km) for the chassis dynamometer tests is expected, which can be explained by the maintaining gap
between the detection efficiencies of SPCS-10 and PEMS-10. The concentration for the PEMS-10 device is lower.

Fig. 5. Size dependent measured system efficiency in SPCS-10 and PEMS-10 for validation with SPCS-AVACS

3.3 Results at Chassis Dynamometer
The amount of the difference between PEMS-10 and SPCS-10 during chassis dynamometer testing
cannot be determined with a simple offset (in example by 10%) due to differences of the particle size
distributions of several engine technologies. Engine and aftertreatment technologies are responsible for
the emitted number of particles in the desired size range. In general Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI)
vehicles have bigger amounts of particles in the size range of 40 nm to 60 nm, but also have a higher
contribution in the sub-23 nm regime. By applying a GPF, the amount of sub-23 nm particles is reduced
significantly (Kassel et al. 2013). It is expected that the GPF equipped GDI’s have less measurement
differences between PEMS-10 and SPCS-10 because of the minor number of particles in the sub-23
nm regime. At these vehicle classes, the particle penetration differences in the measurement systems
are not significantly influencing the measurement results. However, this behavior can be influenced by
other factors like the connection of the measurement devices at different sampling positions at the CVS
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tunnel, or by using the method of sampling from the tailpipe, where the exhaust mass flow of the vehicle
needs to be calculated.
In Figure 6 the general schematic of the locations of the test equipment (PEMS-10 and
SPCS-10) is shown. For comparison reasons, it is suggested to apply the PEMS-10 and the SPCS-10
at the Constant Volume Sampling (CVS) tunnel to avoid any influences of the measurement caused by
other effects, in example by pressure pulsation or the need to read the exhaust mass flow at tailpipe. It
is expected, that the particle number concentration of a PEMS at the tailpipe is lower than in comparison
to the measurement at the CVS tunnel (Stanard 2018).

Fig. 6. Measurement setup for exhaust PN of vehicles with and without GPF

The tests carried out in this study are different from the ones carried out in the certification
method, whereas the vehicle without GPF (vehicle 1) has to meet a PN target of 6x1012 P/km during the
New European Driving Cycle, and the vehicle with GPF (vehicle 2) has to meet a PN target of 6x1011
P/km during the Worldwide harmonized Light duty driving Test Cycle (WLTC). For comparison reasons,
both vehicles have been tested according to WLTC procedure at 23°C on a chassis dynamometer
(UNITED NATIONS 2015). Vehicle 1 has been tested at HORIBA Testcenter in Oberursel (Germany)
and vehicle 2 at IDIADA in Santa Oliva (Spain). The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. WLTC measurements of GDI vehicles (left without GPF; right with GPF) at different positions

A huge influence on the implementation of a GPF is visible by looking at the total particle concentration between the 2 figures, as the particle concentration during the test cycle decreases from
vehicle 1 to vehicle 2 by almost two orders of magnitude.
Between the two instruments SPCS-10 and PEMS-10 there is a difference of 19% in particle
detection for vehicle 1 observed, where the PEMS-10 is measuring less. This trend has also been confirmed at the chassis dyno at IDIADA, where the PEMS-10, located at the CVS tunnel as well, was
measuring 13% less particles in a specific test. This vehicle was not equipped with a GPF and had
similar engine specifications than vehicle 1.
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Regarding Vehicle 2, there is a 22% difference observed, which is higher than the two vehicles
without GPF shown in the above paragraph. According to Fig. 6, here the PEMS-10 was connected at
the tailpipe of the vehicle, where further influencing factors are considered which can lead to an increase
of the gap in particle concentration measurement. The correlation of the SPCS-10 to PEMS-10 becomes
more accurate to a level of smaller than 10% when the PEMS-10 is connected to the CVS tunnel instead
of tailpipe with a GPF equipped vehicle (Pérez and Paz 2019).

4. Discussion
In this study both, stationary and on-board, PN measurement systems, which are capable to detect
particles smaller than 23 nm as the future regulation requires, have been evaluated against their calibration methods.
The validation of the SPCS-10 and the PEMS-10 shows a good comparison according to the
calibration data of the instruments. There are minor differences in the sub-23 nm regime observed. This
may be caused by the setup of the SPCS-AVACS, as this device has been originally developed to
characterize the equipment for current certification and engine dynamometer particle counting systems
with a threshold of 23 nm onwards. Anyways, it is observed that it can be used for
sub-23 nm measurements to detect instrument failures or efficiency drifts caused by deterioration of the
alcohol storage capability of the wick inside the CPC.
Even though the calibrations of the devices are different, they showed a good agreement during
the exhaust measurement tests with a value below 25% deviation. Moreover, both systems concertedly
showed similar tendency against conventional systems which follows current regulatory requirements
(Stanard 2018).

5. Conclusions
This study first assessed the influence of the different calibration procedures between stationary and
on-board PN measurement systems for sub-23 nm particles. Different tendencies have been observed
depending on the vehicle types. With a low amount of PN emissions in the sub-23 nm regime, both
systems show minor differences, even though the particle losses in the PEMS-10 are much higher than
in the SPCS-10. On the other hand, the differences of both measurement equipment stay below the
level of 25% in example, when a GDI was tested without a GPF.
There is the possibility that PEMS-10 devices can have higher deviation due to several influencing factors, which are not considered in this study. The conformity factor (caused by instrument
variability) of 50% between laboratory and PEMS should be kept in the future for sub-23 nm measurement devices. Further studies should evaluate the influence of other types of vehicles as well as it must
be considered that there are further influencing factors when comparing PEMS-10 and SPCS-10 according to the certification method (tailpipe measurement and CVS tunnel measurement).
All in all, this sub-23 nm evaluation showed that the measurement technology with the desired
calibration is as robust as current 23 nm systems for GDI vehicles with and without GPF. Further studies
must be considered to evaluate different engine technologies like Diesel, Compressed Natural Gas or
Hybrids. So far, there are no problems detected and it is promising that these devices are ready to be
introduced into the market in the near future.
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Abstract. Internal combustion engines working at cold conditions lead to the production of excessive
pollutant emission levels. The use of the exhaust gas recirculation could be necessary to reduce the
nitrogen oxides emissions, even at these conditions. This paper evaluates the impact of using the highpressure exhaust gas recirculation strategy while the diesel particulate filter is under regeneration mode
on a Euro 6 turbocharged diesel engine running at low ambient temperature (-7ºC). This strategy is
evaluated under 40 hours of operation, 20 of them using the two systems in combination. The results
show that the activation of the high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation during the particulate filter regeneration process leads to a significant nitrogen oxides emissions reduction of 50% with respect to a
reference case without exhaust gas recirculation. Moreover, the modification of some engine parameters compared to the base calibration, as the exhaust gas recirculation rate, the main injection advance
and the post injection quantity, allows to optimize this strategy by reducing the carbon monoxide emissions up to 60%. Regarding the hydrocarbons emissions and fuel consumption, a small advantage could
be observed using this strategy. However, the activation of the high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation
at low temperatures can produce fouling deposits on the engine components (valve, cooler, etc.) and
can contribute to reach saturation conditions on the particulate filter. For these reasons, the regeneration
efficiency is followed during the experiments through the filter status, concluding that the use of small
high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation rates in combination with the regeneration mode also allows to
clean the soot particles from the particulate filter. These soot depositions are visualized and presented
at the end of this work with a brief analysis of the soot characteristics and a quantitative estimation of
the total soot volume produced during the experimental campaign.
Notation

𝑚𝑚̇
𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇
𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇
𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Mass flow.
Pressure.
Temperature.
Volumetric efficiency.
Combustion efficiency.
Engine speed.
Gas constant.
Temperature.
Engine volume.

1. Introduction
Launch of current vehicles homologation regulations has challenged car manufacturers and research
institutions to fulfil more stringent regulatory conditions. Limited fuel consumption, altitude changes, real
driving emissions and cold start operation are considered guidelines in the current and future legislations
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(Yang et al. 2020). Furthermore, the consequent reduction in the pollutant emissions levels is a second
challenge to achieve for the automotive industry. Apart from the imperative reduction in carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions, the nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions reduction in diesel engines will be a major concern in future regulatory stages. In order to fulfil these regulations, the internal combustion engine architecture is continuously studied and improved, testing different strategies and systems that allow to
reduce the impact of these pollutant emissions in the environment (Torregrosa et al. 2017).
In this context, a widely known strategy used and improved during the last several years is the
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), even in its two configurations, one of them called low pressure (LP)
EGR with a more complex architecture and a second one more simple and conventional called high
pressure (HP) EGR (Desantes et al. 2013). However, these strategies are presented as an effective
solution to reduce the NOx emissions levels in different engine operating points, even working at cold
conditions, when the pollutant emissions are largely critical. For these reasons, the use of EGR could
be mandatory to comply with the current and future approval regulations (Luján et al. 2015, 2018).
The conventional HP EGR circuit, where the EGR rates are limited by the pressure difference
among the inlet and outlet manifolds, is a low cost and effective solution due to its simple architecture
and high potential to reduce NOx emissions (Zamboni and Capobianco 2012). Taking this into account,
the evaluation of this strategy, in combination with other engine working conditions, as per example, the
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) regeneration, is a necessary study point. The DPF regeneration is a
process controlled by the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) that aims to clean and remove the particulate
matter (PM) collected in the engine after treatment system (Guardiola et al. 2018). For this reason, a
possible scenario in which the engine is working at cold conditions, while activating the HP EGR to
reduce the NOx emissions and the DPF regeneration strategy due to reaching saturation conditions in
the filter, is necessary to be evaluated from the experimental point of view.
Nevertheless, the use of HP EGR to reduce the NOx levels presents some issues, as per example condensation and fouling depositions resulted of a degraded combustion, specially working at
low temperatures (Galindo et al. 2020a, 2020b; Luján et al. 2019). The soot particles can affect the main
components of the EGR line (i.e. EGR valve, EGR cooler, intake manifold) reducing its life span
(Abarham et al. 2013). In addition, it could contribute to accelerate the DPF loading, thus affecting its
normal operation (Fang et al. 2019). A group of researchers, (Lapuerta et al. 2012, 2014) have investigated the effect of soot accumulation in a DPF of a common rail diesel engine on the combustion process and pollutant emissions, reproducing a New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). The investigation
concluded that performing a DPF regeneration without controlling the injection settings parameters and
the EGR ratio could increase the NOx emissions around 60% and the fuel consumption around 4%. This
is caused due to the higher back pressure and the higher temperature of the re-circulated gas, which
modifies the combustion process and moves the engine operation away from its optimum conditions.
Afterwards, the authors carried on evaluating these issues and presented some strategies for
the active DPF regeneration modifying the engine control parameters. The selected parameters to be
studied were the injection timing, exhaust gas recirculation and amount of post injected fuel. In this case,
the work was performed at steady-state conditions at 2000 rpm of engine speed and 94 Nm of torque,
a representative point of the New European Driving Cycle. The relevant findings of the authors were
that eliminating the EGR during the regeneration process is an optimal option for a fast DPF regeneration and reduced fuel consumption. However, low values of EGR could contribute to avoid uncontrolled
regeneration in the cases of very high soot load at the DPF and to reduce NOx emissions. Regarding
the injection timing and the amount of post injected fuel, it was concluded that keeping the optimal
temperature conditions is essential for an efficient DPF regeneration.
Regarding the impact of fouling depositions in the EGR line components and its characterization, several studies have been performed in the literature. (Arnal et al. 2015) presented the characterization of five different types of diesel soot, which were collected from several high pressure EGR coolers
working at different conditions (engine bench and vehicle). The authors highlight the fact that the fouling
depositions on EGR components as EGR coolers and valves, decreases its thermal efficiency and increases the pressure drop producing the malfunctioning of the device, implying the non-compliance of
the NOx standard regulations. In addition, these depositions are composed of adsorbed compounds like
lube oil and unburned fuel that could aggravate this issue.
According to the previous paragraphs, in this work, the impact of using the HP EGR while the
DPF is under regeneration process in a 4-cylinder diesel engine working at cold conditions (-7ºC) is
evaluated. The results of the study are divided into two main sections. The first section presents the
effect of using HP EGR together with the regeneration mode on the regulated diesel emissions, NOx
and soot, as well as on the combustion engine efficiency is assessed. In addition, the DPF loading is
evaluated. In the second section, a brief analysis of the fouling phenomena observed on the HP EGR
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line components is also presented. This analysis includes an approximated estimation of the soot mass
and volume collected from the HP EGR line during the experimental campaign.

2. Experimental setup and methodology
2.1 Test bench description and configuration
In order to perform this theoretical-experimental work, an in-line 4 cylinders, 1.6 liter, turbocharged,
diesel engine was used. Table 1 summarizes the technical features of the engine used. To carry out the
experiments at cold conditions, the engine was installed in a climatic test bench, where the temperatures
of the test bench air, fuel and coolant are under control. The test bench is instrumented to measure the
torque, speed, temperatures and pressures at different engine points. The injected fuel mass flow and
the intake air mass flow are also measured. Figure 1 shows the engine configuration and its instrumentation.

Fig. 1. Engine configuration

The engine has two EGR circuits. The first one is the LP EGR circuit, in which the exhaust gas
pass through the catalyst and the DPF, and then are redirected into the turbo compressor. The second
circuit is the HP EGR. In this case, the exhaust gas is directly cooled in the cylinder head and mixed
with the fresh air that comes from the intake line. This circuit consists of an internal duct that guides the
exhaust gases coming from the exhaust manifold through a compact section of the cylinder head (without EGR cooler) to reduce its temperature, a HP EGR valve controlled by the ECU of the engine, and a
HP EGR rail, where the exhaust gases are driven and distributed to the engine intake manifold and
mixed with the air at the intake of the four cylinders. The Water Charge Air Cooler (WCAC) is activated
with a constant regulation in order to control the engine intake temperature due to the higher temperatures reached during the DPF regeneration mode.
Table 1. Engine specifications

Number of cylinders
Number of valves
Bore x stroke (mm)
Total displacement (cc)
Maximum power (kW/rpm)

4
16
80 x 79.5
1598
96/4000

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm)
Compression ratio
Fuel injection system
EGR system
Intake cooling system
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15.4 : 1
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HP and LP
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Several engine parameters were measured to assess the engine performance and to analyze
the impact of the proposed configuration. The measured parameters together with the sensors features
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Instrumentation accuracy

Sensor
Thermocouples type K
Pressure sensor
Gravimetric fuel balance
Hot wire meter
Dynamometer brake

Variable
Temperature
Pressure
Fuel mass flow
Air mass flow
Torque

Accuracy [%]
1
0.3
0.2
1
0.1

Range
-200 to 1250ºC
0 to 10bar
0 to 150kg/h
0 to 720kg/h
0 to 480Nm

The air mass flow through the intake line of the engine was measured by means of a hot wire
anemometer with a measurement error of 1%. The fuel consumption during the cycle was measured
with an AVL fuel balance, which has a measurement error of 0.2%. A Horiba Mexa 7100 DEGR was
used to measure O2, CO2, CO emissions using a non-dispersive infrared analyzer, and unburned hydrocarbons (HCs) with a chemiluminescent detector. The error of the gas analyzer is in the range of 2%.
The measurement point is located upstream of the after-treatment system.
The EGR rate was not possible to obtain from CO2 measurement in exhaust and intake manifolds due to the complexity of the HP EGR line to be instrumented. Instead of, the HP EGR rate was
mathematically estimated using the engine volumetric efficiency as it will be explained in the methodology subsection.
2.2 Methodology and strategies
The ambient temperature inside the climatic chamber was set at -7ºC. Tests are performed in steadystate conditions with an engine speed of 2000 rpm and 4 bar of brake mean effective pressure (BMEP).
The engine working condition was defined as a representative point for the DPF regeneration, comparable to a real engine operation on a highway at 120km/h with medium load.
For this experimental work, the engine has been running during 40 hours at -7ºC activating the
HP EGR, 20 of them activating the regeneration mode together. Figure 2 shows the process to carry
out each test. First, the engine warm-up process is performed in standard conditions (without EGR and
without regeneration) until the engine coolant temperature reaches 60ºC, then, a 20% of HP EGR rate
is activated by the ECU and the regeneration mode is forced manually. A post injection is enabled in
this mode with the aim of increasing the exhaust gas temperature and burn the soot particles bonded
on the DPF. This condition is maintained along 30 minutes and then the regeneration mode is deactivated, returning to the standard engine calibration. To hold fouling conditions on the DPF at the end of
each test is the aim of working with the base calibration (only HP EGR performed), this methodology
allows to check the DPF regeneration process during the first 30 minutes of the test. This procedure is
repeated continuously until reaching a testing time of two hours per day.
To achieve an efficient regeneration process of the DPF, some relevant variables are followed
during the experiments. The post injected fuel quantity and turbine inlet temperature are verified. These
parameters allow to control a key condition to conduct a DPF regeneration, as the exhaust gas temperature. In order to check the DPF loading process, two reading calibration variables are recorded. First,
the pressure difference (∆P) between the DPF inlet and outlet, as an indicator of the back pressure
generated in the engine exhaust line that could modify the HP EGR rate performed and as a consequence the engine intake temperatures. And second, the particulate filter soot mass estimated by the
ECU, as a reference parameter to check the DPF loading conditions. This estimated value is an internal
calculation, based on the DPF status and several variables calculated and measured by the ECU, as
per example, DPF pressure difference, upstream and downstream temperatures, engine working conditions, DPF diagnosis, etc.
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Fig. 2. Profile of the tests performed

Due to the abovementioned impossibility to obtain an EGR rate estimation from CO2 measurement, it was necessary to estimate the engine volumetric efficiency for this engine configuration. Equation 1 shows this efficiency as a function of the air mass flow, the engine parameters, the boost pressure
and the intake temperature. When the volumetric efficiency is assessed, it is consider this value as a
constant value and it is possible to obtain the EGR rate as a relation between the air mass estimated
theoretically by using the volumetric efficiency (Eq. 2) and the air mass flow measured. Equation 3
shows the HP EGR rate estimation.

𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =

𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(1)

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
. 𝑉𝑉 . 𝑛𝑛 . 𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚̇𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 .
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
. 𝑉𝑉 . 𝑛𝑛 . 𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚̇𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
∗ 100
𝑚𝑚̇𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(2)

(3)

Finally, to visualize the impact of performing HP EGR combined with the DPF regeneration at
cold conditions (-7ºC) on the engine components, some of them (i.e. HP EGR valve, HP EGR Rail,
WCAC) has been disassembled and cleaned before starting with the experimental work.

3. Results and discussion
In order to present how the use of the HP EGR combined with the regeneration mode could affect the
engine behavior and its performance under cold operating conditions, this section is divided into two
different parts. In the first subsection, the impact of this configuration on the engine thermal behavior,
DPF regeneration efficiency, pollutant emissions and fuel consumption is presented. In the second subsection, the fouling phenomena evolution inside the EGR line components is presented.
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3.1 Impact of the HP EGR combined with regeneration mode on the engine behavior
Perform HP EGR while the DPF is being regenerated leads to a higher temperature in the engine intake
line as expected. In order to show the main results of this work in terms of repeatability and dispersion
between tests, a group of eight tests is selected. First, a reference test performed at -7ºC activating the
regeneration mode at the end of the engine warm-up (500 s) and only performing HP EGR in standard
engine conditions after second 1800. Later, a group of five tests using HP EGR with the regeneration
mode activated between second 500 and second 1800 and finally, two tests where the DPF reached
saturated conditions under similar working conditions. Figure 3 shows the engine intake temperature
measured in the intake manifold. Comparing the reference test with the tests performing HP EGR together with regeneration mode, it can be observed how the intake temperature increases approximately
by 30ºC. Thanks to keep the same WCAC regulation between tests, in the figure it can be observed
how the engine intake temperature increases progressively with regard to the reference test due to the
HP EGR activation. These higher temperatures could increase the in-cylinder temperature improving
the engine combustion efficiency.

Fig. 3. Engine intake temperature

Fig. 4. HP EGR rate performed

Figure 4 shows the HP EGR rate. It is a mathematical estimation using the Eq. 3 abovementioned. The HP EGR rate performed together with the regeneration mode is a similar rate than the used
by the ECU in standard engine conditions. The EGR rate remains approximately constant at 20%. However, the saturated tests present an EGR rate higher than 20% due to a possible DPF saturation or soot
accumulation in the HP EGR line.
The DPF saturation is followed through the difference pressure and the soot mass estimation
performed by the ECU. Figure 5 shows the DPF ∆P as a reference to identify if there are clogging
conditions on the DPF. It can be observed how performing HP EGR while the DPF is under regeneration
allows to reduce the pressure difference below the reference test, indicating that the regeneration process is efficient. Soot mass variable recorded from the ECU confirmed this statement. Nevertheless,
under standard engine conditions (right of the figure) to perform only HP EGR and to operate under cold
conditions could produce a DPF saturation increasing this ∆P value. It is important to highlight that the
exhaust gases carried through the high pressure circuit are not cleaned in the engine after treatment
system and could affect the combustion process considerably. For this reason, the control of the EGR
rate, the EGR line temperatures and the engine intake temperature is a key factor to ensure a reliable
DPF regeneration process.
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Regarding the saturated tests, the higher EGR rate due to a higher pressure difference, it is an
evidence of the soot accumulation on the DPF and the consequence of a higher intake temperature.
This fact, under control, could improve the combustion efficiency but without control could affect the
thermal efficiency of the components (i.e. EGR valve and EGR cooler) affecting its normal operation.

Fig. 5. DPF difference pressure

3.1.1 Pollutant emissions
Measured values of NOx, HC and CO emissions measured upstream the after-treatment system are
presented in Fig. 6. The aim of performing EGR is to obtain a significant NOx emissions reduction under
cold operating conditions. Nevertheless, one disadvantage of this strategy is the combustion degradation, increasing the unburned HCs and PMs. The top graph of Fig. 6 shows the measured values of NOx
emissions. With the standard calibration at cold conditions, the engine is prepared to perform HP EGR
and keep a NOx values of approximately 2.5 g/kWh. During the DPF regeneration mode in combination
with the HP EGR this value is reduced to approximately 1.25 g/kWh. This value represents a reduction
of 50%. In terms of HC emissions, a significant increase is observed compared to the standard calibration due to the additional post injected fuel used during the DPF regeneration. However, comparing the
DPF regeneration with and without HP EGR, it could be observed that the proposed configuration could
help to reduce this issue thanks to a small reduction in the post injected fuel.

Fig. 6. Raw pollutant emissions measurements
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Finally, activating the HP EGR during a regeneration process, keeping an appropriate main
injection advance and thanks to the higher intake temperature reached with this proposed configuration
the CO emissions could be reduced significantly, as it can be observed by comparing the use of the HP
EGR or not. It is possible to estimate an approximate reduction of 60%. This reduction allows to reach
close values to the values performed under the standard engine calibration, besides, the after treatment
system could also reduce significantly these values.
3.1.2 Combustion efficiency and fuel consumption
Figure 7 shows the combustion efficiency and the brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) for the different tests. The combustion efficiency estimates the quantity of fuel burned during the combustion process
and it is calculated by means of the engine-out emissions measurements, as is shown in the Eq. 4.

𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 1 −

𝑚𝑚̇𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ) 𝑚𝑚̇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (𝑚𝑚̇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 )
−
𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
4 𝑚𝑚̇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

(4)

As mentioned above, during the first minutes of an engine cold start there are instabilities and
degradations in the combustion. In Figure 7, it can be observed how the combustion efficiency increases
progressively with the engine warm-up until the 500 s approximately. Performing a DPF regeneration
could affect the combustion process due to the additional fuel injected when the post injection is activated. By this reason, it can be observed how the reference test without EGR presents the lower efficiency. Activating the HP EGR together with the regeneration mode a slight improvement in the combustion efficiency is denoted. This improvement is due to a higher intake temperature and a quite
reduction in the post injected fuel during the regeneration mode, the consequent higher in-cylinder temperature promotes a better combustion process. In addition, a brake specific fuel consumption reduction
is coherent with this behavior.
Working with the standard engine calibration, both, combustion efficiency and BSFC present
optimal values, taking into account that this operation is at low ambient temperature (-7ºC).

Fig. 7. Combustion efficiency and BSFC
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3.2 Impact of the HP EGR combined with regeneration mode on the engine components
The second aim of this experimental work is a brief analysis of a known event presented when an IC
engine is operating with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) at very low ambient temperatures. These are
the fouling deposits, which could affect the EGR systems due to unburned HC and PM depositions on
its principal components (i.e. EGR valve and EGR cooler).
After 40 hours performing HP EGR at cold conditions, fouling depositions on the HP EGR line
components are observed. Figure 8 shows an images of the initial and final conditions of the HP EGR
valve of the circuit. It can be observed a black soot on the actuator surface comparing the reference
(initial condition) with the final condition. This is a typical soot as found in EGR circuits of IC engines,
with similar features, like matte black color, carbon texture and rough surface.

Initial Condition

Final Condition

Fig. 8. Fouling observed on the HP EGR valve

In order to obtain a quantitative estimation of the amount of soot produced during this experimental campaign, approximately 50% of the soot particles has been removed and collected from the
HP EGR components (i.e. EGR valve, ducts, rail and intake manifold). To perform this estimation, the
layer of soot observed on the surface of the elements is consider as a geometrical area with the same
shape of the element. For example, the EGR valve actuator observed in Fig. 8 is considered as a tube
with cover. Then, measuring the thickness of the soot layer the soot volume is calculated. Furthermore,
to know the mass of soot, the particles collected from each element are weighed in a precision scale. In
this way, the estimated quantity of soot and the known mass of soot could give some relevant information
about the density of the particles observed in this study.
Approximately, 30 cm3 of soot equivalent to a 6 gr of soot mass has been estimated after 40
hours performing HP EGR and DPF regeneration at cold conditions. This calculated value can be considered as an acceptable amount of soot produced when exhaust gas recirculation is used. Typical
saturation values in diesel engines to conduct DPF regeneration are close to 20 gr of soot.

Conclusions
In this experimental work, the advantages, disadvantages and impacts of performing HP EGR together
with the DPF regeneration mode during engine cold operating conditions have been studied. The impact
in regeneration efficiency, pollutant emissions and fuel consumption were presented. Besides, a brief
analysis of the impact of fouling depositions on the engine components have been performed.
The main objective of performing HP EGR at cold conditions (-7ºC) is to reduce the NOx emissions thanks to the oxygen concentration reduction of the working fluid in the combustion chamber. In
this work, a noticeable NOx emissions reduction of approximately 50% with respect to a reference case
without HP EGR during a DPF regeneration process has been achieved. Regarding HC and CO emissions, another advantages were found with this proposed configuration. A significant CO emissions
reduction of 60% was achieved performing HP EGR and fixing a main injection advance of -10ºcrk. In
terms of HC emissions, a reduction of 15% was observed due to the improvements in combustion efficiency and fuel consumption. During the DPF regeneration, the additional fuel injected in the post injection affected the combustion efficiency due to the late combustion of this fuel during the exhaust stroke.
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A quite benefit could be observed due to a slight improvement in the combustion temperature when the
HP EGR is activated.
On the other hand, performing HP EGR without the regeneration mode at cold conditions could
contribute to the DPF saturation and degradation, the accumulation of soot increases the pressure difference in the DPF and as a consequence an increment in the EGR rate performed and in the EGR
temperatures was registered.
In order to avoid previous conclusion, the regeneration efficiency was evaluated through the
DPF difference pressure, the soot mass estimated by the ECU, the HP EGR rate and the engine intake
temperature. It was found that to activate only the HP EGR at cold conditions with EGR rates beyond
20% contributed to increase the soot depositions and to saturate the DPF early. By this reason, if the
purpose is to activate the HP EGR to reduce NOx emissions, the EGR rate and the intake temperatures
must be controlled and limited. The LP EGR could be presented as another option to decrease this
impact. However, performing a low HP EGR rate in combination with the regeneration mode could reduce the post injected fuel and the exhaust gas temperature, but anyway continue keeping the regeneration efficiency in acceptable values. This was confirmed verifying the DPF status through the ECU
variables (DPF ∆P and soot estimation). It allowed to obtain the noticeable NOx emission reduction
abovementioned.
The second aim of this research work is the analysis and visualization of fouling phenomena
produced by the HP EGR activation at cold conditions. After 40 hours of tests, soot particles were found
on the HP EGR line of the engine. These particles match with typical fouling observed in IC engines. A
fouling quantity of 30 cm3 and 6 gr was estimated, observing that the principal components where soot
is deposited were the HP EGR rail and the engine intake manifold.
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Abstract. In recent years, stringent new emissions legislations impact on Automotive Industry had
accelerated the necessity for the implementation of new Powertrain Development Methodologies to
achieve new targets, while minimizing the impact on the already highly challenging economic and timing
development constraints present in Automotive Industry.
At the same time, recent important improvements in the field of Machine Learning (hereunder
ML) based on higher Computational Capabilities has allowed ML to become a candidate for many
Technological Industries and has already been consolidated by sectors as Image Processing and
Computer Writing. Additionally, for the Automotive Industry, important progress for Virtual Control Units
has been achieved based on higher Computational Capabilities.
Using ML and Virtual Control Units for Automotive Powertrain Development purpose, focusing
respectively on Engine Performance (Fuel Consumption/Emissions) and Control Units Software
modelling, makes it possible to obtain a good Models Accuracy/Development Time trade-off, becoming
a useful methodology specially for Engine Control Unit Calibration purposes such as Control Software
and Engine Hardware Definition (related to its Performance Optimization).
As data source for ML Models Training and its Validation as well as for Virtual ECU models, a
wide and efficient portfolio of Testing Capabilities become essential, focusing always in the most efficient
test to obtain the required data for ML training and the optimisation of the Model Accuracy/Development
Time trade-off.
This paper presents methodology developed by Nissan for Petrol Engines Particulate Mass and
GPF Market Performance in terms of Software Control Strategies Definition based on ML technologies
and Virtual ECM modelling approach. The importance of Testing Capabilities to obtain accurate models
with short development time requirements is highlighted as well.
Notation
ML
ECU
GPF
ECM
CO2
ADAS
DoE
GP
AGP
RNN
MiL
SiL
PN
PM

Machine Learning
Electronic Control Unit
Gasoline Particulate Filter
Engine Control Module
Carbon Dioxide
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
Design of Experiments
Gaussian Processes
Advanced Gaussian Processes
Recurrent Neuronal Networks
Model in the loop
Software in the loop
Particulate Number
Particulate Mass
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CVT
NARX
m(x)
K(x,x’)
f(-)
x
w
y
ε
σn2
Σp
N(𝜇𝜇,Σ)
D = {xi,yi|i=1,…,m}
Im
kSE (xi,xj )
Λ=diag ([l12,…,ld2])
log p (y|𝜃𝜃)
O(-)
WLTC
PRC
CPU
O2
CAFE

Continuous Variable Transmission
Nonlinear Autoregressive with Exogenous input structure
Mean Function
Covariance function
Underlying function defining the system under study
Input vector
Vector of parameters of the linear model
Observed target value
Gaussian noise
Variance
Covariance Matrix
Gaussian distribution with mean vector 𝜇𝜇 and covariance matrix Σ
Input-Output pairs used for training
m x m identity matrix
Squared Exponential Covariance function
d x d Diagonal Matrix of elements l12,…,ld2
log marginal likelihood
Computational Complexity
Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycles
People’s Republic of China
Central Processing Unit
Dioxygen
Corporate Average Fuel Economy

1. Introduction and motivation
Automotive Industry situation has severely changed in the recent years due to several circumstances
such as the implementation of new Emissions and CO2 Targets, Society Technological Transformation,
Vehicles Access Restrictions into the Cities and the evolution of Internal Combustion Engines to
Electrified Systems.
Under these new requirements the implementation of fields such as Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning [1] into Automotive Industry has rapidly increased. Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) or the implementation of improved Testing and Powertrain Development
Methodologies [2, 3] are examples of the usage of these fields.
As well as a consequence from the new requirements, improvement of control logics of all
engineering systems has become necessary based on the increment of specific control units and logics.
Due to this increment on the amount of software and control units, the usage of Virtual Control Unit
Software [4] or Software Development Simulation Platforms [5] to improve software development
processes and secure associated timings and costs has become essential.
In such scenario, mindset for innovation and improvement must always be present in all
engineering facets. In this document it is shared the usage of simulation platforms based on the
combination of “Efficient Testing Methodologies + Machine Learning Algorithms + Virtual ECM” for
Powertrain Advanced Engineering and Calibration Development purposes. Extensive portfolio of
capabilities from each of these fields (i.e. diverse testing approaches such as Global DoE or Dynamic
DoE, diverse types of algorithms like Gaussian Processes or Recurrent Neuronal Networks and diverse
Virtual ECM approaches such as Software in the Loop or Software Functions Model in the Loop)
combined together make possible to efficiently build remarkably capable simulation platforms for almost
any powertrain system (e.g. gasoline or hybrid powertrain systems).
As example, it is described how this approach is being used for prediction of Gasoline
Particulate Filter Performance in the Market from an early stage of powertrain development and with the
purpose of defining most suitable hardware and software for Gasoline Particulate Filter system. This
case can be considered as a continuation for the “Efficient Testing Methodologies + Machine Learning
Algorithms + Virtual ECM” approach development started in the past based on diesel engines [6].
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2. Methodology Description
2.1 Overview of Simulation Platform
Simulation Platform (hereunder referred as GPF Performance in the Market) purpose is to predict
Gasoline Particulate Filter system Performance in the Market and in particular risk of GPF clogged
occurrence.
To this purpose, simulation platform is comprised by Vehicle, Engine Performance (ML
Regression) and Virtual ECM Models. For the training of ML Regression Models, data from GPF Vehicle
Test Campaign is used. For the prediction of Market Performance, vehicle speed from a comprehensive
Customer Database for market understudy is used. Overview of simulation platform is provided below
(figure 1). Further detail for each model is provided in the following chapters.

Fig. 1. Simulation Platform Overview

Due to their relevance on the simulation platform purpose, Engine Out Particulate Number and
Mass models accuracy are essential. To capture impact of ambient temperature [-10, 0, 10, 20ºC] and
engine [Cold Start&Warm-up/Hot] conditions on PN/PM amount generation, specific model is used for
each condition as described below (figure 2)

Fig. 2. PN/PM Dynamic Models Overview

For the rest of Engine Performance dynamic models used in this simulation platform, behaviour
can be estimated based on only 1 model, differentiation based on ambient and engine conditions is not
required.
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2.2 Description of Virtual ECM Model (Model-In-the-Loop for Application Layer GPF Functions)
In this study Virtual ECM part is implemented based on Model-In-the-Loop (hereunder MiL) approach in
Matlab Simulink, functions implemented belonging to ECM software Application Layer functions related
to GPF control (e.g. GPF Automate). MiL is built up by assembly of all required functions, each function
available in Simulink model and assembly performed based on Alliance Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi
virtualization process [5]. Finally MiL model is assembled with CVT and ML Dynamic Models (detail for
both provided in following chapters). For simulation, MiL GPF functions operation is based on feedback
from CVT and ML Dynamic Models.
As example of the type of functions implemented in the MiL in MATLAB Simulink, below (figure
3) it is provided an overview of a part of one of the functions in charge of GPF management
implemented.

Fig. 3. Overview of ECM Function implemented in MiL Model for GPF System Control

2.3 Description of Continuous Variable Transmission Model
Continuous Variable Transmission (CVT) is powertrain transmission type used in this study. Therefore,
specific model is required to implement CVT laws behaviour. As shown below (figure 4) CVT model is
comprised by following parts:










Calculation of Required Power based on Vehicle Load set and Target Speed.
Calculation of Engine Speed based on Vehicle Speed and Accelerator Pedal Position
Calculation of Engine Torque based on Required Power and Engine Speed
Calculation of Accelerator Pedal Position based Engine Speed and Engine Torque
Engine Status Off/On is considered
Limitation of Maximum Engine Power (Torque and Speed) according to Full Load Performance
Correction of Engine Speed during overrun condition
Correction of Engine Speed and Torque at Fast Idle condition
Correction of Engine Speed and Torque during Three-Way Catalyst Heat-Up condition
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Fig. 4. Overview of Continuous Variable Transmission

As reference, below (figure 5) there is comparison between vehicle data and CVT model for WLTC test:

Fig. 5. CVT model behaviour for WLTC

As shown in comparison data, even implementation of corrections, factors and filters, behaviour
differences are present at some peaks in transient conditions and some stabilized conditions between
vehicle test data and CVT model data. Additionally, CVT torque converter Lock-up off condition at low
vehicle speed condition (~<15km/h) cannot be appropriately included in this model.
To overcome these differences on Engine Speed and Torque between CVT vehicle and model
behaviours, it is decided to use CVT model estimated Engine Speed and Torque as input for training
of Dynamic Models. Therefore from vehicle speed and load set conditions from real vehicle test, it is
calculated Engine Speed and Engine Torque values from CVT model. Then these new CVT model
Engine Speed and Torque values are used together with vehicle test data to train the dynamic models.
This post processing operation for Engine Speed and Torque values allows to minimize impact of CVT
model differences in Dynamic Models.
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2.4 Description of Dynamic Models
2.4.1 Overview of Advanced Gaussian Processes with NARX structure for Dynamic Models
Gaussian Processes (hereunder GP) belonging to Bayesian models type provide a probabilistic and
non-parametric approach to learn from data based on kernel machines (in case of GP, based on
Covariance functions). Use of GP for Machine Learning purposes has been comprehensively studied
and demonstrated in [7]. Additionally, an extensive literature of successful application cases can be
found (e.g. [8, 9, 10])
As fundamentals background referent to the type of models used in this study, a short overview
of some GP properties for ML is provided here. This overview is focused at first on GP usage for
Regression and Supervised Learning* models and secondly on inclusion of Dynamic modelling
capabilities based on NARX approach.
Generally speaking a GP can be defined as a collection of random variables any finite number
of which have a joint Gaussian distribution. Therefore a GP is completely specified by its mean function
m(x) and its covariance function K(x, x ′ )

GP(m(x), K(x, x ′ ))

(1)

For regression and supervised learning purposes, normally it is considered a standard linear
regression with additional Gaussian Noise such as

f(x) = x T w,

y = f(x) + ε

(2)

Where f represents the underlying function defining the system under study, being considered
a GP with mean function m(x) and covariance function K(x,x’), x the input vector, w the vector of
parameters of the linear model, y the observed target value and 𝜀𝜀 a Gaussian noise with mean 0 and
variance 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛2

f(x) ~ GP�m(x), K(x, x ′ )�,

ε~𝑁𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛2 )

(3)

Previous to progress further based on Bayesian analysis and consider any training data for
model regression purpose, according to Bayesian approach it is required to consider a prior definition
over the function parameters w. From [7] normally it can be defined as mean 0 and covariance matrix
Σ𝑝𝑝

w ~ 𝑁𝑁(0, Σ𝑝𝑝 )

(4)

Due to w prior consideration, at this point the prior of function f(x) is considered as mean 0 and
covariance matrix K(x, x ′ )
From previous considerations and based on the probabilistic framework and the usage of
training data, the following predictive distribution can be obtained for regression models as
demonstrated in [7]:

p(𝑦𝑦∗ |𝑥𝑥∗ , D) = N(μ∗ (𝑥𝑥∗ ), σ2∗ (𝑥𝑥∗ )), with �

μ∗ = k T∗ (K + σ2n Im )−1 y
σ2∗ = σ2𝑛𝑛 + k ∗∗ − k T∗ (K + σ2n Im )−1 k ∗

(5)

Where D = {xi , yi |i = 1, … , m} are the m input-output pairs used for training, k ∗ Є Rmx1 the vector
of covariance between the latent function value f(x∗ ) at the test point x∗ and the training function values,
K Є Rmxm the covariance matrix of the training function values, Im the m x m identity matrix, y Є Rmx1 the
vector of training outputs and k ∗∗ = k(x∗ , x∗ ) the prior variance of f(x∗ )
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(*)Supervised Learning understood as the task of learning from empirical data differentiated between inputs and outputs and
Regression as the ability to predict continuously an output or target, normally defined as y, from a set of inputs normally defined
as a vector x.
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In the case of k ∗ and K these are built using the covariance functions as

k(x1 , x1 ) ⋯
k(x1 , x∗ )
⋮
⋮
⋱
k∗ = �
� 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 K = �
k(xm , x∗ )
k(xm , x1 ) ⋯

k(x1 , xm )
⋮
�
k(xm , xm )

(6)

Being the covariance functions usually parametrized by a set of hyperparameters. In this study
the Squared Exponential Covariance function is used, based on its smoothness characteristic. This
covariance function can be described as
𝑇𝑇

1

k𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 �xi , xj � = σ20 exp (− �xi − xj � 𝛬𝛬−1 �xi − xj � )
2

(7)

With Λ = diag ([𝑙𝑙12 , … , 𝑙𝑙d2 ]) where 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 are the characteristic length-scales, being d the input
dimensionality, (the amount of input parameters in each xi ) and σ20 the variance of the latent function f.
As demonstrated in [1] these hyperparameters values can be learned from the training data by
maximizing the log marginal likelihood described here as
1

1

log 𝑝𝑝 (y|𝜃𝜃) = − y T (K + σ2n Im )−1 y − log|K + σ2n Im | −
2

2

m
2

log 2𝜋𝜋

(8)

Additionally, in the case of the Advanced GP, to overcome the limitations that may come from
the linear regression approach, it has been demonstrated that the inputs and/or outputs can be projected
into some more suitable higher or different feature space based on a set of basis functions independent
from parameter w. Then the presented linear regression model and probabilistic approach can be
applied directly into this new feature space. Identification of this most suitable feature space and
projections can be learnt in supervised or unsupervised manners as presented in [11, 12]
For the purpose of Dynamic Modelling, it is additionally required the use of a Nonlinear
Autoregressive with Exogenous input (NARX) structure [13, 14]. The use of this structure allows to
expand the input space with additional feedback from the past inputs and output and to transform the
dynamic identification problem into a quasi-stationary relationship with the new input vector 𝑥𝑥�(k)

𝑦𝑦(k) = 𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 �𝑥𝑥�(k)� = 𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 �x1 (k), … , x1 (k − 𝑛𝑛), x2 (k), … , x2 (k − 𝑛𝑛), 𝑦𝑦(k − 1), … , 𝑦𝑦(k − 𝑛𝑛)�

Where k indicates a discrete time-step and n the maximum input and output delay used.

However for GP, computational complexity scales as O(m3) due to the matrix inverse in (5). This
situation becomes even worse in the case of dynamic models with large amount of training and NARX
structure. As a result data computational complexity may become infeasible from resources capabilities.
To solve these issues it is required the use of more efficient Sparse GP approach [15, 16].
2.4.2 Description of Training Data Generation – Efficient Testing
To efficiently train ML Dynamic Models, data from synthetic cycles is used. Synthetic cycles are defined
to obtain the data required to fully characterise the system understudy with the minimum testing
resources. In this study for GPF System, several synthetic cycles plus some specific urban driving
conditions cycles are used. All tests are performed based on vehicle and climatic chassis dyno facility
at different ambient temperature conditions (i.e. -10 ºC, 0 ºC, 10 ºC and 20ºC).
As example of one of the synthetic cycles used, below are shown vehicle speed, road slope,
engine speed and engine torque characteristics for synthetic cycle GPF Dynamic Cycle. From ML
training point of view, this cycle of 1h of duration provides as much data as 6h of standard cycles would
provide.
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Fig. 6. Veh. Accel,&Speed Range from Ref. Cycles

Fig. 7. Veh. Accel.&Speed Range from Synth. Cycle

Fig. 8. Synthetic Cycle Speed, Road Slope and Duration Overview

Fig. 9. Synth. Cycle Eng. Speed and Tq Comparison

Fig. 10. Synth. Cycle Eng. Speed and Torque Range

2.4.3 Overview of Dynamic Models Training Behaviour
As previously described, Advanced Gaussian Processes with NARX structure are used for ML Dynamic
Models used in this study. This type of models has been used for Engine Out Particulate Number (PN
EO), Exhaust Flow and GPF Temperature. PN EO model is based on engine out measurement with
HORIBA MEXA-SPCS2000 and ADDAIR PEGASOR PPS-M, Exhaust Flow model is based on Engine
Control Unit internal model previously calibrated and GPF Temperature is based on temperature sensor
instrumented at GPF center position.
As example of NARX AGP regression capabilities for Dynamic data, below is shown training
behaviour for WLTC cycle at 20ºC for the models involved on GPF performance (i.e. PN EO, Exhaust
Flow and GPF Temp). In the case of PN EO model, it is comprised by Cold and Hot engine conditions
models.
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Fig. 11. Engine Speed and Engine Torque Inputs for WLTC

Fig. 12. Exhaust Flow Model Training behaviour for WLTC 20ºC

Fig. 13. GPF Temperature Model Training behaviour for WLTC 20ºC

Fig. 14. PN Model (Cold Engine) Training behaviour for WLTC 20ºC
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Fig. 15. PN Model (Hot Engine) Training behaviour for WLTC 20ºC

2.4.4 Overview of Dynamic Models Validation Behaviour – CVT + Virtual ECM + ML Dynamic
Models
GPF Performance in the Market model is validated based on the analysis of vehicle speed and
acceleration operation ranges from customer’s database for market understudy. Due to the differences
between Cold Start/Warm-Up and Hot Engine phases for Soot mass generation, operation range
analysis is differentiated between Cold and Hot Engine (figure 16)
To be able to efficiently validate the model based on data from vehicle testing, it has been
identified the minimum number of customers and which parts of their driving profile are required to be
tested to cover the whole operation range from customer’s database. Additionally, to limit the time and
number of tests to be performed, identification is focused on most critical conditions for GPF soot burn,
it means urban and rural driving conditions. As a result, 4 customers have been identified with 2 driving
parts from each to be tested, each part being of approximately 1h of duration (i.e. ~8h of vehicle testing
in total). To collect required data for Cold Start/Warm-Up phases validation, each test was started after
vehicle soaking preconditioning. To validate models behaviour for different ambient temperatures,
identified cycles were tested at -10ºC and 20ºC of Ambient Temperature condition.

Fig. 16. Veh. Speed and Accel. Range from Market Customer Database. Differentiated by Cold and Hot Engine

Following is shown the behaviour of 2 validation cycles, referred as part#1 and part#2 from
customer#1. The model validation (i.e. CVT + Virtual ECM + ML Dynamic Models referred as Simulation
Data) is compared to test data from vehicle physical test (referred as Test Data). These parts have been
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selected as they are representative of model behaviour for worst conditions for soot burn purpose, low
urban vehicle speed.
• Customer #1, part #1 – Ambient Temp. 20ºC. Urban Driving with No Soot Burn opportunity.

Fig. 17. Vehicle Speed [km/h]

Fig. 18. Engine Exhaust Flow [kg/h]

Fig. 19. GPF Temperature [ºC]
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Fig. 20. GPF Soot Mass [g/l]

•

Customer #1, part #2 – Ambient Temp. -10ºC Urban Speed with Soot Burn opportunity.

Fig. 21. Vehicle Speed [km/h]

Fig. 22. Engine Exhaust Flow [kg/h]
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Fig. 23. GPF Temperature [ºC]

Fig. 24. GPF Soot Mass [g/l]

As shown in these images, model validation for market customer’s predictions has been proved
good enough so to accept GPF Performance in the Market Simulation results as representative of
market condition. Therefore, GPF Performance in the Market simulation results have been used for
definition of GPF Hardware (Position and Volume) and Control Logic (GPF Automate) and confirmation
of GPF Performance in the worst market condition as describe in chapter 3.
2.5 Description of Customer Database and Weekly Average Temperature
One direct way to validate market performance is to base simulation predictions on actual market
information. For this scenario, having the relevant information from market, in this case the inputs used
by the simulation platform and data representative of all market conditions, being especially important
those conditions considered as worst scenario for the system understudy, is essential to get reliable
conclusions from simulations. In this study a comprehensive database according to all relevant
requirements for the GPF system simulation is available. Therefore it has been possible to make market
performance predictions based on actual vehicle speed profile data from a comprehensive market
customer’s database.
Additionally to Vehicle Speed and Engine on/off conditions, ambient temperature is required as
input for the simulation platform due to its impact on the amount of soot particles generated, especially
in the cold starts and during the warmup phases of the engine (from cold start up to ~65ºC of Engine
Coolant temperature).
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The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is the case considered in this study. This is a very severe
market due to the extensive range of driving patterns and ambient temperatures to be considered. In
the case of driving conditions, as previously explained predictions are based on a comprehensive
database of all conditions to be found in the market. Regarding ambient temperature, it is based on
weekly average temperature (figure 1) from some of the most populated cities in PRC selected based
on their different ambient temperature conditions: Cold Area (Harbin, yearly average temp ~4ºC), Mid
Area (Shanghai, yearly average temp ~16ºC) and Hot Area (Shantou, yearly average temp ~22ºC)






kkk Fig. 25. PRC Population Distribution by Area

Fig. 26. Harbin, Shanghai  and Shantou 

Fig. 27. PRC Weekly Average Ambient Temperature per city (Harbin, Shangai and Shantou)

2.6 Description of Parallel Computing Use
Due to the amount and duration of the cases to be simulated, it is required the use of Parallel Computing
Capabilities. Parallel Computing is based on the use of High Performance Computer with 88 cores of
CPU@[2,2GHz; 3,6GHz] and 512 GB of RAM. From software point of view, simulations are managed
in parallel by MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox. As represented below (figure 28), each customer
simulation is run in parallel based on the assignation of different CPU core. Simulations common
database, parameters and results from each Simulink simulation are managed by MATLAB.
As reference of the benefit of using this approach, simulations take ~3days based on Parallel
Computing use. Without Parallel Computing, simulations would take ~60days, which would be not
acceptable from the requirements of the GPF Performance on the Market Simulation Platform.
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Fig. 28. MATLAB Parallel Computing Overview

2.7 Description of Results
For each customer it is calculated the GPF Soot evolution over 2 weeks’ time based on vehicle speed.
Maximum Soot and Final Soot in the GPF are computed in each case. (e.g. GPF Soot evolution for 2
customers and different initial soot conditions, figures 29 and 30).
•

Ambient Temp: -10ºC; Initial Soot in GPF: 0g/l; Max. Soot in GPF: 1,22g/l; Final Soot in GPF: 0,16g/l

Fig. 29. 2 weeks of GPF soot evolution, example 1. Vehicle Speed, Coolant Temp. and GPF Temp. also plotted

To cover all the expected conditions in the market, a comprehensive set of simulations based
on different Initial Soot Mass in the GPF and different Ambient Temperature conditions are calculated
for each customer. Different Initial Soot Mass and Ambient Temperature are representative of different
GPF Automate Operation Areas (i.e. different system behaviour to manage soot amount depending on
the area being present) and different regions and seasons of the Market understudy (e.g. 10ºC/0ºC/10ºC/20ºC for PRC Market).
Then GPF Soot evolution results from all simulation cases previously calculated are combined based
on Ambient Weekly Average Temperature, as described in chapter 3.5. Based on this calculation, GPF
Soot yearly evolution is estimated and risk of GPF Clogged issues in the market is probabilistically
estimated.
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•

Ambient Temp: -10ºC; Initial Soot in GPF: 3g/l; Max. Soot in GPF: 3,37g/l; Final Soot in GPF: 2,16g/l

Fig. 30. 2 weeks of GPF soot evolution, example 2. Vehicle Speed, Coolant Temp. and GPF Temp. also plotted

3. Application Cases for GPF Market Performance Simulation Platform
Hereunder it is described some of the applications cases the simulation platform is being used for:

1. Definition of GPF Hardware (Position and Volume)
2. Definition of Engine Control Unit Software for GPF control (GPF Automate)
3. GPF Performance in Worst Market Condition (Coldest Regions and Low Speed Profile Customers)
Following it is provided additional detail for each of these cases.
3.1. Definition of GPF Hardware (Position and Volume)
For GPF position and volume definition many aspects from engine and vehicle layout design need to be
considered. Normally GPF systems are introduced to evolutions of engine and vehicle definitions
previously designed. Therefore, it is necessary to find the best GPF definition capable of fulfilling all
functions required by a GPF system while respecting all Engine and Vehicle layout constraints.
In the example shown below, due to engine and vehicle layout constraints GPF underfloor
definition was necessary. In this case, definition of GPF position and volume are of high relevance due
to the lower exhaust gas temperature conditions at the GPF compared to a closed coupled definition.

Fig. 31. Identification of Hardware best design
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Altogether with the rest of engineering groups whose performance is related with the
implementation of the GPF system (i.e. Combustion, Emissions, Powertrain and Vehicle Designers,
Drivability, Engine Noise and Thermal Risk groups among others) a set of potential technical definitions
was identified. Then based on GPF Performance in the Market forecast from simulation platform it was
selected the best Volume and Position definition to guarantee no GPF clogged occurrence in the market
while fulfilling all requirements from the rest of performances (figure 31).
3.2 Definition of ECU Software for GPF Control (GPF Automate)
As important as hardware it is the definition of the required software design. In the case of GPF system,
software operation is based on a set of models implemented in the Engine Control Module so to
continuously characterise GPF status (e.g. GPF Internal Temperature, Soot amount trapped in the GPF,
O2 flow through the GPF, etc.). These models are used as inputs of the GPF Automate which is in
charge of managing actions related to GPF control.
From calibration point of view, all models must be calibrated according to accuracy requirements
defined so to guarantee the appropriate management of the GPF system. Once all the required models
behave appropriately, it can be considered that the GPF performance in the market mainly depends on
how the GPF is managed by the GPF Automate. Therefore availability of methodologies as GPF
Performance in the Market Simulation platform to define appropriate GPF Automate characteristics
becomes essential.
Following is mentioned GPF Automate characteristics that have been defined or validated
according to GPF Performance in the Market Simulation Platform results:
•

Definition of required GPF Maximum Soot Storage Capacity to avoid risk of GPF clogged for any
driving condition

•

Definition of Engine Combustion Minimum Temperature achievement to guarantee no GPF clogged
occurrence in any condition (e.g. urban driving with always low average speed)

•

Validation of no GPF clogged in any conditions due to the maximum acceptable GPF temperatures
for soot burn limitations defined by GPF designers to secure no risk of damage for GPF part

•

Definition of use of GPF related lamps on vehicle combi meter in case customer notification about
GPF system status may be required (e.g. Visit to Vehicle Dealer is required)

GPF Automate resulting from all mentioned definitions has allowed to guarantee Market
satisfaction based on achievement of expected GPF performance and fulfilment of all requirements from
the rest of powertrain and vehicle performances (e.g. Fuel Consumption, Emissions, Drivability, etc.)
3.3 GPF Performance in Worst Market Condition (Coldest Regions and Low Speed Profile
Customers)
For GPF System, worst conditions correspond to high amount of soot generation from engine
combustion together with low GPF temperature. Normally highest amounts of soot are generated during
engine cold start and warm-up phases and lowest GPF Temperatures are achieved in urban driving
conditions. In this conditions it may be difficult to burn GPF soot and avoid any GPF clogged risk in the
market.
In the case here described, worst conditions were identified in the coldest regions of PRC (i.e.
from chapter 3.5, Harbin region with yearly average temp ~4ºC and coldest of ~-20ºC) and in those
customers with always urban driving conditions with low average speed (e.g. ~30km/h average speed)
and many engine cold starts. This behaviour can be described as the repetition of the following pattern:
Engine On (Cold start-High PM Generation)  Urban Low Speed (No opportunity for soot burn) 
Engine Off (long soaking, Engine Cooled-down to Ambient Temperature, ~ [-20ºC;0ºC])  …
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In these worst conditions, GPF Market Performance Simulation becomes a very powerful tool
to identify which Hardware and Software definitions are required to avoid any risk of GPF clogged issues
in the market.
As shown below (figures 32 and 33), for worst conditions soot burn is only possible based on
the use of GPF Heat-Up combustion. Therefore GPF Heat-Up performance must be set up so to
guarantee soot burn opportunities for these conditions. Additionally, minimization of combustion soot
amount generation at engine cold start and warm-up phases must be considered to avoid too high
frequency of GPF Heat-Up combustion due to its impact on Fuel consumption.
•

Ambient Temp: -10ºC; Initial Soot in GPF: 0gpl; Max. Soot in GPF: 2,82gpl; Final Soot in GPF:
2,76gpl

Fig. 32. 2 weeks’ time of GPF Soot evolution for Worst Market Condition without Heat-Up Combustion

•

Ambient Temp: -10ºC; Initial Soot in GPF: 3gpl; Max. Soot in GPF: 3,10gpl; Final Soot in GPF:
2,75gpl

Fig. 33. 2 weeks’ time of GPF Soot evolution for Worst Market Condition with Heat-Up Combustion
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In the case that GPF operation strategies available cannot avoid all risks of GPF clogged in the
market, GPF Performance Simulation Platform allows to estimate the expected amount of customers
that will be required to visit the vehicle company dealer for GPF Service Regeneration purpose and their
frequency.

4. Conclusions
During the last years the Automotive Industry has become even more demanding with the introduction
of new Emissions Legislations, the implementation of new automotive technologies and the society
technological changes. Nowadays it is established this demand will continue to increase in the years to
come with the introduction of new Euro 6e/7 Emissions Legislations, CAFE CO2 targets and the
implementation of Autonomous Driving, Powertrain Electrification and efficient Energy Management
technologies. In this strongly challenging scenario, mindset willing to find the most suitable
methodologies to improve efficiency and quality in all aspects while minimizing costs must always be
present.
In the case of Advanced Engineering and Control Unit Calibration for Powertrain Systems,
identification of best Systems Design (e.g. engine hardware and engine control software) and optimal
Engine Control Module Calibration Settings from early development phases are essential to guarantee
achievement of best market quality standards and secure project development timings requirements
while keeping minimum costs.
To that purpose, as briefly described in this material, Nissan has been working in the last years
in the development of efficient simulation platforms for Powertrain Definition and Control Unit Calibration
based on “Efficient Data Generation + Machine Learning Algorithms + Virtual ECM + Parallel
Computing” approach. Based on expertise and strong engine and vehicle testing facilities capabilities,
testing methodologies have been put in place to efficiently generate accurate data (i.e. related to the
system understudy) to be used to train the Machine Learning Algorithms (e.g. Gaussian Processes with
NARX structure or Recurrent Neuronal Networks) that are used together with related Control Unit
Software functions implemented based on Virtual models. As well as for the Gasoline Particulate Filter
Performance in the Market described in this material, this approach has been used in the recent years
for Diesel Engine Systems Definition and Validation such as Fuel Consumption/Emissions optimization
and NOx validation for worst RDE conditions.
The combination of “Efficient Data Generation/Efficient Testing + Machine Learning Algorithms
+ Virtual ECM + Parallel Computing” presented in this study has been proven as a powerful approach
from efficiency, quality and costs reduction points of view for Automotive Powertrain Systems Definition
and Control Units Calibration Development. Additionally it is considered this approach will become even
more powerful in the years to come based on the continuous and increasing improvement pace of
Testing, Machine Learning, Virtual Control Units and Computers capabilities resulting from the
Automotive and other engineering fields.
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Abstract. For several decades, the transportation sector has been improving pollutant emissions to
reduce its environmental impact. An innovative approach is conducted, integrating different aspects related to pollutant emission levels: fuel, powertrain, After-Treatment Systems (ATS) and atmospheric
pollutant evolution. The objective is to develop a Neutral Air Quality Impact Vehicle with a nearly zero
impact emission technology to get a neutral or positive effect on urban Air Quality (AQ). A technical
solution, based on an innovative complete exhaust system architecture for hybrid-gasoline powertrains,
allows reducing pollutants when common ATS are not efficient. The paper discusses about a part of this
solution which introduces different sorbents placed at the tailpipe, after the core ATS as a way to mitigate
cold start related emissions.
Dedicated materials, with a potential to adsorb and convert the different pollutants, are selected
and evaluated on a Synthetic Gas Bench (SGB), reproducing the conditions in the exhaust line (temperature, gas composition and residence time) with complex gas mixtures. Simple gas mixtures are also
tested to characterize the performance of each material. Despite the low partial pressure, large storage
capacities are obtained with some molecules, especially for Non-Methanic-Hydrocarbons (NMHC) and
NH3.
A 0D-model, involving each material calibrated with SGB data, is developed to perform system
optimization at the vehicle level. The optimization aims at determining the system configuration maximizing ATS conversion efficiency. Projection of specific combination of materials, especially dedicated to
NMHC and NH3, showed a reduction of more than 99% of NMHC present downstream of the Three Way
Catalyst (TWC) during the cold start phase of 100 seconds and 100% storage efficiency for ammonia.
Further investigation are on-going for the other pollutant emissions and for the warm operations.

Notation
AC
ADS
AFR
AQ
ASC
ATS
CAQI
CC
CH4
CO

Activated Carbon
Adsorbent
Air Fuel Ratio
Air Quality
Ammonia Storage Catalyst
After-Treatment System
Common Air Quality Index
Close Coupled
Methane
Carbon monoxide
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CO2
Cu
Cu-X
DOC
DPF
Ds
FAER
FID
GC
GDI
GPF
HC
HD
H2O
ICE
IR
LD
LEZ
MOF
NAQIV
NH3
NL
NMHC
NO
NOX
NO2
N2O
N2
O3
PF
PFI
PM
PM10
PN
PNA
SCR
SGB
SOA
SO2
THC
TPD
TWC
UF
Us
VOC
WAQI
WLTC
WLTP

Carbon dioxide
Copper
Copper based zeolite
Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
Diesel Particulate Filter
Downstream
Fuel Air Equivalent Ratio
Flame Ionization Detector
Gas Chromatograph
Gasoline Direct Injection
Gasoline Particulate Filter
Hydrocarbons
Heavy Duty
Water
Internal Combustion Engine
Infra-Red
Light Duty
Low Emission Zone
Metal Organic Framework
Neutral Air Quality Impact Vehicle
Ammonia
Normal Liter
Non-Methanic-Hydrocarbons
Nitrogen monoxide
Nitrogen oxides
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrous oxide
Nitrogen
Ozone
Particulate Filter
Port Fuel Injector
Particulate Matter
Particulate Matter with diameter < 10 µm
Particulate Number
Passive NOX Adsorber
Selective Catalytic Reduction
Synthetic Gas Bench
Secondary Organic Aerosol
Sulfur dioxide
Total Hydrocarbons
Temperature Programmed Desorption
Three Way Catalyst
Underfloor
Upstream
Volatile Organic Compound
World Air Quality Index
Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle
Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure

1. Introduction
The Air Quality (AQ) has improved in the last two decades but the regulated limitations are still not met
in various locations [1] and mainly in large urban areas. The source of emissions is very diverse: heating
systems, industries, transport sector, agricultural … [2]. Depending on the molecule considered (HC,
CO, NOX …), the main emitting source could differ. Also, immission level is conditioned both by imported
pollution (from remote geographical zones) and local pollutant sources [2]. To reduce the air pollution
levels and improve the air quality, large cities, such as Amsterdam, London, Paris, Berlin or Madrid,
started to introduce, more than 10 years ago [3], Low Emission Zones (LEZ). The objective of these
restrictions is to limit the pollution from the transport sector and mainly the road traffic. Their impact
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seems to be limited to a few percent of reduction and not always statistically significant for PM10 (Particulate Matter < 10 µm), due to background concentrations [4]. For NO2, the impact of LEZ implementation seems more controversial with studies showing low impact [4] or positive impacts up to an average
of 40% reduction on the urban background concentrations [5]. Independently of the impact of the LEZ,
the objective of this approach is to develop technologies able to reduce the road transport pollutant
emissions and make their contribution negligible compared to other sources.
Transport sector, which includes the Light Duty (LD), Heavy Duty (HD) road transportation, marine transportation, train, subway, aviation transportation, etc. shows a large variety of emissions sources: exhaust
emissions and non-exhaust emissions. The non-exhaust emission, related to the brakes, tires, road
wear and the resuspension of road dust, are mainly emitting particulates [6], regulated, in the light duty
sector, as Particulate Number (PN) or Particulate Matter (PM), according to respectively number or
mass concentration. The exhaust emission of an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) are mainly composed of Hydrocarbons (HC), Carbon Monoxide (CO), NOX and in a smaller amount the NH3 or Nitrous
Oxide (N2O).
A global innovative approach, called Neutral Air Quality Impact Vehicle (NAQIV), has been initiated by Aramco to reduce the amount of direct and indirect pollutants, and to minimize the impact of
ICE based vehicles on the AQ. This global approach includes studies of fuels, powertrain technologies,
both conventional and innovative After-Treatment System (ATS) and AQ. AQ investigation is key to
point out the main molecules that impact, directly or indirectly the ambient air quality [7], including Secondary Organic Aerosol (SOA) formation. The main objective of this approach is to build a vehicle able
to have neutral impact on the AQ, meaning that the operation of such a fleet of vehicles would not affect
the AQ. This paper will deal only with the ATS part of the global NAQIV approach.
In order to reduce the impact of the transport sector on the direct and indirect emissions, different technologies are conventionally used in Gasoline and Diesel powertrains, lumped in the common term “AfterTreatment System”. Three Way Catalyst (TWC), Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC), Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR), Gasoline Particulate Filter (GPF), Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF), Ammonia Slip Catalyst (ASC), Passive NOX Adsorber (PNA) constitute a non-exhaustive list of systems that reduce the
engine out emissions with high efficiency.
This study is considering a hybrid-gasoline powertrain. The lambda one gasoline-based powertrains are all equipped with a TWC and the most up-to-date Euro 6d-temp Gasoline Direct Injection
(GDI) based powertrain are equipped with a GPF. The main function of TWC is to convert simultaneously HC, CO and NOX. Cold start is defined as the first seconds of running of an engine after few hours
of stop. During a cold start, all the engine parts are at room temperature, generally considered between
23 ±5°C as defined by the European regulated procedures and Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicles Test Procedures (WLTP) [8]. During the cold start phase, the combustion is not stable due to the
fuel vaporization and the cold wall of the combustion chamber and piston. Therefore, the Air/Fuel ratio
(AFR) needs to be adapted to improve the combustion stability and ensure a stable engine running. Due
to incomplete combustion and the AFR increase, the engine out emissions are typically high during the
cold phase. TWC global efficiency is also typically low at ambient temperature despite sorbent presence
to mitigate the low temperature activity. The light-off efficiency, defined as 50% of conversion efficiency,
is around 250-300°C [9] for the considered molecules HC, CO and NOX. So, double-effect of high
amount of engine-out and low conversion efficiency results in high level of HC/CO/NOX pollutant emissions during the cold start phase of an engine. This cold start phase may have different durations depending on the engine powertrain technology, the ATS architecture – Close Coupled (CC) or Underfloor
(UF), the catalyst, the type of cycle or road trip (slow or fast), the use of heater (burner or electric) and
powertrain strategies. Different durations are typically considered but they range generally between 40
and 100 seconds [10]. More than 50 to 90 percent of the cumulated mass of the HC, CO and NOX
pollutants are emitted during the cold start phase (Figure 1) of a Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles
Test Cycle (WLTC).
On the other hand, NH3 is mainly produced by the TWC during the transition phase of lean-to-rich
mixture [11] with low AFR and is well spread along the cycle. This study will focus mainly on the cold
start phase of the system and on NMHC and NH3 molecules.
Different strategies allow to reduce cold start pollutant emissions. This study will develop a technology based on two chemical principles: adsorption and oxidation catalysis but only the adsorption
system will be discussed in the paper. Adsorption is a physico-chemical phenomenon, well adapted to
cold start pollutant abatement because of the relatively high partial pressure of pollutants [12]. A lower
concentration will reduce the adsorption driving force. Indeed, during the cold-start, peaks of emissions
of ten to twenty seconds are observed (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Cumulated mass proportion (left) and mass flow (right) of CO, HC and NOX for GDI and hybrid powertrains
for a cold start WLTC

When averaging over 100s, this reduces the average concentration and therefore the adsorption
efficiency. A lot of different storage materials exist: metal oxides, Metal Organic Frameworks (MOF),
zeolites, Activated Carbons (AC) [13]. Based on an extensive open literature screening a number of
different sorbents have been selected, and different characteristics were evaluated:
 the global efficiency allowing to determine the remaining quantities at the exhaust pipe
 the storage capacity to determine the volume of sorbent
 the desorption when the concentration/partial pressure is reduced or when the temperature increases
 the compatibility with the exhaust gas composition including mainly the water and CO2 that largely
affect the efficiency of adsorption materials
The first three above mentioned characteristics are linked to the operating temperature. Sorbent
materials are well known to be efficient at low temperature but have low efficiency when the temperature
increases [14]. Although the lowest temperature of the exhaust line is close to the tailpipe, the temperature is still higher than the desorption temperature when driving on road or highway (Figure 2). During
the 100 seconds of the cycle, the tailpipe temperature is around room temperature and allows to select
25°C for the cold start temperature reference.

Fig. 2. Exhaust temperature for different locations (Downstream (Ds) TWC, middle UF, Upstream (Us) muffler
and tailpipe) for entire WLTC for a hybrid powertrain (left) and zoom on the first 100 seconds (right)

In order to ensure a low temperature level and to determine the operating conditions, the system
will be located in a bypass, close to the tailpipe (Figure 3) of the exhaust line. The system and location
will allow to have an efficient adsorption and a large storage capacity. To manage the durability and
lifetime of the system, two options are currently investigated: a cartridge system with a maintenance
period or a regenerative system.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the sorbent bypass close to the tailpipe of the exhaust line
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Materials have been tested on a Synthetic Gas Bench (SGB) to extend the assessment of their
reported performance for simplified exhaust gas compositions of a gasoline powertrain. This test campaign allows to get the different material characteristics with one or two different samples.
A model has been developed to simulate the expected behavior of material combination for a
hybrid powertrain, for more than two materials, on the storage capacity and efficiency of multiple molecules.
This paper will first present the experimental apparatus used to test the selected materials.
Then, a description of the model characteristics and the calibration process will be presented. The results part will disclose the adsorption performance for the materials and demonstrate the potential of
adsorption efficiency and storage capacity. The second part of the results is dedicated to the modelling
of the different materials. The last part of the article will present the projection of the efficiency of a
material combination to demonstrate the high potential of reduction of emissions of HCs and NH3.

2. Experimental setup
2.1 SGB description
SGB experiments were carried out in a tubular flow reactor under atmospheric pressure (Figure 4). To
operate at residence times representative of a typical automotive exhaust system, a total volumetric flow
rate of 4.94 NL/min was chosen and 430 mg of fresh, i.e. never used, adsorbent (powder form) was
used for each adsorption test. All gases were fed to the reactor via Bronkhorst mass flow controllers.
The reactor is composed of a quartz tube placed in an electrically heated oven. The temperature was
controlled by two thermocouples placed upstream and downstream of the adsorbent bed. Several analyzers were used to measure the pollutants concentrations at the reactor outlet. The adsorbed/desorbed
stream composition was on-line analyzed by IR laser (for CO2, NO, NH3, N2O, H2O), and a Non Dispersive-IR (for CO), while the total amount of HCs was quantified by a Flame Ionization Detector (FID)
coupled with a µGC to follow the adsorption/desorption profile of each hydrocarbon. Due to the long
sampling period of the µGC (340s) compared to FID (1s), the temporal evolution of each hydrocarbon
is reconstructed built using both gas analysis systems.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for present experiments

The compositions of both GDI (Euro 6d temp) and a hybrid gasoline powertrain, using a PFI
(Port Fuel injector) engine, exhaust gas surrogates (mixtures of a limited number of gas components
representative of the real exhaust gas composition) were determined from previous chassis dynamometer bench tests. For SGB tests, only the composition of the GDI powertrain is tested. Hybrid powertrain
composition will be used for projections. Cold start WLTC cycles were performed during these tests.
The concentrations used in this study are presented in Table 1 and are determined from these WLTC.
Two different mixtures were tested for adsorption experiments: a mixture representative of an average
« cold start » (100 seconds) composition at the tailpipe, and a mixture representative of the average
concentrations over a distance of 5 km (the first 5 km of a WLTC are typical of automotive trips in urban
areas). A wide diversity of hydrocarbons were measured at the exhaust of the vehicles. However, to
simplify the preparation of the synthetic exhaust gas blend, a surrogate gas has been defined, containing
one compound selected to represent each chemical family. Toluene, ethylene, i-pentane and n-pentane
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stand respectively for aromatics, alkenes, branched alkanes and linear alkanes. Aldehydes are not represented in this mixture due to their low concentration.
Table 1. Inlet mole fractions (in ppmV) and water (in %) of the synthetic exhaust gas in the tubular
flow reactor for a GDI powertrain
Species
N-pentane
I-pentane
Toluene
Ethylene
Acetylene
CH4
CO
NO
N2O
NH3
CO2
H2O
N2

“Cold start” mixture
100
50
50
200
20
75
3 000
75
10
50
100 000
1.5%
balance

“5 km” mixture
20
10
10
40
4
15
750
20
5
20
100 000
5%
balance

The adsorption tests were realized at different temperature (25, 50 and 150°C) until reaching
saturation for each molecule of pollutant present in the gas stream. Then, the adsorbent was flushed
under a N2 flow of 4.94 NL/min, to ensure the purge of residual pollutants in the lines and to measure
the desorption with zero partial pressure. Finally, the Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) was
run under the same N2 flow at a heating rate of 10°C/min, from adsorption temperature to 600°C, to
perform the complete desorption and to clean the material.

Fig. 5. Test process at SGB

2.2 Materials & test matrix
Different adsorbents were tested in this study (Table 2). The Cu-ZSM5, Cu-β, Fe-β and NH4-β zeolites
were provided by Clariant. The 5A, HY and 13X molecular sieves were purchased at Sigma Aldrich as
well as the ZIF-8 (MOF). Activated carbons come from NORIT. The particular AC GCN3070 has been
produced from coconut shell by using steam physical activation, while the RO 3515 is made from steamactivated peat. The surface areas are 1514 and 796 m2/g respectively.
Several parameters of the adsorbents as well as the adsorption tests matrix are presented in
Table 2. All adsorbents were tested at 25°C, and only those with the best efficiencies were tested at
higher temperature but are not presented in this paper.
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Table 2. Adsorbent properties and tests matrix
Material
type
Zeolite
Zeolite
Zeolite
Zeolite
Zeolite
Zeolite
Zeolite
Activated
carbon
Activated
carbon
MOF

Adsorbents
Cu-ZSM5
Cu-β
Fe-β
NH4-β
HY
5A
13X
GCN3070
RO3515
ZIF8

Adsorption temperature
25°C
50°C
150°C
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

SiO2/Al2O3
molar ratio (-)
30
30
30
30
30
2
2.4

Pore size
(Å)
~6
~7
~7
~7
~7.4
~5
~13

Metal content (wt.%)
4.5 (Cu)
4.5 (Cu)
>3 (Fe)
-

-

12

-

×

-

-

-

×

-

11.6(3.4)

-

×

×

×

3. Numerical Modelling setup
3.1 Model description

The storage model is zero dimension (0D), considering the reactor as one single point and neglecting
convective transport, mass and heat transfers. It has been developed using Matlab/Simulink, running
with a fixed time-step of 0.1s. That is sufficient to resolve the temporal evolution of concentration over
the whole experiment.
It is assumed that each storage site is linked to a single molecule, as all experiments are performed in the same conditions (fixed HC ratio for “cold start” and “5 km” mixtures, sorbent initially empty).
Any competitive reaction processes or possible inhibition phenomena are neglected.
For a given species 𝑗𝑗, assuming there are several storage sites on a given material, storage is
modelled following a Langmuir kinetic formalism by computing at each time step the following usual
equations [15]:


Raw adsorption rate for the site 𝑖𝑖 :
o

o
o




𝑖𝑖

𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 is the partial pressure of specie 𝑗𝑗
𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 is the surface coverage of site 𝑖𝑖

Final adsorption rate for the site: if the total adsorption rate is above the inlet flow concentration
𝑄𝑄𝑗𝑗 , adsorption rates are normalized to avoid over-consumption.
𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
⎧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 > 𝑄𝑄𝑗𝑗 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 𝑄𝑄𝑗𝑗 .
∑
⎪
𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 =
⎨𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤 < 𝑄𝑄𝑗𝑗
𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
⎪
⎩
𝑖𝑖
Desorption rate for the site 𝑖𝑖 follows a Temkin-type rate expression:
o

o

o

o
o


𝑘𝑘0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘0𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 (1 − 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 )
is the rate constant for adsorption of site 𝑖𝑖

𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘0𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒 −
𝑖𝑖

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 (1−𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 )
𝑖𝑖

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘0𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 is the rate constant for desorption of site 𝑖𝑖

𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 is the activation energy for desorption of site 𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 is a constant to describe the dependence of the activation energy of desorption from
the surface coverage 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 of site 𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅 is the ideal gas constant
𝑇𝑇 is the reactor temperature

Molar quantities stored on the whole material 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and for each site 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 :
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = ∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
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Surface coverage for the site 𝑖𝑖, assumed to be locally homogeneous, and defined as ratio of
quantity stored and total molar capacity 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 = 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Heat balance is herein neglected due to the high dilution of pollutants in the diluent gas.
To calibrate the model, the first step is to determine how many sites are required to correctly
represent the material behavior. Then, five parameters totally define each site: the storage capacity, the
adsorption and desorption rates, the activation energy for desorption and the constant to link the surface
coverage and the activation energy of desorption.
3.2 Calibration process

Each material has been characterized with the adsorption phase using gas mixtures and TPD. Using
those tests, it is possible to calibrate the storage model with the following steps:
1. Determine the number of sites analyzing the desorption profile for every storage temperature.
2. Evaluate the total storage capacity during storage and TPD phases, and then storage capacity
of each site.
3. Calibrate the desorption parameters of each site: 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 , 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝑘𝑘0 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 . If available, values from
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
literature can be used, or an algorithm has been developed to find the most accurate values for
fitting the desorption curve.
4. Calibrate the adsorption related parameter: 𝑘𝑘0𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖

Example 1: desorption calibration for NH3 stored on Cu-ZSM5

Cu-ZSM5 is a well-known zeolite and it has been widely studied. Many models found in the literature
[16] show that Cu-ZSM5 can be described with four storages sites: physisorption, weak acid, strong acid
and metallic. Values for 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 and 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 are also available and are used for the model calibration.
𝑖𝑖
For this model, the assumption is a full coverage of active sites at the end of storage phase and before
the start of the TPD phase.
It can be noticed, with the analysis of the TPD at different storage temperatures (Figure 6), that
curves at 50°C and 150°C are very similar while the 25°C desorption is different from the others below
300°C.

→
Fig. 6. Concentration of NH3 during TPD for different storage temperature (25, 50 & 150°C), for the difference
between storage at 25°C & 50°C and for the site 1 of the model for Cu-ZSM5

The difference between 25°C and 50°C (black dots) highlights the desorption of physisorbed
ammonia, which has the lowest activation energy. This storage site, named S1 in the figure, is only
available for storage at 25°C and not for the other temperatures.Using that curve, storage capacity of
this site can be estimated. As 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝛼𝛼 are known, 𝑘𝑘0𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is determined to fit the model with the experimental curve. The first storage site is now calibrated.
The three other sites are calibrated using an iterative process: storage capacities and rate constants are manually chosen to fit the total desorption curves (Figure 7).
The model fits accurately the desorption curves for every storage temperature (Expe and Model
total curves in Figure 7).
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Fig. 7. Concentration of NH3 during TPD for different storage temperatures (25, 50 & 150°C) and associated desorption deconvolution for four sites for Cu-ZSM5

Example 2: adsorption calibration for NH3 on Cu-ZSM5
All parameters have been previously calibrated except adsorption rate constants. Literature values are
first used for storage profiles at 25°C, 50°C and 150°C and then, if necessary, values are manually
adjusted to fit the experimental curves [17] (Table 3).
Inlet gas concentration is determined with downstream analysis when the material is saturated.
For 50°C and 150°C, the model represents correctly the phase where NH3 is fully stored and also the
transient phase up to the material saturation (Figure 8). At 25°C, the model over-predicts the adsorption
efficiency at the beginning of the transient phase.
Table 3. Comparison of adsorption rate constants from literature and calibrated for NH3 on Cu-ZSM5
Literature rate constants (mol/(s.kgmat))
Calibrated rate constants (mol/(s.kgmat))
Ratio literature/calibrated values (-)

S1
9.9 10-4
9.9 10-4
1.00

S2
5.8 10-4
7.4 10-4
0.78

S3
7.8 10-4
7.8 10-4
1.00

S4
4.1 10-4
4.1 10-4
1.00

Fig. 8. Concentration of NH3 during adsorption phase for different temperatures (25, 50 & 150°C) for Cu-ZSM5
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Example 3: adsorption calibration for toluene on AC (Activated Carbon NORIT GCN3070)
Calibration procedure is applied to model the desorption of toluene on AC. Starting from storage at
150°C, where only one peak is observed, one site is added for each temperature 50°C and 25°C.The
model shows very good results for the three storage temperatures (Figure 9).
Adsorption rates are adapted to fit the experimental curves, starting from the rate of 150°C site,
then calibrate the rate of 50°C site, and finally the rate of 25°C site (Figure 10).

Fig. 9. Concentration of toluene during TPD for different storage temperatures (25, 50 & 150°C) for AC

Fig. 10. Concentration of toluene during adsorption phase for different temperatures (25 & 150°C) for AC

For 25°C, the model correctly represents the full adsorption and the transient phase up to full
saturation of AC with toluene, particularly the transition between both is well modelled. For 150°C, the
model is less representative of the experimental results.
To further validate the model on AC, additional tests have been performed a posteriori. First, as
desorption is observed at 25°C due to weak adsorption, a storage phase followed by a long isotherm
under N2 is run. Another test performed an alternation of gas mixture injection and isotherm under N2,
to confirm if the model can capture this transient behavior (Figure 11). The model slightly over-predicts
overall adsorption efficiency but fairly represents the transient behavior of toluene on AC with only three
storage sites.

Fig. 11. Concentration of toluene during adsorption and desorption phases (25°C)
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4. Results and discussion
4.1 SGB
Most of the pollutant present at the exhaust are emitted during cold start. In order to reduce these emissions, different adsorbents were tested in this study. The objective of these tests was to develop a
system placed in a by-bass at the end of the exhaust line to store pollutants during the first 100s.
Figure 12 shows the adsorption capacity per catalyst mass of the different materials for total hydrocarbons (THC) at 25°C. Activated carbons are very efficient for HC adsorption. However, this material only
allows to store toluene, i-pentane and n-pentane. Ethylene, acetylene and methane are indeed not captured by activated carbon. Methane is a molecule which is difficult to remove by adsorption and no
adsorbent tested in this study demonstrated significant potential. The best materials to adsorb ethylene
and acetylene are copper-exchanged zeolites, but their efficiency is still low. These zeolites also showed
the best results for NH3 adsorption (Figure 13).
Cu-β and Cu-ZSM5 are efficient for the adsorption of NH3 whatever the temperature and the
gas mixture (Figure 13). These materials are however more rapidly saturated with the “cold start” mixture
than with the “5 km” mixture. At 25°C with the “cold start” mixture, the adsorption capacities are 26 and
32 mg/g respectively. With the Cu-β a decrease of the efficiency is observed with the increase in temperature (50 and 150°C with same gas mixture), while the Cu-ZSM5 does not appear to be affected.

Fig. 12. Hydrocarbons adsorption capacity per catalyst mass of the different materials at 25°C and with the “cold
start” mixture

Fig. 13. NH3 adsorption efficiency of the cupper zeolites at 25, 50 and 150°C with “cold start” or “5km” mixture

The adsorption capacities are similar at 50 and 150°C for this material (21 mg/g). This zeolite
could allow to adsorb NH3 emitted throughout the vehicle trip if it is located at the end of the exhaust
line.
Among the materials studied, some have shown interesting properties for NMHC or NH3 adsorption. Synergetic effects have already been observed by combining materials in series [18]. In our
case study by combining several adsorbents, it seems also possible to store an important quantities of
NMHC and NH3 during the first 100s.
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Figure 14 shows the adsorption efficiencies at 25°C for NMHC by virtually combining activated
carbon GCN3070 (430mg) and Cu-ZSM5 (430mg). With this combination 100% of toluene, n-pentane
and i-pentane are stored for the first 100s. Ethylene is 100% adsorbed for about ten seconds thanks to
the Cu-ZSM5. However, additional tests using an increased quantity of Cu-ZSM5 sorbent materials
showed an increase capacity of storage of ethylene with a higher duration with 100% of adsorption
efficiency. Conversely, acetylene seems hardly adsorbed by these combined materials.

Fig. 14. NMHC adsorption during cold start at 25°C by combining activated carbon GCN3070 and Cu-ZSM5

Fig. 15. Temperature Programmed Desorption of HC with AC GCN3070 and Cu-β

Another interesting combination is AC GCN3070 with Cu-β. Indeed, activated carbon has the
greatest adsorption capacity for HC but desorption energies seem lower than those of Cu-β as shown
on Figure 15.
The adsorption sites being rather weak, the activated carbon desorbs at a low temperature and
a slow desorption of the HCs under N2 flow can be observed, unlike the Cu-β. The sorbent material
combination allows a large adsorption capacity and could avoid pollutant emissions before ATS activation. In the next part, the combination of different materials will be modelled.

4.2 Modelling
First, a comparison of the model prediction is performed for the adsorption efficiency at 25°C for activated carbon, Cu-ZSM5 and Cu-β. Each material is exposed to the “cold start” mixture. The model has
been calibrated for each HC and NH3 (Figure 16).
 Toluene: AC has the largest storage capacity, followed by Cu-β and finally Cu-ZSM5. The model
correctly predicts the full adsorption efficiency and the transient phase up to saturation.
 NH3: AC does not adsorb readily ammonia. Cu-β has the greatest storage capacity compared to
Cu-ZSM5 and the model is predictive on the whole adsorption profile, except for Cu-ZSM5 where
the model over-predicts the full efficiency phase.
 I-pentane and n-pentane: AC is the most promising material in terms of storage capacity, followed
by Cu-β and then Cu-ZSM5 (same ranking as for toluene). The model matches correctly the experimental curves regarding the full-efficiency and the transient phase.
 Ethylene: only Cu-ZSM5 exhibits affinity for ethylene, but it is very small. The model is predictive.
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Acetylene: only Cu-ZSM5 has shown a storage capacity and at the beginning of the gas mixture
injection, the adsorption efficiency is only partial. The model fits the experimental curve.

Fig. 16. Comparison of experimental and modelled adsorption efficiencies at 25°C for AC, Cu-ZSM5 and Cu-β

4.3 Projections
As the model correctly predicts the adsorption, it will be used to determine the optimal sequence of
sorbents to have the highest efficiency of adsorption for the longer period. As the NH3 storage capacity
on Cu-zeolites is very large, it is not a sizing criteria and projections of tailpipe emissions are only focused on NMHC storage. A constant concentration of pollutants has been considered reflecting the SGB
performed tests.
Those projections were performed using the average emissions of a hybrid gasoline vehicle
(Euro 6d-temp) during the first 100s (Table 4). These concentrations were measured during WLTC (cold
start) on chassis dynamometer bench. A specific compound has been selected to represent each chemical family.
Table 4. NMHC emitted during cold start (100s) for GDI and hybrid gasoline powertrain
Species
Aromatics – toluene
Alkenes – ethylene
Linear alkanes – n-pentane
Branched alkanes – i-pentane
Alkynes – acetylene
NMHC

GDI
[ ] (ppmV – ppmC)
50 – 350
200 – 400
100 – 500
50 – 250
20 – 40
. – 1540
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Hybrid gasoline
[ ] (ppmV – ppmC)
20 – 140
3–6
37 – 185
34 – 170
2.5 – 5
. – 506
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To determine the optimal sequence of sorbents, different scenarios were simulated:




The system is made of two sorbents in a row and each sorbent mass is 430mg (as experimental
setting to calibrate the model)
Those sorbents are located in a bypass close to tailpipe so the system temperature is 25°C.
The inlet gas profile is a repeated sequence of two phases:
o 100s of gas mixture injection, representative duration of an engine cold-start after a TWC.
o 50s with flow but without pollutants injection, assuming that sorbents are exposed to flow
longer that cold-start duration as it is not possible to exactly know when the TWC is fully
activated. This will lead to small desorption of toluene, i-pentane and n-pentane.

The desorption profiles for those three molecules are presented in Figure 17 with the hybrid gasoline
gas mixture.

Fig. 17. Comparison of desorption for n-pentane, i-pentane and toluene for a series AC/Cu-β and Cu-β/AC sorbents
association

Two combinations were simulated: an AC sorbent followed by a Cu-β sorbent (green curves)
and the reverse (blue curves). The combination AC/Cu-X is the optimal solution to maximize the full
storage phase and avoid desorption. Activated carbon has the largest storage capacity but can easily
desorb the physisorbed HC at very high storage levels. Cu-X have lower capacities but strongly store
HC.
Another interesting combination is AC GCN3070 with Cu-ZSM5. In addition to Cu-β, as ethylene
and acetylene are only stored by Cu-ZSM5, this sorbent has to be a part of the device to ensure the
highest efficiency regarding HC.
Other simulations have been performed to determine the optimal sequence between AC / Cu-ZSM5 /
Cu-β and AC / Cu-β / Cu-ZSM5 using a large number of materials. Even if the results are quite similar,
it appears that AC / Cu-ZSM5 / Cu-β is the optimal solution to reach the longest full storage efficiency.
To optimize the device efficiency, a large set of simulations has been performed to get the best
ratios between sorbents for one SGB sorbent mass of 430mg. As storage capacities of NH3 are very
large compared to HC, the best ratio is determined considering an instantaneous storage efficiency
above 99% for NMHC. Two inlet profiles are simulated:
 An ideal bypass closing-strategy: once the cold-start is over, the bypass is closed and no desorption due to flow can be observed. The optimal setup of sorbent material corresponds to
20wt.% of AC, 50wt.% of Cu-ZSM5 and 30wt.% of Cu-β.
 A more realistic bypass closing-strategy: the bypass is open longer than cold-start to be sure to
get all pollutants coming from TWC, desorption due to flow on AC is possible but should be
limited by Cu-ZSM5 and Cu-β. The optimal architecture of sorbent material is now 20wt.% of
AC, 40wt.% of Cu-ZSM5 and 40wt.% of Cu-β.
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The two optimized architectures of sorbent material do not differ much from each other with the
same AC quantity of 20% and closed quantity of copper zeolites. This specific combination of materials
can reduce up to 99% of Non-Methanic-Hydrocarbons (NMHC) present downstream of the Three Way
Catalyst (TWC) of a hybrid vehicle during cold start (Figure 18).
The optimized sequence has an instantaneous NMHC storage efficiency above 99% for almost
two cold-start events. Ethylene is the first HC observed downstream the sorbent material, followed by
i-pentane.

Fig. 18. HC downstream of the optimized sorbent materials and storage efficiency estimation for 20wt.% of AC,
40wt.% of Cu-ZSM5 and 40wt.% of Cu-β

5. Conclusions
Investigations have been performed to initiate the development of a system able to reduce the exhaust
tailpipe pollutant emissions of a hybrid gasoline powertrain engine. A part of the system is composed of
a bypass in the exhaust, close to the tailpipe, to store pollutants during the cold start. Sorbent materials
have shown good storage capacities at low temperatures. A large screening of materials allows to select
the most promising ones to be tested on synthetic gas bench with representative mixtures of gasoline
engine exhaust gas composition. Through modelling and projections, different combinations of material
locations and material quantities have been evaluated. Indeed, the efficiency of conversion for NMHCs
has been determined for a cold start application.
Among more than 10 selected sorbents, some of them demonstrate very low storage efficiencies
and storage capacities. Activated Carbon shows high storage capacities and high efficiency for three
main HC molecules: toluene, n-pentane & i-pentane. Other HCs molecules have high adsorption with
copper based zeolites. Copper zeolites also have high storage capacities for ammonia. Two combinations of the same materials have been tested showing differences of behavior during the isotherm desorption phase and showing the importance of location and order of the materials. The combination with
AC first, followed with copper zeolites, demonstrates the maximum storage capacity with 100% efficiency and avoid desorption.
Modelling of the sorbent has shown a high level of accuracy for the main adsorption and desorption phenomena. Even with the presence of four different storage sites for the NH3 storage, the
modelling was able to fit the real test. Despite of that, some additional functions, like the molecules
competition, need to be investigated to improve the model representativity.
The projection of the emissions of a hybrid gasoline powertrain has been performed to estimate the
storage efficiency over a cold start phase of 100 seconds. For NMHCs, a high level of adsorption efficiency is obtained with more than 99%. Even if ethylene & acetylene are not completely stored, the high
efficiency can be reached during a long time with combination of 20wt.% of activated carbon and a
40wt.% of each copper zeolites: Cu-β and Cu-ZSM5
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The developed adsorbent model is necessary to optimize the system by determining the best
architecture and the optimal sorbent combination. Further studies are planned to confirm these projections including a complete scale-up of the system to be tested in a multi-cylinder engine bench to validate
the system in more realistic and dynamic conditions (concentrations, temperature, mass flow rates…).
Finally, additional technologies are considered, in combination with the sorbent, to provide an overall
optimized ATS able to reduce all the other pollutant emissions (CO, NOX …) of an ICE based powertrain
for both cold start and warm operations.
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Abstract. Recently, there have been numerous efforts to cope with automotive emission regulations.
Various strategies to reduce engine-out NOx emissions and proper after-treatment systems, such as
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and lean NOx trap (LNT), have been taken into account in the engine
research field. In this study, an engine-out NOx prediction model was established where NO and NO2
are estimated separately. During the procedure for estimating NO and NO2 (NOx), a real-time prediction
model of in-cylinder pressure was applied so that the inputs to the NOx prediction model could be provided only by the data acquired from the engine control unit (ECU). This implies that an in-cylinder
pressure sensor is not necessarily required to properly predict the engine-out NOx in real time. The realtime NOx estimation model was validated through the worldwide harmonized light-duty vehicle test cycle
(WLTC) without a pressure sensor, and the total NOx error during the mode was comparable with the
total NOx error of the portable NOx sensor. This real-time NOx estimation model can ultimately contribute to minimizing tail-pipe NOx emissions by influencing both emission calibration at the engine design
stage and the management of NOx after-treatment systems where NOx conversion efficiency is heavily
affected by the NO2/NO ratio.
Notation

θ
θ0
∆θ
∆θnorm
Φ
[ ]e
[ ]exh
k
mpilot
mmain+post
n
P
PSOC
Pmax
Pmfb50
Qloss
Qmain
Qpilot
Qnorm
T
Tmax
Tunburned
Tavg
V
A/F
BMEP
EGR

Instantaneous crank angle
Crank angle when combustion starts
Duration of combustion
Normalized duration of combustion
Phi, global fuel-air equivalence ratio
concentration of equilibrium state
concentration at exhaust gas
Specific heat ratio
Fuel mass of pilot injection
Fuel mass of main and post injections
Polytropic index
In-cylinder pressure
In-cylinder pressure at start of main combustion
Maximum in-cylinder pressure caused by main combustion
In-cylinder pressure at MFB50 timing
Heat loss from the in-cylinder gas to outside during the combustion process
Heat release of main combustion
Heat release of pilot combustion
Normalized heat release
In-cylinder temperature
In-cylinder maximum burned gas temperature
In-cylinder unburned gas temperature
Average temperature between Tmax and exhaust gas temperature
In-cylinder volume
Air-Fuel ratio
Brake Mean Effective Pressure
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
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EVO
IVC
LHV
LNT
MFB x
RDE
SCR
SOC
SOI
WLTC

Exhaust Valve Open timing
Intake Valve Close timing
Lower Heating Value
Lean NOx Trap
Timing when x % of the fuel is burned. It is the same expression with widely used CA x.
Real Driving Emission
Selective Catalyst Reduction
Start of Combustion timing
Start of Injection timing
Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicle Test Cycle

1. Introduction
To cope with more stringent emission regulations, many researchers in the internal combustion engine
field are struggling to reduce engine emissions while reducing fuel consumption. The main emissions
from a diesel engine are particulate matter (PM) and NOx. More than 90% of the PM included in engineout exhaust gas can be captured physically by a diesel particulate filter (DPF) [1], the most widely used
device for PM reduction in diesel engines. There has also been significant research to minimize tailpipeout NOx emissions in various ways. Most conventional diesel engines adopt an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system to reduce engine-out NOx emissions by lowering the combustion temperature [2, 3].
Research studies have focused on controlling the EGR system for NOx emission optimization by considering smoke emission spikes [4] to counteract transient operating conditions. However, it is not
enough to just reduce engine-out NOx emissions to meet stringent emissions regulations. Therefore,
most vehicle manufacturers adopt additional after-treatment systems, such as lean NOx trap (LNT) and
selective catalytic reduction (SCR). Some manufacturers have even considered using both after-treatment systems [5, 6] to cope with the harsh test conditions of the real driving emission (RDE) test.
To establish a strategy for minimizing engine-out NOx emissions, it is necessary to know the
real-time engine-out NOx if real-time feedback control is desired, and a NOx sensor that is physically
inserted at the exhaust gas pipe can be helpful for the control. However, there can be cost problems
with a portable NOx sensor. Therefore, there have been many studies to estimate engine-out NOx emissions without an additional NOx sensor. Andersson et al. modeled NOx estimation aiming to address a
real-time calculation based only on a single injection [7]. Arrègle et al. studied a NOx model for on-board
applications and conducted sensitivity analysis. They found that NOx prediction is critically dependent
on the accuracy of the in-cylinder air mass and the total mass [8, 9]. Guardiola et al. established a NOx
predictive model oriented to engine control. This model is based on in-cylinder pressure for calculating
an instantaneous heat release rate and an adiabatic flame temperature [10]. Finesso et al. developed a
real-time combustion model that was used for evaluating in-cylinder temperature, heat release rate and
NOx emissions. The combustion model is based on a three-zone thermodynamic model where the combustion chamber is divided into a fuel zone, an unburned zone and a stoichiometric burned zone [11].
These studies of NOx estimation have some room for improvement. Some studies propose a model that
is too complex to compute rapidly for application in real-time estimation, and others have too many
calibration coefficients and a lack of physics. Most models predict just NO or NOx emissions without
distinguishing NO and NO2. It is important to know the NO2/NO ratio because the efficiency of the aftertreatment systems can be affected by the engine-out NO2/NO ratio [12, 13]. Devadeas et al. proposed
that the maximum DeNOx was found for NO2/NO=1, but under conditions where the ammonia dosage
was limited to 10 ppm, the NO2/NO=1/3 ratio showed the best DeNOx efficiency [12]. Therefore, information about the NO2/NO ratio can be helpful to minimize tailpipe-out NOx by maximizing the efficiency
of the after-treatment system under given NO2/NO conditions, and the dosage of ammonia can also be
optimized.
Most NOx prediction models that are based on the extended Zeldovich mechanism need incylinder pressure data. The characteristic temperature for the NOx formation equation can basically be
calculated from data on in-cylinder conditions such as pressure and volume. Additionally, in-cylinder
pressure data are necessary when calculating the heat release rate, which is widely used for the characteristic index of combustion. However, there is a problem with the cost aspects because of the relatively expensive in-cylinder pressure sensor. Many research studies have attempted to calculate the incylinder pressure or the heat release rate without the sensor. Finesso et al. simplified the fuel injection
rate in a triangular wave and calculated the heat release rate based on the fuel injection rate [14]. The
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Wiebe function approximates the cumulative heat release rate with a form of a continuous random variable normal distribution. The Wiebe function is the most widely used tool for internal combustion engine
applications [15]. In this paper, the Wiebe function was also adopted for in-cylinder prediction [16, 17].
Over the years, the authors have tried to estimate the engine-out NOx, and engine-out NO and
NO2 models have been established at steady-state conditions [18, 19]. The NOx models require the incylinder pressure information as necessary input data. Therefore, we also developed an in-cylinder
pressure model at steady-state conditions [16, 17]. Finally, study in this paper tried to estimate engineout NOx in real time using only ECU data without a pressure sensor. Based on an NO prediction model
[19, 20], NOx could be estimated with the additional NO2 model [18]. The NO2 model consists of both
formation and decomposition mechanisms and considers the dominant pathways and reactions for each
mechanism. The pressure estimation procedure could be conducted in 3 steps [16, 17], where the 1st
step is assumed to be a polytropic process until there is a combustion reaction in the chamber and the
2nd and 3rd steps calculate the in-cylinder pressure during the pilot and main combustion periods, each
using the Wiebe function. This pressure estimation was applied to the NO and NO2 models, which require in-cylinder pressure information. Therefore, this semi-physical NOx prediction model is capable of
real-time calculation of NOx while separating NO and NO2 by using data from the engine control unit
without a pressure sensor. As a result, NO and NO2 estimations without a pressure sensor were validated through the WLTC (Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicles Test Cycle) mode, and the total
NOx error of the model during the mode was comparable with the total NOx error of a portable NOx
sensor.

2. Experimental setup
2.1 Test engine
The test engine used for this study is a 1.6-liter 4-cylinder light-duty CI engine, which has a compression
ratio of 17.3 and a displacement volume of 1582 cc with a single-stage variable geometry turbocharger.
The test engine has a common rail system with a solenoid-type injector. Other detailed specifications of
the engine are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Specifications of the test engine
Engine type
Displaced volume
Bore x Stroke
Connecting rod
Compression ratio
Turbocharger
Fuel injection system
Nominal rated power and torque

1.6-liter 4-cylinder Euro5 CI engine
1582 cc
77.2 mm x 84.5 mm
140 mm
17.3
Single-stage VGT
Common rail injection (solenoid)
94 kW @ 4000 RPM
26.5 kg∙m @ 1900~2750 RPM

2.2 Test cell setup
The test engine was installed in an ‘AVL test system-340 kW AC dyno controller’, as shown in Fig. 1.
This dynamometer system allows for not only steady-state testing but also transient-state testing, so the
WLTC mode was conducted for validation of models during transients. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the whole system for estimating engine-out NO and NO2 emissions. For the prediction models,
an in-cylinder pressure sensor (Kistler 6056A, piezoelectric type) measures the pressure of cylinder #1,
and the signal of the sensor is amplified by a Kistler Kibox amplifier. Finally, an ETAS ES1000 device
acquires the pressure data from the Kibox and other data that are necessary for the NO and NO2 prediction models from the engine control unit (ECU). Therefore, the ES1000 can calculate the real-time
NO and NO2 emissions using the data and ASCET software, where the logic of the models is imported.
In the case of predicting NO and NO2 emissions without the pressure sensor, the ES1000 additionally
calculates the pressure prediction model using data from the ECU instead of obtaining the pressure
signal from the sensor.
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An exhaust gas analyzer ‘HORIBA MEXA 7100 DEGR’ and portable NOx sensor ‘Continental
UniNOx’ were used to measure engine-out NO and NOx. A ‘JEILSYSCOM fast 2200-Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometer’ also measured engine-out NO2 directly for NO2 modeling.

Fig. 1. Test cell setup schematic.

3. Experimental conditions
The experimental conditions used for establishing the models are described in this section. Fig. 2 shows
the steady-state experimental conditions. The pressure estimation model [16] was established with the
same steady-state conditions (220 cases) used for the NO prediction model [19, 20]. Those operating
points are represented by black circle, red triangle and blue square marks in the figure and include not
only base points but also swing points. Base points were selected from the originally mapped points of
the ECU, and swing points were conducted by changing the engine demand parameters from the original ECU map to check the robustness of the models. The swept parameters are the air mass (EGR
ratio), main injection timing, rail pressure and boost pressure. The green diamond marks in the figure
represent experimental points (74 cases) for modeling NO2 prediction [18] and also include swing points
with several parameters – air mass (EGR ratio), main injection timing, rail pressure and swirl ratio at
BMEP 4-bar conditions over the whole engine speed range. These experimental points were selected
because they can cover the WLTC operating points marked in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Steady-state experimental conditions
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To validate the real-time application potential of the models, a transient-state experiment was
conducted, and the WLTC mode, which is one of the emission test cycles, was selected for the test.
This emission cycle consists of low, middle, high and extra-high phases that can cover a wide range of
vehicle speeds. Therefore, the models can be verified through a wide range of operation points. Engine
speed and torque data that are matched with the velocity during the WLTC are imported to the ALV test
system dyno controller to conduct a transient test with the test engine.

4. NOx prediction
In this study, the engine-out NOx prediction model consists of two models. One model is the NO prediction model, which is based on and simplifies the extended Zeldovich mechanism [19, 20]. The other
model is the NO2 model, which is dependent on NO emissions [18]. These emission models require
representative temperature values, which can be calculated from the in-cylinder pressure.
4.1 NO model
The NO prediction model [19, 20] is described in this section. As inputs of the model, in-cylinder pressure
and other data from the ECU are used. Based on the extended Zeldovich mechanism, some simplifications are adopted to make it possible to calculate the engine-out NO emissions as fast as it can be
conducted within a cycle-by-cycle period. The basic NO formation mechanism (extended Zeldovich) is
described by equation 1. The maximum burned gas temperature (Tmax [k]) is selected as a representative
temperature in the equation because it was found that the average NO formation rate is proportional to
the maximum NO formation rate [19, 20]. The notation ‘[ ]’ in the equation denotes the mole fraction.
dNO
dt

NO ppm =

dt =

A

T

/

exp

−69090
T

O

/

N

dt

(1)

However, equation 1 just considers NO formation at the highest temperature location of combustion gas. Therefore, the total NO formation area should be additionally considered, as expressed by
equation 2. In this equation, the duration of NO formation is also considered instead of integrating the
NO formation rate. One assumption was introduced to simplify the NO formation mechanism (Equation
2). This assumption is that the ‘NO formation area × duration’ is proportional to the fuel quantity [mg/cycle·cylinder] injected into the cylinder, and this assumption is applied to equation 3. The engine speed
[rpm] in equation 3 is used as a compensation parameter to correct the absolute time of the duration of
NO formation.
NO ppm = Maximum NO formation rate at the highest temperature location × formation area
× duration
NO ppm =

T

A

exp

−69090
T

O

N

× Fuel quantity/rpm

(2)

(3)

NO is formed mainly in the burned zone, and equation 3 can calculate the concentration of NO
formed only in the burned zone. To calculate the NO concentration of the total in-cylinder volume, we
should also consider the unburned zone. Therefore, a concentration correction factor (CCF) was
adopted to compensate for the NO concentration considering the unburned zone volume (Equation 4).
The PHI (∅) in the equation indicates the global fuel-air equivalence ratio for the operating conditions.
NO ppm = Maximum NO formation rate at the highest temperature location × fuel quantity/rpm × CCF
=

T

A

exp

−69090
T

O

N

Fuel quantity
T
× PHI2∅3 ×
rpm
T45647589
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Not only the NO formation mechanism but also the NO decomposition mechanism occurs during
the combustion process in the cylinder, especially under high-EGR conditions [7, 9, 21]. However, equation 4 expresses only the NO formation mechanism. Finally, the rate constant (33050) of the exponential
term was changed as expressed by equation 5 to consider the decomposition mechanism. The value of
the constant could be obtained from the empirical result. An in equations 1~5 are fitting coefficients.
NO ppm =

T

A:

exp

−33050
T

O

N

×

Fuel quantity
T
× PHI2∅3 ×
rpm
T45647589

(5)

4.2 NO2 model
The NO2 model consists of formation and decomposition mechanisms [18]. In the formation mechanism,
NO2 can be formed only by conversion from NO, and equation 6 shows the dominant path of NO2 conversion in the combustion process [22].
NO + HO → NO + OH

(6)

Then, equation 7 describes the rate of NO2 formation, reflecting the above reaction path with
the assumption of the equilibrium condition and with the initial condition of [NO2]/[NO2]e<<1, and k1 is
the reaction rate coefficient.
d NO
dt
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Equation 8, which governs the reaction pathways of NO2 decomposition in the cylinder, can
derive the rate of NO2 decomposition [23], as expressed in equation 9.
NO + H → NO + OH,
d NO
dt
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The net NO2 concentration can be calculated using the above NO2 formation and decomposition
rates by multiplying each characteristic time (τ), as described by equation 10.
NO

58A

=

d NO
dt

?@7

AB@5

× τ?@7

AB@5

−

d NO
dt

98G@ H@IBAB@5

× τ98G@

H@IBAB@5

(10)

To compute the NO2 concentration in real time using the above equations, we should select
proper parameters, especially for the characteristic time, temperature and concentration of radicals in
the equations.
As Hori’s previous study determined [24], NO2 conversion from the NO reaction can occur in a
relatively wide range of temperatures. Therefore, the characteristic time of NO2 formation can be represented by the duration from the start of the main combustion (SOC) timing to the exhaust valve opening
(EVO) timing on an absolute time scale [ms] . The average temperature (Tavg [k]), which has a value of
the middle point between the maximum temperature and exhaust gas temperature, is selected as a
characteristic temperature for this formation reaction considering the NO2 formation period.
For the rate of NO2 formation (Equation 7), the concentration of engine-out NO emissions was
selected, and the equilibrium value of the HO2 radical concentration could be formulated as a function
of phi and the averaged temperature.
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In the case of NO2 decomposition reactions, the reactions are active in a high temperature range
[23]. Therefore, the in-cylinder maximum temperature was selected as a characteristic temperature. The
NO2 decomposition time was characterized by parameters – fuel quantity [mg/cycle·cylinder], engine
speed [rpm] and swirl ratio [-]. The lasting period of the high temperature (combustion) region where
NO2 decomposition reactions are active is proportional to the fuel quantity, and the engine speed is
inversely proportional to the duration, considering the absolute time scale. The decomposition time can
also be shortened by some cooling effects through the flow in the cylinder. The parameters that can
affect the cooling effect through fast air flow are the swirl ratio and the engine speed.
For the rate of the NO2 decomposition reaction (Equation 9), the H radical was replaced with
the exhaust H2O concentration, which is the source of the H element and becomes stable after combustion [18]. The other species, O2 and NO2, were replaced by the exhaust O2 concentration and the formed
NO2 concentration, respectively [18]. Therefore, equation 11 expresses the final form of the NO2 model.
RS
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5. Pressure estimation
The NO and NO2 models explained in the previous section require an in-cylinder pressure sensor to
calculate the representative temperature and other values. However, it is possible to predict the NOx
emissions without the pressure sensor when an in-cylinder pressure estimation model is applied. This
section describes the developed in-cylinder pressure model, which is divided into three steps: a compression process, pilot combustion process and main combustion process [16, 17]. These processes
are presented in Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, the prediction of the in-cylinder pressure was conducted
through 3 steps. A polytropic relation was applied during the compression, and Wiebe functions were
used during the pilot and main combustion phases.

Fig. 3. Construction of pressure estimation procedures, including the polytropic process during the compression
stroke and the Wiebe functions during the pilot and main combustion processes [16]

5.1 Polytropic process
The in-cylinder pressure during the compression phase is represented as a polytropic process (Equation
12), which shows the relation among the in-cylinder pressure (P), volume (V) and polytropic index (n).
The initial pressure in this compression period was acquired from a boost pressure sensor, which is a
basic accessory of the experimental engine. The cylinder volume changes can be calculated from the
geometry of the cylinder. Therefore, finally, the pressure at the end of the compression process can be
calculated through the polytropic relation (Equation 12).
PV 5 = constant

(12)
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The polytropic index (n) plays an important role when estimating the pressure during the compression process, and a variable polytropic index was applied in this study, reflecting various engine
operating conditions to predict a more accurate in-cylinder pressure at the end of the compression [16,
17]. The polytropic index was fitted as a function of in-cylinder gas composition and intake manifold
temperature [25].
5.2 Wiebe function
The Wiebe function is a cost-effective mathematical function for approximating the burning rate (heat
release) in internal combustion engines. We also adopted the Wiebe function for estimating pressure
after the pilot SOC to 90% of fuel burned (MFB 90) timing in the combustion phase [16, 17]. Equation
13 shows the basic forms of the Wiebe function, where ∆θ and θ0 indicate the duration and start of
combustion, respectively, in the crank angle unit. This Wiebe equation represents normalized heat release (Qnorm.). The burned fraction with respect to the duration is also dependent on the constant coefficient C. The shape factor, m, is the combustion characteristic exponent, which determines the shape of
the burning rate.
•€•‚ƒ. = „ − …†‡ q−ˆ

2‰ − ‰Š 3
∆‰

ƒŒ„

u

(13)

When the pilot fuel is injected into the cylinder, the combustion reaction does not occur immediately after the injection, and ignition occurs after the end of the injection in conventional diesel engines
because of the relatively low in-cylinder temperature and pressure conditions compared with the conditions when the main fuel is injected. Pilot fuel combustion can be regarded as premixed combustion.
Therefore, a single Wiebe function (Equation 14) was used to describe the normalized burning rate
during the period from pilot injection timing to the main SOC timing [16, 17]. Otherwise, the main combustion of the conventional diesel engine always shows a diffusion phase and a premixed phase that is
the result of mixing between the fuel and air during the ignition delay period. Therefore, a single Wiebe
function is not an appropriate method for approximating the burning rate of the diesel main combustion,
which does not consist of one phase. Therefore, the normalized heat release of the main combustion
was described by a double Wiebe function by superposing two Wiebe functions, as shown in equation
15 [16, 17].
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To simplify the model considering real-time application, the Wiebe coefficients (a~g) in equations 14 and 15 were set in one set in such a way that the Wiebe equations were fitted by the normalized
heat release in all experimental cases [16, 17].
After the coefficients of the main and pilot Wiebe functions representing the normalized pilot and
main heat release (Equations 14 and 15, respectively) were determined, the fuel mass (mpilot and
mmain+post) and lower heating value (LHV) were multiplied to obtain the heat release of the pilot and main
combustion (Qpilot and Qmain), as shown in Equations 16 and 17, respectively. In the main Wiebe (Equation 17), ‘c’ and ‘f’ indicate the proportion of the premixed and the diffusion combustion during the total
main combustion period, respectively, therefore, the sum of ‘c’ and ‘f’ has a value of nearly 1. Diffusion
combustion typically occupies a larger portion than premixed combustion in a general diesel engine [17].
In the case of the main heat release (Equation 17), the actual heat release is lower than the heat generated by the chemical energy of the fuel because of heat loss (Qloss). Therefore, the heat loss was
subtracted from the heat energy term calculated from the fuel mass and LHV before multiplying the
energy term by the normalized main Wiebe function (Equation 17). However, the heat loss was not
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considered when calculating the pilot heat release (Equation 16) due to the relatively lower fuel mass
than the mass of the main fuel. To complete the Wiebe functions, the ignition delay (to determine the
SOC), main combustion duration (from main SOC to MFB90) and heat loss (Qloss) were additionally
modeled [16, 17, 26] with the parameters from the engine control unit. These subordinated models were
applied to equations 16 and 17. And
Table 2 shows the subordinated models to be calibrated and
objective of the models at each step of the pressure estimation.
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Table 2. Summary of the sub-models consisting the pressure estimation
step

Sub
models

compression
- Polytropic index: To
derive the variable
polytropic index during the compression
process at different
operation conditions

pilot combustion
- Pilot Wiebe function: To represent pilot combustion burning rate
- Ignition delay: To detect pilot
and main SOC which is also
used for calculating pilot
combustion duration

main combustion
- Main Wiebe function: To represent main combustion
burning rate
- combustion duration: It is
used in the main Wiebe
- Heat loss during main combustion: It is used in the main
Wiebe

6. Results and discussion
6.1 NO and NO2 prediction under steady state
Through steady-state experiments including not only base points but also swing points, NO and NO2
estimations were modeled, and Fig. 4 shows the result [18, 19]. The result shows the accuracy of the Rsquare 0.982 in NO prediction and R-square 0.834 in NO2 prediction. Result of NO2 prediction might
seem to be inaccurate. However, this model that considers the chemical reactions of the formation and
decomposition mechanism can show a higher predictability than the previously proposed models [22,
27] especially under low ppm conditions, and has fewer constant coefficients that should be tuned.
These proposed models will be applied to real-time NOx calculation through combining with in-cylinder
pressure model.

Fig. 4. Steady-state result of NO and NO2 prediction with proposed models [18, 19]
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6.2 Pressure prediction under steady state
The pressure estimation could be conducted in 3 steps using the polytropic process and the Wiebe
functions, and this model used only data from ECU [16, 17]. Fig. 5 shows the pressure estimation for
some cases of steady-state experiments. Graphs on the Fig. 5 represent the results at different engine
speeds and BMEP conditions, and it could be found that the estimated pressure can describe the tendency of the measured pressure well at the various engine speeds and BMEP conditions.
Fig. 6 shows the results of pressure prediction at all steady-state conditions (220 cases), comparing estimated pressure and measured pressure at SOC timing (Psoc) and when they have a peaked
value by the main combustion (Generally, the value of the second peak at the pressure profile graph,
Pmax). These two pressure parameters are most important when applied to the NOx prediction model,
because the two pressure values should be used for calculating the maximum temperature, which is
used for the characteristic temperature of the NO formation equation [19, 20].
Psoc and Pmax are the results of the pilot Wiebe and the main Wiebe functions and Psoc could be
estimated with good accuracy (R-square, 0.979). A relatively small quantity of pilot fuel and a low deviation of the pilot fuel quantity between experimental cases might lead to this result with high accuracy,
though the pilot Wiebe does not consider even heat loss.

Fig. 5. Validation of pressure estimation with some steady-state experimental cases (1510~2510 rpm,
BMEP 2.7~12 bar)

However, Pmax was predicted with an accuracy of R-squared (0.96), which is lower than the
accuracy of Psoc. This error might originate from the high deviation of the main fuel quantity between the
experimental cases that have a wide range of BMEP conditions (0.2~17 bar). Other reasons for the
errors are from the heat loss model and the combustion duration model, which were fitted with related
parameters for simplification due to the purpose of real-time calculation [16, 17]. Step-by-step characteristics of the whole pressure prediction model can make the error worse in later steps because the
input of the model at a specific step should be dependent on the result of the previous step. Therefore,
it was found that the error increases when the later pressure is estimated as shown in the Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Measured vs. predicted Psoc (left) and Pmax (right) [17]
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6.3 NOx prediction with a pressure sensor during transient conditions
The engine-out NOx was estimated during transient conditions (WLTC) by combining the evaluated NO
and NO2 models [18, 19], which were established through steady-state experimental data. As described
in the ‘2.2 Test cell setup’ section, the ETAS ES1000 device acquires the pressure data and other data
from the ECU to calculate the NOx emissions during transient conditions. Then, the ES1000 can calculate the real-time NO and NO2 emissions using the data and ASCET software, where the logic of the
models is imported.
In the process of NOx estimation, it is important to calculate the accurate in-cylinder gas composition because the representative concentration of major species such as oxygen and nitrogen is
determined by the in-cylinder gas composition. Therefore, acquiring the right values of the lambda and
EGR rate is necessary. When establishing the NO and NO2 models during steady-state conditions, a
lambda sensor and an exhaust gas analyzer (HORIBA MEXA 7100 DEGR) were used to measure the
lambda and EGR rate. The lambda sensor, which is inserted at the exhaust manifold, can also be used
to measure the lambda during a transient test. However, it was impossible to measure the EGR rate
using the exhaust gas analyzer during transient conditions due to the delay caused by the relatively long
length of the sampling line. Therefore, the EGR rate during transient conditions was calculated from the
temperatures at the intake manifold, downstream of the intercooler and downstream of the EGR cooler
using a fast response hot wire [28].
Finally, the instantaneous NOx emissions calculated from the model were compared with the
engine-out NOx measured by the ‘HORIBA MEXA 7100 DEGR’ and the ‘Continental UniNOx’ portable
NOx sensor, as shown in Fig. 7. During the whole cycle (1800 sec), the estimated NOx follows the behavior of the measured NOx well according to the figure. In the results of the Fig. 7, we took into account the delay of both the ‘HORIBA MEXA 7100 DEGR’ and the ‘Continental UniNOx’ portable NOx
sensor because the two sensors have different response time. Therefore, as a reference signal, we
also measured NO during the transient using CAMBUSTION FAST FTIR device. This real-time device
enables cycle by cycle measurement. Then, we shifted NOx signal from the HORIBA MEX7100 DEGR
and portable NOx sensor by matching with the NO signal from the real-time NO measurement device.
Fig. 8 shows the NO and NO2 predictions separately in the middle of the WLTC mode using
the in-cylinder pressure sensor. The figure also shows the NO2/NO ratio, lambda and fuel quantity during the operation. The Lambda in the Fig. 8 is global lambda which came from the engine control unit
(ECU) data and was measured by lambda sensor. The NO2/NO ratio increases when lambda increases because there is enough oxygen for NO-NO2 conversion under high-lambda conditions. Additionally, high-lambda conditions are created by the load (fuel quantity) decreasing region, as shown in
Fig. 8. Therefore, a low in-cylinder temperature during combustion caused by low load conditions also
increases NO2 formation (Equation 11). On the other hand, less NO is produced due to the low temperature. Therefore, the NO2/NO ratio is high at the point where NO is low.

Fig. 7. Transient-state results of NOx prediction using the pressure sensor with the proposed models [18, 19]
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Fig. 8. Transient-state results of NO and NO2 prediction in the middle of the WLTC mode

6.4 Validation of pressure prediction during transient conditions
In the previous section (6.3), the engine-out NOx was estimated using the in-cylinder pressure sensor
during the transient state. Then, if the in-cylinder pressure can be estimated during the transient state,
it is possible to predict the engine-out NOx emissions using just ECU data without an in-cylinder pressure sensor in real time.
Therefore, to verify the potential of the established pressure prediction model [16, 17] for NOx
estimation in real time, the model was validated for transient conditions. Fig. 9 represents the results of
the pressure estimation in the middle of the WLTC mode, which are applied to the NO and NO2 prediction models. To show the potential for wide use of the model, the figure shows the behavior of Psoc and
Pmfb50 (pressure value at MFB 50 timing). Pmfb50 is one of the most important pieces of information from
the pressure data for combustion control [29, 30]. The figure shows that the estimated pressure follows
the measured value well, although there is some overestimation of Pmfb50 when the injected fuel quantity
decreases rapidly. This is because of underestimation of the heat loss during the main Wiebe calculation
process.

Fig. 9. Pressure (Psoc and Pmfb50) estimation in the middle of the WLTC mode

6.5 NOx prediction without a pressure sensor during transient conditions
The pressure prediction was finally applied to the NO and NO2 prediction model. Therefore, the results
of the NOx prediction without a pressure sensor during the WLTC mode are described in Fig. 10. The
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results show the behaviors of the estimated NOx (in two cases: the case with the pressure sensor and
the case without the pressure sensor) and the measured NOx, and it could be found that the estimation
values match well with the behavior of the measured values.

Fig. 10. Instantaneous NOx emissions and estimation in the middle of the WLTC mode.

However, as shown in Fig. 11, the NOx level was underestimated in the acceleration region.
This error was caused by the EGR rate, which was calculated by the temperatures at the intake manifold,
downstream of the intercooler and downstream of the EGR cooler using a fast response hot wire [28].
In the acceleration region, the fast response hot wire downstream of the EGR cooler measured the
temperature of the remaining EGR gas, although the EGR valve was closed. This resulted in a higher
EGR rate being calculated than the actual EGR rate. This higher EGR rate made the calculated NOx
lower by decreasing the in-cylinder oxygen concentration and representative temperature values used
in the NO and NO2 models.
It was also found that the NOx estimated without the pressure sensor was lower than the NOx
predicted with the pressure sensor in the acceleration region, according to Fig. 11. This was also due to
the higher EGR rate being calculated. This made the calculated in-cylinder oxygen concentration lower,
which prolonged the result of the main combustion duration model used in the main Wiebe function [16,
17]. Sensitivity analysis was conducted on the in-cylinder pressure model in the author’s previous study
[16]. The lengthened main combustion duration decreased the peak value of the main heat

Fig. 11. Underestimated engine-out NOx in the acceleration region
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release rate and the in-cylinder pressure. Therefore, in the acceleration region, the NOx calculation
without the pressure sensor showed a lower value than the calculated NOx using the pressure sensor
because the maximum pressure and temperature caused by the main combustion were decreased when
using the in-cylinder pressure model. The underestimated engine-out NOx in the acceleration region
implies that, in this real-time NOx model, it is critical to calculate the accurate EGR rate during transient
conditions.
Fig. 12 shows the normalized accumulated NOx emissions and estimation during the whole
WLTC period. Although the total error of the NOx estimation without the pressure sensor is larger than
that in the case where the pressure sensor is used, the error does not exceed 10% when ‘HORIBA
MEXA 7100 DEGR’ is selected as a reference. This level of error is comparable with the level of error
of the portable NOx sensor that shows approximately 7% error during the WLTC mode (
Table 3).

Fig. 12. Accumulated NOx emissions and estimation during the WLTC mode.
Table 3. Errors of accumulated NOx during the WLTC mode when HORIBA is selected as a reference device.

Total NOx
[g, Norm.]
(Error %)

Portable
sensor

Horiba

Model
[w/ sensor]

Model
[w/o sensor]

1.069
(6.9%)

1 (ref.)

1.009
(0.9%)

1.098
(9.8%)

Fig. 13 shows the reason why more cumulative NOx was calculated when the pressure sensor
was not used. The region presented in Fig. 13 is the period where the cumulative NOx value difference
between the NOx models (the model with the pressure sensor and the model without the pressure sensor) increases. In this period, the estimated pressure showed a higher value than the measured value.
This is because of the underestimated subordinated models of the Wiebe function, such as the main
combustion duration model and heat loss model [16, 17]. Underestimation of the heat loss during the
main Wiebe calculation process in these engine operating conditions can lead to overestimation of the
in-cylinder pressure. Additionally, the estimated in-cylinder pressure is highly sensitive to the combustion duration model used in the Wiebe function [16]. One of the variables in the combustion duration
model is oxygen concentration, which can be calculated from the lambda and EGR rate. Therefore, to
improve the real-time NOx model without a pressure sensor proposed in this paper, it is important not
only to improve the accuracy of the subordinated models but also to apply the more correct EGR rate in
real time.

Fig. 13. Overestimated in-cylinder pressure in the middle of the WLTC mode
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7. Summary and conclusion
In this study, the engine-out NOx emissions of a light-duty diesel engine were predicted in real time
without using a pressure sensor. For the estimation, the established NO and NO2 model acquires the
in-cylinder pressure information from the pressure model to calculate the representative temperature
values. The combined model was validated for transient conditions in the WLTC mode.
Based on the Zeldovich mechanism, an engine-out NO model was established with the key
assumption that the ‘NO formation area x duration’ is proportional to the fuel mass. The NO2 model
consists of formation and decomposition mechanisms. Each mechanism takes the dominant reaction
pathways of NO2 formation and decomposition occurring with the in-cylinder conditions. Especially in
the decomposition step, the cooling effect was considered, which can shorten the decomposition reaction by mixing the high-temperature region with low-temperature unburned gas.
Pressure prediction was conducted through three steps. First, the pressure was calculated for
the polytropic process during the compression procedure, and a variable polytropic index, which is
changeable with temperature and the in-cylinder gas composition, was adopted in this step. Then, the
pilot combustion and main combustion phases were approximated using pilot Wiebe and main Wiebe
functions, respectively, in these steps.
In the results, the NO and NO2 models combined with the estimation of in-cylinder pressure
were applied to real-time NOx prediction without a pressure sensor. The model was verified for the
transient state (WLTC mode). The total estimated NOx error (9.8%) of the model is comparable with the
total estimated NOx error of the portable NOx sensor. To reduce the errors of the mode, it is important
not only to improve the accuracy of the subordinated models but also to apply the more correct EGR
rate in real time.
This real-time NOx estimation model that predicts NO and NO2 levels separately can contribute
to the management of NOx after-treatment systems and real-time emission control strategies to minimize tail-pipe NOx emissions. Additionally, this real-time NOx estimation model without a pressure sensor can be applied when calibrating emissions in the stage of engine design.
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Abstract. Thermoelectric generators (TEG) typically used in automotive transport normally have the
thermoelectric modules (TEM) longitudinally arranged with the exhaust gas flow. This leads to a thermal
mismatch between the exhaust gas and the thermoelectric modules that is not constant throughout the
generator length. In addition, the electrical connection of the TEMs also greatly affects the output electrical power of the whole TEG. Most published models consider the thermoelectric modules electrically
isolated from each other, which does not reflect real working conditions and affects the outcome of the
model. In this work, a computational model capable of predicting the electrical behavior of a TEG in any
operating mode of the tested engine has been developed. In this case, the TEMs can be thermally and
electrically arranged in different series-parallel configurations. The comparison of theoretical and experimental results shows a good precision of the model and the possibility of using it as a simulation tool.
The root mean square error (RMSE) of the electrical power generated by the TEG is 1.10 W.

1. Introduction
The global energy balance of diesel engine shows that around a third part of the energy supplied by
fuel, in light-duty vehicles, is wasted through the exhaust system (Ezzitouni et al. 2020). Increasing
levels of environmental pollution and fuel economy has encouraged research upon ways to recover heat
in internal combustion engines. One of the technologies used for waste thermal energy recovering is
the thermoelectric generators (TEGs).
A thermoelectric module (TEM) is a system formed by pairs of n and p type semiconductors that
converts thermal energy into electrical energy through the Seebeck effect as long as there is a temperature gradient between its two faces. The assembly of one or more thermoelectric modules in a single
device is known as a thermoelectric generator.
In the automotive industry, thermoelectric generators are usually located in the exhaust system,
taking advantage of the residual heat transferred by the exhaust gases through the exhaust pipe wall
(as hot source) and the engine cooling water or the air (as cold source).
The purpose of this work is to develop a computational model to predict the electrical power
generated by a TEG in a diesel engine under steady operation modes. Most published models consider
the thermoelectric modules electrically isolated from each other, which does not reflect real working
conditions and affects the outcome of the model. This study takes a further step and overcomes such
issue. This model could help to state criteria for suggesting electrical configurations and connections of
TEM is a determined TEG.
The model developed in this work, once validated, is intended to be used as a simulation tool to
study the following three case scenarios: i) thermal mismatch among thermoelectric modules in the
same electrical branch, ii) malfunction of some modules and iii) variation of the number of modules in a
electrical branch.

2. TEG modelling
The proposed procedure is divided into two steps: firstly, heat transfer modelling from the exhaust gas
to the thermoelectric modules and secondly is the electrical model itself, which models the interconnected modules (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Electrical model diagram of TEMs in series-parallel configuration under heterogeneous ΔT conditions

2.1 CFD simulations
The first part of the model consists of carrying out three different types of three-dimensional CFD simulations: gas-side heat exchanger, the whole TEG system and an on-site simulation of the TEG system
including the upstream catalytic converter of the engine (Fernández-Yáñez et al. 2018). These simulations estimate the distribution of surface temperatures on both faces of each of the TEMs in the operating
modes of the engine tested (Fig. 1).
2.2 Electrical model
The TEM can be electrically modelled as a voltage source (Voc) in series with an internal resistance (Rint)
(Fig. 1). It has been shown, theoretically and experimentally, that the Maximum Power Point is found
when the array’s terminals voltage is at half of the open-circuit value (Rowe and Min 1998). The TEMs
are electrically arranged in series, parallel or in a mixed configuration according to the characteristics of
the external load connected to the TEG in terms of voltage and current.
Applying Kirchhoff's Laws and Thévenin's Theorem, it is possible to determine the mathematical
expressions that define the Voc and Rint of the equivalent circuit of the complete TEG as a function of the
electrical parameters of the TEMs (Eqs. 1 and 2).
𝑦𝑦
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From the data provided by the manufacturer of the TEMs, the relationship between each of the
electrical parameters of the TEM and the temperature of the hot side has been modeled as a seconddegree polynomial function (Eqs. 3 and 4).
(3)

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑎𝑎1 𝑇𝑇ℎ 2 + 𝑎𝑎2 𝑇𝑇ℎ + 𝑎𝑎3

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑏𝑏1 𝑇𝑇ℎ 2 + 𝑏𝑏2 𝑇𝑇ℎ + 𝑏𝑏3

(4)
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3. Experimental setup
The same experimental setup used in Ezzitouni et al. (Ezzitouni et al.2020), has been used in the present TEG model validation. The tested TEG houses in its central part and along its entire length, the
modified section of the exhaust pipe (Fig. 2a). Over the two faces of the modified section 80 bismuth
telluride commercial thermoelectric modules, 40 on each face, are placed. The cold sides of the thermoelectric modules are refrigerated with two water heat exchangers, one per side of the TEG.
The temperature of each of the 80 modules is different and, therefore, their electrical output too.
The way they are electrically connected strongly affects the power output of the whole TEG system. For
this reason, the TEMs, were electrically characterized. As example, the Fig. 2b shows qualitative results
obtained under one of the engine operating modes tested (2400 rpm, 110 Nm). The TEMs are numbered
(1-40) from hottest to coldest.
These results reveal the pattern of temperature distribution along the TEG. To avoid electric
mismatch, the TEMs were sorted by temperature proximity into four different groups with the modules
connected serial wise as shown in Fig. 2d.

4. Model validation
To evaluate the electrical TEG model, the operating modes chosen on the effective torque - engine
speed map mainly cover the lower left quadrant of this map, as can be seen in Fig. 2c. This quadrant
mainly corresponds to the urban driving conditions of the vehicle in which the engine is mounted.
The model developed in this work was validated by comparing the experimental data with the
numerical data estimated by the model under the same conditions (Table 1). The precision lack between
measured and calculated values is mainly due to the electrical energy losses in connection and measurement circuits of the electrical parameters. It can be seen how the values of the error decrease as the
engine load increases. That is, the model is more accurate in motor operating modes where the TEG
generates more electrical energy since the relative proportion of electrical energy losses becomes lower.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2. a) Top view of the TEG coupled to the exhaust pipe, b) TEMs numbered from hotter to colder, c) Expermental test conditions and d) Sketch of the TEG and modules connection to the electrical charge circuit.
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Table 1. Experimental values vs Theoretical values

Operating modes
Output Electrical power [W]

A

C

E

F

G

H

I

Experimental 0.30

3.40 10.20 25.80 15.70 31.70 56.70

Modelled

3.94 11.78 27.02 16.56 32.77 58.20

Relative error [%]

0.35

16.67 15.88 15.49 4.73

RMSE [W]

5.48

3.38

2.65

1.10

5. Simulation of possible scenarios
Results were obtained by simulation of the following three scenarios: i) thermal mismatch among thermoelectric modules in the same electrical branch, ii) malfunction of some modules and iii) variation of
the number of modules in a branch.
In the first scenario, it is shown that the electrical connection of TEMs under conditions of thermal imbalance has a negative effect on the production of electrical energy (greater than 8%) in comparison with the energy generated by the same TEMs, but individually controlled.
The second scenario simulates the situation in which a TEM does not function properly and
stops producing electrical power. However, its internal resistance continues to consume energy due to
the Joule effect. In this case, the energy loss, due to the malfunction of a single thermoelectric module,
is very important. Hence, the need to incorporate protective electronic components, for example, diodes.
In the third scenario, the most suitable electrical configuration for the TEG tested is investigated
in terms of the number of TEMs in each branch. Many options, which go from connecting in series all
the available TEMs to individually controlling each of the TEMs. The greater the number of groups of
interconnected TEMs and the smaller the number of TEMs in each branch, the greater the electrical
power recovered by the TEG. However, the control circuit will be more complicated and expensive due
to the increase in the number of necessary converters. The most suitable configuration for this type of
TEG is to find a balance between the number of converters and the number of TEMs connected to each
converter.

6. Conclusions
In this work, a model capable of predicting the electrical behavior of a thermoelectric generator has been
developed when their TEMs, electrically interconnected, are exposed to non-uniform temperature gradients. Before electrically arranging the thermoelectric modules, it is important to characterize each one
of them in order to detect temperature mismatches or possible damaged modules. The results of the
simulation of several scenarios allow to affirm that: i) The power lost by mismatched conditions can be
very significant; ii) It is necessary to protect the electrical circuit against the possible non previously
detected malfunction of some TEMs and; iii) A balance must be found between the number of converters
and the number of thermoelectric modules connected to each converter.
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Abstract. A novel engine and fuel co-optimization platform is developed based on the Quasi-Dimensional
Stochastic Reactor Model and tabulated chemistry. The co-optimization platform is applied for a multiobjective optimization campaign including fuel blends composed of the RON95E10 base fuel and Methanol,
Ethanol, Toluene or Hydrogen as alternative fuel components. Experimental measurements of a single
cylinder research engine operated at four different operating points with the RON95E10 base fuel are used
to train and validate the simulation model. The results show the remarkable ability of a fast tabulated
chemistry based co-optimization approach to find the best suitable engine operation set up for a range of
fuel blends. Methanol, Ethanol and Hydrogen blends with optimized engine operating parameters show a
great potential to reduce the fuel consumption, CO and CO2 emissions.

1. The Engine and Fuel Co-Optimization Platform
The engine and fuel co-optimization platform workflow is shown in Fig. 1. First, the dual fuel tabulated
chemistry model [1,2] composed of the alternative fuel component and the RON95E10 base fuel is selected.
Following, the optimization of the four operating points is started. For each operating point (OP), the engine
operating parameters and the fuel blend composition are optimized to minimize specific fuel consumption
(ISFC), CO and CO2 emissions. Thereby, the Quasi-Dimensional Stochastic Reactor Model (QD-SRM) [3]

Fig. 1. Engine and fuel co-optimization platform workflow.
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with tabulated chemistry predicts the combustion process and emission formation. The genetic optimization
incorporates the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II), which has proven to be a robust algorithm for
multi-objective optimization problems [4,5]. Additionally, a virtual optimization using metamodels is applied to refine the
Pareto Front (FAST method) [6]. The new designs coming from the virtual optimization loop, are evaluated with the
QD-SRM. The overall optimization loop is continued until the total design number reaches 1500. Then the next OP is
evaluated following the same optimization strategy. When all OPs are finished, the next dual fuel tabulated chemistry
model of the alternative fuel component is evaluated.

2. Numerical Test Cases
The four fired operating points used in this work, are measured at a single cylinder research engine
fuelled with RON95E10 in the FVV project “Water Injection in SI Engines” [7] and used for the training
and validation of the simulations. The Bore is 71.9 mm, Stroke 82 mm, Rod 137 mm and Compression
Ratio 10.75.
2.1. Optimization Objectives
Three objectives should be minimized in the optimization: ISFC, specific CO2 and specific CO emissions.
2.2. Optimization Input Parameters
In this study, six input parameters are selected considering their strong influence on the performance of
the engine, the impact on autoignition in the end gas and emission formation. The parameters are
changed in relation to the reference value. The compression ratio (CR) is changed between -1.0 and
+7.0, the fuel fraction (FF) is changed between -0.5 and +0.0, the equivalence ratio (Φ) is changed
between -0.5 and +0.5, the initial pressure (PIVC) is changed between -0.2 bar and +0.2 bar, the spark
timing (ӨFP) is changed between -10 °CA and +10 °CA and initial temperature (TIVC) is changed
between -20 K and
+40 K.
2.3. Optimization Constraints
The maximum value of the reactivity parameter (ε) and the minimum value of the resonance parameter (ξ)
are used to constraint all QD-SRM simulations to subsonic autoignition (knock limit). A detailed description
of the ε and the ξ parameters can be found in [8,9]. The Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (IMEP) constraint
ensures that the engine load is kept constant and the Mass Fraction Burned (MFB) constraint forces the
optimization to only accept designs with close to complete combustion.

3. Simulation Results
The feasible designs of each optimization are arranged into two clusters depending on its objective
values. Designs with low CO2 values are arranged in Cluster 1 and designs with low ISFC and CO values
are arranged in Cluster 2.
3.1. Fuel Optimization Results
Figure 2 shows the mean cluster values of the optimization objectives and parameters for each fuel
optimization. The reference case displays the values without optimization and the RON95E10 case shows
the values of the optimization without adding a second fuel.
Table 1 presents the results for the optimized fuel blends of each cluster from the fuel blend optimization
campaign. The reference case shows the fuel properties of the RON95E10 base fuel. The results for
Methanol show Methanol fuel fraction between 11% (M11) and 29% (M29) with an increase in the indicated
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efficiency from 3.5% points to 4.2% points. The results for Ethanol show Ethanol fuel fraction between 25%
(E25) and 49% (E49) with an increase in the indicated efficiency from 4.1% points to 4.8% points. It
becomes visible that less Methanol fuel fraction in the fuel blend is required to improve the indicated
efficiency by a similar margin compared to Ethanol. Adding 45% (H45) Hydrogen fuel fraction to the fuel
blend improves the indicated efficiency by 3.1% points but the gains are below the ones of the Methanol
and Ethanol fuel blends. Increasing the Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel blend, increases the reactivity of
the end gas in the engine and elevates the knock probability. Hence, further improvements in the engine
operating parameters to improve the efficiency are limited. As discussed earlier, increasing the aromatic
content in the fuel blend is not desirable and hence no optimized fuel blend is included in the table.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Results of optimization objectives and engine parameters of different fuel blends at OP 1500rpm 15bar. (a)
Cluster 1 (b) Cluster 2. The relative changes (Δ) of the reference case are zero.
Table 1. Fuel properties of the optimized fuel blends obtained from the fuel optimization campaign.
Cluster

Fuel

Ref.
1
1
1
2
2
2

RON95E10
M29
E49
H45
M11
E25
H45

ρnorm
[kg/m3]
756.25
765.92
772.02
759.97
764.39
-

ΔLHV
[MJ/kg]
41.16
-6.1
-7.07
+35.16
-2.35
-3.64
+35.16

ΔLHV
[MJ/l]
31.13
-4.27
-4.81
-1.63
-2.45
-

C:H:O

ΔRON [-]

ΔMON [-]

6.3:11.7:0.2
3.5:7.6:0.6
3.5:8.0:0.7
4.9:9.7:0.4
4.6:9.4:0.5
-

96.7
+4.7
+9.3
+1.9
+4.8
-

87.4
+0.8
+3.9
+0.3
+2
--

Δηi
[%]
39.40
+4.17
+4.83
+3.09
+3.47
+4.08
+3.09

3.2. Operating Point Optimization Results
It can be observed in Fig. 3 the results of the RON95E10 and Methanol fuel blend optimization for the four
operating points (see Table 2).
Table 2 presents the fuel properties of the optimized fuel blends from the OP optimization campaign. In this
campaign the second fuel is always Methanol. The reference case shows the fuel properties of the
RON95E10 base fuel. The results of the OP 1500rpm 15bar shows Methanol fuel fraction between 11%
(M11) and 29% (M29) with an increase in the efficiency from 3.5% points to 4.2% points. The OP 2000rpm
20bar shows Methanol fuel fraction between 14% (M14) and 16% (M16) with an increase in the efficiency
around 4.4% points. These two operating points are knock limited, this is why the higher Methanol content
is desired to reduce the knock probability. The OP 2500rpm 5bar presents 17% (M17) Methanol fuel fraction
for Cluster 1 and 9% (M9) Methanol fuel fraction for Cluster 2. Their respective increase in the indicated
efficiency is 5.6% points and 6.8% points. Finally, the OP 2500rpm 15 bar presents Methanol fuel fraction
between 8% (M8) and 13% (M13) with an efficiency increase of 5.5% points and 4.1% points respectively.
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The increment of the Methanol content in the fuel blend is found to be beneficial over the whole investigated
engine operation range, increasing the efficiency by at least 3.5% points.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Results of the optimization objectives and engine parameters of different operating points of optimized
RON95E10 and Methanol fuel blends. (a) Cluster 1 (b) Cluster 2. The relative changes (Δ) of the reference case
are zero.

Table 2. Fuel properties of the optimized fuel blends from the operating point optimization campaign.
OP
1500rpm
15bar
2000rpm
20bar
2500rpm
5bar
2500rpm
15bar

Cluster

Fuel Fraction

Ref.
1
2
Ref.
1
2
Ref.
1
2
Ref.
1
2

RON95E10
M29
M11
RON95E10
M16
M14
RON95E10
M17
M9
RON95E10
M13
M8

ρnorm
[kg/m3]
756.25
765.92
759.97
756.25
761.61
760.9
756.25
762.02
759.23
756.25
760.91
758.99

ΔLHV
[MJ/kg]
41.16
-6.10
-2.35
41.16
-3.41
-2.97
41.16
-3.66
-1.90
41.16
-2.96
-1.74

ΔLHV
[MJ/l]
31.13
-4.27
-1.63
31.13
-2.38
-2.07
31.13
-2.55
-1.32
31.13
-2.06
-1.21

C:H:O
6.3:11.7:0.2
3.5:7.6:0.6
4.9:9.7:0.4
6.3:11.7:0.2
4.4:9:0.5
4.6:9.3:0.5
6.3:11.7:0.2
4.3:8.8:0.5
5.1:10:0.4
6.3:11.7:0.2
4.6:9.3:0.5
5.2:10.2:0.4

ΔRON [-] ΔMON [-]
96.7
+4.7
+1.9
96.7
+2.6
+2.3
96.7
+2.8
+1.5
96.7
+2.3
+1.4

87.4
+0.8
+0.3
87.4
+0.4
+0.3
87.4
+0.5
+0.2
87.4
+0.4
+0.2

Δηi
[%]
39.40
+4.17
+3.47
40.00
+4.42
+4.46
40.53
+5.64
+6.79
41.41
+4.13
+5.48

4. Conclusions
A novel co-optimization platform based on the QD-SRM, tabulated chemistry and genetic algorithms is
developed and successfully applied for a multi-objective optimization campaign of RON95E10, Methanol,
Ethanol, Toluene and Hydrogen fuel blends and different operating conditions to reduce the ISFC, CO
and CO2 emissions. The main conclusions of this study are listed below:
•
•
•
•

It was found that adding up to 49% Ethanol, 29% Methanol or 45% Hydrogen fuel fraction in the fuel
blend reduces the CO emissions by 50 g/kgFuel and the CO2 emissions by 500 g/kgFuel.
Hydrogen fuel blends show the highest reduction in ISFC, while the increased reactivity of the end gas
could be problematic for safe engine operation.
It is found that Toluene is not beneficial for improving the ISFC, CO and CO2 emissions and further
reduction of the aromatics content within the RON95E10 base fuel and replacing it with oxygenated
components could be investigated.
Increasing the Methanol fuel fraction in the fuel blend between 8% to 29% is beneficial for CO and
CO2 emissions reduction for all OPs.
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•
•

The lowest ISFC is found for the operating points 2500rpm 5bar and 2500rpm 15bar, while the
operating points 1500rpm 15bar and 2000rpm 20bar could not be improved as much because of the
knock limitation.
The computer hardware used was: Five cores of Intel of i7-8700 CPU with Frequency equal to 3.20
GHz and the average CPU time running one optimization with 1500 designs was 4h 50 min. Hence,
the method has shown that it can be effectively used on standard computers.
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Abstract. Close-coupled aftertreatment systems (ATS) for automotive Diesel engines composed of
DOC and SCR-on-Filter offer a significant potential in terms of pollutant emission control capability even
with the introduction of more aggressive driving cycles and rigorous limits for type-approval tests. In
particular, in low load conditions resulting in moderate gas flow rate and temperature in the exhaust
system, the NOx conversion capability of the SCR system largely relies on both the UWS mixing device
efficacy and on NOx sensors used to detect the actual NH3 slip and residual NOx concentration. As a
consequence, developing experimental procedures and numerical tools for the analysis of the actual
flow pattern and species concentration over peculiar sections of the exhaust system is crucial to support
the ATS development process. In this work, a state-of the-art complete SCRoF-type ATS was analysed
using a hot flow bench in steady operating conditions representative of type-approval key-points in terms
of flow rate, temperature and upstream NOx concentration. During the tests, the overall system NOx
conversion efficiency along with the NOx and NH3 distribution maps over the main flow section downstream the SCRoF were detected and compared with the corresponding distributions obtained by the
3D numerical analysis to support the design process of the entire system. Further, during the same tests
the accuracy of three production, master-type NOx sensors positioned along the exhaust line downstream the ATS was compared with the flow bench mean measurements, evidencing how the NOx
sensors actual position can significantly affect their accuracy particularly in low load operating conditions.

1. Introduction
In the global scenario, pollutants emissions and global warming effects on both the environment and human health are forcing the adoption of more efficient and clean technologies for mobility. In the automotive
sector, these constraints are actuated via the adoption of more aggressive driving cycles and rigorous
limits on CO2 and pollutants emissions, that both represent a crucial task for OEMs, along with a progressive powertrain electrification. In this challenging frame, Diesel engine - eventually in a mild or plug-in
hybrid powertrain - is still very attractive given its inherently high thermal efficiency and fun-to-drive attitude
[1]. At the same time the adoption of effective NOx and PM emissions control technologies is the enabling
factor to be compliant with the latest emission regulation procedures. In recent years, ATSs composed of
oxidation catalyst (DOC), particulate filter (DPF) and SCR catalyst (eventually combined in a single SCRoF
device) arranged in the so-called “close-coupled” configuration have proved to be an effective technical
solution to control PM and NOx emissions [2-4]. Globally, PM reduction efficiency higher that 90% and
simultaneously NOX emissions below 80 mg/km can be achieved in RDE tests.
Diesel ATSs efficacy in engine warm-up phases is largely based on both a proper thermal management of the SCR catalyst warm-up and on the design of an efficient UWS mixing system. The most
complex tasks in the transients are promoting the urea-to-ammonia conversion process and evenly distributing NH3 over the SCR inlet section, with moderate urea solid deposits and ammonia slip. To accomplish these tasks, a sophisticated ATS design is required, based on both CFD and experimental [5-8].
Further, an effective control system is required, based on both predictive models and on measurements,
among which the NOx/NH3 downstream the ATS. In the present paper, a prototype Diesel ATS in closedcoupled configuration is analyzed both numerically experimentally by a hot flow bench to deepen the
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mixing section efficacy in terms global conversion efficiency and of ammonia distribution uniformity. In
particular, a proprietary gas sampler was developed to investigate the local composition downstream the
SCRoF. The comparison of species experimental distribution with the corresponding numerical results
offers a deep insight in the mixer operation. Further, the sensitivity of production NOx/NH3 sensors to the
measuring station was validated, offering a contribution to the robustness of the ATS control strategy.

2. Experimental Setup and main Hot Flow Bench output
The SCR efficiency analysis was carried out by the Hot Flow Bench (HFB), a regenerative test bench
specifically designed for the analysis of automotive exhaust line components in realistic conditions. The
HFB is used for the analysis of complete SCR converters efficiency and for the evaluation of ammonia
uniformity downstream the SCR catalyst. To this end a proprietary apparatus - STSe Local Gas Sampler
(SLGS)- was used. The HFB allows testing SCR systems in assigned operating conditions (air flow rate,
temperature, NO/NO2 concentration and UWS/NOx ratio). The bench (Fig.1) is composed of a blower, a
laminar flow meter, a regenerative tube-and-shell heat exchanger, an electric heater and a re-configurable
test section; operation with air mass flow rate and temperature up to 600 kg/h and 600 °C is possible.
Independently from the air flow rate and temperature, pure NO and NO2 flow rates are introduced in the
air stream and regulated by hot-film flow controllers (Bronkhorst Mini Flow). The UWS injection is controlled
as pressure, frequency and actuation time, with the mass flow rate monitored by a Coriolis flow meter
(Sitrans MassFlow 3000). The NO, NO2 and NH3 concentration in the hot air flow is monitored by a QCL
Horiba Mexa 1400 QL NX; the gas is sampled downstream the SCRoF. The HFB is managed by a control
system developed in LabVIEW. The main standard test outcomes are defined.

Fig.1.- TSe Hot Flow Bench and SCRF converter measuring positions scheme

NOx Conversion Efficiency evaluation – The system conversion efficiency curve is evaluated as:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(%) = 10 ∗

��������
𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂𝑥𝑥,𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤 − ����������
𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂𝑥𝑥,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
��������
𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂
𝑥𝑥,𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤

(1)

UWS solution is started after a proper stabilization period following the NOx insertion; the final efficiency
is determined once stability criteria for the residual NOx and NH3 are fulfilled.
NOx and NH3 uniformity concentration map evaluation – The evaluation of the Uniformity Index
(UI) both for the NH3 and the NOx at the SCRF catalyst outlet section is obtained by the SLGS installed
between the SCR catalyst and the ATS cap (Fig.2). Distribution maps were derived from the concentrations
measured by the SLGS mobile probe connected to the bench gas analyzer; the probe was positioned along
81 stations over a plane 10 mm downstream the SCRF catalyst. The final UI is computed as:
[𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆] 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [%] = (1 −
[𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆]𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 [%] = (1 −
Production exit cap

∑81
𝑖𝑖=1 |𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑖𝑖 −𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 |∗𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
2∗𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗∑81
𝑖𝑖=1 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

∑81
𝑖𝑖=1 |𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3,𝑖𝑖 −𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 |∗𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
2∗𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗∑81
𝑖𝑖=1 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
SCRF catalyst outlet section surface

) ∗ 100

) ∗ 100

(2)
(3)

Local gas sampler
mobile probe

STSe Local Gas Sampler

Fig.2. ATS installed in STSe HFB equipped with STSe Local Gas Sampler

Production NOX/NH3 sensor position analysis - The bench was equipped with three NOx/NH3
individually-calibrated production sensors, installed in different positions along the exhaust line after the
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ATS (Sensors #1, #2 ad #3 in Fig.1). By this setup, it was possible evaluating the sensor position influence
on the sensor’s readout with respect to the bench gas analyzer (sample in position #3). The single species
concentrations measured by the bench analyzer were weighted with the individual sensors cross-sensitivity factor to obtain “virtual production sensor” data to be compared with sensors #1, #2 and #3:
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ + 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁3,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏ℎ

(4)

3. Three-Dimensional CFD model description
CFD-3D analysis of the multiphase flow in ATSs is conducted using a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian model
(Star-ccm+). The Eulerian part is simulated solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations on a 3D
unstructured polyhedral mesh with prism layers in the near-wall region. Turbulence modeling is based on
a RANS approach, using a k-Omega SST two-equation model. Wall modeling approach is based on ally+ wall functions. The effect of cooling on the ATS walls has been modeled with a Conjugate Heat Transfer
model of the solid walls around the gas. All the interface surfaces between gas and metal are modeled as
conformal interfaces. The Lagrangian part is solved with a two-way coupled solver. In this work, the UWS
has been approximated with pure water, and the Ammonia vapor concentration has been calculated as a
post-processing step from the theoretical Urea dosing. The spray break-up model is based on a ReitzDiwakar approach. The spray-wall interaction is modeled using Bai-Gosman based spray wall boundary
conditions. The interaction between the UWS spray and the cool walls may lead to formation of liquid film.
This is modeled with an evaporating- fluid film quasi-2D model, coupled with both the Eulerian and the
Lagrangian solver. Both boiling and film stripping are accounted for. The UWS spray injector is modeled
with a conical jet with imposed static mass flow rate, droplets diameters and velocity distribution. The
diameter distribution is based on Rosin-Rammler distribution, while the velocity distribution is normal. All
the spray properties are tuned against experimental spray data collected in spray bomb tests. All the simulations are transient and the UWS injection is pulsed. The pulse duration is calculated to inject the desired
amount of Urea on the SCRoF. One single injection pulse is simulated.

4. Experimental and CFD results
An experimental test campaign was carried out spacing 12 different working points from 10% to 75% of
engine full flow rate at different flow temperatures (from 180° to 350°), using NH3/NOx alpha ratio from stoichiometric value to 2. Conversion efficiency graph (Fig. 3, left) shows the comparison between efficiency

Fig.3. ATS NOx Conversion Efficiency and NOx-NH3 Uniformity Index (exp vs CFD)-NOx reading (virtual vs exp)
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measured data and CFD model data for 3 working conditions, from 10% to 50% engine full flow rate, 200
and 300°C, NH3/NOx alpha ratio 1 and 1,5. Globally, the agreement among experimental and numerical
results is encouraging, while for the 50% load, 300°C condition the CFD efficiency is underestimated.
NOx sensors reading values (Fig.3, right) show the gap between the reading values of the production sensors installed along the exhaust line with respect to the virtual reference sensor output. Sensors
#1, #2 and #3, were located 25, 500 and 1250 mm downstream ATS outlet section, respectively. The
graph shows the results taken at 50% engine full flow rate, 300°C, NH3/NOx ratio 1,5. The reading reliability
of the production sensors is heavily affected by the position from the SCRoF, the mismatch being reduced
from position #1 to #3 (from 3,7% to 37,5%). A similar behavior was observed in all operating conditions.

Fig. 4. NH3 slip concentration maps (exp vs CFD)

NH3 distribution was evaluated in terms of uniformity index (Fig.3, center) and concentration maps
on the outlet surface of the SCRoF catalyst (Fig. 4). Results are referred to the test case at 50% engine
full flow rate, 300°C, NH3/NOx alpha ratio 1,5. The agreement among experimental and CFD results for
NH3 concentration maps is encouraging. In particular, it is evident a NH3 accumulation on the periphery to
be ascribed to the mixer operation.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the study of the functional properties of an ATS coupled with the sensors that control it
has been conducted. The study has been carried on with an innovative experimental methodology to
study the internal flow distribution in the pipe, and it has been compared with 3D CFD simulations. The
effect of the positioning of the NOx sensors on the monitoring quality is proven by the experimental
results. For future developments, a more detailed CFD model will be applied and compared to the experimental data, to demonstrate the capability of simulation to be a viable substitute to experimental
tests for ATS development.
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Abstract. Cryogenic fluids can serve as cost-effective energy vectors for transportation. They can expand considerably in volume when in contact with higher temperatures, and thus, can be used to move
a piston even without combustion as in the case of liquid nitrogen engines. Also they are more easily
transported from the production site in comparison to their gaseous fuel counterparts, as the case of
natural gas for example, which makes them perfect candidates for being used as alternative fuels in
cleaner and more efficient engines, considering that the liquification process can be done using renewable forms of energy. In this paper we investigate the thermophysical properties and the dynamics of
cryogenic sprays at super-critical conditions, relevant to engine operation. The motivation of the work is
to optimise the injection and vaporisation process of the cryogenic fluids in compression chambers.

1. Introduction
The need for sustainable and cleaner alternatives to fossil fuels has resulted in a new interest in the
integration of cryogens in novel ultra-low emission transpiration systems. A cryogenic liquid is commonly
defined as a liquid with a boiling point below –90°C. The most commonly used cryogens in transportation
are liquified natural gas (LNG), nitrogen (LN2) and hydrogen (LH2) which will be investigated in our work.
LNG is predominantly methane that has been cooled down (−162 °C) to liquid form. It can be considered
as one of the most environmentally friendly fossil fuels. For an equivalent amount of heat, burning natural
gas produces about 30% less carbon dioxide than burning petroleum. One of the main advantages of
LNG, aside from the environmental aspect, is that LNG tanks are light and thus allow for larger fuel
storage, making LNG ideal for long-haul trucks that carry heavy loads or travel long distances between
stops[1]) LNG is also recommended for rail, marine, and off-road vehicles. An additional advantage of
LNG is that the safety record of LNG carriers is also very good. In terms of volume-based energy density
LNG is approximately 2.4 times that of CNG, it is comparable to propane and ethanol but is only 60
percent that of diesel and 70 percent that of gasoline.
LN2 is nitrogen which has been cooled down (−195.79 °C) in liquid state. It is produced industrially by fractional distillation of liquid air. Liquid nitrogen vehicle designs have been suggested as early
as 1902 (Liquid Air). A more recent example of such concept is the Dearman engine[2] which is a piston
engine driven by the expansion of liquid nitrogen or liquid air, to produce power without the need of
combustion. It is based on the Rankine cycle, (same cycle as the steam engines). The main advantage
of liquid nitrogen vehicles is that the exhaust gas is simply nitrogen. This does not make it though completely pollution free, since energy is required to liquify the nitrogen in the first place, but that liquification
process can be powered by a renewable energy source. Another recent high efficiency technology that
combines combustion with LN2 injection is the CryoPower engine, a recuperated split cycle engine developed by Dolphin N2 and the University of Brighton[3].In CryoPower, the compression and combustion
strokes are performed in different cylinders. Intensive cooling of the compression stroke by the injection
of liquid nitrogen directly into the chamber enables the recovery of waste heat from the exhaust between
the compression and combustion cylinders. Brake efficiencies of RSCE over 50% have been reported
without compression cooling, rising to 60% where the compression stroke is cooled by the injection of
LN2. The technology targets the heavy duty, long-haul sector where electrification is ineffective. This
technology aside from the increased efficiency it also offers a 30% reduction in CO2 emissions.
LH2 is made from H2 cooled down to −252.87 °C. It is a common rocket fuel, however more
recently, has also been used as fuel for internal combustion engines or fuel cells. Various submarines
(Type 212 submarine, Type 214 submarine) and hydrogen vehicles are using this form of hydrogen (see
DeepC, BMW H2R). The advantage of LH2 is that when it is burnt it mostly produces water and not
carbon-based emissions. However, the issue with NOx is still present. Due to its similarity, equipment
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can be shared with systems designed for LNG. One main issue though with LN2 is its very low energy
density in comparison to other fuels which also means that larger storage on board facilities are needed.
The pressure prevailing in the combustion or compression chamber for the above engines can
reach up to 20 MPa, with the most efficient ones operating in the higher end of the pressure range. This
results in the chamber pressure and temperature being supercritical to the injected cryogenic fluid at
their critical point of operation. Therefore, in most of the applications above, the injected cryogenic fluids
experience a sudden change in environment from subcritical to supercritical, which affects the jet/spray
disintegration and evolution. As numerical simulations are increasingly being used in the development
phase of new engines, it is necessary to accurately capture the underlying mechanical and thermodynamic mechanism driving the jet evolution and disintegration in such conditions to develop effective
injection strategies. The injection process is pivotal to obtain the maximum efficiency possible from such
engines through uniform dispersion of the cryogenic fluid when used as coolant in order to absorb the
heat uniformly throughout the chamber and provide optimum air-fuel mixing when used as fuel source.
Table 1: Table of cryogenic properties relevant to the operation of internal combustion engines. For comparison,
the properties of two other common fuels (Diesel and Gasoline) have been included

DENSITY (KG/L)
BOILING POINT (0C)
EXPANSION RATIO
AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURE (0C)
EXPLOSIVE LIMITS

LNG
0.43
-162
1:600
599
5%-15%

LN2
0.808
-195
1:848
-

LH2
0.07
-252.87
1:694
571
4%-74.2%

DIESEL
0.85
360
14-1/25-1
210
0.6%-7.5%

GASOLINE
0.78
210
9:1/12-1
280
1.4%-7.6%

2. Thermophysical Properties
One of the primary challenges in running simulations of cryogenic jets is the requirement for accurate
thermophysical models to estimate density, heat capacity, viscosity and thermal conductivity of the
fluids being simulated, especially as these fluids transition from sub- to super-critical conditions. The
rapid change in these thermophysical properties around the critical temperature at supercritical

Fig. 1. Comparison of isobaric heat capacities of various cryogenic fluids and hydrocarbon-based
fuels at supercritical pressures (1.1Pc, 1.25Pc, 1.5Pc and 2 Pc).

pressures renders the simple equation of states (EOS) and thermophysical models designed for fluids
under atmospheric conditions problematic. At subcritical pressures, like any common fuels, cryogenic
fluids vaporise on reaching the boiling temperature and the thermophysical properties instantly change
from that of liquid to that of the gas. At supercritical pressures though, the transition from liquid to gaslike is rapid but continuous and the associated thermophysical properties change sharply from that of
liquid to gas. This trend in thermophysical properties is not unique to cryogenic fluids alone. Any fluid at
supercritical pressures possesses the same behaviour. Fig. 1 presents the heat capacities of various
cryogenic fluids and hydrocarbon-based fuels at various supercritical pressures. The supercritical
pressures are presented in the reduced form (Pr = P/Pc). Though the trend is similar with spikes in heat
capacity at supercritical pressures just above critical pressure and corresponding steep gradients in
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other thermophysical properties, it can be observed that the fluids with lower molecular weight possess
amplified heat capacity spikes when compared with higher molecular weight fluids. Since the common
cryogenic fluids potentially useful in engine applications are of low molecular weight when compared
against fuels used in the engines, the cryogenic fluids have a more drastic spike in heat capacity and
steep gradients in other thermophysical properties.
In the simulations that will be presented in the current paper we use a polynomial fit of isobaric
thermophysical properties (obtained from NIST). This method is simpler than programming and
implementing a complete real gas EOS. In our previous work [4] we have also performed a comparison
of existing cubic and empirical real gas EOS’s concluding that an alternative could be the SRK EOS in
terms of accuracy for the entire liquid to gas/supercritical fluid range and availability of associated and/or
derived models to estimate other thermophysical properties.

3. Numerical Simulations
3.1 Simulated cases
Table 2. Table of cryogenic injection cases numerically simulated
Case

Injection
Critical
Pressure

LN2N2
LNGN2
LH2N2

3.4 MPa

4.6 MPa

1.3 MPa

Temperature
135 K

135 K

30 K

Chamber
Velocity
10 m/s

10 m/s

10 m/s

Fluid
Nitrogen
(N2)
Nitrogen
(N2)
Nitrogen
(N2)

Pressure

Reduced
Pressure

6 MPa

1.7

10 MPa

2.9

17 MPa

5

6 MPa

1.3

10 MPa

2.2

17 MPa

3.7

6 MPa

4.6

10 MPa

7.7
13

17 MPa

Temperature
298 K

298 K

298 K

3.2 Model and Computational Details
We have developed a new compressible two fluid code based on OpenFOAM to simulate cryogenic
fluids in varying pressure environment ranging from sub to super-critical conditions. The computational
domain consists of a 3D cylindrical chamber with the dimensions given in Fig. 2 The mesh is cylindrical
and axi-symmetric. The cut section view of the mesh presented in Fig. 2 displays the axial and radial
discretisation.

Fig. 2. Dimensions of the cylindrical chamber along with the boundary conditions implemented and the cut section of
the mesh

3.3 Results
Fig. 3 shows the contour plots of temperature of LN2 and LNG injected in the same pressure (10MPa)
environment. Given that the critical point of these two fluids is similar the reduced pressure is comparable as well (see Table 2) It can be seen that although the jets present a similar spreading in reality the
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distribution of phases is different due to the different fluids. In the LN2 case the liquid becomes transitional upon the injection while the LNG remains liquid close to the nozzle. Also the surrounding fluid is
gas exhibits different behavious. In the Fig. 4 of LNG injected into N2 for pressures (10 and 17MPa), it
can be observed that with increasing pressure the jet region consists more transitional phase.

Fig. 3. Contour plots of temperature of LN2 (top) LNG (bottom) at 10MPa chamber pressure

Fig. 4. Contour plots of temperature of LNG injection into N2 (LNG-N2) for three different time instances at 10MPa
(top) and 17MPa (bottom) chamber pressure

4. Conclusions
A thorough understanding of cryogenic spray evolution and breakup has significant importance in engine
applications. A better atomisation and dispersion of cryogenic fluid is necessary for efficient combustion
(in the case of cryogenic fuels) and cooling (in the case of cryogenic coolants). In this paper we have
demonstrated some of the important characteristics of the dynamic behaviour associated with the various phases (liquid like, gas like and transitional) of three cryogenic fluids, LNG, LH2, LN2 injected at
different pressure environments
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